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Lead me from the unreal to the real ! 
Lead from darkness to light! 

I [JUNE 1949 

-Upanishad. 

I want India to recognize that she hal a lOul that canllot perish. au that caa rise 
triumphant above any physical weakness and dely the physical combination of a whole world, 

-Maha:ma Gandhi, 

.. Grow more lood .. WII8 not a bad cry during the war. It i. a greater aeceuity now, 
-Mahatma Galldhi . 
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Editorial 

Our deepest sympathy goes to the cultivators of the famine affected 
area of Gujarat. Nature has spent her wrath in its fullness and has shed very 
little rain on certain areas in Gujarat and Saurashtra-especially the coastal 
strip of these regions, the agriculturists of which are hard hit. An unprece
dented scarcity of water, food and fodder for cattle has been felt in this tract 
The Government and other agencies have done their best by providing at 
possible facilities to relieve the distress. Food, water and fodder have been 
conveyed to the affected areas. Boring operations have been carried out on a 
considerable scale and large scale pumping from available sources of water 
supply has been taken on hand to raise fodder and mitigate the effect of famine. 
We sympathise deeply with the cultivators of this region who have not only 
suffered by loosing the year's crop but have lost some of thier cattle wealth. 
There are signs of an early mansoon this year and we hope that the rains will 
be plentiful in this tract and afford much needed relief. 

* '* '* * 
What with famines in some areas and excess of rainfall in other parts 

of the province, the crop yields of the year 1948-49 have been low. Our 
province, as is well known, is a deficit area as regards food supply. Last year's 
results should open our eyes and it be.::omes all the more imperative to adopt 
all measures to raise more food and attain self sufficiency. As a matter of 
fact self sufficiency in food supply should not be our goal. We should grow 
food in excess to enable us to tide over years of insufficiency. Prime Minister 
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru has sometime ago announced that the food drive 
should be treated as a war measure and all steps should be taken to stop the 
import of food from foreign countries in 1951. The Government of Bombay 
have started this drive in right earnest. The Han. Minister for agriculture 
Shri. M. P. Patil, is going round the province and conducting food conferences 
at all district centres with a view to adopt the necessary measures for 
intensifying food production. The drive for tractor ploughing, manuring, 
better seed supply is getting on space and suitable large scale irrigation schemes 
qre takin~ shape. Other provinces are gettin~ ahead with their land reciama-
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don and tracwr ploughing schemeil with a view to get more area under crop. 
It is to be hoped that the measures planned will relieve the food scarcity in 
the country. 

* * * * 
The Government of Bombay have recently started a scheme for 

bettering the milk supply of Bombay. For this purpose a milk colony has 
been opened at Aarey about 20 miles north of Bombay. The colony is a self 
contained unit cornprising farms, grazing areas, milk sheds and arrangements 
have been m,de for water supply, veterinary service, milk handling, Electri
city and transport facilities have been provided. It is a complete and ideal 
dairy unit, which will utilise the surrounding area to grow its own fodder 
requirements. It will prepare and handle clean and sanitary milk. The milk 
will be pasturised before selling. The aim is to cheapen the cost of milk, to 
rear the animals properly and to provide stabling accommodation for 15,000 
milch cattle. Calving facilties and arrangements to rear the calves properly 
will be provided. The opening ceremony of the colony was performed by 
Dr. Rajendraparsad, President of the Constituent Assembly, a few months ago. 
It is expected that the colony will be one of the ideal self contained units for 
milk handling in the East. 

* * * 
It would be interesting to await the results of the scheme for crop 

imsurance for the province of Madras, prepared by Shri. B. Natarajan, 
Economic Adviser to the Government. It is true that the Indian agriculturist 
has to face many risks by way of famine, pests, diseases, inc1~ment weather 
etc. It is also well known that the several Governments have to give land 
revenue remissions to the cultivators in famine and scarcity tracts periodically. 
The relief, when given, is delayed and none too generous. 

The scheme envisages an insurance confined to a certain percentage of 
the yield of a crop and proposes to confine it to staple crops in the first 
instance. The premium may be paid in cash or in kind. Licenced warehouses 
would be established to store the grain, thus relieving Government of the 
responsiblity of storing the grain. The scheme not only eliminates the neces
sity of giving revenue remissions but also guarantees for a yield of 750/.0f the 
normal and, thus will save Government a considerable expenditure on famine 
relief. The scheme which certainly is meant for the benefit of agriculture. 
the basic industry in our country, deserves full encouragement. 

* * * * 
It is well known that there is a great dearth of manure in our country. 

The supply will be sttll shorter when the demand for manure will increase due 
to the increase in irrigated areas, when the large and small scale irrigation 
schemes begin to operate fully. To make up the manure requirements for the 
development of agriculture, it is essential that all possible sources of manure 
supply should be utilised to the maximum extent and there should be no 
waste in this respect. The Government of Bombay are to be congratulated 
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for the legislation, they proposes to enact to compel all the municipalities in the 
province to convert the town refuse, rubbish and night soil intI) compost. Th~ 
scheme deserves the utmost support from the public. If Government could 
enact legislation to prevent the burning of cow-dung as fuel, they would be 
adding yet another boon to the development of agriculture. 

India has suffered a great los~ by the passing away of Mrs. Sarojini 
Naidu, one of our greatest poetess. A veteran congress leader, an· early 
worker in the cause of advancement of women, President of the Indian 
National Congress for 1925 and lastly Governor of the United Provinces, she 
had an extraordinary and varied career that any woman could claim any where 
in the world, Those who have heard her would remember her as a born 
orator. Her silver voice and poetic expression won for her the title of 
"Nightingale of India." 

She had a crowded and ever active life and served the country in many 
different spheres, She carried peace, goodwill, tolerance and warm humane 
qualities with a full sense of values She has. left her mark on the people of 
free India and especially of the United Provinces. Though physically not 
amongst the people of India she will continue to inspire them for a long time 
to come. May her soul rest in peace, 

* * * * 
The death of Prof. Birbal Sahani is a m<1tter of greatest regret to the 

Indian scientific world. He was the bead of the Department of Botany, Lucknow 
University and Dean of the Faculty of Science and was a great teacher and one 
of the foremost scientists of India. He was an eminent botanist and attained 
world distinctions in botany and geology. His loss in the field of science will 
be difficult to fill. 

* * * * 
The Dharwar Forest College was recently declared open by Honourable 

Shri M. P. PatiI, Minister of Forest and Agriculture. We welcome the sister 
college which some years ago functioned along with this college and wish it all 
success. 

* * * 
Once again a large batch of young agricultural graduates have passed 

through the portals of this institution. This year for the last time the 
college has trained graduates of the Uuiversity of Bombay and for the first 
occasion turned out a fair number of Poona University graduates. Our 
congratulations to all those who have passed and we wish them a bright 
career. 

The Golle.ge opened on the 16 th May for the new session. The rush 
for the admission is relatively less compared to the past few years. In any 
case a good number of freshers have selected the profession of agriculture and 
are slowly getting into their stride and are fitting themselves to the hard work 
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as this institution. They appear to have realised the importance of work and 
are busy absorbing the spirit and atmosphere of the college. We wish them a 
successful three years stay at the college. 

.. 
We congratulate Shri. S. P. Dhamale and Shri. P. S. fandya, both old 

alumni of our college on theIr return after a successful career of studies in 
U. S. A. Shri. Dhamale worked under Dr. J. L. Lush of Iowa State College 
and obtained the M. S. degree in animal breeding. Shri. Pandya obaitned the 
M. S. degree in Plant Genetics at Texas, where he specialised in cotton. 

"* 
Mr. G. 1. Patel a graduate of this college, who had joined the University 

of California for Plant Genetics (fruit breeding) have been awarded a graduate 
fellowship amounting to $ 1200 for studies in viticulture and exemption from 
tuition fees ($ 300 per year). We congratulate Mr. Patelfor his exceilent work. 

Cost of Cultivation of Sugarcane 
and Gul Manufacture 

BY 
l P. MIRIKAH, B. Sc. (Agri.) Hans. * 

1. Introductory. 

Sugarcane is aptly known as the king of all the cultivated crops, requir
ing the maximum expenditure per acre. In the pre-war period the cost of 
cultivation and gul manufacture was Rs. 400/~ per acre. Since the iast war, 
the cost is rising every year and recently it has reached a high peak of Rs. 
1400/- per acre, due mainly to enormous increase in the prices of manures. 
Also with the removal of control on gul, its princes are going down and with 
abnormally high costs and low prices the business is on the verge of collapse. 
The cultivator himself has now-a-days become rather uncertain and, therefore, 
pessimistic about the future of this business. Therefore, in order to know, 
where the sugarcane grower stands, in this spiral of high costs and low prices, 
an attempt is made in this article to arrive at the cost incurred by him to 
produce a palla (240 Ibs.) of gul, the unit for sale in the Deccan markets. 

• Agricultural Dfficer IIC (Government Farm, Kopergaon, Dist. ;~Ahmednagar ) 
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II. Material and Methods. 

With the above end in view an inquiry was made into the costs on 
Godawari ·Canals area in the Ahmedngar district. The cane cultivation 
having been mostly standardised in recent years, the costs are more or less 
similar ( with minor local variations) on all canals and. therefore, the data 
put up here, is eq ually representative of all the canals in the Bombay Deccan. 

The method of calculating costs included investigations intu sub -heads 
as (1) Preparatory tillage (2) Manures and manuring (3) Seed and sowing (4) 
Irrigation cess and watering (5) Intercultivation (6) Harvesting and gul-boiling 
(7) Marketing (8) Interest on current expenses (9) Interest and depreciation 
on capital investment (10) Land rent (ll)Supervision charges 

The inquiry covered cane grown on canals, engine lifts and mhot lifts, 
rahat lifts being dropped out as they are negligible. It is observed, that the 
cost varies when crushing of cane is done on power crusher or bullock cursher 
and on the fact whether the crushing equipment is owned or taken on hire. 
Therefore, a separate inquiry was made into each. Thus the different costs 
according to circumstances, that were gone into are-(1) cane on canal (a) 
with own power' cursher (b) with hired power crusher (c) with own 
bullock crusher (d) with hired bullock crusher; these four items arc 
commonly met with in tbe canal areas. (2) Cane on power lift with own 
power crusher-the only item found along with power lifts. (3) Cane under 
mhot irrigation (a) with own bullock crusher (b) with hired bullock 
crusher (c) with hired po wer crusher; these three items are commonly met 
with on well irrigation \l'ith mbot. These cover almost all the circumstances 
under which cane is grown. 

Apart from above circumstantial variations, the cost varies also with 
the time of planting, whether the crop is a ratoon or a plant crop and whether 
manure is added. The October planting of cane and 300 Ibs. N (ratio of 
Sulphate to Cake 115 N) under canals and power lift and 200 Ibs. N ( ratid 
of Sulphate to Cake 1: 4 N) on wells is adopted as a base for the data. The 
items for which the cultivatot generally does not pay in hard cash, an:! 
included in the total costs, to arrive at a correct acedemical figure, but to 
make the data more reali~tic, these items are separately accounted for, and 
the actual figure of costs is also found out side by side. 

III. Cost of cultivation and manufacture. 

In cane farming two types of costs are generally incurred viz. (1) 
capital expenditure (2) current expenditure. Capital expenses generally 
includes cost on cane crushing equipment or erection of a power lift or the 
construction of a new well. No other expenditure is generally incurred as 
the rest of the equipment (i. e. plough, fidger etc.) is easily available at 
negligible hire of Re. 1 per acre. The capital costs on bullocks is highly 
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variable and hence hire charges of bullocks is taken in current expense. 
Current expense includes costs on various items referred to above, the 
interest on capital (which has to be paid by all farmers each year) and the 
depreciation on capital necessary for renewals and current repairs 

The capital required for purchase and erection of a complete power 
crushing plant with a capacity of nearly 110 acres (cane) a season is 
Rs. 24,000 at present. Smaller plants are uneconomic and even if a person 
has less than 110 acres of his own, he fits such large plants to reduce over
head charges and hires it out during the season, when he can spare it. For a 
complete bullock crusher equipment, an investment of Rs. 2200 is necessary 
and this can crush maximum of 15 acres in a season. In case of power lift 
the engine is used for the duel purpose of pumping water and crushing cane, 
hence this requires Rs. 1500 only as capital for a planting programme 
of 50 acres. For mhot irrigation, construction of a new well in dry tract costs 
Rs. 3,500 at present. It can irrigate 8 acres on an average. All these costs 
are based on current prices, as otherwise, their depreciation if calculated on 
pre-war rates, will not be able to meet the expenses on repairs or renewals, 
which have necessarily to be done at present rates. 

The current expense, as said above, includes all sub-heads detailed 
below. All these item s are standardised on Deccan canals and contractors 
at fixed rates are easily available. All these costs are on acre basis and all 
unnecessary details generally known, are omitted, to cutshort the matter. 
These are available with the author and will be gladly supplied on request. 

(1) Preparatory tillage:- -
Includes charges from ploughing to repairs to the ridges and comes to 

Rs. 60 bullock labour charged at hired rates. 

(2) Manures and manuring ;-

Includes expenses on purchase of Basal manure, top dressing and 
cost of application. On canals and power lifts generally, 15 cart-load~ of 
Farm Yard Manure is used (green manuring being very rare) and 300 lbs. N 
is given as a top dressing with 50 lbs. N from sulphate of amonia, 150 lbs. N 
from Ground nut cake and 100 lbs. N from caster cake. The present rates 
per Re. are--l·5 lbs. N of amonium sulphate, 3/4 lb. N of Ground nut cake 
and i lb. N of Caster cake and Rs.5 per cart-load (1000 lbs.) of F. Y. M. 
In audition, Rs. 10 are required for application. All this cost comes to 
Rs. 540. On wells, generally 15 carts of F. Y. M. and 200 lbs. N as top dres
sing ( with 50 N from amonium sulphate, 100 N from ground nut cake, 50 N 
from caster cake) is given and at above rates it comes to Rs.353. The 
remarkable feature is high prices of manure, as compared to pre-war, which 
was--6 lbs. N per Re. for am onium sulphate, 5 lbs. N per Re. for groundnut 
cake and 4 Ibs. N per Re. for caster cake. The caster cake gives better gul 
and. therefore. though costly has become common. •. 
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(3) Seed and sowing :-

Generally own seed is used. But for correct costing its price is 
included here. Ready made sets cost Rs. 12 per 1000 (when gul price is 
Rs. 12 a md.) and an acre takes Rs. 120. In addition actual planting takes 
Rs. 3 and total cost is Rs. 123 only. 

(4) Water cess and cost of watering :-

For canals, water cess (in block area) is Rs.60 for first 12 months, 
Rs. 20 further upto crushing and Rs. 20 for actual watering for 14 months 
i. e. Rs. 100 only. For engine lifts the cess is Rs. 30 and actual cost of water
ing Rs. 200 for the life of the crop i. e. Rs. 230 only. For mhot lifts there is 
no water cess in dry areas surrounding canals (taken for study here) but 
actual watering takes Rs. 288. 

(5) Inter-cultivation:-

Includes weeding, hoeing, tagarni and earthing up and comes 
to Rs. 62 in all. 

(6) Harvesting and gul manufacture :-

Circumstances mentioned above, lead to fcur different rates for 
accounting in this case-(a) On own power crusher (b) On hired powel; 
crusher (c) On own bullock crusher (d) On hired bullock crusher. 

(a) On own power crusher (i) Cane on canals :-Harvesting and 
carting to gurhal Rs, 100; crushing and boiling ( yield 40 tons 
cane) Rs. 128, total Rs. 228. 

(b) On hired power crusher (i ) Cane on canals :-Harvesting and 
carting to gurhal Rs. 100 ( Same tonnage); manufacturing cost 
Rs. 320; total Rs. 420. (ii) Cane under mhot :-Harvesting 
(yield 30 tons cane) Rs. 60; carting 5 miles Rs. 75; crushing 
Rs. 220; total Rs. 355. 

(c) On own bullock crusher (i) Cane on canals :-Harvesting 
(40 tons cane) carting, crushing, total Rs. 324. (ii) Cane under 
mhot :-Harvesting (yield 30 tons cane) carting, crushing; total 
Rs.232. 

(d) On hired bullock crusher :-(i) Cane on canals :-Harvesting 
catting, crushing, boiling; total Rs. 430, (ii) Cane under mhot 
lift :-Harvesting, carting, crushing, boiling; total cost Rs. 298. 

(7) Marketing charges :-

Includes carting up to market (5 miles for canal cane and 15 miles for 
mhot lift cane), hamali, mapai commission, rebate and gift cess etc. The cane 
9n canal req uires Rs. 42 under this head, and cane on well irrigation Rs. 58. 
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(8) Interest on current expenditure :-
Nearly 98 p. c of the cultivators have to borrow money from sawkars 

(adtya). Advances for current expenditure are required till the time of crush
ing and once the crushing starts, its expenses are met from daily sale of gul. 
The variations in the conditions of growing cane referred to above. also affect 
this and different amounts are required as advance up-to crushing viz. cane on 
canal Rs. 885. cane on pump lift Rs. 1015. cane on mhot lift Rs. 877 and 
@ 9 p. c. average interest rate, the inrerest comes to Rs. 77. 91 and 76 
respecti vely. 

(9) Interest on capital expenditure:-

This includes interest proper and depreciation kept aside for renewals 
and current repairs of machinery etc. Here also varying conditions mentioned 
above bring in four different costs for accounting :-(a) For a complete power 
crushing plant Rs. 24000 are required as capital as stated earlier and @ 9 p. c. 
the interest comes to Rs. 21EO per year and with 12 years life for engine and 
crusher and 5 years life for accessories. the annual depreciation comes to 
Rs. 2400 which totals Rs. 4560. With its capacity to crush 110 acres a season 
the interest and depreciation works out to Rs.41-8-0 per acre per year (say 
Rs. 42). (b) For a bullock crusher the capital required is Rs. 2200, as said before, 
and @ 9 p. c .. the interest is Rs. 198 and with 10 years life for crusher and 5 
years for accessories. the depreciation comes Rs. 330. which totals Rs. 528. With 
its capacity at 15 acres per season the interest and depreciation works out 
to Rs. 35 per acre per year. (c) For an engine lift the net capital required 
is Rs. 1500, only and its interest and depreciation at above rates is Rs. 285 and 
since 50 acres can be irrigated on such a plant the cost is Rs. 5-8 per acre 
per year. (d) For a well. in these days Rs 3500 are required for digging and 
building the same. At 9 p. c. rate interest is Rs. 315 and with 40 years life 
depreciation is Rs. 87 per year which totals to Rs. 402 per year. It has a. 
capacity to irrigate 4 acres perennial and 4 acres seasonal and therefore the 
interest and depreciation work out to Rs. 50 per acre per year. 

(10) Rent of the land:-

This is too varying a factor since pre-war rentals still in force are at 
Rs. 10 and now they are anything from Rs. 25 to Rs. 50 per acre. Therefore 
the average rent of Rs. 20 per acre per season is taken into account. 

(11) Supervision charges:-

This is also controversial. Only persons owning large cane area main
tain managers. Also with many crops to look to. the manager's pay is to be 
divided on crops according to value of each crop. In cane farming 80 p. c. is 
return from cane crop. out 'of all crops grown on canals. Generally with 
minimum area of 75 acre5, a grower keeps a mmager at Rs. 100. P. M. and at 
80 p. c. rate as above tbe manager"s pay for cane is Rs. 80. P. M. for 75 acres 
i. e. Rs. 12 per acre per year. This is applicable only to large growers on 
canals with own power crushers. It is out of question for small areas, 
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Economics 

Total Acedemic cost Total cost in cash 

Variation -P-. A.- T-p.- A~--I P. Pal-Ia I Per acre I p~"r-a~;~[ Per palla 
Cost I Income Cost I cost I income cost -------\-1- -- Pallas . ! I Pallas 

Canal Cane Rs. gul Rs. IRs. gul Rs. 

Own power crusher I 1306 40 32.65! 1186 40 
Hired power crusher 1444 40 36·10 1239 40 
Own bullock crusher' 1393 40 34·82 1188 40 
Hired bullock crusher 1454 40 36·35 1249 40 

Power Lift 

Sugarcane 
own power crusher 1455 

Mhot Lift 

Cane 
own bullock 

Hired bullock 
.. power 

1357 
1388 
1445 

40 

30 
30 
30 

36·37 

45·23 
46·26 
48·16 

1335 

1032 
1063 
1120 

40 

30 
30 
30 

29·65 
30·97 

I 29.70 
31·22 

33·37 

34·40 
35·43 
37·33 

The income is based on a cane to gul ratio of 11 p. c. on average. On 
wells. due to so many factors. the yields are always less. 

IV. Conclusion 

The above figures speak for themselves and need no CrItIcIsm. The 
business of growing sugarcane under well irrigation is not going to pay as 
much as that on canal or power lift'>. On the other hand it is in a loss. It 
is worth nothing, that. even with high prices of manures. the business is a 
paying proposition under canal with an average price of Rs. 35 a palla 
current at present. With high sugar prices, there will be a demand for gul 
which is not going to reduce its price any further below Rs. 35 (current at 
present) and since this is the marginal price for the grower. he need not be 
afraid of a collapse in the business. at the same time he should not expect 
higher profits at present. 

How the grower can increase his profit even under these circumstances 
is a difficult question and beyond the scope of the present article. However. 
the consideration of this problem is very urgent aId needs immediate atten
tion of all concerned. 

2 
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Food Problem and Pest Control 

By 

H. L. KULKARNI., M. Sc. (Agri.)* 

A VigOUroLlS campaign to increase food supplies by putting more- ,land , 
under the plough and by increasing the out-turn per acre is carried out iii aU' -
the provinces of India with a view to make the country self sufficient' in as 
short a time as possible, An increase in total cropped area will solve tbe 
problem in part, but it is also eq ually necessary to take steps to save the. 
crops from the severe depredations caused by insect pests in the fields, and 
efficient protection of grains during storage is very essential. It is estimated 
that by efficient protection of plants against insect pests, diseases and animals 
we can increase the total production by about 10 percent. 

Damage by insect injury. ~ 

The average figures for 1945-46 indicate that a total area of 1811ilkh 
acres was under cereals in Bombay Province. (i) Deccan wingless grass. 
hoppers-(Colemania sphenareoides) , (il) Jowar stem borers (Chilo Zonellt(s 
Sw), (iii) Katra hairy caterpillers (Amsacta moorei), (iv) Paddy grasshoppers 
(Hieroglyphus banian), (v) Kane flies (Pachydiplosis oryzae) , (v i) Paddy blue 
beetles (Leptispa pygmoea), (vii) Crabs and ocassionally (viii) Paddy case 
worm ('N..ymphula depunctalis); and (ix) Paddy army worms (Spodoptera 
mauritia) form the chief pests of cereals. Even with an average of 2 % damage' 
an annual loss of about Rs. 23,80.000 may be incurred due to the damage by 
Deccan wingless grasshoppers. In years of bad infestations the losses may 
still mount higher. Similiarly, with an average of 5 % damage by Katra hairy 
caterpillers a loss of about Rs. 7,00,000 may be incurred. Khapra (Tro,goderma 
granaria), lii) Rice moth (Corcyra cephalonica St.), (iii) Pulse beetles (Bruchus 
analis) , (iv) Rice weevil (Sitophilus oryzae) , (v) Grain moth (Rhizopertha 
dominica), etc, are a serious menace to the stored grains in the godowns. At 
various stages in the journey, the food has to be stored and storage plays an 
important part in food economy. At present there is a considerable wasta of 
food. Quite a bit of it is eaten by insects and rats. It is estimated that 
roughly about two and a half crores of rupees worth of grains are damaged by 
store pests annually, Improved storage facilities are therefore very badly 
needed. 

Vegetables :-

The present acreage under vegetables excluding potatoes is about ., 
1.00,000 acres. Of this, about 13,000 acres is cultivated under sweet potatoes, 

• Senior Ll.!cturer in Entomology, Collage of Agriculture, Poona 5. 
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The sweet potatoes weevil (Cylas formicarius) is the major pest of this crop 
both in the fields as well as in the storage. Oi) Aphids (Siphanocoryne 
indobrassicae) on cruciferous vegetables, Macrosiphum pisi, Kalt. on peas, 
Aphis gossypi, Glover. etc are the chief pests on most of our winter vegetables. 
Besides, mustard sawflies (Athalia proxima), Pumpkin beetles (Aulacophora 
Spp), diamondback moth (Plutell maculipennis), J assids (Empoasca Spp), thrips 
etc, comprise additional enemies of the vegetable growers in this province. 
It is difficult to estimate the additional yield on account of the control of 
these notorious pests. The pre-war acrage under potatoes in this province 
averaged to about 20,000 aeres per year. Cut worm (Agrotis ypsilon) is 
considered to be a major pest in the fields. Probably, the most serious pest 
of potatoes is the tuber moth (Gnorimoschema operculella Zell). Though the 
actual amount of damage may be greater, we may certainly estimate the 
losses at 10 % of all tubers stored for more than three months. 

Fruit crops :-
The acrage under fruit crops in the province is about 85,000 acres. 

Mangohoppers (ldiocerus Spp) (ii) grapevine beetles (Scelodonta strigicollis), 
(iii) beedevine bug (Disphinctus maesarum) (iv) Red ants on citrus 
(Oecophylla smargadma) (v) citrus scale insects (vi) mango stem borers 
(Batocera rubus), (vii) fruit flies (Chaetodacus Spp.) (viii) Anar fruit 
caterpillers (Vtrachola isocrates) (ix) Citrus mites (x) citrus fruit sucking 
moths (Ophiderus Spp), etc., are the chief pests of fruit trees in our province. 

Artificial control methods for most of the crop pests have been dis
cLlvered. Besides experimental trials with D. D. T., Gammexane, Hexyclan, 
pyrodusts and Pyrocolloids and other new allied insecticides are as well in 
hand. Encouraging results have been noticed in the control of mango hoppers 
by dusting with 10 /~ D. D. T. and sulbhur in equal proportions. Similarly, 
the control operations against Deccan wingless grasshoppers and paddy grass
hoppers by dusting with 7-10 /~ Hexyclan and 5 /~ Hexyclan respectively, 
have yielded very satisfactory results under the D. D. T. scheme. Further 
trials with these new insecticides against other important economic pests are 
taken up to work out their efficacies as compared to standard insecticides. 

Organisation of plant protection and some of its limitations 

It is possible to increase by several million tons the food output of the 
province. This can be had as a result of controllIng only a small number of 
major pests of annual occurance in this province. The main problem that 
confronts the field entomologists is that a large farming community, because 
of their want of familiarity with modern methods of pests control. does not 
necessarily appreciate the measures advocated by the experts. However 
actual field demonstrations have been very useful. Realising this, therefore, 
the govern01l.!nt is now favouring the actual carrying out of plallt protection 
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on the farms of cultivators. Such measures have much impressed our farmers 
on the whole. Thus during 1947, 1,50,000 acres of paddy in Dharwar and 
Belgaum districts were treated with 5 % Hexyclan dust and the grass hopper 
pest was brought under complete control. The insecticides, machinery, as 
well as technical advice was provided by the G1wernment to popularise the 
control operations. 

The success of Government campaign for the control of crop pests 
much depends upon the size of block to be treated, and the execution of the 
work in as short a time as possible. Often the fields may be separated by 
wide patches of fallow lands, or patches of fields grown under different crops. 

Availability of water supply is another important factor in deciding the 
form in which the insecticide is required to be uesed. The use of spray 
amounts to the handling of large quantities of water and the use of more 
complicated machinery. However, spray treatments are sometimes found 
more economical as the insecticide adheres better and has a bettar residual 
effect than the dust which is very likely to be blown away by high winds or 
washed away by rains. 

The cost of treatment is another limitation in the execution of the plant 
protection service, because the control cost must be low enough to allow the 
application to be profitable. 

Besides, quick transport facilities are very essential to conduct the pest 
control work before the insects gain an upper hand. 

To be successful, quick dispersal of information about the incidence of 
the pest must take place so that the technical staff can be switched on to 
work without loss of time. 

Machinery and equipment. 

Crop protection could be successfully carried out if the control operations 
are taken up over a larger area. Many difficulties may stand in the way of 
such an undertaking. Of these, smallness of holding chiefly hinders the 
success to a large extent. The use of power machinery for dusting or spraying 
cannot be a practicable measure under exisisting conditions on account of small 
individual holdings and patchy cultivation of crops. A tractor equipped with 
spraying device, for instance, cannot be taken accross irrigation channels or 
high bunds. Therefore, spraying eduipment for field and garden work consists 
of compressed air sprayers, knapsace sprayers, bucket pumps, barrel and tank 
pumps. The capacities of individual pressure sprayers generally ranges from 
It to 4 gallons. In compressed air sprayers the air pressure fluctuates widely 
which is not the case with knapsack sprayers. 
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Dusting outfits in practice include bellows type of dusters, hand dusters 
operated by a blower-fan and power dusters. The bellows type of dusters are 
winning favour because young trees and low lying crops can be conveniently 
treated by them. Crank type of dusters have been very popular since they 
are efficient and are high geared. The prewar pearless dustguns have been 
wholly replaced by Root hand-dusters of the crank type. The power dusters 
are found suitable to treat the godowns against store pests only. 
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A Note on the Preparation of Superphosphate 

from Bone Meal. 

By 

M. M. KIBE.* 

The manurial value of any phosphatic fertiliser depends upon its con
tents of water-soluble phmphoric acid, and the higher the soluble phosphate 
the greater is its manurial value. Bone meal. which has long been in lise as a 
fertiliser, contains on an average 20 per cent phosphoric acid. most of which 
is present in the insoluble form as tricalctc phosphate (i. e. Ca3 (P04)2). in 
combination with a certain amount of calcium carbonate (CaC03). When 
added to the soil. bone meal undergoes decomposition and liberates the phos~ 
phoric acid in a soluble form. The change from the insoluble to soluble 
form is mainly brought about by the production of carbonic acid (H2C03) 
in the soil, as a result of the combination of water and carbon-dioxide pro-

• lJepa.rlment of Cbc.:mi:;try, CoJlege of Agriculture, Poolla. 
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duced by bacterial action and the respiration of roots. However this change 
is comparatively very slow resulting in the slow availability of phosphoric 
acid of the bone meal to the plants. The availability of phosphorus in the 
bone meal can be increased by turning it into superphosphate by the action of 
sulphuric acid. With a view to working out a suitable method for the pre
paration of superphosphate from bone meal, some experiments were con
ducted, a short account of the preliminary findings of which is presented in 
this note. 

Nearly all the mineral phosphates used in the manufacture of super
phosphate consist chiefly of tricalcic phosphate (Ca3 (P04)2). When treated 
with sulphunc acid, the tricalcic phosphate is turned into phosphoric acid 
(H3P04), monocalcium phosphate (CaH4 (P04)2), and dicalcium phosphate 
(Ca2H2 (P04)2) depending upon the strength and the amount of sulphuric 
acid used. The reactions that take place when tricalcic phosphate is acted 
upon by sulphuric acid can be represented as follows :--

( i ) 3Ca3(P04)2+6 H2S04+2H20=4 H3P04+Ca3(P04)2 

+ 6 CaS04 + 2H20 

(ii) Ca3(P04)2+4 H3P04+ H20=3 (CaH4(P04)2+H20 

(iii) Ca3 (P04)2+ H2S04+2H20 = Ca2H2(P04)2+CaS04+2H20. 

Sulphuric acid probably acts on about two thirds the tricalcic phos
phate and the free phosphoric acid produced according to reaction (i) acts 
on the remainder. Similarly as CaS04 is not removed from the final product, 
the percentage of phosphoric acid in the final product is about half that in 
the original tricalcic phosphate. When sufficient acid has been used, the 
final product consists mainly of CaH4 (PO~)2 and CaS04, giving on an average 
Id per cent soluble phosphoric acid. The percentage of soluble phosphoric 
acid is likely to very with the amount of acid used as well as on how effec
tively it comes into contact with the particles of the mineral phosphate. 
Bone meal which consists mainly of tricalcic phosphate also undergoes similar 
transformations when treated with sulphuric acid. Unlike the mineral 
phosphates, which can be pulverized to a fine condition, bone meal does not 
lend itself to such a treatment. Two sets of experiments were therefore 
arranged, one for studying the effect of fineness of bone meal on the soluble 
phosphoric acid of the final product, and the other for studying the effect of 
increasing quantities of acid on the solubilisation of phosphoric acid from 
bone meal. 

Experim~nt ]\(,0. I. The bone meal used in these experiments consisted 
of particles with an average diameter of 3/32 inch. It was graded into fou r 
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fractions by means of sieves, giving the following percentages on the original 
sample:-

Size. per cent on original sample. 

1. Greater than 2 00, m. 39·87 

2. Between 1·0 and 2·0 m. m. 25·69 

3. Between 0·5 and 1·00 m. m. 11·29 

4. Less than 0·5 m, m. 23·14 

Total 99·99 

Each of the fractions was separately analysed for total phosphoric acid 
with the following results:-

Size, per cent total P205 

1. Greater than 2 m. m. 21·55 

2. Between 1·0 and 2·0 m, m. 21·26 

3. BetwE'en 0·5 and 1·0 m. 111. 21·26 

4. Less than 0·5 m. m. 20·95 

Total 21·25 

In the manufacture of superphosphate from rock phosphate, they 
generally use sulphuri::: acid of 60 p. c. strength (having a specific gravity of 
1·5 to 1·6). In the present experiment, the specific gravity of the acid used 
was 1·6 corresponding to a strength of 68·7 per cent by weight. Since 
concentrated acid (Sp. Gr. 1·84) causes charring of the product, the specific 
gravity of 1·6 was chosen, and this is not very much different from what is 
used in the commercial production of superphosphate. 

Details of Procedure :-Portions weighing 100 gm. of each of the fractions 
of bone meal were transferred to porcelain dishes and were steeped with 34 cc. 
of distilled water for 24 hours. At the end of this period, each of the four 
lots was treated with 31·3 cc. of sulphuric acid of 1·6 specific gravity each lot 
being thoroughly mixed and stirred in order to ensure proper contact between 
the acid and the particles of the bone meal. The proportion of bone meal: 
acid: water was thus maintained at 1:1/3:1/3. Each lot was then periodically 
analysed for total and soluable phosphoric acid and the r~sults of th~se analyses 
~re presented in Table 1. . 
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TABLE No. 1. 

Size of the bone meal 

greater thajietween I between I less than 
2 mm. 1 & 2 mOl. 0·5 & 1 mm. 0·5 mm. 
~- --

3 days after start 
1 I 

Soluble phosphoric acid I 
(P 205) 11·58 1 11·34 11·46 11·80 

Total phosphoric acid 
(P 205) 15·95 16·04 16·92 15·44 

One month after start 

Soluble phosphoric acid 
(P 205) n·33 11·60 . -11·54 '11·95 

Total phosphoric acid 
16·40 (P 205) 16·90 14·63 17·64 

Two months after start 

Soluble phosphoric acid 
(P 205) 10·38 9·68 9·20 ··9·57 

Total phosphoric acid 
(P205) 15·72 13·41 13·42 12·33 

A scrutiny of the figures given in Table I shows that there is hardly 
any difference in the contents of soluable phosphoric acid of superphosphates 
prepared from different fractions of bone meal at all the three periods studied. 
This means that the size of the particles does not affect the solubilisation of 
bone meal by the acid. Secondly the action of the acid goes to completion 
within three days after its addition to the bone meal. On an average, with the 
quantity of acid used, more than fifty percent of the phosphate present in 
final product is in a soluable form. 

Experiment II. In order to study the effect of increasing amounts of 
acid on the solubilisation of P 205, an experiment was carried out with the 
following quantities of bone meal ( 3/32" ). acid and water:- ' 

Bone meal Water Acid 

1 100 gm. 34 cc. 33·3 gm. 

2 100 gm. 34 cc. 50·0 gm. 

3 100 gm. 34 ec. 75·0 gm. 

4 100, gm, 34 .cc, l_OO·O ~m. 

~ 
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The procedure as regards steeping, mixing, etc. was the same as in 
experiment 1. 

Represe:1tative samples from the lots shown above were perio,iically anllysed 
and the results of these analyses are presented in Table II. 

TABLE No.2. 

Total P205 soluble P205 soluble P205 
Treatment. per cent on per cent on as % of 

dry matter. dry matter. total. 
----

Three days after start 
23'22 4'55 19'59 

ii 17'82 9'27 52'02 
iii 15·93 12·93 81'17 
iv 14·00 12·23 87'56 

One month after start 
i 18'65 HI 38'13 
ii 18'96 11'24 59'02 
iii 15'70 11'98 76'38 
iv 13'91 12·95 86'86 

Two months after start 
19'77 5'87 26'98 

11 18'39 10'43 56'70 
iii 16·91 12'83 75'86 
iv 15'00 13-50 89'99 

It will be seen from Table II that the percentage of soluable phosphoric 
acid goes all increasing with increase in the quantity of acid used and this is 
true at all the three periods studied. The action of the acid is nearly com· 
plete within the first three days after its addition to the bone meal. It will 
also be seen from column V that maximum solubilisation of phosphoric acid is 
brought about when the quantity of acid used is equal to that of bone meal. 
It was however found that the product obtained under this high quantity of 
acid is so pasty that it cannot be handled with ease. Due to the presence of 
lar~e excess of acid, the storage of such a product is likely to be a difficult 
problem. The next high yield of soluable phosphoric acid is obtained under 
treatment nI where the proportion of bone Uleal : acid is as 1·0: 0·75. Here 
also the final product is found to be unsatisfactory, the particles sticking 
together in small lumps. It is only under treatment II where the quantity of 
acid used is half that of bone meal that a fairly high yield of soluble phos. 
phoric aciq is combineq witl~ ~n open and gr~nl!lar structure in the fiQal 
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product. In the commercial production of superphosphate also the same 
proportion of acid to bone meal as under treatment II is used. 

The sample of superphosphate prep~red under treatment II along with 
that manufactured by a commercial firm from bones was subjected to complete 
analysis and the results are presented in Table III. 

TABLE No.3. 

Moisture 
Soluble phosphoric acid (P 205) 
Insoluble phosphoric acid (P 205) 
Total Phosphoric acid (P 205) 
Loss on ignition 
Nitrogen ~, 
Acid insoluble matter 
Total lime (CaO) 
Monocalcium phosphate (CaH4( P04 )2) 
Tricalcic phosphate (Ca3 (P04)2) 
Calcium sulphate (CaS04) 
E!xtra lime (CaO) 
Sulphuric acid (S03) 

Laboratory sample Commercial 
pre-under treatment bone super-

II phosphate 

per cent 
11·39 
10·41 
8·84 

19·25 
34·41 
3·56 
1·10 

23·38 
17·15 
19·31 
21·42 

16·80 

per cent 
4·85 
6·18 
8·26 

14·44 
27·17 

3·00 
7·82 

24·75 
10·18 
18·03 
30·41 

29·25 

It will be seen from the table that the laboratory sample is nearly on~ 
and a half times as rich in soluble phosphoric acid as that manufactured by 
the commercial firm although both of them contain about the same quantity 
of insoluble phosphoric acid. The nitrogen contents as well as the organic: 
matter as indicated by loss on ignition are slightly higher in the laboratory 
product than in the commercial sample. The contents of calcium sulphate. 
the figures for which are conventionally calculated by the combination of 
lime and sulphuric acid (S03) determined individually, arc considerably 
lower in the superphosphate prepared in the laboratory than in the commer
cial product thus bringing out its superiority over the latter. The amount of 
sulphuric acid is very much higher in the commercial sample than in the 
product prepared in the laboratory and this naturally teduces its quality as 
a fertilizer. It will thus be seen that the superphosphate prepared in the 
laboratory by treating bone meal (3j32" size) with half its weight of sulphuric: 
acid and one third its weight of water is far superior to that manufactured 
by a commercial firm. 

. , Experiments on the preparation of superphosphate from bone meal on 
a 1arge scale have been undertaken in order to work out the details of equip. 
Inent a.nd economics of manufacture.' . 
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Summary 

( i) RemIts of experiments carried out to study the effect of fineness 
of bone meal and varying quantities of sulphuric acid on the soluble phos
phate contents of the superphosphate are presented and discussed. 

(ii) Using bone meal of 3/32" size it is noticed that the fineness of 
particles does not affect the soluble phosphoric acid contents of the final 
product. 

(iii) Increasing quantities of acid cause greater and greater solubilisa
tion of phosphate, but the product obtained with large quantities of acid is 
difficult to handle. 

(iv) Superphosphate prepared frqrn bone meal (3/32" size) and acid 
in the ratio of 1·0: 1/2 is fairly high in soluble P2 05 and at the same time 
granular in structure. In quality it is found to be superior to that manufac
tured by a commercial firm. 

4.H Clubs for Boys and Girls 
By 

S. P. DHAMALE, B. Sc. (Agri. ), M. Sc. (Iowa, U. S. A. )* 

The most interesting and prominent feature of the cooperative extension 
work of the United States Department of Agaiculture that had struck me was 
the 4-H Clubs for boys and girls. The 4-H Club is an organised group of 
tural boys and girls each with a definite project to be done at home, with a 
planned programme of activities and working under an adult leader. The 4-H 
Club work is thus the junior phase of the Agricultural Extension programme. 
Every member of the club carries out some farm or home project and is 
taught to use the best ways of doing things in the home and on the farm as a 
means of training the 4-H life, that is training of the H~ad, the Heart, the 
Hand and the Health. 

When the adult farmers did not respand to special efforts to get them 
to attend the farmers' institution in MACOUPIN Country 111, Mr. W. B. 
Otwell'tos president of the country institutions, distributed carefully selected 

- --'. -~. ~~'-',-~ 
• bidsional Inspector of Cattle Breeding, Pandh;;.rpur. " 

------. - .. 
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corn (maize) to 500 boys, who grew it and made an exhibit for prizes in 1900. 
This was so very successful that the next year 1,500 farmer boys entered the 
contest. Thus when agricultural education began to advance some 40 years 
ago, leaders started to give attention to the possibility of working with the 
youth, hoping that it might serve a d:Juble purpose of encouragIng parents 
to adopt better methods and enable the coming generation to become better 
informed in agricultural pursuits. Young people between the ages of 10 and 
upwards in a community organise themselves into a group, with their own 
officers and their own local programme under the guidance of a man or a 
woman adviser. 

The principle underlying the 4-H Club work is that the education of 
youth always aims towards a better educated adult citizenship. It would 
seem entirely proper for extension forces to lay great emphasis on work with 
young people. Many believe in U. S. A. that considerably more extension 
time could well be given to this kind of work because in a long period of time 
trained youth would become trained adults, the main objective of extension 
education. 

The general trend in the selection of subjects for 4-H Clubs is to study 
closely the chief interests of the communities and also to closely parallel the 
trend in adult programme. It is for this reason that certain projects, for 
exampie dairy calf clubs, are selected where interest in dairying is prevalent. 
Thus, the 4-H club programme of 5ujbects can and should conform to the 
needs of the community concerned. 

. . . 
To ensure this correlatloh a definite plan of ptogramme, selection and 

development is followed. A country committee is appointed by the farm 
bureau board for both the boys' and girls' activities. This committee selects 
the projects, plans the work for the season and assists the agents in supervising 
the work of leaders through the year. The programme proposed by these 
committees are approved by the country programme committee and then 
made a part of the general country extension programme. 

Thus the 4-H club work forms one of the maior Nation Building 
Programmes, based on the saying that the children of today are the citizens of 
tomorrow. If a large number of young people of today are properly trained 
in the vocation of farming and homemaking, the majority of adults in the 
rural distritcs a decade hence would be better trained people. It is also 
certain that the attitudes, leadership qualities, standards and view points of 
the club members can be so improved that these traits will also carryover 
into adult-hood and greatly improve all community life. It has been proved 
that the extension effort with youth brings best results because it deals with 
groups willing to learn and use new methods. Furthermore, the ability of 
young people to ~pply new methods and the greater ease with which they 
break old habits are other good reasons why extension work with youth js 
~lfec,tiv~. 
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The main purpose, objective or goal In 4-H Club work is "to help 
rural youth in their growth, individually and socially." This major goal or 
objective may be broken down into the following statements which have been 
approved as objectives of 4-H Club work by the Land Grant College Associa. 
tion of the U. S. A. 

(1) To help rural young people to develop desirable ideals and 
standards for farming, home making, community life, citizenship and a sense 
of responsibility for their attainment. 

(2) To afford rural young people technical instruction in farming and 
home making, so that they may acquire skill and understanding in these fields 
and a clearer vision of agriculture as a basic industry and a home making as a 
worthy occupation. 

(3) To provide rural young people an opportunity to learn by doing 
through conducting certain farm or home enterprises and demonstrating to 
others what they have learned. 

(4) To instill in the minds of rural young people an intelligent 
understanding and an appreciation of nature and of the environment in which 
they live. 

(5) To teach rural young people the value of research and to devt!lop 
in them a scientific attitude towards the problems of the farm and the home. 

(6) To train rural young people in cooperative action to the end that 
they may increase their accomplishments, and through associated efforts 
better assist in solving rural problems. 

(7) To develop in tutal young people habits of healthful living, td 
provide them with information and ditection in the intelligent use of leisute 
and to arouse in them worthy ambition and a desire to learn in order that they 
may live fuller and richer lives. 

(8) To teach and to demonstrate· to rural young people methuds 
designed to improve practices in Agriculture and homemaking to the end 
that farm incomes may be increased, standards of living improved and the 
satisfaction of farm life enhanced. 

Dr. S. A. Knapp formerly of the United States Department of Agricul. 
ture, one time president 'of the lOW A State College and the father of so 
many extension ideas was the promoter of 4-H Club work. The objectives 
of the 4-H Clubs as stated by Dr. Knapp were as under: 

(1) To place before the boy, the family and the community in general 
an example of crop· production under modern scientific methods. 

(2) To prove to the boy, his father and the community in general that 
there is more in the soil than the farmer has ever got put of it, and to inspire 
the boy with the love of the land by showing him how he can get wealth out 
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of it by tilling it in a better way and keeping an expense account of his 
undertaking. 

(3) To give the boys definite worthy purposes at an important p.eriod 
in their lives and to stimulate a friendly rivalry among them. 

(4) To furnish an actual field example in crop production that will 
be useful to rural teachers in vitalizing the work of the scoool and correlating 
the teaching of Agriculture with actual practice. 

4-H members Creed 

I believe in 4-H Club work for the opportunity it will give me to 
bzcome a useful citizen. 

I believe in the training of my Head for the power it will give me to 
think, to plan and to reason. 

I believe in the training of my Heart for the nobleness it will give me 
to become kind, sympathetic and true . 

. I believe in the training of my Hands for the dignity it will give me to 
be helpful, and skillful. 

I believe in the training of my Health for the strength it will give me 
to enjoy life, to resist diseases and to work efficiently. 

I believe in my country, in my state and in my community, and in my 
responsibility for their development. 

In all these things, I believe and I am willing to dedicate my efforts to 
their fulfilment. 

Methods used in 4-H Clubs. 

One of the principles adhered to is that every member must carry out a 
practice at home under the supervision of his parents and leaders. An 
example would be the work of a member of a poultry club. The member is 
required to secure at h~ast 50 good baby chicks and raise these to maturity by 
the best known methods. A detailed dairy project proposed by the Ohio 
State University and the United States Department of Agriculture is appended 
to this note. 

A universal requirement of all members is that they must keep 
record of their work and costs and the results secured. Not only do these 
records serve as an effective means of teaching but they furnish valuable 
training in the practice of keeping accounts. -

In order to stimulate interest. and broaden the experience of the 
members, contests of various kinds are held. Some of these require exhibits 
of the results of work done, others are measures of the skill and knowledge of 
members in judging and demonstration contests. Health contests in which 
members are scored by doctors and contes~s in recognizing music numbers an~ 
o~rs oft~n useg. . 
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The United States Department of Agriculture renders very helpful 
service to 4-H Clubs. The functions of its (U. S. D. A.) representatives are 
mainly to supervise the expenditure of the portion of federal funds used in 
club work, to collect plans and information to aid the states in conducting 
national events, to assist states in organization work when requested and to 
summarize reports fro m the states. 

Effectiveness and Results of 4-H Clubs. 

The results of approximately 40 years of development and growth of 
4-H clubs cannot be fully measured any more than the results of any educa. 
tional enterprise. The rapid growth is one indication that-the movement ii 
Yl,ewed ~nder two aspects, tan~ible and intangible. 

Tangible results are evidenced by the beneficial effects upon boys and
girls-or the things they pr0duc-e. Better livestock and improved practices on 
the farm and in the home, financial gains in certain .projects and actual
materials made or produced are other proofs that results are worth while. 
the -development -onate-nt ~bitii:h~s - of many individuals is further proof of 
successful development of this work. - - -

The intangible results are more difficult to point out. They-take the
form of training for leadership- and citizenship, .better attitudes toward rural 
life and more intelligent appreciation of country living. 

The above brief description of the 4-H club work which form one of 
the major extension activities of the U. S. D. A. explains it§ usefulness in the 
education of the :rural youth. It is not clear why this phase of Agricultural 
extension work is not included in the extension work (District Propaganda 
work as it is commonly called) for the Bombay Agricultural Department. 
I, therefore, feel it vary necessary that the Bombay AgriculturalDepartment 
should introduce an organisation very similar to the 4-H Club organisation 
in U. S. A. Under such organisation we shall be able to introduce several 
projects for our younger generation who I believe will definitely come forward 
in large numbers and take the utmost advantage out of it. Proper training 
and moulding the mode of thinking of the rural youth is as important as any 
other phase of agricultural improvement and I. therefore, hope that this pro
posal will receive due attention of the auth3rities concerned. 

-Extract from Ohio 4.H Projects-4-H Circular 131, Revised, December, 
1946 :-

. Dairy 

Purpose ::"":":To p'rovide the opportunity to learn about the selection, 
feeding, care, and management of dairy cattle. A member 
may select either a {:alf, heifer, or cow as a first dairy project. 
More satisfactory results may of~en be secllred by starting 
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with a producing cow. If a member elects to start with a 
calf or heifer, he or she may skip the dairy cow project and 
start the continuous records provided in the dairy herd 
project. 

DAIRY CALF. 

Age:- Twelve years minimum. 

Plan :- l. Secure purebred or highgrade heifers, dropped between 
July 1 and December 31 of the year previous to starting 
the project. A highgrade heifer is one from a grade cow 
sired by a purebred bull of the same breed. 

2. Secure calf and start feed records by January if possible: 
not later than April -1. 

3. Exhibit ~ifer and Member's Book.·:. .-= 
LiteratuN:-Dairy Calf Project (Circular and Member's Book) 4-H, 

Circular 12a" - .. ~ .. ,: .. 4.j:.._ ...... ~ I.;_:._._- .. ~-

DAIRY HEIFER ' '<'::~C ~::~::. -:.:_j" ~ 

'--Plan:-- .1. Continue with neifur-used'ln::the'da:iry 'calf project, or if 
for any reason it is necessary to use. anoi:her heifer,' if
shall be purebre<i or highgrade yearling heifer, preferably 
one classed as a senior yearling. 

2. Records should be a continuation of records in the dairy 
calf project and start immediately after the exhibit. 

3. Exhibit heifer raised and Member's Book. 

Lecture :-Dairy Heifer Project, Circular and Member's Book, 4-H 
Circular 123. 
Judging Dairy Cattle, Farmers' Bulletin 1769 U. S. D. A. 

DAIRY Cow:-
Age:- Fourteen years, minimum. 
Plan:- 1. Continue with heifer used in dairy heifer project. If just 

starting in this project select one or more purebred or 
highgrade cows. 

2. Start feed records immediately after exhibit in the dairy 
heifer project, Milk to be weighed and tested at least 
once each month of the location period. 

3. Exhibit cow, or cow and calf, and Member's Book. 
Literature:-Dairy Cow. Member's Book. 

Feeding Dairy Cattle, Extension Bulletin 72. 
Care and Management of Dairy Cows. 
Farmers' Bulletin 1470, U. S. D. A. 

~~~~~~n6a~~agi,t~,i~;r7::;;.t~oU~I!~:· ·nlllllr~r 
J17526 
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DAIRY HERD. 

Age:- Fourteen years minimum. 

Plan:- 1. Continue with the cows in the dairy cow project or if 
just starting, select two or more purebred or highgrade 
females, one of which must be in production. 

2. Keep continuous breeding, feeding, and production 
record:;-. 

3. Exhibit not to exceed two animals in each of the standard 
breed classification or other special project class set up by 
the country. Also Member's Book. 

Ltiteratllre ;-Developing Market Areas in Northern Ohio. 
Experiment Station Bulletin 469. 

Feed~t1g Dairy CateIe,' Extension Bulletin.72. 
Car~ and Management of Dairy Cows. 
Farmers' Bulletin 1470, U. S. D. A .. 
Producing Quality Milk, Extension Bulletin 107 • 

. Judging Dairy Cattle. Farmers' Bulletin 1769, G. S. D. A. 
. . 

~d.vanced Projects. 
The Dairy herd project is set up with the idea that it may 
be continued over a period of years. A loose-leaf member's 
book provides for the addition of new materials and 
record forms. 
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.. Engineering in Agriculture'o 

By 

R; S. BASRUR '" 

Due to high cost dnahour, most of the progressive cultivators are USIng 

modern agriculturcll machinery, in one or the other form. Cultivators are 
becoming familiar with pumps and engines and the present demand for pumps 
and engines far exceeds the supply. Cultivators have also shown a keen 
interest br labour saving devices like tractors and some have ventured as far 
as purchasing one. This tendency will be on the increase and it is high time 
that we should realise the important part played by engineering, specially 
the mechanical branch. in shaping the future development in Indian agricul
ture. It will be necessary to give due regard to this fact. in the present 
studies of agricultural colleges. This would probabiy mean additional 
lectlJres and practicals for the agricultural students and all students would 
raise a voice of protest against such new ideas. However. a time would comt, 
when agricultural graduates will have to be, both agriculturists and 
engineers. These two branches are complementary and application of 
engineering to agriculture. with a correct background of agricultural knowl .. 
edge would be of great help in moulding the future of mechanisation of agri. 
culture in this country. For the present, we do not seem to have goo-:i co .... 
ordination between these two branches and it is upto our young agricultural 
graduates to blend these two branches to the mutual benefit of each other. 

I wish to give a word of advice to all those youngsters, who want to 
take up advanced studies in agricultural engineering. Students, who have 
acquired good knowledge of agricultural engineering in foreign countries. 
like America and Australia, will have to apply their knowledge with due 
regard to local conditiom of this country. It is not possible to apply mecha
nisation of agriculture in this country, without considering the following 
points. 

1. Economics of Mechanisation. 

With a few exceptions, there is nothing in the way of agricultura1 
operations on the land. which cannot be done just as well or even better; by 
hand labour. though not by animals. What settles the question of adopting 
mechanisation, is the relative cost of the work and not the quality of it. To 
draw a balancesheet in favour of mechanical appliances, it will be necessary 
to get maximum output, against minimum expenditure. Factors, like depre
c~ation and in~ere~t pn the capital, account for a big slice of the expenditure, 

• MechaniCal Cultivation Engineer to Govt. B. P. Poona. 
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and this can only be compensated by maximum work, for which you would 
have had to pay the cost of labour, To give a concrete example, it will not 
pay a farmer to invest Rs. 15,000 in purchasing a tractor, capable of ploughing 
6~O acres in a season, to plough his 150 acres only. Only a quarter of the 
avail..lble capacity of the tractor is used by him and this would not prove an 
economic proposition to the owner, 

2. Technical efficiency. 

Our ploughing season is short and it will be necessary to keep our plant 
,in perfect running order during the season to prevent breakdowns during this 
period. As compared to foreign cultivators, who have been uliing labour 
saving devices, since a long time, our farmers have inadequate knowledge of 
machinery, and have to rely on the technical assistance of operators. This 
arrangement is very unsatisfactory and it is desirable that every user of 
machines should have a working knowledge of his equipment. This can be 
a£hieved by training young farmers, in the use of machinery. Public response 
to the course run by the Agricultural Department of this Province is very 
encouraging and I am confident that the persons trained by the Department 
would be of great help to the cultivators. Adequate supply of spares for the 
machines should be arranged in advance, 

: It May be seen that mechanisation of agriculture. in this country, 
though 'detiii"aM~."would require real hard work to make it wccessful, and I 
hope that our agricultural students would contribute their might to this 
cause. 

.. 

Cattle In India 
By 

BRlJ MOHAN W AZIR 

India is a predominantly an agricultural country, where the welfare of 
every section of the population depends directly or indirectly upon the amount 
of wealth produced from the soil, the efficiency of its livestock. and the 
economy of its distribution. 

Agriculture being the vital industry, cattle form its backbone. Bullocks 
provide the country with the necessary draft for effective tillage and the cows 
and buffaloes provide millions and millions of the people of India, both child
J;en and adults, with lllilk-: ... ~ature'" most nourshing fopd m~terial. 
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Roughly speaking the cattle population of India is a hundred and 
eighty millions, a tsird of the world's stock. Of sheep and goats we have 
eightyseven million, which is the seventh of the world total. These animals 
unfortunately do not come upto the standard of efficiency as obtained in other 
countries. The farmer, therefore, is compelled to make use of a light ty pe 
of indeginous implement because the strength of the animal available does 
not permit him to make use of any improved and heavier type of plough. 

It is high time for our people to recognise fully the great economic 
importance of the cow, as an improved cow would mean an income of about 
Rs. 30 minimum per month. To maintain the cow in a healthy and profitable 
breeding condition, it is essential that she be welfed viz. on scientific and 
upto date eco nomic lines, as out of hundred pounds of digestible neutrients 
consumed by it, £he cow yields about 139 lbs milk containing 18 lbs. of milk 
solids, practically all digestIble. Further by freeing the cow of ticks and 
other blood sucking pests it is known to increase its milk yield by 33 p. c. 

As regards the natural resources of India it stands second to none. 
Unfortunately they are not exploited on a grand scale. There are many idle 
resources in India which call for immediate exploitation. Agriculture is the 
chief among them because the lands happen to be very fertile. Added to the 
fertility of the soil the hard labour that an Indian tenant is able to put in, 
goes a long way in improving the country's agricultural situation. In some 
parts of the country there is considerable agricultural activity and the cattle 
population is predominant. Live-stock industry is capable of playing a great 
part in the economic development of the country. Cattle breeding, sheep 
rearing, chair farming, poultry keeping and other allied cottage industries 
like rearing pigs, apiculture. handspinning etc .• are the main props on which 
our agriculturists can depend for supplementing their income all the year 
round. But as is the case all over India, they follow more or less primitive 
methods. Our agriculturists confine most of their attention to crop growing 
and do not take to these industries with interest and zeal. Unless they do so 
it is difficult to see any hope for the amelioration of their condition. 

The worse the conditions for rearing efficient cattle, the greater the 
number tends to be. So much so that every 100 acres of our land has to 
maintain 67 cattle along with 70 to 80 human souls. This results in under. 
sized and undeveloped cows, which in their turn do not satisfy the cultivator.;, 
who in their attempt to secure a sufficient number of bullocks breed more 
and more inferior type of cattle. As the number has increased and tillage has 
encroached on the grazing lands. the available supply of food and fodders has 
led to further deterioration. The promiscous breeding that has taken place 
has caused a havoc in our cattle population. 

The custom of leaving animals free for grazing lands is an old one, 
which bears the impress of ages. This was sound at one time but requires 
lllodification in the light of changed conditions. Only a few years back one 
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could see tracts of land with good growth of grass on it. The conditions have 
changed beyond recognition. Every inch of the soil is being brought under 
cultivation, with the result that grazing land has diminished and it is not 
uncommon to find the so called grazing grounds denuded of all vegetation and 
overstocked. The stock owner lives in the false belief that his responsibil ity 
has finished as long as he sees his stock in these grazing grounds. In very few 
places do people cut high land grass from forest areas and a very small number 
of stock owners produce a fodder crop on their land for their live-stock. We 
in this country ought not to have any difficulty in providing food to our 
cattle, considering the enormous relief our stock owners get from pasture 
lands. In the changed conditions, the stall feeding alone will show him what 
his animals are getting and what he should expect in return from them. 

The Government of Kashmir has taken a lead over other provinces and 
states by passing "The Live-stock Improvement Act", which is expected to go 
a long way towards reducing the number of cattle by preventing promiscuous 
bre~ding. Under this Act breeding by unfit scrub bulls has been stopped and 
licences are given to the bulls found fit for breeding purposes Besides a 
Grazing Committee, too, has been formed to carry out the survey of the graz
ing lands, to find out ways and means of improving them, and to control graz
ing so as to ensure better returns by placing restrictions on indiscriminate and 
w holesa:Ie grazing facilities allowed at present. 

It is evident that the problem of cattle improvement involves reduction 
in the number of cattle, securing better progeny and improvement in their 
feeding in housing, rearing and general management. 

The cattle breeding problem has been receiving -due consideration of 
the Government for the last few years and practical steps are being taken to 
bring about improvement in the existing conditions. A number of Sindhi, 
Dhani, Kankrej, Amritmahal, Gir, Hissar, Sahiwal, Tharparkar, etc. breed 
stud bulls are being distributed at selected centres. The stud bulls are entrust
ed to well to do cultivators who are paid a small subsidy for their mainten
ance. A suitable number of cows in these centres is registered and a proper 
record is maintained about their progeny. The registered cows get free service 
of the bulls. The unfit male stock in the centres is castrated. The agents· 
are responsible for maintaining the bull in good condition and also keep proper 
record of coverings. Pre~ium is provided for a small number of cows. and' 
c~lves to encourage better care and feeding of animals. 

The work already taken in hand requires to be continued for a number 
of years to get substantial results on a large scale. 



Every Day Statistics 
By 

T. C. MOTWANI, B.Sc. (Agr.) Hons.* 

Have we ever thought of the sorts of problems we come across in our 
every day life? Perhaps very few of us have taken note of them. Specially 
during the past few years the war and its suaden termination have brought in 
its wake many serious social, political and economic problems which need 
close attention and the immediate solution at the hands of the best brains of 
the country. India cannot remain aloof and unaffected in the changing order 
of the day. 

As a result of the recent war and the partition of India, the imports of 
food grains, the long staple cotton and the best breeds of cattle have been cut 
off. The existing food supply of the country has not kept pace with the rapid 
increase in population. To meet the crisis, it is an important task to collect 
the facts and figures of not only the population of the country but also the 
total production of food and it is here that the science of statistics comes in. 
Statistics is an acquaintance with the events, the facts and figures of the past 
as well of the present with a .. scientific out-Iook"~ It is no doubt an indis. 
pensable element in the modern consciousness. 

India is in many respects an undeveloped country. We have a big 
leeway to make up. OUf people are yet under-nourished, under-clothed and 
under-housed. We need more offood supply, more production of cloth and 
better and neater houses for living. So far we have paid more attention to 
politics and less to production. If you feed a man better, he will be more 
reasonable. A hungry man is an angry man. If the majority of the people 
in this country are assured of a livehhood in the future, there would not be 
so much feud and bitterness about w hat should be the political arrangement 
of the future. 

One fact stands out sharp and clear, that agriculture, is and must 
remain for many years to come, India's most important industry. It is also 
necessary to remember that in India no policy of industrialisation Can succeed, 
unless it is based on -a prosperous and sound agriculture. Industrialisation 
will help Indian agriculture by providing for the raw materials produced by 
agriculture, such as cotton and sugar-cane, a stable and expanding internal 
market More food for the people and fodder for theif cattle are linked needs 
because the bullock is still the cultivators's source of power on the land. And 
without cow's milk in abundance the diet of the masses in city or village can 
never be adequate. War conditions have brought urgency to these perpetual 
needs, which can only be met by bringing more land under the plough, ex
tending irrigation, the use of better seed and improved methods of cultivation. 

What India needs is not only more land under the plough, but a more 
balanced cultivation to fight the food and cloth famine. "Unless we tackle", 
says Mr Kumarappa, the Secretary of the All India Village Industries Associa
tion, "in all earnestness, this question of balanced cultivation with a view of 
self-sufficiency, all pious wishes to ::ivoid famine of food and cloth will be 
in vain." 

The table below provides for a balanced vegetarian diet yielding 2840 
calories per day for the average person and allows for the growing of cotton 
for 25 yards of cloth per annum per head. For non-vegetarian diet 6 oz. of 
milk may be substituted by 4 oz. of meat or fish and one egg. 

• Junior Statistical Assistant, under Stattstican De.partment of A&riculture, B.P. Poona ~ 
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Reviews 

" Food Problem in India in General and in Kolhapur State in Particular;' 
by Rao Bahadul' P.C. Patil, ex- Professor of Agricultural Economics, College of 
Agricultural, Poona, 1948, Price Rs. 4-8-0, published by the author, Tarabai 
Park, Kolhapur. 

It is a timely publication on one of the important topics of the day. It 
provides comprehensive information, on all the aspects of the food problem. 
The instructive value of the book would have increased manyfold if the learn
ed author had tried to examine the Grow More Food Activities of Govern
ment with a view to suggesting scope for improvement in the methods adopted 
by Go~ernment in tackling the food problem. 

The author seems to have erred on the safer side in painting a gloomy 
picture of the food requirements of the country stating that the present pro
duction of foodgrains (53·9 million tons a year) shall have to be more than 
doubted (123·2 million tons) before 1971 

It is presumed in his approach to the food problem that either (a) the 
whole population possess the requisite purchasing power to buy the full food 
requirements or (b) that it is the duty of Government to feed all people 
according to th~ standard if they have not got the purchasing power. 

It is not a practical proposition to create such a veritable heaven on 
earth. As the author himself had quoted Sir John Boyd "Two-third the 
population of the world are undernourished all the time." Providing more 
food resu'lts in rapid growth of populotion, resulting ultimately in starvation. 
Food production and rise in population form a vicious circle. The quotation 
of the author about the results of famine relief in China throw a flood of light 
on this problem, "that result was an immediate increase in population, which 
meant increased misery in the form of more hunger and starvation of even 
more people than before." 

Though doubling the present production of food grains is set as an ideal, 
the auther has not ignored the real problem and has rightly laid strees on 
checking the growth of population by prudential res!:rain, which is possible by 
the spread of education and It is hoped that food problem when fought on 
both the fronts of checking growth of population and increasing food produc
tion, will ease the present food problem to a considerable extent. 

The appendices have added to the value of the book, especially for a 
research worker 

- (Dr. K. M. Shah) 

f 
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Gleanings 

'Sweet Lupin', (Lupinus angutifelius) - under cultivation at the 
Agricultural Research Station, Nanjanad (Madras) can be used as a substitute 
for red gram. It is a 7 months crop, usually sowh in April and harvested in 
October or Nov~mber. Unlike gram it can thrive even at elevations higher 
than 4000 ft. Green seeds can be used for vegetable purposes and ripe ones 
are used for pulse. It is abo a good green manure crop. A seed rate of 10C 
Ibs. per acre yields 10,000 Ibs. of green materiat • 

-"The \1adras Agricultural Journal-Vol. 
35, No. 12, December, 1948." 

Sugar, which forms an Important part of human diet, is also becomin~ 
a very important material for chemical industry. British scientists an 
attempting in this direction and it is stated that a remarkbly large number oj 
products including sulpha drugs, substances for deadening pain, intermediate: 
for manufacturing nylon, a cheap anti.freeze for motor car engines and drug~ 
which reduce blood pressure, can be prepared from sugar. To prepare these 
substances from sugar, it is first required to be converted into a white crysta
line substance called levulinic acid. Sugar has the great advantage over coal 
and petroleum, which arc cheif sources of dyes, drugs and plastics that it 
being derived from an annual crop, it is rapidly replaceable in large quantitie~ 

-"The Mysore Economic Journal-Vol. 
34, No.9, September, 1948." 

"D - D", a new soil fumigant has given excellent results in controlling 
eelworm or nematode in South Africa. D - D is the commerical name of a 
liquid chemical comprising 1: 3 dichloropropane and 1: 3 dichloropropene. 

- "Farming in South Africa-Vol. 
23. No. 269, August. 1948." 



A thin Aluminium foil wrapper for preserving butter suitably coated 
to prevent corrosion by brine and laminated to parchment has been recently 
developed in U. S. A. The wrapper preserves the butter flavour and protects 
its surface for a longer time than ordinary parchment. It also prevents the 
absorption of fruit and other odours when stored with other vegetable pro
ducts. It protects the butter from the development of oxidation defects when 
exposed to SUll light. By reducing the loss of moisture, it prevt'nts' the 
deterioration of surface colour. 

_. Report of the Minister of Agriculture, 
for the Dominion of Canada for the year 
ended March 31, 1948." 

As a result of experiments conducted at the University of Hawaii 
Agricultural Experimental Station, pineapple tops are found to be superior to 
Napier grass as a roughage for dairy cows. These tops constitute about 7 p. c. 
of the weight of the fresh fruit and may be fed either in fresh or in ensilaged 
state. The tops, which are at present wasted, if utilised, arc estimated to 
supply roughage for about 3,000 dairy cows in that country. 

It is experimt.'ntally proved that the ascorbic acid of papyas and guavas 
is just as available to the human body as pure synthetic ascorbic acid. fnelu
sian of either of these fruits in the diet would provide all the necessary supply 
of this vitamin. 

A dehydrated guava juice powder Was prepared by concentrating the! • 
guava juice by evaporation under reduced prassure until a 5yrupy liquid which 
contained about .:..0 p. c. solids was obtained, at Hawaii Agricultural Experi~ 
ment Station. The mixture was dried quickly by vacuum drying. This 
product retained all the jellying prof)erties of the guava rectine, a high per
centage of the ascorbic acid, and the flavour and aroma of the fresh fruit. 

Guava jellies were prepared from this dehydrated powder, Guavll 
navour has been incorporated into ice cream, pastries and candies. The 
powder blends readily with many othl.1r fruit juices and may be med to build 
up the vitamin C content of the juices poor in ascorbic acid. 

_" University uf Hawaii Experiment 
Station. Biennial Report 1944-46." 

Total cultivable weste is estimated to be 151 million acres in China, 
47·1 million acres in Burma, 5·0 million in Japan and 250 million acres in India. 

Average yield of rice in lbs per acre is 4568 in Italy,3444 in Japan, 
2998 in Egypt, 2443 in China, 2185 in U. S. A. and 1240 in India. 

_' United Asia' 
Vol. 1 No.2, Sept. '48,' 



College Notes and News 
D Coy. 2 Bombay Bo. N. C. C. 

Agricultural College Platoon 
During the second term of 1948-49, Lieut. U. K. Kanitkar left the 

N. C. C. due to pressure of work in the research side at the college and also 
because he was appointed 2nd -in-Command of the Poona Home Guards 
Organisation. 2/Lt. L. H. Patil, succeeded him as Coy.-Commander but was 
soon appointed as adjutant at the Bn, Head Quarters. Lieut. B. K. Ranade, 
took over the command of the Coy. prior to its movement to annual training 
camp. 

The strength of the Agricultural College detachment was 75 including 
N. C. O.s due to the vacanies not filled by Law and M. E. T. Colleges. The 
cadets formed one complete platoon (No. 12 Platoon) and a part of No. 11 
Phtoon which belonged to M. E. S. College. The Annual Training Camp 
held from 20th December 48 to 4th January 1949, at Aundh. The cadets of 
the Agricultural College have put in excellent work both 10 military training 
and sports. Sgts. Shirname and Shinde worked enthusiastically to obtain the 
high standard from the cadets, with the co-operation of their Junior N.C. O,s. 
C S M Bholay and C. Q. M. S. T. Kurian worhd untiringly throughout the 
training period. Cdt. U jOfficers Chakravaty and S P. Zalke (w ho was attaohed 
to D I Coy) guided the platoons very well. 

The boxing team formed under C. Q. M. S. T. Kurian proved to be the 
formidable Boxing Team. C Q M S T. Kurian won ,the Bondale Cup for the 

• most scientific boxer and Cdt. Shirolkar was awarded the championship belt 
in bantam weight. 

Sgt. Shinde was the winner of the Prince of Yuvraj Mace in wrestling. 
He stood first in the cross-country and was followed by Cdts. D. S. Patil and 
V. P. Mane. The Agricultural College Platoon came first in cross country run 
winning the Graham Smith Cup. 

Sgt. Shirmame worked enthusiastically to win Kaikobad Cup for the best 
drilling platoon and Karkpatrick Cup for the best squad in P. T. Sgt. Shinde's 
work with the newly rasied M. E. S. College Platoon was excellent. His 
platoon has won the Maj. Husain Cup for the most disciplined platoon. 

Cdt. U/Officer Chakavarty was awarded the Bhor Gold Medal for the 
most efficient cadet. 

During the camp, Principal L. S. S. Kumar visited the Coy and expressed 
his satisfaction at the work put in by the cadets. This year the camp was 
visited by many distinguished visitors like Lt. Gen. Maharaja Shree 
Rajendrasinhji, G. O. C. in-C. Southern Command, Hon'ble Sri. MorarH Desai 
Rt. Hon'ble Dr. Jaykar, Dr. Mahajani and others. They all expressed' 
satisfaction at the work done by cadets 2nd Bombay Bn. N. C. C. 

In short, with the perfect co-operation and team work in N. C. O.s and 
(most of the N. C. O.s of the Coy. were from Agri. College) cadets this year 
• D' Coy. was able to win 13 trophies out of 16 trophies. I hope, before I 
conclude this report, that staff and students of this college will try their 
utmost to maintain the high tradition established by this year's officers and 
.adets of the college. 
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What a mighty little thing is a GOOD seed, 
It contains th~ germ which, carefutfy nurtured, 
gives a crop abounding in bounty and qualily, 
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Urban authorities should con.ider it tbeir aacred obligation to collect and conlerve 
towo reruse and make good manure out of it and place it at the disposal of gardeners and 
cliltintor. of land at a reillonable price. 

-c. Rajagopolachari. 

Whoever makes two ears of corn or two blades of gras. to grow where ooly ooe grew 
before deserve, better of m:lllkind, "04 does mlre esseotial lenice to his country than the 
wbole race of politici"ns put together. 

-Swift. 
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Editorial 

August 15th, Independence Day of India is cherished by all the Indians 
• as the day of attainment of freedom. For the last two years tree planting jos 

associated with this day. Tree planting in India has been practised in the 
past and has been associated with the celebration of an auspicious occasion. 
Trees, flowers and leaves are indicative of fertility and are used for decoration 
on ceremonial occasions. 

In our country trees are a boon against the scorching effects of the sun. 
Avenues of trees alongside of dusty roads offer a real blessing by way of shade 
and coolness to the weary traveller. Trees also serve as source of fruit, fuel 
and timber supply. It is argued that deforestation has caused a deficiency of 
rainfall. It has, however, been proved that afforested areas have 25 p. c. 
more rainfall than treeless one. Large scale tree planting, afforestation and 
private forest lots would go a great way in mitigating the rigours of famine in 
the tracts liable to such calamities. 

Shri. M. P. Patil, Hon. Minister for Agriculture and Forests has issued 
an appeal to the people of the province about tree planting on the Independ
ence Day of 1949. We earnestly exhort all the people of the province to lend 
a willing hand in carrying out tree planting. It should however be remember
ed that one must not be satisfied with planting alone. People must nurse and 
cherish the plants in their young age till they grow well and mature. We 
wou.1d further urge the people to plant quick growing trees to make up the 
shortage of fuel supply and thus save cow dung for manure. 

* * * * 
No stone should be left unturned to remove the food deficit in our 

country: India's Prime Minister Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru has impressed upon 
the agriculturists to do their level best to grow food in larger quantities and 
become self sufficient in a couple of years' time. In our province our own 
premier Shrl •. Balasahib Kher has stressed upon the urgent need of raising 

. ~llou~h foog to make the provi~ce self sufficient. The lion. ~ini~~e.f W~ 
~ .;..,v 
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Agriculture and Forests Shri. M. P. Patil, has moved over the whole province 
and has urged on farmers to do their level best in this direction. 

Fortunately we have had a favourable monsoon and it behoves every 
cultivator to try his utmost and get a bumper crop by using compost and 
manure so that our needs of foods up ply be fulfilled and we may not have to 
depend upon the other countries for it. Incidentally the people should try 
out different kinds of food available to adjust their food requirements. It is 
upto . every countryman to carry the war cry of Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru to 
the remotest corner of the country so that our countrymen may offer their 
best cooperation and effort in this direction. Bombay Province has always 
been foremost in adopting progressive meaures and policies. We trust that 
cultivators and people of our province will not remain behind in this crucial 
problem. 

* * 
It has been recently announced that the Government of Bombay have 

approved a scheme of cooperative farming eastimated to cost about Rs. 
2,00,000 .. Four types of cooperative farming societies are envisaged in the 
scheme :viz. (a) a cooperative better farming society meant to promote the 
economic interests of the members such as joint purchase of seed, manure etc, 
and joint sale of produce. Each member will carry out the cultivation of his 
area separately; (b) a cooperative joint farming society, wherein the lands of 
small holders will be pooled together. The members work jointly for the 
pooled land and receive their wages. This ~ill enable better planning of crop 
programme and joint purchase of requirements and joint sale of produce; (c) 
a cooperative tenant farming society. Here the society take&- the land as free 
hold or on lease and divides it into suitable sized economic holdings which are 
leased out to tenants. The society functions as the landlord. The society 
lays down the plan of cultivation and supplies seed, manure, implements, etc. 
and arranges for the sale of produce; and Cd) a cooperative collective farming 
society. This society wquld ordinarily be formed by land-less agriculturists 
who undertake joint cultivation, pool their labour and other resources and 
draw the wages for their work days. 

The societies when formed would present a new method of joint agri
culture in our province. It is presumed that fragmented lands would be 
pooled together. Lands of absentee landlords, waste lands or lands to be 
reclaimed or developed would be better looked after and managed by such 
societies. The schemes will in the first instance be started in East and West 
Khandesh, Surat, Thana, Dharwar and Kanara districts, as there is a scope for 
forming such societies in these districts. It is envisaged that such societies 
will spring up and function in the other districts of the province later. 

* * * 
We welct'une the. announcement by the central ministry of agriculture 

of the form~tio. aqq setting up a Central Committee of Sqil Science. The 
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Committee consi~ti~g of eight members will guide and ceordinate the scientific 
study of soils in India. The Committee will advise on matiers on soil research 
'and right lines of soil survey. It is proposed to preserN'e, centrally at some 
place, differ ant soil types and soil profiles. This essential work, which has been 
long over due will enable a better understanding of the soil and its manage
ment, proper planning of crop programmes suitable to the different soil types 
and determination of proper methods of manuring, irrigation, cultivation, etc. 
so as to raise the best crops suitable to each soil type. 

* * Although the famine in Gujarat last year took its toll and affected the 
farmers of the area considerably, it has led to an impetus in a new direction for 
providing adequate water supply. Large scale boring and lift irrigation 
schemes have been resorted to for this purposes. The lift irrigation has proved 
successful and short range irrigation schemes which would give immediate 
results are being favoured. The Province abounds in a large number of sites 
where lift irrigaticn from rivers, and perennial streams can successfully be 
applied. The Govt. of Bombay proposes to have 114500 acres under command 
of lift irrigation all over the province. Of the 40 sites selected at present, a 
few schemes have already started operating, a few more will be completed by 
the end of this year and the rest by the end of 1950. 

* 
A large number of distinguished visitors visited the college so far duribg 

its first session. Sir Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan and other members of the 
Universities Commission visited the college on 19th July. The Mysore 
Agricultural College Site Committee was at the college for two days visiting 
the various sections and obtaining detailed information about the working of 
the several sections at the college. Secretaries and other officers from the 
different provinces who had come to Bombay for the food conference also took 
an- opportunity of visiting the college on 4th July. The Agricultural Policy 
Committee, C. P. and Berar went through a detailed programme of visit from 
3rd August 1949 to 9th August 1949 and thoroughly acquainted themselves 
with the college research and other departmental agricultural activities. 

* 
The second anniversary of the Independence of India was celebrated 

on 15th August, 1949, in full solemnity by the students, staff members, farm
staff, farm-school boys and other staff members of the departmental offices 
on the college estate. Dr. B. N. Uppal, Director of Agriculture, B. P. and 
Rao Bahadur D. A. Gadkary, Joint Director of Agriculture (Engineering) 
were present on the occasion. 

This time, a.special flag-post was erected on the Western-side of the 
College-play ground near the College main avenue. The flag-post base and 

-its surroundings were decorated with plants. in an artistic manner. The 
ground was lined out on the three sides of the f1ag-Dost and, verybody -took 
up the allocated position at 7-30 A. M. sharp, 2/Lt. L. H. Patil was in. charge 
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the ceremony. At 7-40 A. M. the College N. C. C. platoon marched in 
d took up its position opposite the flag-post in the center of the square. 
ereafte~ Principal L. S. Kumar performed the flag-hoisting ceremony. The 

. C. C. platoon presented arms and the parade which was at attention 
luted the flag as long as the bugle blew. Subsequently Sbri Kumar deli.:. 

ered a message [which is printed elsewherej appropriate to the occasion. 
he parade dispersed after the singing of the National anthem. A number 

)f trees were planted round the play ground after the ceremony. 

Independence Day - t 949 

BY 

PRINCIPAL L. S. S. K UMAR* 

We are tbis day ~ntering the third year of our independence and when 
we look back over the events of the past two years it will be observed that 
the advent of freedom has not peen attended with unmitigated joy or redemp. 
tion from past handicaps and shortcomings in the life of the people. On the 
contrary, the country is still passing through a phase of unstable equilibrium. 
It is still faced with many difficult problems on the political, commercial. 
industrial. economic and agrarian fronts . Political dissentions. malpr'lctices 
and unsound methods in commerce. never:-ending industrial disputes are 
diverting the energies and are demanding the attention of our statesmen and 
leaders leaving them little time to pay their undivided attention to such nation
building measures as "providing adequate food. clothing. shelter. and education 
and in raising the standard of living and power of earning of the people of 
the country. • 

_ . From a consideration of the reaction of the masses to the advent of 
. . ' -"'freedom. it is apparent that a great majority of the people of the country feel 

that the responsibility of setting things in order and of ending the inequities 
of previous administrations rests solely with the Government while they have 
little or nothing to do. This has led to the unhealthy practice of blaming 
Government for every thing that goes wrong. A little reflection would show 

• Speecb delivered by Principal L, S . S. Kumar, on 15th Augnst, 1949 at the Colleee of 
-Agriculture, Poona !S. 
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that the root cause of many·of our immediate ills is the a ttitude of indifference 
or apathy shown by the common citizen. No Government can bring about 
measures of reform without the cooperation of the citizens to the fullest 
extent. 

It is a glaring fact that our country having achieved freedom from 
political bondage has inadvertantly slipped into a condition of dependence on 
the food front. Crores of rupees are being drained a way from this country 
annually in importing food grains. This is a most regrettable state of affairs 
which does not redound to our credit. With freedom should also have come 
self-dependence and self-sufficiency in matters of food, clothing and shelter 
at least. The Prime Minister of India, Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru has acted 
none too early in issuing a directive that the Indian Union has to attain self
sufficiency in regard to food by 1951. If such a compelling directive had not 
been issued no effort would have been made to increase food production in 
this country. In this gigantic task of achieving self-sufficiency ;f food each 
individual has a role to play in helping the state. It is within the power of 
each one of us to help by avoiding waste ,of food, to be frugal and to adjust 
oneself to the availability of food grains. If the interest of the nation requires 
one should be prepared to adopt austerity measures as the people of Europe 
did during the war and are still doing. Those who live in large cities and 
towns and who cannot directly help in food production should halp in avoid. 
ing waste, in food conservation and food economy. 

A majority of the students of this college come from the farming class 
which is the back-bone of the nation. Their parents are agriculturist by 
profession or own lands. It is their duty to induce their parents and rela
tives to respond to the call of the Government in this hour of country's need 
to produce more food. Soon many of the students will be going home for a 
short vacation. This opportunity should be utilised by them to make propa .. 
ganda for increased food production. Every such effort will aid in the task 
which has been set to the nation. 

Self.sufficiency in the matter of food will be a permanent measure to be 
undertaken and not merely to be worked for a few years. Therefore, opport. 
unity awaits all students who pass out from the agricultural colleges of the 
country to work to maintain a high level of food production and self-suffici
ency in food supply. 

If each citizen does whatever is in his power to save food, to grow and 
conserve food and be frugal until times of plenty arrive, the present unstable 
conditions can be largely remedied and the statesmeRand leaders could be 
helped to usher in a period of peace, and contentment to all. 

Jai Hind .. 



· Agricul ture as Known to Paninl 

By 

DR. V. S. AGRAWALA.* 

According to the traditional classification of sciences there were four 
Vidyas, viz., Dialectic, Triple Veda, Economics and Polity. I Vartta or Econo
mics as an important sphere of the activities of the state was responsible for 
the financial prosperity or decline of the realm.! 

The scope of Vartta according to the Arthasastra comprises Agriculture 
(KrishO, Cattle-rearing (Pasu-palya) and Commerce (Vanijya), to which 
Banking (Kusida) was also added in later literature (Vishnu Purana, V, 
10.28). Panini shows an intimate acquaintance with the principal branches 
of the economic science, and the AshtadhyaYl, provides valuable evidence on 
such topics as agriculture. trade, commerce, arts, crafts, cattle-rearing, 
currency, weights, measures, tolls, taxes, labour, banking and corporate or. 
ganisat<ions. 

It is proposed to discuss here the Panineari evidence relating to one 
main branch of Vartta, viz. Agriculture or Krishi3• 

Antiquity :-Agriculture has for long been the major profession with 
the bulk of the population in Indi~. The mass~s have followed the occupa
tion of cultivating the soil for taeir livelihood ever since their ancestors 
settled on land in the Vedic age. The sowing of grain and the use of the 
plough are mentioned in the Rigveda, (I. 117. 21); the Atharvaveda credits 
Prithi Vainya with the organisation of ploughing (VII. 10. 24). In the later 
Samhitas and the Brahmanas ploughing is repeatedly .referred to. The SUtra 
literature gives ample proof of the importance attached to agriculture. Even 
the Greeks in the fourth century B. C. and later were impressed with the 
great devotion which bound the people to agriculture and cultivation of ;the 
soil. Classifying the people of India into seven classes or 'castes', Megasthenes 
observes that the husbandmen who formed the second caste were "far more 
numerous than the others. Being moreover exempted from fighting and other 
public services, they devote the whole of their time to tillage; nor would an 
enemy coming upon a husbandman at work on his land do him any harm, for 
men of this class, being regarded as public benefactors, are protected from all 

* Superintendent, Central Asian Museum, New bel hi. 

9. an;cft~'liT ~ 'H~t ~.irT~~f~ ~ : I (Artha~stra 1. 2.) 

\. ~",~lfl~ij I 8{~. 
,. .~ql"'4IM ~ :q iiRll' 8{~T~. 
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i injury." 4 Megasthenes is confirmed in his statement by Di"d.ros (II. 40), 
Strarbo (IX. 1. 40) and Arrian (Indica, XI), who not only speak of the 
husbandmen or tillers of the soil as forming the bulk of the population but 
have also noted their great skill in this profession. An extension of similar 

, conditions of security and prosperity of the peasantry may be imagined to 
have existed in the days of Piinani who is not far removed from the time of 
the first observations of the Gree~s made on Indian soil. Be shows acqllaint
ance with the diverse agricultural operations as ploughting,S sowing,(\ 
weeding,1 harvesting,s threshing,9 winnowing,tO etc., and has drawn his material 
from a rich stock of agrarian vocabulary. 

Agriculture :-The main word for agriculture is Krishi.t1 It is derived 
from the root krish, to plough, but the word was not restricted to mere 
ploughing. From long anterior usage Krishi had come to denote collectively 
all the diverse processes appertaining to agriculture. Both Kiityiiyana and 
Patanjali have an interesting discussion on the point that the word Krishl
denotes not merely the particular act of ploughing, but also includes the 
various other operations involved in agriculture 12 as a whole. 

Cultivators :-The husbandmen are called Krish"iwala by Panini who 
teaches the formation by means of a special rule; rajah krishyamtiparishado 
valach (V. 2. 112). The word krishivala is not used either in the Samhitas or 
in the voluminous Briihmanicalliterature. The older Vedic word was krishti, 
denoting people in general, because the most numerous class amongst them 
was that of the agriculturists.13 Another special word found in Rigveda 
(IV. 57.8), in some other Samhitas and the Brahmanas is kinasa 14 denoting 
the regular ploughman or cultivator of the soil. Panani does not teach its 
formation but it is the subject of an unadi sUtra (V. 56) which is on the face 
of it a very artificial and probably post-Paninean etymology. 

4.97. 

4. Meg. Frag. I, Me. Crindle, Calcutta, 1920, p. 39. 

5. III.1.21j III.1.117; III.2.183; V.4.58;V.4.121; IV. 4. 81; IV, 

6. IV. 3.44"; V. 1. 45. 

7. IV. 4.88. 

8. VI. 1. 140. 

!. IV. 2.50.51. 

10. III. 3.28. 

11. V. f. 58, ~Il{t ~~ ~'fr ~m ~I .. 

n. qT. ~<il ~ :q~ffi'l1<flCfpnart W"1j'~;::ft~ I m. c:rrc:rr fifi<rr: 'lilron: I qTCI~ 
'lirq~~@ij ~ ~~ I f'-fi ~~ ql~T~cqTija{fct q~cr I <.fitffi +r'tli G(1~ G(~q1f: ~11 fctq~ 'liirr~ ~ ~q: I 

13. Vedic Index, I. 183. 

14. Vedic Index, I. 159. Additional Brahrnanicfl.l references ~re Satapatha, 
YU. 2.2.9; T~ittiriya, II I. 4. 9. I. 
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At the close of the Briihmanical period the older and colourless word 
krishti came to be replaced by the morE! expressive word ltrishivala. Panini 
derives it not as a primary world from a verbal root, but as a word of second. 
ary derivation from krishi by adding the possessive suffix valach in the sense 
of mat up. This new suffix: is a feature only of the classical speech. Thus 
krishivala 15 denotes more clearly and completely the essential relationship 
which exists between cultivation and the cultivator of the soil. 

Land and Fields :-The land is viewed in its two-fold division viz., 
uncultivated and cultivated. The uncultivated land was of two kinds ushara 
or waste land ( V. 2. 107) and gochara or pasture land (III. 3. 119). The ~ 
cultivated or plough land was known as kshetra (dhcmyCinam bhavane kshetra t 
knan, V. 2. 1.). Synonymous with it was kedara (IV. 2. 40) which word is 
not found in the earlier Brahmanical literature. In the Arthasastra16 kedara 
denotes a wet field, and possibly it was distinguished from kshetra in this 

*special sense in the time of Panini also. Panini's use of the word karsha is in ~ 
the same sense as that of the Arthastra, viz., ploughing. The area brought 
under the plough was called halya 17 (IV. 4. 97) and sitya (IV. 4.9). The 
word s"ita (IV. 4.6) is as old as the Rigveda (I\{. 57. 6, 7) and is used in the 
later Samhitas /also, where it variously represents the personified deity of . 
agriculture and also furrow. Gradually the former sense fell into disuse. In: 
the Arthashastra .Sita retains its older meaning of the goddess of agriculture 
only in one place and there also it appears to be in an old quotation: SitCi me • 
ridhyatam devi b"ijeshu cha dhaneshu cha :. Arth. Text, p. 118. Its more common 
meaning in Cautilya is agricultural produce, sp~cially from the crown lands. 
'Whatever in the shape of agricultural produce is brought in by the Superin. 
tendent of Agriculture (of crown lands) is termed Sltii.~8 

. In the Asthadhyayi SitCi has no such technical meaning. It simply 
means the furrow described by a plough, and sitya denotes a field btought 
upder cultivation by a plough (sitya samitam sangatam kshetram sit yam, 
IV. 4. 91). Each and every ploughable area or kshetra would not be called ! 

sitya unless actually grown over with crops for the season, i. e., ,literally 1 
'united with furrows'. 

In the chapter on Sasya devata (IV. 2. 24-33) Panini also mentions' the 
Vedic agricultural deities Suna and Sira (V. 2. 32), personificatfons of Vayu 
and Aditya according to Yaska, but of 'the share and the plough' according to \ 

.. 15.· The usual word in the Arthashastra is krishaka not krishivala, Artha i 

Text, p. 187. 

16. Artha. T5, pp. 58, 129. 

17. Mata-jana-halat karana-jalpa·kareshesh-u, (iv. 4. 97) which te~chea 
:vat from hala in the sense of ploughing. 

lB. Artha. Tr .• p. 97; also p. 60. 
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r others (Vedic Index, II. 385). Most likely o~lations to these deities continued 
to be made up to the time of Panini. 

Measurement and Survey.-The sitya and halya areas (kshetra-bhakti) 
must have been measured and properly recorded. both for marking out 
boundaries of fields and for realising portions of produce payable to govern. 
ment. Megasthenes tells us that there were officers who measured the lands 
constantly as was done in Egypt for purposes of the assessment of revenue. 
(Frag.34). These officers have been identified with the Rajjugrahaka6 of the 
Jatakas whose duty it was to measure the lands with a rajju or rope, or the 
Raiukas of Asoka (P. E. IV; Camb. History. Vol. I, p. 508). who were 
appointed over the people in the country side (janas janal'adasa). Fortun. 
ately. Panini also gives a rule relating to the measurement of fields in terms 
of the kary!a measure. The sutra. kandantat kshetre (IV. 1. 23). says that the 
word ka'1J4a preceded by a numeral in a Dvigu compound takes the feminine 
affix tap, if it relates to a field. The illustrations given dvikanda kshetra
bhaktih would refer to a field equal in measure to two kandas. Though kanda 
ali a measure is not known in the Artbashastra. we are informed by later com. 
mentaries 19 to Panini that kanda was equal to 16 cubits oflength. The insti. 
tution of measuring units of land under cultivation was older even than 
Kautilya. Panini also mentions an officer called Kshetra-kara (III. 2, 21) who 
seems to have been entrusted with the special function of measuring and 
surveying fields. His duties appear to be identical with those of the 
Rajjugrahaka in the Jatakas. 

:Nomenclature of fields :-Panini introduces us to ·the two most natural 
principles for naming the different kinds of fields. firstly on the basis of the 
crop grown lO (V.2. 1. 4), and secondly on the basis of area determined in 
Sutra V. 2. 1.. dhanyanam bhavane kshetre khan. teaches that . after the 
name of a particular corn. in the sense of a place of its growing. when that 
place is a fJeld, the affix khan is added to denote that field. For example, 
fields in which vrihi and sali crops were grown were respectively called 
vraiheya and saleya (V. 2. 2.). Other names of fields were yavya for barley. 
vavakya for a kind of rice, shashtikya for the shashtika rice so called from its 
maturing in two months, tilya or tailina field for seasmum; mashya or mashina 
for beans. umyap or aumina for linseed. bhangya or bhangina for hemp. and 
anavya or anavzna field for the anu kind of grain (Panicum miliaccum) 
(V. 2. 3. 4). now called china and extensively grown in the Punjab. 

19. Shodasaratn~iiyamo dafJdah ka!ldamiti sthitih Balamanorama. 

~o. ~t ~ ~ ~I ~ ~~ ~ ~ f:(~<tMl({ ~ fd~ltflm~ 
terms of the quantity of seed required to be shown in a field (V. 1. 45. 46 l.: 

~'1. ~ <tIq: I ~I 
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The mention of the quantity of seed required for sowing a field implies a 
reference to its size (tasya vapah .. V. r. 45); for example, a field that required 
a prastha measure of seed was called prasthika, and so draunika and kharika fields 
were also known, which must have been of respectable size. Panini himself 
gives us one example, viz., patrasya vapah patril<am kshetram (partat-shthan. 
V. I. 46). i. e .• a field requiring a patra measure of seed. It must have been a 
!=onvenient way of designating different plots of cultivable land and disting. 
Mishipg them from one another. 

In addition to th~ above two principles, the fields also derived their 
parnes from a third factor, viz. their suitability for growillg particular crops 
(tasmai hitam, V. 1. 5). Panini has noted the names of three crops especially, 
which are sufficient to illustrate the point: khala,-yavyamasha tila-vrisha
brahmahnascha 5, 1. 7. It says that plots of land suitable for growing barley 
were called yavya, for beans mashya, and for seasum tilya. 

The selection of particular fields for particular crops must have depend. 
ed on several factors, viz., nature of the soil, quantity of available water, and 
the process of crop-rotation with a view to replenish the exhausted energy 
of the soil. .A group of fields was known as kshaitram (VI. 2. 38).22 

Agricultural Implements :-The name of the plough (siranama, VI.2.187) 
in Panini is hala (III. 2. 183; IV. 3.124; IV. 4. 81; VI 3.83), which is synony
mous with sira. (IV. 3. 124; IV. 4.81) Langala which is a regular 'Word for 
plough in the Rigveda and later,23 is not directly mentioned in the 
Ashtadhyayi, but it·can be understood by implication as one of the synonyms of 
sira referred to in sUtra VI. 2.187.24 A large plough was called hali (III. 1. 117), 
which was also known as jitya, perhaps from its utility to break even the 
hardest ground or reclaim waste land. (III. 1. 117).25 None of these two 
words is known to the Arthasastra. . 

From the study of the village economy. Panini mentions three classes 
of farmers, those not possessing a pIau .... ·) of their own (aha Ii) , those having a 

22. Kshetra is read in thp/_"rfikshadi group (IV. 2. 38) which seems to 
be genuine, as the gana was early subjected to a critical examination by Katya,ana 
(Bhashya II, 278, II. 323) who insists on the reading of yuvati in this group and 
~evotes ~ -yartti/?a to that end, and alse by Patanjali who initiates a lengthy and 
subtle discqssion to prove the genunineness of ihe reading garbhini in this gana. 
(.ahash:va, II. 323 ). . 

23. Vedic Index, II. 231. 

24. Kiityayana is more explicit ancJ mentions langala in a varttka on I II. 
~.9. ~ Bhashya, II. 99, langala-graha ). 

::l~. Vipuyao",inzya-jitya munja-kqlka,halishu, Pan, III. 1. P7· 
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good plough (suhalah, suhalih), and those having an indifferent plough (durhalz 
or durhala V. 4. 121). The first kind (apahala) was known by such words 
apasira, or apo.langala (VI. 2. 187). To be in possession of good ploughs 
ensuring prosperity of crop should have been the coveted desire of all 
husbandmen, since Kat yay ana in a varttika to sUtra (VI. 3. 83) treats the 
ownership of a plough as a very good cause for a benedictory utterance 
(iisisaha), such as 'Svasti bhavate saha.halaya or sahalaya. 'May luck attend you· 
with your plough.' -

The hala was made up bf three parts, viz., the long wdoden p;le (ishii)i 
the central bent portion called potra (III. 2. 183) and the plough-share or 
kusi fitted in the potra and made of iron (ayo-vikara, IV. 1. 42). In the Vedic 
literature the share was called phala ("f:! edic Index, II. 58, Rig, IV. 57-58). 
and both these names are current among the farmers in North India up to 
this day. The plough was drawn by oxen (IV. 4. 81) !pecially chaser and 
called halika or sairika, as distinguished from other bullocks used for dr; Ning 
carts or chariots (IV. 4. 76; IV. 4. 8Q). They were fastended to the y ke by 
means of a rope called yotra or yokta (III. 2. 182), or leathern thong called 
naddhri, (III. 2. 182). In the KhandikadP6 group we have yuga and varatrii, 
which refer to the sake and the thick long rope used for lifting water from l 

well which is still called barat in western and barra (iifU) in eastern Hindi. 
The whip was called vYaja (III. 3. 119) and totra (III. 2 182), corresponding 
to the older Vedic word ;am (Rig. IV. 57.4). The spade was called khanitra 
(III. 2. 184) and akhana or iikhana (III. 3. 125). The hoe for specially weed. 
ing out the stumps was known as stambaghana (III. 3. 83). The ripe grain 
was cut with'a sickle for which besides~the old Vedic word datra (III. 2.182) 
a new word lavitra (III. 2. 184) had come into use. We are indebted to Yaska 
(Nir. II. 2.), who is corroborated by Patanjali (Bhashya, 1. 9), for the valu. 
able information that datra was the word for the scythe used in the speech 
of the notherners, while people living in the east called it dati. Both these 
words correspond to western Hindi darant and eastern diii. 

( 'To be Continued). 

26. The khandikadi group (IV. 2. 45) is one of those ganas which had 
been subjected to a searching analysis by Patanjali (II. 280) and all subsequent 
commentators, and hence its text may be considered reliable. 
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Food and Nutrition 

By 
DR. H~ G. PANDYA.* 

. - Weare quite ignorant of practical nutrition also of the actual food 
values of various Iridian foodstuffs. Even among the enlightened communi-

· ties, the question of dietary adjustments is regarded as a fad. There is wide 
· prevalence of undernourishment and malnutrition. The chief cause of this 
is, of course poverty, but ignorance, apathy and dietary customs add their 
contributory factors to faulty nutrition and ill health. This article, details 
in a broad sense what food is and what type of diet should be based so as to 
ensure a good sound health. 

There are several ways of classifying the food we consume. On che
'mical basis, it can be divided into six groups, (i) carbohydrates (ii) fats 

(iii) proteins (iv) mineral matter (v) vitamins and (vi) water. There is 
-no perfect food that can alone fill all the needs of nutrition. It would have 
to supply adequate heat and energy for muscular work, provide material to 

· replace wear and tear of tissues and ensure the presence of those food sub .. 
stances which increase the resistanc~of the body to infe~tion. 

( i ) Carbo-hydrates :-The present day ~ food position in India can be 
described in one word, starvation. Where there is no question of starvation, 
thE! question of carbo-hydrate deficiency does not arise at all. Being the 
cheapest of all food factors, it should be within the reach of everybody. All 
of the food carbo-hydrates except milk sugar are found in the plant kingdom. 
Cereals, fruits and vegetables are the sources that supply carbo-hydrates. 
Sugar and honey are pure carbohydrates, but in many food stuffs such as 
rice, wheat, millet, peas, beans, potatc£s, fruits and milk, they exist mixed 
with other substances. They are regarded- as energy producing constituents. 
Cellulose is the husk element of grains, fruits and vegetables. It is a carbo
hydrate but has no food value as it cannot be digested, but its mechanical 
effect upon the digestive process is of considerable importance. Carbho. 
hydrates are of three kinds :-(1) Polysaccharide e. g. flour and other starch 
of the grains (2) Disaccharides e. g. lactose, cane sugar, maltose (3) Mono
saccharides e. g. glucose or fructose. In the process of digestion polysa
ccharides are reduced to disaccharides and disaccharides ultimately to mono
saccharides. Monosaccharides like glucose only are absorbed into the blood. 
Excess of glucose is stored, in the liver in the form of glycogen to maintain 

~ A.Blatant professor of Chemistry. 
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the balanced ratio of glucose of the blood. Normally 475 gramme of carbo
hydrates is necessary for a balanced diet to liberate approximately 1900 
calories. An overdose of carbohydrates should be guarded by against especi
ally for those who have sedentary occupation and whose staple diet is rice 
and also who take too much of sweet as it leads ultimately to diabetes. 

(ii) Fats:-Fats give twice as much heat per gramme as the 
same quantity of carbohydrat,es and proteins. Nearly all foods contain 
some proportion of fats, but ghee, butter, eggs, cocoanut oil, groundnut oil, 
fish oil etc. are some of the familiar examples of food consisting almost 
entirely of fat. From fuel point of view both animal and vegetable fats are 
of the same value; but in other r9Spects animal fats are more important than 
vegetable fats; the latter contain vitamins and are easily digested and assimi
lated than the former. Further investigation may suggest other advantages 
of animal fats over vegetable fats. Fat is not only a concentrated kind of 
fuel, it also serves as a reserve energy supply and hence called protective food 
constituent. Fat can be stored in the body to a considerable extent and this 
store house can be drawn upon in times of necessity and emergency. While 
there is a limit to the storage of glucose in the body, there is ample scope for 
fat being accumulated. As the fat is distributed throughout the body and is 
spread specially below the skin, it acts as a blanket and preserves the body 
beat. It fills up the body contours and makes it look beautiful. It is the fat 
that makes the face and skin look bright. Calcium is assimilated into the 
body if there is enough fat in the food. It is the fat that keeps the mucous 
membrane healthy and wards off disease germs. Butter, cream, ghee. cocoa
nuts, nuts of all kinds, soya bean etc. supply fats that are of value to the body. 
For a balanced diet, 50 gms, of fat is necessary which will supply 450 calories. 

(iii) Proteins :"":'They differ from carbohydrates and fats in that tqey 
contain nitrogen which is an essential constituent of both .plant and animal 
cells. They are necessary for growth, maintenance and repair of body tissues. 
They are derived from both animal and vegetable sources-gluten of cereals, 
legumin of pulses, casein of milk and albumin of eggs. They are of complex 
structure and cannot be utilized by the body unless they are split up into 
simpler forms called amino acids, which is easily absorbed into the blood. 
The number of proteins are large but there are only twenty two amino acids 
which are regarded as building stones of proteins. Out of these amino acids, 
there are only four .... Histidime, Lysine, Tryptophane and Cystine-which are 
in:.dispensable for growth and life as:the body is not capable of synthesizing 
them from food materials. As compared to animal proteins, the vegetable 
proteins contain less of these suitable amino acids hence animal proteins are 
to be perferred. The presence of these essential amino acids in milk is one 
of the reasons why milk is considered essential in diet. All animal flesh. egg. 
milk, cheese, wheat, beans, peas and nuts contains these essential amino acids 
in their proteins. Proteins of maize (zein) contain none of these essential 
amino acids and therefore maize is an inferior cereal. Gelatin is low in nutri .. 
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tional value because it lacks essential amino acids. There are a number of 
vegetable proteins, which resemble gelatin and hence animal proteins are 
more valued. For a balanced diet, the intake of 65 gms. of protein is neces,; 
sary to give 260 calories. Out of these 13 gm. of protein should be of animal 
origin and the remaining protein should be taken from different articles be .. 
longing to different classes so as to ensure different kinds of amino acids. 

(iv) . Mineral salts :-Protein is the basic element for cell formation. 
Mineral salts are necessary for proper functioning of the organs and for main. 
taining 'the general health of the body. There are twenty two elements 
present in the composition of tissues.. Each element serves its own purpose. 
Calcium is necessary for satisfactory working~of nerves and muscles, chlorides 
for the production of hydrochloric acid in stomach, essential for protein 
digestion. Heart will not beat properly in the absence of potassium in the 
blood and so on. 

The vegetable kingdom is divided' into' two distinct classes-acid' 
forming and alkali forming. Wheat, bajri, pulses, nuts and seeds are acid 
forming; roots, leaves, fruits and vegetables are alkali forming. The mineral 
matters which are alkaline in character serve to maintain the proper fluid 
environment for cellular activity. The blood and tissue fluid should be 
slightly alkaline. 

• 
Out of these twenty two kinds of mineral salts only four are principal 

minerals (a) calcium (b) 'phosphorus, (c) iron and (d) iodine; if these 
are secured in sufficient quantities other will automatically have been obtaiA 
ned also. 

(a) C~lcium:-Milk is the richest source of calcium. Radish, onion, 
carrots, cucumbers and green vegetables supply a fair amount of calcium. 
The children require more calcium during their growth period than adults . 

. It should be in the easily available form. Calcium from vegetable source is 
less easily absorbed than that from animal source. A diet consisting of milk: 
cheese, eggs, vegetables and nuts should ensure an adequate supply of calcium. 
In a balanced diet, the proportion of calcium should be 1·02 gms. 

(b) Phosphorus :-It is an essential element in cell nuclii. lt plays an 
important role in maintaining the tone of the actively functioning tissue of 
the body. Whole cereals are rich in phosphorus but not in calcium; egg, 
meat, fish, milk, legumes and nuts contain a fair amount of phosphorus. In 
a balanced diet, its proportion should be 1·47 gm. 

(c) Iron:-It is concentrated in the blood. Its deficiency makes a 
person look pale. It acts as a carrier of oxygen in the body cells. Malaria 
and hook-WQrm destroy iron to an exttaordinary extent. Chronic malaria 
therefore, n~cessarily results in am£mia. The yolk of egg, green leavesj nuts, 



whole grains, legumes, dried fruits are the common sources which supply 1m 
appreciable amount of iron. Laddus of til seeds and gUY are not only rela
tively cheap but also provide calcium, iron and protein in good quantities. In 
a balanced diet, iron should be 44 mgm. only. 

(d) Iodine :-It is necessary for the proper functioning of thyroid 
gland. It is present in wheat, millet, carrot, goat's mil~ and condiments auch 
as cloves, gingers and black pepper. 

( e ) Vitamins :-Proteins and mineral matter are like bricks and 
mortar. Vitamins are masons and door-keepers of the body. Although they 
do much important work in the body, the proportion of their requirements 
is quite insignificant. They are quite essential to life. There are several 
kinds of vitamins and each seeml to have its own definite function. One 
strengthens the nerve system, another helps the development of bones and 
teeth; and the third is essential for the growth and development of the body. 
The absence of vitamins affect health, growth and reproducdon. We shall 
confine ourselves to the study of six vitamins-(i) A, (ii) Blo (iii) B2, (iv) C, 
(v) D and (vi) E. 

Each one has a specific role in normal nutrition. Fat soluble vitamins 
are A, D and E and water soluble vitamins are-B1, B2 and C. 

(i) Vitamin A: It is found associated with fatty foods. Whole 
milk, butter, eggs, liver, codliver oil ~re chief sources of Vitamin A. It is 
related to carotene a yellow pigment which is present in some vegetables and 
fruits. The pigment carotene appears to fulfil the physiological function of 
Vitamin A. Spinach, lettuce, cabbage, amranth leaves, and ripe fruits such 
as mangoes, papaya, oranges are good sources of Vitamin A. Lack of Vita
min-A causes the night blindness and makes the mucous membrane week and 
liable to be attacked by germs. 

( ii) Vitamin B1 : It is abundant in outer layer of rice and other 
cereals. Unpolished rice, and other grains, yeast, egg yolk, nuts, legumes and 
green vegetables and fruits are the rich sources of this vitamin. Lack of this 
vitamin causes the disease known as beriberi. 

(iii) Vitamin B2 : . It is more heat resistant than Bt. Egg yolk, 
yeast, liver, dried peas, beans, leafy vegetables, milk products contains this 
vitamin. Cereals and root vegetable are not good sources thereof. Maize 
is almost deficient in it and hence the disease known as pellagre breaks out 
~mongst the maize eating people. 

• (iv) Vitamin C: It is easily destroyed by ordinary cooking. Only 
uncooked vegetables are useful for Vitamin C. The mixing of coriander 
leaves and lemon juice with • chewda' and • daIs' is a good method of obtain
jQg Vitamin C. _ The best way is to e~t s~lad anq chqtney ~s that if! the onl1 
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sure way of getting vitamin C from vegetables. Among fruits, guavas, 
cashew, goras amli, oranges, amla, grap~ fn-lits. lemons seem to be the best 
sources of Vitamin C. One amla is equivalent to two oranges in its Vita .. 
min C content. There is another good way of getting Vitamin C by sprout. 
ing the grams and pulses. Lack of Vitamin C causes the disease known 
as scurvy. 

(v) Vitamin D: Like Vitamin A. it is found associated with fatty 
foods. The original source of this vitamin is sun. Therefore it is better to 
expose the body to the morning sun after massaging it with a little oil. The 
other source of this Vitamin are animal products such as milk, butter, ghee, 
eggs, fish oil etc. In the absence of this vitamin, the body cannot fully utilise 
c;alcium and phosphorus which are necessary for" bone formation and hence 
cause rickets. 

(vi) Vitamin E: It is essential for reproduction. The germ of the 
wheat grain is a rich source of vitamin E. 

(vii) Water: We need water, though it has no fuel value as food, 
Nearly 2}3 of the body weight consists of water. It acts as a solvent and aids 
digestion and absorption of food stuffs. It sustains the proper concentration 
of food stuffs within the body cells and assists the removal of waste products. 
It is known that a healthy, well nourished person can fast for as many as forty 
days without permanent injury if he receives an adequate supply of water; 
he cannot fast for more than six days without water. The amount actually 
needed depends on climate. diet and occupation and the need is indicated 
by thirst. 

All these six substances are necessary for the maintenance of metabolic 
balance. The body functions through the energy released by the different 
food constituents. If and when nutritional influences are withheld or food 
becomes deficient either in amount or in quality, that harmonious develop
ment of the structure and function of the body ~n which our health depends 
is interfered with. 

We ha'fe seen above what food is. Now we shall consider how to 
balance it. The quality of food is more important than its quantity, although 
both are essential in maintaining health. We should not indulge in highly 
spiced foods as they irritate the mucous membrane of the alimentary tract 
though they contain appetizing ingredients which may be helpful in digestion. 
Instead of a monotonous diet consisting of cereals, legumes and insl!fficient 
vegetables, a mixed diet should be planned by improving our existing dietary 
habits by a wise selection of the available foods. It is better to use mixed 
cereals. The low protein content of rice can be made up by the consumption 
of wheat or millet, thereby increasing the nutritive value of the diet. Those, 
whose staple food is rice, should use unmilled or homepounded rice. When
~ver possible, cereal grains shoulq be steamed. The processed food stuff~ 
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such as refined sugar, milled cereal grains, preserved foods stuffs should be 
avoided as far as possible. Gur, molasses and honey should taRe place of 
refined sugar. Our diet should include sufficient fat. The money spent on 
butter and ghee is an insurance against many ailments. In order to ensure 
essential inorganic substances and vitamins, a liberal supply of fresh fruits 
and vegetable should be included in our diet. Oilseed protein is superior to 
that of cereals and pulses. It is second to that of milk. Hence it should find 
a place in our daily diet. It is a very good source of mineral elements like 
calcium, phosphorus and iron etc. and Vitamin B. The cakes of almonds, 
ground nuts and til are fit for human consumption, others being too full ~of 
rough fibres. Every possible means should be adopted for increasing the con .. 
sumption of milk and milk products. It is unfortunate that consumption of 
tea is increasing in India. Tea is not a food. Owing to the presence of an 
astrignant substance, tannin, tea may even be harmful to the digestive tract. 

Lastly we should remember that nutrition is different from diet as the 
fOl1mer includes the idea of keeping the body fit. The proper exercise of the 
body, the practic~ of deep breataing, sufficient rest and sleep, a cheerful happy 
mind-all these ate helpful in improving the state of nutrition. There is a 
close relationship betweel) physical exercise and diet. Proper nutrition and 
reasonable exercise must go together in making of a healthy body. We have 
seen from above that the sole object of eating is not just satisfying our hunger 
and appetite, but to keep the body in perfect health. The attainment of 
positive health is something more than freedom from disease. It is charac
terized by harmony and the well being of the entire self, i. e. of the body, 
the mind and the spirit. That is why our sages regarded eating as a kind of 
religious act. If we fail to achieve this harmony, we cannot offer the body, 
in the words of our Poet, as a lamp in the shrine of our Creator. 



The New Genetics 

. BY 

A. V. GOKHALE. 

I 

The sessions of the 'Lennin Academy of Agricultural Sciences and the' 
enlarged councils of the Academies of Sciences and of Medical Sciences of the 
U, S. S. R. were held at Moscow from July 31 to August 7, 1948. The delibera
tions ended with the clearcut conclusions that the present theories in biology 
based on Weismannism...:Morganism were sterile and misleading and should be 
discarded; and the Michurin teaching was the only right and realistic approach 
to the problems in Biology. 1 The new stand taken by the Soviet biologists 
has stirred the entire scientific world. The clumsy, malicious and often 
dishonest polemic in the public press has made the issue more confusing. The 
main problem is shrouded in the clouds of cheap allegations, personal rebuffs 
and false propaganda. 

Lysenko's promotion and his theory had already been the occasion of 
propaganda in the capitalist press against Soviet Union. Even eminent British 
scientists such as C. D. Darlington and Sir Henry Dale have taken part along 
with Herbert Morrison and others. The propaganda includes allegations such 
as N. Vavilov, whom Lysenko displaced, has been killed by the Soviet Govern
ment for refusing to toe the line of Lysenko. Lysenko is called as • an ignorant 
peasant' whose only merit is the • greenfinger . success as a gardener. Lysenko 
is also accused by Darlington for not believing in chromosomes at all. 2 

Muller is more fierce in his criticism and he has resigned from the Academy 
of Sciences. Lysenko is also charged for contemptuously dismissing Statistics. 
The most serious allegation is the interference of the Soviet State in 
Scientific matters. Sir Henry presents the Soviet action as parallel to the 
interference with Galileo by the Inquisition in the 17th Century. 

From the Soviet side, the attack is being equally repulsed. In reply to 
Muller's letter 'of resignation the Presidium· of the Academy stated that 
"Muller destroyed the interests of real science," In reply to Sir Henry, it is 
stated that he is identifying himself with the Inquisition and not with Galileo. 
as the Inquisition was brought about by orthodox scientists. Most of the 
British and American biologists are attacked as idealistic, reactionary enemies 
of science. Mendel is termed as 'pea-brained' and Bateson as obscurantists. 3 

Goldschmidt Sturtevant and others are also not left out. While defending 
the State's interference, the Soviet press attacks American and British Govern
ments as Capitalist States interfering with the sciel}ce for promoting imperid-
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istic aims and ordering scientists to work for mass-annihilation and manufac
ture Atom Bombs. 4 

Since the main issue is a challange to the very foundations of genetics, 
it reqUIres a considered evaluation in the light of modern rationalism and 
without taking sides. 

II 

It is now evident that there are two schools of genetics. One is the 
old, orthodox or classical school and the other is the new realistic schools. 

The appearance of Darwin's teachings expounded in his book' The 
Origin of Species, (1859) marked the beginning of scientific biology, and also 
with it, the classical genetics. 

The leadihg "idea of Darwin's theory is the teaching of natural and 
artificial selection. With this theory, Darwin gave scientific explanation of 
the origin and development of life and thereby refuted the idealistic theologi
cal explanation. His theories of' Struggle for Existence' and' Survival of the 
Fittest' were based on voluminous data and served as a great advance in the 
kttowledge of living matter . . 

Another sponser of the classical :;chool is Mendel, the Austrian monk 
(1866). He worked on hybridization in pea and put forth the laws of heredity. 
He assumes that characters are represented by pairs of factors~ and at the time 
of gamete formation, only one member of the factor comes in the gamete, He 
also puts forth the hypothesis of Dominance, numerical ratios, etc. 

Then there is Weismann. In his' Lectures on Evolutionery Theor:y' 
(1904) he has attacked Lamarck's theory of inheritance of Acquired Characters 
and labelled his own conceptions as 'Neo-Darwiniim '. Weismann asserts 
that there are two great catagories ofij,ving material, the hereditary substance 
(Idioplasm) and the nutritive substance (Trophoplasm). He decaltes that 
"living body is merely a nutritive soil for the hereditary substance and tl{~ 
latter is immortai and never formed' de novo' ". 

deVries theory of Mutation (1900) refers to tM sudden change in 
character of an organism-change that is unpredictable and not necessarily 
progressive. 

Lastly there is the well known Chromosome Theory of Heredity put 
forth by Morgan-too well known for any elaboration. 

The Darwinism-Weismannism, Mendelism.Morganism: constitutes the 
orthodox school of genetics~ Johann~en, Bate~on, Darlington, Hurst, Muller, 
Sturtevant and others are the' Carriers' of this Classical Genetics. 

111 Soviet Russia also the sal11e theories were accepted, till recently, by 
N. Vavilov, N. P. Dubbin and others. They ate flOW replaced by the 
champions of New School. 
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III 

I. V. Michurin, the great transformer of nature, laid the foundation of 
I New Genetics'. Michurian biological science proceeds from the basic thesis 
bf dialectical materialism. 

Contrary to Mendelism-Moaganism, Nichurin's '·important cbnclusibn 
is that "' it is possible, with man's interventions, to force any form of a'nimal 
or plant to change more quickly and in a direction desirable to a man ". His 
teachings flatly reject that heredity is completely independent of the plants' 
or animals' conditions of life. It does not recognize the existence of a separate 
hereditary substance which is independent in the body. He says that "changes 
in the heredity of organism or in any part of its body are the results of changes 
in the living body itself; and such a change occurs as a result of departure 
from the normal in the type of metabolism. to 

, 
The I vegetable hybrids' obtained by Michrin are concrete proofs of 

his conception of heredity. 

His teachings are further elaborated and crystalized by T. D. Lysenko, 
who is famous for his work on vernalization ( Yarovization ). 

Lysenko observed that New Genetics also dates with Darwinism. He 
accepts Darwin's Theoy of Evolution but accuses him to be guilty of introduc
ing in his thesis, Malthusian reactionary ideas side by side with materialistic 
principles (The English person, Mathus propogated the idea of' an eternal 
natural law ' to the effect that living beings multiply more rapidly than'the 
quantity offood at their disposal permits ). 

Taking Darwin's theory as the basis, Lysenko attacks with all the 
vigour-the Weismann's thesis. "It is not Neo-Darwinism, but a complete 
denial of the material aspect of Darwin'i'§m. It simply insinuates idealism and 
metaphysics in biology" observes Lysenko. He thinks Weismann's concep
tion of immortal hereditary substance as "idealist and mystical in essence ". 
Because the experimental data collected by Michurians show result contrary 
to Weismannism, Lysenko finds a great deal of truth in the Lamarckian 
theory-as it recognizes the active role of external conditions in the formation 
of living body. However, his school is "neither Neo-Darwinism nor Neo-
1.amarckism, but Creative Soviet Darwinism ". 

Lysenko denounces deVries theory of mutation and proclaims that 
It Science is the enemy of accidents" (Mutations). Lysenko further attacks 
the idiological contents of Morgan's genetics as the latter does not believe 
that nature of organisms cari be altered by 1 physiological means'. According 
to Lysenko, Mendelism~Morganism (i.e. the chromosome theory of heredity) 
is idealism in biology, and is contrary to dialectic materialism. ,I Mendelism
Morganism", says Lysenko, It is built entirely on chance i this science, 
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therefore, denies the existence of necessary relationships in living matter and 
condemns practical workers to fruitlessness". 

Regarding chromosomes, Lysenko states that "we recognise chromo
Somes. We do not deny their existence. But we do not recognise the 
chromosome theory of heredity". Similarly about statistics he states that 
statistics are not worthless or irrelrvant; but biology is more than mere 
·statistics-mere calculations of probabilites. 5 

Lysenko's positive theoretical conclusions can be summarized as under:-

1. Heredity is the property of a living body to require definite con· 
ditions for its life and development and to respond in a definite 
way to various conditions. 

2. Changes in the heredity of an organism or any part of its body 
are the results of changes in the living body itself as the results 
of conditions of life. 

3. Once we know the natural requirements of an organism and its 
response to external conditions, we can direct its life and deve
lopment. 

4. Once we know how to regulate development, we can change th~ 
heredity of organisms in a definite direction. 

According to Lysenko, creation of new varieties rests on various factors 
such as:-(1) grafting (2) action of conditions of environment acting at 
sensitive periods of the organism's development and (3) crossing of species 
clearly differentiated by their habitats or by their origin. > 

He calls this science as "Soviet Agrobiology". 

IV 

Thus it can be seen that there are two opposite camps one idealistic, 
other materialistic; one believing in chromosome theory, the other in physio
logical phases; one working in the laboratories, other producing outstanding 
results on collective farms. 

Biology is at the crossroads. The theories of Michurian and Lysenko 
~how the revolutionary content of their conception and it would be futile 
to dany their originality. Does this mean that classical genetics is entirely 
obsolete? 

The two above mentioned conceptions correspond to different econo~ 
mic and social situations. It 18 normal in Capitalist society that scientists 
should often be led to turn away from application. It is just as normal that 
the scientists of the U. S. S. R. should, put forth their efforts in directions 
wber~ practical applications may be expected. 
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The MicL__rians have put forth their thesis after conducting. number 

of experiments on a giant scale. The wealth of factual material from Michu
rin Experimental Stations concerning vegetative transmission of various pro
perties of potatces, tomatoes and others show the correctness of his theory. 
Their famous experiment is • grafting' where transmission of characters is 
noted from stock to s~ion and" vice versa. The experiments in < training " 
'destabilizing' and applying 'open-pollinators' show the sterility of Morga. 
nism and accuracy of the new school. Vegetative hybridization, vernaliza. 
tion and intra-varietal crossing in most of the important economic and com. 
merical crops have given outstanding results to prove the positive role of 
Soviet Agrobiology. 

In the Capitalist countries belonging to classical genetics there is only 
an empty cry that the work of Soviet Scientists is bogus and the whole thing 
is a political stunt. However, the champions of the classical school are fast 
loosing the ground. To-day Weismann's conceptions can be challenged by 
the work of P. Brien, whose experiments on regeneration in sponges, Bryozoa, 
Tunicata and Hydroida brought evidence against the classical evidence of 
dichotomy of organisms mutually irreducible into some and germ-plasm. The 
classical conception of mutation is' contraverted today by the results obtained 
with yeasts. The role of cytoplasm in transmission of heredity property 
( maternal inheritance) is evident by the works of Renner, Michadis, Correns, 
Baur and others. Prof. Holmes of the California University now (1948) 
characterizes Weismann as a .. mechanistically minded person" and declares 
that" Weismann's doctrine is purely formalistic explanation based on assump
tions that are improbable." 6 Muller himself emphasizes the important role of 
environment in inheritance in his book • Genetics, Medicine and Man' (1947).· 
In the latest edition of Sinnott and Dunn's Text book of Genetics, there is a 
direct statement on page ten where the authors dissociate from Weismann. 
Finally Bernare Stern of ColumbIa University appeals (1949) with these works: 
"Acadamician Lysenko has not done justice to the present theoretical position 
of genetic scientists of the United States and England. Not only is Weismann 
no longer accepted by American geneticists; it is further clear that the views 
of Mendel and Morgan are constantly being revised as scientific investigations, 
particularly in relation to developmental processes.1 

v 
Conclusions :-

1. The fact that the Michurian School has called into question the 
foundation of genetics and of the mechanism of evolution in itself 
constitutes a positive achievement. 

2. The' New Genetics' is in full COurse of evolution and as it is 
putting forth amazing positive reSUlts, it is bound to gain ground. 
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Zanzibar and the Clove Industry 

By 

YUSUF O. K. HASANIA, F. Sc, (AgrL) Class. 

The coral islands of Zanzibar and Pemba are situated between 5° to 100 

south of the equator, 25 miles off the east coast of Africa. Zanzibar is 
approximately 54 miles in length with an area of about 640 square miles. 
The sister island of Pemba is 42 miles in length with an area of 380 square 
miles. These evergreen islands, althougt. tropical, enjoy equable climate; a 
not excessive average rainfall; probably the best road system in,East Africa: 
and an excellent water supply. There are two rainy seasons viz. "MASIKA" 
and "VULI" the former between March and June and the latter from Octo
ber to December. The uniform distribution of rain, the rich calcium soil, 
moderate temperature and free slave labour were the main factors in the 
development of the clove industry in these islands. 

The foremost foreign rulers of these islands were the Persians and dur
ing the twelth century Zanzibar and Pemba were part of the Great Zanj 
Empire. The descentlants of these Shivaji's, as they are called, are still trace
able in these islands. Zanzibar flourished when the Great Pyramid of Cheops 
was being built, and in the earliest days it eltcited the interest of traders ill 
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far off Hindustan. By fifteenth century the Portugese had already established 
their trading centres in India and the Far East, and on the other hand. the 
dQwnfall of the Zanj Empire had begun. The route from Portugal to India 
via Cape of Good Hope being a long one, the Portugese decided to found their 
Empire on the Ruins of Persian Monarchy in East Africa. Zanzibar was 
consequently occupied by the Portugese and a fort which still exists was 
built. The Portugese could not retain these lands which they had conquered 
and were ultimately driven out by the Ruler of Maskat Seyyid Said Bin 
Sultan. From this time onwards the islands of Zanzibar and Pemba have 
been ruled by the Atlun Said dynasty. To-day the islands constitute the 
dominions of His Highness the Sultan of Zanzibar Seyyid Sir Khalifa bin 
Harub, G. B. E., K. C. M. G. Zanzibar, with its aspect more Orient than Afri
can, has a population of a quarter of a million with a large percentage of 
Indians. The streets of the capital are narrow, and down the winding, cobb. 
led throughfare the colourful costumes of the slowly moving populace-Arabs, 
Indians, Africans, and Chinamen pass leisurely backwards and forwards 
imparting a delightful and changing series of brilliant pictures. 

Cloves have been known for centuries and the earliest record of their 
use comes from China, where it was known as " Chicken tongue spice". and 
was used by officers of the Imperial Court to render their breath fragrant in 
the presence of their sovereign. Cloves are not indigenous to the islands of 
Zanzibar and Pemba. -They were introduced in these islands in the begin. 

ning of the 19th century-somewhere between 1820 to 1830-and their culti. 
vation soon proved successful. Seyyid Said bin Sultan the then ruler of East 
Africa was the man who introduced this crop in Zanzibar and Pemba. The 
idea of specialising in the growth of the favoured tree and the assocIation of 
wealth with spice led to extensive and perhaps feverish cultivation. Within 
a few years cloves had become the single important commercial factor in 
Zanzibar. Late in the 19th century Zanzibar was hit by a terrible cyclone 
which caused a tremendous loss of clove trees. The free slave labour and 
the enthusiastic Sultan Seyyid Barghash bin Said made the replanting of the 
clove trees possible. 

In the middle ages spices were a necessity and not a luxury as they are 
now. To make meat palatable spices were used, and this was the only cause 
for all the European nations to send expeditions and discover the spice islands 
some where in the Far East. After the great cyclone the harvests were very 
poor and the price rose fantastically. 

The valorisation of cloves was suggested by some wise Indian traders, 
the object being to level prices, rendering less erratic and less disastrous the 
price influence of the" good" years. Thus under wise control th.e trlJ,de be
came steadily rqore remunerative. 

The clove is the unopened flower bud from a tree or a large shrub of 
z'yrtle order. The evergreen tree when fully matured attains a height of 30 
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to 40 feet. When the clove trees are to be propagated. the flower buds are 
allowed to open, to get pollinated for the seed to form. The ripe seeds are 
planted in the raised seed beds of size 30 ft. X 3 ft. X 1/2 ft. The seed beds 
are provided with a lot of manure and shade. Constant watering when the 
seeds have germinated is very essential. For one full year the seedlings are 
kept in the nursery. A month or so before the heavy monsoon starts the 
pits and rings are kept ready for transplanting the seedlings, which by that 
time attain a height of 12" to 18". After the first heavy showers of rain, the 
transplanting begins. Usually two seedlings are planted in each pit. The 
pits are spaced out at a distance of 22 ft., when young the clove seedlings 
require a thorough examination and constant tending. At the age of five the 
tree begins to bear the cloves varying from 1/2 lb. to 1! Ibs. Within 15 years 
the trees attain a height of 30 ft. to 40 ft, when they are said to be fully 
matured. The clove buds grow in clusters of, from 10 to 50 or more heads 
from a main stem and are harvested twice a year. The harvesting seasons are 
July to October and December to January. The average yield per tree per 
annum of dry clove is 7 lbs. Crops very eiXtensively from 2000 tons upto as 
high as 20,000 tons. Zanzibar and Pemba supply 80 % of the world's need. 

Harvesting in a good season is a scene of intense activity. Women and 
children are engaged in picking bunches of bunds from the lower brnches of 
the trees while men climb up to the remote branches and pick th~ bunches 
with the help of hooked sticks. Very tall trees are never completely picked 
owing to the inaccessibility of the buds which grow on the eJ{:tremity of the 
rather frail and slender branches. The picking starts from early morning and 
ends late in the evening, when the labourers come down to the overseer's camp 
squat on mats and commence the work of removing buds from the stems. 
Taking the bunch in one hand and brushing it against the palm of the other. 
the buds fall in one growing heap, the stems are cast aside to form another 
heap. The cloves are then rapidly measured with a local brass measure known
as" pishi'~ of about 4lbs. capacity. Payment rates for labour vary with the 
crop and with the supply of labour available in the season. 

The clove bud when picked is 3,4" to I" in length and the long calyx is 
tinged delicate pink. Small plantation owners spread them on mats while the 
bigger ones have them spread on specially prepared concrete platforms. Four 
to five days are sufficient for the drying of cloves which by that time attain a 
rich golden colour. All cloves in Zanzibar are hand picked and no machinery 
of any description is employed. 

Clove oil is colourless or pale yellow which darkens on keeping. It has 
the characteristic aromatic odour of the plant and a pungent burning taste. 
The best clove oil contains 95 p. c. Eugenoe which is used in the perfumery 
and scent. The value of the clove oil is largely dependent on its eugenoe 
which is converted into a substance which crystalises in minute crystals 
'I Vanillin" imparting the fJ,'C~,grance ~ of the Vllnilla be~n is also used to 

• 
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give a vaniIIa flavouring in confectionary. Prepared originally in 1876, it 
was quoted at £ 160 per lb. c;ompare that with the present price of 6/sh 
per lb. now. Apart from the above mentioned uses the extent of the 
application of cloves and their distillates is numerous and world-wide. Many 
medicines contain clove oil and dentists use it for stopping decay in teeth and 
giving temporary relief. Toothache has lost many of its terrors by a timely 
application of clove oil! Very good results have been achieved from clove oil 
as an embrocation. It is also used to stop coughs, cold and vomitting. 

It is a well known fact that, when valuable commodities and much 
Ilought after object of commerce become plentiful, their price, following all 
nat4ral apd unrestricted marketing, must inevitably fall-in some cases so 
serio4sly as to render the continuance of their production doubtful. The clove 
industry in ~anzibar is not in its healthiest state. There are other competi. 
tors in the market such as Madagascar. The synthetic methods of preparing 
clove oil qre fast improving. Moreover, in Zanzibar, particularly, the trees 
are being attacked by" sudden death" desease which is so serious that it- has 
become a matter of constant headache to many plantation owners. -The 
colonial office has recently sent a team of scientists who are seriously engaged 
in finding out the cause of this desease. Efforts are also being made to find 
the alternative cash crops, such as cocoa. Let us hope that out of all these 
efforts the. continued prosperity of Zanzibar will be assured; for Zanzibar is 
virtually now the only place in the world whose prosperity depends primarily 
on the clove industry. 

Soil pH and Availability of Nutrients to Plants 

By 
N. G. PERUR* 

All soils have a certain degree of acidity or alkalinity. That is soils 
may be acid or alkaline in reaction. This degree of reaction is known as pH. 
gH value is expressed in numerical figures as 1, 2, 3·5 and etc. pH scale is 
from 1-14. pH 1 indicates maximum acidity and pH 14 indicates maKimulll 
alkalinity. pH 7 is the neutral point. Pure water which is neutral in reac-

_ it Lecturer in Chemistry, College of A~riculture, Poona. 
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tion has pH 7. As the pH goes on lowering down from 7 to 1 the acidity 
increases and as the pH goes on jncreasing from 7 to 14 the alkalinity increas
es, A change in pH of one unit expresses a ten fold change in reaction. Thus 
pH 4 expresses acidity ten times as intense as at pH 5. Similarly at pH 10 
the alkalinity is ten times as intense as at pH 9 . 

. 
The nature of soil formation mainly determines the soil reaction. 

During the weathering of silicate minerals like felspats and micas inorganic 
exchangeable· bases such as sodium, calcium, magnesium etc. are liberated. In 
course of soil formation iUhese bases are removed away by leaching due to 
high rain-fall, the resulting soil will be saturated with hydrogen ion and thus 
an acid soil will be formed. On the other hand if bases like sodium and 
calcium are not removed by leaching and accumulate to saturate the 
exchangeable material, the resulting soil will be alkaline. Such soils are met 
with in regions of scanty rainfall. Soils which are neither acid nor alkaline 
are called neutral soils. Acid soils are also formed due to the application of 
heavy do~es of artificial fertilizers like sulphate of ammonia to the soil. Soils 
having poor drainage"when irrigated with water containing a large amount 
of injurious salts like sodium-carbonate and sodium-bicarbonate, become 
alkaline. 

The degree of reaction is one of the important factors which influence" 
the growth of plants. Plants take up from the water in the soil all the requi
red nutrients except oxygen and carbon which they obtain from the air. 
The nutrients from the soil are absorbed by the plant roots, only when they 
are in solution form. The degree of reaction of the soil has an important 
bearing on the solubility of the definite compounds i. e. the form in which the 
nutrients nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and etc. exist in soil. Consequently 
it has a direct influence upon the availability of these constituents to plants. 

In acid soils nitrogen is made available very slowly, while iron, calcium 
and manganese compounds are more soluble in acid soils so much so that they 
may act as toxic to plants in extreme cases. In highly acid soils, soil phos
phates are fixed as insoluble compounds and are made unavailable. Similarly 
calcium and magnesium are not available with a soil of high acidity. On the 
other hand alkalinity renders copper and zinc less available and binds up 
manganese and iron into an unavailable form. In neutral reactions nitrogen 
and most of the other essential elements are made more readily available to 
plants. 

In the following paragraphs an attempt is made to describe in detail 
the influence of reaction and accompanying conditions on the availability of 
the important nutrients obtained by plants from the soil. Graphs are drawn 

. to illustrate the description. 
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Craph No. l.--Nittolen Availability 
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A general nature of the availability of nitrogen at different soil reac-
tiou is represented in graph no. 1. From the 'graph it is clear that for an , 
abundant supply of available nitrogen a pH range of 6·0 to 8·0 is the most 
favourable. This is true as long as other conditions in the soil are not uncon
genial. Below pH 6 adequate nitrogen is not available to plants. Nitrogen 
from the soil is available to plants mostly in the form of soluble nitrates. In 
acid soils production of nitrogen is slow and therefore available nitrates are 
less. At low pH, deficiency of nitrogen in the soil prevails. Below pH 4 the 
conditions in the soil are totally unfavourable for the supply of nitrogen to 
plants. This is illu5trated in the graph. The curve slopes down at pH 6 and 
gradually tries to approach minimum availability in accordance with the 
correspondingly decreasing pH values. This is due to the fact that at increas
ing acidity the fixation of nitrogen by leguminous plants slows down. The 
decomposition of organic matter to make the organic-nitrogen available to 
plants also becomes less. Fixation of atmospheric nitrogen and decomposition 
of organic matter in the soil are effected by the activity of micro-organisms. 
Micro-organisms work best in neutral or slightly alkaline conditions. At 
extreme acidity the conditions are not favourable for the activity of micro
organisms and hence the nitrogen fixation and decomposition of organic 
matter become increasingly slow. For the same reason nitrogen becomes 
decreasingly available with increasing pH values also. This is shown in the 
graph No.1. The curve slopes down beyond pH 8. 

The nature of phosphate ion in the soil varies with the pH. When 
the soil is distinctly alkaline P04 ion is the usual form. Plants can take this 
ion only with difficulty. As the pH drops down upto 6·5 (that is in slightly 
acidiclsoil) HP04 and H2P04 ions become more common. These two ions 
arc more easily absorbed by plants. For high availability of phospborul 
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Graph No. 2.-Phollphorus Availabllity 

therefore a pH range of 6·5 to 7·5 is the most favourable. At higher acidity 
ODly H2P04 ion prevails but in an unavailable form. Because below pH 6·5 
availability of phosphorus becomes less due to the formation of sparingly 
soluble compounds of iron and aluminium, with phosphate ion. Therefore if 
soluble phosphate fertilizers are applied to acid soils they are made insoluble 
and hence the efficiency of the applied fertilizer is greatly lessened. This 
difficulty can be overcome by the application of right quantity of lime to the 
acid soil to maintain a pH range of 6·5 to 7·5. In this pH range phosphorus (in 
the form of calcium phosphate) is made soluble by the action of carbon dioxide 
in the soil alI, and hence readily available to plants. Again beyond pH 7·5 the 
conditions for the availability of phosphorus gradually becomes less and less 
favourable. This is due to the high concentration of calcium iyns in the soil. 
Calcium phosphate hydrolyses in the presence of calcium carbonte and thus in
creases the calcium ion concentration to the saturation point in the soil solution, 
when the dissolving action of carbonic acid ( carbon dioxide in the .presence 
of water) on calcium phosphate totally ceases. This is in accordance with 
the law of Mass Action. It is interesting to note that at still higher acidity 
( more than pH 8·5 ) the phosphorus in the soil is onCe again made available 
in a very appreciable amount. This is because in this higher pH 'range 
sodium and potassium prevail in the soil solution which react with insoluble 
lOil phosphates and form highly soluble sodium and potassium phosphates. 

The phosphorus availability in the soil is governed by many factors 
and tke subject itself is complex. It is therefore not always easy to predict 
how much phosphorus will be available to plants under any set of soil condi .. 
tions. Availability of phosl'horu8 at different soil reactions is approxiDlatel, 
represeDted in ,mph 2. 

,. 
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Grapb No. 3.-~otasail1m Availability 

Potassium becomes extremely soluble in acid soils and should readib 
be available to plants. But in practice it is not so. With increasing acidity 
the amount of potassium in a readily available form usually dscreases becaUH 
of severe leaching, Therefore plants cannot utilise the soluble potassium at 
lower pH soil conditions. Of course at higher pH values the potassium if 
always in an available (arm ~J:cept at its very igh concentration in the soU 
solution when plants cannot grow. More concentration of pota_rum in the 
soil means more alkalinity, that is increase in OH ion con~ntration. Plants 
can not grow in such soils due to the toxic effect of excess OH ions on plant 
cells. The influence of reaction on the availability of potassium has noe 
been compleuly investigated and needs further study. 

Graph No. ..-Ca &ad M, AvaUabUltJ 

, 
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Availabilities of calcium and magnesium to plants are influenced by the 
soil reaCtion mOl'e or less in a similar manne1'. It can be seen from. the graph 
DO. ~ that below pH 6.5 calcium and mag~sium become less available to 
plants. In soils of low pH values amount of calcium and magnesium is Ie ... 
This happens because of ·the climatic conditions in which the acid soils are 
formed. In acid soils calciu~ and magnesium are removed away by leaching. 
With ineteasing acidity hydrogen ion concentration becomes mpre and more 
.. turated in exchangeable complex and there seems greater competition for 
basic ions of calcium and magnesium by the hydrogen saturated exchange 
acicles. This is another reason for the deficiency of calcium and magnesium 
iP acid soils. Secondly whatever small amount of these bases present in the 
lOll. is fixed up by the excess insoluble acids against solution and plant 
&edina. A pH range of 6.5 to 8.5 is best suited for the satisfactory availabi
Ut1 of ~cium and Illagnesium from the soil to plants, 

Graph No. 5.-1rOll Availability 

. 
IroR becomes less available when the pH value rises above the neutral 

lIOiDt. This may cause in some cases harmful effect on plant irowth, aped
when the soil is sandy and poor in organic matter. Soluble ferrous item 

_:olDIes oxidised to ferric oxide. which is so insoluble under neutral and 
1'_I&&U<1Ci conditions that plants suffer from iron deficiency. But this is not so 
With soils containing good amount of organic matter. Organic matter in the 
_ reduces the insoluble ferric iron even at high pH soil conditions aM 

it rea~lily available to plants. Below pH. 6.5 iron in the soil eEists in 
IJ"Dllstate • . In this form iron is readily soluble in the presence of carbonic 

sad hence it is readily available to plants. But at extreme acidity iron 
~ __ • lie) &Doch soluhle that the increased concentration in- soil solution 

to~ic effect upo~ the plant, especially iq ~ils Qf poor s~l}it1' ~ . 
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plant failures, uptiU now looked upon as mostly due to the deficiency e£ pJa 
nutrients in the soil, have been a_ctually the result of the ~celSive amounts 
lOme of the more toxic minor fooCl elements like iron, aluminium. maQIIIIIQ!. 
and etc. It is now generally believed that soluble iron along with alumilliu 
i, one of the main factors for the poor plant growtll ill strongly acid soil •. 

Graph No. 6.-M~Dganese :Availability 

At higher pH values managanese behaves exactly similar to that of it 
This can be seen from the graph. no. 6 In alkaline ils, availability 
manaJ;mese becomes restricted. In sandy soils and calcareous. soils that at 
low in organic matter when their pH rises above 7 the supply of managaDele 
in the available form is frequently too small for the need ' of plants. 
higher pH valuei the soluble divalent manganese ( manganous form) oxidisea 
to tetravalent manganes~ dios:ide. This tetravalent oxide compound of 
manganae is insoluble in carbonic acid. Therefore in alkaline soil conditioaa 
manganese is not available for plant use. In heavy sOils that are rich m 
oraanic matter, lack of manganese availability at higher pH is less frequentb 
met with. Organic matter on decomposition releases its manganese content 
in an available form and also favours the transformation of manganese minerala 
to the available type. In presence of organic matter divalent manganese doea 
not readily oxidise to unavailable tetravalent form. Therefore lack of a . 
ble manganese at higher pH is less frequently seen in the heavier soil than . 
the lighter ones. Below pH 7 a considerable amount of manganese in 
divalent form is readily available to plants. Divalent manganese in the . 
soil conditions behaves like· other bases as an exchangeable cation. By 
action of carbonic acid it goes into solution as manganese bicar~nate w • 
the plants utilise easily. At h.igh acidity (below pH 5) the manganese leac: 
out and once again its SUpply becomes restricted. It is shown in 
graph no. 6 that wi~hiD a pH fanle C)f ,.0 W ~S supply of IP8DfIJleM 
abu~t, .. . 
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• Graph No.7. Boron Availability 

sa 

Borone is used by plants in a very minute quantity, The, availability 
o£boron seems to be greatly influenced by soil reaction. Within a pH range 
of 5 to 7 boron availability is quite satisfactory. In strongly acid soils however 
boron becomes less available due to leaching. Above pH 7 also available 
boron is scanty because of high concentration of calcium which forms sparingly 
IOluble metaborates with boron. It is interesting to note that at still higher 
pH values (beyond pH 8·5) boron is one again in a more readily available 
form. At these higher pH values sodium hydroxide in the soil solution forms 
soluble salts with boron which the plants easily utilise. 

• Graph No.8. Copper and Zinc Availability 

• (i ') Grapbs are only approximate. 

• (Ii) Grapbs are drawn for the pH range 3·5 to 11 only because at extreme acidity ... 4 
fjlGlliolty plants do not survive even though nutrient elments are abund~n~. 

~ 
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Copper and zinc are also important plant food nutrients even though 
they are needed only in minute quantity. In acid to slightly alkaline condi. 
tions these two elements are readily available to plants. At extreme acidity 
copper and zinc are not available as they leach away during the formation 
of acid soils. Deficiency of these two elements is also frequently met with in 
highly alkaline and calcareous soils. Under these conditions the solubility 
of copper and zinc compounds i,p greatly lowered and causes the scarcity. 

The importance of soil reaction on the availability of nutrient elements 
to plants is quite obvious from the above treatise. In short we can say that 
soil pH dignoses the fertility of soils in general From the graphs, soil pH 6·5 
can be looked upon as the most favourable condition for the satisfactory 
availability of all elements described above. Physical conditions" of soil and 
activities of microorgnisms are also well guarded at this pH. How to main. 
tain this pH in the soil is a separate subject, however the efforts of the farmer 
should be towards the maintenance of soil reaction round about pH 6·5 to 
obtain the maximum outturn from his land undiminished for a number of 
years. 

\ 

A Current Contribution to the Control o"f Common 
Paddy Grasshoppers in the Bombay Province 

By 

G. M. TALGERI, B. sc. (Agri.) Hons.* 

Paddy grasshopper (Hieroglyphu$ banian) is a winged type of grasshopper 
prevalent in most of the paddy growing tracts of the province. It is equally 
a severe pest on Sugarcane. Its severity as a pest on paddy can be well 
judged from the heavy toll of paddy crop that is being eaten away every year 
in the Belgaum and Dharwar Districts. At times the damage is so severe, 
it may result in total failure of the crop. This potential danger to the paddy 
crop in the times of food scarcity'- is affecting every farmer. To avert this 

• Entomological Officer, Coordinated scheme for tests with DDT, BHC and 
allied insecticides, against agricul tural pests in India, Bombay Province, EntomQ

Research 4:lboratory, College of Agriculture Poona 5. 
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danger, every intelligent cultivator should acquaint himself with the life 
history, habits and the recent developments in the control of the pest. 

The full grown grasshopper is yellowish green in colour with three 
to four incomplete black wavy lines on the neck and with lower half of legs 
bluish in colour. It measures about 2 to 3 inches in length. The female is 
slightly bigger than male. Eggs are laid during October to December in 
clusters of 40-60 about 2" deep in the slopes of the bunds which generally 
surround the fields. With setting in of cold weather, the parent grasshoppers 
die out. The eggs remain in the soil till the beginning of the next monsoon 
in June-July when small hoppers about!" in length hatch out. The hatch
ing out of the eggs synchronises with the germination of the drilled paddy. On 
hatching the young hoPPe&s live for a few days on grass surrounding bunds 
and thea creep into the crop proper. They grow rapidly and pass through 
5 to 6 instars at an interval of 10-15 days and become adult (winged) insects. 

Looking to the feeding and breeding habits of grasshoppers, control 
measures can be' applied at dIfferent stages of their life cycle namely, 
(1) destruction of egg masses when they are lying dormant in the soil dUring 
off-season of paddy crop. For this purpose, scraping the sides of the bunds 
by different fa!:m-tools is recommended wherever possible. (2) Destruction 
of the hoppers either by r:.nechanical or chemical means. But the time. 
honoured practice of mechanical method of bagging the bopper although 
quite effective in reducing the general population of the pest, is a labourious 
and endless task. It was therefore thought of concentrating more on the 

•• 
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chemical methods since 1947 with the inception of the research scheme for the 
tests with the recent insecticides like DDT, and BHC (Benzene-Hexa-Chloride) 
against agricultural pests. Thus within a course of two years' strenuous 
research work under this scheme, the present author could find out a very 
effective dust formulation containing 5 percent BHC against this grasshopper. 
This is now available under the trade names of 5 percent Gammexane and 
5 percent Hexyc1an. With one to two applications of this insecticide (Fig: 1) 
depending upon the severity of attack, the paddy grasshopper cap. be effectively 
brought under control when applied at the rate of 15-20 lbs. per acre. The 
proper stage of dusting would be just when the majority of th~ young hoppers 
emerge out on the slopes of the bunds and just prior to their migration to the 
crop proper. It is better to choose a dry (rainless) day to allow at least 6-8 
hours for the dust to have effect on hoppers (Fig. 2). Application of dust can 

Fig. 2.-Dead-Grass Hoppers Floating on water after six hours of 5 percent BHC Dusting. 

be made with rotary hand dustguns now available at the rate of Rs. 110 each. 
The cost of dusting per acre however, may ranJe from Rs. 6 to 10 
depending upon the labour and cost of the insecticides. 

The author is deeply indebted to the Indian Council of Agricultural 
Research, New Delhi and Bombay Department of Agrkulture, under whose 
c:ombined financial help, the present investigations were carried out. He also 
expresses his sincere thanks to his ' colleague Shri S. R. Dbareshwar ·and the 
District Agricultural Officer, Belgaum, for the . cooperation during the field 
trials at Belgaum in 1948. . 



indian Agriculture 

By 
T. C. MOTWANI, B.Sc. (Agri.) Hons, * 

An articl. entItled .. How Efficient is American Agriculture " by 
Theodore W. Schultz appeared in the" 10urnal of Farm Economics ", August 
1947. This article would naturally create a..desire in us to examine the effici
ency of production in our Indian agriculture, but with what standard is yet 
difficult to decide at this stage, as unlike in well-established industries, where 
the factors of production are very well under control. When prices fall, the 
manufacutrer can reduce his cost by dismissing some labourers and withdraw
ing some capital, but in agriculture the farmer cannot check his productio. 
and has to continue cultivating the land as he has no other source of earning a 
livelihood and has solely to depend upon land and land alone. Agriculture 
out-put also depends more on uncontrolled factors of soil and climate and crops 
pave to grow before they are harvested. Nature does the business and man 
is merely the manager. 

Specially in India, agriculture is said to be a gamble on the monsoons. 
A large portion of the country depends upon rain for the successful growth of 
its crops and monsoon is extremely uncertain. When the rains fail, the poor 
peasant is in distress. Thus constant variation in the yield of the land. the 
greater applicabIlity of the Law of Diminishing Returns, the specialization of 
the factors of production employed in agriculture and the inelastic demand for 
agricultural ptoducts result consequently in tne unstable income of the farmer 
and force him to borrow to meet his expenses during lean years. Hence 
comparison between crop and crop or between tract and tract in the real sense 
will be of no use. There are wide differences between the ~gricultural out-puts 
of new countries like Canada. Australia ( where the farmers grow certain crops 
mainly for the foreign markets) and that of countries like India and China 
where the majority of farmers produce mainly for subsistance. 

India is a land of villages and will continue to be so for many years to 
come and they form the back bone of the economic life of the country. They 
have a higher and distinct national importance. They represent an organic 
part of the economic life of India-a part that is lively and growing-that will 
uplift the standard of life of the people as it grows. The soul of India lies in 
the muddy huts of the poor peasants who speak broken language, and lead a 
simple life and not in the busy life of industrial cities and towns, which is one 
of continuous polish and pose, hardly natural and national. A large majority 

Junior Statistical Allsistant Office of the Statistician. Department of Agriculture. B. P. J 
feoIa. I . • 
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of them are under the tight grip of three devils-debt. disease and illiteracy. 
No real large scale improvement. economic ~r otherwise. in the country. is 
possible and shall be durable, unless it has roots deep in the villages. and an 
adequate provision is made to safeguard the poor tillers of the soil against the 
landlords from the verge of ruin and robbing of all incentive to industry. One 
fundamental fact may be pointed out in thiS direction that no progress is 
possible without the education of the farmer. A real and lasting solution can 
only be seen in the spread of education. the starting of co-operative credit 
system. and removing the economic and social disabilities from which the 
farmer is suffering, such as small and fragmented holdings. primitive methods, 
heavy cattle mortality. costly credit, a disorganised system of marketing and 
absence of subsidiary industries. 

It is true that various Government departments do a certain amount of 
.. village uplift" work. as for instance. the Agricultural Department, 
the Veternary Department, and the Co.operative Credit Department. 
But these departments work quite independently and do their work 
through a host of minor officials who mostly lack sympathy and personal 
touch, which counts for so much in human relationships. We. therefore, 
want some agencies whicl: will deal with village life as a whole, and which 
will deal with villagers by personal influence and in the spirit of service. 

Thus under the present circumstances the comparison made on the 
American model gives us a very good idea of the extent to which the available 
human and natural resources are put to us._e in each tract. Sincere attempts 
are made by the Agricultural Departments M mostly all the provinces (and 
the States merged) in the Indian Dominion ttl meet this deficit. To raise the 
efficiency of Indian agricultufe. the income and the standard of life of the 
Indian farmers, the programme already started viz, popularisation of improved 
methods of cultivation. improvements in live~stock and starting of subsidiary 
cottage industries is fast in progress. 

In short, we are once again driven back to the only fact that judging 
efficiency of production. particularly in agriculture. is not an easy task and 
sometimes may even lead to controversy. But one and the only fact remains 
clear at the end that "Agriculture is the back-bone of Indian economic system and 
the economtc prosperity of India is extremely bound up with the prosperity of 
Indian Agricultnre." 
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Lay Out -·of Cucurbits 

"BY 

N. G. DASTANE & P. C. PENDSE * 

Cucurbits are the economic crops near the marketing centres and, 
therefore, are grown by many cultivators in early kharif season. 

Cuc~bits require maximum spacing among all the vegetable crops and 
hence the rings and basin system of planting is a characteristic layout and is 
popularly followed. 

The usual method followed for lay-out is that after the field has been 
ploughed, harrowed and manured. the land is marked at required distances. 
Taking each mark as the centre. a basin of about 3' in dia meter is prepared. 
The soil inside is removed by spade and placed at the circumference of basin. 

Thus the basin stand;, at a lower level than the field letel. 

Instead of having the basin in the above mentioned fashion it would be 
better to prepare them in other way. 

After marking the field with some ash or lime at required distance" 
draw a circle of 3' diameter with the marked place as centre. The soil outside 
this circle. should then be placed at the circumference of the circle. In this 
case the basin will be at the same level as that of field. 

Advantage of this new method :-

In the former case w~ remove the surface soil of about 3" to 4" in depth 
:rom basin and place it on the circumference. Thus we lose a rich layer of 
surface soil. 

In new method, we take the surrounding soil on the circumference of 
basin and not from within the basin. So the crop gets upper rich soil layer. 
The surface layer of soil is comparatively a richer layer. Besides it has be~n 
acted upon much more by the sun-rays. The crop thrives better in a soil 
which is acted upon by sun rays than the one below which is not. It is, 
therefore, essential that the surface layer should not be lost for the crop. By 
taking advantage of the surface layer. the crop may yield more. The yield 
here may he greater by 5 p. c. over the former method. 

The basins or rings should therefore be prepared at the field level. The' 
soil from inside the basin should not be used but the outside soil should be 
heaped at the circumference. j 

• Agronomy: 
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281 140·50 140·50 16·76 210·75 70·25 14·52 158·06 U2·94 16·62 263-44 
282 141·00 141·00 16·78 211·50 70·50 14·54 158·62 123·38 16·66 264·38 
283 141·50 141·50 16·82 212·25 70·75 14·56 159·19 123·81 16·68 265·31 
284 142·00 142·00 16·84 213·00 71·00 14·60 159·75 124·25 16·72 266·25 
285 142·50 142·50 16·88 213·75 71·25 14-62 160·31 124·69 16·74 267-19 
286 143·00 143·00 16·90 214·50 71·50 14·64 160·88 125·12 16·78 268-12 
287 143·50 \143.50 16·94 215·25 71·75 14-66 161044 125·5& 16·80 269·06 
288 144·00 144·00 16·96 216·00 72·00 14·70 162·00 126·00 16·84 270·00 
289 144·50: 144·50 17·00 216·75 72·25 14-72 162·56 126·44 16·86 270·94 
290 145·00 145·00 17·02 217·50 72·50 14·74 163·12 126·88 16·90 271-88 
291 145·50 145·50 17-06 21825 72·75 14·78 163·69 127·31 16·92 272·81 
292 146·00 146·00 17·08 219·00 73·00 14-80 164·25 127·75 16·96 273·75 
293 146·50 146·50 \ IH2 219·75- 73·25 14·82 164·81 128·19 16·98 274·60 
294 147·00 147.001 17.14 220·50 73·50 14·84 165·38 128·62 17-02 275·67 
295 147·50 147·50 17-16 221·25 73·75 14·86 165·94 129·06 17·04 276·58 
296 148·00 148·00,17·20 222·00 74·00 14·90 166·50 129·50 17·06 277·50 
297 148·50 148·50 17·22 222·75 74·25 14·92 167·06 129·94 17-10 278·44 
298 149·00 149·00 17·26 223·50 74·50 14·94 167-62 130·38 17·12 279·38 
299 149·50 149·50 17·28 224·25 74·75 14·98 ' 168·19 130·81 17·14 280·31 
300 150·00 150·00 17·32 225·00 75·00 15·00 1 168·75 131·25 17·18 281·25 
301 150·50 150·50 17·34 225·75 75·25 15·02 169·31 131·69 17·20 282-19 
302 151-00 151·00 17·38 226·50 75·50 15·04 169·88 132·12 1724 283·12 
303 151·50 151·50 17-40 227-25 75·75 15·06 170·44 132·56 17·26 284·06 
304 152·00 152·00 

17.
42

1 
228·00 76·00 15·10 171-00 133·00 1.7·28 285·00 

305 152·50 152·50 17·46 228·75 76·25 15·1.2 171-56 133·44, 17·32 285·94 
306 153·00 153·00 17-48 229·50 76·50 15·14 . 172·12 I 133·88 17·34 286·88 
307 153·50 153·50 17·52 230·25 76·75 15·18 172·69 134·31 17·38 287·81 
308 154·00 154·00 17·54 231·00 77-00 15·20 173·25 134·75 17·40 288·75 
309 154·50 154·50 17·58 231·75 77·25 15·22 173·81 135·19 17·44 289·69 
310 155·00 155·00 17·60 232·50 77·50 15·24 174·38 135·62 17·46 290·62 
311 155·50 155·50 17·62 233·25 77-75 15·26 1174.94 136·06 17-48 2.91·56 
312 156·00 156·00 17·66 234·00 ! 78·00 15·30 175·50 136·50 17·52 292·50 
313 156·50 156·50 17·68 234·75 78·25 15·32 176·06 136·94 17·54 293·44 
314 157·00 157·00 17·72 235·50 78·50 15·34 176·62 137·38 17·58 294·38 
315 157·50 157·50 17·74 236·25 78·75 15·36 177-19 137·81 17·60 295·31 
316 158·00 158·00 17·78 237·00 7900 15-40 177·75 138·25 17·64 296·25 
317 158·50 158·50 17-80 237·75 79·25 15·42 178·31 138·69 17·66 297·19 
318 159·00 159·00 17·82 238·50 79·50 15-44 178·88 139·12 17·68 298·12 
319 159·50 159·50 17·86 239·25 79·75 15·46 179·44 13956 17·72 299·06 
320 160·00 160·00 i 17·88 24000 80·00 15·50 180·00 140·00 17·74 300·00 
321 160·50 160.;,\; 11.7·92 240·75 80·25 15·52 180·56 140·44 17·78 300·94 
322 161·00 161·00 1'7·94 241·50 80·50 15·54 181·a 140·88 17·80 . 301·88 
323 161·50 161·50 17·96 242·25 80·75 15·56 181·69 141·31 17·82 I 302·81 
324 162·00 162·00 18·00 243·00 I 81·00 15,58 182·23 141·75 17·86 303·75 
325 162·50 162·50 18·02 243·751 81·25 15·62 182·81 142·19 17·88 ! 304·69 
326 163·00 163·00 18·04 244050' 81·50 15·62 183·33 142.62117.90: 305·62 
327 163·50 163·50 18·08 245·25 [ 81·75 15·66 183·94 143·06 17·94 306·56 
328 164·00 164·00 18·10 246·00 82·00 15·68 184·50.143·50 17·96 307·50 
329 164·50 164·50 18·14 246·75 82·25 15·70 185·06 ! 143·94, 18·00 308·44 
330 165·00 165·00 18·16 247·50 82·50 15·72 185· 62 • 144· 3811.8.02 309·38 
331 165·50 165·50 18·18 248·25 82·75 15·76 186.1911U81 18·04 310·31 
332 166·00 16600 18·22 249·00 8300 15·78 186· 7'5 145·25 r·18·08 311-25 
333 166·50 166·50 18·24 249·75 83·25 15·80 187·31 ' 145.69118.10 312·19 
334 167·00 167·00 18·26 250·50 83·50 15·82 187·88 146·12 18·12 313·12 
335 167·50 167·50 18·30 251·25 83·75 15·84 188·44 146·56 18·16 314·06 
336 168·00 168·00 18·32 252·00 84·00 15·88 189·00 1147.00 18·18 315·00 
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Itl·56 I tl.M! :GU·,).1 tJtJ·U07 

13:46 \ 
J..;"truv' 

18·62 [ 8.36 242·12 55·88 125·72 172·28 17·06 293·54 4·66 4·28 

18·69 8·36 242·94 56·06 13·48 126·14 172·86 17·08 294·33 4·67 4·28 

18·75 . 8.38! 243·75 56·25 13·50 126·56 173·44 17·12 295·31 4·69 4·30 

18.81 i 8·40 244·56 56·44 13·54 126·98 174·02 17·14 296·30 4·70 4·30 

18.88] 8·40 245·38 56·62 13·56 127·41 174·59 17·16 297·28 4·72 4·30 

18·94 8·42 24a·19 56·81 13·58 127·83 175·17 17·18 298·27 4·73 4·32 

19·00' 8·44 247·!lO 57·00 13·60 128·25 175·75 17·22 299·25 4·75 4·32 

19.061 8·44 247·81 57'19 13·62 128·67 176·33 17·24 300·23 4·77 4·32 

19·12 I 8·46 248·62 57·38 13·64 129·09 176·91 17·28 301-22 4·78 5·34 

19.19', 8·48 249·44 57·56 13·66 I 129·52 177·48 17·30 302·20 4·80 .4·34 

19·25 I 8·50 I 250·25 57·75 13.68] 129·94 178·06 17·34 303·19 4·81 4·36 

19·31 8·501 251·06 57·94 13·72 I 130·36 178·64 17·36 304·17 4·83 4·36 

19·38 8·52 251·88 58·12 13·74 130·78 179·22 17-40 305·16 4·84 4·36 

19·44 8·54 252·69 58·31 13·76 131·20 179·80 17·42 306·14 4-86 4·38 

19·50 8·54 253·50 58·50 13·76 131-62 180·38 17·44 307·13 4·87 4·38 

19·56 8·56 254·31 58·69 13·80 132·05 180·95 17·48 308·11 4·89 438 

19·62 8·58 255·12 58·88 13·82 132·47 181'53 17·50 309·09 4·91 4·40 

19-69 8·58 255·94 59·06 13·84 132·89 182·11 17·54 310·10 4·92 4040 

19·75 8·60 ' 256·75 59·25 13·86 133·31 182·69 17·56 311·06 4·94 4040 

19·81 8·62 257·56 59·44 13·88 133·73 183·27 10·58 312·05 4·95 4·42 

19·88 8·62 258·38 59·62 13·90 134·16 183·84 17-62 313·03 4·97 4·42 

19·94 8·64 259·19 59·81 13·92 13458 184·42 17-64 314·02 4·98 4042 

~W·OO 8·66 260·00 60·00 13·96 I 135·00 185·00 17·68 315·00 5·00 4-44 

20·06 8·68 260·81 60·19 1398 I 135·42 185·58 17·70 315·98 5·02 4-44 

20·12 8·68 261·62 60·38 14·00 I 135·84 186·16 17·72 316·97 5·03 4-44 

20·19 8·70 262·44 60·56 14.02[136.27 186·70 17·76 317·95 5·05 4-46 

20·25 8·72 263·25 60·75 14·04 136·69 187·31 17·78 318·94 5·06 4-46 

20-31 8·72 I 264·06 60·94 14·06' 137·11 187·69 17'82 319·92 5·08 4·46 

20·38 8·74 I 264·8,8 61-12 14.081137.53 188·47 17·84 320·91 5·09 4·48 

20·44 8·74 265·69 61·31 14·10 137·95 189·05 17·86 321·89 5·11 4-48 

20·50 8.76 1 266.50 61·50 14·12 138.381189.62 17·90 322·87 5·13 \ 4·48 

20·56 8·78 I 267·31 61·69 14·14 138·80 190·20 17·92 [ 323·86 5·14 4·50 

20·62 8·78 I 268·12 61·88 14·16 139·22 190·78 17·94 324·84 5·16 4·50 

20·69 8·80 " 268·94 62·06 14-18 139·64, 191·36 17·96 I 325·83 5·17 4·50 

20·75 8·82 269·75 62·25 14·20 140.06!191.94 17·98 326·81 5·19 4·52 

20·81 8·84 t 270·56 62·44 14·24 140·48 192·52 18·02 327·80 5·20 4·52 

20·88 8·84, 271-38 62·62 14·24 140·91 193·09 18·02 328·78 5·22 4·52 

20·94 8·86 I 272·19 62·81 14·28 141.331193.67 18·06 329·77 5·23 4·54 

21·00 8.86! 273·00 63·00 14·30 141·75 194·25 18·10 330·75 5·25 4·54 

I 
6 
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1 
228·31 52·69 \ 13·08 17·56· 8.10 118·55 162·45 16·56 276·61 4·39 4-16 

17.621 8·12 229·12 52·88 13·10 118·97 163·03 16·58 177·59 4-41 4-}6 
17·69. 8.14 229·94 5306 \ 13·12 119·39 163·61 16·62 278·58 4·42 4-16 
17·75 8·16 230·75 53·25 I n·14 119·81 164·19 16,64 279·56 4-44 4-18 
17·81 8·16 231·56 53.44\ 13-16. 120·23 164·77 16·68 280·55 4·45 4·18 
17·88 8·18 \ 232·38 53·62 13·18! 120·66 195·34 16·70 281·53 4·47 4-20 
17·94 9·20 233-19 53·81 \ 13.221 121·08 166·92 16·74 282·52 4·48 4·20 
18·00 8·22 234·00 54·00 13·24 121·50 166·50 16·76 283·50 450 4·20 
18·06 8·22 234·81 54·19' 13.26\ 121·92 167·08 16·80 284·48 4·52 4,,22 
18·12 8·24 235·62 54.38\13.28 122·34 167·66 16·82 285·47 4·53 4·22 
18·19 8·26 236·44 54·56 13·30 I 122·77 168·23 16·86 286·45 4·55 4·22 
18·25 8·26 237·25 54.75113.32 123·19 168·81 16·88 287·44 4·56 4·24 
18·31 8·28 238·06 54·94 13·36 123·61 169·39 16·92 288·42 4·58 4·24 
1838 8·30 238·88 55·12 i 13.38

1 

124·03 I 169·97 16·94- 289·41 4·59 4·26 
18·44 8·30 239·69 55·31 13-40 124·45 ! 170·55 16·96 290·39 4·61 4-26 
18·50 8·32 240·50 55·50 13·42, 124-88 171·12 17·00. 291·38 4-62 4·26 
18·56 8·34 241·31 55·69 13.441 125·30 • 171·70 17·02 292·36 4·64 4·28 
18·62 8·36 242·12 55·88 13·46 125·72 172·28 17·06 293·54 4·66 4-28 
18·69 8·36 242·94 56·06 13.48 i 126·14 172·86 17·08 294·33 4·67 4-28 
18·75 8·38 243·75 56·25 13·50 126·56 173·44 17·12 295·31 4·69 4·30 
18·81 8·40 244·56 56·44 13·54 126·98 174·02 17-14 296·30 4·70 4·30 
18·88 8·40 245·38 56·62 13·56 127·41 [ 174·59 17.16\ 297·28 4·72 4·30 
18·94 8·42 24ft·19 56·81 13·58 127·83 175·17 17·18 298·27 4·73 4·32 
19·00 8·44 247·00 57·00 13·60 128·25 175·75 17·22 299·25 4·75 4·32 
19·06 8·44 247·81 57'19 13·62 128·67 176·33 17·24 300·23 4·77 4·32 
19-121 8·46 248·62 57·38 13·64 129·09 176·91 17·28 301·22 4·78 5·34 
19·19 8·48 249·44 57·56 13·66 129·52 177·48 17·30 302·20 4·80 .4·34 
19·25 8·50 250·25 57·75 13.68 1 129·94 178·06 17·34 303·19 4·81 4·36 
19·31 8·50 251-06 57·94 13·72 130·36 178·64 17·36 304·17 4·83 4·36 
19·38 8·52 251·88 58·12 13·74 130·78 179·22 17-40 305·16 4·84 4·36 
19·44 8·54 252·69 58·31 13·76 131·20 179·80 17·42 306·14 4·86 4·38 
19·50 8·54 253·50 58·50 13·76 131-62 180·38 17·44 307·13 4·87 4·38 
19·56 8·56 254·31 58·69 13·80 132·05 180·95 17·48 308·11 4·89 438 
19.621 8·58 255·12 58·88 13·82 132·47 181'53 17·50 309·09 4·91 4040 
19-69 8·58 255·94 59·06 13·84 132·89 182·11 17·54 310·10 4·92 4·40 
19·751 8·60 256·75 59·25 13·86 133·31 182·69 17·56 311·06 4·94 . 4·40 
19.811 8·62 257·56 59·44 13·88 133·73 183·27 10·58 312·05 4·95 4.42 
19·88· 8·62 258·38 59·62 13·90 134·16 183·84 17-62 313·03 4·97 4·42 
19·94 8·64 259·19 59·81 13·92 13458 184-42 1'7-64 314·02 4·98 4·42 
~w·oo 8·66 260·00 60·00 13·96. 135·00 185·00 I 17·68 315·00 5·00 4·44 
20·06 8·68 260·81 60·19 1398 \ 135·42 185·58 17·70 315·98 5·02 4-44 
20-12 8·68 26].62 60·38 14·00 135·84 186·16 I 17·72 316·97 5·03 4·44 
20·19 8·70 262·44 60·56 14·02 136,27 186·70 1 17·76 317·95 5·05 4·46 
20·25 8·72 263·25 60·75 14·04 136·69 187·31 I 17·78 318·94 5·06 4·46 
20·31 8·72 264·06 60·94 14·06 137,11 187·69 , 17'82 319·92 5·08 4·46 
20·38 8·74 264·8.8 61·12 14-08 137·53 188·47 17·84 320·91 5·09 4·48 
20·44 8·74 265·69 61·31 14·10 137·95 189·05 17·86 321·89 5·11 4-48 
20·50 8·76 266·50 61·50 14-12 138·38 189·62 17·90 322·87 5·13 4·48 
20·56 8·78 267·31 61-69 14·14 13880 190·20 17.92 1 323·86 5·14 4·50 
20·62 8·78 268·12 61·88 14-16 139·22 190·78 17·94 324·84 5·]6 4·50 
20·69 8·80· 268·94 62·06 14-18 139·64 191·36 17·96 325·83 5·17 4·50 
20·75 8·82 I 269·75 62·25 14·20 140·06 191·94 17·98 326·81 5·19 4·52 
20·81 8·84 ~ 270·56 62·44 14·24 140·48 192·52 18·02 327·80 5·20 4·52 
20·88 8.841 271- 38 62·62 14·24 140·91 193·09 18·02 328·78 5·22 4·52 
20·94 8·86 272·19 62·81 14·28 14l·33 193·67 18·06 329·77 5·23 4·54 
21·00 8·86 273·00 63·00 14·30 141·75 194.25 1 18·10 330·75 5·25 4·54 

I 
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337 168·50 168·50 18·36 252·75 84-25 15·90 
338 169·00 169·00 18·38 253·50 84·50 15·92 
339 169·50 169·50 18·40 254·25 84·75 15·94 
34(1 170·00 170·00 18·44 255·00 85·00 15·96 
341 170·50 \ 170·50 18·46 255·75 85·25 16·00 
342 171-00 171·00 18·48 256·50 85·50 16·02 
343 171-50 1171-50 18:52 257·25 85·75 16·04 
344 172·00 I 172.00 18·54 258·00 86·00 1606 
345 172·50 172·50 18·56 258·75 86·25 16·08 
346 173·00 173·00 18·60 259·50 86·50 16·10 
347 173·50 173·50 18·62 260·25 86·75 16·14 
348 174·00 174·00 18·64 261·00 87·00 16·14 
349 174·50 174·50 18·68 261·75 87·25 16·18 
350 175·00 175·00 18·70 262·50 87·50 16·20 
351 175·50 175·50 18·72 263·25 87·75 16·22 
352 176·00 176·00 18·76 264·00 88·00 16·24 
353 176·50 176·50 18·78 264·75 88·25 16·28 
354 177·00 177·00 18·80 365·50 88·50 16·28 
355 177·50 177-50 18·84 266·25 88·75 16·32 
356 178·00 178·00 18·86 267·00 89·00 16·34 
357 178·50 178·50 18·88 267·75 89.25 1 16.36 
358 179·00 179·QO 18·92 268·50 89·50 16·38 
359 179·50 179·50 18·94 269·25 89·75 16·40 
360 180·00 180·00 18·96 270·00 90·00 ' 16·42 
361 180·50 180·50 19·00 .270 ·75 90.25 1 16.46 
362 181·00 181·00 19·02 271·50 90·50 16·48 
363 181·50 181·50 19·04 272·25 90·75 16·50 
364 182·00 182·00 1908 273·00 91·00 16·52 
365 182·50 182·50 19·10 273·75 91·25 16·54 
366 183·00 183·00' 19-12 274·50 91·50 16·56 
367 183·50 183·50 19·16 275·25 91·75 16·60 
368 184·00 184·00 19·18 276·00 !)2·00 16·60 
369 184·50 184·50 19·20 276·75 92·25 16·64 
370 ] 185'00 185·00 19·22 277·50 92:50 16·66 
371 185·50 185·50 19·26 278·25 92·75 16·68 
372 186·00 186·00 19·28 279,00 93·00 16·70 
373 / 18<50 186·50 19·30 279·75 93·25 16·72 
374 187·00 187·00 19·34 280·50 93·50 16·74 
375 187·50 187·50 19·36 281·25 93·75 16·76 
376 188·00 188·00 19·38 282·00 94·00 16·78 
377 188·50 188·50 19·42 282·75 94·25 16·82 
378 189·00 189·00 19·44 283·50 94·50 16·84 
379 189·50 189·50 19·46 284·25 94·75 16·86 
380 190·00 190·00 19·48 285·00 95·00 16·88 
381 190·50 190·50 19·52 285·75 95·25 16·90 
382 191·00 191·00 19·54 286·50 95· 50 16·92 
383 191·50 191·50 19·56 287·25 95·75 16·94 
384 192·00 192·00 19·58 288·00 96·00 16·96 
385 192·50 192·50 19·62 288·75 96·25 16·98 
386 193·00 193·00 19·64 289·50 96:50 17·02 
387 193·50 193·50 19·66 290·25 96·75 17·04 
388 194·00 194·00 19·70 291·00 97·00 17·06 
389 194·50 194·50 19·72 291·75 97·25 17·08 
390 195·00 195·00 19·74 292·50 97·50 17·10 
391 195·50 195·50 19·76 293·25 97·75 17·12 
392 196·00 196·09 19·80 294·00 98·00 17·14 ...... 
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...... 
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189·56 147.44 118.22 
190·12 147.88 / 18.24 
190·69 148·31 18·26 
191·25 148.75 18·30 
191·81 149·19 · 18·32 
192·38 149.62 118.34 
192·94 150.06 18·36 
193·50 150·50 18·40 
194·06 150·94 18·42 
194-62 151.38 18·44 
195·19 151·81 18·48 
195·75 152·25 18·50 
196·31 152·69 18·52 
196·88 153.12 18·56 
197·44 153·56 18·58 
198·00 g4·00 18·60 
198· 56 154-44 18·64 
199·12 154·88 18·66 
199-69 155·31 18·68 
200·25 155·75 J8·72 
200·81 156·19 18·74 
201·38 156·62 18·76 
201·94 157·06 18·80 
202·50 157·50 18·82 
203·06 157·94 18·84 I 
203·62 1?8.38 118.88 I 
204·19 1,,8· 81 18· 90 
204·75 159.25 118.92 
205·31 159·69 18·94 
205·88 160·12 18·98 
206·44 160·56 19·00 
207·00 161·00 19·02 
207· 56 161-44 19·06 
208·12 161·88 19·08 
208·69 162·31 19·10 
209·25 162·75 19·14 
209·81 163·19 19·16 
210·38 163.62 i 19·18 
210·'94 164·06 ! 19·20 
211·50 164.50 119.24 
212·06 164·94 19·26 
212·62 165·38 19·28 
213·19 165·81 19·32 
213·75 166·25 19·34 
214·31 166·69 19·36 
214·88 167-12 19·38 
215·44 167·56 19-42 
216·00 168·00 19·44 
216·56 168·44 19·46 
217·12 168·88 19·50 
217-69 169·31 19·52 
218·25 169·75 19·54 
218·81 170·19 19·56 
219·38 170·62 19·60 
219-94 171-06 19·60 
220·50 171·50 19·64 

15 

315 
316 

·94 
·88 
·81 
·75 
·69 
·62 
·56 
·50 
44 

·38 
·31 
·25 
·19 
·12 
·06 

317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
33 0·00 

0·94 33 
331 ·88 

2·81 
3,75 
4-69 
5·62 
6·56 
7-50 
8·44 
9·38 
0·31 
1-25 
2·19 
3-12 
4·06 
5·00 
5·94 
6·88 
7·81 
8·75 
9·69 
0·62 
1·56 
2·50 
3·44 
4·38 

33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
33 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
34 
35 
35 
35 
35 
35 
255 ·31 
35 
357 

6·25 
·19 
·12 
·06 
·00 
·94 
·88 
·81 
·75 
·69 
·62 
·56 
·50 

358 
359 
360 
360 
361 
962 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 

• j 
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21.06 \ 8.88 273·81 I 63·19 
21·12 8·90 274-62 63·38 
21·19 8·90 275·44 [ 63·56 
21.25 \ 8.92 276·25 I 63·75 
n·31 8·94 277·06 I 63·94 
21·38 \ 8·94 277·88 ! 64·12 
21-44 8·96 278.69 1 64·31 
21·50 8·98 
21.56 1 8.98 

279·50 i 64·50 
280·31 I 64·69 

21-62 9·00 281.12 1 64·88 
21·69 
21·75 
21·81 
21·88 
21·94 
22·00 
22·06 
22·12 
22·19 
22·25 
22·31 
22·38 
22·44 
22·50 
22·56 
22-62 
22·69 
22·75 
22·81 
22·88 
22·94 
23-00 
23-06 
2312 
23·29 
23·25 
23·31 
23·38 
%3-44 
23·50 
23·56 
23·62 
23·69 
2375 
23·81 
23·88 
23·94 
24·00 
24·06 
24·12 
24-19 
24·25 
24-31 
24·38 
24-44 
24·50 

9·02 281·94 65·06 
9·02 282-75 i 65·25 
9·04 283·56 I 65·44 
9·06 284·38 I 65·62 
9·06 285·19 . 65·81 
9'08 1 286'00 I. 66.00 
9·10 286· 81 ~ 66·19 
9·10 287·62 : 66·38 
9·12 288·44 I 66·56 
9·14 289.25 : 66·75 
9·14 290·06 1 66-94 
9·16 290.88 ' 67·12 
9·16 291·69 67·31 
9·18 292·50 67·50 
9·20 293·31 67.69 
9·20 294·12 67-88 
9·22 I 294·94 68·06 
9·24 295·75 68·25 
9·24 296·56 68·44 
9·26 297·38 68·62 
9·28 298·19 68·81 
9·28 299·00 69·00 
9·30 I 299·81 69·19 
9 30 I 300 62 69 38 
9·32 301-44 69·56 
9·34 302·25 69·75 
9·34 303·06 69·94 
9·36 303·88 70·12 
9·36 304·69 70·31 
9·38 305·50 70·50 
9·40 306·31 70·69 
9·40 307·12 70·88 
9·42 307·94 71-06 
9·44 308·75 71-25 
9·44 309·56 71·44 
9·46 310·38 71·62 
9·46 311·19 71·81 
9·48 312·00 72·00 
9·50 312·81 72·19 
9·50 313·62 72·38 
9·52 314-44 72·56 
9·54 315·25 72·75 
9·54 316·06 72·94 
9·56 316·88 73·12 
9·56 317·69 73·31 
9·58 318·50 73·50 

... s:: 
0.2 .. ., 
.- III a·-._ >-
...:l~ 

14·32 
14·34 
14·36 
14·38 
14040 
14·42 
14·44 
14-46 
14-48 
14·50 
14·52 
14·54 
14·56 
14·60 
14-60 
14-64 
14-66 
14-66 
14,70 
14·72 
14-74 
14·76 
14-78 
14·80 
14·82 
14·84 
14·86 
14·88 
14·90 
14·92 
14·94 
14·96 
14·98 
1500 
15·02 
15·04 
15·06 
15·08 
15·10 
15·12 
15·14 
15·16 
15·18 
15·20 
15·22 
15·24 
15·26 
15·28 
15·30 
15·32 
15·34 

27 : 

142·17 
142·59 
143·02 
14344 
143·86 
144·28 
144·70 
145·12 
145·55 
145·97 
146·39 
146·81 
147·23 
147·66 
14808 
148·50 
148·92 
149·34 
149·77 
150·19 
150·61 
151·03 
151-45 
151·88 
J52·30 
152·72 
153·14 
153·56 
153·98 
154·41 
154·83 
155·25 
155·67 
15609 
156·52 
156·94 
157·36 
157·78 
158·20 
158·62 
159·05 
159·47 
159·89 
160·31 
160·73 
16}'}6 
161·58 
162·00 
162·42 
162·84 
163·27 

15·36 i 463·69 
15·38 ! 16H1 
15·40 I 16(.53 
15·42 164·95 
15·44 165·38 

-1:1 
0.2 

37 
... .. 
.- <IS s·-._ to-

...:l'" A 

194.83 118'14 
195·41 18·16 
195·98 i ] 8·18 

i~~:~: I i~:~~ 
197·72 \ 18·28 
198·30 18·30 
198·88 I 18·34 
199.45

1

18.36 
200·03 18·38 
200·61 i 18,42 
201·19 i 18·44 
201·77 : 18·46 
202·34 i 18·50 
202·92 : 18·52 I 203·50 i 18·54 
204·08 i 18·56 
204·66 ' 18·58 
205·23 18·62 
205·81 18·64 
206·39 18·66 
206·97 18·70 
207·55 18·72 
208-12 18·74 
208·70 18·78 
209·28 18·80 
209·86 J 8·8Z 
210·44 18·84 
211·02 18·86 
211·59 18·90 
212·17 18·92 
212·75 18·94 
213·33 18·98 
21391 1900 
214-48 19·02 

63 : 

331,73 
332·72 
333·70 
334·69 
335·67 
336·66 
337·64 
338·62 
339·61 
340·59 
341·58 
342·56 
343·55 
344·53 
345·52 
346·50 
347-48 
348·47 
349·45 
350·44 
351-42 
352·41 
353·39 
354·38 
355·36 
356·34 
357·33 
358·31 
359·30 
360·28 
361-27 
362·25 
363·23 
36422 
365·20 

215·06 19·06 I 366·19 
215·64 19·08 367·17 
216·22 19·10 368·16 
216·80 19·12 369·14 
217·38 19·16 370·13 
217·95 19·18 371·11 
218·53 19·20 372·09 
219·11 19.24 1 373-08 
219·69 19·26 374·06 
220·27 19·28 .375·05 
220·84 19·30 376·03 
221-42' 19·34 377-02 
222·00 19·36 378·00 
222·58 19·38 378·98 
223·16 ]9·42 379·97 
223·73 19·44 380·95 
22431 19·46 381·94 
224·89 19·48 382·92 
225·47 19·52 383·91 
226·05 19·54 384·89 
226·62 19·56 385·87 

1 

5·27 \ 
5·28 \ 5·30 
5·31 
5·33 I 

5·34 I 
5·36 I 
5·38 1 
5·39 ! 
5-41 : 

.5·42 i 
5-44 i 
5·45 ! 
5·47 ! 
5·48 
5·50 
5·52 
5·53 
5·55 
5·56 
5·58 
5·59 
5·61 
5·62 ' 
5·64 i 
5'66 i 
5·67 
5·69 
5·70 
5·72 
5·73 
5·75 
5-77 
578 
5·80 
5·81 
5.83 1 

5·84 I 
5·86 ' 
5·87 
5·89 
5·91 
5·92 
5·94 
5·95 
5·97 
5·98 
6·00 
6·02 
6·03 
6·05 
6·06 
608 
6·09 
6·11 
6·13 

... s:I 
°.2 ... ... 
·s·! :3= Q 

4.56 
4·56 
4·56 
4·58 
4·58 
4·58 
4·60 
4·60 
4·60 
4·62 
4·62 
4·62 
4·64 
4·64 
4·64 
4·66 
4·66 
4·66 
4·68 
4·68 
4·68 
HO 
4·70 
4·70 
4·72 
4·72 
4·72 
4·72 
4·74 
4·74 
4·74 
4·76 
4·76 
476 
4·78 
4·78 
4·78 
4 '80 
4·80 
4·80 
4·82 
4·82 
4·82 
4·84 
4·84 
4·84 
4·86 
4·86 
4·86 
4·88 
4·88 

·88 
·88 
·90 
·90 

4·90 
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393 196.501196.50 19·82 294·75 98·25 17·16 221·06 171·94 1~·66 368.44
1 

394 197·00! 197·00 19·84 295·50 98·50 17-18 221·62 172·38 19·68 369·38 
395 197·50' 197·50 19·86 296·25 98·75 17·20 222·19 172·81 19·70 370·31 
396 198.00: 198·00 19·90 297·00 99·00 17·24 222·75 173·25 19·74 371-25 
397 198·50 i 198·50 19·92 397·75 99·25 17·24 223·31 173·69 19·76 372·19 
398 199·00' 199·00 19·94 298·50 99·50 17·28 223·88 174-12 19·78 373·12 
399 199·50' 199·50 19·96 299·25 99·75 17·30 224·44 174·56 19·80 374·06 
400 200·00 I 200·00 20·00 300·0C 100·00 17·32 225·00 175·00 19·84 375·00 
401 200·50 \ 200·50 20·02 300·75 100·25 17·34 225·56 175·44 19·86 375·94 
402 201·00 201·00 20·04 301·50 100·50 17·36 226·12 175·88 19·88 376·88 
403 201·50: 201·50 ~!O·06 302·25 100·75 17·38 226·69 176·31 19·90 377·81 
404 202·00, 202·00 20·10 303·00 101·00 17·40 227·25 176·75 19·94 378·75 
405 202·50 f 202·50 20·12 303·75 101·25 17-42 227·81 177·19 19·96 379·69 . 
406 203·00 203·00 20·14 304·50 101·50 17·44 228·38 177·62 19·98 j 380·62 
407 203·50 203·50 20·16 305·25 101·75 17·46 228·94 178·06 20·00 381·56 . 
408 204·00' 204·00 20·20 306·00 102·00 17·50 229·50 178·50 20·04. 382·50 , 
409 204·50 i 204·50 20·22 306·75 102·25 17·50 230·06 178·94 20.06 1 383·44 I 

410 205·00 205·00 20·24 307·50 102·50. 17·54 230·62 179·38 20·08 384·38 I 
411 205·50 205·50 20·26 308·25 102'75117'56 231·19 179·81 20·10 385·31 1 

412 206·00 i 206·00 20·30 309·00 103·00 17·58 231·75 180·75 20·14 386·25 . 
413 206·50 206·50 20·32 309·75 103·25 17·60 232·31 180·69 20·16 387.19 i 
414 207·00. 207·00 20·34 312·50 103·50 17·62 I 232·88 181-12 20·18 388·12 
415 207.50

1
207.50 20·36 311·25 103·75 17.641 233·44 181·56 20·20 389·06 

416 208·00 I 208·00 20·40 312·00 104·00 17·66 234·00 182·00 20·24 390·00 
417 208·50 1208·50. 20·42 312·75 104·25 17·68 334·56 182·44 20·26 390·94 
418 209·00 I 209.00 : 20·44 313·50 104·50 17·70 235·12 182·88 20·28 391·88 
419 209·50 209·50 . 20·46 314·25 104·75 17·72 235·69 183·31 20·30 392·81 
420 210·00 210·00 20·48 315·00 105·00 17·74 236·25 183·75 20·32 393·75 
421 210·50 210·50 20·52 315·75 105·25 17·76 236·81 184'19 20·36 394·69 
422 211-00 211·00 20·54 31650 105·50 17·78 237·38 184·62 20·38 395 ·62 I 

423 211-50 211·50 20·56 317·25 105.75 17·82 23794 185·06 20·40 396·56 I 

424 212·00 212·00 20·58 318·00 106.00 17.821 238·5Q 185·50 20·42 397·50 
425 212·50 212·50 20·60 318·75 106·25 17·84 239·06 185·94 20·44 398·44 
426 213·00 213·00 20·6:! 319·50 106·50. 17·88 239·62 186·38 20·48 399·38 
427 213·50 213·50 • 20·66 320·25 106·75 17·88 240·19 186·81 20·50 400·31 

. 428 214·00 114·00 20·68 321·00 107·00 17·92 240·75 187·25 20·52 401·25 
429 214·50 214·50 20·70 321·75 107·25 17·94 241·31 187·69 20·54 402·19 
430 215·00 215·00 20·74 322·50 107·50 17·96 ·241·88 188·12 20·58 403·12 . 
431 215·50 215·50 20·76 323·25 107·75 17·98· 242·44 188·56 20·60 404·06 I 

432 216·00 216·00. 20·78 324·00 108·00 18·00! 243·00 189·00 20·62 405·00 
433 216·50 216·50 \ 20·80 \324.75 ]08·25 18·02' 243·56 189·44 20·64 405·94 
434 217·00 217·00 I 20·82 325·50 108·50 18·04 244-12 189·88 20.66 406·88 
435 217·50 217·50: 20·86 326·25 108·75 18·06 244·69 190·31 20·70 407·81 
436 218·00 218·00. 20·88 327·00 109·00 18·08 245·25 190·75 20·72 408·75 
437 218·50 218.50120.90 327·75 109·25 18·10 245·81 191-19 20·74 409·69 
438 219·00 219·00 20·9;?, 328·50 109·50 18·12 246·38 191·62 20·76 410·62 
439 219·50 219·50, 20·94 329·25 109·75 18·14 246·94 192·06 29·78 411·56 
440 220·00 220·{)0 I 20·98 330·00 110·00 18·16 247·50 192·50 20·82 412·50 
441 220·50 220·50 21·00 330·75 110·25 18·18 148·06 192·94 20·84 413-44 
442 221·00 221·00 21-02 331·50 110·50 18·20 248·62 193.381 20·84 414·38 
443 221·50 221·50 21·04 332·25 110·75 18·22 249·19 193·81 20·881 415·31 
444 222·00 222·00 21-06 333·0(1 111·00 18·24 249·75 194·25 20·90 I 416·25 
445 222·50 222·50 21·08 333·75 111.25 18·26 250·31 194·69 20·92 417-19 
446 223·00 223·00 21-12 334·50 111·50 I ] 8·28 250·88 195·] 2 20·94 418·12 
447 223·50 223·50 21-14 335·25 

111.
75 1 '8

.
30 251·44 195·56 20·96 419·06 

448 224·00 224·00 21-16 336·00 112.00 18·34 252·00 196·00 21·00 420·00 
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15.461165.80 \ 227·20 
I 
I 9·M 319·31 73·69 1 19·58 386·86 6·14 4·92 24·56 i 

24-62 : 9·60 320·12 73·88 I 15·48 1166.221 227·78 19-60 387·84 6·16 4·92 
24-69 9·62 320·94 74·06 15·50 : 166.641 228·36 16·62 I 388·83 6·17 4·92 
24·75 9·62 321·75 74·25 15·52 I 167·06 \ 228·94 19-66 1 489·81 6·19 4·94 
24·81 9·64 322·5'6 74044 15·54 I 167·48 229·52 19·68 ! 390·80 6·20 4·94 
24,88 9-66 322·38 74-62 15·56 I 167·91 230·09 19·70, 391·78 6·22 4·94 
24-94 : 9·66 324·19 74-81 15·58 I 168·33: 230·67: 19·72 j 392·7';' 6·23 4·96 
25,00 I 9·68 325·00 75·00 15·60 ! 168·75' 231.251 19·76 ' 393·85 6·25 4·96 
25,06 I 968 325·81 75·19 15·62 I 169·17 1 231-83 19·78 394·73 6·27 4·96 
25,12 9,70 326·62 75·38 15·64 ' 269.59' 232·41 19·80 395·72 6·28 4·98 
25·19 9·72 32744 75·56 15·66 I 170·02 232·98 19·82 396·70 6·30 4·98 
25·25 9·72 328·25 75·75 15·68 ' 170·44 233·56 19·86 397·69 6·31 4·98 
25·31 9·74 329·06 75·94 15·70 170·86 234·14 19·88 398·67 I 6·33 4·98 
25·38 9·7J) 329·88 76·12 15·72 171·28 234·72 19·90 : 399·66 I 6·34 5·00 
25·44 9·76 330·69 76 31 . 15·74 171-70 235·30 19·92 I 400·64 6·36 5·00 
25·50 9·78 331·50 i 76·50 ; 15·76 172·12 235·88; 19·96 ' 401·62 I 6·38 5·00 
25·56 9·78 332·31; 76·69 15·76 172·55 236·45! 19·98 402-61 6·39 5·02 
25·62 9·80 333-12 76·88' 15·80 172·97 237·03 20·00 403·59 I 6·41 5·02 
25·69 9·80 333·94 77·06 15·80 173-39! 237·61 20·02 404·58 ~·42 5·02 
25·75 9·82 334·75 77·25 15·84 173·81 238·19 20·06 40556 6·44 5~04 
35·81 9·84 335·56 7744 15·84 174·23 238·77 20·08 406·55 6·45 5·04 
25·87' 9·84 336~38 77-62 lfj·88 174·66 239·34 20·10 407·53 6·47 5·04 
25·94 9·86 337-19 77·81 15·88 175·08 239·00 20·12 408·52 6·48 5·04 
26·00 9·88 338·00 78·00 15.92 175·50 240·50: 20·16 409·50 5·50 5·06 
26·06 9·88 338·81 78·19 J 5·92 : 175·92 I 241·08 ~ 20·18 410·48 6·52 5·06 
21H2 9·90 339·62 78·38 15·94 ! 176·34! 241·66 20·20 411·47 6·53 5·06 
26·19 ,9·90 340·44 I 78·56 ),5·98 i 176·77 242·23 20·22 412·45 6·55 5·08 
26,25 9·92 341·25 78·-5 ~5·98 ' 177·19 242·81 20·24 413-44 656 5·1)8 
26·31 9·92 342.061 78·94 , 16·00 , 177.61 243·39 20·28 414042 6·58 5·00 
26·38 9·94 342.87: 79·12 • 16·02 1178.03 243·97 20·30 415·41 6·59 5·10 
26·44 I 996 343·69. 79·31 i 1604 . 178·45 244·55 20·32 416·39 6·61 5·10 
26·50 9·96 344.50179.50 I 16·06 178 88 245·12 20·34 417·38 

6'
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1 
5·10 

26·56 9·98 345·31 79·69 16·08 179·30 I 245·70 20·36 418·36 6·64 5·12 
26·62 9·98 346·12 79·88 16·10 179·72 I 246·28 20·40 419·34 6·66 5·12 
26,69 10·00 346.941 80·06 16·12 180·14 246·86 20·42 42033 6·67 5·12 
26·75 10·02 347·75' 80·25 16·14 180·56 247·44, 20·44 421·31 6·69 5·12 
26·81 10·02 348.56 1 80·44 16·16 i 180·98 248·02: 20·46 422·30 6·70 5·14 
26·88 10·04 349·38 I 80·62 , 16·18 , 181·41, 248·59 I 20.48 423·28 6·72 5·14 
26·94 10·04 350·19' 80·81 : 16·20 ; 181-83 I 249·17 20·50 424·27 6·73 5·14 
27·00 10·06 351·00! 81·00 i 16·20 ! 182·~ I 249·75 50·52 425·25 6·75 6·16 
27·06 10·08 351·81 81-19' 16·22 I 182.67 , 250·33 20·56 426·23 6·77 5·16 

27.1'1 10
.
08 352·62 8138 16.241183.09 250·91 20·58 427·22 ' 6·78 5·16 

27·111 10·10 353·44 81·56 1~26 18~52 25~48 20·60 428·20 I 6·80 5·18 
27·25 10·10 354·25 81·75 . 16·28 183·94 252·06 20·62 i 429·19 I 6·81 5·18 
27·31 10·12 355·06 81·94 16·30 '. 184·36 252·64 20.64 i 430·17 I 6·83 5·18 
27·38 10·12 355·88 82·12 16·32 I 184·78 253·22 20·68 431·16 i 6·84 5·18 
27·44 10·14 356·69 82·31 16·34 • 185·20 253·80 20·70 432·14 . 6·86 5·20 
27·50 10·16 357·50 82·50 i 16·36 I 185·62 25438 20·72 433·13 I 6·87 5·20 
27·56 10·16 358.31 82·69 I 16·38 186·05 254·95 20·74 434·11 6·89 5·20 
27·62 10·18 359·12 82·88 16·40 : 186·47 255·'53 20·76 43509 6·91 5·22 
27·69 10·18 359·94 83·06 16·42 18689 256·11 20·80 436·08 6·92 5·22 
27·75 10·20 360·75 83·25 16·44 187·31 256·69 20·82 437·06 6:94 5·22 
27·81 10·20 361·56 83·44 16·44 187·73 257·27 20·84 438·05 6·95 5·22 
27·88 10·22 362·38 83·62 16·48 188·16 257·84 20·86 439·03 6·97 5·24 
27.94

1

10.22 363·19 83·81 16·48 188·58 258·42 20·88 440·02 6·98 5·24 
28·00 10·24 364·00 84·00 16·52 18\).,00 259·00 20·92 441·00 7·00 5·24 

J 



College Note. and News 

The Gymkhana activity started with the election of the office-bearers 
held on 18th June. 1949. There was a keen contest between a large number 
of candidates for the different posts. The following poople were elected. 

(1) Hon. Gen. Secretary for Social Gathering: Shri D. S. Narkhede. 

(1) 
(2) 

(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 
(11) 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 

Gymkhana Managing Committee: 

Hon. Gen. Secretary: Shri A. N. Shinde. 
Hon. Gen. Secretary: Shri V. P. Dalaya. 

for Cricket. 

" " 
for Tennis: Shri C. B. Pande. 

" " " 
Foot-ball: .. V. S. Rane. 

., '1 " " 
Hockey: 

" 
J. Mascarenhas. 

" II Athletics: 
" 

U. R. Pawar. 
II " " 

Indian Games 
" 

N. K. Patil. 
& Gymnasium: 

" " II Minor Games: II V. V. Tembhekar, 
(Indoor). 

" " 
Minor Games: " 

S. B. Sulke. 
(Outdoor). 

" " 
Reading Room: II A. R. Patil. 

" I' " " Agricultural Asso- I' J. S. Paradeshi. 
ciation & Debating 

Society. 

College Magazine: 
Senior Editor: Shri V. T. Patil. 
Junior Editor: to S. G. Kolhe. 
Senior Manager: " S. N. Parasnis. 
Junior Manager: ." L. M. Chavan. 

Student's Welfare Committee: 
B. Sc. (Agri.) 

(1) Shri V. D. Magre. 
(2) " v. S. Khuspe. 

S. Sc. (Agri.) F. Sc. (Agri.) 
Shri K. G. Agaram. Shri V. M. Deshpande. 

" P. P. Joshi. " M. A. Gade. 
(3) " M. R. Chaudhari. 
( 4) II s. B. Kadrekar. 
(5) " A. R. Karve. 

Shrimati M. T. Swadi. "M. P. Grover. 
Shrimati R. Bhattacharya. 

We offer our hearty congratulations to the electees. 

All Secretaries of the various departments have ~tarted their work 
with great enthusiasm and are working hard in the inter~sts of the College. 

A. N. SHIN DE, 

Hon. Gen. Sect:etary. 



Gleanings 

- A visual thermometer in which heat is measured by means 
irradiated phosphors is discovered by American scientists. Phosphors glow In 

the dark and are extremely sensitive to temperature changes. The light 
emitting properties of phosphors are changed by the slightest variation in 
heat radiation. They are so sensi~ive to heat that an increase of a Giegree 
centigrade will produce a 20 p. c. decrease in b:-ightness emmitted by a 
phosphor-coated fluorescent screen. The thermometer when fully developed 
can be usee! to a variety of industrial uses. 

- American Newsfeature, May 17, 1949. 

- Aerosol" Bombs" were extensively used during the last war for 
destruction of Malaria-carrying mosquitoes in the tropics. Now in peace time 
they are put to a veriety of uses such as destru<;tion of insects, germs and 
offensive odors. Doctors use them to spray sore throats, veterinarians use 
them to keep pests off household animals and cattle and industry uses them for 
rust-proofing metal tools a!1d equipment. 

The container of an aerosol bomb is made up of thin steel or aluminium 
which can be operated by pressing with the finger-tip a lever on the neck of 
the container. Fluids mixed with freon gases kept under pressure in the 
container, are released from the container under pressure of the freon gases. 
The fluids are broken into particles so small that they remain in the air for a 
very very long time. Thus an aerosol bomb is much more effective than an 
ordinary sprayer. Any liquid can be put in an aerosol bomb according to the 
requirement-such an insecticide, medicine, deodorant or paint. An aerosol 
bomb is operated by pressing a lever on the neck of the container. 

- American Newsfeature, May 17,1949. 

- It is a well known fact that ordinary conventional compasses with 
magnetic needles cannot be used in Arctic and Antarctic regions due to 
nearness of earth's magnetic poles. For this reason the United States National 
Bureau of Standards has developed a special non-magnetic compass. 

It consists of a polaroId glass which shuts out direct rays of sunlight and 
only admits light-vibrations issued at right angles to the rays. The compass is 
trained on the sky and the position :of the sun can be accurately located even 
though it is below the horizon. The true north-south line is established by 
computations involving the angle of polarized light and the time of day. This 
device is called as a .. sky compass ", because it measures light in the sky to 
find the position of the sun, -

- American N ewsfeature, May 24, 1949. 

-A Chinese scientist, working in an American Univeasity has discover-
~d the harmone, known as FSH (follide stimulating harmone) which st3.rt~ 
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the life making process in humans and animals causing ovulation in females 
and production of sperm in males. It is an almost crystalline protein. 

- American Newsfeature, May 31,1949 

- Some of the prominant Australian scientists have collaborated in· 
investigations which have laid to very significant discoveries They have found 
that large stretches of land on the earth's surface are less productive not 
because of low fertility but due to need of minute traces of certain elements. 
These elements, which are essential for good productive growth of the crop, 
chiefly consist of copper cobalt. manganese, molybdenum and zinc. 

-Australian Newsletter. 

- A number of experiments conducted in Australia has shown that 
harmone sprays are effective weed-killers. These sprays are not harmful to 
the crops. The weed "Tree of Heaven" is a nuisance weed to'the Australian 
dairy farmers and stock growers because of its prolific suckering habit. But 
a water spray of 0.5 p. c. Methoxone was found to kill these suckers com. 
pletely. 

-- Australian Newsletter. 

-- The Council for Scientific and Industrial Research in Australia has 
decided to carry out a large scale production of papain. Papain has a large 
number of industrial uses, for tanning hides for processing the wool and also 
for medicinal purposes. The council has recommended bulk plantation of 
papaya with a spacing' of only 2'. The plants are to be cut while young, and 
the latex is to be extracted by milling the stems and leaves. This method is 
said to be more economical than extracting the latex from the fruit. 

- Australian Newsletter. 

- The American astronomers have found an evidence showing that 
new solar systems are being formed forever in the extreme reaches of the 
universe. It is stated that millions of solar systems like our own may be 
already existing and planets like the earth may be common in them. Dr. Otto 
Struve of Yankes Observatory of the University of Chicago said, "We are 
seeing stars formed before our very eyes and we are finding many that are 
only 10,000,000 years old. ." My guess is that the formation of planets is a 
very common process." 

- American Newsfeature. 

- A poultry farmer at Desmoines after carrying out a selective breed. 
ing for over 12 years has developed chickens without wings which are claimed 
to produce more meat while laying the average number of eggs. 

- The Sunday News of India, 10th July '49. 

- New potential uses of sodium fluosilicate-which was so far used 
for keeping moths out of clothes-are being developed by the American 
scientists. It is expeCted to keep rats out of shipping cartons, repel cock. 
l:oaches from food packages, help mosquito control, prohibit termites anQ 
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prevent dry rot in wood. Especially it is found to be effective against 
mosquitoes in ponds and pools: one part of sodium fluosilicate in 80,000 parts 
of water is sufficient to kill the mosquitoes. 

- American Newsfeature, July 14, 1949. 

- A method of packing· and shipping refrigerated fresh orange juice 
over long distances without affecting flavour and nutritional qualities, has 
been found by the research workers of the Bureau of Agricultural and 
Industrial Chemistry in California. The process consists of squeezing the 
fruit carefully so that a very little peel oil which deteriorates the flavour of 
the juice, gets into the juice. The juice is then chilled immediately to 32°F. 
after removing most of the air from the juice, and it is filled full in either 
bottles, cartons or cans, which are closed tight and sealed. The juice prepar
ed in this manner retains its flavour and vitamin-C content for more than 
three weeks under refrigeration. Cartloads of such fresh orange juice 
refrigerated with ice and salt are shipped 3,000 miles across the continent to 
New York. 

- American Newsfeature, July 12, 1949. 
- Tne Linlithgow Library of the Indian Agricultural Research 

Institute in New Delhi is considered to be one of the best libraries in the 
world and the finest of its kind in the East. It contains 20,517 volumes, 
32,247 pamphlets and 50,420 technical journals. Thls scieYltific literature 
touches all the branches and sub branches of agriculture, which dates back as 
far as 1665. It includes some of the greatest works on the biological sciences. 
It receives more than 1200 periodicals from all over the world: It is the only 
library in Delhi (and probably in India) which is open on all days and for the 
largest number of hours. 

- Sunday News of India, May 22nd, 1949. 
-- The legend of the invention of the silk fibre which goes to make 

the luxurious fashion fabrics of today, first invented nearly 5,000 years ago in 
China, is very interesting. A little Chinese princess, daughter of Hoang-ti, third 
Emperor of China, while playing dropped a fuzzy cacoon into her mother's 
steaming tea-cup. The girl was astonished to see the cacoon unfurl itself 
into slender fibres. The mother immediately began to study the habits of the 
caterpiller which was found to be emitting a silky substance for wrapping its 
body. Shortly after this the Emperor Hoang-ti, started cultivating more silk 
worms and utilising the silken fibres for weaving. 

The secret of producing silk fibre was zealously guarded by the Chinese 
for a very long time. For almost three centuries before Christ, this great 
industry flourished exclusively within the Great Wall of China onJy' • 

• - The Sunday News of India, 17th July '49. 
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FOR EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC 

T. KRISHNA Be CO., 

240, MAIN STREET. POONA. 

Branch :-Ganpati Cbowli. 88. LAXMI ROAD, 
POONA CITY. 

ALL PHOTO SUPPLIES 

RAPID 

D·&P· 
SERVICE 

GROW .GARDEN SUPPLIES 
MANGO-GRAFTS, EARLY BEARING 

COCOANUTS, FRUIT PLANTS, 
VEGETABLE & FODDER SEEDS 

FOR BIGGER AND BEITER CROPS. 
THE BEST STRAINS GIVE BEST RESULTS~ 

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE:-

GARDEN SUPPLIES COMPANY 
VILE PARLE, EAST, BOMBAY 24. 



the 
FOWLER' 

I 

MARSHALL 
A fine 38140 S.H.P. Diese' 

Crawler Tractor for agricultural 

purposes using inexpensivf!" diesel 

fuel. The tractor f.r continuous 

service and real hard worlc~ 

. 
MARSHALL, SONS Ir CO. (INDIA) LTD. 

CALCU"fTA •• O".AY • ""IlIAoI • "EW .... "1 •• ""GALO •• "51!. 
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SPRAYERS 
Man.ufactured by 

THE STANDARD FURNITURE Co. LTD. 
( KALLAI- MALABAR) 

Speak history for themselves 
Th" first olass material employed in the manufacture of 

our sprayers is a guarantee of long. and good servioe. Skilled 
technioians having up-to-date equipment at their oommand 
stand behind our produots for their durability. 

FIELD· SPRAYER 

We manufaoture; Kvapsack sprayers of 11, 11- and 2l 
gallons oapacity for spraying against agrioultural pests in 
areoanut gardens, rubber estates etc., and for spraying 
malariol. 

Field sprayer.- extensively used for spraying 
or,-nge trees. . 

Bucket sprayer - Spraying in gardens, wash
ing cars etc. 



GARDEN 100LS - Besl Brilish MakE! 

Bill Not FOlk Bak' Tlow,! Dutcb ure 

VISHNOO 'SADASHIVE & CO. 
____ _:S:E.E:D'__M, .E.RCHAN15 POona 



Telegram: Phone: 
" MAGNESIA" 22843 

GROW MORE FOOD 
WITH 

PI MI W'S POTASH & CHEMICAL FERTILISER 
Produces BUmper Crops of Sugarcane, Tobacco, Paddy, Wheat, 

Potatoes and other rootcrops, etc. 

A vailable from ;-

THE PIONEER MAGNESIA WORKS, Ltd. 
Registered Head and Sales Office:-

CHARTERED BANK BUILDING, ard Floor, CONNON ROAD, 
FORT, BOMBAY, I. 

Golden Opportunity for Farmers and Gardeners 

"Invincible Rival of Foreign Manure" 
(Great reduction in prices) 

Bone Meal containing greater elements of Phosphorous and Nitrogen, 
highly advantageous to fruit trees and nutrious to fruits. All kinds of chemi
cal manures and unrivalled mixtures, for valuable flowers and vegetables, 
available at competitive prices. success is guaranteed. Trial order solicited. 

Write to :-Messrs. Talati & Sons 
Dabhan (Via Nadiad) 

I DlTHANE D-11i and DITHANE Z-7S-0rganic Fungi- 00 
~ cides-For greater yields and better quality of crops and superior 

disease control. And if you prefer "Copper ", use YELLOW 
CUPROCIDE which is invaluable as a SEED TREATMENT. 

RHOTHANE (DDD)-Sprays and Dusts for control of Pests 
of Vegetables, Fruit Crops and Forage Crops and of Livestock 
and Mosquitoes. RHOTHANE is a much superior insecticide 

I than either Arsenates or D. D. T. 

For Further Particulars: Please contact: 

Mis. AMRITLAL & Co~ LTD., POST Box No. 256, 

BOMBAY. 



r 
List of periodicals subscribed from the .-:ontract grants placed at the 

disposal of the Collage Libraty. 

1 Apli Sheti (in Marathi) 
2 Agricu]tural College Magazine. 
3 Bombay Co-operative Quarterly. 
4 Bulletin of the Bombay University.' 
5 Current Science. 
6 Economic Journal. 
7 Food Manufacture. 
8 Indain Information. 
9 Indian Journal of Entomology. 

10 Indian Journal of Genetics and Plant I~reeding. 
11 Indian Journal of Horticulture. 
12 Indian Poultry Gazette. 
1'?> 5~'Um'Q.\ ~{t'u~ J:\m~'i\c'Q.n S~C\~t"j ~\ J:\(~:; .. ~'M,W.'J. 
14 Journal of Dairy Research. 
15 Journal of the Indian Botanical Socien"· 
16 Journal of the Indian Chemical Society. 
17 Journal of the Indian Chemical Society. News Edition. 
18 Journal of the Scientific and Industrial Research. 
19 Journal of the University of Bombay. 
20 Library Bulletin. 
21 Modern Librarian. 
22 Proceeding o{ the Indian Academy of Sciences, Ser: A and B. 
23 Proceedings of the Royal Society of London, Series B. 
24 Shetki and Shetkari (in M:ltathi) 
25 Science and Culture~ 
26 Society of Biological Chemists, Annual Review. 
27 Soil Science. 
28 The Indian Coconut Journal. 
29 Indian Librarian. 
30 Heredity. 
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, "Compete and Win" I 
t PRIZE I l 
~ Government of Bombay, with a view to encouraging increas- ~ 

l ed production of foodcrops, have provided many facilities, such cr 
~ 

as supply of improved seeds and manures at concessional rates, r:; 
~ ~ l subsidies for digging wells and repairs to old ones, subsidies for [ 
~ preparing compost manure etc. Government desire that all these [ 
~ facilities should be availed of by the agriculturists and they ~ 

~ should contribute their might towards increased production. To t 
~ introduce the spirit of competition amongst the cultivators, who ~ I would produce maximum yields per acre of staple food-grain crop, • I Government have announced prizes. The first prize is of the t 
5 value of Rs. 75, the second of Rs. 50 and the third of Rs. 25, for If 

§ each taluka as a unit. It> ~ 

I The prizes will be distributed by the DistL'ict Rural Develop- t 
5 ment Boards, who have been empowered to receive applications, ir i select st..'tple crop of the locality, hold competitions awl announce t 
~ the prizes. i!'" 

~ t I PRIZE II ir 

,. Our soils are deficient in organic matter and hence our per ~ 
~ acre outturn of crop is very low. In order to increase the £>.. I quantity of organic manures, Government have sanctioned the ~ 
I scheme for making village compost. • 

~ To encourage production, Government have announced a P 
; prize of Rs. 25 to be offered to each village, which may dig more t 
I than 150 new pits, and fill them with organic matter. The • 
i village competitions will be held by the Dist. R. D. Boards in ; 
! consultation with the Dist. Agricultural Officer. ~ 
! For details, please approach the District Agricultural Officer I 
! or the District Rural Development Board of your district. 

i 
~~.~~~~~~ ... ~~~.~.~~ .. ~~~~ 
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AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS 

One of the fleet of Oliver Cletrac Tractor! 
with the Bombay Government at a demonstra, 
tion show. 

FARMERS! MECHANISATION PAYS 

Help Government in their .. Grow More Food" Drive 
AND 

Help yourself with Bumper Crop Vield! 

- In spite of labour shortage -

"ASK JACKS" 
about it. 

WILLIAM JACKS & Co., Ltd., 
Ballard Estate, 

P. B. No. 335, 
BOMBAY, 1. 

Also at CALCUTTA, MADRAS, KARACHI. 
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As the bee-injuring not the flower, its colour or scent-flies away, taking the nectar, 
10 let the wise man dwell upon the earth. 

-Dhamma-pada 

To look out-side sources for food supply is to invite starvation. 

-Mahatma Gandhi 

I claim thlt in a well-ordered society there should be always prearranged methods of 
successful treatment of searcity of water and food crops. 

-Mahatma Ql;lndM 
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Student Editors: Messrs. V. T. Patil and S. G. Kolhe. 
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Notice to Contributors 
The Pages of the Magazine are open to members of the Department of Agriculture. students of 

the Poona Agricultural College, past and present, as well as others having special interest in Ag,·iculture 
Manuscripts offered for publication should be ~ritten legibly on one side of the paper. and are subi"'i 
to such alterations as the editors may think fit. Each contributor will be supplied gratis one copy of 
the number of the Magzine in which his article is published. Articles not accepted for publication will 
not be returned. The responsibility for statement, whether of fact or opinion, rests with the 

writers thereof. 
Due to partial relaxation of paper control restriction and allotment of a little larger quota of pape 

four issues will be published during the year. 

Yearly 

'Single Copy 

Rates of Subscriptions 
Inland Rs. 4 

Rs. 1 
o 0 
4 0 

Correspondence concerning subscription. notes of change of address and such other matters should 
be addressed to the Managers. Subscriber. are requested to quotc their Roll No. in all correspondence. 
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Rates of Advertisements 
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25/- 15/- lOl-
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College Magazine .. 
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I:ditorial 

For implementing the policy of greater food drive and self-sufficiency of our 
country's food supply the Central Government have appointed Shri. R. K, Patil 
as the Food Commissioner for India. We welcome the appointment and trust 
that Shri. Patil will successfully fulfill the responsible task set before him. He 
has fixed an increase of 45,00,000 tons as the target for food output by the end 
of 1951. If the farmers were to work up with a will and with judicious use of 
selected seed, manure, etc, it is felt. that it would not be difficult to produce the, 
extra food wanted by the country or even to be self-sufficient in tho 
year 1950-51. 

Our countrymen should not, however, be satisfied by increasing the food 
supply during the next two years. A still greater effort will be necessary on our 
part to obtain much larger yields to cope up with the requirements of the increa
sing population. Unless this point is fully envisaged and proper planning of food 
increase and its transport facilities are attended to, it is felt, we will be in the 
same unhappy position a few years hence, as we have be::m in so far. A proper 
step in the direction of growing more food is collE'ctivisation of farms and co-ope
rative farming. Much labour and money is being wasted uneconomically at pre
sent in cultivating smaller units. Adjustment of the size of holdings, land tenure 
reforms, creation of interest amongst the crop growers, utilisation of the manpower 
released from agriculture due to collectivisation or co-operative farming are some' 
of tho problems which our ministers, the industrialists and the whole nation must 
consider, if they have the future well-being of our country and countrymen a.t 
heart. 

In the fight for food Shri. R. K. PatH has rightly stressed the need for the 
lrban workers to tour the villages. A large army of workers with a high sense 
,f national duty is absolutely essential if the cry for the food front is to be 
'arried to the remotest corner of the country. Fortunately the province is ble

ssed with a. g?od monsoon over most of its area this year and one can certainly 
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hope to get a fair return from the crops grown. An intensive effort on the part of 

those who have realised the gravity of the food situation will go a great way 

towards easing the same. 

An urgent appeaI'bearing on this important is~ue has been issued by our 
Prime Minister Shri. Balasaheb Kher, calling for a number of volunteer workers 
to come forward and help in the raising of more food. The appeal 'is further 
backed up by the Minister of Agriculture 8hri. M. P. Patil. If everybody consi· 
ders it his bounden duty to help in this cause, it is certain that we can make a 
great headway in this most urgent national cause. It is no use depending upon 
other·nations to help us out of the trouble, year after year. Self-help is the best 
kind of help and God helps those who help themselves. In this connection it is 
not out of place to mention that we have a large army of strong and stalwart 
beggars, who can be trained and put to profitable use in food production. 

* * * * 
A conference of actuaries and experts in agriculture and animal husbandry 

was held at Bombay on September 12th to consider a scheme of crop and cattle 
insurance. The conference recommended a pilot scheme of crop insurance in res· 
pect of three or four crops of major importance to be introduced at some selected 
representative centres. The research pilot Scheme will be introduced in agri.' 
culturally homogenous areas spread over India. The insurance benefit will be 
given to the extent of two thirds of the loss suffered on the basis of 75% of the 
standard yield to be determined by crop cutting survey by the Government. 
~he conference also recommended the working out of a pilot scheme on cattle 
insurance in selected areas where it is possible to insure 1000 to 2000 cattle. The 
details are put up for the consideration of the Govt. of India and it is hoped that 
the scheme will be launched in the near future. The scheme if successful will 
serve as a basis for future insurance of all crops in the country. The scheme when 
introduced will be sure to be beneficial to the agriculturists. We look forward to 
the time when crop insurance is generally adopted all over India. 

* * * * 
Jute has been a very important crop in India's economy. It formed one 

of the main sources of export material in the foreign trade of India. With the 
separation of Pakistan 75% of the supply of raw material has gone to the lot of 
Eastern Pakistan. This has hit the jute manufacturing industry in India, as most 
of the jute mills are situated in West Bengal. It, therefore, becomes necessary for 
India to grow more jute with a view to supply the demands of its industry. 
Experiments tried out in the Travancore region indicate the possibility of 
successful jute growing in that region. It is interesting to note thn-t jute growing, 
is tried out in the Surat District at the suggestion of the Director of Agriculture" 
B. P. and its growth has been found to be successful. Jute is expected to thrive 
on the coastal strip of Thana, Kolaba and Ratnagiri Districts. If it grows, 
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successfully, it will be a source of considerable income to the agriculturists of 
these tracts. 

* * * * 
It is understood that the Central Government has decided not to recruit 

agricultural graduates to the administrative services. We consider this decisio,n 
to be most regrettable, especially under the present regime with a new outlook for 
the development and advancement of agriculture. The Central and the Provincial 
Governments have been and are planning large scale agrarian reforms. Many 
bold schemes are envisaged and quite a lot of expenditure is incurred on these 
schemes with a view to co-ordinate and increase food production .. The practice of 
recruiting agricultural graduates in the revenue, agriculture, cooperative and 
irrigation departments as followed at present in many provinces of India is most 
logical. Besides the agricultural graduate has to take his chance in competetion 
with other arts and science p:raduates for selection by the Public Service Commi. 
ssion, which selects the fittest men. One, therefore, fails to understand why 
agricultural graduates are debarred by the Central Government. We feel that the 
Central Government should have a broader outlook and take a bold .lead in this' 
direction by removing the ban against the agricultural gra,duates. If it is felt 
that the agricultural graduates are not as well suited as other graduates, it is upto 
the Goverument to investigate the matter and appoint a committee to revise the 
agricultural courses if necessary. This matt{)r is of a very great and vital impor' 
tance to the agricultural graduates and we trust that the Central Government 
will reconsider the matter at a very early date. 

* * * * 

We congratulate Dr. B. A. Chaugule, Dr. H. R. Arkeri and Shri. N. 
Gopalkrishna, old alumni of our college, on their return after a successful ca· 
reer of studies in U. S. A. Dr. Chaugule took M. S. in :Agronomy and Ph. D. in 
Plant Physiology of tbe California University. He was elected a member of the 
" Sigma XI" Research Society of U. S. A. and the Society of Horticultural 
Science because of his excellent work and record at California. He has been 
appointed here as Assistant Professor of Agronomy, after his return. Dr. H. R. 
Arkeri, obtained M. S. and Doctorate degrees in Agronomy at the Minnesotta 
University. On his return in September he has been appointed Professor of 
Agronomy at the Agricultural College, Dharwar. Shri. N. Gopalkrishna took M. S. 
of the University of Illinois in Horticulture obtaining best, grades. He has also 
done the necessary work for Ph. D., and will submit the thesis therefor from 
here. He has been appointed its Assistant Horticulturist to Government, B. 
P. Poona. 

* * * 
We have been hunoured by the visit of Shri. R. K. Patil, Food Commi· 

ssioner, Central Government. He was taken round the college on 18th September 
1949, and shown the working of various sections and r{'search activities going on 
at the college. Later he met the heads of sections of the Department of 
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Agriculture and Rural Development workers in a conference, when problems 
dealing with increase of food production and necessary steps to be taken in this 
direction were discussed. The Assistant and Deputy Collectors who came for a 
training course in agriculture for a fortnight from 20-9-49 tl) 1-10-49 were 
amongst the other visitors at the college. :Mr. Vladimir Ignatieff, Fertilizer Expert, 
F. A. O. and Mr. Edward Slim, Economic Affairs Officer, UNO visited the college 
on 25-10-49. 

* * * * 
The Department has lost a capable and conscientious worker by the retire. 

ment of Shri. H. M. Desai. He joined the Poona Agricultural College as a demo. 
nstrator in agriculture in 1917 and was later appointed as Lecturer in Agriculture. 
After a long period of service at the College he was transferred to Gujarat as 
District Agricultural Officer. He acted for some time as Cotton Superintendent, 
Surat. Later he worked as Personal Assistant to the Director of Agriculture, B.P., 
Assistant Director of Agriculture and Professor of Agriculture, Agricultural 
College, Poona. In January 1947 he was transferred to Dharwar to organise and 
establish the new Agricultural College there. He has very ably and satisfactorily 
conducted the duties of Principal, Agricultural College, Dharwar. We wish Shri. 
Desai a long and happy life with a well deserved rest. 

* * * * 
A meeting of t,he staff members and students was held on 24th Octobel 

1949 in New Lecture Hall to celebrate the United Nations Day, when Principa 
L. S. S. Kumar explained the ideals and importance of the Organization of tht 
UNO under the present conditions. 

Agriculture as a Career 

By 

PRINCIPAL L. S. S. KUMAR * 

The students about to finish their secondary or high school education ar, 
often faced with the dilemma of choosing their course of further education to fi 
them to a suitable career. They know that higher education is provided in th 
arts and science colleges and thc technical colleges tum out medical, engineerin 
or agricultural graduates. But which one of these courses offer a good prospec 
is a question that often occurs to the students about to finish their school edu 
cation. In answer to this question the advantages that would result from ohoe 
sing agriculture as 3, career will be explained in this brief talk . 

.. Rudio talk given on 7th Septemher 1949 cn A. I. R. Bombay. 
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;:'qt, it is necessary to consider the importance of agricultural education. 
'''1 COmmon knowledge that our country is predominantly agricultural, its 

IOmy is mainly based on agriculture and further our national income is deri
mainly from this same source. ~otwithstanding all this, it is observed that 
agriculture has declined during the past few centuries and that the few 
,~attempts made in the past to develop agriculture, have proved ineffective 
nies of emergency as the one at present. Therefore it is necessary now to deve
our agriculture by intensified efforts to make the country self-sufficient in 
icd to food. 

The trend or'agriculture in Western Countries during this century has been 
rdifferent compared to that generally followed in the East. The West has 
l'D,ced considerably in agricultural practices and methods. Our country too 
to c~ange its methods and adopt practices to meet the increased demand for 
.cultural prodUcts. But, this can only be don3 by adopting scientific methods 
griculture, which is only posRible jf sufficient number of technicallv trained 
liDS are available. In countries agriculturally advanced there is considerable 
lence to prove that agricultural e<lucation by research and propaganda has 
led largely in improving the practices and in increasing food production. 

What this education is and how it is obtained will be briefly considered now. 
lrain young men and women in agricultural science, two types of facilities are 
liable, To those who have completed secondary education and are fit to receive 
!tgiate training every major province and state in this countly has one 
lore agricultural colleges. To those that are IORS educated, training of a 
II! practical but leAS theoretical nature is prOVided for in agricultural schools. 
I 

~ Thus in our province t,here are three agricultural colleges at Poona, Dhar
'nd Anand to train up graduateR in scientific agriculture to meet the lequire

of the regions of Maharashtra, Karnatak and Gujarat respectively. TheRe 
- prOVide, for the present, a three years course leading to the Bachelor's 

in Agriculture of the University to which they are affiliated. Candidates 
g the Firflt Year Science examination with a certain minimum fixed stan
arearlmitted. The students entpring the agricultnral college are given both 
tical and practical iw~tructions. The theoretieal instruction is provided in 
ctures given by specialists in the different subjects. The practical training 
vided for both in the laboratory and the field. The field training in p~rti
iii of considerable importance. It is here that the student learns the princi
nderlying the various practices followed by the peasant. Each student is 

!III a plot of land in which he practices by his own efforts everything that is 
uired from beginning to end for successful production of crops. The student 
; becomes self-confident and acquires mastery in handling various farm imple
nts and managing the farm animals. At the end of the three years course It 

:lent becomes trained in the various aspects of agric:ulture and is ready to take 
;;efvice in one caparity or another to promote agricultural development. 
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At each agricultural college, for each of the years, a certain number ( 
Government merit scholarships arc awarded to students belonging to advanced amI 
intermediate communities. These are offered as incentives to students to work 
and study to secure the scholarships. Greater concession is shown to students 
belonging to Backward class. Every such student admitted is not only given a 
scholarship and free lodging but also other aids to complete his training. The open 
air life and the health giving occupation in the agricultural college makes the 
students benefit both in mind and body. 

We shall now consider what lines of work await the graduates in agriculture. 
There are three lines in which they are employed . . 

Firstly there is the Government service. Here agricultural graduates are 
required for the organisation and supervision of the district work, doing propa· 
ganda and giving advice to peasants. Persons entering this line as juniors have in 
course of years opportunities to rise to responsible posts of district officers. The 
counterpart of the district organisation is the research line. A large number of 
graduates are employed for undertaking research in the different branches of 
agricultural science on Government farms and experimental stations. Researches 
on plant and animal improvement by breeding, investigations into the causes and 
control of animal and plant diseases and pests, amelioration and reclamation of 
soils, improving the methods of tillage for increasing crop production, devising 
of suitable machinery for speeding up and increasing the efficiency of agricultural 
operations, economics of the different systems of farming and many other 
problems require investigation. Besides this, certain number of graduates are 
employed as teachers not only in agricultur!}l colleges and schools, but also in 
schools run by education department where agriculture is one among many other 
subjects taught for the S. S. C. examination. Furthe. some of the persons 
employed by Government have been sent abroad for training to fit them on their 
return for occupying responsible positions. In addition Government bas planned 
to clear some of the fore'lt areas to bring more la,nd under cultivation and to 
utilise waste lands of the province for producing more food. The agricultural 
graduates will be given opportunities to settle on these reclaimed lands. 
Government on their part will give every kind of help by way of loans, seed, 
manure, implements and other concessions to encourage the agricultural 
gladuates. Thousands of acres so reclaimed will be available for colonisation 
by many agricultural graduates. 

The second avenue of occupation is provided by the industrial and commrr· 
cial concerns which either directly produce and process on a large scale agricul· 
tural commodities· or those that use agricultural produces as raw materials of 
manufacture. Thus sugar, canned foods, silk and fibre factories own their estates 
or plantations to obtain the raw material. These factories employ agricultural 
graduates for raising the crop, or to work as estate managers. Likewise coffee. 
tea, rubber, sisal, cinchona, cardamon, clove and cocoanut estates require .the 
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~ervice8 of knowledgeable agricultural g~aduates. Industrial concerns dealing 
in agricultural machinery, fertilizers, chemicals for the eradication and control of 
weeds, insect pest and plant. diseases, require agricultural gradun,tes to sell their 
goods to their customers. The mechanization of agriculture would require agri
cultural graduates with engineering knowledge. As more and more uses 
are made of raw materials of agriculture in industry, there will be greater demand 
for agricultural graduates to produce these raw materials of highest and best 
quality in the most scientific and economic manner. Therefore without a well 
developed agriculture the industries of a country will lag behind. Both are com
plementary to each other and scientific development of agriculture requires a 
large number of trained agricultural graduates. Many agricultural graduates who 
have been employed in industry have rendered very good account of themselves. 

The third avenue of employment is provided by private farming which is of 
two kinds-'i. e., private farming on one's own or as an agent of another. Several 
ag~icultural graduates are farming very successfully on their own because of their 
scientific training. Many graduates have managed successfully private farms of 
big land owners. Successful private farming either on one's own 'or as an agent 
of another is only possible if one has himself gone through the pre-requisite 
scientific training. Otherwise it would be amature farming without any 
scientific basis. 

Sons of well to do land owners could take to agricultural education so that 
they can have their private dairy, poultry, sheep or bee farms or vegetable or 
fruit orchards on a commercial scale. Small scale private farming can be under. 
taken by those of limited means. 

The agricultural trend of this country in future would be co-operative far· 
mingo For this, help and guidance of technic~ny trainc,d persons in agriculture 
would be required. 

Agricultural graduates employed by Government are paid in accordance 
with the standard of passing. Thus a graduate of pass c1aS,9 is stm ted on Rs. 95 
per month. An honours graduate will receive Rs. 100 p. m. and one with first· 
class honours Rs. 105. The salaries. rise upto Rs. 200/- p. m. with anllual 
increments varying from Rs. 5 to Rs. 10. These,pays are exclusive of the dearness 
and h:mse rent allowances. Many of the G~zetted officers of the Agricultural 
Department today are those.who started on a small pay and have now risen to 
occupy responsible positions with high salaries. '1'hr salaries paid by private 
firms are about the same or sometimes eVen higher. 

To make the country self-sufficicnt regarding food, Central and Provincial 
Governments are planning large multipurpose irrigation projects. These will 
bring millions of acres under cultivation, ta await development scientifically. 
Similarly the soil consef\Tation measures to prevent destruction of agrjcultur3.l 
lands and lift-irrigation proiects to command greater area under crop production 
lire further activities that would require the services :)f agricultural graduates. 
It will thus be seen that agriculture opens up a career for -the enterprising and 
enthusiastic young mf.'n ani women who have ~t heart the development and 
prosperity of their country. 



Agriculture as Known to Panini 
( Continued from August '49 issue) 

By 

DR. V. S. AGRAWALA * 

• 

The operations of agriculhlre are neatly summed up in the 8atapath(t 
Briihmana( I. 6., 1. 3 ), as ploughing, sowing, reaping and thrashing (K rishanta~, 
vapantalz lunantalz, mri?lantalz). In the Ashtiidhyiiyi all these are distinctly' 
described. 

( i) Ploughing ( Karsha ):-Karsha was done by means of the plougiJ, the 
ploughed land being called halya ( IVA. 97). A new root halayati, ' he uses the 
plough', derived from the noun hali had come into use which Pa(lini teaches in sutra 
III. 1. 21 **. 'Ve learn from Patanjali that agricultural labour was employed for 
ploughing, by means of which it was possible for the owner of the field to sit in a 
corner of his field and supervise silently the ploughing done by five hired labourers 
(ekiinte tush?lim-asina uchyate panchahhir-ha7aih krishatiti, tatra bhavitavyam panch
abhir-halailz karshayat-iti, Bhiishya, II. a3). The labour received bhakta or food in 
lieu of wages which it was the duty of the husba.ndman to provide at the proper 
time. The Greeks observed the careful ploughing habits_,. of the people in this 
country. They were struck with the amazing fertility of the soil ( Mfg. Frag; 1. ) 
and the skill of the agriculturists (Arr. Anao., V. 6). 'Ve are indebted to Pii~ini 

( V. 4. 58. ) for the information that deeper and deeper furrows were cut by 
repeating twice and tht·ice the procesI' of ploughing on the same field, viz. two 
times ( dvitiyukaroti ) and three times (trit'iyii-karoti). The Arthasastra (Text, 
P. 116) describes such heavy rainfall as would need three ploughingI'! (trin 
karshalcan). To achieve even better results. it was the custom to plough the flame 
field over again from one end to the other in a reVerfle direction (sam ba-karoti , 
V. 4. 58) anulomakrish!am l:shetram pUlla!.z pnatilomam Iqishatity-ul'lha!I). 
Provision is also made in the next sutra for expressing cases in which the number 
of ploughings exceeded even three (8amkhyiiyiis cha Gn?liintiiyiilz V. 4. 59). 

(ii) Sowigg (riipa) :-After the requisite number of ploughings and the 
preliminary preparation of soil (kshetroparjana, Bha8kya, 1. 453), the field 
becomes 'ready for immediate sowing' (l'iipya, III. 1. 126). In places where the 

• Sliperintenri8nt, Centrnl Asiall Museum ~I'W Delhi. 

"'* M Ilnda... hala-kala-krita-fustebhyn!J ?lick, III. 1.21. AC(Jording to 
Katyayana hala is the substitute fiJI' the original hali (See Bha.shya, II.28) 
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ground was extremely fertile, intensive ploughing before sowing was not necessary, 
and ploughing and sowing were done together. Strabo says that after the subsi
dence of the floods, the half-dried soil 'though scratched into furrows by any 
common labourer brought whatever was planted to perfection' (Strabo, XV.1.13). 

I, It is for such fields that PaI)ini was making provision in the word-form b~iii-lcaroti 
. (saha bijena vilekhanam karoti, Kiisikii, V. 4. 58), i.e., 'after scattering the seeds 
he scratches the field by the plough.' 

We have seen that the quantity of seed required for a field of particular 
size was determined by weight. In illustration to PaI)ini V. 1. 45 (Tasya viipaJ:z) 
the commentators cite priisthikam, draun1~kam, khiirikam, i. e. fields requiring 
one prastha, one dro~a or one khiiri weight of seed. 

Mixed crops:-The custom of sowing mixed crops also seems to have been 
known specially in the case of so wings in the rainy season. Weare told by 
Patafijali that sesamum seeds were sown mixed with beans, but in such mixing 
the beans (masha) remained the principal crop and sesamum (tila) only secandary. 
The practical effect of this relationship of primary and secondary was that the 

f,ner ploughed his field with an eye on the principal crop, and at the time of 
, actual sowing the other kind of seed was casually mixed and scattered (Bhiishya 
on VIII.4.13). The trend of Patafijali's discussion is that the mixing of tila with 
tnasha is not obligatory for good germination, for if it were so, then both the 

i crops would have to be considered primary. Only when one is the principal 
'{pradhana) crop as miisha and the other secondary as tila, can the sentense tilai~ 

saha mashiin vapatiti be an appropriate example of PaI)ini II.3.19, Sahayukte 
apradhiine (Bhiishya on II. 3. 19). 
I 

Farming ifl an operation vitally connected with Mother Earth and the 
farmers naturally attached great religious significance to the actual ceremony of 
the sowing of seed, for which purpose they selected· auspicious days. PaI)ini tells 
us that one of the auspicious days for sowing was the full-moon day of the month 
of AgrahayaI)a (Asvayuji Pal1r1}amiisi, IV. 3. 45). The Sarat-pur~imii is the brigh
test and clearest moon-lit night in the whole year and is still considered auspicious 
for operationfl connected with the plant kingdom. 

(iii) Reaping (Lavana, VI. 1. 140):-The ripened grain* was cut by a 
~ickle (datra or lavitra, III. 2. 182;184). The entire operation of mowing was ca.lled 
abhilava (III. 3. 28, nirabhvo/:t pulvoh). In the present day dialects it is called 
simply lava; at the time of lava there is much buzzing act,ivity in the fields and 
extra labour is engaged. The mowers were known as liivakii/.z (III. 1. 149). Pii1)ini 
also refers to a special method of harvesting (VI. 1. 140, kiratau lavane ) expressed 
by the verb 7lpaskirati which refers to reaping, not begun from one end of the field 
and carried to the other but in a disorderly manner. We learn from the Kiisikii 
that such a practice prevailed in the countries of .Madra and Kashmir (U pashiiram 

* The grain which bad so much ripened as to require immediate reaping was 
called lavya by the Pal}inean rule III.l.126. 
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.. Madrakii lnnanti;· ujJaskiiram Kasmirakii limanti). SQIne cereals cannot be 
harvested without uprooting the whole plant and these e.g., miisha and mudga were 
called mulyii/:z (IV. 4. 88, mUlamasyii6arhi). The stumps were weeded by a special 
.kind of hoe called stambaghna (III.3.83). 

(iv) Thrashing, (nishpiiva, III. 3. ::!8):-The reaped crop was stacked on 
I a thrashing floor, khala. The Pal_linian word khalya, a field good for thrashing 

floor (V. 1.7) flhows that Rpecial plotR were selected on the hasis of their being 
suitable for thrashing operations possibl.\! for considerations of shade and safety. 
Of the group of fields under his cultivation, the agriculturist reserved some special 
ones for thrashing, probably thoRe affording Rhade and situated at a high level. 
Pal_lini also gives a rule for naming a collection of thrashing floorR (khlllya. IV.2.50 
or khalini, IV.2.51), which shows that, severa,l farmers chORe t,o locate their 
t.hraRhing flOOl'R as compact]~· together aR possible. The Arthasiistrn corra.borates 
'this b:v saying that 'The thrashing floors of different fields Rhall be situated close 
to each other' (Arth. II. 24). The obvious reason for such a course was corp. 
Tate measures of safety against thieves and wild animals. 

The method of winnowing was the same aR followed even now by the 
Indian peasant, viz. the scattering of corn (1.ltkiira, or nikara from kri dhiil1ye. 
·III. 3. 30) by means of the winnowing fan, surpa (V. 1. 2fi), in the dirl'ction 01 
the wind and separating grain from chaff (nishpiiva, III. 3. 28). 

Bee-hive activity of the nan'P8tl:11(J ,~pa.8on.:-The following intcrcRting li,to' 
words indicates the beehive activit.y of the harvest.ing season; they were used a, 
time-denoting wordR synchronising with the different operations carried on il 

that part of the year. 

(1) Khale- Yaram; "harley-in-the-thrashing-floor" period (2) Khal 
bU8am; "barky-straw-in-the-thrashing-floor" period. (3) Luna- Yavam; "bade: 
-having-been-reaped" period. (4) luyamiina-yavam. "harle~--being-·reaped 
period. (5) Puta-Ya~'am; "barley-having-been-winnowed" period. (6) puye 
m.iina-yavam. "barley-being-winnowed" period. (7) Samhrita-yamm: "barle 
removed -to-barn" period. (8) samnriy((ma'IJa-yavam. "barley-being-n'l1loved 
to-bam" period. (9) 8amhrita-bu8am; "bal'ky-straw-l'cmoved-to-storag€ 
period. (10) 8amhriyama!la-busam. "barley-straw-being-removed-t.o:-RtOlag( 
period. 

The ten words in this list form part of the Tishthadf!,1t group (pa!,. II. 
17). Katyayana's riirttika'Fon it, khaleyiiviidini prathamiintiini anyapadarthr., aT 

Patafijali's comments on the same ( Bhiishya., 1. :~Sl) leave no doubt tha[ tl 
words can be genuinely ascribed to Pal_lini himsplf. The meanings ilre given 
detail by Vardhamana in the Ga!laratlll1mahodadhi, e. g., khale b1tsiini yariis-c. 
yosmin-kiile, i. e., the time when the barl(:'~' crop or badey straw is heappd in f 
thrashing ground is khltle-Yfwa and khalebusa; lunii or lUymnaniis-cha Ya!'a yasm 
l'aIe i. c. the time when barley had been reaped or was being reaped was call 
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liina-yava or li1yatnana !Java and so 011 .. If we just C'hang-e the order of nos. 1-2 by 
nos. 3-4, the five pairs of words would point to the harvesting operations of the 
barley crop in a real sequence. Xos. 7-8 and !l-1O denote the removal of com 
and straw from the thrashing floor to the bam. Kautilya also directs that, grain
and other crops shall be collected as often as they are liarvested. No wis~ man 
shall leave anything in the fields, not even straw' (Arth. I1.24). That most 
of the above terms ref('r to the barley crop is suggestive of the place of origin of 
these terms being the Punjab where barley had always 'been one of the 
principal crops. 

paI).ini also tells us that debts were contracted on the stipulation of being 
paid back at the time when barley was thraRhed. The barley harvesting season' 
was nick-named Yam-bum (barley-straw), and the debt to be paid in the 
Yambllsa smson was called Yavabu.~aka (IV. 3.48). The Yavabu.~a seas:m wonld 
literally correspond to the harvesting time denoted by khale-yava, khale-busa 
etc,_ given fl,bove. Por the Punjab barley crop meant prosperity and loan-repay
ment. As Patafijali infol'ms us a bumper crop of barley or . rice guaranteed 
prosperous times ( Eko vrihih samp"tnn1(z snbhikshClm karoti; eko yavah s'amparmalJ 
&ubhiksnarh karoti, (Bhiishya, I. 230), the two crops havin~ reference to the 
fwJchya ami. prochya or Madra and Magadha divisions of India. The barley crop 
of the Vahika region finds mMltion in Patafijali, Usinaravan-}\.fa.drrshu yaviilJ 
(Bhiislilla, 1. 14-7 ) and so t.he sali crop in the Mag-adha country, tiineva salin bhufi.
,imahe yP 11[agarlkeshn (Bhiishya, 1. 19). Of all the crops then cultivated, it is for 
barley alone that we are told by PaQ,ini that spe('ial officers called yavapiila (Go
tanli-yavam. pale,. VI. 2. 78) were appointed to keep watch OVi)r those fields. * 

Rainfall and irrigation. :-The crops in India have usually depended for 
irrigation on fonr sonrCf1S of water supply, yiz. rain water, rivers, well-water and 
canals. paI).ini r')fers to the ra.iny season as pravrish ( IV. 3. 26, VI. :3. 14 ) and 
varsha (IV. 3. l~) the former according to Hopkins denoted the first part of the 
rains (Epic chronology, J. A. 0: fl., 1!l03, p. 26). The duration of the rainy 
season is not indicated a;lthaugh PaQ,ini divides the season into a first and a second 
half ( VII. 3. II ) known as purva-va,.shii and apamvarshii. He also refers to 
!'Graita-pramiitta (III. 4. 32), measurement of rain-fall of which goshpaaa 
(cow's foot-print) is stated as a meatmre ( VI. 1. 145 ), but the evidence is not as 
full as in the ArthaSastra which states the quantity of rail} (varsha pramiitta) in 
,Jangala and other parts of the country. In one place ,failure of rain or drought, 
f!Ql'shrL- pratibandha, is referred to as avagraha ** ( III. 3. 51). But thet'e is no 

.. _-------
* Patafijali rofers to the possibility of danger to barle.v crop from herds of 

Mer:- 'N a efta mrigah santiti !lava nopyante'. The presence of the deer hBrds does. 
not deter one from sowing barlpy- crop' (Bhii.shya 1. 100). This proverb with that 
of the Sthali and Bhikqlws is quoted in the Kamaslitra under the name of 
Vat~ya~·ana. 

** Besides avagraJw known to PaQini, Patafijali mentions other pests to 
crops from swarms of mice, locusts and hawks (Akhulthfl, salabhottha, 
naTwUha, H. \)~ ). 
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indication of the visitation of famines. Megasthenes tells us that famines were 
unknown, because there was an abunda.nee of food-crop, and secondly, because 
India had a double rainfall in course of a year, one in winter and the other in 
summer. On a.ccount of this double rainfall there was a double crop every year. 
PaQini mentions the double crop system as ~'ii santaka ( vernal) and asvayujaka 
( autumnal) ( IV. 3. 45; 46 ) . 

River irrigation is an important source of water supply in India. pal).ini 
refers to many important rivers as the Sindhu, Suvastu ( IV. 2. 77 ), VarQu ( IV. 
2.103 ), Sarayil ( IV. 4.174), Vipasa (Beas, IV. 2. 74), Chandraohiiga (IV .1. 45) 
and many ot.her rivers in the Ga1}apiilluJ,. He also refers to Devika ( VII. 3. I ) 
(the river Deg in the Punjab) the banks of which were specially suitable for 
growing paddy crops as hinted by Patafijali ( Diivika-Kula~ salaya~, Bhashya, 
III. 316 ). 

PaQini also mentions the thawing of snow on mountaill tops called himasra· 
tha ( VI. 4. 29 ) and also refers to glaciers (himani, IV. 1. 49 ) which 
were great sources of water flooding the ri~ers. Irrigation by lifting water from 
the wells must have been the most handy means available to a majority of the 
cultivating population. PaQini mentions udafichana (III. 3. 123 ), meaning the 
large leathern bucket used for lifting well-water, and also ynga-varatra, yoke and 
the big rope used for drawing the udafichana (Ga1}apiit~a to IV. 2.45). There 
is no reference in the Ashtadhyayi to canals or improvised means of irrigation. 
PatafijaJi, h()wever, speaks of canals for irrigating rice fields (siilyartham kulva~ 
prat:liyante, Bhiishya 1. 82 ). 

Cmps:-Crops, broadly speaking, were of two varieties krishfa-pachya 
( III. 1. 114, ) i. e., gJOwn by cultivation and a-krishfa-pachya, naturally growing 
in the jungles as niviira etc. An attempt to classify further is evident in the 
names of crops derived from the time of their sowing ( IV. 3. 44; 46 ) and the time 
of their ripening (pachyamiina IV. 3. 4:3). The following evidence under the 
former is important. 

1. Upte cha (.IV. 3. 44 ). 

2. Aivajujya vufi ( IV. 3. 45). 

3. Grishma-vasantiid-anyatarasyam (IV. 3. 46). 

Thus we know of three crops, the first sown on the full-moon day of the 
month Asvayuja or Asvina ( Sept.-Oct. ) and called aivajujaka; the second sown 
in summer and called graishma or grai8hmaka; and the third sown in spring and 
named· viisanta or viisantaka. 

The iiivayu,iaka crops are chiefly barley and wheat and they ripen in spring. 
The crop sown in spring would ripen in the rains, and the third sown in summer 
would ripen in autumn or the month of Margasirsha. 
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This classification of crops in PaI)ini finds surprising confirmation from the 
Arthasiistra. Kautilya enters into a detailed discussion as tD the most suitable 
time when a king should march for invasion (Artha. IX. 1). We learn there that 
a king should march in (a) Margasir&ha (December) in order to destroy rainy 
ClOpS (viirshika sasya) and autumnal produce ( haimana mushti ); (b) in Chaitra 
(}Iarch) to destroy autumnal crops (haimana sasya) and vernal produce (vasantika 
mu.sh!i); (c) in Jyeshtha (May and June) to destroy vernal crops (vasanfika 
sasya) and rainy produce (varshika mush!i). Sasya and musn!i in Kautilya 
correspond to vapa and Pachyamana in PaI)ini, i. e., the sown crops and the ripened 
crops. The similarity of the seasonal crops as gathered from these two authors 
may be clearly understDod from the following comparative hble . 

. 1. Name of Crop 
( sasya ) in 

K'tutilya 
according 
to sowing 
season 
( t'iipakala ) 

1. V iirshi ka 

2. Haimana 

3. r iisantika 

2. Name of produce 

( m1lsh!i ) in 
Kautilya 

according to 
ripening or 

harvesting 
seasOn 
( p(J;chyamana ) 

Haimana 

Viisantika 

Viirshika 

3. Time 
of }farching 
for 
the king 
in 
Kautilya 

Chaitra 

Jyeshtha 
and MUla 

4. Corresponding 
names in PaI)ini 
for the crops 
according to the 

time of sowing 
( npte eha ) 

1. Graishma 
and 

Graishmaka 
( iv.3.46 ) 

2. ~4svayujaka 
(iv.3.45 ) 

3. V iisanta and 
V ii8antaka 
( iv.3.46. ) 

Columns 1 and 4 reveal striking similarity: \Vith respect to PaI)ini's 
grai.shma crop against which we find viirshika in Kau!ilya, it may be pointed out 
that the Artbasastra also knows of graishmika crops (Art/t. Text. p. 117 ) *. 
But the raising of summer crops entails much hard labour on t1:10 part of the 
agriculturists, hence Kautilya directs that only the king who is in financial trouble 
nnd who has exhausted other. means of replenishing his exchequer should prevail 
through his collectDr-general upon the peasantry to raise summer crops ( Arth. 
Tr. p. 271. ). 

* Karmodaka-pramiiQena kedararil haimanarh grai8hm.£kam. va sa.~yam 

sthiipavef, Arth., II. 24. 
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AGRICULTURAL PRODUCE. 

1. Cereals ( Dhiinya ):-Pal)ini mentions the following food grain3 and 
pulses: 

Vrihi:-Rice must have been an important crop in the days of pal).ini. 
Special fields for growing Vrihi a.nd siili are mentioned ( Vrihisiilyor-rf,hak, V. 2.2) 
A sacrificia.l cake prepared from rice is called vrihimaya ( IV. 3. 146). One who 
possessed a stock of rice was known as Vrihimiin, vrihaka or vrihi. This must 
have been a coveted title indic3.tive of social status and opulence. Bahu-vrihi. 
the name of a compound ( II. 2. 23 ) is literally synonymous with vrihimiin, i. e. 
one who has a plentiful stock of vrihi. According to the Taitt. Samhitii (VIU. 
10. 2. ) vrihi was an autumnal crop (Vedic Index, Vol. 1. ] 82 ). 

The following varieties of rice are mentioned : 

( i) Siili ( V. 2. 2. ):-Kautilya also mentions siili as different from Vril 
( Oryza Sativa). Mr. Dutta, author of the Materia Medica of the Hindus distin~ 

uishcd it as a crop harvested in the cold season, while vrfhi ripened in the rain, 
season. Vrihi is a much older word used in the V iijasaneyi Samhitii ( XVIII. 12 ) 
and the Brihadiiranyaka Upanishad (VI. 3. 13) as the first of the cultivated grain, 
( griimyadhiinyas). Patafijali refers to a distinctive red variety of stili (Iohita. 
siiliman griima/.z 1. 403) and also speaks of irrigation channels specially dug to 
water the paddy crop. 

( i i) M aMerihi (VI. 2. 38 ):--H seems to have been a well-known variety 
of rice in the days of Pal)ini, grown in Magadha. The Taittiriya Brahman(/, 
III. 1. 5. 2 mentions the mahiivrihi rice. 

(ii i) Hiiyana (III. 1.1 48):--Pal)ini d!}rives it from the root hii, 'to give up' 
in the sense of a kind of vrihi. It appears that hayana was that kind of padd.r 
which was transplanted and is popularly called Jarahana. 

( iv) Sha.~htikii:--According to Pal)ini thiR variety was so called because 
it took sixty days to ripen: Shash!ikiil} shashtiriitre1}a pachyante V. 1. 90. 
According to Katyayana the etymological sense of shashtika had receded into the 
background, the word denoting a specific variety of rice; any other corn also 
taking sixty days to mature would not bear this name (Sha8htika samjiiii-graha. 
1}am; also Bhiishya on it II. 360). It is surprif!ing that Kautilya does not men· 
tion crops of shashtikii rice. pal).ini is t.he earliest author not only to name it, 
but also to give the sound etymological explanation of its name Siiii!hi (Hindi 
name of Shashtikii rice) was best suited to grow in the Punjab, since it does with 
hut little water, it being sufficient if the soil is thol'ough l~' moist after the shoots are 
'Once up. It is a coarse rice being a vuriety of Oryza Glutinosa, the grains of 
which agglutinate when boiled ("VaU's Dictionary, Vol. Y. pp. 620-21 ). 

( v) Niviira ( Nan lJri dhiinye, III. 3. 48 ) :--or the wild or uncultivated 
variety of rice which was included:under a-kri8hta-pachya class, nivara alone if! men· 
tioned by pal)ini. The Yajurveda mentions both niviira and syiimiika (XVIIT.l:l.). 
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2. Yava (Barley):--Fields where barley wa3 grown ( V. 2.3. ) or those tbe 
soil of which was specially favourable for the cultivation of barley ( V. 1. 7. ) 
have already been referred to. Pal)ini also refers to special officers whose duty it 
was to take care of the barley fields ( Yavapiilas, VI. 1. 78. ). 

A variety of barley which Katyayana says must have been of inferior kind, 
is referred to as Yaviini (IV. 1. 49). Yavaka also appears to be one of the species 
of barley, for whieh fields were set apart (Yavakyam kshetram, V. 2. 3. ). 
Barley must have been sown in the beginning of winter, probably on the Asvaytiji 
Piirl),ima ( IV. 3. 45 ) which was a very auspicious day for scattering seeds. A 
ceremonial sowing of barley is st;ll done in Hindu homes on the first bright day of 
the month of Asvayuj and tile young sprouts are worshipped on the tenth day 
of the same month. Barley ripens as a vernal crop, and the season of its harves· 
ting is referred to by Pal)ini by about half a dozen names, such as yavabusa ( IV. 
3. 48 ), khaleyava, lunayava, putayava puvamiinayava, sam~rika-yava samh
riyamii7;w-yava ( II. 1.17 ). 

3. ~l{1Jdya ( Phaseolus Mungo) ( IV. 4. 25 ). 

4. Miisha ( PhaseQlus Radiatus ), ( V. 1. 7., V. 2.4 ). 

Both these pulses are considered native of India and have been cultivated 
·for at least 3,000 years. They occur in the list of the V iijasaneyi Samhitii 
(XVIII. 13). Thei~ cultivation has always been very extensive in the Punjab, 
where they are almost always sown mixed in the fields deriving their name 
from miishaand called miishi'1)a, from which the crop is popularly known as masinii. 
As examplea of crops harvested by uprooting, the Kiisikii quotes mii8ha and mudga 
on PalJini IV. 4. 88. (miilyalJ, miisha(z, mulytt/:t mudgalJ,). We are told by 
Watts that in certain districts the crop is cut, in others it is pulled out ( Watt's 
Dictionary Vol. VI, Pt.I. p. 189). Patafijali says that. mndga also takes sixty days 
to ripen like the shash{ikii rice (Bhiishya II. 360 ); in one place he also refers 
to riiiamiisha (riija-miishebhyo hitam riijarniishyam (kshetram) , II. 345), a variety 
of miisha grown in the Punjab. 

5. Tila (sesamum):-Tt is often, in the Vedic literature as well as in Pal)ini,. 
mentioned in connection with miisha (V. 2. 4. and V. 1. 7 lila-miisha and 
mii8ha tila). Pal)ini does not explicitly mention the two varieties of tila, black 
and white, but he refers to the use of the same in the sriiddha ceremony (VI. 3' 
71; IV. 2. 58) where only the black grains are taken. Patafijali also refers to the 
black ones (lqi8h!latile bhyo hitalJ krish!latilya~, II. 845). Pal)ini would imply 
knowledge of the oil extracted from the tila seeds (IV. 3. 149), but later gramm
arians thought that there is no uerivative sense attaching to the word taila, and 
therefore, it should be taken not as a word but as a suffix in such cases as s{},rshapa 
.llJila and inguda-taila ( Bhiishya, II. 3i6 ). 

6. Anu-Panicum wiliaceum (V. 2.4 ):--A very small grain consumed 
mostly by the poorer people and grown as a rainy crop, is mentioned with priyam.gu 
so early as the Chamakiidhyiiva of the Yajurveda (XVIII. 13 ). 
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7. Kulattha (Dolichos biflorus) (paJ_l. IV. 4.4. ):--Horsegram popularl 
called kulathi is grown specially in the PlUljab in the Trigarta region (Hoshiarpu 
Ambala, Simla) as an 'autumnal crop. It is consumed either as pulse or groat 
but PaJ_lini mentions it as a flavouring ingredient to other articles of diet (sarns, 
iimka dravya cf. IV. 4.4.). Like shashtikii kulattha is for the first time mention! 
by PaIJini. Kautilya notes it as a crop' grown at the end of the rainy seas( 
( A1'th. II. 24 ). 

The Gal)apa!ha of IV. 3.134 adds a few more names to the above list 
cereals, e. g. masura (Ervum Hirsutum), lJodhumii (wheat) and gavidhu 
( Coix Rarbata, Vedic Index, Vol. I. 223). According to Katyiiyana gavidhu 
formed part of the Bilvadi group (IV. 3. 134; Bhashya II. 323 ). 

II. FIBROUS PLANTS.:-Umii (linseed) and bhatigii (hemp) are impo 
ant fibrous plants known to PaI)ini ( V. 2. 4) who mentions fields specially naIl! 

after the crops. Kau!ilya uses atasi and satta in place of umii and bhangii. PaQ 
also mentions cloth made from linen called auma and from wool called aur 
( Umo1'ttayf)rvii-IV. 3. 1.58). For PaI)ini's acquaintance with Karpiisa or cotl 
we have to depend on the reading of the Bilt'iidi-gatta ( IV. 3. 134). He, howe, 
kno,,'s tUIa (III. 1. 25) which may denote cotton. 

Patafijali raises an interesting discussion on PaI)ini V. 2. 4. as to whet~ 
umii (linseed) and bhangii (hemp) come under the category of dhiinyas «('or 
or not, and sums up by saying that there is no difficulty in including umii I 

bhanga in the list of dhiinyas for purposes of sulra V. 2. I, because the WI 

dhiinya ( from the root dhinv to please) means 'that which pleases', and su 
linseed and hemp afford as much pleasure as any other crop, they have an eqm 
good claim to be looked upon as dhiinyas. Or, better, still, the number of dhiin 
is seven1:een*, a list in which satta i. e. bhan(Jii is also included, hence there sho 
be rio objection to treating 1I1nii a,nrl bhangii as dha nyas fot purposes 
,PaI)ini's rules. 

III. CANE (IKSHU ).:-It is mentioned in sutra VIII. 4.5. a,nd 
manufacture of ~U(!a from sugarcane is implied in rule IV. 4. 10:3 (Guejiidi bh~ 
hthan) on which the illustrati:m fJfLllejika meaning 'excellent for making gil 
presumes sugarcane. @ 

* Kaiyata refers the quotation to an lmknown Smriti work. Probably 
Autra satta-sapta-dasiini dhanyani belonged to a Dharma-RGtra book. Mukuta in 
his commentary on Amara gives the list of 17 grain 1. vrihi, 2. yava, 3. masura, 
4. godhuma, 5. mu.dga, 6. miisha. 7. tila, 8. chattaka, 9. mm, (Panicum 
Miliacum), 10. priyaiJ.gu, 11. kodrava, 12. makush!aka, (Phaseolus Aconi· 
tifolins), 13. ka/nya, (a pea), 14. ku,lattha (Doliehos Biflorus), 15. sG!la 
Itl. 8arshapa, 17. atasi ( Ii nseed. ). 

@ Several gatta8 include ikshu as ikshubhiira ill V.1.50; nadiidi,IV.2.l, 
and its antargana bkiiviidi, VI.4.153; blivadi,'IV.3.134. Kiityayana prescribes siikata 
and skina suffixes to denote a field of sugarcane: (Bhavane kshetre ikshvadibhyah 
siika!a-siikinau, Bhiishya, on V. :!. 29). 
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IV. KUSTUMBURU (VI. 1.143 ):-This sutra refers to the spice coriander 
(Coriandum Sativum). Kautilya includes it among pungent subRtances (katuka 
cargal. The modern name dhiinyaka is not used in the Arthasastra. In the South 
Indian languages the words for coriander bear a . closer affinity' to Sanskrit 
ht8tumiJuru, e.g.'kotamalli (Tamil), kotimiri (Telgu) and kotambari (Kanarese)· 
It is possibly a loan word in Sanskrit from these languages. 

v. Pat:lini refers to two of the principal dye-products, viz. madder (VIII. 
3,97) and indigo (IV. 1. 42). MafijisMhii ( Indian madder, Rubia }Iunjista,) is 
also mentioned in the Aitareya ( III. 2.4) and Siinkhayana (VIII. 7) Aranyakas. 
P3J.lini treats mafijisMha as a derivative word formed from mafiji and stha, where 
manji may mean a cluster of flower blossoms. The permanent dye made from 
madder has always been highly prized for its deep tinctorial qualities, The great 
part of the madder used in the Punjab is that imported by the Lohani Mghans 
from the hills of North Baluchistan, Kabul and Khorasan to Multan and Peshawar 
(Watt's Dictionary, Vol. VI. pt. I, p. 574). 

NILl or indigo is referred to in sutra IV. 1. 42. Katyayana. explicitly 
tells us that nili was the name of the indigo plant. 

In Pal)ini's tiine ni(a was a kind of cloth (iichchiidana, IV. 1. 42. ) dyed 
with indigo blue, while the plant itself was called nili. According to Me. Crindle: 
"It appears pretty certain that the cultuTe of the indigo plant and the preparation 
of the drug have been practised in India from a very remote epoch" (Periplus, 
p.17). In the post-Vedic language nila describes the colour of dark blue objects 
such as indigo, sapphire, etc. (V edie Index, Vol. II. 246, foot-note). In PaJ,lini 
the indigo plant as the source of this colour was undoubtedly known. 
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I N T ROD U C T I O·N 

PULSES form a very important source of protein in the vegetarian diet tD 
which quite a large section of the Indian population is aeeu stomed. Most of our 
people depend on rice as their food to a greater or lesser extent. As is well known, 
rice is very deficient in protein and, its continuous consumption after'polishing, 
brings about the' Beriberi' disease. Even those that are non-vegetarians cannot 
either afford or secure flesh and other animal products in adequate quantities. 
Therefore, it is only through the liberal nse of pulses that the essential proteins 
and vitamins can be made up. It may be of interest to mention ~hat ~ven in the 
U. S. A. where very balanced food is avaiJ.able to the people interest is developing 
in the use ofplllses, e. g., mug, as a s.ouree of protein; Smith, F. L. ( 1948). 

The frequ ent use of the w~rds,~. g., ¥ asha (Ydid), lIfugdha ( :Nlug) and 
Chanaka ( Bengal gram) in Sanskrit Ht~rature shows that the 1lultivation of pulses 
had been in vogue in this country since very ancient times. According t.o the 
findings of the Russian geneticist, Vavilov, and his colleagues, India and the 
11iddle East countries form the primary centre of origin of most of the main 
legumes; Huxley, J. (1940). It is only a few beans like the French bean, I~ima 
bean and Broad bean which luwe been introduced from the tropical parts of 
America. Therefore, our country is rich in species, varieties and forms of pulses. 

The genus Phaseolus alone is known to contain as many as 150 to 250 
different species. But, only the following few pulses are known to be under cult. 
ivation to an appreciable extent in India. 

Deputy Director of Agriculture, ( Crop ReseRrl'h ), B. P., POODa 

II Statistical Officer to the Deputy Di fl'et,Ol' of AgY\cultUl'e, (CYOll RI'Se[\Teh!. B. P., 
Poona 

,. Pltrer Rent for the ~onference of Agricultural Re~0Drch Workers hl'ld at Delhi from 
6th to 9th April Ul49, under the <'-aption, "Increased Production of puls\l8 by crop improvement 
th.rough breeding find introduetioll." 
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INCB1I:ASED PB6DtrCTION OF P'l:rL~ft8 

List of Pulses under cultivation in India 

Botanical Name English Name 

Cicer arietimlm, L Bengal gram, chickpea 

Dolichos biflorus, L Horse gram 

Cajanus indicus, Spreng Red 'gram, Pigeon pea 

Phaseolus mungo, L Black gram 

Phaseolns aureus, Roxb Green gram 

" 
ltConit,ifolius,L Mat bean 

Dolichos lablab, L Hyacinth or Lablab bean 

Lens eseulenta, Moench r Lentils 

J,athyrus sativus, J~ Chickling Vetch 

Pisnm sativllm, I. Field pea 

Vigna sinensis, Endb Cow pea 

Indian Name 

Chana, Harbara. 

Kutthi. 

Arhar, Rahar, 'r.fir. 

Urd, Udid. 

Mung, Mug. 

, Mot, MQut, Moth, Math. 
f ' •• ~ ~ on { J f! ~." 

"\Val. ' 

Masur. 

Toora, Kesari, I.akh, ' 
,Lang. 

Vathana. 

Chava]i. 

Almost all of them, except perhaps the Bengal gram, are grown as subsidi
ary crops; either as catch crops or as mixtures or sprinklings in cereal crops. The 
important reason for which they are not grown on a large scale is probably that 
thpiryields ars usually very low as compared to those of cereal crops. Also, the 
heavy losses occurring due to insect pests, which are many in the case of pulse, 
crops, an d the fear of damage by cattle and wild animals has prevented them from 
assuming a major role in the agricultural economy of the country. Their analysis 
from the point of nutrition made by the Nutritional Research Laboratories, Coon
oor. show that they are rich in' proteins and vitamins. particularly anti-Beriberi 
vitamins, He'llth Bull. NOB. 23 & 28, Govt. Ind. Press, Simla. From the point of 
mineral and vitamin contents, the Bengal gram and black gram stand very hign, 
next come green gram, lentil and probably cowpeas; Pal, R. K. ( 1939 ). 

It. is worth notin,g iha t the Soya bean which was once thought to be unexC'" 
filed in point of nutrition has not become popular in mOAt parts of India and 
particularly in Bombay" owing to its peculiar disagreable flavour and odour. 
Though it is rich in proteins, the part of it that is available has been found to be 
smaH and, therefore, it does not possess any special advantages over gram, udid, 
mug or lentil. The crop oc~upies the land for two seasons and may suffer either 
due ,to water logging or deficiency of moisture; .Woodhouse, E. J. & Taylor, 
C. S. ( HIl3 ). 
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The plant parts of pulses make a good fodder for cattle. They are not only 
relished by them very much put are also rich in proteins. The pulse plants, bein'c 
bushy herbs, . cover the soils, suppress weeds, prevent the evaporation of soil 
moisture and supply humus to the soil by shedding their leaves. They form 
excellent cover crops on slopy lands and are ideally suited for, strip cropping t 
prevent soil erosion. Most of them are good rotation and green manure cro.ps ani 
are also useful as ' honey' crops. Being of short duration many of them can b 
grown in either the kharif or the rabi SPltson or in both. 

The most important point in favour of pulses is, as wpll knoWn, their cap' 
city to fertilise the soil by fixing Nitrogen from the atmosphere and to convert tb 
plant food in the soil to an available form. The first work is extremely importar 
and is accomplished through the agency of the bacteria present in t he nodules 0 

their roots. These bacteria are known to be specific i. e. cOach variety and stra: 
of them can work on only particular type, of plant. The prolificacy of nodu 
formation depends on the two important factors, viz., (I) the availability oft} 
requisite type of bacteria and (2) the availability of conditions suitable for th~ 
work, i. e. appropriate amount of moisture, temperature, Ii me, phosphorus ej 

The value of this work that they do will be realised from the fact that the amoUi 
of Nitrogen fixed per acre can be modestly estimated as 50 to 200 Ibs., dependil 
upon the conditions m,entioned abo\'e; Varadarajan, S. ( 1948). 

For all the e.bove reasons, pulses are very important in the agricultural al 
food economy of the count,ry and should deserve the maximum attention. 

Unfortunately, their cultivation is so limited that even precise statisti 
about them are not available. Those that are at hand presented in Table I j 
what they are worth. 

TABLE-l 

Statistics about the areas and prodllction of pulses 
in ( the formerly undivided) India 

1932 - 33 

Are. I Grain yield Province -------- --~----

Gram I other food grains tons. 
~E_~~se_s_:_ ______ . ____ 

Madras (a) 89.802 I 7,435,987 (e) 29,000 
Bombay 981.015 3,146,938 186,000 
Bengal 176,600 1,009,900 54,000 
U.'P. 5,398,572 6,773,358 1,398.000 
Punjab 3,893,785 1,449,077 804,000 
Bihar & Orissa 1,499,200 4,609,900 503 .• 000 
C. P. & Berar 1,365,165 5,1l7,860 250,000 
Assam (b) 212,726 (a) 

}ljmer-Merwar 16,977 43,664 

1 

2.000 

Coorg (a) 180 1,268 (c) 

Delhi 80,156 7,975 9,000 



INOREASED PRODUOTION OF PULSES 

Area:- (a) Refers to Bengal gram 
(b) Included under" other fo.)d grains and pulses" 

Yield:- (a) Not available 
(c) Less than 500 tons. 
(e) figure refers to Bengal gram. 

It will be seen that Madras, U. P., Bihar, C. P. and Bombay grow more of 
nlses than other provinces do. 

Various ways are open for improving the production of pulses. These fall 
nder two different categories, i. e. (I) methods of long term improvement and 
1) methods of short term or cultural improvement. The methods under thl? 
rat category are of Breeding and Introduction which form the topic of this paper. 
'nder the second, there are the following methods ;--

Extension of areas. 
Intensive cultivation under irrigation. 
Manuring the crops with Nirtogen and Ph~sphates. 
Treating with bacterial cultures. 
Growing tur and beans as perennial crops wherever possible. 
Growing suitable mixtures of cereals & pulses. 

Control of flower bud shedding by spraying with hormones. Photoperiodic 
treatment. 

It must be empasised here that from the point of the problem before our 
country today, i,e. the immediate stepping up of food production, the methods 
under the second category would be mucb more important and effecti ve. Therefore, 
it has not been thought inappropriate to include discussion on them 8.1'>0 in 
this note. 

BREEDING AND INTRODUCTION 
Breeding problems in pulses are not very different from those in other crops. 

In general they are :-( i ) increase in yield (i i) improvement in size, colour and 
lustre of grain (i i i) earliness (iv) increase in protein and vitamin content 
(v)' droui!ht and fro8t re8istance (vi) resistance to diseases and pests (vii)' effici
ency in Nitrogen fixation and (viii) fertility and nonshedding of flowerbuds. . Of 
these, the first four are of primary importance and, more particularly, :vield 
and ear lineFls. 

As mentioned above, low yield is one of the factors limiting the cultivation 
of pulses. Since our food grains arE' not priced in the market today according to 
t.heir food value nor are they likely to be so valued in the near future it is but 
natural that cultivators will not be induced to grow them on a larger scale unless 
their yields are high. The fact that the average out· turns per acre vary from provi
nce to province and from tract to tract within each province, shows t,bat th9re 
must he considerable amount of variability in each Qf the _croplil with .regard to 
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the potency for yield, even though the differences may also be largely the re~\ll, 
of soil and climatic differences. Yield is dt'pendent upon factors, c. g., branching 
of the plant, number of pods per branch, number of grains per {lod -and the grain 
size. It should, therefore. be obvious that one has to concentrate on these chara' 
cters for purposes of select,ion. Resistance to diseases and peRts being a character 
directly determining yield it iR also important to evolve types which are resistant 
to diseasB~ e. g .. wilt which am of common occurrence in these crops. ]j~arliness is 
a.lso a point to be highly valued because ~ost' of the pulses are often taken as 
catch crops. Leafiness is desirable both from the point of value 0 f the fodder 
a:tlt \\Tell as' from the point of conservation of moish-ire in the soil. 

As pulse crops werc not very extensive in cultivation and as commercial 
<).rops like cotton a.nd sugarcane occupied most of their time, plant breeders did 
not pay serious a.ttention to the economic improvement of these crops till recent 
years. All that was done in the various provinces and by the Indian Council of 
Agricultural Reseal'ch was in the nature of classification of types, study of anthe· 
sis and pollination, study of diseases and evolVing a couple of high yielding amI 
disease resistant types here and there by selection. 

In the yea.r 1937 Sir John Russell in his report on the work of the then 
Imperial Council of Agricultu ra1 Research, stressed the need for scientific research 
work on pulse crop improvem ent particularly in view of their importance as a 
source of protein. Accordingly. the then Imperial Council of Agricultural 
Research took up a co-ordinated scheme for research in almost all provinces 
and states on glam, horse gram, t1)'r, urn, mllng, peas, guar and other pulses. 

Almost all the pulses mentioned above except tnr are very highly self poll. 
inated. The arrangement of their floral Pllrt>; is 8uch that Rome amount of CTOSS 

pollination could take place jf self pollination did not OCCUT. But, it has been 
found by various workers that there is hardly any cross pollination in nature. 
Even high amonnt ( as much aR 41) per ('ent ) of clpistogamy has hf'en rE'ported in 

'Udid -and Mug by Xarasinham (192H). Only in tur cross pollination to the 
extent of even 5 to 8 percent has been reported by Shaw et 801 ( H}33 ). 

The general prevalence of self pollination in pu IRC crops makes their breed· 
ing simple. Any plants found with desirable characters can be depended upon to 
he almost certainly pure for them and only neod multiplication to cover the areas 
to be put under them. The scarch for these plants can be conducted in the two 
ways usually employed in plant breeding work. 

The first method is to collect It number of representative bulk samples from 
areas to 'be served, growing them on a large scale and 8~lecting the desired typeR 
of plants. The second method is to make an exhaustive collection of varieties and 
pure strains from outside tracts, provinces ami countries and grow them under. 
observation wit h repeated checks of the best local types ~ Jfrom the fact that sev:el'lll 
different types of m1!g, 'U.did~ twr and Ipntils have heen isola.ted and classified by plant 
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breeders; Bose, R. D. ( 1932 a & b); Shaw & Bose ( 1928); Shaw et al (1933) it 
,lppears that one may hope to come across innumerable varieties, types and sub 
types even within a single species. The gram crop is so mutable that one may 

'<lsily find one or two new types in the course of a. season _if one is in search for 
them. There are several allied species of phaseolus already under stray cultivation . 
. -I.s examples may be mentioned. Ph. angularifl-Aduski bean, Ph. calcaratus-Rice 
hean, and Ph. ricciardianufl-Meth bean; Kennedy, P. B. ( 1925). Also, one comes 
,wross in high altitudes of Deccan a few wild types, e. g., Ph. trilobus, Ph. dalzelli, 
Ph. gigas and Ph. sublobatus. It is very probable that similar t,ypes would be 
iound even in other provinces, particularly in Bengal, U. P., the Punjab and 
Kashmpre which are bordering the lower heights of the Himalayas. India and the 
~fiddle East countries being the home of pulse crops, a collection of several differ. 
ent species, each consisting of a large number of varieties may .be possible if the 
lVork is organised on a sound basis. Though it is leRs likely that any of the foreign 
or wild types will suit any particular tract, the possibilities of their adaptation 
~annot be excluded. It is also highly probable that at least some of them will 
possess certain desirable characters that are absent in the local material, in whicrt 
case they will be useful for purposes of hybridisation. 

As is well k~wn, the work being done in India at present is in the preli. 
minary stages and, therefore, the breeding programmes are based largely on the 
first method. Collection of foreign material is casual and random; introductions 
are rare and hybridisation almost limited to intl'a and inter varietal hybridisation. 
A few important problems have, no doubt, been solved even through these 
limited efforts. For example, gram strains resistant to wilt have been produced 
in ;\{adra'l and Bombay. The Bombay Department of Agriculture has also 
sllcceeded in evolving wilt resistant tur, virus resistant kulthi and a typ~ of 
gram, named Gulab, eminently suited for parching: Much ground can yet be 
('overed in evolVing high yielding superior strains of pulses through these methods 
alone. E~ven so, we need not stop from taking further and more difficu It steps 
in tackling the various kinds of specialised problems that exist in different 
pulse crops. 

The following arc a few such problems :--

Drought resistance, earliness and hardinesR in poor land crops, e. g. Kulthi 
matki and china mllg; resistance to virus diseases in Klllthi, matki, mug and v)al; 
resistance to wilt in tur and gram; hardiness and freedom from lathYIi8ll1 in lang; 
resistance to storepests in aU pulses. 

Pulses with higher protein and vitamin content; gram and pea~ suitable for 
canning and parching; quickly cooking tur and gram; mug varieties suitable for 
growing in both kharif and rabi seasons. Leafy types Of-1ldid and mug suitable 
for green manuring; quic·kly growing bURhy types for green fodder; salt tolerant' 
pulse crops etc. 
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All these are problems that await solution and, if solved, will surely lead 
to increased production and improvement of the qualities of pulses. Some oj 
these problems may have to take recourse to wide crossing. It is, therefore, evid· 
dent that the strength of the pulile breeder would depend upon the strength of hi, 
collection. An example of what ma.y be possible to be achieved in pulses through 
wide crosses is provided in the report of work being done at the Institute for 
Cereal Production of South. Eastern U. S. S. R. Fantastic as may the Russian 
attainments appear, it is proposed to quote this as an example; [ Godunova., P. 
M. ( 1944 ) ] to indicate the lines along which our efforts may be directed. 

" In order. to obtain non-lodging and non-shedding peas and lentils interge' 
neric crosses have been made with gram whose stem is strong and suited even to 
combine-harvesting. Moreover, gram pods do not split even when left standing, 
Gram is also drought resistant and has a more vigorous root system than eithm 
peas or lentils. The combination of all these features in a single variety of pea! 
or lentils would be of great practical interest. Special mention is made of peas: 
Shambovyi ( erect) and Nos. 54, 62 and 63 with erect habit. Even when lodg. 
ing occurred the upper portion of their stems remained erect and was thus sa.ved 
from decay in bad weather and could be harvested with the machine. 

Gram, Driepropetrovskii No.6 showed the best yield and shortest cookin, 
time. " 

Examples of how even introductions, simple as they may seem, may provi 
te be extraordinarily useful are provided by the popularity gained by china mUj 
in the Bombay Province and the mat Bean. Ph. acomitifojius, in Californi~ 

Kemiedy, .P. B. ( 1925 ). 

The China mug is a very short timed crop maturing in only about two mon 
the. It can be taken after tht' failure of a crop like bajri; Pennisetum typhoidel 
Stapf and Hubbard. or even after the harvest of a kharif crop like rice or beforl 
sowing a rabi crop like wheat. Besides yielding the grain it also fertilises the soi 
for the succeeding crop. Naturally, therefore, the cultivator thinks of it as I 
god-send. 

Similar is the case with the mat bean which, it is learnt, is being taken uI 
as a cover crop in California. 

It, therefore, appears to be .high time that we organise our collection 0 

foreign plant material efficiently. Resides arranging for a free exchange of mater 
ial within the country itself it is also worth while to organise f'xpeditions of trainee 
botanists to the various Middle East Countries for such collection in the near future 

A great amount of hybrid vigour, ranging from 59.58 to 394.37 per cent 
ha.s been reported in the soya been by Went and Stuart ( 1924 ); Ashton, T (1946 

and het,erosis may possibly be found even in crosses in other cr.ops. However 
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$he exploitation of this phenomenon in improving yield is not possible due to the 
!T'eat difficulties involved in ml\S8 emasculation Md erossin<7. 

Colchicine treatment has been found to increase the grain size in gram, ttl" 
lIIug and ,ulid through autopolyploidy; Ramanujam, S. & Joshi, A. B. (1941); 
Kumar, L. S. S. & Abraham. A. (1942); Pal, B. P. & Ramanujam, S. (1944). But, 
most of the progenies being wholly or partially sterile, it has not been po sible 
t~ secure fully fel'tile types which are at the same time large seeded. Continuota 
&election for fertility is being practiced in Bombay to attain the desired object. 
Though this is a tedious process and one cannot be very sure of securing the des
ired type, one may get at lew t material to serve as a foundation stock to build IIp • 
fertile and stable polyploid. 

It may also be possible to obtain economic mutants through irradiation. 
';·Ien mutants have been reported to have been produced in soya beans in the U. 
. . R., U. S. A., and Germany. 

So much about the long tcrm aspect of improvement of the pulse crops. It; 
is now proposed to disc~~, in brief, the short term aspects which are no less 
important at the present juncture. 

EXTENSION OF AREA UNDER THE CROPS 

Different complementary methods can be used to extend the area undel' the 
pulse crop. Firstly, pulses of short duration and, among them early varieties, 
.... uld be grown advantageously 8 S sole crops in either of the seasons. As sole 
~ lpS they can best be grown a catch crops either after a khan! crop like rice or 
~'fore a. Tobi crop like wheat. Now that insecticides, e. g., D. D T. and Gamma~. 

n De are available for the effecti,e control of many pests a great impediment be
kJre the cultivator has been removed. The problem of depradation by stray cattle 
may be solved through co.operative arrangements for watching the village ca.ttle 
and eonstructing cheap hedge around the fields. Secondly, inferior lands can be. 
1tili.."6d for growin.£! crops like J..-uUhi, china mtlg, mat!..'; etc. This will not only 

pply grain but will also improve the soil gradually. Thirdly, it is worth while 
to renew and revi e the various crop rotations in the country fr:lm the point of 
main ining the soil fertility. Such a re,ision is bound to increase automatically 
the area under the pulse crops. The importance attached to rotating cereals with 
~mes in foreign countrie can bE' seen from the method adopted in Italy where 
In seven year rotation, wheat is followed by two years' meadow land and four 
Jars' rice only a portion of the land being occupied by rice at a time. This 
practice has been found t-o enrich the soil fertility and increase the yield to nearly 
doublt' of what could be bad by continnoull Mlltivation of rice alone; Va.r&darajan, 

( 194 ). 

INTENSIVE CULTIVATION UNDER IRRIGATION 

Intensive cultivation under irrigation, wherever possible, is another 
method of imprOVing production. Pulses have been found to respond libt'mUy·to· 
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irrigation. For example the chafa. gram of Niphad ( Bombay), which gives llll: 

more than about 500 lbs. per acre under dry conditions has been found to gi\f' 
as high a yield as 1300 lbs. under canal irrigation. Even other pulses like til' 

have been found to benefit a great deal ,by irrigation. 

MANURING 

Legumes are voracious feeders of lime and phosphorus. Moreover, the 
bacteria in their nodules have been found to fix Nitrogen better in the presence of 
these elements. It is therefore essential to manure legumes with substances like 
superphosphate andbonemeal. Also, experiments have shown that the manuring 

• With Nitrogenoils substances at flowering time benefits these crops. 

TREA TING WITH BACTERIAL CULTURES 

It has been mentioned abov'e that Nitrogen fixing baeteria are specific, i. e. 
the bacteria residing in the nodules of, say, the gram crop are able to fix Nitroge[ 
only when that crop is grown and not any other pulse crop. Sometimes, wher 
the land is taken up newly for cultivation under the crop. or after a very Ion! 
interval, the requisite bacteria may either be absent totally or may be ve~ 

few in number. Therefore, nodule development may be very sparse. Unde 
such circumstances, it has been found' 'expedient to inocculate the soil wit 
the requisite type of bacteria. . It has been reported that such inocculation incr~ 
s.es the vegetative growth of the crop tremendously; Madhok, M. R. ( 1941). 

GROWING TUR AND BEANS AS PERENNIAL CROPS 

Tur and certain of the beans have perennial varieties which could be gro~ 
on ll.nd along the bunds and' watrr channels. . 

GROWING SUITABLE MIXTURE' OF CEREALS & PULSES 

Mixing pulses with cereals in suitable proportions and not in the prese 
indifferent fashion, may be helpful in increasing the production of pulses witUG 
affecting that of cereals. It ha~ also been found that mixtures reduce the incideI 
of diseases of either of the crops in the mixture. It has been reported, for exam! 
that when tur was grown mixed with Jowar it suffered about 32 per cent m 
tality by wilt but when grown as a whole crop 88 per cant of the plants- died ( 
t,o the disease. It has also been similarly reported that the nutritiye value of c{ 
StIs increased when they included mixtures of pulse crops. 

CONTROL OF FLOWER BUD SHEDDING BY SPRAYING WITH 
HORMONES 

Flower bud shedding, especially during cloudy weather, is a special prob 
in tur. The shedding is considerable and, if prevented, may .increase the yiek 
the crop very substantially. In addition to searching for types which do not f 
flower buds for hybridisation it may b,e' worth trying several different horm< 
f\S sprays. 
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PHOTO-PERIODIC TREATMENT 

There is an account of photo-periodic vernalisation having been tried on 
several different Phaseolus and other pulse varieties which exhibited differential 
responses; U. S. D. A. Techn. Bull. No. 867. It may therefore be possible to render 
certain late maturing varieties early, and also to make the rahi varieties grow 
in the kharif season and vice versa. Moreover one may be able to grow even the 
ttlr or the gram crop before wheat comes in the field. 

Anonymous ( 1937 ) 

Anonymous ( 1940 ) 

, Anonymous ( 1941 ) 

Anonymous ( 1944 ) 

Ashton, T. (1946) 

Balali Rao, T. K. 
( 1948 ) 

BOlle, R. D. ( 1932 ) 
(a) 

Bose, R. D., ( 1932 ) 
(b) 

Godunova, P. M. 
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Hl'Ctor, .T. M. 

Huxley, .T. (1940) 
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Art of Gardening in India 

BHANU L. DESAI, B. Ag., F. y. L. A., Dip. C. 

Practice of Gardening in India is as old as Indian Culture. It is neither a 
nodern fad nor a thing of fossilised past to be admired in the archives of Historical 
ollections. The Art of Gardening has progressed from century to century like a . 

mighty Banyan tree, which lost its main trunk but produced millions. of aerial 
roots and handed them over to posterity as gigantic trees to carryon the eternal 
functions of life and multiplication. 

Father Time has erased the original traces of Garden design and planting 
of the past, but hereditary religious and social practices, Sanskrit scriptures and 
old architecture stand witnesi) to love of human beings for delicate, sweet-scented 
flowers and nourishing lucious fruits. Above all, the urge to master Nature and to 
bring the precious things of wild forests to homes and villages or cities, have done, 
more than enough to keep alive tho art of gardening in all ages and all countries. 

It is not possible to say who laid out the first garden or who made the 
first lotus pond for the pining "Naika" of Kalidas and Bana, to drown her 
sorrow in the pool of red and white lilies. But one can easily follow intersting 
re1erances to large gardens and water reservoirs in Mahavansa a book written in 
Pali language in Ceylon. As a matter of fact, the year 563 B. C. , the year of Lord 
Buddha's birth, may be taken as a starting point for the recorded history of 
gardening. The symbolic Lotus of Buddha, displayed in its thousand petals is 
another example of gardening, taking an important place in religious life of India. 
The old ruins of Buddhist monastaries of Runaveli in Ceylon, the wall paintings 
in ancient temples in Java, and also the teachings of Ashoka inscribed on lOcks, 
show how important the trees, the flowers, and the water courses were in old days 
when people of this country sought Peace and Happiness in the preachings of 
Lord Buddha. 

But, let us turn our footsteps from the land of Nirvana to that of Romance 
where Kalidas, Bhas, Shree Harsha, Bana and Bhavbhuti, the giants of Sanskrit 
literature poured out a continuous stream of immortal poetry and prose. As many 
know, the date of Kalidas is a matter of controversy. However many students of 
literature agree that Kalidas wrote his plays during the reign of King Vikrama of 
Ujjaini about 57 B. C. It is also believed that he was a contemporary of Horace 
and Virgil. Abhijnan Shakuntalam, a precious jewel amongst Sanskrit plays 
written by Kalidas is full of word pictures of many exquisite gardens. where young 
girls used to water their favourite plants 'and where large lotus leaves used to 
float amongst dancing lilies agitated by the cool evening breeze over a pond of 
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artistic design. The garden popularly known as Udyana, Upavana, or Pushpa 
Karandaka, was invariably a favourite rendezvours of young lovers, as is it now. 
Bowers of flowering creepers covered the marble seats (shila pattakam) so 
convenientlv placed in the nooks and corners of an old garden in a king's palace 
compound, where the lovely maidens of Sanskrit poets used to fan away their 
anxious moments by means of lotus leaves bigger than the full moon! Very often 
the keeper of these gardens would be a woman, who took keen interest in the 
w!3lfare of trees, birds and pets like deer. 

People planted their trees in rows, as they do now, forming long shady 
avenues, and laid out orchards of Uango trees (Amra Vana and Amra Kunja) and 
other fruits like plantain and cocoanuts, and took great care to irrigate, ami 
manure th~m. We find similar references in Megha,dutl1 by Kalidas, and Svapana 
Vasavdattam and Pratimanatakam, by Bllasa, who thrived in those days in Nor. 
them India. During that period of culture and refinement the art of gardening 
was not necessarily confined to the North. In South, King Shudraka mentions 
tiome interesting developments in garden craft. Mrichhakatikum by the same 
author is full of references to ingenious devices for lifting, spraying and distrihu
ting water in the gardens. Very probably they were the fore runners of water 
wheels and fountains of the modern age. 

Skipping over five centuries after king Shudraka, we come acrosS the 
. works of Shree Harsha, Bana and Bhavbhuti. Priyadarshika and Kaganandam 

and Harsha give us greater details of garden desi~n. The trees were grouped and 
creepers were f<egregated and the places were named according to tne plant mate· 
tial grown there or the purpose for which they were utilised. Thus, in those days 
places like Chandan a Lata griha (bower of Sandal wood), Manmathouyan (garden 
of Cupid) or Samudragrihakam (sea-side pavilion), became popular haunts for the 
people and the princes alike. 

Bana, the prolific writer, gifted with great descriptive talent. who flourished 
betwe8n the end of the sixth century and middle of the seventh century has given 
us many picturesque accounts of gardens, pleasant rockeries, artificial wat~r cour
ses, ever revolving peacock fountains, and unending Tamala avenues. While 
mentioning the superb constructions of Showcr houses (Dh'tragriha) and Arctic 
pavilions (Himagriha) Bana bewitches his readers with his masterly descriptions. 

After Bana, between 745 to 1150 A. D. the Sanskrit literature gathered 
unprecedented momentum and Sanskrit plays, poetry and prose appeared in great 
bulk penned by various wellknown and obscure writers. Almost all the works 
contained some reference to one or the other phase and aspect of gardening. 

But, the art of gardE'ning was finally crystalised and cornered in an acade
mic frame by King Somdev of South India, in his "Abhilashitartha Chintamani" 
during eleventh century. Eventually in the 13th century, Sarangadhar who livca 
ill the Xorth, while king Hamira reigned, classified and placed this interesting art 
on an independe~t, footing. He devotE'd a separate section to this craft and called 
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it "Vrikshayurveda" in his useful treatise named "Sarangadhar paddhati". It 
may be that whatever Sa,rangadhar propounded in this book, may not wholly be 
true in the light of th~ latest botanical researches, and may not fit in the eJastio 
theory and practice of modern Landscape designing. Yet, one should not under
rate the importance of such an illuminating legacy. 

When we think of present day gardens in India, we instinctively feel the 
foreign influence in their design and layout. This influence is not attributed 
exclusively to anyone European school of Landscape gardening. 

In the year 1494 A. D. Babar arrived in rich and prosperous India to esta
blish his Moghul Empire. He did not come to loot and plunder the country as 
his predecessors Taimur Lang, 1Iohmad of Gazni or Shahbuddin Ghori did. As 

~ 
Babar was anxious to develop his new home, he brought some of the nicest things 

. of Art and Culture from his country. The art of gardening was one of them. 
The gardens laid out from the beginning of his reign to the end of the l\foghul 
Empire were more or less, repetitions or rellections of Persian gardens, with chan· • 
ges in tlle plant material to suit the climatic and geoligical conditions of this 
country, though, in many instances the layout rarely suited the topographical 
features of the place. Thi:s treatment for new gardens gave birth to an individu
alistic design in garden art which came to be known later on as the l\Ioghul 
gardening. 

The ::\foghul gardens were invariably enclos('.Ai by a wall. Water flowed 
in the canals more to please the eyes than to nourish the plants. Generally paths 
ran parallel to the canal so that the person walking there could see and admire 
the beauty of the coloured pavement, of marble, through the crystal clear water. 
The entrance through the gates of the enclousers tihough big was artistically 
constructed. Through them one could see the long water courses terminating at 
8 pavilion with marble seats. These were generally used by people to observe 
the play of sparkling fountains in the twilight. Tbe )[oghul gardens in those 
days were not considered complete without a few Jasmine creepers, or roses, 
People, then went in more for scented flowers rather than for decorative ones. 
Some of these gardens contained grape wines pomagranates, mangoes and even 
sugarcane, growing luxuriently. Thus, they had an aesthetic as well as an utili
tarian aspect. Curiously enough, certain of these Moghal gardens were related 
to the Tudar garden in their scheme for planting, building of towers on the gar
den wall or designating the summer houses. Usually the permanently built flower 
beds were of geometrical patterns, popularl,v known as parterres, whi.ch were 
constru2ted nearer the main building or along the water channels. The trees ran 
right across the whole area till their branches swung over the walls exciting the 
curiosity of the pas~ers-by, 

It will not be out of place to mention few of the famous gardens created 
by the )Ioghal Emperors from 1494 to 1707 A. D. Babar (1494-1531) built Ram 
Bagh and Zora Bagh at Agra, besides two gardens Bagh-i-Wafa and Bagh-i-Kilan 
near Kabul. Only one garden at Delhi goes to the credit of Emperor HumaYUIi 

\ 
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(1531-1556). During almost haifa centnry of Akbar's reign (1505-1605) gardens 
at Fatehpur Sikri and Sikandra were constructed and a garden named Kisim Bagh 
was laid out in Kashmir. Jehangir (1605-1628) had more vision and imagination 
than his predecessors in selecting his garden sites. He laid out famous Nishat 
and Shalimar and much less known Acchibal and Verinag Gardens in Kashmir. 
Moreover he built a good garden called Dil-khush Bagh at Lahore and another, 
near the tomb of I'tomed-ud-doulah at Agra. Shahjehan, the most romantic of 
the Moghal Emperors (1628-1658) following in his father's footsteps constructed 
Shalimar Bagh at Lahore and Delhi. He was the creator of Taj Gardens at Agra 
and Fort gardens of Delhi. He also created the Dara Shukoh garden at Delhi. 
Aurangzaib (1658-1707) having a relegious turn of mind got a garden prepared 
in the main mosque at Lahore, besides Cho Burj Bagh, ~awa Kot and Pinjore 
gardens. Many of these gardens exist till today but that ancient glory, splendour 
and beauty of form have become a thing of the past, excepting in some of the 
gardens in Kashmir. Kashmir the natural garden of India, with its lakes and 
rivulets and wealth of scenic beauty has continued to nourish the one and only 
Shalimar, the child of Jehangir's fan(;y, which earned for itself the oft quoted 
phrase "Gar Firdos bar rube Zaminast, Haminast, Haminast, Haminast." The 
usual trend of people to imitate the ruler was as strong in those days as it is today 
and it is no wonder if old gardens of Moghals were imitated by small states like 
Jaipur, Udaipur and Jodhpur in Rajputana. The inquisitive amongst us need 
not go farther than Shanwar Wada in our home town, to find the traces ofl\IoghaJ 
design in gardening. 

The modern English gardens emerged successfully from the imbroglios of 
Italian, Dutch, French, German and even Chinese and Japanese style of Land
scape Gardening. Laurels for the latest and consistent method, of Informal or 
~aturalistic and artistic garden designing go to a coach paint,er named William 
Kent ( 1700) who not being very successful in his own line, took to priesthood 
for some time. Another gardener Joseph Praxstone, improved and developed this 
art of gardening ill 1826 A. D. :Many other landscape designers continued to carry 
on the work of creating tasteful gardens till the end of 10th cent,ury. From the 
beginning of this century, an eminent landscape architect Thomas Mawson, has 
been preaching and practising this art remarkably well. It is not surprising that 
ent,husiast,ic students of this art have tried to influence the present day ga.rdening 
in India. 

The landscape architect Sir Edward Lutyen of thc Viceregal House at 

New Delhi, while modernising the frontage, has tried to imbibe the exquisiteness 

of the Moghal art. 'rhus, the rear of the main building overlooks a modified and 

perhaps a better version of the Moghal garden, but, somehow or other it is wan·, 

ting in that spirit wbich floats about imperceptibly in any of the old gardens of 

the Great lIbghals. "Vrindavan" gardens at Mysore, also, manifest the import. 

ance of rnnning water in garden, and the electrically illuminated sprays of innu

merable fountains present the ('harm of a drf'am land. 
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In many places the tendency of the present day gardener is to IItY out gard
ens irrespective of any tbought for a definite style or method of gar.: ening. He 
TouJd borrow the idea of a pool from here, of a statue from there, of bower design 
or a. path way from Mr. X's garden, seat or a gate post from Mrs. Y's compound. 
The result is a confusion of ideas and clash of styles. This cbaotic and painful 
picture does not end here, it goes farther. The planting material is equally. 
inharmonious. Sheth A insists on having the" Fountain tree under his bed room 
window. Mrs. B likes to see the red roses planted in the pink geranium beds, and 
Rao Bahadur or Khan Saheb C, must have tuberoses on his terraces on tbe second 
floor! Thus the poor piper has to play to his master's tune! There are exceptions 
aiso to this state of affairs and well-laid, sensible and sometimes artistically 
erea\ed gardens give us a pleasant surprise. 

Pineapple Culture in Western India 

By 

S. R. GANDHI, M. Ag. ( Bombay) * 

The pineapple is one of the finest and most delicious fruits that is widely 
cultivated throughout the moist tropical regions of the world. It takes an unus
ua.lly high rank amongst the fruits as an all round source of vitamins. . Its juice 
heing rich in sugar is able to furnish a food of high energy value. It also contains 
mineral salts and acids of great importance to human health. 

Climate:- In India, pineapples are grown on a very small scale especially 
III wet tropical regions of Assam, Bengal and on the west and east coast of the 
peninsula. In Bombay Province its cultivation is found in Konk"c~' and South 
Gujerat on the coast on a narrow strip of country within 10 miles from the sea 
where thc climate is warm and humid. The further inland climate is unsuitable, 
It does not stand low temperatures and is killed outright by frost. It thrives 
well in coastal tracts of Konkan receiving .1)0 to 125 inches of rainfall and where the 
temperatures range from 70° to 90Q F. On South Gujerat Coast where the climate 
is more severe and less humid than in Konkan, pineap ) les are required to be 

... Horticulturist to the Goverll'ment, B. P. PooDa 5. 
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grown under the shade of mango trees. In addition to furnishing to the plants 
marked protection from cold, the shade prevents excessive evaporation from the 
soil and the foilage of the plants, thus conserving the moisture which is so essent· 
ial for the well-being of the plant especially in the hot weather: In parts of the 
tropics such as the Hawiian isla.nds and the Malaya ( Singapore) where the pine. 
apple is extensively grown and canned for export, the ra.in is very uniformly distr· 
ibuted throughout the year. In these conditions, it is cultivated as a rain fed 
crop and does not require any artificial irrigation. Parts of peninsular India, on 
both coasts which get the advantage of two monsoons, south-w3st and north.east, 
are more suitable for growing pineapples as a rainfed crop than the west coast of 
Bombay Province which gets only thc South~west monsoon from June to Septem. 
ber and where the climate remains dry from October to l\iay. The pineapple, the· 
refore, is nec3ssarily an irrigated crop in Bombay PlOvince. Unfortunately, the 
whole region of the sea coast in this province is notoriously deficient in undergro· 
und water and probably this is one of the principal reasons why inspite of a favo-, 
urable climate the pineappl~ cultivation has not made much headway in Konkan. 
The total area at present under pinpapple in Bombay Province, according to the 
Agricultural returns of 1947 is 60 acres only, but, it is hoped that with better 
i[,rigation facilities that Government contemplates to provide to the public under 
" The Grow More Food Campaign", the cultivation of this fruit will be attempted 
on a much larger scale in the near future. 

Structure of the pineapple plant :-The pineapple plant is very different 
from other fruit trees. In fact, it is not a tree at all. It is merely a small her. 
baceus plant consisting of a short stout stem with roots directly attached and surro. 
unded by a whorl of long narrow stiff leaves standing from two to three feet high. 
The fruit is borne on a stalk about an inch in diameter which is a prolongation of 
the main stem. The pineapple plant is extremely shallow-rooted and the roots do 
not extend more than a foot or so around the base. A peculiar characteristic of 
the pineapple is its second root system which develops from the leafaxils above 
ground. The buds in the axils of lower leaves develop into aerial roots which 
extend into the cuplike reRervoirs made by the channel like leaves clasping the 
stem. It is proved that the soil roots of the pineapple seem largely for anchorage 
and to enable the plant to develop sufficient growth in its initial stages but later 
gro'wth seelllS to depend largely on the axillary l'Oot system, as it is these root! 
which are capable of utilising the moisture in the air and also the rain to the fullest 
extent. The channel like leaves, catch and conduct the slightest rainfall or mor . 

. ning dew into the cups or reservoirs from where the axillary roots easily feed. 
This peculiar st·nICture of the pineapple suggests that we can replace the expensivl 
soil irrigation to some extent by spraying the plants lightly by means of a hand 
sprayer off and on during the hot weather. Also, it is possible to give manurial 
or remedial sprays very effectively to the pineapple by this method. 

Propagation:- The pineapple is commonly propagated vegetatively fron 
leafy shoots which arise on the mother plant. These leafy shoots are called rat. 
oons, suckers, slips or crowns as described in the following illustration:-
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Fig. 1.-Parts of a pineapple planli.-
( 1 ) Soil roots; (2) ratoon; (3) 

main plant stem with leaves stripped 
off' to I!Ihow a.xillary roots on the lower 
portion; ( 4:) sucker; (5) fruit stalk; 
( 6 ) slip; ( 7) fruit; {8) crown slip; 
(9) crown. 

Ratoons are shoots formed on the stem below the soil level. Suckers are 
moots produced in the axils of leaves on the stem above ground. Slips are shoots 
that spring up from the stem immediately below the fruit. Slips may arise just 
below the crown of the fruit and in that case they are called crown slips. The 
lea.fy crown of the fruit can itself be severed from the fruit and can be used for 
propagation. 

For all practical purposes, however, the suckers and slips are the most 
-oommon and convenient means of propagating pineapples. Iu Bombay Province. 
llowever, mostly Buckers are used for propagation. 

Soils :- Pineapples can be successfully grown on BOils which · are well. 
draiaed and have plenty of organic matter and from wbere iron supply to the plant 
ia easily available. The laterite soils found all over Konkan are best suited to 
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the pineapple culture. Sandy, alluvial soils can also be utilised for pineapples. 

Sticky clay soils and soils with a high percentage of limo should be avoided. The 
pineapple being extremely surface rooted a soil aboufa foot in depth m~y even 

serve the purpose provided the subsoil is well-drained, 

Varieties :- A local type of pinea,pp1e (Mauritions) b~longing to the 
Spanish group (laS been long under cultivation in Konka,n and South of Surat. The 

fruit is very s~all; the flesh is white, sweet but harel, fibrous and not very juicy . 
. -

The two exotic varieties recently introduced in Bombay Province are "Kew" 
or " Smooth Cayenne" and" Queen". 

The" Kew " or "Smooth Cayenne" is the world famous canning pineapple 
cultivated on an extensive scale in the Hawaiin Islands. The fruit is large, 8 to 
10 Ibs. in weight and on ripening assumes a very attractive golden yellow colour. 
The flesh is light yellow, rich in flavour and extremely juicy; the eyes are broad 
and flat. The leaves are spineless and hence the name "Smooth Cayenne ". 
The plant reproduces itself slowly and puts out very few suckers and slips. 

Queen :--The Queen is the leading variety in Singapore. The fruit is 

characterised by yellowish flesh which is sweet and rich in flavour. The eyes point 

upwards from the sides. Leaves are spiny. The fl'mt does not weigh more than 

4 Ibs. It produces a good number of suckers a.nd slips. 

Planting and Aftercare :--The land should be broug ht to a fine tilth by 
ploughing and harrowing during the hot weather in April and ]\fay and divided into 
flat. beds with proper irrigation channels and drains. The beds then should be 
manured with well rotted farm yard manure or leafmbuld at the rate of 30 cart. 
loads per acre. Planting may be done during or after rains. Growers especially 
in very heayy rainfall tracts prefer to plant after rains from September 
to Xovemher. 

Before planting, the planting material, either suckers or slips should nece· 
f'sarily be cured by stripping of their basal leaves to a length of a bout an inch on 
the stem, and trimming the lower ends of the stems with a sharp knife and drying 
them in the sun for about three days. After trimming and stripping, the tenner 
surfaces thus esposed are cured in the snn by standing the planting material upside 
down. If this curing is not done and the suckers planted with their 10WI'r leaves 
nnstripped, they may seriously suffer from a disease called base-rot -and die soon 
A.fter plant,ing. The stripping of lower leaves also facilitates the initial rooting of 
soil roots on the exposed stem. 
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FIG- 2 
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Pig. 2. How the stripping and trimming of a suoker is done. (1) An unstripped 
sucker; (2) a stripped and trimmed sucker. 

Suckers of pineapple are planted 3 ft. apart each way. A" planting rope" 
with markers to show the position for each plant is stretched down the row and 
three to four inch deep holes are made by means of an iron hook. This planting 
iron is thrust into the soil with a quick push of the right hand to open up a hole 
and as it is withdrawn the left hani thrusts the exposed stem of the sucker into the 
hole 80 formed. The moist soil is then pressed around the stem. The suckers 
ahould never be planted too deep for if the soil should get into the centre of the 
plant, it would choke the apical growth which would rot and would eventually die. 

An acre of land will acoommodate 4,850 suckers (Queen variety) spaced: 3 
feet apart. The "Kew" or " Smooth Cayenne" being & larger variety is given 3. 
ft. SPacini and therefore 3,556 sllokers are required per acre. 
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In general, crowns, slips and suckers appear to produce the same plant chao 
racteristics, the chief difference being in the time taken to reach maturity. The 
crowns generally require nearly two years to mature a fruit whilo slips take about 
20 to 22 months and suckers 15 to 18 months. The time taken by a SlIcker to 
mature its fruits will also depf'nd upon its age when it, was planted. Generally 3 to 
4 months old sUf'kers are preferred for planting. 

A top dressing of fish manure is given to 'the plants at the rate of 3500 lbs. 
per acre in two doses, in the 3rd and 5th month after planting. Six months after 
planting, the plants will have sufficiently grown and at this stage they should be 
earthed up in the bl'ds and irrig~ted through the· furrows thus made between the 
ridges at a weeks' interval throughout the dry weather till the commencement of 
the following monsoon. If the water in the well is not plentiful and if it is not pass' 
ible to give full waterings at n~gular intervals in the later part of the hot weather, 
a light spraying of water by llleans of a hand sprayer will serve the purpose a~ 

wf'll as explained elsewhere in this article. 

During the COl1r"e of growth, the plants give out 1\ number of suckers and 
slips. An endeavour should be made to keep only t.wo suckers to every mother 
plant and the rest should be removed when they are six inches high. So also the 
slips, as they ariRe should 'be nipped off when at least three inehes high .. Unwan· 
ted young s1lckers and slips removed from the plant may be planted in a nursery 
to grow bigger in size so 11S to be useful for opening new plantation w hen rcq~jrdd. 
It is observed that suckers that arise high up on the mother plant have a tendency 
to lodge on account of weight of the fruit. It is, therefore, neeessary to encourage 
the development of suekers from the basal portion of the plant by removing, from 
the beginning those situated higher np. It iR these suckers and ratoons that will 
be r·;)tained to continue the plantation and replaee the mother plants I'or yielding 
sllccessive crops in the same land after the first plant crop is harvested. Only 
'one fmit is;produ~ed on the first or plant-crop on its main a.xis, and succeedirig 
frnits mllst be produced hy, the suckers that are left behind by the mother. After 
the plant.erop is harvested, the stalk of the mother plant withers and the strength 
of the parent plant iR thrown into suckers which therefore develop more rapidly 
than a new plaJ1tinl-!;. 

Harvesting:-It ta.kes about 12 to 16 months for the plant-crop to produce 
the fruit and 3 to 4 months more to mature it. A reliable sign of ascertaining the 

maturity of the fruit is that the eyes which are more or le.'!s angula.r in the initll.l 

stages get flattened in the cC'ntre and bulged at the sides and the colour of the 

fruit begins to tum yellow. The fruit is harvested with 2" to 3" of the stalk 

attached to it otherwise it has the tendency to rot at the core. The fruit stalk is 

brittle and can easily be '!napped from the base of the fruit by grasping the crown 

., as Q, ~alldle. A{ter gathering the fruits, the mother plants should be cut clol8 

leaving tW'l bottom s.1,lckers to develop and give crops in the follo:wil1g year. 
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The main harvesting season is from May to July. In KOllkan, two main 
crops occur during the year with the first major crop in May to July and the se
cond minor crop in November and December. The first crop is nearly to·thirde 
of the total number of plants in the area. From the second year onwards as 
many as twice that number or even more can be harvested. The first plant crop 
of the pineapple (Queen Variety) yields 10,000 to 12,0001bs. of fruit per acre. 
Every successive crop may yield 20,000 to 25,vOO lbs. per acre due to retention of 
two suckers in each place. The "Kew" variety being much larger in size may 
yield double this crop. The treatment of the plantation in subsequent years con
'lots in manuring them with farm yard manure in the beginning of the monsoon, 
pving a top dressing of fish manure at the end of rains in September, removing 
ullwant"ed suckers or slips, earthing up plants in October and irrigating the orchard 
at proper intervals. The dose of fish manure may alISo be increased in proportion 
to the increased yield due to the doubling of the number of plants per acre from 
the second year. 

It is not possible to continue the p)a,ntation in the same land for more than 
five years as the crop deteriorates due to exhaustion of the soil. 

Suckers for planting can be had from the Government Farms at Kumta 
(Xorth Kanara), Ratnagiri, Kosbad (Thana) and Gandevi (Surat). 

Recent Developments in the Insecticidal Control of 
Certain Important Insects Injurious to Fruit 

Crops in the Bombay Province 

By 

G. M. TAl.GERI, B. SC. ( Agri. ) Hons. * 

Introduction 

The advent of new iasecticides like I1DT (Dichlorodiphenyl trichloroethane), 
BHO ( Benzene hexachloride) and other chlorinated hydrocarbons, has marked a 
new era. in the development of agricultural pest control. In fact, these have given 
II new approach to the problem of jn~ect contIol and revolutionised the time 
---- ----------,--

"" Entomological officer ill eharge Co..ordiuated scheme for testa with DDT, BHC and 
",~er insectieitles in India, Bombay Province. 
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honoured pra.ctices of controlling various pests. The experiments with these new 
inseciicides are being carried out in all the agricultural countries of the world. 
In India, Bombay Province as usual has taken a. lead in launching certain schema'! 
\0 test the efficacy of these insecticidal chemicals against a. wide range of! 
agricultural pests, which endanger the food production, food preservaiion and 
ultimately affect the food economy of the country. At a time when the 
·country is facing food deficit, it is all the more important to save the food crops 
of every kind from the ravages of insect foes. The same analogy holds true even 
with regard to the production of fruits, which form a part and parcel of our daily 
diet. Likewise, the need for saving the fruit crops from insect enemies, haa 
intensified with the increase in the acreage under fruit trees, since the inau.guration 
of the Deccan Canal irrigation system and also with the ceremonious "Tree 
Planting" on auspi cious occasions like the 'Independence Day'. Thus with a view 
to finding out specific control of some important insect pests affecting fruit cropS 
like mango, citrus, pomegrante, guava and grape vine, Investigations with new 
insecticides were carried out by the present writer. The results thus obtained by 
him during the course of his toxicological studies are included in the following 
!'Ihort notes on some important fruit pests along with their tentative cou",ol 
lIlohedules. 

Important fruit pests and their tentative 
control schedules. 

1. Mango jassid hopper ( Idiocerus sp. ) 

Major pest of mango inflorescence in all the mango growing tracts of 
Bombay Province particularly in Ratnagiri, Bulsar ( Surat ), Thana and Dharwar 
Districts. The tiny jassid hoppers are active from December to March. Both 
nymphs and adults feed on the sap of tender leaves and infloreecences. As & 

result, the flowers fall off without setting any fruits. The extent of damage may 
range from 20 to 30 per cent. At times, the damage is 80 severe that it may 
result in the total failure of the crop. These insects secrete a sugary substance 
popularly called' Honey dew' which later developes into sooty mould and thus 
imparts II. bla.ck a ppearance to the plants. 

During the recent investigations carried out by the author, it is observed 
lhat 5% DDT mixed with commercial sulphur in the proportion 1 : 1 as dust, or a 
spray containing 4 Ibs. of 50% wettable DDT in 100 gallons of water has yielded 
oent per cent reduction in hopper popn la tion. Depending upon the availibility 
and easy access to water, spraying or dusting is to be ascertained and the control 
measures advocated accordingly. Normally, about Ii Ibs. dust mixture or 2~ 
gallons spary material would suffice an average sized tree of about 20 ft. height. 

Dust or 8pray schedule: 

( a) (i) If spray is to be advocated, the first application of 0'2% DDT spray 
given above should be made just prior to the first flush of flowering either 
late in NovQmber or early in December. 
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( ii ) The second application should be made about three weeks after the 
first apraying. While giving this application, it is better to mix 4 lbs. of 
wettable. sulphur for every 100 gallons of 0.2% DDT spray so as to safeguard 
against mildew attack. 

( b) ( i ) Where dust treatment is to be advocated, the first application of 
5% DDT-sulphur ( 1 : 1 ) should be made thoroughly soon after the first 
flush of flowering is complete by the middle of December. 

( ii ) The second dusting should follow at least two weeks after the first 
application. 

N. B.:- Should there be any rain following any of the applications, dusting or 
spraying should be repeated accordingly. 

o Mango shoot borer ( Chlumetia transversa w ) 

Active from July to December. Major pest mostly on mango seedling~ 

and grafts in the nursery. The caterpillars bore into the growing shoots 
and tender leaves. As a result the shoots wither and at times the plants may 
even be killed. 

From the experiments conducted by the writer, application of 0.2% DDT 
spray prepared as in the above schedule has proved very beneficial. This 
lipray is incidentally found to be useful in the control of the leaf weblling 
caterpillars and Lymantriid caterpillars infesting the mango trees. 

Spray schedule: 

( i) As soon as the withering of tender leaves is marked on one or two plan!,s in. 
the nursery first application of the above spray s'!:lould be made thoroughly 
after clipping of the withered shoots. 

(ii ) The second application should be made about three weeks after the first 
spraying. During this application, it will be better if pyrocolloid is mixed 
at the rate of 1 lb. in every 100 gallons of 0.2% DDT spray. Since this 
mixture is not compatable •. this should be prepared only at the time of 
application. 

3. Red ants ( Oeyophylla smaragdina F. ) 

These ants are active throughout the year. They do not <:ause direct 
damage to the plants but are indirectly troublesome to the fruit trees like mango, 
citrus, chickoo and guava by harbouring noxious insects like cocoids in their npsts. 
Their enormous numbers and wanderings on the trees affect harvesting adversely. 

From the insecticidal trials carried out by the author it is observed that 

lus~ing a mixture of 5 % BHO, ( Gammexane or hexyclan ) in combination with 
,ulphur in .the propora.tion of 2: 1 or Pyrodust 1500 or 5% DDT-sulphur {2 : I ) 

has yielded very encouraging results. 
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Dust. 8cheiJ,ule : 

( i) The tree trunks and the space around them upto a radius of about 5 
ft. should be thoroughly dusted first with any of the above mixwres. 

( ii) The same mixture is then to be dusted all over the trees and also 
into the nests by piercing them open with the fore-end of the dust gun. 

( iii ) The above items should be repeated after about 2 or 3 weeks in case 
of 5% DDT-sulphur mixture and one week in case of Pyrodust or 5% BRC
sulphur dust ( 2: 1 ). 

4. Pomegranate fruit borer ( Virachola isocrates ) 

Serious pest of pomegranate particularly ill Dholka ( Ahmedabad), Poona, 
Satara and Bijapur Districts of Bombay Province. When plants are in flower or 
when the fruits are about the size of pea nut, the female butterfly lays eggs on 
them. These eggs hatch out and one or two small darkish brown caterpillars enter 
the fruit by boring a hole and thus develop inside the growing fruit. The activity 
of the pest is almost throughout the year since there are two seasons for the crop. 
The extent of damage may range from 30 to 35 %. 

The insecticidal trials oonducted by the author signify that this pest caD 

be very well controlled by two to three sprays containing 4lbs. of 50% wettable 
DDT powder in 100 gallons of water ( i. e. 0.2 % DDT spray). 

Spray scheduk : 

(a) Mid-June to Mid-September: I . 

( i) By the middle of June when the tree is in full blossom the first application 
of O. 2% DDT spray should be given. 

(ii) The second applioation should be made adout 3 weeks after -the fim 
spraying. 

(iii) The third spraying should he made about 3 weeks after the second appli· 
cation. 

( b ) Mid-December to Mid-Maroh. 

(i) The first spraying should be given by the middle of December. Ca.re ehouJd 

be taken to wet all the floral parts and leaves. 

(ii) The second applioation of spray should be made about ~hree weeks after 

the first. 

(iii) The third spraying should follow within 3 weeks after the second a.ppli. 
cation. 

5. Lemon butterfly (Papilio demoleus Linn) 

Occasionally a serious pest on the leaves of different citrus varieties. Eggs 
are laid on the leaves and the caterpillar stage is &lso passed feeding on the lea. 
ves. The green caterpillars when full fed often travel long distances and pupate 
hanging from the branches. 
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From the recent experiments it is observed that So spray containing I lb. 
ofpyrocolloid and 4 lbs. of 50%DDT wettable in 100 gallons of water has been 
found to be VElJ"y effective against these caterpillars. 

Spray schedule: 

(i) The first application should be made-when the- young green ca.terpillel'J! 
appear on the leaves in the nursery or in the orchard. 

(ii) The secQnd spraying should be given about. 3 weeks after the first one 
if found necessary. 

6. Citrus leaf miner (Phyllocnistis citrella S.) 

A major pest of citrus leaves and twigs all over the citrus growing distri. 
cts of the Bombay Province. Activity of this pest is from April to October. The 
larvae mine the leaves of citrus plants especially those which are young or are in 
the nurseries. They feed on the mesophyll leaving two epidermal layers intact 
and thus give rise to transparent galleries. The infected leaves get distorted, dry 
up and fall of and thus the vitality of the whole plant is seriously affected 
Sometimes the larvae mine under the epidermis of young green twigs also. 

Recent insecticidal trials carried out by the author show that a. spray 
containing 1 lb. of nicotine sulphate 40% 4 lbs. soap and 4 lbs. 50% wettable DDT 
in 80 gallons of water has proved very effective in controlling this pest. 

Spray 3ChedUle: 

( i) Early in April or late in May when the freshly emerged larvae are 
seen, the first application of the above spray should be made. 

( ii) The second spraying should follow at least three weeks after the first 
application. 

(iii) If the attack persists, subsequent sprayings should be given at an 
interval of 4 weeks. 

7. Citrus aphid ( Toxoptera aurantii B. ) 

One of the important ma.jor pests. Although active throughout the year 
its severity is marked from October to February. These aphids are mainly found 
on the leaves and tender shoots of citrus. Both adults and nymphs feed on the 
sap of growing shoots and leaves. As a result the leaves become badly curled 
and at times etiolated. In severe cases of attack the ripening of the fruit is 
slowed down. 

By way of control, the recent investigation shows that a spray containing 
I lb. nicotine sulphate 40% and 4 lbs. soap in 80 gallons of water is much superior 
to that of new insecticides like DDT or BHC against this pest. However pyro 
colloid diluted 1 : 800 has also yielded a high mortality. 

Spray- schedule: 

( i) By the middle of October when the aphids btart appearing in a pest 
form, the first spray of nicotine sulphate or PyrocoUoid should be given. 
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( ii) The second application should follow within a week a.fter the first 
.praying. 

( iii) The subsequent sprays if r3quired should be given at a week's 
interval. 

8. Slug caterpillar ( Parasa It-pilla C ) 

Sporadic minor pe"t of citrus and mango in Ahmednagar, Poon" and Dbar. 
war Districts. The caterpillars feed on soft p'uts of leaves in the early stage. 
Later on the entire leaves are eaten up and the trees are defoliated completely. As 
a result of defoliation, the fruits remain undeveloped. The pest is active from mid 
September to mid December. Working in the infested orchards becomes an irk· 
some job owing to· the irritation caused by their hairs on the skin of the workers. 

Th.e recent insecticidal trials conducted by the author reveal that a spray 
containing lIb. pyrocolloid and 3/4 lb~. of 50% DDT wettable powder in 2C 
gallons of water has controlled the pest very effectively. 

Spray schedule: 

( i) The first application of the spray should be made during SeptembOI 
-October when the caterpillars appear sporadically. . 

( ii) The subsequent sprays should range at an interval of t weeks, 
. should the infestation become severe. 

9. Guava mealy bugs ( Pult'inaria psidii M ) 

SpeCific pest of guava all over the Bomday province. Both adults a.nd 
nymphs feed on the sap of growing shoots and in severe cases the growth of the 
plant is considerably checked. The pest is active practically throughout the 
year. 

Recent experiments show that a spray containing -1 lb. fish oil rosin soap 
and! lb. 20%DDT emulsion in 4 gallons of water can control the pest very. 
effectively. The f'ame spray is also found to be useful in the control of mango 
scale insects (Aspidiotus destructor) and citrus scale insects ( Chrysompholus and 
PseudococcU8 sp.). 
Spray schedule: 

; (. i), Two sprayj.ngs at one week's interval should be given preferably 
before the monsoon sets in during July depending upon the incidence of 
the pest. 

( ii) Two applications at one week's interval should be given as winter 
sprays' after November. 

10 The shoot and bark borer ( Arbela tetmonis M ) 

Serious pest of guava, citrus, pomegranate and mango trees, found' all 
the- year ronneL The female moth lays eggs under loose bark elr in some ere· 
vices and the· freshly hatched la.rva bores intoQ the' stem ·and~bark. It moves 
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about in a gallery of powdered bark and silk, feeds on the bark and also enters the 
stem. As a result, the tree puts on a sickly appearance and ultimately it may 
even die. 

By way of control injecting the borer solution containing 2 parts of 
('arbon bi-sulphide with one part each of chloroform and creosote, is found to 
kill the larvae of the borer quite effectively. The same solution is found effective 
,'gainst the grub of mango stem borer. ( Batocera rubus ) 

Treatment schedule: 

( i) Scrape off the webbings and galleries and ascertain the live bU1'rows. 

(ii) Inject the solution only into such of the suspectcd crevices or holes. 

( iii) Repeat the above items at least once in a fortnight. 

N. B.:- In ca.se the solution is not avaih\.ble even petrol ean be used. 

11. Fruit fly ( Ohaetodacus sp. ) 

Occabsionally a serious pest of -guava, citrus and mango. The fly lays eggs 
II' means of its piercing ovipositor under the rind of the fruit when it is about to 
ipen. Within a few days the eggs hatch and the young maggots start feeding on 
mit pulp. The infested fruits can be recognized even at an early stage of attack 
Iy the presence of a rotten patch round the place of oviposition. As the maggots 
:row, this patch extends and the fruit falls down and becomes entirely useless for 
ilUman consumption. 

By way of control, a spray bait containing 1 oz. tartar emetic and 24 ozs. 
llgerry in 20 lbs. of water can be recommended. 

,'reatment schedule: 

( i) When the fruit is about to ripen in March, spray such of the foliage 
that is facing the sun, with the above bait mixture. 

( ii) Destroy the :fA.Ilen infested fruits by burning them into small pits. 

(iii) Repeat item No.1 immediately after item No.2 and also once a week. 

12, Grape vine beetle ( Scelodonta strigicollis Mot) 

Seasonally serious pest in the pruned vineyards of Nasik, Nagar, Poona and 
Bijapur districts of the Bombay Province. It is singularly monophagous on grape 
vine, even though it is found to scrape the lower surface of the leaves of pangara 
(Erythrina indi£a). The Ilmall adult flea beetle popularly known as Udadya, causes 
considerable damage to pruned vines especia.lly after October pruning .. It is 
active from April to November. Eggs are la.id under the ba.rk of the vine. 
The pest passes its grub stage feeding on the roots f<v 5 to 6 weeks and pupates in 
the soil in an earthen cell. Within a week's time the adult beetle emerges out of 
the pupa The adult when disturbed, falls down, lies motionless and feigns death. 

This habit was therefore til/ken advantage of in deVising the "Umbrella 
method" by the author. An ordinary nmbrella was inverted and the insidt' wal'! 
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wetted with 'kerosenised water. Vines were shaken holding this inverted umbrella 
underneath each vine. The beetles thus dropped into the umbrella were thrown 
in drums coated with sticky substance inside and half filled with kerosenised 
water. This method could be followed with great success in the early 
mornings of September before October pruning. 

But the recent insecticidal trials conducted by the writer show that the pest 
can be brought under control by two or three sprayings of DDT-Bordeaux 
mixture prepared by mixing 4 Ibs. of 50 % DDT wettable powder in 100 gallons 
of Bordeaux mixture ( 3: 3: 50) which is already used again&t downy mildews. 

Sp'f'ay schedule: 

( i) The first application of DDT-bordeaux mixture should be made 
within a week after pr'uning ill October and also in April. 

(ii) The second spraying should follow within two weeks of the first 
application. 

( iii) The third application should invariably be made about two weeks 
'after the second'spraying. 

N. B.:- The addition of DDT-wettable to Bordeaux mixture should be done 
just prior to its application. Should rain follow any of the treatments, they are 
to be repeated accordingly. 

Cassava Growing in Zanzibar 

By 

YU6UF O. K. HASSANIA, F. sc. (Agrl.) class 

Many of us in this college are unaware of the fact that cassava is One or 
the most valuable food products. As potatoes form the chief diet of the Irish, so 
does cassava form the staple food of the East Africans. Being one of the most 
favoured foods, it is extensively cultivated in Zanzibar and the coastal area. of 
East Africa. 

Cassava or Maniobe as it is sometimes called, was first introduced proba. 
bly from Latin America by the Portugese who, soon after their conquest of the 
islands of Zanzibar and Pemba, .found that the climatic conditions and soil were 
well suited for the production of this crop. 
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"Muhogo" is the name given to this crop by the Ea.st Africans but its 
Botanical name is Manihot aipi. It is a small plant attaining a heigt of 6 to 8 
:'eet and it is in the roots that the valubale starchy food is stored. These tube
rous roots are usually It feet long but sometimes under favourable conditions 
they even attain a lenth of 3 feet. 

Cassava bears small fruits, but it is propogated by cuttings of the stem. 
In the island of Zanzibar, the most popular mode of cultivation is "Matuta" i. e., 
ridges in which the cuttings of the cassava stem are planted. 

It is very interesting to note that in Zanzibar people do not pay anything 
to the landlords or the Government for the land in which they grow their food 
products. Zanzibar is a country which has specialised in the cultivation of cloves 
and hence the landlords do not pay much attention to the production of food 
<tuffs. The plantation owners, therefore, allow their labourers and people living 
in their plantations to grow cassava, sweet potatoes, banana and such other food 
products, without asking them to pay rent. This method seems very peculiar. 
however, according to the tradition it still exists. 

An ordinary cultivator g~ts from two to ten acres of land, and with hand 
labour grows food products which not only provide him with every day necessi
ties of life but even clothes and some cash. 

When cassava is to be grown, the land has first to be cleared of all weeds 
by uprooting them with a "Jembe"--a sort of spade with a long handle. The 
weeds and other undesirable plants are then burnt and the ashes mixed with the 
soil. Sometimes they are allowed to dry and then buried under the ridges. The 
moist soil of the ridges causes them to rot and thereby provide manure. No other 
manure is used in the cultivation of cassava. When ridges are ready, the culti
vator cuts from green stems of cassava six to eight inches pieces which include 

. three to four internodes. The cuttings are then planted on the top .of the ridge 
with a regular interval of 3 feet. In between these cuttings sweet potatoes are 
planted. Within 15 days the cuttings strike roots and the leaves are borne. 

Usually early varieties of sweet potatoes are sown along with cassava, so 
that by the time the latter attains a height of about 3 feet, the sweet potatoes 
are ready for harvest. The first weeding is done when the crop is a month old. 
The second weeding is done soon after the harvest of sweet potatoes, and the third 
one when the crop is nine months old. Thus within twelve months the cassava 
crop is ready for harvest. 

There are many local varieties; the most popular of which are "Muhega", 
"Msitu", "Kibange" and "Biti Asumani". Kibange reaches its maturity within 
eight months; and consequently during the last war when early crops were most 
essential to meet th{l food shortage, this variety was preftlrred by the cultivators. 

The cassava roots which are rich in starchy foods ha.ve a thick skin which 
is fed to cattle with some concentrates. Roasting and cooking cassava in cocoanut 
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juice is the usual way in which this food is, utilised. Cassava is also dried and 
powdered to form a flour which is used in the preparation of" Ugali " --a sort of 
-African porridge. The flour is !tlso used in many laundries for starching clothes. 
If the stem is not used for propogating the plant, it serves as fuel when dry. The 
leaves during early stages are used as vegetable which in" swahili "is called 
" Mhhoga Ya Kisambbu." The leaves of the matured plants are fed to cattle as 
green fodder. Cassava has a certain percentage of sugar and is also used in the 
'preparation ot alcohol. 

,. It is certain thatif this crop is acclamatized in our province we may solve 
not only the food problem, but can even supply considerable amount of cattle 
fodder. We may also prepare industrial ~lcohol which would go a great way in 
pa<)ifyhlg the discontented rumbling of the dissatisfied motorists. 

Contributions of Leibig and I-Iaber to Agriculture. 

By 

G. R. KOPPIKAR, B. sc. (Ag'ri.) Class. 

F01d production is the burning problem of to~day that every person rang· 
ing'from the'highest to the lowest status in India is confronted with. Having 
Clearly experienced the pinch of the deficit of food sometimes even to keep the 
souls alive all over India, the present Government have been forced to take certain 
positive steps in the direction of elevating the standard of the yields of crops 
which are at present below par as compared to those in most other countries. 
Certain measures which promise to enable us to achieve this aim are being 
undertaken. In this connection no tiller of tbe soil can pull on with his work 
successfully without the necessa.ry knowledge of certain principles influencing 
agricultUIe and agricultural practices. . , 

The relation ·of chemistry with agriculture snd its influence on agriculture 
in general needs no emphasis. These two are connected with each other with 80 

great an intimacy, that even the concept of agriculture and its practices without 
the applica~ion . of chemistry seems to be beyond imagination. The very singl~ 

fact that plants suffer fatally in the absence of the necessa.ry chemical nutrient 
elements in their vicinity is quite sufficient to prove the undoubwd and indispu. 
tableoominance of t~e knowledge of chemistry in relation to agrioulture. Henoe 

" 
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it necessitates every son of the soil to keep himself familiar with the knowledge 
ofagricultural chemistry. In this connection he would do well to learn, remember 
and bring into actual practice the ('~mtributionR made by scientists which will 
guide him throughout his career as a farmer and enable him to achieve his goal 
of growing more rood as well as preventing the waste of any of the resources 
arailable to him as a farmer. 

One of the leading scientists whose achievements and discoveries have 
been useful t,o agriculture, is the German chemist Baron Leibig. Among the 
rarious of his achievements in chemistry in general, a few which stand in good 
stead to the farmer are enumerated as below. 

Of all those who are notable in their efforts to find out the nutritional 
requirements of plants in general and of economic erops in particular, Leibig 
shares probably the largest amount of credit. His notions and theories in this 
respect came to the ligl:tt in the name of his Mineral Hypothesis. As a result of 
his experiments he came to the conclusion that" plants need to be supplied with 
minerals in order to provide for normal growth". The earlier views held bY' 
,cientists were that humus as such wa;; directly absorbed by plants and that it 
\ras synthesized into plant tissues. Leibig further went on to advocate that 
through the physiological process of photosynthesis, plants obtained their carbon 
requirements from the atmosphere and, therefore, they need certain other elements 
commonly known as ash or ash-constituents which they can absorb from the soil. 
Hence it would be enough to supply the nutrient medium with the required 
minerals only to plants for their necessary growth. 

But this hypothesis suffers from certain limitations and drawbaoks as are 
und by actual practices. In the culture solutions composed of the necess&ry 
Itrient elements for a series of plants, it has been observed that the plants 
[hibit a marked deterioration if they are grown through a number of genera
ons from the seed obtained from the culture plants. This is mainly attributed 
) the absence of certain essential phyto-hormones which are largely and com
,only found in humic manures and soilorgan.ic matter. Low reiiidual effect of 
lCh minera.l mixtures and their inability to serve as a complete manure, low food 
tlue and low keeping quality of the produce due to an increased amount of 
loisture content in .the produce obt11ined in such cultures have greatly been 
~sponsible for the r~striction of this hypothesis in actual practice. However, in 
Ie history of the development of agriculture the hypothesis has attained an 
nportant position due to its suggesting a successful attempt towards an :increased 
roductionoffood, especially of such a nature as can be comsumed early. 

The ~econd achievement advocated by him in an important cultural opera
on is known as I,eibig's Law of Minimum., It claims to be the very base on 
'hich the imp()J:tant practice of manuring stands. Soil, the reservoir of the
utritional elements of plants, is found to contain various of the principle ele
tents exhibiting a range in their individual amount. In such a, ('ondition (alway!! 
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fottnd mostly in all soils) the crop growth is determined by that particular ele· 
ment whi.ch is minimum in amount in the whole lot of the elements. Thus, sup· 
po~g a plLtch of soil contains nitrates to the tl}Oe of 0.6 %, phosphate 0.2 %, and 
potash 0.15 %, it is the potash thatjnfluences the growth of the crop taken on 
that patch of soil. Thw; one should expect to find the growth and the yield of 
the crop in proportion to the amount of potash rather than that of nitrates or 
phosphates. Hence, the right policy in manuring such a plot would be to add 
such a manure as would increase the amount of potash therein because in such 
caliJes, an il'l.cr~ase in the element or elements most deficient in the soil will be 
follow~ qy a proportionate increase in the yielcl of the crop grown on the soil. 

This principle as put forth by Leibig, should find an important place in 
~he( practice of manuring. Before starting the ()ultivation of a particular soil its 
chemical analysis would reveal its actual position and quality regarding the vari. 
PQS. prinoiple elements in it. Accordingly. the choice of such manures as can 
supply the elements present in the soil in the minimum amount can be determined 
\\'\\d tb.~ ~\gb.t 'M\d ~\'.\}n.\}m\\'.?"l p\}l\~"y \'.?"ll b~ P~y",,\ve,d \\\ m\'..l'.'.1~\\,.'f, live, mil V(i.tbJl)lt, 
a,ny wastage of sucb elements as are already present there in sufficient quantities. 

The third principle advanced by Leibig is his theory of Rotation of Crops, 
~hough Leibig is little known as the originator of this theory. Before Leibig, 
D'Candol had interprete d the cause of the lowering of yields in the same crop 
~mltivated every year on the same land. According to him plants secreted certain 
materials through their roots in soil every year, and the material after being 
accumulated beyond a certain limit, would prove to be detrimental to the same 
plants or to the plants of the same nature in their botanical structures. As oppO· 
liIed tp .this, Leibig explained his own theory 'Which has been accepted as more 
desirable than that of D'Candol. According to Leibig, the cause in the lessening 
of yields in such cases, is due to laok of a partiou1ar kind of food or particular 
f&cilities in obtaining the food. The facilities mentioned by him are associated 
with the depth at which the food is stored in soil. Cons~quently it follows 
that the phnts or crops whioh are similar botavically in their nature of growth 
a.nd structures should be properly distributed year after year and they should 
be replaced by such crops as can oreate proper conditions for the former ones 
in connection with the availability of nutrition in such a manner that all these 
crops will find no difficulty in showing a normal growth and in yielding the 
proper amount of produce. 

The significance of the Principle of Rotation of Crops is well established 
and well-known to-day, not only for the advantages that have b'_,en put forth 
by Leibig but for many others also. Thus, it will be of an immense benefit to 
every farmer in carrying on his profession with the desired advantages. 

Another German scientist who came to the help of the farmer in hi! 
profession, though indirectly, but who is very little known to the agriculturist i 
Frit7- Haber. As a chemist his services were lJ}ainly sought for by Germanyia 
the first world war during l!H4-18. Somet,ime after the war broke out, tilt 
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headache of the pressing need for sodium nitrate used for the preparation of 
explosives, drove the German scientists towards finding out a method of the 
preparation of the chemical, and but for the valuable and successful efforts on the 
part of Haber in this direction, Germany would have had to sue for peace within 
the first six montns of the war. 

Haber synthesised the chemical by the fixation of the unlimited amount 
of atmospheric nitrogen by means of hydrogen, to form ammonia. Th'e 
requirements for achieving this, as sought for by Haber are:-

I) a thoroughly purified mixture of I volume of nitrogen and 3 volumes of 
hydrogen, 

2) a pressure of 300 to 500 atmospheres under which the mixture is 
compressed, 

3) a temperature of 5000 C at which the process is carried on, and 

4) a suitable catalyser ( finely divided iron containing a little molybdanum ). 

This method has been found t? be the. cheapest one. The ammonia thus 
formed was made to react with suita,ble chemicals to synthesise the desired 
chemicals. 

Through the agricul turist's glasses, the importance of tb~ process lies in the 
ammoniaheing converted into useful chemicals like ammunium sulphate, and 
ammonium nitrate which can be of an immense use in agriculture as fertilisers in 
bringing about a fovourable effect in bringing forth an immediate growth and 
large yields. Thus, the credit of utilising the unlimited treasures of the 
atmospheric nitrogen in the syhtnesis of the fertilisers for the first time and thus 
the credit of bringing of the nonavailable form of a.tmospheric nitrogen into an 
easily available form for plants goes to Haber. 

In this way, among the host of scientists all over the world these two 
eminent scientists havt: come to limelight in the achievements in the arena of 
agriculture. It is to be hoped that the agriculturists all over India, engrossed in 
pulling their nation out of the present difficult food situation will study the 
significance and the utility underlying the above mentioned discoveries. and 
inventions, and that with the help of such useful facts, they will go a long way in 
leading the nation to suceess in its goal of improving the present food situation. 
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Gymkhana Activities 

The Gymkhana activities started just after the election of various secre· 
taries, for various departments. 

Our college has participated, in all items of the inter-collegiate sports 
except swimmi!lg, atyapatya and basket ball. This year our foot-ball team was 
excellent. We played many matches. Our college participated in the "Poona 
District Foot-ball Association" tournaments and achieved a remarkabJe success 
by standing rnnners up. We were hoping to have a good chance in Inter-colle. 
giate sports but it was not to be due to some unfortunate circumstances. ::\Iessrs 
F. F. Pinto, M. B. Rana, and S. R. Ambekar, gave admirable show in all the 
matches. . ' _. :. :' '. 

This year our,cricket. and volley-ball team~ played the semifinal matches 
against S. P. College but we lo'stthese'due to insufficient and scientific practice. 
Messrs M~ B. Rana., C. B. Pande, ,played the semifinal match in badmington 
doubles. 

Indian games and gymnasium is the only department which has scored a.ll 
the points in Inter-oollegiate sports. The department was in full swing and 
majority of the students took interest in its activity. We stood runners up in 
k}lOkho. , Mr. S. B. Brahme put up an admirable show in Khokho. This year we 
'had a. number of good wrestlers. 'Ve were hoping to get the wrestling champion
ship but some of our wr£'stlers were injured previously. Mr. A'-N. Shinde and Mr. 
B. N. Bhosale got the championship in 135 to 145 Ibs. and below 100 Ibs. respec. 
tively. In weight lifting we could have done well but we were not able to prac. 
tice as the weight lifting set is in~mplete. l\fr. V. P. Dalaya. and Mr. J. G. Patil 
achieved the championships in 135-145 lbs. and below IlO Ibs. respectively. It 
is all the more praisewol"thy that Mr .. J. G. Pitil not only got the championship 
but he has broken the previous records and established a new good record. 

Reading room was run with great enthusiasm. The most striking item was 
the introduction of foreign magazines like "Sports', 'Life', 'Strength 
& Health ' a.nd ' British Farm Mechanization '. 

In the first term of the academic year, we had very good chances to attend 
the lectures(?f many eminent personages like, Mr. Annasaheb Sahasrabudhye 
( President ~laharashtla Charakha 8angh ), Dr. Ghatage, Depl,lty Director, Grow 
More Food Campaign, Dr. Khankhoje, Adviser to Central Government, and Dr. 
J. C. Kumarappa, President of All India Village Industry Association. This year 
Agricultural Association and Debating Society Department is running very 
smoothly. 

yea.r. 
We hope to have a good performance in aport,s in II term of the academic 

- A. N. Shincie, 
Bon. Gen. Se('.retary. 



Book Review 

Reconstruction of Land Tenure * 

Problems of Zamindari and Land Tenure Reconstruction in India .. by 
Pesbotan N. Driver, Professor of Agricultural Economics, College of Agri .. 
culture, Poona : Published by New Book Co. Ltd., 188, 190, Hornby Road, 
Bombay, 1949, Pp xx and 310; Rs. 12-8. 

No review however exha.ustive, can do full justice to this rema.rkable publi
cation which is the result, of comprehensive studies. It is throughout marked by 
refreshing originality and a brilliant analysis of the extremely difficult problems 
of Zamindari abolition and land tenure reconstruction. While discussing a. 
multitude of related problems, the author reveals a mastery of detail which is truly 
&mazing. Prof. Driver is frankly iconoclastic and his book should serve to upset, 
the calm complacency of moderate political leaders and profoundly disturb the 
oon~cience of the rentier and landlord classes. 

The six outstanding features of this brilli&nt treatise are: (1) an exhaustive 
examination' In our own time of relative over-population' of the relation bet
ween land tenure and agricultural productivity in our country- a delicate but 
essential examination which researchers in agricultural economics have till now 
shirked for fear of undermining' our traditional ideas about the private ownership 
ofagriculturalland " (2) a forthright and well-reasoned indictment of all forms 
of parasitic landlordism; (3) a realistic treatment of the problem of compensation 
rightly stressing ., th~ great danger of a legalistic approach lcading to unfairly 
liberal compensation '; (4) a detailed examination of the" economic disasters of 
ordinary peasant proprietorship" followed by an attack on " the dangerous belief 
commonly held in India that the abolition of Zamindari should or will lead to the 
establishment of a society of peasant proprietorship" (5) an evalcation, without 
the least trace of political prejudice of the economic and social benefits or colle
ctivisation in Russia; and (6) a bold radical plan for nati.)nalIsing land and for 
collectivised agriculture on co-operative lines, which however, is not' entirely 
Russian in inspiration. 

Starting with an account of the ongm and history of Zamindari, Prof. 
Driver deals exhaustively with the different aspects of the system and its 
abolition and covers a vast ground including land taxation and peasant proprie

ilorship before he outlines his plan of reconstructioll. The main arguments of the 
r author leading up to his advocacy of state-ownership of land may bfl briefly 
summarised as follows:- By creating" the institution of agricultural landlordism 
based on private property rights in their modern forms", British rulers separated 
us from "the tradition of agriculture blended with industrious and that of agriculture 

• Review from Indian E)Cpress .\1agazine Section, Madra!!, dateQ 4th September 19~9. 
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based on the 'common' possession of land" Although private cultivati(lt: 
of land in ancient India is not questioned, it is conclusively proved that the Hindu i 
land system never made the right of cultivating' land "a property right in tlte 

sense of right to seHland as a tram;ferable marketable commodity". The theore· 
tical advantages of good landlo.rdism remain only theoretical; the increase in the 
number of rent-receivers and non-cultivating owners a:s also in the number of 

landless labourers has created a dangerous class division in society; the iniquitoll' 
distribution of land is as much a feature of Zamindari as of Ryotwari areas - ai

i 

t,hese factors uuderline the necessity for abolishing all forms of landlordism. :\' 
" the total land available is much less t1J.an necessary for a proper redistributi(l~: 

in the form of prosperous individualistic peasant farms, all forms of private owner· 

sliip of l:tnd too should be abolished .. Arguing that the Indian" peasant's love 1,1 

the land i;,; not so uncontrolled or uncontrollable as we imagine ", the author su~· 

gests that" the best solution of the difficulty is a psychological change which will 
convince both our tenants and the proprietors of to-day that it is not economical 
to keep on: clinging to their ancestral holdings". Then will follow" a system Ilf I 
nationalisation of land which will both guide as well as be guided by co-o.perati\~ 

influences and which will be neither ordinary State landlordism of a loose type 
nor even State farming of a closely centralised type". 

The logic. behind the author's arguments is so impaccable that their 
refutation will be neither. easy nor pleasant for even the most well-informed critics. 

V. R. 

Gleanings 
Some U. S. A. scientists state that the fresh water seaweed botanicall l 

kn~~n as Chiorella has immense possibilities as a food material. This unicell~ 
lar alga, which forms a green scum on still water in summar, is very efficien 
photosynthetically, catching sunlight and utilising it to convert inorganic ma~ 
rials into food. Its growth is accelerated by increasing carbon dioxide in it 
en vironmment. An' extra supply of nitrogen causes it to produce large quantitiE 
of protein. By reducing the supply of nitrogen it tends to store up more fat 
and oils in the cell. It can thus be induced to produce either proteins or fat 
aud oils at will. . The scientists emphasize that it is most likely to get into th 
llllman food cycle by way of livestock and poultry feed. 

-- "American Newsfile," Sept: 14-49. 

- Earthworms ar~ an asset for produ~tive agriculture.' Experiments cor 
ducted in. America have shown an average increase in crop yields by 81 per. eel 
by dead earthworms. :By adding live worms the yields. were. eyen higher - 8 
per cent! ..' . . . 

-- ~'An.1Cr:ican Ne~sfeat:qre,:: l~t,h ~ept. 49 



GLEA:NINGS 

-- In some parts of Hawaiian 'Islands' occupied by livestock enterprises 
flies are found to be responsible for soil erosion. During certain seasons of the 
,rear vicious horn flies attacked the sheep and drove the animals to the open 
faces of the island. In order to keep off the flies the animals stamped the ground 
and kicked the dust, which was carried away by wind and rain causing seriollft 
soil erosion. 

-- "Soil Conservation," August 49. 

-- The Hawaiia,n farmers who were at a lObs to know what to do with the 
heavy stumps remaining after pineappie hltrvest, are now using them as a mulch 
for soil conservation. 

-- "Soil Conservation," August 49. 

In a suger refinery in Ha,vaii a large settling tank has been .constructed 
to c~tch water used for washing out soil from the freshly harvested cane., A 
large amount of silt deposits in the tank" A huge rotating arm takes out the' 
sludge therefrom and deposits it in an adjacent basin, from where it ,is carefully 
returned by truck to portions of fields most seriously damagcd by erosion. 

---- "Soil Conservation," August 49. 

- The term, harmone, is derived from a Greek word, meaning "I'arous& 
activity". Bayliss and Staring while working on pandreatic secretion in 1902,-O~ 
coined this tNm. 

-- "Times of India," 5th August 49. 

-- Heavy down-pour of rain and cyclonic storms are causes of imme~,
damage to a standing paddy crop in India. It is estimated that the Indian agri
qult.ure has to bear a loss ,of millions of rupees under such. conditions. As soon as 
a paddy crop lodges the earheads come. in co,ntaet, with the wet soils !Lnd then rot., 
.1apanese farmer.s have devised an ingenious method to check the damage to A; 

ri~e crop byIieavy downpour of rain. Poles 8' to 10' high are fixed. in: ~he: field: 
at intervals, strings are tied to the poles so as to form a sort of lattice-work. 
These strings support the ea.rheads and prevent them from lodging and coming in 
contact with the soil. 

-- "Mauli" 9 th October 1949. 

- Rice hulls ( a waste material so far) mixed with forage seeds are no w 
used in U. S. A. for facilitating the sowing of mixtures of different kinds of seeds 
in one operation and obtain their uniform distribution irrespective of their size, 
shape and weight. Usually heavy seeds rush out of the drill spouts and lighter 
seeds are left behind, resulting in a spotty, uneVen growth of the crop. Each of 
the rice hull in the seed mixture acts as a cup and holds a small quantity of the 
different seeds in the mixture and passes out of drilling spouts taking the seed 
along with it. 

- "Soil Conservation," .July, 1949. 
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- The total area under cultivation in India at present is only 82,00,000 
acres. It. is estimated that if India is to be self-sufficient in food supply an area 
of 1.15 acres per adult per year would be required to be under cultivation. This 
means that an area of 84,00,000 acres must be under food crops only if India has 
to pass over the present crisis. 

- " The Mysore Economic Review." 
( Vol. No. I, No. I ) 

- Average yield of paddy in Karwar district is 1700 Ibs. But 'it has been 
proved experimentally that this can be stepped up to 4000 Ib8. A farmer in 
Korlakate obtained a. paddy yield of 5400 Ius. this year. 

- " Shetkari " June 1949. 

- In June, 1948 newspapers gave publicity to a warning fromProf. Einstein 
against modern methods of agriculture. It was stated in the warning that with 
the use of huge tractors, machinery and chemical fertilizers, production could 
be forced up for a time but in the long run they would result in the loss of 
fertility and incalculable and irreparable damage. 

1\11'. A. Kumar Dutt of Panihati subsequently corresponded with Prof. 
Einstein in this connection and obtained the following elucidation. Prof. Ein. 
stein,-it appears, in his conversation with Dr. Jha referred to the book" Our 
Plundered Planet" by Fa.irfield Obborne, which convincingly shows that indio 
scriminate exploitation of the Boil by'technical means can become dangerous and 
lead to speedy deterioration. Prof. Einstein's opinion was based on the above
mentioned book. 

One can infer from this that fertilizers and machinery, if u&ed in the 
right manuer, in the right place and at the right time, would not cause the injury 
referred to above. Properlyused, they would be similar to a medical and surgical 
treatment in oase of human diseases. Indiscriminate use may create evil effects. 

_" Amrita Bazar Patrika" 26th. August, 1948. 
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Obituary 

It is with deepest regret and poignant sorrow that we have to 
record the untimely death of Mr. 13. Nazareth, late Assistant 
Horticulturist to Govemment, B. P., Poona, whicp occurred on 
22nd October 1949. The irony of fate is that it was never expe. 
oted that an ordinary illness would snatch him a way from our 
midst so suddenly. His personality and work were so blended 
that it is very difficult to fill his place and the Horticultural 
Section is poorer by his death. 

Mr. Nazareth usbered his career in the Department of Agri. 
culture in the year 1923 and was posted in the Plant Breeding 
Section and the training and experience he gained there stood him 
in good stead in hili late,· independcnt, ;Work in the field of plant 
breeding in which he acquitted himself very well, as judged from 
hisl'esearch papers. For nine yearS he ,worked as Superintendent 
of the Wheat Breeding Stations at Ganeshkhind and at Niphad. 
In 1932 he was taken up in the Horticultural Section and sin~ · 

then he officiated as 'Superintendent of the Gan~shkhind ' Fruit 
Experiment Station, Kirkee, a.nd Modibag !}ardens, Co Hege of 
Agriculture, Poona. whipb positions he ably filled. During this 
period his work on vegetable breeding is worthy of mention in as 
much as a couple of brinjal and chilli selections are now widely 
cultivated as improved types. During the world-war II, his 
previous training in the University Training Corps urged bim to 
volunteer his services for active service and in 1942 he -was taken 
up as a Commissioned officer in the Bombay Provincial Unit, 
Civil Pioneer Force, which office he efficiently held for over three 
years. On release from the active service in 1946 he was appoin. 
ted as Assistant Horticulturibt to Government in B.A.S. C1. II. 

On the social side, Mr. Nazareth during his college career 
distinguished himself as a first class sportsman and an all-round 
athlete. His was an ever jovial aud amiable personality. He , 
was very popular with whomever he came in contact. It was his 
genial personality that made him a. successful propagandist during 
his office as Assistant Horticulturist. 

Mr. Nazareth leaves behind a large family.and a large circle 
of friends to mourn his death and we offer our heartfelt 
sympathies and condolence to his bereaved family. 

May God in His merey lend him grace. May his soul rest 
in peace. 

- S. R. G~ 



INTER-NIT.aIAL 
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The famous I In,ternational • McCormick D.eering Wheel 
Tractors: and Ploughs are the ideal equipment for modern 
mechanised farm~ng. There are various types (Diesel 
and Power Kerosene) and horsepower to ctroose from. 
, Internatin-al' Tractors are preferred by modern farmers
the world over. 

• VOLKART BROTHERS 
( Agricultural Dept.) 

BOMBAY P. O. Box 199. 



For .•.... 
1C Graceful Cut 

Tailors 

* Perf~ct Fit 

" * Superior Stitching 

S. R. BHASALE 
Laxmi Road, Near Lakdi Bridge 

Poona 2. 

N.S.DATE 
PH.pTO ARTIST 

* GROUPS * PORTRAITS 
&-* C~ILDRI:N P~OTOGRAP~S 

257, Budhwar Peth, Poona 2. 

DITHANE D-14 and DITHANE Z-78-0rganic Fungi
cides-For greater yields and better quality of crops and superior 
disease control. And if you prefer " Copper", use YELLOW 
CUPROCIDE which is invaluable as a SEED TREATMENT. 

RHOTHANE (DDD)-Sprays and Dusts for control of Pests 
of Vegetables, Fruit Crops and Forage Crops and of Livestock 
and Mosquitoes. RHOTHANE is a much superior insecticide 
than either Arsenates or D. D. T. 

For Further Particulars: Please contact: 

MIs. AMRLTLAI. & ~O. LTD., POST Box No. 256, 

BOMBAY., 



THE ZETOR--2S TRACTOR 

DIESEL TRACTORS &. AGRICULTURAL Implements by the f~mous 

CZECHOSLOV AK SKODA FACTORY 

'Testeci for Indian ~oil~ G9nsu~p~on of,l)iese-~~)ij .per acre, lowest. 
It " • • ) '1 • ~ • \. . ~! "I "'} • ~ ..' , • 

. :Ploughir_lg up ,t:o 1'2\' q~e~ a~a '26" . wi~'e~ . i1?gepe~~nt controls 'on 
rea.r wheels inakes ploughing easy and econonUcal; even 'for R'Dlrl.I1 fields: . , ...., .. ,. 

I _ • , " (J I"" J.,. .' . ~ fl •• " j. " • J 

Power ta.1'ce off pulley 'for economic driving of machine'joy by~belt. 

: )', 

, , 

FACTORY' EXPERTS SERVICE ALWAYS AT 

THE DISPOSAL OF BuYERS 

DELIVERY AVAILABLE EX-STOCK ALL OVER INDIA 

FOR PARTiCULA.RS APPLY TO : 

J .. N. MARSHALL & CO., 
Savoy Chambers, 5, Wallace Street, FORT , BOMBAY. 

Telepbone : 23742 Telegram: " ELEKTROl( . 



ANSWER THE CLARION CALL TO INCREASE 

THE FOOD PRODUCTIOl'·J ! 

VOLUNTEER YOUR HELP TO THE 
SONS OF THE SOIL ! ! 

Help this essential and mighty cause by offering to be serviceable 
for any of the following jobs:-

( 1 ) Digging of pits for tree plantin oS and planting of trees. 

( 2 ) Digging of compost pits . 

. ( 3) Clearing of the village refuse and utilising the refuse for 
composting. 

( 4 ) Helping the cultivators in aaricultural operations which do not 
b . 

require technical skill during rush periods, e. g., for harvesting. 

( 5 ) Desilting of tanks, construction of bandharas etc. 

Please enlist your name with the Collector and Chairman, 
District Rural Development Board, as VOLUNTEERS IN THIS 
NATIONAL CAUSE. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

~ ~ 
\ Volunteers desiring to offer their services should make their own ~ 
~ arrangements for boarding and should merely confine to the work in ~ 

the direction of ' Grow More Food'. Volunteers will be supplied with !ill 
,\ ~ 

.~ necessary implements like pickaxes, phavadas etc. from the Taluka @ 

" ~ ~ Rural Development Boards or District Rural Development Boards. .~ . ~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
FOR BRIGHT HAPPY DAYS FOR OUR NATION 

WE MUST WIN THIS PEACEFUL WAR ON 
THE FOOD FRONT ! ! ! 



AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS 

One of the fleet of Oliver Cretrac Tractors 
with the Bomhay Government at a demonstra
tion show. 
FARMERS! MECHANISATION PAYS !! 

Help Government in their "Grow More Food" Drive 
AND 

Help yourself with Bumper Crop Yield! 
- In spite of labour shortage --

" ASK JACKS" 
about it. 

WILLIAM JACKS & Co., Ltd., 
~ Ballard Estate, 

P. B . NO. 335. 
BOMBAY. 1. 

Also at CALCUTTA, MADRAS, KARACHI. 

Printed al Prakash Printing Bou~e, 503/3 Budhwar Peth, Poona 2 aLd Published by 
Prof. A. A. VASAVADA., at the Agl'iculturu] College, Poolla. 
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.. So 100g as the arbitrarily delimited territories of Central America were called provinc. 

of the Spanish Colonial empire there was peace between their inhabitants. But early in the nineteenth 

ceotury the various acministrative districts of the Spanish empire broke from their allegiance to the 

.. mother country" and decided to become nations on the European model. Result: they immediately 

went to war with one another. Why 1 Because, by definition. a sovereign. national state is an 
GlpDization that has the right and duty to coerce its members to steal and kill on the largest possible 

ale," - Hal"'., 
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introduction of the new powerful, synthetic Insec
ticide "GAMMEXANE" has caused increased interest 

to be taken throughout the world in the chemical control 
of agricultural pests. This has occurred for three reasons: 

(1) "GAMMEXANE" has proved itself to be much more 
powerful and safer against those pests which were normally 
controlled by Arsenic and Nicotine Insecticides. 

(2) Owing to its powerful nature, it can be used against 
pests such as cutworms and termites. 

(3) Due to its toxicity to so wide a range of pests, it can 
now be used against insects over which previously there was 
no real control. 

.. GAMMEXANE" has already proved effective against 
such varied insects as locusts. sugarcane pyrilla. thrips. 

aphides of cardamoms. nettle grubs and most 
varieties of caterpillar 

It is being widely used for the control of 
lowar and Paddy Grasshopper, Rice Hispa 

and Paddy Armyworm. 

Besides its uses in agricl.ll
ture. .. GAMMEXANE" has 
proved its value in des
troying insect pests of stored 
grain. cattle parasites and 
pests of Public Health - such 
as house-flies and mosquitoes. 

For full particulars of Dusts. Sprays and Smokes write to : 

IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES (INDIA) LTD. 
Calcutt. lomba, Madras Naw Dalbi lCallpur 



THE ZETOR--25 TRACTOR 

DISS~L TRACTORS (,. AGRICULTURAL Implements by the famous 

CZECHOSLOV AK SKODA FACTORY 

TesLed for Indian soil. Consumption of Diesel Oil per acre lowest. 

Ploughing upto 12" deep and 26" wide. Independent controls on rear whee13 
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~j , I~ 
~; IIZi ill !~ 
~I III ~1 Inauguration the Republic '11! 
11 I~ ~ !~ 
II ll~ Tht' dawn of tlw auspieiolls day of 26th ,January] 950 s~w the fulfilment of i ~ 

a rlream of 20 year·"! standing., The day was a great day in the history of India 'Iti 
~I that is Bharat when India becullle a s()Yercign Indepentlent Republic. The day I~,~ 
~ was a'll the more signilicant <IS Illdi .. attainf'd t,he unique rf'publican status as a liZ! 
~l federal ami secular :-it-ate for the first time in its history. A homogeneous and ! S! 
~~l united India' now possess,,'s a Governnient of the People,' for the people instead of ll~ 

l; It monacrch.r. Our country has thus ad,'anced in its march of political progress and I \~ 

~
'l attained It' stutus similar to other republican natiolls in the world. 'The sons of 112!:_~ 

India have hammered out its fedeml constitution' to(' the past three years and ! S! 
~l decided the destiny of t.he wut/t,ry a,nd India now possesses the power of full scII' il~ 

~I! expression amongst t}w nations of the world, !I~ 

~l The new existan& of ollr ('ollntl',\" as :t repuhlic imposes on lIS a great burden tI~ 
rtIl ofresponsihihty as a f['cc people. lt is now th\l bounden lint'y of the people of ~!~ 
iSjlj India to maintain its dignit.y and liberty newl.', att,ainetl. I<~verybody has to strive' ft.~ .. : 
m his 'utmo'st to uphold the honour of the country and h,~ loyal to the conntry. All i ~ 
"1 our thoughts an::! actions 8hould lead to the c.lcyation of the countrys'status and ttil~ 

is! dignity. This is all the IIHlrc neceHsary as an ('con'omic cloud overhangs the t~ 
~~l' country. We ,are facedw;thfood shorta.ge:' We have 'to 'be sdfsufflcient 'in many f~'h 

other djrecl'ons. 'Ve are backward in indllstric~ and have to. achicve a. qnick 
adv~neeme!lt to obt,;tin an equal footing with other advanced conntries ill' the 

~l world. Our path is strewn with thorns and it should be the holy duty of every llli 
21 eitizen of lnuia to unite and co-operate fully with the'Government so as to'enable US! 
!SII us,to uphold our new Iy a.ttained freedom to make it ever lasting and to establish iil~ 
!ZII lUI era of peace and prosperity in the fut.ure. Let eYery one of, us, therefore. ~ 
rill pledge ourselves to do our ut.most for OUI' country ~I~ 
!li' U~ 
~ ~~ ::;~ WSI !~I 
~l * * * * * f~ 
~I , T,he inauguration of the Indian Hepublic wa~ celebrated at our college 011 U~ 
~I Thursday, the 26th .January 1950, The Director of Agriculture, aU beads of (~ 
~~'l several sec,tions situated on the college estate and thcir staff, the college students, !II~ 

farm ,school cllildrell and fal'm staff were present in full strength, when the hOisting t~ 

~l 
and salutation ceremony of the flag of Jtepuhlic was· performed. Principal L. S. S. Ill! 
Kumar hoisted the Hag. ~. C. C. guard from t,he college presented arms to the U~ 
tiag and everybody present at the ceremony paid his homage to the national flag. llt:1 

~l 'rhe heart of every single sou I in the gathering was overflowing with joy on this U~ 
I solemn occassion of attainment of full freedom. ,Each individual felt the respon- tl~ 
ill ,ibility of ~'" new 'pttit befitting tho oc"'''ion. Aft<, .. Iutation tho P,inoipal I~ 
'AI 0<1<1<""00 the gatbering, whioh d;.p.,,-,oo the ..... "". I~ 

j,~~:::::.;,,=~~~-;.:~.~:-. --:':-:~'::~Z:;:::::';:;::::::;;;;::::;';;:::~;;;";;';;"-:;fJj 



Message of the Principal, College of Agriculture, Poona 
on the Indian Republic Day (26th January, 1950) 

This is a day of great sign'ificance in the hi~l:,ory of our Motherland. The 
freedom that this country had enjoyed centuries back and which had been lost 
for a time is now regained. This newly WOD freedom is in a way very different. 
from what it Jlad ever been before. For, the unification of the country into such 
a vast and homogeneous whole could never before have been possible except under 
tbe benign rule of the Great Emperor Asoka, whose chakra and the lion capital 
ha ve most appropriately bee-n adopted as the symhol a.nd seal of our freedom. 

On the 15th of August, ]947, our country declared its independence a.nd 
our statesmen and representatives have since then deliberated upon the framing 
of a charter of freedom for the conntry which is now written and adopted. This 
new (:onstitution is a synthesis of the best democratic principles that are to be 
foun(l in the constitutions of other great republics and democratic countries of the 
world. The constit.ution embodies equall'ights for all , equality of expreseion and 
speech and conviction, freedom to follow an," faith , personal liberty and other 
rights of a citizen of a republic . From today the nation will be governed accord
illg t.o tl1ese rights of the people. 

It is, therefore, our solemn duty on this day to vow allegiance and loyalty 
to the new constitution and to pledge ourselves to uphold and implement the 
people's rights. It is expected of eacli one of us to do his or her duty as a citizen 
of a great republic which stands for the fl'e(}dom and pea.ce of all, which is 
against aggression and force and which strives for unity and goodwill amongst all t~ 
nations without distinction of nny sort . !~ 

I~ Our leaders have pointed out that ,the real responslbility commences with 
the winning of freedom and the establishment of a republic. Provision of food ; 
shelter and clothing, promotion of hesh,h, education and cultnre, development of 
agriculture, commeree and industry, encouragement of arts and science, protec..: 
tion of women, children ano the aged and the defence of t.he nat.ion against, 
agressive attack from outside or inside are respon flibilitie~ that have to be dischar
ged. Beginnings in respect of all tlH'i<e have been marle and given sufficient time 
and with the goodwill and co-operation of alt, the country shoul(l be able to 
fulfill all obligations for the benefit of its greatest nn mber. 

In the future progress of the country each and every citizen has a. role to 
play. Whether this rele be large or small, ifit is done' conscientiollsly, none need 
despair of success or have misgivings ahout the fulfillment, of the ide!\ls 
aimed a.t. 

On this solemn occasion we should be failing in our dllty if we forget to 
remember our "evered father of the nation, Gandhiji , who though no longer with 
us in body is ever present in spirit. Tttis day of onr freedom should be consecra
ted to his sacred memory as it wa;; he tlw,t led the country from sla.very 
~o freedom. 

I~ 
I~ 

I~ 
il; 
Ir 
il 

II 
II 

I , 

Let us pray that this freedom won would be guarded :r,ealously by 
posterity a.nd it may never be lost to the people of this land. 

JAI ' HIXD . . 

om) 
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Editorial 

Last Ootober the Prime l\lillistor of India Pandit .Jawaharlal Xehru went 
fOlmd tho United States of America and Canada. In his journey, a triumphal one, 
he met with a ronsing reception everywhere. He has left a deep impression on the 
minds of peoples of America and one can be sure that his contacts will enable a 
better and fuller understanding between the two hemispheres which may be 
expected to result in act~ve co-operation and partnership in cultural, scientific, 
industrial and ot,her fields with a view to bring about the well-being of the 
several nations. We may count upon the mutual understandiug established to 
help our country progref!.s in every direction. We feel certain that t,he Prime 
~inist,er's message of peace and good will will 1)PIU' .good fruit. 

* . * * 

I'll:) food I.lri\·(· which we have referred to ill ollr former i",sues, is being 
maintained in its tempo. In our province, Captain S. p, ){ohite has been appointed 
the Provincial Director of :Food Product.ion. His experience and contact:'! with 
peoplr, while serving in tbe revenue depart.ment as :t Collector, will lead to 
better co·ordination between Government Departments and the nOll-offi~ialagencie'i' 
He has announceJ his plan of laying more stress On minor irrigation works, ('0-

flpera.t,iv,. ,.!l",)rt, in a~rielllt.me a,nd recla.ma.t-ion of waste lunll. 

The l~overnmf'nt of India will shortly take a forward stpp ill this uirection 
by ir.troducing legislation leading to the formation of eeollomi(' holdings. ;\n 
economic unit would certainly lead to avoidanee of wasteful practices, saving 
of labour and in increasing production. It is envisaged that the step will lead to 
Co-operative and Collective farming. The Government of Bombay have im;tructed 
the Collectors to take over the management of all cultivated lands which ha,ve 
remained fallow f()r two years. The lands will be leased out to adjacent culti
vators, Our national army has put in an all out effort by bringing more than 
30,000 acres under cultivation. The Government of India and the several GO\Tern
ments are taking every possible step to increa·se the food production. :\ lthough 
this ~'paI. tlwrf' are promiscf; of )!'ood results. the public and the p'!fl.flant.ry shou\l\ 
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not reRt satisfied with what ma~' be achieved. We have to strain still more and 
adopt all possible meth()(ls of improvements to g~~t much furthpr a.head of the 
present achievcnwnt. 

* 

])('nduation has hit a h,11'<1 h low to OUf (,olllltry's PCOllom.,·. 'Ve havl' 

now to pa~· more for all things bought from United f;tates of Amerie,1 and other 
eountries who have maintained the old rate of exchange. This ad w'rse conuitiou 
has neclo,ssitated the Government of India and the Pmvincial Covernments to put, 

a check on their activities of providing increased irr:gation facilities within tlH' 
proposed time limit. Schenws like the Damodar valley, Hirakunfl and Bhakra 
dams and several other important pl'Ojects have to 1w cut, to aLljust the eronom.r 
of the several Governments. The weilding of the axe will result in drastic 011t, 

and the programme of recovery in fooLl production will suffer. We hope that t ' 

schemes will he expedited with a vipw to ohta.in early resnlts in building up 
granary. 

* * * * 

The F. A. O. Census Commit,tee has reported to the effect that the data 
hearing on agricultural statistics and the system of its collection are not upto the 
mark. The :whole system of collection of such data requires car-eful planning; 
organisation and co-ordination. Further, we have been dealing with figures which 
were incomplete and as such our judgments and inferences based thereon could 
not be upto mark. The committee has recommended methods to place the agri. 
cultural statistics on a sounder footing. If these methods are adopted, we will be 
on firmer ground as regards our out-turns of food and ot.her agricultural require. 
ments .... We feel sure that aceuracy of agricultural statistics will lead to better 
future planning. 

* * * * 

The pilot survey of the average income of a farm labourer carried out by 
Government Bureau of Economics and ~tatistics in Ahmt:dnagar, Bijaplll' and 
Sholapur districts shows that thc average income of a farm labourer in the rural 
areas of the province is l~s •. 4/- per week. Although unemployment ( only 10°0 
are out of work) is not widely prevalent in this class of labour, the annual 
average income of Rs. 220/- is extremel~' low for a liVing of the lowest calibre. 
E\"erybody ean welll'ealise t.hat such a person will have to liv0 in permanent 
discontent and indebtedn0ss to C'nable himself and his f'lmily to meet his neec[s oj 

food, clothing and other requirements of life. One can ver~' well imagine that he 
cannot afroI'd medical. rplief nor can he sa,vci anyt.hing for enjoyment or for hi~ 

progeny. The in vestig a tiOll exposes an extremel~' son.,' state of affait·s and needs 
i mmedi~1te reniedying. 

:I< :I< * * 



EDITORIAL' 3 

\;niteu States of America and Mexico are shortly beginning a joint con· 
'liction of a multi-purpose river project for water conservation, floot! control 
l generation of electric energy. The river Rio Grande which serves as 

',oundary line between thc two countries is to be dammed for the purpose. The 
.. lli,ject will he in charge of the International Bount!aryand "Vater Commission . 
. 'lIch a joint and co-operative effort is both praiseworthy and beneficial to both the 
nations. Without it neither of the two nations would singl? be able to 3.chieve 
the sum~total of the expected result. It is noteworthy that the mutual spirit of 
~ood-will and understant!ing on the.part of the two neighbour nations will lead 

benefitting a large area and the peoples of the two nations living thereon. 

* * * * 
One of the outstanding events in the second term was the celebration of the 

41st Annual Social Gathering on 11 th Xuvembcr, 1949 with Shri. S. G. Barve, 
I. C. S., the popular Municipal Commissioner of Poona, as chief guest. This year 

'0 the gathering was held in t,he Drawing Hall, which was nicely decorated for' 
Ille occasion. TIl!' otherwise drab premises of the Drawing Hall were enlivened 
h:r an artistic arrangement of huge palm leaves and pot plants. Shri. & Shrimati 
" G. Barve were received on arrival by the Principal 1.,. S. S. Kumar, Shrimati 
Kumar and members of the reception committee. Principal Kumar introduced 
the various heads of sections to the chief guest. The students and the staff repre. 
sentatives of the Gathering Managing Committee were then photographed along 
with the guests. Principal Kumar and the General Secretary Shri. D. S. ~arkhede 
introduced and welcomed the chief guest. After the report of the sports actio 
vities read by Shri. A. N. Shinde, General Secretary, College Gymkhana, Shrimati 
~. G. Barve distributed prizes to the several winners. The chief guest then 
Iddressed ( synopsis printed elsewhere) the audience and referred to some out· 
;tanding problems on the economics of agriculture. After a vote of thanks to the 
'hief and other guests everybody was treated to sweet drinks. The gathering 
JfOgramme which consisted of sports, dramas etc., lasted two days. The event 
vas thoroughly enjoyed by all, except for the limited accommodation in the draw
ng hall, which requires widening by removing the central pillars. The gathering 
,vas a great sllccess. 

* * * * 
The representatives of the Food and Agriculture Organization of the U.N.O. 

'isited the college on 25th October, 1949. They WHf> taken round the college and 
rere shown the working of the various sections. 

* * * * 
Prof. A. W. Ashby, a 'welr-known English Agricultural' Economist and the 

lirector of Agricultural Economics, Hesearch InlStitute, University of Oxford; 
'isited the college and delivered, an interesting and thought-provoking lecture on 
he" Place of Agricult,ural fi~conomics and R.ural Sociology in the agricultural 
dllCiltioll aJHl resca,reh", on 2lf;t December, 1949. 

, 
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The 37th session of the Indian Science Congress was held in Poona during 
the fjrst week of the year when the public of Poona were regaled with a feast of 
!ntellectua.l treat, the like of which had not happened before. Not only almo,t all 
t,he disting-uished men of science of India were present for the session but there 
were also nearly a dozen foreign delegates of International repute from such 
distant countries like U. S. S. R, U. S. A., Sweden, Denmark. England, France, 
Canada etc. We could see in flesh and blood the scientists about whom we hM 
only read in text books. It was an inspiring occasion and the public of Poona 
took advantage of the opportunity in thousands. The President was Prof. p, C, 
Mahalanobis. F. R. S., t,he well known statistician from Bengal. The Session was 
opened hy the Governor of Bombay, inaugurated by Hon. Dr. Shyamaprasad 
Mllkherji, the Union Minister for Industries and Supply and addressed by thp 
Hon. Sbri. Kher. the Premier of Homhfl'~' amI the Hon. Pandit .Tawaharlal 2\p11l11. 
t,h{' Prime Minister of India. 

The Governor of Bombay stressed the need for the promotion of peaceful 
ends in scientific inquiry and research. Prof Mahalanobis in his presidential 
address deplored that the Co-ordination between Science and Industry was neither 
as dose nor as intelligent as the situation demdnds. Inadequate statistics on food 
production have made nonsense of administrative calculations. "It is best to 

confess that India really does not know the actual ( agricultural) position." The 
President fnrther pleaded for the mobilization of India's man power of which 
at leaHt she has suffic:ient; Pandit ~ehru apfJealed to the Scientists to 
concent,rate on humanity's primfl,ry needs which are of vital impoi·tancf' than thf 
atomic bombs. The fact that nations, however impoverishod, can always find 
money and ma.t,erial for the waging of war is a significant comment on th., madne~ 
of the world to-day. 

There were l;~ sectiolls l't:'presenting the various sciences and to us agricul 
turists, the most interesting was t,lle section of agricultural sCiences presided over 
by 8hri. JL L. Sethi. Agricu Itul'al Commissioner to the Government of India 
"Gilder its auspiees thrcA 8~'mpo~ia. were held - Rice, Grow More Food Campai~1 
allli Soi I Con.,l'rvatioll ._-- all of whieh were interest,ing. 

] 11 addit.ion to t,he I-leetiolla I Sessions, there were special and popllia 
l('dures b~' the diHtinguished scientists both indigenous and foreign. They weI 
\'{H'y popular alld were attC'nded h~' t,he publie in large numbers. 

In cOllnection with the Congl'e:;s. an agricultural exhibition was held i 
A!!ricultllral College on 5th and 6th January lU50. The research work carrie 
out by the various sections of the department was exhibited. The variety an 
diver;;ity of subjects t.hat go to make agricu lture and scientific art could be colleel 
('d in one place and was yet·y informati ve. 

The 3rd annual session of the S:>ciet,y of Agricultural ~tatistics of India \1'1 

held at our college premises prior to the Indian Science Corlgl'ess. It was inaugt 
rated b.\' the Hon. Shri. M. P. Patil, our popular }Iinister for A,-(l'iculture an 
'Forest". The presidential address of Sir Datarsingh was read by 8hri Sethi. Tl 
meeting was held under the presidentship of Dr. Sukhatme a.nd :\1r. Krishnaswam 
and a Ycry interesting symposium on Crops and Weather was held. The ~)lOCeel 
iugs wert'! wound up with a popular lecture on "Science at the Couut1'ysjde" b 
~obh' laureate ~iJ' C. V. Haman . 

... 
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Brief Synopsis of Mr. S. G. Barve's Address 
to the Forty-First Annual Social Gathering 

of the Agricultural College, Poona 

The importance of Agriculture in the economy of India can hardly be 
exaggerated. Some 85 to 90 percent. of the Indian population- lives in villages. 
The living of some three-quarters of the entirs population comes'out of agriculture, 
and agriculture and allied industries are far and away the most important single 
occupation in the country. The central problem of Indian economics is the pro
blem of Indian poverty. A satisfactory solution of this problem would not be 
&vailable unless the problem of Agriculture and all that it implies in Indian eco
nomy is satisfactorily solved. 

It behoves us, therefore, to enquire how this principal industry of the coun
try, namely, Agriculture and allied pursuits, is conducted. The' picture is very 
depressing. If you compare'the figures of production per acre of the principal crops 
of the country, you will find that they compare very unfavourably with similar 

,,

' figures of other countries where agriculture is on a sou,nder footing. Thus, our 
producti0n of wheat per acre is less than one-third that of America or Australia, 
our production of rice bears about the same proportion to the average production 
pel' acre in Japan or Italy; and the same is true of sugarcane, cotton, maize, 
etc, We have 3 very large portion of the entire livestock in the world; something 
like one·third of the entire cattle population in the world is from India The 
milk production of an average Indian cow, however, is something like one-eighth 
that of an average British C:JW. All these instances would show that while 
Agriculture is our most important occnpation, the industry judged by standards of 
production is run on extremely unsatisfactory lines. 

The problem of Indian agriculture is not less nor more than the entire pro. 
blem of India's rural economy. The solution of one would not be available 
Without the solution of the other. Numerous important questions arise in this 
eonnection. It is impossible to do more than merely to state them in a short 
talk, There is the problem of consolidation of holdings; then there is the question 
of mechanisation of agriculture and how far such mechanisation would be desir
able in the Indian circumstances. The average unit of production in India is at 
present so small that the introduction of fullfledged mechanisation is bound to 
Cftiate several social problems by throwing out of employment several hund~eds 
of thousands of people, who at present find their livelihood, be it on a meagre 
scale, in agriculture and connected pursuits. Whether the increased productivity 
that would he available with mechanisation is worth securing at this expense is 
a point which require3 close consideration. Unless steps are taken for the absor
ption of the manpower thus rel.lased, such mechanisation could scarcely be under
taken. Then there are prob lems like the toiupply of adequate manure of the land, 
o,revention of efQsion, expansion of irrigation facilities so that crops are secured t{) 
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the maximum extent against the notorious vagaries of t,he monsoon, the era 
cation of pests and pestilences, the improvement of livestock, the production a 
distribution of good seed, making available to the cultivator credit facilities 
cheap rates and in a convenient fashion, organiilation of co-operative sale a 
purchase arrangements and elimination of the profits to the intermediary, e 
All these problems together constitute a whole nexus the resolution of wh; 
would not be available without a complete reorganisation of the entire ru 
.economy. 

It is the business of students of Agriculture and their instructors to bI'l 
-to bear on the agricultural problems of ~he country the leaven of a scientific a 
enlightened outlook in all these respects. Whatever solutions to these proble 
are ultimately adopted by our country as a matter of National policy, their imp 
mentation would call for a high degree of skill, technical knowledge a,nd abil 
on the part of the Agricultural Graduates who would have to play an imporb 
part in the working out of these policies. The students of the Agricultural Colli 
must therefore consider themselves as very important units in the countr. 
rehabilitation and must resolve to conduct themselves in a manner worthy of I 
cause and t,he opportunity which al'e presented to the present generation • 

.. 
Control of Plant Diseases Through Disease 

Resistance in Bombay * 

11. K. PATEL ~ and M. X. KA:\IAT :l: 

True Resistance to a disease, a Mendelian character, is governed in acc( 
with the" Law of Inheritance" enunciated by Mendel. Since the disease its 
is a oomplex phenomenon-result of interaotion between the host, the paras 
and the environment---disease resistance in plant, as in the animals and ill< 

exhibits complexities, not always easy to interpret. "Disease resistance' 
confused many times with " disease endurance" and "disease escape" due 
misconception and mistaken understanding about these phenomena. 1 
discovery, in recent years, of physiologic specialisation, presence of varyi 

• Paper read at the Thirty-Seventh Session of the Indian Science Congress, 

~ Plant Pathologist to the Govt. of Bombay. 
t Assistant Professor of Plant Patholgy. College of Agriculture, Poona 
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types of virulent strains among micro-organisms, their different behaviour and 
reaction under varying conditions has paved the way to a better understanding 
of such complexities found in nature and has explained the true nature of the 
seemingly conflicting disease situations that occur from time to time_ A proper 
understanding of the role of ellvironment in relation to disease is of prime 
importance in evaluating disease-resistance in plants, since the same plant 
material is apt to exhibit different reactions under different sets of environments_ 
Such results, therefore, obtained without reference to the three main factors 
referred to above as constituting" disease ", may naturally lead us to erroneous 
conclusions. Experience has shown that what is resistance under one set of 
factors is susceptibility under another set and that the disease situation in a loeality 
:lay change from year to year in accord with the virulent strains of a parasite 
','curing in that locality. 

It is, thus, essential that plant breeders and plant pathologists alike must 
,'my out their work of evolving disease-resistant varieties of crops with full 
understanding of factors such as etiology, physiologic specialisation in and phenolo
,:ical rela.tions of the parasite. 

The experience of scientific workers in relation to the ever changing di&ease 
,ituations in reference to cotton wilt caused by Fusarium vasinfectum in the cotton 
hrlts of this province and the very recent complexities in the wheat rust situation 
that occurred during the two successive years of rust epidemic (1947 and 1945) 
,Iretoo fresh to require any detailed consideration. While the different beh!i.viour 
III wilt-sitution in cotton can be attributed to seasonal changes in soil temperatures. 
the rust situation in wheat was primarily due to the differential predominance of 
he various races of stem rust prevalent in the two rust ye:ars. It is, therefore, 
;,ential to define resistance in plants with reference to the ('hanging environmen

'<II factors on the one hand and the presence of virulent strains on the other. 
Thus '~ Standard" Resistance must be measured in terms of" Standard" environ
'1lcnt and" 8tandard " set of virulent strains. 

It has been argued in certain quarters, that, although compllO'te immunity 
'I) disf'ase in plants is the ideal to be aimed at, selection for resistance under 
; leld conditions is a sufficiently satisfactory basis for the isolation of resistant 
,trains. Experience with Pusa 4 and Pusa 12 wheat with reference to rust resista
nce, Pusa 80 and other field-resistant strains of tur, and cotton in Bombay to 
Fusarium wilts has clearly shown that such an argument is fallacious. Such a 
view-point is the result of a wrong assumption that field selection prOVides as 
uniform a basis for testing crop plants for their resistance to disease as either pot 
culture or disease nurseries. Thus, while PU!3a 80 tur was found highly resistant to 
wilt under field conditions at Pusa, it failed miserably and showed 40 to 60 % 
mortality under unibrmly infected wilt-sick soil at Al"bhavi. The same fate 
attended the welknown" jarila" cotton which had no permanent value, as, 
,uch a s€'lectioll carried out without reference to standard environment and 
lIarasitic strains d:d not prOVide a real basis for distinction between "disease 
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resistance" auel" disease escape". Under the circumstances, isolation and 
~electionl:! made in this manner lead to perpetuation of "mixture" of 
heterogenous constitution and consequently varying in degrees of resistance. 

It is, thus, obvious that in any breeding programme for disease resistance, 
there is a great need of approved technique whereby comparable results may be 
obtained at different times. Such techniques have been developed by the B0mbay 
Plant Pathology section at the College of Agriculture, Poona, tIle pioneers in this 
line of work in India. The Wisconsin Soil temperature tanks used by Jones C]' 

his co-workers in U. S. A. for wilt research work have been a model, suitably mo, 
ned to suit local conditions. 

In the development of wilt-resistant varieties, as in other disease-resistance 
work, it is essential to have an intimate knowledge of the presence or otherwise of 
physiologic specialisation of the parasite. Isolations of and cross inoculations 
with Fusarium spp. from cotton and sann hemp obtaim·d from different tracts of 
the Bombay Province have failed to reveal any such variability in pathogenicity 
and thus have greatly simplified the problem. 

Method of Testing 

The techlliq ue built up for the purpose of studying soil-borne disease". mail:)" 
}I"u8Qrium wilts, consists of growing plallts in standal d " pots" filled with sterilised 
soil uniformly infected with wilt culture ( at a dosage of one part of inoculum to 
16 parts of soil). The work is carried out in specia Uy built glasshouses where 
the soil temperatures are uniform and adjusted by devices such as closing or 
opening of glass-pan windows and shutters, provision of cloth screens and cur· 
tains; the wilt-index ot the infected soil in pots is then determined by preliminary 
sowing ofa highlY susceptible strain of the crop before the actual work of testing 
is started. The organism is grown in pure eulture on a mass scale in 1000 C. C'. 
orlenmeyer flasks containing crushed cotton meal. 

The actual work of testing and isolation of wilt-immune types of crops is 
done in four Rtages :.-

Stage I. Field Selection in Disease Nursery Plot :- The importance of this 
j:jtage needs no emphasis. The work of initial field selection must be carried out 
in a uniformly infected wilt-sick plot in order to, be able to obtain reliable and 
as nearly a homogeneous material as possible; this tends to eliminate disease
escapers and makes the further process of testing and isolation comparatively 
easy and quick. 

Stage II. Pot-tests:-Such field selections are then subjected to a rigorous 
pot-tests in a glasshouse specially constructed to maintain optimum temperature 
of 24 to 27" C. The actual method of testing under these conditions has already 
heen described above. The progeny of the field selections is tested seperately in 
I:ltllndarcl 6" pots. Plants !'!howing symptoms of part,ial infection and complete 
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wilting are eliminated at this stage while those showing high degree of resistance 
are allowed to grow for the next stage. Partially infected plants show varying 
degrees of mottling on their cotyledons and other leaves depending upon the 
degree of resistance. For such a purpose, the degree of resistance, as expressed by 
the degree of mottling, was classified into five grades ranging from 100 % resi
stance to 100 % susceptibility. Such a classification was very helpful and made 
the task of elimination and isolation easier. 

These grades may be described as follows :-

1. Complete absence of mottling. 

2. Mottling of cotyledons only. 

:3. Shedding of mottled coty ledons accompanied by' a slight 
mottle of the first leaves. 

4. ::\1ottling extending to upper leaves. 

5. Shedding of the mottled leaves. 

6. Mottling and drying extending to three or more leaves ann 
shedding of many mottled leaves. 

The process of testing and elimination is continued for about six weeks or 
more when only sllch plants as appear perfectly normal with "0" type of resis
tance are carried to the next stage. 

Stage III. Mature Plallt 'fesistance:- Such of those plants that survived 
the rigorous pot-tests under stage II above and. show "0" type of resistance are 
transplanted in a (Lsease nursery plot. specially maintained for the purpose; all 
the plants are selfed and at the end or the growing period such of the plants that 
show vascular dis~olouration in their rOI)ts are rejected while seed from the absolu
tely healthy plants is collected for further test. 

Stage IV:- The process of pot tests with the selfed-seed is repeated over 
several seasons until a completely homozygous wilt-resistant strain is obtained. 

The process is laborious but admits of no " short cuts" if reliable results 
are desired. Highly promising results have been obtained by Dr. Uppal and his 
co· workers at Poona in S,lUn hemp, cotton, lang ( Lathyrus sativu.), tur ( Cajanus 
cajan ) and gram. TLe process is being utilised recently for obtainin~ brinjals 
resistant to Vert£cilli7/,m wilt. 

Cotton Wilt 

The wOl'k has been in progress for the last tbirteen years and is financed 
partly by the Indian Central Cotton Committee. It aim!> primarily at assisting 
the PI3nt Bre del'S of Khflndes~l, Broach, Surat, Dharwar and Hyderabad areas in 
t.he isolation of wilt·resistant types of cotton suitfl ble fo their respective tracts. 
The achi:wements so far obtained may be summarised as folIowf':-
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I. GlIjflrat Section'-- A selection from the indigenous Deshi cotton knowl 
as B. D. 8 has given a high degree of resistance but possesses comparatively 10 
ginning percentage. This has been replaced by " Vijay". Very recently a bac 
cross (B. D. X 8Ghogari ) X B. D. 8 and a cross (Vijay X 1027 A. L. F.) hM 

been evolVt'd which possess desirable agronomic characters and wilt-resistance. 

Khandesh Sect'ion:- With the introduction of Virum selections from C. I 
rigorous field selection hail brought out" ,Tarila". This cotton, however, showl 
high mortality and has recently been crossed witb 197-3 with great promi~ 

Dokras, also Virum selections, with high degree of resistance ]Jave been crossl 
with 197-3 in order to combine wilt-resistance and desirable agronomic charactel 
New Million Dollar, though of very high value from the point of view of wil 
resistance possesses very low agronomic characters and experience has shown th 
it is not possible to segregate these characters in hybrid material due probab 
to linkage, 

Hyderabad Section:- Under glasshouEse conditions at Poona, GaOl 
6838-2-U-IO and 6107-11-4-5-7 with high degree of wilt resistance h" 
been evolved. 

Wilt in Sann Hemp ( Crotolaria.i uncea ) 

Sa.nn hemp wilt caused by l!' vasinfectum var. cl'Otolariae has also be 
successfully oVercome by evolving hi~hly wilt immune variety D. IX. The crop 
was, indeed, difficult to deal with, being highly cross fertilized and self-sterile. 
The breeding programme and technique had to be accordingly suitably modified 
and cross breeding within pure lines grown in a compact and isolat.ed plot covered 
by a. muslin cage had to be resorted to obtain hybrid vigour and to av(\id 
sterility. The plants surviving the pot tests W2re grown in the enclusure and 
sib-pollination effected with the help of Apis and Megachile bees. 

Wilt in lang ( Lathyrus sativu8 ) 

LaTt{J, an important pulse crop grown in Broach district is highly suscepti. 
ble to wilt caused by Fusarium orthoceras var. la~hyri. Highly wilt resistant 
types combining high yielding and early maturing characters have been obtained 
within a short period of 6 years. Of these two varieties, viz. Indore T 2-1 and 
Indore T 2-12, the latter has given the best results in several village trials and 
being early by 7 days escapes pod-borer attack. 

Wilt in tur and gram 

In tur, prior to the introduction of the present technique, much reliance 
was placed on field resistance. Pot-tests under uniform conditions at Poona, 
however, have shown high percentage of mortality in such material and empha. 
sised once again the absolute need for standardisation of the breeding tochnique. 
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Stem Rust of Wheat 
While testing for rust·resistance, the technique described above has been 

reoriented to suit the wind-borne charactcr of the disease on the one hand and the 
presence of extreme specialisation and parasitic strains on the other. This tech
rrique which was evolved by Stakman and his co-workers in U. S. A. is well known 
:0 students of phytopathology and needs no repetition. 

The actual testing work is done at Mahableshwar, where the most favorable 
mvironments for the rapid development of the disease for most par-t of the year 
'xist. This work is carried out in five stages to be described in another paper. 

It is neither expedient nor desirable to mE'ntion all the details of this inve
i~ation. Suffice it to say that the special technique has been instrumental in 
lis case too, as in wilt, to discriminate between "true resistance" and "disease 
-cape"; valuable strains combining high degree of rust-resistance and desirable 
.gronomic characters have been obtained by crossing indigenous susceptible types 
I'ith exotic resistant material. The well known Bombay Niphad 4 and Mondhya 
I:LVe been crossed with exotic Kenya E 144 and Hofed to obtain highly rust-resi
tant strains with all the desired combinations. The mO.ilt hopeful feature of the 
>Iesent situation is the discovery of an exotic durum wheat, Gaza, imported from 
·anada which exhibit;; all the desirable characters of resistance to stem rust and 

,I ill no doubt form a good parent material for future work in evolving rust.resi
'l:mt rlurum wheat occupying very large area in Bombay Province. This forms a 
co.operative scheme between the Plant Pathologist and the Deputy Director of 
.igricuiture, (Crop Research), Poona. . 

Blast of Rice 

The disease caused by Piricularia oryzae has recently been a menace to rice 
cultivation in this Province. It was possibly imported into this province from 
Madl'as and made its first appearance in southern borders of the Province in 1946, 
since when it has assumed serious proportion in all rice growing areas. Experience 
gained in Madras has shown that the only effective method of control of this 
,··rious disease lies in evolving resistant varieties. 

Investigation on this line has recently been started and will naturally con
,ist of testing exotic and indigenous varieties of rice under standard conditions
Tile technique. for the present, is being developed in the glasshouse and attempts 
will be made to extend its scope to the fields in due course. It will, therefore, be 
premature to mention any details for the present. The wOlk is carried out in 
close co.operation with t.he Deputy Director of Agriculture (Crop Research), Poona. 



Relation of the Gestation Period with the Sex of 
Calf and its Live Weight at Birth in the Sindhi 

Breed of Cows 

Bv 

c. N. DAYF., n. Ag-., A. 1. n. 1. 

It is natural for a dairyman or a cattle breeder to be anxious to know wi 

his animal is likely to come in milk by giving birth to mature calf. They are bu 

interested to know the length of and variations in the gestat.ion period t.ogen 

with its relation with the sex: of the c'1lf and its live-weight at birth. It is ger 
rally believed that a longer gestation period me'1ns a male calf. In order thel 

fore to get some information 0'1 the_above points the following problems Wt 

studied by the writer in detail at the Agricultural College Dairy, Paona, wht 

the Sindhi breed is systematically mSJintained. 

I :- Gestat.ion periorl and sex of the calf. 

II:- Sex ratio. 

HI :-- Gestation period, and the live.weight of calf at birth. 

IV:- Time of calving and sex of calf. 

1;- Gestation period and the sex of calf. 

For calculating the gestation period, both the breeding and parturiti 

dates have been taken into account. Cases whose gestation period was bell 

269 days and above 303 days have been eliminatej. The total number of cal 

cxaminerl was 400 :\8 det!\iled helow. 
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Table I. 

::lhowing the mean gestation period. standard deviation-probable error and 

standard errol' for female and male births: 

S.No. Items. For female birth.1 For male birth; 

Number of cases. HI7 i09 

2 Mean gestation period in days. 282.156 284.088 

3 Probable error of the mean gesta. 
tion period. + O.24V + 0.259 

4 Standard deviation. 5.264 fi.568 

5 Probable errol' of the standard 
deviation. • + O.liS + 0.183 

i 

(i I General mean for both sexes. 
-----------_.- ------.. --- ---~ 

28~.150 days. 

Table I shows that on an average of 406 cases, the mean difference in the 

gestation period for male and female births, is 1.932 days or in other words it can 

be said that a male calf is carried by the dam longer than the female one by 

~hout 2 days. 

The results are signifiCftnt since the actual value comes to 5.38 whieh is 

~onsiderably greater than the theoretical value viz. 3. This inqicat.es that, there 

is a natural tendency on the part of males to take longer gestation period than 

that of female;; by about 2 days. 

II: Sex ratio. 

The total number of animals examined was 124 glvmg 497 cases for the 

study of ~ex ratio. This when further examined showed that there were 246 
female births and 251 male birthR. The sex ratio is therefore almost equal 

i.~. I : 1. 

Ill: Relation oj gestation period and the litJe weight oj calf at hirth. 

The·total number of cases examined, the live weight of whose calves at 

birth was available, was 163--83 .lemale bilths and 80 male births. The mean live 
\\Pight of calf ::.t hirth wOIks on t as under:-
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Table II. 

Showing the relation of gestation period with live weight of calf at bilt 

sex by sex separately:-

Female births. I Male births. i 
Class centre 
of gf'station 

days. 

Mean JIve -j-----·!}Iean live I Mean for bothtl 
weight in ,Frequency. weight in I Frequency.! sexes combined 

lbs. Ibs. I I 

270.5 34.,30 

274.5 36.50 

278.5 41.64 

282.5 40.58 

286.5 40.34 

290.5 42.50 

294.5 Nil 

298.5 I 42.5 
i 

. :~O~~.~ ____ L~~ 
Total of frequency 

Mean live weight 40.29 

Mean gestation days 

Ta.ble II indicates: 

H 

14 

26 

26 

5 

Nil 

2 

88 

283.27 

46.5 

:J8.,i Ii 

38.5 15 

4:3.3 H} 

45.8 18 

47.3 l-t-

48.5 6 
1 
I 

Nil Nil I 

I 

42.5 I ) . 

80 

43.72 41.97 Ibs. 

284.45 283.84 dalBo 

( I) that the mean gestation period for male births is more than that of the 

female births by l.18 days or in other words a male calf is carried by the 
dam longer than the female one by about 1.18 days, 

( 2) that the male calf weighs about 8.5 percent more than that of the 

female 011(", 

( 8) that the mean live weight of a Sindhi calf at Birth, works out at abou 

42 lbs. maximum being 62 and 581bs. and minimum 31 and 29 Ibs. f~1 

a male and a female calf respectively, 
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( 4) that the mean gestation period and the mean live weight of calf at birth 
in Sindhi cows work out at 283.2 and 284.4 days and 40.3 and 43.7Ibs. 
for female and male births respectively, 

( 5) there a.ppears to be a clear tendency for the steady increase in the 
weight of male calves viz. 38 to 47 lbs . a.s the gestation period increases 
from 278 to 290 days ; while in the case of female calves, their weights 
are almost steady, viz. 41 to 421bs. during the corresponding period of 
gestation. 
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IV Time of calving and sex of calf. 

\ 

Figure 1 gives the gra
phical representation of 
the r(·lation of the gesta. 
tion period a.nd live 
weight of calf at birth sex 
by sex separately . 

With a vicw to study the genl'ral tl'ndency of cows to calve-by day time 
or night time-137 cases whose time of mature oalving was available have been 
examined as under :-
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Table III. 
Showing the time of calving in relation to the sex of ca.lf. 

N<>.Of cases -I Sex 01 cn If horn 
Time of Female Male 
calving No. Percentage I No. Ipercentage : NQ. I Percentage 

Day- I I calving R2 59.86 36 50.70 46 69.69 

Night I calving 52 40.14 35 4f1.f.l0 20 30.31 

Total 137 100.00 71 100.00 66 I 100.00 

This shows that: 
( 1) there is a tendency for cows to calve by day time to tht' extent of about 

60 percent. 
( 2) that the birth of female calves is almost equal by day and night. 
( 3) that about 70 percent of male calves are born b'y day time. 

Time 0 
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Tl e time of Calving and 
Sex of Calf 

• 

Figure 2 give the graphical representation 
of ihe time of calving and sex of calf: 
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Summary 

I. The mean gest.ation period in Sindhi cows works out at about 283 days . 

• j On an average of 406 cases under observation, the male calf is carried by 
the dam longer than the female calf by about 2 days, the significant ratio 
being 5.38. 

The sex ratio of the birth of calves, is almost equal. 

4. The mean live weight of a Sindhi calf at birt.h, works out at. about 42 Ib<!. 

;i. The male calf weighs more than female one by about 8%. 

Ii. There appears to be a general tendency for cows to calve by day time to 
the ext.ent of about 60%. 

I. About 70% of male calves are born by day time. 

~. The distribution of female births is almost equal both by day and night 
calving. 

_. ___ J 

The Micro-Climates of Plant Communities § 

By 

L. A. RAMDAS '" 

Agricultural Meteorology Section, Meteorological Office, Poona. 

I. Introd uction. 

In general meteorology, one is concerned with the climatic conditions in 
III open, well. exposed , bare and level plot of ground which is situated in an area 
representative of the particular part of the country. In synoptic meteorology, 
where one is mainly concerned with weather forecasting, the disturbing influence 
)f the ground surface is avoided as far as possible by recording air temperature, 

.. Agricultural Meteorologist, Poona, 
§ From "l'he Indian Ecologist" Vol. I, No.1 April, 1946. 
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hu midity, wind velocity, etc., at some distance above ground, usually 4 ft. ana 
above. The metrorolo~ical elements recorded at these wpather reporting obser. 
vatories indicate what is called the general of 'macro-climate' of the area. In agri. 
cultural meteorology, however, it is precisely the air and soil layers near the 
ground surface which assume special importance. Investiga t ions carried out al 

Poona and a few agricultural research stations in India show that if one records 
the air temperature, humidity, wind velocity, evaporation etc., inside en ,iron. 
ments like standing el'Op!! and orchards and compares these with the observations 
recorded simultaneously in a neighbouring open space, the micro-climat·es of these 
eIlvironments show significant and typical deviations from the conditions in the 
open space ( 2, 4, 5, 6). 

In Europe the subjeet of micro.climatology has made many notable advan. 
ces in the hands of Schmidt, Geiger and others (1) particularly in regard to thl 
influence of cities, topogrophy and forest cover. The present position of the sub 
ject will be briefly summarised in this paper. 

II Types of Micro-Climate 

Type A:-During clear weather when winds are feeble and the sun shine: 
on a level stretch of bare soil, insolation and its disposal at the ground sUlfacl 
by conductive, convective and radiative processes account for the large variation: 
of temperature and humidity with time of day as well as with height above ground 

Type B:-We may then consider the case in which the surface of the grounr 
is covered with an un-irrigated crop. Here the solar radiation falls partly 01 

the foliage which acts like a secondary surface for the disposal of solar energy 
The surface of the ground would retain its original importance in proportiol 
to the fraction of ~olar radiation falling directly in patches, whenever thl 
vegetation fails to obstruct its path. This would depend, again, upon the densit; 
of the plant population, the height of the crop and the amount and til 
vertical and horizontal distribution of the foliage. Thus, the taller the crop, th 
more abundant its foliage and the denser the plant population, the greater i 
the deviation of the climate of the crop from that of the' open '. 

Type C :- We may next consider the influence of a horizontal flow 0 

air on Types A and B. The resulting types may be called AC and BC respectivel: 

Type D. ;- The micro-climate becomes more complex when in types A, I 
and C the soil is irrigated. This gives rise to types like AD, BD, ACD and BCD. 

Type E. ;- Lastly there are complicated cases associated with the incidenci 

of cloudiness. rainfall etc. Types like AE, BE, ACE and BCE will faU unde; 

this group. 
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For sturlying the effect of environment on climate the standard instrument 
used at Poona is the sma,l1E'r sized Assmann psychromE'ter. The variation of air 
tem?eratnre and humidity with height a.bove ground is studied by taking obser
vations at fixed timeil daily wbich include the maximum temperature epoch 
( 2 P. M. ) and the minimu~ temperature epoeh ( 6 A.M.). In the open space of 
the eE'ntral Agricu Itural Meteorological Observatory at Poona, the observations 
are taken at various levels from the surfa.ce upto 35 ft. above ground with the help 
of a specia lIy constl'Ucted tower. Inside erops observations are taken upto 6 or 
8 ft. above ground and occasionally on higher levels. We may first of all des
cribe some of the main features shown by the psychrometric data in different 
environments before discus3ing the wind and evaporation data which have also 
been recorded recently. 

III. Type A :-Micro-Climate of the 'Open' during the winter season. 

The importance of Type A is obvious as it is the !'ttandard type with which 
to compare the climates of different envilollmentE'I. Tbe winter season at Poona, of 
which .January is typical, is dominated by warming up of the ground due to insola
tion by day and cooling down due to nocturnal radiation. The air movements are 
feeble varying bet.ween 4.5 m.p.h. near the ground to 7.6 m.p.h. at 35 ft. during 
the afternoon ( X ep lch ) when convective mixing is maximum: during night 
when t.he air layers cool and stratify, the mean wind velocities come down very 
much; at 6 A.M. ( N epoch) the velocity is 0.3 m. p. h. near th~ ground and 
1.0 m.p. h. at 35 ft. Long intervals of calm at night are punctuated by occa. 
sionallight winds of the Katabatic or down-slope type. Table I shows the 
variation with height of the dry bulb temperature in ce, vapour tension mm. of 
Hg. !.Lnd the percentage relative humidity at maximum and minimum temperature 
epoclls during January. 

There is an accumulation of heat at and near the ground in the afternoon 
( 2 P.M.). The maximum temperature rises to 51.eoe at the sul'face and decr
eases rapidly to :W.I 0 e at a height of 1 ft. and then gradually to 27.0° e at 35 ft. 
On the other hand at night, owing to nocturnal cooling, the thermal structure of 
the air layers is very different. Even at () A.M. (minimum temperature epoch) 
there is a thin but feebly convective layer about 1 ft. in thickness within 
whit:h the temperature decreases with height as during day time but less con
spicuomly ( a remuant of the convective layer characteristic of day time ). Above 
this lay{'r we have the E'tratified inversion layer extending upwards beyond 35 ft. 
In the inversion layer the coldest air (10.:i ~e) is at the bottom (1st above 
ground) and the temperature increases with hpight, upto a few hundred feet. 
(as is shown by soullding balloon records). At 35 ft. the temperature is 13.4 0 0, 
about 3 cC warmer than at 1 ft. The inversion layer pel'Sistb ur;to about 10 A.M. 
when cOllvection sets in and rapidly destroys it. 

If we consider the differenee between the 2 P.M. ( X ) and the 6 A.M. (N) 
observations the" diurnal range", as it is called, is as high as 40.8 e e at the 
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surface; it decreases rapidl~' to [9.8°C at, 1 ft. and thereafter slowly to 13.6 oe 
at 35 ft. 

The vapour llressure indicates the amount of water vapour present in the 
air layers, one aubic metre of air in which the pressure of water vapour' is 1 mm. 
of Hg. contai.ning very near ly 1 gr. of precipitable water vapour. If the actual 
vapour pressure is x mm. the water content would be x grs. per eubic metre. In 

Table 1 ( }anual'Y ) 

LJ. B. Temperature Vapour pressure 
Humidity % Height in mm. of Hg. 

X N X-N X X X--N X X N-X 

O-Tg. 51.6 10.8 40.S 
0.3" 34.6 10.!1 23.7 10.9 R.O 2.9 78 29 49 
1.0" 3:3.8 10.6 23.2 10.3 7 ~ ') r" 

_.f) i I 29 48 
:J" 31.9 105 21.4 9.8 7.7 :U 77 29 48 
6" :~O.9 lOA 20.;) n.3 7.7 1.6 77 29 48 
1 ft. ;30.1 10.:3 19.8 9.0 7.7 l.:l 7~ 30 48 
:2 ft. 29.4 10.5 18.n ~.8 7.8 1.0 78 :10 48 
;~ ft. 2~.8 10.7 18. [ h.6 7.9 0.7 79 31 48 
4 ft. 28.4 ] 0.\1 17.r; 8.6 8.4 0.2 711 :n 48 
6 ft. 28.] 11.:1 16.8 8.6 8.4 0.2 7!-J :3 J 48 
8 ft. 27.7 lUi 16.1 ~.i5 8.G 0.0 MI 3[ 4~ 

10 ft. ~7.rj lUI 15.fi 8.'1 8.7 -0.:1 so ;32 4S 
15 ft,. 27.3 12.2 U5.1 8.3 9.0 -0.'7 81 :H ;30 
20 ft. :n.o 12.(j 14.4 8.2 !U --0.9 81 :12 49 
25 ft. 26.9 129 14.0 8.1 g.:! -l.l 80 31 49 
30 ft. 26.9 13.1 13.8 S. J 9 ., -J.1 79 :11 48 
35 ft. 27.0 l:H 13.6 7.9 g .:1 _·1.:t- 79 31 4~ 

previous papers ( 7, 8, 9 ) it has been shown that during the day when insolation 
is present the vapour pressure decreases with heiq;ht above ground; during night 
until insolation begins next morning the vapour pressure increases with height 
above ground. Thus the 2 P. M. and 6 A. M. observations would be more or less 
typical of the day and night conditions respectively. Table I shows that at 2 P.M. 
the vertical gradient of vapour pl'essure favours an upward flow of wuter \'apour, 
whereas at 6 A.M. this flow will be towards th(, ground. These movements of 
water vapour are to a large extent controlled by the hygroscopic property of the 
soil surface, which is very marked in the case of the black cotton 80ils of India. 

As regards the relative humidity the variation with height is small com· 
pared to the diurnal variation which is nearly 50% as is shown by the differences 
between the morning and the afternoon values in the last colum of Table l. 

IV. Type AC : Micro-Climate of the "Open" during summer. 

Type AC stands for type A as modified by winds which are stronger than 
in winter. These conditions prevail during March, April and May in the Deccan. 
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Insolation by day is stronger than during winter so that convective winds of the 
forenr>n & afternoon are also stronger than during the winter. Again, owing to 
the proximity to the Arabian Sea, the westerly sea-breeze*comes inland as a layer 
of about ~ Km. in thickness and replaces the drier land air temporarily during 
the afternoon and night and is later diluted with the land air by the convective 
winds of the next day. In April which is a typical summer month, t.he wind 
velocity varies from 6 to 8 m.p.h. in the afternoon· and from 0.8 to 1.8 m.p.h_ in 
the morning between ground level and 35 ft. respectively. Table 2 gives the mean 
temperature and humidity data at various levels above ground at .2 P. M. and 6 
A. M. during the month of April. In the afternoon the temperature goes up 
to 64.1 °C at the surfllce, decreases rapidly to 40. 1 0 0 at 1 ft. and thereafter 
gradually to 35. 6 0 0 at 35 ft. Owing to increased air movements at night, the feeble 

Table 2 ( April) 

D. B. Temperature 00 
Vapour pressure Humidity % 

Height in mm. ofHg. 
X N X-N X N X-N X X N-X 

>c. 

O-Tg. 64.1 18.7 45.4 
0.3" 44.0 19.8 24.2 8.7 9.2 -0.5 51 13 38 
1. 0" 42.7 19.6 23.1 S.2 9.0 -0.8 51 13 38 
3" 41.9 19.6 22.3 7.8 8.9 -1.1 50 13 37 
6" 40.9 19.6 21.3 7.5 9.0 -1,5 51 13 38 
1 ft. 40.1 19.6 20.5 7.2 9.1 -1.9 51 13 38 
2 ft. 39.3 19.6 19.7 7.1 9.4 -2.3 53 14 39 
3 ft. 3S.5 19.7 18.S 6.8 9.6 -2.8 54 14 40 
4 ft. 37.9 19.9 IS.0 6.7 9.8 -3.1 54 14 40 
6 ft. 37.4 20.1 17.3 6.5 10.1 -3.6 56 14 42 
8 ft. 36.9 20.3 16.6 6.5 lOA -3.9 57 14 43 

10 ft. 36.5 20.4 16.1 6.3 10.6 -4.3 57 14 43 
15 ft, 36.2 20.6 15.6 6.2 10.7 -4.5 57 14 43 
20 ft. 35.S 20.9 14.9 6.2 10.7 -4.5 56 ]4 42 
25 ft. 35.8 21.1 14.7 6.3 10.8 -4.5 56 15 41 
30 ft. 35.6 21.3 14.3 6.4 10.8 -4.4 56 15 41 
35 ft. 35.6 21,5 14.1 6.7 10.7 -4.0 54 If) 39 

convective layer up to 1 ft. of the winter season is practically wiped out and 
the effect of nocturnal cooling is diluted over a thicker layer of the atmosphere 
so that inversion rate is less than it is in winwr perticularly in the lower layers. 
The t.emperature falls to 18.7 0 C at the surface in the ear Iy morning, the corres-
ponding value at 35 ft. being 21.5 0 0. The diurnal range is as high as 45.4°0 
at the surface, decreases rapidly to 20.5 0 0 at 1 ft. and slowly thereafter to 
14.1 00 at 35 ft. 

• The time of onset is us late as 19~O or 2()CO hrs. 1. S. T. cn some days in late winter 
[Februarf] but the sel&-breeze comes earlier and more frequently as the summer approaches. 
In April, May and June, the time of onset is often as early 9S 140') or 15GO hrs. I. S. T. 
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The vapour pressure decreases with height by day and increases with 

height at night as in .January but there is also a. general increase in vapour 

pressure in the evening due to sea-breeze which comes in the afternoon and 

stagnates over the country until next morning afl is shown by the 6 A. :M. (.N) 

observations; this more humid air is later mixed up with the drier atmosphere 

when the convective winds are set up by insolation. The relative humidity in· 

creases slightly with height at the X and N epochs but the diurnal variation 

from X to N epochs is conspicuous at all levels. 

V. Type ACE :-Micro-climate during the south-west monsoon 

leason with cloudy, rainy and windy weather. 

With the onset of the south-west monsoon the climll.te changes from the 

continental type (A, AC ) to one of the maritime type ACE with continuous and 

vigorous air movement da.v and night and cloudy and wet weather. There is 

very little insolation by day and nocturnal cooling is negligible. In .Tul.v I. 

mean wind velocity ranges in the afternoon from 7 m. p. h. near the ground to 

15 m. p. h. at 35 ft.; even in the morning the values come down only to 4. 5 

m. p. h. and 10.2 m. p. h. respectively. Table 3 gives the mean air tempera. 

ture, vapour pressure and relative humidity in July at different levels and at 

the X and N epochs. The air temperatures vary in the afternoon from 32. O~O 
at the surface to 25.3 cC at 35 ft. and in the early morning from 2U',oC at the 
surface to 22.9°C at 35 ft. The diurnal range is only 10.2°C at the surface and 

2. 4°C at 35 ft. 

In contrast to the summer conditions, the vapour pressure in July is 21.1 

mm. and 18.3 mm. at the surface and at 35 ft. respectively in the afternoon; in 

t.he early morning also the v!loriation with height is similar to though smaller 

than that during day, the values at the surface and at 35 ft. being 18.4 mm. and 

17.9 mm. respectively. The diurnal range of vapour pressure (X-N) varie~ from 

2.7 at the surface to 0,4 at 35 ft. The relative humidity decreases with height at 

both the X and N epochs; the values at the N epoch. are about 10%. lower than 

those at the X epoch. During the monsoon the soil sUlface is always moist and 

often saturated with water so that the above results are easily understood. 
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Table 3 (July) 

Height Dry bulb temperature Vapour pressure in 
Humidity % 

in °C mm.ofHg. 

O.Tg. 32.0 21.8 10.2 
0.3" 27.1 22.7 4.4 21.1 18.4 2.7 89 79 10 
1.0" 27.0 22.6 4.4 20.8 18.4 2.4 89 79 10 
3" 26.9 22.6 4.3 20.4 18.4 2.0 89 78 11 
6" 26.8 22.6 4.2 20.1 18.3 1.8 89 77 12 
I ft. 26.6 22.1> 4.0 19.8 18.:{ 1.5 89 77 12 
2 ft. 26.5 22.6 3.9 19.6 18.2 1.4 89 77 12 
4ft. 26.3 22.7 3.6 19.4 18.2 1.2 88 76 12 
6 ft. 26.1 22.7 3.4 19.2 18.2 1.0 88 76 12 
4 ft. 26.0 22.8 3.2 19.0 18.1 0.9 87 76 11 
8 ft. 25.8 22.8 3.0 18.9 18.1 0.7 87 76 II 

10 ft. 25.6 22.8 2.8 18.7 18.0 0.7 87 76 11 
15 ft. 25.5 22.9 2.£l 18.6 18.0 0.1) 86 76 10 
20 ft. 25.5 22.9 2.6 18.5 18.0 0.5 86 76 10 
25 ft. 25.4 22.9 2.i> 18.4 18.0 0.4 86 76 10 
30 ft. 25.4 22.9 2J> 18.3 17.9 0.4 86 76 10 
35 ft. 25.3 22.9 2.4 18.3 17.9 0.4 85 76 9 

VI. Types Band BD : Micro-Climates of Crops. 

As mentioned by Geiger (I) the influence of vegetation on micro-climale 
varies with the height and density of the vegetation and it is possible to distinguish 
four stages. 

Stage 1.:-. The plants have just germinated and the growth is small both in 
height and density so that the bare ground is covered only to a small extent. 
The micro·climate varies little from that above the bare ground. In this early 
stage the small plants have to withstand the extremes of temperature characteris~ 
lie of Type A and the mortality is high. The utility of taller plants and shade 
trees in reducing such mortality is shown by the great care taken· in plantations 
of tea. cardamoms, etc., for providing a net-work of shade trees. 

Stage 2:-- The plants reach the stage of "lateral stoppage". By spreading 
laterally while grwoing vertically, they cover the ground more uniformly than in 
Stage 1. The micro-climate is now appreciably affected by the Vegetation. The 
diurnal range of temperature is reduceq and the air layers upto the height of the 
vegetation and the soil below are more humid tharl in Stage 1. Owing to these more 
favourable conditions young plants often show a sudden spurt of growth in height 
at the time when the stage of lateral stoppage is reached. 

Stage 3:- In the first two stages the seat of the diurnal transfer of heat 
was at the ground surface. When planta grow close together and attain great 
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heights there will be interspace between the surfaces of the ground and of the ve, 
getation. If the crown of the plants forms an effective canopy completely shutting 
off insolation from the ground, it is the former which absorbs solar radiation duro 
ing the day and radiates heat during night. Woeikof (11) calls it the "external 
active surface". It must be remembered, however, that the plant, canopy does not 
form a simple surface like the ground but has neces&arily a certain vertical range 
in its action. Between the external active surface and the ground surface there is 
a sheltered region in which, owing to the action of the plants, there is great calm, 
high um humidity, protection from radiation, moderate temperatures by day and 
grell.ter warmth than in t,he 'open' at night. 

Stage 4:- In this case the plants have grown into a tall forest, with thrte 
zone", viz.:-

( i) the stem region in which there is some possibility of air motion. 

( ii) the foliage region which forms a barrier to air movements and 

(iii) the air space above the foliage and merging into the free atmosphere, 

In stages 3 and 4, if the plant density is low, there will be gaps through 

which sunshine will be able to reach the ground. We then have two active surfacei, 

yiz .• the ground and the upper boundary of the plant cover. 

l!'igure I is a diagram given by Geiger ( I ) sho\\'ing the transition from the 
second to the third stage in the variation of temperature with height in a wintel 
rye field at Munich. The daily temperature maxima obtained from Six's thermo. 
meters are averaged for the different seasons and the height of the crop corres. 
ponding to these maxima are represented in the diagram. In April the IOMi 
temperature maximum was at the surface although the surface was covered with 
the young rye plants upto a height of sflveral ems (Stage 2). Towards the end 
of May, however, the maximum had left the ground surface and the highest 
temperatures were recorded at about 50 rms. above ground, the height of the crop 
itself being 120 ems. 

While dealing with crops one should compare the micro-climate of the 
crop with that of the open. In India the' rabi' or ' winter' crops which are 
unirrigated would fall under Type B while those which are irrigated would come 
under Type BD, so long, however, as the skies are cleal' and the wjnds Me light. 
The winter season at Poona gives rise to these two types.* 

• During the monsoon with high winds, cloudy skies and rainy weather the chang. 
with environment will be small, i. e., type BE will approach type AE. 
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Tablo 4 givps the mean dry bulb temperaturp- in cO and the vapour pre~sure 
;n mm. of Hg. at various levels upto 6 ft. in the 'open' and inside sugarcane, 
jowar, cotton and tobacco crops* growing at Poona near the Central Agricnltural 
J{eteorological Observatory in December 1936. The data are given both for the 
maximum temperature (X) and the minimum temperature (N) epochs. An 
inspection of this Table will show that the systematic deviations of the crop 
climate from that of an 'open' space are most marked in the case of an irrigated 
tall crop like the sugarcane (Type BD). There are also significant though 
~maller deviations when the crop is tall but unirrigated, e. g., in 
jowar. A short crop does show deviations, though small, if there is sufficient 
foliage to allow the formation of a local climate underneath, e. g., in tobacco. 
In the case of another short crop like cotton the deviations from the climate of 
the 'open' are not significant except, later in March when sufficient foliage develops. 
In general, the air inside a crop contains mOle moisture than outside. Further, 
during night, the temperature inside a crop is warmer than that in the 'open'. 

., Table 4 
Dry bulb °C - December 1936. 

Height Open Sugar- ,IowaI' Cotton Tqbacco Open Sugar- .J owar Cotton Tobacco 
cane cane 

0.3" 33.6 24.9 :n.2 32.6 34.6 9.0 10.5 9.9 8.8 8.7 
1" 32.0 25.0 30.7 :H.9 33.5 8.9 lOA !t9 8.8 8.7 
.3" :U.4 25.1 30.6 31.[) :)2.4 8.8 10.3 9.8 8.8 S.7 
1\" 30.9 25.4 30.5 31.0 :31.9 8.9 10.2 9.8 9.0 8,7 
I ft. 30.4 2.5.9 :lO.3 30.5 :n.2 9.0 10.1 9.7 \).1 8.8 
.Ht. 30.0 26.4 30.1 30.1 30.6 9.2 10.1 9.7 9.2 9.0 
;\ ft. 29.4 26.9 29.7 29.5 30.0 9 .. 4 10_0 9.5 9.4 9.2 
! ft. 29.0 27.1 29.4 29.2 29.5 9.7 10.1 9.8 9.5 9.a 

{i ft. 28.6 27.4 29.1 28.9 29.0 9.H 10.1 9.9 !l7 9.ti 

Vapour pressure 

D.:r 9.0 13.6 10.1 9.7 n.n 'i.l 8.S 8.0 6.9 7.3 
] " 8.8 13.1 n.9 9.r> 9.4 7.2 8.7 8.0 tU.l 7.:~ 
;~" 8.6 12.5 9.6 9.2 1l.9 7.2 8.6 7.9 7.0 7.3 
(i" 8.4 12.0 £1.5 8.9 8.7 7.:3 8.6 7.9 7.1 7.3 
1 ft. 8.3 11.4 9.3 8.7 8.0 7.4 8.5 7.9 7.2 7.4 
2 ft. 8.1 10.8 9.0 8.6 8.4- 7.6 8A 8.0 7.3 7.5 
:3 ft. 8.0 10.4 8.9 8.5 8.:! 7.7 8.4 8.0 7.5 7.5 
4ft. 8.1 10.1 8.7 8.4 8.2 7.9 8.4 8.1 7.6 7.7 
6 ft. 8.0 9.9 8.9 8.2 8.2 ~W 8.4 8.1 7.7 7.8 

'" The beights of these erops were 9 ft, 7 ft. 3~ ft, and ] ~ ft, respeetively. 
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Fig. 2 shows cUr\Tes of air t.empemture and vapour pressure at 2 P'}l. 
Oil the 9th October 1934 in a number of environments at different levels above 
gruund. Here Jowar, (AndrotJogon Sorghum Brot ), sUQ"arcane and yams 
( Dioscorea Batatas Dcne ), are tall crops, the first alone being unirrigated; suran 
(Amorphophalus companulatus Blume), and sweet potato are short crops with 
a certain amount of foliage spreading laterally. The heights of the CIllpS \ 
3 ft., 4 ft., 7 ft., ~ ft., and 2 ft. respectively. It is interesting to bee the rana· 
tion of temperature and vapour pressure with environment. \Ve have at one 
end the curve A representing the extreme conditions in the open with a rapid 
fall of temperature with height. At the other end we have the sugarcane and 
yam fields, both irrigated, with temperature low near the ground and rising 
with height itS in a nocturnal inversion. 

VII The Micro-Climate of the Sugarcane crop. 

The micro-climate of sugarcane is of special interest. When fully deve· 
loped this crop has a form of canopy. Conditions inside sugarcane would there. 
fore giye some idea of what may be expected inside a forest with canopy. 

[t is very intc1resting to compare the conditions in the . open' at the maxi. 
mum temperature epoch with those inside sugarcane in tlower. The over-all 
height of t,he crop is then of the order of 14 to 15 ft. m November at Poona ( cf. 
l!'ig. 3 ). The stems are almost bare from ground upto 4 ft.; above thi, the 
foliage increases rapidly and extends up to about 11 ~ ft. The crop is crowned by 
rlowers from III ft, to 14~ ft. The wind--break effect of the crop (vide Section 
II), i. e, it" ability to reduce air movement, may be expressed as:-

Velocity in t,lle open-Velocity inside crop 
---- -~----- X 100 

\'elocity in the open 

Thir:; "Lreaking OO effect is 90(:~ 01' more in the height interval fl'Ol11 4 to 14~ 
ft. where the foliage is thick. The crop forms a dense stand with the foliag~ 
forming an effective canopy except for very small openings through which sunshine 
ean reach the ground in patches. -While the ground i" the "active" surface in the 
open "active" because it is the source of heating by day :md cooling by night for 
the adjacent air and soil layers), in a sugarcane crop the ground is much less 
active, whereas the. canopy which has a certain vertical extent is more "active". 
Cnder these conditions, in ma,rked contrast to the "open" air, the air temperature 
inside the crop (Fig. 3) at the maximum temperature epoch increases with height 
forming an inversion. Thus \\'e have relatively stable conditions during the day 
inside the crop (such conditions prevail in the open only at night due to radiative 
cooling). As may be expected, the pressure of water Yapour is maximum Ilear the 
wet surface of the ground, decre::tses with height up to 7 ft., and increases from 7 
to 13 ft. owing to the water vapour transpired by the foliage. These details are 
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brought out in Fig. 3 where the dotted curves refer to the 'open'. The lowering 
of air temperature, the devdopment of stability (in version) and increased humidity 
inside the crop may be noted. Above the crop, free air conditions prevail. 
Inside tropical or sub-tropical forests with "canopy" the conditions are more or 
less as described above. 

Observations on the movements of smoke inside a sugarcane field during day 
time stlOW that, as compared to the turbulent conditions outside, the air move
ment or turbulence inside the crop is negligible. It is not completely absent but 
very supressed or subdued. The random movements are very sluggish, the hori
zontal drift being more in evidence. The day time inversion inside a plant 
community with a canopy is a "forced" inversion, to coin a new phrase, due to 
heating of the canopy by solar radiation to a greater extent than the ground which 
is practically shadeu. The air layers in an environment showing "forced inversion" 
will not be as stratified and extremely quiet as in the "static inversion" layer 
which develops in the "open" during night, when the general air movement is 
itself small. The "wind-break" effect of the crop or forest combined with the 
heating of a continuous canopy are responsible for the forced inversion inside the 
"rop or forest. 

VIII. Climate of a Vineyard (Type B changing to BD when irrigated). 

Fig. 4 shows the mean hourly variation of air temperature in of and the 
percentage l'elative humidity in the 'open' and inside a vineyard at Nasik at a 
level of 4 ft. abova ground during the period 6th January to 2nd March 1935. The 
data were obtained from tLeJ mographs and hy grographs exposed in Stevenson 
screend kept in these two envil'Onments. The ail' temperature is higher in the 
'open' during day time and lower at night than that inside the garden. The epo
chs of maximum and minimum temperature occur in the garden some time later 
tban in the 'open'. The percentage humidity is higher in the garden than in the 
'open' at all hours of the da.y. The epoch of ruaximum and minimum saturatioll 
occur ill the garden a little later than in the 'open'. 

IX Type BCD 

Effect of wind on the Micro-climate of a Betel-vine (Piper Betle Linn) 
jllant.at,ion at Poona. 

We may now give an example of tht' effect of wind on the micro-climate. 
\t Poona. in winter when the air movements are feeble, the deviations from tIl(" 
dimate of the "open" are large as mentioned earlier. With the advance of the 
,eason the air movement becomes stronger gradually. The effect of the increase 
in wind yelocity on the micro-climate of a crop of betel-vine (periodically irrigatt'd) 
,shown by the Figs. 5 (a), (b), (c) and (d). These show the mean hourly varia
.ion of air temperature (measured by thermographs exposed inside Stevenson 
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screens in Q F, at 4 ft. above ground in the open and inside the betel-vine plot 
December 1936 and January, February and March 1937. As in Fig. 4 the t€ 

perature in the open is higher during day and lower during night than inside~ 
crop, the X and N epochs in the crop showing a lag, as is to be expected.: 
December the diurnal range of temperature is 36°F in the open and 27°F inside 
prop. In .January also the curves show similar variations. In February wheal 
winds increase in velocity the curves begin to approach each other and by MJ 
when the winds are still strong3r the temperatures inside the crop and out 
approach still closer. Thus, the effect of strong air movement during c 
weather i" to decrease the difference in the temperatures of the two environmf 
In this particular instance we h&'ve an example of the clear weather Type 
changing to Type BCD under conditions where little or no sunshine actw 
reached the SUI face of ground owing to the presence of dense vegetation. 

X. Type BeE changing gradually to BD. 

We have another example shown in the curves of Figs. 6 (a), (b), (e), 
(e) and (f). These show the hourly variation of air temperature (at POODS 

4 ft. in the "open" and inside a banana plantation, where the rows of plants and 
plants in row were 6 ft. apart. The plants were about 6 ft. in height. The te 
efature Iecords were obtained from thermograpbs during the months of June, J 
Augu:,;t, September, October and Xovember In37. 

The weather during June to September is of tYje BCE, with mainly 0 

cast skies, precipitation at intervals and moderate to strong winds. In Oeb 
tbe weather improved but there were a few thunderstorms. Xovember, a! 
month, would bring about the micro-climate of Type A in the "open" and TY] 

changing to BD in the banana plantation during irrigation. One notable dif 
nce between the banana plantation and the betel-vine crop referred to earli! 
that in former sunshine falls on the ground in the interspace bet,ween plants ~ 
this does not happen in the latter. There is a certain accumulation of heat in 
banana plantation which is not dissipated at the same rate as in the 'open', o· 
to the wind-break effect of the crop and the neighbouring trees. This localiB1 
of warmth during the afternoon was small in .June and July when the skies 
overcast and tve average wind velocity was 8 miles per hour. Later the wind 
creased from 7.8 m.p.h. in August (cloudy) to 2.0 m.p.h. in October (occasioI 
cloudy, mainly clear). In November with no rain and little cloudiness, althl 
the wind velocity was as low as 1.3 m.p.h. the excess of temperature inside 
crop was smaller than in October, owing presumably to the decrease in the inteJ 
of insolation with the approach of wint~r. 

XI. The effect of vegetation on wind velocity. 

Having examined the effect of vegetation on the air temperature and I 
idity, We' lllny now pass on to the wind-breaking effect of different environml 
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For studying in detail the vertical structure of the wind velocity and its 
v&riatign with time of day and with environment the handy portable hot-wire anem-
6meter is an ideal im.trument, particularly when observations are desired at very 
short height intervals close to the ground. Measurements were made at Poona. 
with this instrument at heights oCY', 6", I', 2', 3', 4', 6' a.nd 8' in the 'open' and 
in different crops. During the last few years a general survey has been made inside 
a number of crops. Table 5 gi ves the mean velocity in miles per hour during the 
period Gf 17th November to 11th Deoember 19:37 in the "open" and inside jowar, 
silran (Elephant foot) and sugarcane crops. 

Table 5. 

Mean wind velocity in miles per honr fr{)m 17-11-37 to 11-12-37. 

Height 
above Minimum temperature epoch ~"Iaximum temperature epoch 
ground Open Jowar Suran Sugarcane Open Jowar Saran Sugarcane 

3" .49 .38 .31 .:n 2.37 .'78 1.2!l .. 38 
6" .58 .36 .24 . .31 2.73 .65 1.!?8 .40 

ft. .47 .34 .25 ..29 2 .. 91 .76 U~2 .45 
2 ft. .60 .25 .27 'If': ._.) .2.98 .72 un .:lS 
:1 ft. .7S .25 .;u .2:'" ;1.87 .92 2.17 .56 
4 ft. 1.01 .27 .38 .25 ~3.49 .U8 2.Hi .47 
6 ft. 1.10 .:25 .41 .22 4.8.1') 1.:!5 ;,.1 J .:')Ii 

8 fto. 1.16 5.30 

(i) The jowar eovered all al'ea of 1 acre with 52 rows, catch 110 n. long, 
there being one plant per ft. in each row on the average. The mean height. of the 
crop was about 6 ft.; (ii) The 'suran' field was i acre in area with 37 ('ows of 
plants, each 110 ft. long. The distan.ce between rows was 4 ft. and that between 
plants in the row 3 ft. The average height of the crop waH 3 ft., the leaves 
,~preading out at the top to a diamf'ter of 2 ft.; (iii) .the sugarcane field was 1-
acre in area and had 20 rows, ea,ch 110ft. long, t,he rOWR being ;3 fit. apart. 
There were 3 to 4 clumps of canes per foot. The plants hnd re..'1.c}led tlw fl.()w~r
ing stage. 

At the minimum temperature epoch, whet1 the air htyers are more (}r less 
stratified, the air flow is feeble and laminar. The increase of yelocity with 
height is typical in the open. Inside the sugarcane, jowar and snran fields there 
is a decrease of wind velocity with height as the wind-break effect tmds to incr
ease with height owing to the foliage becoming denser. In suran which is only 
about 2 ft. high, the wind velocity begins to increase with height. above the crop. 
The velocities at the minimum temperature epoch are generally between 0.2 to' 
1.2 m.p,h. and are eften too feeble to be measured with t,he ordinary cnp 
~nemomett'r , 
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At the maximum temperature epoch there is a general increase in wind 
velocity. The difference in t,he wind-hreak effect of different crops is seen more 
dearly in the aftel'lloon, the maximum effect being insiqe sugarcane, jowar com· 
ing next in order. The reduction of wind velocity above the suran crop (2 ft. 
JJigh ) persists even upto (j ft. In the 'open' the wind velocity approaches 5.5 
miles per hour at, S ft. 

The lowering of wind velocity by standing crop,; oners a certain degree of 
self-protection for the plants away from the borders of the field. The wind
breaking capacity of different crops within their respective heights may bE' seen 
in Table 6, where the mean wind velocity at different levels above ground inside 
different crops is expressed as a pprcentage of the wind velocity at corresponding 
levels in the 'open'. The data summarise the information obtained in a number 
of crops during the last few ytlal'S and refer to aftemoon conditions. 

Table 6. 

Mean wind velocity in the afternoon in different environments expressed 
as percentages of the velocit,y at corresponding heights in the' open '. 

Height Percentnge wind velocity in 
-----~---------

above 
ground Jowar Snran Sugarcane Cotton Wheat Tobaco Double-beans 
::)" 29 52 18 :32 20 51 ~O 

6" 24 47 1i 29 ]7 flO 29 

l. ft. 28 46 20 26 15 48 24 

2 ft. ~6 60 16 34 21 52 2;-) 
~ 

3 ft.. ,29 56 17 50 40 58 28 
4 ft.. :39 02 ]8 64 ;'">7 6S 20 
Ii ft. 47 ti.t 16 75 75 79 :~6 

~ ft. no If) 78 52 

The ability to reduce air movements is in the order of sugarcane, wheat, 
jowar, double-heans, cotton, suran and tobacco. A more detailed discussion 
of this problem will be found in the paper by Raman (3). 

XII. Air movement inside an Oak Forest in Austria. 

We may quote here the results of mcasurements made by Geiger ( 1 ) in a 
thin oak forest with an undergrowth of beech. In a closed forest space even 
the large air masses which have fairly good freedom of motion between trunks 
remain very calm. In fig. 7 the oak is drawn to scale. The three curves 
represent the change of wind velocity with height above the source of the 
forest during hours of strong wind. The curves represent measurements ( a) 
in ant.llmn 1028, ( mean of 12 homs ), (b ) in spring ] 928 ( mean of 17 hours \ 
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when oak was in foliage and ( C) in spring 1928 (mean of 28 bours) before 

the sprouting of the fuliage. In all the three cases the highest wind velocity 

occurs over the top of the trees while it is almost calm throughout between the 

trunks. This calm is most marked when the trees are in leaf but even the bare 

tr1lnks, branches and twigs ( Curve C ) form a powerful obstruction to the wind. 

Recently in India the forest departments in the Central Provinces and 

Bihar have begun to take some interest in the meteorological aspects of sylvi
culture and it may be hoped that within a few years it may be possible to extend 

the scope of these investigations into forest environments. 

Before concluding this section, it may be mentioned that gliders experi

ence up-rising warm currents above a forest in the evening when nocturnal 

cooling has already commenced in the neighbouring' open' spaces. 

The variation with environment of the evaporating power of the 
air layer near the ground. 

As a climatic factor evaporation has certain sIlecial features. 'It takes 

into account directly or indirectly the effects of several meteorological factors like 

wind velocity, temperature and the sJ.turation deficit of the air stream at a parti

cular level on the loss of moisture by evaporation from a suitable measuring 

de\-ice. We have, of course, to despense with instrument;, of large size and use 

the simple and handy" Piche's" evaporimeter. This instrument occupies little 

lpace and several instruments may be exposed at different levels above ground 

to study the variation of the factor with height in different environments. 

A number of calibrated Piclte's evaporimeters were exposed* in the open 

and inside selected crops at 1, 2 and 4 ft. above gl'ound. The measurements of 

evaporation in 24 hours ending at 8 A. M. local time were recorded daily at Poona. 

from December 1940 up to February 1941. The crops selected were jowar, double

beans, sugarcane and betel-vine. 

Table 7 gives the mean values of evaporation in the differont periods 

during the abovo season. The values of evaporation inside the crops have also 

been expressed as percentages of corresponding values in the open in t.htl last 3 

columns of the Table. 

"l'hj~ in'l"e~til?'fiti(ln Wll~ marlp hy ~rr. P. K. Haman 
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Table 7 
11~Vap()!'at,ion in different environment;:; in inches. 

Evaporation in inches Evaporation as % of the 
Environment at heights of open at corresponding level. 

4' ~' l' 4' 2' l' 
-----~--~~-- ---- ----------

ri--I t 40 to 
1 0--1 :?~40 

Opfm ... .;I;j{i .;187 .:>,;,4-
Balli .Iowar . 2m) .16:{ .120 59 '12 ;14-
Double-bean .132 .083 .068 ,17 ;21 19 
Sngarcanf' .117 .IOS .098 3H 2S 28 

11-12-40 to 
t~-12-40 

Open .341 .;16(j .:1:W 
H.abi Jowar .218 .157 .132 64 4:i 40 
DOll b le-bean .l()O .mw .OS;I 47 24 25 
Sugarcane .108 .108 .098 :12 :?9 :lO 
Betel-vine .080 .on .(61) 23 21 20 

23-12-40 to 
6-1-4 J. 

Open .3;}.! AO!) .:17.3 
Sugarcane .1:.?H .126 .101 .),"" 

.).) ill 27 
Betel-vine I .om~ .089 .074 2S .).) :?o 

10-] -4] to 
:H-1-41. 
Open .:169 .:Hn .:184 

Double-bean .148 .117 .108 40 29 2S 
Sugarcane .129 .120 .09~ :l:i :{O 2() 

Betel-vine - .092 .083 .077 ')- .21 20 _01 

1~2-41 to 
HI-2-41. 

Open. . HIt .:iSH .SIIl 

Douhle-bean .2];, .191 .14-8 H :14 28 
Sugarcane .lllti .160 .132 :H :.W :W 
Rl'tel-vinc .120 .] 20 .10] 24 22 20 

In general evaporation tends to increase with height. It is least in betel. 
vine whej_'e t,he wind velocity is least and the relative humidity maximum under 
j,he influence of irrigat,ion coupled with the lack of ventilation. ( The betel-vine 
grows on some supporting structure to a height of 20 ft. and is irrigated at intervals 
of 10 days). Next comes sugarcane, also a dense crop. irrigatcd heaVily at inter. 
vld" ano. growing lip to 12 ft. in height. In sngarcane the wind velocity is 
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~lightly higher than in betel-vine. In double-beans and jowar tIle increase with· 
height is more prononnced as the crops rise upto D or 6 ft. only above ground. 
Table 8 giv.ell t,he mean values of evaporation expressed as percentages of that 
in th0 open at the corresponding levels. For reference the actual values of 
evitfloration in inches at different levels in the open are also given at the bottom 
of the table. 

Table 8 

Environments 

Rabi .Jowar 
Double-bean 
Sugarcane 
Betel-vine 

Evaporation as % of the open at 
.corresponding level 

4 ft. 2ft. 1 ft. 

62 43 :l7 
41 2'1 25 
34 .3{} 27 
25 21 20 

Actual evaporatio~ in the "open" in inches. 0.382 0.423 4).39:! 

A m()re detailed discussion of these mJasurements in relation 00 tempera
ture, humidity and wind velocity will be taken lip when further dat.'1 Me 
collected. 

XIV. Summary. 

The present report reviews broadly the results on various aspects of micro
climatology obtained at Poona and elsewhere. Systematic observations on the 
climates of crops and of the 'open' have been recorded ;:tt Poona during t:le last 
10 years. A fuB detailed discussion of these .data is beyond the scope of this 
paper. 

While much work of an exploratory nature has already been dORe there is 
much lllQre to be attempted before many gaps in our knowledge ()f local climates, 
particularly in large plant communities like forests can be filled in. 

The author wishes to record grateful thanks to the Imperial Council of 
A~ricnltural Resf'arch for providing facilities for a section mainly devoted to these 
investigations over a series of years. Thanks are also due to the Director-General 
of Observatories for his deep interest in this new branch ()f meteorology. 
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Preliminary Observations on the Competition 
between two Cotton Plants Growing 

In Juxtaposition. 

By 

T. R. KHADILKAR • 

In the years 1940 to 1942 spacing experiments in cotton were undertaken 
: Jalgaon Experimental Farm with a view to find out if by any change in the 
!ltivator's practice of sowing greater yield of cotton per acre could be obtained. 

1'he various spacings adopted were 18", 24" and 30" between two rows combined 
with :l", 6" and 9" between two plants in a row. No single treatment proved to 
I,p .tatisticaHy and consistently superior tQ another throughout the period of 
xperiment. Spaci.ngs with 30~' row distance gave in general low yields and treat. 
Il~nts with 3" intra-row dist.ance showed large fiuct.uations in yield. 

Cultivaoors of Khandesh adopt 18" distance between rows and about 6" to 
:," between plants. Some have recently begun to keep 24" distance between 
:lJWS especially in deep and rich soils. On ,Jalgaon Farm, Jarila cotton seed 
'neant for growing stage I crop for multiplication is Sown with 24" X 9" spacing. 
1\\'0 or three seeds are dibbled at each hill and about 3 to 4 weeks after, extra 
,,·edlings are removed keeping only one at a hill. In order to see what effect 
q ould be produced on yield if two seedlings were allowed to grow at. a hill ai 
~,\inst one, the following experiment was taken in 1946-47. 

Experimental Details 

Plots with 20 feet, lengt,h and 8 feet breadth each were marked out in R

eid. Each plot was grown with four rows sown 24 inches apart and the distance 
>l'tween two hills in a row was maint9.ined at 9". There were two treatments 'A' 
,lid 'B' and ten replications. Each treatment consisted of four lines, the middle 
\\'0 being experimental ones. In 'A' two seedlings were maintained at a hill and 
II 'B' only one as control. A BB A method of layout was adopted. Two feet on 
ach side of a plot were left out as border. 

~umber of bolls on each plant, growing at a hill in both 'A' & 'B' treat. 
ments were counted Just before harvest and the total yields of the experimental 
lines were also recorded plot by plot. As the number of hills available for yield 
in each experimental plot varied from 40 to 50, the average yield, as well as, 
J\'erage boll number per hill per plot were taken for statistical comparison. The 
following factors were compared:-

.------_._----
• Cotton Breeder, Jalgaon. 
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0) 
(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 

(v) 
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Kapas yield per hill. 

Number of bolls per hill. 

[ vol. XL, NO, 

Sumber of bolls on a high boll bearing plant at a hill in treatment '. 
compared with number of bolls on a plant at a hill under treatment 'B 
~umber of bolls on low bearing plant at a hill in treatment 'A' COl 

pared with number of bolls on a plant at a hill under treatment 'B'. 
Proportion of bolls on high boH bearing plant to those on low boll be 
ring plant at a hill in treatment' A'. 

Results of the IItatistioal analysis of eaoh factor are embodied in t 

table helow:· -

TabJe 1 

Treatments Mean S.E. 
No: {<'actors 'A' : 'B' diff. of 

between mean 
'A' & diff. 

M 
S.E. 

( obser. 
ved) 

t t (theoreti( 
with 9 D. 

(atO. 
leVI 

'B' ----_._------------------
I Average yield of 0,90 0.77 

kapas per hill in 
+ 0.13 0.032 4-.06 

tolas (m e a n of 
10 blooks ). 

II Number of bolls 9.86 7.38 + 2.4& 
per hill. 

'A' signifioant over 'B'. 

'A' significant over 'B' 
(In eaoh blook' A' was greater 
than 'B'). 

2.: 

III Number ofb 011 s 6.31 7.38 -1.07 
on high boll bear. 

0.32 3.4 2. 

ing plant. at a hill '.8' signifioant over 'A'. 
in ' A' compared 
with a plant in 'B'. 

1 V Number of bolls 
on a low boll bear. 
in g plant at a hilI 
in' A' compared 
with a plant in 'B'. 

3.55 7.38 -3.83 'B' significant over 'A' 

V Proportion of bolls 1.81 1 
of high boll bear. 
ing plant to those 
of low boll bear. 
ing plant at a hill 
in 'A'. 

(In each block 'B' was greater 
than 'A'l. 

(Total plants observed=416). 

Under the conditions of the experiment which was taken on a sma.ll ecal 
the above statistical analysis leads to infer as fol1ows:-



PHELIMINARY OBSERVATION O~ THE OOMPETITION 

Two cotton plants grown at a hill (Treatment 'A') can give greater yield of 
kapas than one plant so grown (Treatment 'B'). The same relation holds good 
regarding the number of bolls produced at a hilL If, however, the number of 
bolls on two plants at a hill are compared individually with the number of bolls 
given by a single plant grown at a hill, then bath the plants severally happen to 
be statistically less productive than the other. This is mainly due to the physio
logical competition that is set between two plants when they are made to grow 
quite close to each other, though jointly they are found to be more productive. 
On an average the number of bolls produced on one plant is nearly double that 
produced by its adjoining plant at the same hill, t,he actual proportion obtained 
hring l.R : 1. 

Other observations 

Besides the above findings it was also observed that in point of plant 
height the plants under the two treatments did not present any marked difference. 
nor the difference between two plants at a hill was prominent. The actual heights 
were not measured. It appears, therefore, that the effect of very close planting 
affected more the productive than the growth phase of plant development. 
Under both treatments the percentage of sterile hills (i. e. hillfi giving no bolls at all) 
was not more than one and under treatment 'A' t~e percentage of hills with one 
plant st.erile and the other fertile was only six. 

Hoyle (*) froill an experiment of similar nature taken in .Ny&saland opines 
;hat in a tract with short season of growth, the intra. row distance between two 
holes should be closer like 12 inches. He also finds that growing two plants at a 
hill tends to give more yield than one. The inter.row distance in his experiment 
was three feet as against two in the present one. 

Results of this small experiment suggest that in laying out future spacing 
experiments in cotton under Khandesh conditions, it is worth while including a 
treatment wherein two or three plants per hole would he grown as a.gainst one. 

Summary 

1. A smal! replicated trial in cotton was arranged on .Jalgaon Experi
mental Farm in 1946-47 with a view to see what effect would be pro
duced on yield and plant growth if two plants were grown at a hill a.s 
against one, in a common layout where inter.row and intra-row dis
tance is 24 inches and 9 inches respectively . 

• Hoyte S. '1'. Spacing of cotto:n in Nyalaland Emp. Cotto Gl'ow .. Hllv. XV. 4 00>1:. 
193~. p, 306, 
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The treatment with two plants at a hill gave statistically better yield 
than the one with one plant at a hill. Number of bollfO per hill was 
also greater in the first treatment. Number of bolls on an individual 
plant in a two plant hill was, however, ~ignificantly lower than the 
one on a plant of the other treatment. 

The competitive effect between two plants at a hill was more pronoun· 
ced in their boll development than in their height. Percentage of 
sterile hills in both the treatments was the same and small. In the 
two-plant tI'eatment the percentage of hills with one plant sterile and 
the other fertile was six. 

4. It is suggested that in any future spacing experiment in cotton in 
Khandeflh a treatment with two to three plants at a hill may be 
included with advantage. 

New Methods of Weed Control. 

By 

DR. S. SOLmw;.;r ~ and :\1. \T, V. RAO:t 
Botany section, College of Agriculture, Poona; 

The problem of weed control has been a nightmare to farmers all over the 
world since time immemorial. The amount of loss caused to the cultivator by 
way of decrease in yield and fertility of the soil is self-evident. The diversity in 
the method of propagation, seasonal appearance and spread of the weeds ensures 
their eternal presence in all types of soils and during all the seasons of the year, 
Though various methods of weed eradication are resorted to, these have been far 
from ~atisfactory. The result has been that the cultivator prefers to suffer a 
reduction in the yield rather than add to his cultivation charges which are hardly 
made good b~- any substantial increase in the income from the crop. Weeds which 
produce a prolific amount of seed like Striga, Amarantu8 etc., those that hiher· 
nate underground like Gyperus rotundulJ ( Lavala ) and those that are easily carri. 
ed by wind and water like Tridax and Portu,laca escape control so easily that 

§ Asstt. PrOfl'RSOr of Botany 
; Demvllstrlltor ill Botuny, College of .\gl'ir1iltllI'e, Pcona 5, 
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their ~easonai. appearance is inevitable. Though cultural methods help the reduc
tion of the ravages caused by weeds, th~y by no means help prevent their recur
rence. The method.of controlling weed .. therefore must be (,heap and thorough. 

I on l.v wi II it be ado pted on a wide sea le. 

Method.~ in Vogue:- Most of the methods in usc fallnndpr two eategorics, 
rlely, the cultural or the chemical. A third, the bi<;llogicn.l method consists of 

u,mg a paras,te which may be an insBct or a fnog-us or a bacillus for destroying 
11<'o,ls, A condition pro:;~eIl-t to the use of this method is that the parasite 
,I'.IIU not attack plants .other than the weed to be destroyed. 

·Oult'll."a[ metltfJds:- Among the existing methods .of weed control, the 
. drurat methfJd is by. far the best. It includes ploughing and turning of the soil 
iu order to expose the dormant parts of the weed plants to the destructive effect 
ofsunlight, inter-culturing betwf:'en rows of crops to remove weeds; cutting the 
above ground. parts to .. starve the plant of its stored food contents; growing green 
llliIuure crops like Sann to smother weeds and so .on. These methods are practi
~&hlc in that they form t\ part of the routine, practice in <lrop cultivation. 

Chemical mfth'XlB:- The chE'mical method of weed control consists in spr./l,Y. 
J1\g either the weed plant or the soil by chemirals like sulphnric acid, sodilHri 
chlorate and cert,ain eopper and arsenic salts. This method has been unfortunatel~ 
impracticable because of the large amounts of chemical required and the 'Corise. 
qllent high cost. For this reason, the uSllal method of weed control pr!ictised. in 
thitl country is the nult,ural metltod~ . '" .:. '; -, " 

Though the cultural method has its own advantages, onc cannot fail to see 
the shortcomings in the method. It does 'not render the small weed seeds inca. 
pable of germ ina ting and propagating t.heir species. Many underground dormant 
parts of weeds may escape destruction and as a result damaged weeds lllay mlliti. 
ply vegetatively. The cost of labour fof removal of weeds il'! often prohibitive. 

New ·weedicides:...:. In recent years a new chemical known as :?, 4--dichloro. 
phenoxyaMtir acid has been widely used in the United States of America and on 
ihe continent of Europe. This chemical is' selective' in its a ction in th:at ii 
Kills certain plants while ~ertain other::; are unharmed. Different concentrati(JlH 
have different reactions on plants. This aspect therefore has been of very grea1 
advantage in weed control. '2, 4-D' as the chemical is popularly called, i~ 
harmless to most grasses and {'ereals like .J O'1l'ar , BajaFi, 'Vheat, sugarcane etc 
while non-graminac{'ons plants are susceptible to,the destructive efrect of tht 
acid. TiltH! 2, 4-D could very profitably be used to .eradicate the. root-.paro.sit,( 
Siliga O-U ;Jo1L'arl~nd sugarCane. The second point of advantage is its non-toxi! 
n~tur(l to human beings and ljYest9ck which is perhaps one of the IIlost importan1 
factor.g ill its favonr for (tdvocating its USIj). to the cultivators. Its toxicity ;is suel 
that R(){'ds of sns{'ep'i;;ible wf~eds ,are rendered inca.pable of gerll1inati~n ·.once the) 
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come ill conta.ct with the (t('iu. Ail tl:c chemical is t,ranslocated into the body 
of the plant,even below ground parts are killed. Concentrations of the weedicide 
sufficient, to kill weeds might actually st.imulate growth in the regular crop as is 
seen in the development of brace roots in maize and Ilbundant prop-roots in 
jrnl'fll', thereb,v r('ducing lodging and increasing t.he yield of the crop. Labour for 
removal of w('e{h is minimized while til(' cont,rol of weeds is mOffl thorough than 
h;-.' all," Ot.\Wf m('t.hod of w(,Nl control. 

Til" chcminill is diluted to st,rengths vary jng from 0.1 to 0"-; or I % 
before spraying. }Iost weeds are killed at 0.1 % strength~ Those that are reii. 
stant to low strengths of the weedicide are killed at, higher strengths e. g. 0.2 % 
and O.:{ %. Har'dy bushes require to be sprayed at, concentrations of 0.5 or 1%. 
A rat(' of 100 gallons per acre normally ensures good control. In Case of weeds 
which persist, spraying is done twice with an interval of 10 days between the two 
sprayings. 'Vhen bushy plants like Lantana are to be killed, the main stems are 
cut hack till six inch stumps are left. These stumps are allowed to sprout and 
when the succn lent sprouts are about a, foot long they are sprayed with the 
weedkiller. It has been observed that encouraging results are obtained if th~ 
weeds are sprayed whfm they are about two to three weeks old. The young 
succulent twigs facilitate quick translocation of the chemical into the weed plant 
as compared to older plants which show a certain amount of resistance. The 
weedicide being hormonal in nature causes overstimlliation of growth resulting in 
abnormal thickening of parts which ultimately rupture. The uneven growth causes 
Yarious distortions like bending and twistir,g of parts. Overstimulation also 
causes quick exhaustion of food material thereby resulting in th., starvation of the 
plant which ultimately dies. .. 

Treatments (tre dassified into two types namely the 'pre-emergence 
treatment' by which is meant that the soil is sprayed with the weedkiller before 
the appearance of weeds on the surface thereby killing the weeds in their very 
early sta~es and the 'post-emergence treatment' by which is me-ant that the 
field is sprayed when the weeds come up on the surface. The efficacy of the 
method USed depends on the type of weeds that. are prevalent in the particular 
Roil. "'here the soil jg infested with weeds with subterranean storage organs, the 
post-emergence t.reatment would be more suitable t,han the pre -emergence 
t,reatment. A judicial combination of pre-emergence and post-emergence 
treatments would he hest in that chances of weeds escaping the effect of the weed 
killel' wonld he vel'y Rlim. 

::\Jost of the modem wcedkillers are known to have a soil sterilizing effect, 
which meaUil that the germination of seeds of crop plants are hampered, 
particularly the dicot.yledons, But it has been observed t,hat this effect does not 
last ~o long as to ha.mper the germination of the following crop. In irrigated 
fields t,ile soil sterilizing effect is lost within a month of spraying the field while 
in un-irrigated fields it would require about 60 dn.ys fo~ the adverse effect to go. 
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Thus tile use of the weed killer does not in allY way come in the way of following 
the normal crop rotation. The weedkiller cannot be used in fields where mixed 
crops are grown as in fields where cereals are grown along with legumes, because 
most of the legumes are susceptible to the destructive effect of the chemical. If 
weeds are to be eradicated in such fields by using the chemical, then, cereals 
~lonl' ~hould hp grown. 

The most recent discovery among weed killers is that of Sodium 
Trichloroacet'1te ( TeA) which :8 said to control the noxious grass 'Ilariali' 
( Cynodon dactylon, Pers ). Thus it is possible that in time to come even grass 
weeds may be controlled by modern weedkillers. 

A systematic trial of the new weedkillers that are coming on the market 
is being carried out by the Economic Botanist's section. Below is a list of weeds 
found susceptible to the weedkillers and this will be added to as more results 
h!'come lIyaiJahlp. 

List of local weeds susceptible to 2, 4-D 

s. :\0. Botanical Name 

1. Acalyph I, iadica, Linn. 
2. Amarantus spinos1ls, 

Linn. 
3. Argemone mexicana, 

Linn. 

4. Bidens pitosrt, Linn. 

Common Strength 
Name of 2, 4-D 

Kupi 0.2% 
Kate-mat 0.2% 

Pivla- 0.1% 
Dhatnra 

Dip mal 0.2% 

Hemark:< 

Plants died in 16 days. 
Bending of stem, yellowing 
of leaves, died in 20 days. 
Bending and parching of 
leavess, died in 12 days. 
Bending and swelling of ste
ms, died in 16 days. 

5. ~ae8ulia axi<laris, Roxb. Maka 0.2% Bending and swelling of E>tem, 
Chlorosis, died in 15 days. 

6. Celosia argentea, Linn. 

7. Cyperlls rotundus, Linn. 

8. Oorchorus Hlocularis, 
Linn. 

n. j)aturaj'astu08fJ, Linn. 

Kurdu 

Lavala 

Kadu
r:hincJt 

Dhatura 

10. Datura .,tramonium. Linn. Dhat1tf(! 

11. Eclipta alba, Clke. Bhal1gra 

12. Euphorbia geniculata, Big 
Crt. dudhani 

0.2% 

0.2% 

0.2% 

0 ')0 1 

.- 10 

0.2~o 

0.2% 
0.2% 

Swelling of nodes which burst; 
died in 16 days. 

Withering of foliage; died in 
lil days. 

Bending and swelling of stem, 
died in 18 daJs. 

Drooping of leayes, hending 
and swelling of Shootll, died 
in 14. days. 

·-do·

-do--
Bending of shoots w 11ich crack 
later, died in IS days. 
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K:'No: . c, BManwal X~il1e 
~ .J ~ • ~, ~ Hemarks. 

,,'" , .,1 .,,'."" , 

)3:" =1!uflli6f'l5ia 'th,l/miJolia~' 

Common . ;Ntnmgth 
Name; of 2,4-0 

ni;.dllan; 
L .L:;;;:.·:::' .-,.'Linn.:" . 

'14. '111:Aifi6.iera gtan;h;tosft. 
Willd. 

0.]%" Parching of leav('s,' died in 
12 clnys. 

15. Ipomea mnricala, Jaeq. Rh01l'1'i 0.1% 

Bending and swelling of tOjl;. 

chlorosis; died in 18 days. 
Chlorosis of leaves, withering 
of plant: died in 12 days. 
Swelling of shoot tips, died in 
14 days. 

17. Leucas aspera, Spr. 

19. Nica1Ulra phusoloides, 
Gaert. 

20. Ocimnrn CIln1{'m, Sins. 

21. Phyllanthu8 Urinaria, 
Linn. 

22. Physalis minima, 
Linn. 

, 
Pa<Htlhri-" . 0.2% 

pltitli . 
LncflJ8" 

0.2% 

Rancpopti 0.2% 
, 

Ran-I'ulas 0.2% 

Bending and chlorOsis of lellY, 
es, died in 12 days. 
Bending and chlorosis of leav, 
es, died in 12 days. 
Bending· of stell! and drying 
of leaves, died in 18 days. 
Drooping and drying of leans, 
died.in 15 days. 

0.2% Bending and swelling of stem, 
died in 12 days. 

Goos~betty" 0,3% Epinasty and drying of shoal; 
(wild) died in 15 days. 

... ·::;'Gholu 't· 02%" Yellowing and drying (oj 

~i.· . c. . Liun: ' ,. f.v;'·< shoQts, died in 18 days. 

Portulaca oie.I'(J6ea,· 23. 

24. Psor(J,wa corylifoli~ :>~ ::aavchi 0.2% Bending, swelling and crack. 
) ;'.::,. Li1ll1. rzi' if[ ;~L n, ing of shoots, died in 18 days. 

2ii. Sonrh1ls (ll'v(',11>~is,~ /', !.·llfahtam 02% Twisting of shoots & chlrrosi, 
LiJln. '. " .. ;' ,'., died in 15 days. 

26. Sonchu.~M:eraceOlls, ",Val~·at.u·':t 0.2% Bending & swelling of shoot, 
. ) ." Linn. 

27. . Solp,~1u" n_~gr'Um, 
':,·':rr.·': >~:.r ... ~~,Dn· •. ~~~:" 
2R. 8triga de.1I!!ijtor.a, .• ; 

. nth.'., ... 
20. St1'i{ja lutea:; I.Ollr. 
30. Tridax procl£mben8, 

'::' . .Linn. ;):. 

Tarphnl' 

Tarphul' 
Ekdanrli 

chlQrosis, died in 15 days . 
0.2% Chlorosis of leaves and dry. 

. ing of plants, dicd in 15 days 
0:1 % I Curvature of shoots and leav~ 

,"which wither later. 
0.1 %J Died in J 0 days. 
0.2% Epinasty, chlorosis and drying 

31. Xanthiurn 8tnim:n"ium, 'Cokhrn 
of leaves, died in 15 days. 

0.2% Parching of leaves and shoots, 
)~., at-i .. :,' ...... ~~4\n~ t died in 15 days. 
J:;f.: ... .r~nrl.~· '~ .. ~ 

.' .. ') 



World Population and World food Supplies ~ 

There iil an old Egyptian sayil'lg tkat whoever has onee dmnk of the 
waters of the Nile will want to go back and drink them a.gain. I do not know if 
that has ever been said of the waters of the Tyne, but it is certainly true that 'the 
British Association always welcomes an invitation to Newcastle. This i.'l our 
fifth visit; to no other city have we been more often. 

We came first in 1838 when England was mainly an agricultural oountry. 
The III years that have elapsed have seen profound changes in our national life, 
Jlartielllarly the prodigious advancement of science and of its daughter technology. 

Among the many resulting achievements has been a great increase in the 
certainty and the length of life. The world population has risen more rapidly 
than ever before; it is now estimated by the :Food and Agriculture Organization at 
about 2,300 nlillions, and the increase at about 20 millions a year-an average 
additiou of two every three seconds day and night, year after year, and the two 
may become three or more as science ad vances, social services improve,and bodies 
tiuch ag tile World Health Organisation become fully operative. Can they all be 
fed I The problem is complicated by the inequalities in the rate of increc'lse, 
the less advanced groups multiplying more rapidly than the more advanced, 
and also by the uneq.ual distribution of popUlation over the earth's surface. Over 
most of the world the population is so sparse that it can produce its own food; 
,ome regions can produce .mrplus: but a few regions fire so densely crowded 
that they ca.n themselves produce only restricted dietary-England, Belgium, 
Egypt, India and Eastern Asia. England is the most crowded, but its highly 
developed ,export industries enable it to import food from the surplus countries, 
so lon~ as they continue to have surpluses. India and I:<~astcrn Asia have fewer 
p0ssibilities of imports, but their home production can be considerably 
intensifiec.i. Expansion of the world's food supplies depends, therefore, on 
extension of the f(lod.producing area, more intensive cultivation of the area, 
already used, .and the reduction of the present heavy wastes and losses. 

Pre,it'ientil\l IIddress delivered by Sir .Tohu Russell, 0, B. E., p, R. S. to the British 
As,qociation lit ~eweastle 011 A1Igllst :n. Printed from "~ature" Vol. 164- ~o. 4166 of 3rd 
i;eptembel' 49, with the kinll permission of the Britih Asso<liatioll. 
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Extension of the Food-Producing Area. 

The world's total land area is 31),700 million acres, but only about ll,VIJ' 

million are estimated by C. B. Fawcett to be "climatically suited" to crol 
growth. Much of this, however, is at present impracticable for cultivation, ani 
the area actually used is some. 3,000-4,000 million acres: 7-10 per cent onI: 
of land surface of the world. f.;ome 8.'5 or 90 percent of this area is used fo 
food production, the rest is for industrial crops. The food producing area re 
presents a world average of about Iv acres per head which, at British yield, 
would give the British pre-war diatary; much less would suffice for a veg"tarial 
dietary. The area 'climatically suited', however, is about 5 acres per heac 
Can any of those unused 3! acreR per head be brought into cultivation? 

Agriculturists have long been engaged in widening the zone of cultivatio: 
by converting the marginal regions of their day into farm land and then pushin 
out into new marginal regions. The pioneers began in the coastal regions ( 
Xorth America, Austra1ia, and New Zealand, where conditions resembled ou 
own, using methods that had been very successful in Great Britain. Wheat wa 
t,heir main crop. But in pushing inland t.hey were brought to a standstill b 
the diminishing rainfall, and in Canada by the early onset of winter; everywhel 
their crops suffered from pests and diseases. In 1898 Sir William Crookes, i 
his presidential address to the British Association, startled the world by dech 
ring that. the process of expansion was nearly over, and by the 1930's theworl 
woulcl suffpl' hunger unless yields were raised. He showed how the necessar 
nitrogenolls fertiliZers could be prepared synthetically from the nitrogen of tr 
air. Ag!"ielllturists did not accept 11is view. I.awes and Gilbert, old, but fu 
'of vigour and Victorian pugnacity, did what many indignant Englishmen hal 
done hefore and since. wrote to thfl Thp Tim.es about it. But, in fact, the addre! 
was one of the most momentous the Association has ever heard: it founded tl 
great uitrogen indllstry ftnd ever~Twhere stimn lat.efl agricultural investiga.tors t 
fresh efforts. 

The wheat problem was ;.:olved, hut not in t.he Wfty Crookes expectel 
~hoI'tl~' aftel' his address, the new seience of plant genetics was founded, and Ii 
the first time it, became possible systematically to transfer characterR from 01 

,plant to another and 1'\0 obtain new varieties possessing certain desirable qualitie 
Early ripening, shortness of straw and a high ratio of grain to leaf are all required 
in drought.a.nd frost-resist.ant varieties, and all are heritable characters, as i, 
resistance t,o rust and other diseases. \\Torld.wide search was made for varieties 
possef<sing the desired gene!", pure line and other techniques were evolved, and 
llew ya;rieties wore in time produced suitable for the marginal regions so that 
these became productive farm lands. By the 1930's Canada's 1898 wheat acreage 
of 4 million had risen t,o 27 million; Au<;tralia's 5 million to 16 miilion, and the 
Argentine's 7 million to 20 million: the world acreage and output rose far beyond 
the limits set by Crookes, and there was such a glut that wheat growers every. 
where suffered greatly and relief measures became neresf!ary; in the Argentine 
wheat was hurnt in the .locomotives instead of coal. 
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The dreaded catastrophe had not eventuated, but it had been averted by 
means wholly unexpected; one of agricultme's many illustrations of the ancient 
truth: 

"And the things that we looked for, the gods design not to fiIlfil 

And the paths undiscerned ot ollr eye, the gods un Sf'ul". 

Sinc{l the 1930's, however, the wheat area, of these new ('ountries has not 
expanded, which has boon taken to show that no more ne,,· wheat lands ar .. 
available. The deduction is unjustified. Agricultural development of new lands 
is very costly, requiring developments of transport, storage and marketing 
facilities, and it is not undertaken unless a profitable market for the produce is 
assured. The glut of the 1930's had a restraining effect on development. Even 
the war has not stimulated much expansion. In 1940 Canada raised her acreage 
to 28.7 million in response to our urgent appeal; but the difficulties of disposal 
caused such discouragement that in 1941 the area fell to 21.9 million aCIes, and 
e\'en now is only about 24 million acres, this being ail that present conditionK 
jllstify. All the same, Canada was able last year to supply three-quarters of 
British imports of wheat and flour. We owe a great debt, to Canadian cerealists 
who made this possible-L. H. Newman, C. H. Goulden and their associates-and 
to the agricultural engineers who excelled themselves in devising implements for 
cultivating the soil, sowing and baryesting the crop with I the minimum of 
man-power. 

A new and very promlsmg attack on the marginal lands it) now being 
:nade. It is the soil-eli mate complex, not the climate alone, that determines 
agricultural use. The climate factor may be beyond our control, but the soils are 
being improved. Marginal lands are generally used for ranching-often many acres 
to one animal. Their present use is for low-productive ranching only. The more 
tractable are being converted into properly managed grazing laneL The approach 
lHcological; the vegetation is surveyed, the types classified, and methods of 
management and cOllsf'rvation are worked out for each type. In South Africa more 
than a hundred different types of veld are recognized, each reqUiring its OWlI 

system of management. Seeding with better gra!'ses is being widely practised, 
particularly in the United States; the world is ransacked for suitable types. Canada 
and the United States took crested wheat grass from R.ussia; Australia has taken 
grasses from the Mediterranean countries, Africa, Turke3tan and India; they are 
grown at experimental stations, and suitable strains are selected and multiplied. 
Cross-breeding has begun. Good work is in progress at Saskatoon, f:lwift Current 
and Kamloops in Western Cananda, and by Australia's vigorous Division of 
Plant Industry and, of course, in the United St,atcs. Unfortunately some of the 
good drought-resisting grasses do not easily form seed under cultivation, though' 
they do so readily in their wild habitat. The cross.breeding of the semi-arid types 
bas scarcely started, though collections such as that of J. B. Pole Evans in South 
:\frica, D. C. Edwards in Kenya and others afford good material. Tn vie" of tllot' 
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very great, importance of gmss for soil conservation in all parts of the British 
Commonwealth, it is highly desirable t.hat a well.equipped Commonwealth station 
should be established to 8tudy existing semi-arid types and produce new ones. 
One of the great needs now is for leguminous plants that ,vill do for the semi-arid 
and tropical regions what, subterranean clover and lucerne have done for thr 
moister regions. 

Large tracts of land hitherto unfertile are gradually yielding up thr 
secret of their barrenness. Australia has made great progress. In large parts in 
the south the cause was the lack of trace elements: zinc, copper, molybdenum 
and others; these being supplied, the soil undel' proper management became 
productive. In the attractive Albany region are 300,000 acres to be made into 
400 acre farms. For the large parts in the north, however, the secret is not yet 
discovered, nor has it been for the 300 million acres of peat and muck soils in 
Canada. But in both countries scientific workers are studying these problems 
under the organisation in Australia of Sir David Rivett, and in Canada 01 
Dr. ]<~. S. Archibald, E. S. Hopkins and others. Soil barrenness in Xew Zealand 
is ably inveRtigated by Sir Theodore Rigg and his colleagues at t.hc Cawtbron 
Institute. 

The wheat belt which once stopped at about the line of IS in. of annual 
rainfall now stretches to the 12-Hi in. line (dependent on the evaporation ), and 
utilizable grass belt down to the 8-10 in. line. There are, of course, difficulties 
in deve loping regions of erratic rainfall, particularly the old ,Joseph problem of 
storin!! the snrpluses of good years for nse in bad years; but the:;,e should no\ lw 
insuperable. 

The hot regiom; of the world present slJecial problems because they '<lit 

never be closely settlrd hy white people. Australia's empty north has vast areas 
of natural grassland with adequate rainfall for beef production, and bulldozers 
have revolutionized the J:!laking of dams for water storage. The development pro. 
hlems are discusseu in an excellent report by W. L. Payne anu J. W. ]1'letcher(l!J:li). 
They include land ~l,nd tenure reform, pasture improvement, better living condi. 
tions for the resident workers, better abattoir facilities and transport. A chilling 
process based on the low temperature research at Cambridge can now Ieplace the 
old unsatisfactory freezing technique whenever the quality of the beef justifies 
the cost. The possibilities of arable cultivation have been greatly increased 
by the devfllopment of the disk plough and other implements: the Over-seas 
:Food Corporation iR proposing to develop 315,000 acres of Northern Queensland, 
mostly for arable crops, including sorghul11 varieties snited for mechanized culture. 

Africa's problems are fundamentally different. The small native peasant is 
I\h'eady in occupation with his own traditional ways of life. Yet he alone can 
l!uPP)y some of the products Vitally important to us-oil sef'ds, fibres, tea, coffee 
and cacm. The problem is to replace his primitive methods by modern efficient 

I 
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methods without too great disturbance of the best elements in the native life. We 
: lII&y be justly proud of the splendid pioneering work of the British agricultural 
t officers; Great Britain has done more than any other country for the opening up 
~ of Africa. The Sudan Plantation Syndicate has for many years been highl~Y 
. I1lccessfui in combining modern scientific cultivation methods with a way of life 

acceptable to the native and justifIable before the bar of ciVilization. In West 
~Mrica progress bas gone so far that mechanization can now be introduced into 

the native community farming: this ha"l been discussed in the excellent Cla~r 

-Monson report. As in Australia, the bulldozer's remarkable power of scooping out 
'water holes' promises greatly to faciliate development. In Central and East 
Africa scientific workers at Amani and in the Departments have paved the way 

, for the huge scheme of developing 31 million acres of savannah land, hitherto 
~empty because of the tsetse fly and lack of surface water-troubles now capable of 
, reduction. The unfortunate decision to rush this scheme through has been respon-

sible for much costly disappointment for which, however, the scientific and 
technical staffs are in no way to blame. Progress would become still more rapid if a 
good livestock industry could be developed; this would necessitate not only better 
animal health but also more and better food supplies for the animals. The native 
problems have been lucidly discussed by Sir Alan Pym in his book "Colonial 
Agricultural Production" (1946). The fundamental scientific problems are 
investigated in Britain under Sir John Simonsen and the Colonial Office Research 
Council, and in East Africa by a research team under B. A. Keen. Dpvelopment 
organised by the Colonial Office is proceeding more rapidly and systematically 
than ever before. 

Difficult human problems are bound to arise, however. The high costs 
necessitate high output, and the conservation of the soil requires strict control of 
land use OYer wide areas. Close supervision by advanced white people will be 
essential until Africa has its own highly etIicient universities, research workers 
and chemical and engineering industries. African students have been brought to 
Britain for higher training, but for some their stay has been made unprofitable 
hr inadequate social arrangements, or even by hostile political propaganda. 

The wet, tropics (:SO in. or more rainfall per annum) contain m~re unused 
land than any other vegetation region in the world. Sir Harold Tempany hal! 
discussed the possibilities of the British portion; the Belgians have done much 
useful work in the Cango; and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and 
Cultural Organisation proposes a survey of the vast forest basin of the Amazon. 
Dr. C. E. Kellog and other American experts are hopeful about the utilization of 
part of these regions. 

At the other end of the temperature-scale lie the cold, leached soils of 

th~ northern latitude8, the podsols naturally undel' coniferous forest but brought 

into cnltivat,ion as need arises. Thp Finns-t}w mOf:t north('rly farmers of the 
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world-the Canadians and the Russians are all studying the problem~ involve 
while the Swedes, at their incomparable station, at Svalof. have produced vanl 
ties of arable cr:>ps well suited to t,he conditions. 

But we need not go abroad for marginal and waste land; we have plent 
at home here in Britain; this also can be reclaimed by conversion firs\' inl 
grassland, then if need be into arable. Sir George Stapledon and his collea~u 
at Aberystwyth have produced suitable s~rains of grass and clover; their use 
investiga.ted by William Davies at Drayton. R. Ellison has reclaimed much was 
hill-land in Montgomeryshire and estimates that 1,000 acres so reclaimed Call 

provide for an additional 250 store cattle. Some half million new acres we 
brought into cultivation in the nine years ending June 1947. 

f:i:;ven light sands, long abandoned as waste or left to the foresters, are u( 

being put down to suitable .grasses or lucerne and used for dairying. Norfo 
and Suffolk have some excellent examples of reclamations brought about 
enterprising farmers and landowners. Spartinrj To'Wnsendii, shown in 1923 
F. W. Oliver to Lotsy and Verhoeven as reclimer of mud fiats, has proved ve 
successful in Holland and may yet,: pro vide much new land there and in Britl 

alim. 

In short, wherever cultivation is now practised, there are possibilities 
extension, and no one can say how great t,hey rna." be. 

Soil Erosion 

Against these potential gains, however, must" be set the very seri' 
losses due to soil erosion. This was really an old trouble to the Mediterralll 
and Eastern peoples; but it, was new to the agricUltural pioneers who went I 

from Great Britain and Western Europe, and they did not realize how greatly 
regions to which they were g'ling were liable tl) it. Unwittingly their practi 
favoured it: uncontrolled felling of trees in the moister regions led to water eros 
while in the drier regions exclusive grain cropping with finely clliti vated fall<,., 
to destroy weeds and conserve soil moisture -a false expectation based on the 
faulty soil physics of the time - broke down the soil crumbs into fine dust which 
was blown away by the scorching winds of the hot .. dry 811 mmers. 

In Africa great losses have long resulted from uncontrolled burning and 
over.grazing the grasslands, exposing the bare soil to the beating of-the torrential 
rains characteristic of semi-arid regions, washing it away and often leaving great 
gullies; and matters were made worse by the success of the health and othel 
departments in increasing the human and animal populations. It was the dust 
storms of the dry 1930's in the United States, and in particular a terrifying one 
OIl 11a,v 16, 1934, that made all America aware of the' Dust Bowl' and the need 
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for drastic action. In the United States some 330 million acres out of 460 million 
acres of good arable land were estimated to ha ve mffered, as had something like 
half of the wheat land of Australia, great areas in Africa, Asia and elsewhere. 
A useful account is given in G. V. Jacks and R. V. Whyte's "Rape of the Earth"; 
but there has been much sensational writing which may, however, have stimu
lated action. 

The United States was the first to act, and set up very successful soil 
oonservation services and a superb model: the Tennessee Valley Authorit~'. 

It is now recognized that erosion comes about through wrong use of the 
'land, and the remedy is correct utilization, both of land and of water, applied 
over the whole catchment area. The problems are therefore not exclusively 
technical but administrative also. A vegetation plan must be drawn up to ensure 
continuous cover of critical areas--hilltops, slopes; etc. - with trees or grass, 
and the protection of. arable land against soil movements and run-off of water 
by mechanical devices such as contouring, alternate strip cultivation, etc. For 
full effecti veness the plan requires the collaboration of the ecolog ist, the agri
culturist, the forester and the plant breeder; the ecologist to asceratain what 
plant combinations are most appropriate, the agriculturist and forester to 
select those of most ec:momic value, and the plant breeder t,o narrow the gap 
between the ideal plants and those actually available. Grass plays vitally 
import,ant part; it not only covers and protects the soil, but also builds 
up the fine particles into crumbs by processes not yet understood; successful 
treatment largely depends on the selection of the right grasses, particularly 
rhizomatous or stoloniferous types. A large amount of successful conserva
tion has been done and much eroded land has been rehabilitated. The 
United States Conservation Service under H. H. Bennett now operates over some 
1,100 million acres-three--quarters of all the farm and ranch lands. The' Dust 
Bowl' States-Oklahome, Kansa.s and Texas--are now producing much more 
wheat than they did before the' Bowl' was heard of. The very sound Canadian 
prairie rehabilitation programme is in vigorous operation; in all the Australian 
States affected--especially New South Wales and South Australia-there are 
active soil conservation departments, and W. Hartley, of the Division of Plant 
Industry, is sturlying suitable grasses. Much good work has been done by I. B. 
Pole Evans in South Africa, W. S. Martin in East Mrica, R. R. Sw.ples in 
Southern Rhodesia, and by others in the Belgian Congo and elsewhere. 

Soil erosion could be dealt. with much more easily if the problems were 
solely technical; unfortunately, the need for recasting the vegetation of a whole 
catchment area often cuts across all sorts of social or tribal customs, personal or 
sectional interests, political boundaries, etc., and raises many complex admini
strative problems. A few recalcitrant objectors could spoil the whole plan; it 
must be enforceable by law, but voluntary co-operation of all concerned should 
be the aim. The United States soil conservation laws achieve this admira.bly a.nd 
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have furnished models to other countries. The farmers and land·owners of t.h, 
region are invited to meet the Government and State experts, and a plan for pro 
per land uti li7:ation is drawn up: any necessary material help is given. The far 
lUers, feeling t,hat the plan is dot least in part their own, support it.: there is no 
the aut.omatic opposition given to a plan imposed from above. South AfriCi 
also has a comprehensive conservation law. 'fhe over-populated anrl over·graze! 
areas of Africa present special difficulties where the remedial measure" confiie 
with treaty rights and tribal customs: agitators have not scrupled to stir up trou 
ble, and much interference with useful work has been reported in the native areII 

of Kenya. Fortunately, the white governments concerned-the Brit,ish, Sou~ 

,African, Rhodesian, .French, Belgian and Portuguese-recognizing the truth 0 

General Smuts's dictum that soil erosion in Africa transcends all political pro 
blems, have agreed to co-operate and to set up an information office in Paris aD! 
a, soil research organisation in Africa. The many problems met with in thl 
British Colonial Empire have recently been ably discussed by Sir Harold Tempany, 

An elaborate plan has been drawn up for dealing with erosion in the L ~ 

S. R. In most other affected countries, except perhaps China and parts of Soutl 

America, the need for control is recognized and the lines of action laid down. 

Rehabilitation is necessarily slow, and there are no good figures to ShOl 

how far it has gone. The estimates currently quoted are those of the early 1930'! 
.when the need was just being recognized and t,he bias was towards all-inclusioll 
] t i;.; therefore impossible to say whether rehabilitation hus yet caught up with ero 
sion. But those engaged in the work are hopeful about ~he out· come ; the contrc 
measures are known to be effective. }loreover, erosion is associated much mor 
with extensive and mono·culture systems of agriculture than with the intensiv 
mixed farming systems that will necessarily be more widely uclopted as th 
(lemaTHl till' fllOd increa;o;cs. 

Intensification of Cropping 

The most hopeful wa: ... of incrcitsing world food supplies is by more intensi\' 

.cultivation of the land already in usc. It is especially important for Asiatic an 

African people--sixty percent oUhe population of the world-for they have n 

prospect of emigration and very little of food imports from other continent 

Their present product is chiefly grain, the yeilds low and uncertain the methoc 

inefficient. I'~xperimental farms in India commonly obtain twice the yeild of t( 

neighbouring peasants, and there is often no physical reason for the dispari~ 

But the difficulties of levelling-up are enormOllS; they spring from the peasant 

poverty, their overflowing fecundity and consequent minute sub-division of tf 

land: these can only sJow1y be Iemedied. 
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)Ieanwhile, some improvement is possible. Irrigat.ion can still be consider
ably extended. The projected Nile schemes, if realized, will solve Egypt's prob
lems for a generation, while Asia, which already has some seventy percent of 
the irrigated area of the world, mostly in the Himalayan region, can greatly in
crease the area served by tube wells as developed by Sir William Stampe. 

Asia also offers vast scope for fertilizer use. Itice is the crop most affected; 
it is perhaps the most crucial crop in the world, for 'it is thp main food of Asia, and 
its shortage is one cause of unreflt there. It has been much studied in India, and 
improved varieties have been raised by pure-line selection; hybridization is 
searcely begun. Nothing would more greatly increase its output than wider 
application of nitrogenous fertilizers. But rice is mainly a swamp crop, and 
ordinary methods of fertilizer use break down. Nitrate of soda is relatively 
ineffective; sulphate of ammonia often acts well but somet,imes not. These puzz
ling r.omplexities were resolved from a quite unexpected quarter. Prof. W. H. 
Pearsall, in studying marsh conditions in Cumberland, found measurable 
differences in oxidation-reduction potential in the water logged soils; oxidation 
took place at the soil water surface, but reduction lower down. Directly they 
heard of this, 'the Japanese experts saw its bearing on t.he rice problem. Sulphate 
of ammonia put on the surface of the mud in the nsual fashion, at or before 
transplanting, was quickly oxidized to nitrate, whieh washed down below and was 
raduced to gaseous nit.rogen. But if the sulphate of ammonia was pUt.lhed down 
through the oxidation zone into the region of reduction, it lay safely until the 
plant roots took it up. If nitrates, for example, ammonium or sodium nitrute, are 
added during the period of rapid growth, they c,an be absorbed quickly before 
they reach t.he reducing: layer; therefore they may be used as litter top dressings. 
The study of these oxidation and reduction zones showed also how cyanamide and 
other fertilizers should be applied. It gives for the first time a scientific basis to 
the manuring of the rice crop; another example of the far-reaching results that 
ma~' come from a purely academic inquiry well earried out. 

The human problems are more difficult, 'ViII Burma under her new 
management retain her leading position* among rice exporters? And can 
Siam and Indo-China produce as efficiently as before? How will India fare if 
they do not? 

The millet" are specially important as native food in the Hemi-arid regions 
ofIndia and Africa. We have done less work on these than we should; hut this 
is to be rectifipd in the East Afri('an research scheme. 

The general methods of intensification of food plOduetioll are the f'amc 
everywhere. Land ternre and size of holding usually lleed Illodi(ving to encou
rage higher efficieney; the holding shmdd he of slieh Hize that one man can 

*' Befol'e til f' wal' BUlmll exported 8lmo~t 3,(,00.000 to]'8 ( f I'i('(' annually 011t of II total 
exporl of 11iOlf than 1.(lUO.ooo tons from E-011tJ, Dnd Ea~t . .\sitl. • 
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adequately supervise it. "More productive systems must be evolved, and bart 
fallows replaced by tilled crops and by grasses and leguminous plants. Inevitably 
t.here comes a development of livestock. In the highe!1t and most productive 
system!1 livestock products yield far more income than cash crops; before the w&r 
livestock accounted for 70 percent of the value of Brit,ish farm produce, 
and according to Leitch and Godden's estimate, consumed on the average about 
100 million million calories per anI1um- just about double the consumption afall 
our human population, and giving us in return less than ten million million 
calories. But it is only fair to say that they supply other essential needs; that 
most of the foodstuffs they consume are useless to humans, coming from grass, 
straw and various industrial and other residues; and that they greatly enhance the 
productiveness of the soils. 

Intensification is greatlJ facilitated by the adoption of some form of farmers' 
association allowing joint and economical use of complex appliances, buying and 
selling operations, etc. In Denmark co-operation, and in Great Britain !I. variety 
of contract and co-operative methods, have been used with great succeess; in the 
U. S. S. R. collectivilation is adopted. Whatever the methods, it must suit the 
psychology of the farmers and be freely adopted by them if it is to hav(> much 
chance of success. 

Chief among the intensification method .. is the improvement of the soil by 
fertilizers; lime, drainage, etc. Fertilizer requirements are ascertained by chemical 
analysis and by statistically controlled field trials as used by E. }1. 
Crowther and F. Yat6s at R.othamsted or by folier diognosis and plant analYSis, 
as used by T. Wallace and bis colleagues at Long Ashton, and for sugarcane by 
Pierre Halais in Mauritius. Trace elements are studied by spectroscopic methods 
developed at the Macaulay Institute, Aberdeen. the Waite Institute and the 
Division of Soils, Adelaide, a.nd elsewhere, while 'W. A. Roach at East MaIling has 
ingeniously ta~kll'd the problem of supplying them. 

Happily the necessary fertilizers are producible in almost unlimited amounts; 
the nitrogen comes from the air, to wbich in due course it returns; the known de. 
posits of pbosphate are estimated to suffice fOf some thousands of years at present 
rates of consumption; those of potash are also abundant. So far, only Western 
Europe and Great Britain use much fertilizer, between them taking nearly hall 
thp world prp-wltI' prodllction.* The War has brought about a. great increase ill 

* The consumt.ion per acre was in the following order: Holland (highest) 
Belgium, Germany, Denmark and Great Britain, France, and the aggregate wa: 

~46,OOO tons of nitrogt'n and nearly 1.-500,000 tons of phosphate out of a war]e 

consumption of just oYer 2,000,000 tons of IJit,rogen and 4,000,000 tons 0 

phoslJ8.t.e. 
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IOnsumption; both in Great Britain and in the United States this has doubled since 
1938. World consumption of nitrogen before the War was 2 million tons annually; 
;he present declared nued is for about 4 million tons, and the factory capacity 
s of the same order. ~: 

In moist regions nitrogenous fertilizers have more than fulfilled Crookes' 
lxpectations; they saved the people of Britain fwm hunger in the two World 
Wars, and with clover and lucerne are our best source of protein equivalent 
3ecessary to produce the milk and meat we so greatly need. In drier conditions 
lhosphates are more effective; they have greatly improved the Australian and 
~ew Zealand pastures, thus providing large quantities of much-needed lamb and 
Imtter. Much more fertilizer could advantageously be used if factory capacity and 
transport \\'ere available. A better fertilizer supply and more leguminous cropping 
wouln quickly raise output over large parts of the world. 

Along with more fertil~er goes the need for better seeds <lind better 
mieties; here the Brit.ish farmer is particularly fortunate. 

But all improvements fail unless weeds-arch enemies of mankind-are 
w.equately controlled. Th~ir destruction is one of the chief tasks of arable farm
ing; chemical methods are coming in, but cultivation is the standard method; 
this and the preparation of a seed bed are usua]]y its main purposes. Research 
on implements is done at the Farm Machinery Institute at Silsoe under W. H. 
Cashmore, and on field effects by E. W. Russell at Oxford. 

Among the most significant changes in modern farming have been the incre
asing mechanization and the alacrity with which the yonnger farmers have 
accepted it. Tractors are displacing working borses-perhaps too rapidly. 

Before the War about 60,000 tractors and 650,000 horses were used for 
agriculture in Great Britain. In 1948 there were more than 260,000 tractors, 
mostly ranging from 1:Z to 40 h. p., * a gain of more than 200,000; in tbe same 
period horses were reduced by 192,000. Assuming with the Oxford Agricultural 
Economics Research Institute that the efftctive working power of one tractor is, 
on the average, the equivalent of four horses, British farms had in 1948, 1 t million 
;horse equivalents' compared with the pre-war 889,000, a gain of 68 percent,. 
During the War the quantum of output per man-yea.r rose about 10-15 percent; 
but the evidence available for the past five years suggests that, despite additional 
power and machinery, annual output has. bt>en below the war-time peak, while 
the total labour force on farms, allowing fol' changes in composition, has remained 
well upto war-time strength. Clearly there is room for more economical use 
of farm power. 

! Ex~luding the U. S. S. n., Northern Korea all.d the Russian zone of Germany. for 
which no figures can be .obtained. The consumption figures (.1<'. A. 0.) include ttehnieal 
requirements which, before the War, amounted to auout 10 per cent of the totlll, 

.. 'fhl: tl'/u'(nr ,tatisties in('lude market gHrupn types of lower h. 1'. 
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It is impossile to fOl'ecast what the tra,etor8 of the future will he like; t 
United States already has some of 140 h. p. The limit is likely to be set by t 
amount of oil fuel available; the French foresee a shortage and are starti 
experiments on the production of methane by fermentation of straw. Tract( 
require their own speeial imp lements, which mnst be generalized and mass prod 
ced to keep down their cost; they can no longer be made by local craftsmen 
suit local requirments, likt, the old types: t.heil· manufaeture is shifting to t 

industrial regions of tho }1idiands and Yorkshire-Canadian and American fif! 
are re<'ognizing the possihilities. 

1'h£'so engineering developments are enabling farmers to cope with t 

ancient difficulty that Nature's production of food is by jerks, while consumpti, 
is fa.irly steady. Storage is therefore necessary: usually it has to be done on t 
farm, and it is often attended hy eonsiderable loss. Grain crops may suffer frc 
rat,s and mice, and these are estimated to destroy 2 million tons of food annua 
in England and WaleR alone: a single rat is said to consume 50 lbi'. of grain a}" 
and to spoil an additional Ii cwL Grass, a most important and for long lU( 

lleglected crop, when made into hay commonly loses 30 percent or more of 
valuable prot.ein equivalent, aceording toO S .. J. Watson's est.imate: but, in 3 

event, haying is inapplicable for modern intensively managed leys or lucerne tJ 
give three heavy cut.s of highly nutritions material a year. Artificial drY'''6 
l)reserves the nutrients intact: it requires IO-Hi cwt. of coke per ton of product. 
;{ tons of dried grass per aere can he ohtained--three times the old average yield of 
hay. I<jnsilage is cheaper, but involves loss of 20-30 percent of the nutrients: lack 
of driers makes it at present the more practieable alternative. 

Increased intensification necessitates strict lJleasures against pest ant! 
disl'a;lcs which now travel widely and are favoured by t.he greater crowding of 
crops. Hesista,nee is fairly frequently a heritable character, and once the genes are 
founl1, resistant varieties can ue produced, such as the rust resistant wheats of 
North America and Australia, and the potatoes bred at Cambridg(' anll :ll 

Corstorphine. The pathogen may exist in several strains, necessitating , 
introduction of several genes. The work is never eliding, for a relatively barmies, 
organism may suddenly change, like th£' Verticillium which, ha\'jng long lived an 
almost blameless life in the KCllti"h hop gardens, about twenty ycars ago sllddenlv 
produced a virulent mutation whidl has since done much damage thcr~. . 

:Measures for protecting plant and anill1al health arc being steadil)' 
improved; they are the subject of important international ('onferences: if in spite 
of all precautions the attacks still come. eonnter measures can often 1)(\ taken. 
Plant virus diseas(,R still defeat us, but. the able and persistant efforts of P. r. 
Bawden, N. W. Pirie. Kenneth Smith and others cannot fail to bear fruit. Against 
insects the nf'W chlor-alld phoRphorus-insedicides are very potent, and methods 
of spraying have greatly improved; eYen wireworms, long inVincible, hare 
sn('(mm\Jrrl to IH'xachlorbel1zene. Rllt there are always risks in interfering with 
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ature; the D. D. T. which was so effective I'tgainst codling moth in orchards also 
lIed the insect that had kept in check the red spider, a.nd this not being a.ffected 

uy the D. D. T. became in its turn a pest. 

Animal diseases- to which we in Britain are very liable because of our 
large imports of animal carcases -_ are steadily being brought under control. The 
old method was instant slaughter to avoid spread; it was effective but costly. 
The modern method is to apply diagnostic tests £0 as to catch the disease early, 
then to segregate and give the appropriate treatment. Vaccines are used for a 
number of diseases, and immunization by the appropriate serum is growingly practi
sed. Estimates of loss are always rathtr speculative, but before the War the loss 
of milk due to disease in En~land and Wales was estimated at 200 million gallons 
per annum. More definite is the fact that the present life of a cow in the milking 
herd averages,about 3~ lactations only; it should be 6 or 7. 

Most countries could increase their food production considerably by 
applying known methods of improvement and raising the average performanoe to 
the level of the best. 

The yield of wheat in Great Britain used to be about 8 or 10 cwt. per acre; 
it now averages 20, and the best farmers get 30 or 40; but the world average is 
only about 7. A pedigree breeder may export a bull for £ 3,000; a scrub bull may 
be dear at £ 30. The average milk yield of England and Wales is about 550 ga· 
lions; reoorded herds average about 700, and yields of 1,000-1,200 gallons a. oow 
for a whole herd are not uncommon. Trained adviser recently considerably 
augmented in number, ha ve long been trying to reduce these gap:;. 

The old agriculture could be carried on by appliances, made by local crafts· 
man. Modern intensitled agriculture cannot; it demands high-grade machines, 
chemicals, sources of energy that only a highly developed industry can supply 
and, of course, corresponding standards of education among the farmers. A food 
producer on the old system (Jan tepd about 4 to fi persons-this is still a very 
common number; on modern systems he can feed about 15 or 20, provided some 
of these supply him with the necessary appliances. In the self-sufficient coun
tries of Western and Central Europe, about 20-30 percent of tbe population is 
agriculture; in Eastern Europe and in Asia the proportion is 60-70 percent or 
more, and the standard of living are much lower. They can still be raised, but 
marked improvement can be obtained only by taking some of these redundant 
people off the land and setting them to make the appliance~ for a better agrjcul. 
ture, and prOViding the necessary transport MId huildings. 

But this reaises new problems; it involves segregati.:m, as seen very clearly 
in England where the difference in outlook between town and couniry is sharply 
marked, and konwledge of the oouDtryside is often curiously lacking. So we hear 
exhortations to more food production, but at the same time the land on which 
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alone this can be done and the money necessary to do it are steadily taken away 

for other purposes. Some land r<lclamation, it is true, has berm done; in the nine 
y~ar8 1939-47 the area of rough grazings ill Eng land and Wales fell by 1.4 million 
acres, much being brought into cultivation. But a larger area, often of better 
land, went out of cultivation, and the total land under crops and grass shrank by 
:.H6,OOO acres, according to the ofiicial statistics. * 

It is hard to find a countryman with a good word to say for planning. In 
the end, common sense has a way of prevailing, and we may still look for furt~ 
intensification of production even in our highly cultivated lands, still more in th~ 
less developed regions elsewhere. From the present small and shrinking allocati 
of land in Britain we may yet raise half our food, besides improving the quali' 
of both meat and milk. And the less developed countries can feed their people 
better than they now do. 

New Uses of Science in Food Production 

Pure science is continuously opening up new possibilities for use in 1 

agriculture. The starting point is commonly ~ome purely academic problem of no 
apparent practical interest whatsoever. R. A. Fisher's investigations on the 
theoretical foundations of statistics, ably developed by F. Yates, have revolution
ized agricultural experimentation by enabling investigators to make valid 
(·,:timates of the significance of their results. Frequently the physiologist has 
started the chain of inquiries, followed by t.he biochemist and the organic chemist, 
and finally the technological chemist. 

'iI 

One of the most fruitful series of investigations began with the old inquiry: 
Why do plants turn their leaves towards the light? Went and Kogel at Utrecht 
showed that the response was due to minute amounts of an organic compound 
which operated by causing growth of the tissue where it happened to be. Several 
of these gl'Owth-promoters were found; they are called auxins and have u fairly 
lSimple chemical pattern-a straight-chain-acid group combined with a benzene, 
naphthalene or indolyJ gronp: indole- :~-acetic acid is one of the commonest. 

These and similar substances were soon prepared on a large scale and were 
shown to promote root formation in cuttings; Zimmerman and Hitchcock at the 
Boyce Thompson Institute investigated the action in detail, and hQrticulturists 
used it in practice; these and other effects are being followed up at East Malling 
under F. G. Gregory. Later it was found that these auxins induced the set,ting of 
fruits of the tomato and cucumber family without the intervention of pollen from 
the male organ; workers at Wisley,.Long Ashton and Wye have all been actiVf 

'" Prof. L. Dudiey Stamp puts the llet loss at 438,954. acres after allowing for SOIL, 

"<)0.000 Ilcres of reclamation. 'rhe difference largely turns on Ihe definition of 'cultivation'. 
ill th€' offi!'ial fiIlUl'f'~ 1'01' 194R the tell year fall i~ (?iven as 270,000 acre5l, 
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here. A spray of B-nophthoxyacetic acid, 40 parts per million of water, has been 
used considerably by commercial growers; the fruits are normal in appearance bu t 
not 'yet in qua lity, and they are seedless. SOllie fifty substances of this type have 
been tried by R. r.. Wain and Dephne Osborne at Wye, and L. C. LuckwilL at 
Lung Ashton; each has some effect on the habit of the growth of the plant or 
the character of the fruit-not always desirable-but a considerable range of 
contro I is possib Ie. 

So far no substances have been found effective for large fruit trees except 
some varieties of pear. 

Another important action of the auxins was discovered by W. G. Temple
man,E. H. Slade and W. A. S6xton at Jealott's Hill, and somewhat later, but 
quite independently, by P. S. Nutman and J. H. Quaste in following up !'lome of 
H. G. Thurnton's work at Rothamsted. It was naturally expected that auxins 
might increase seeding growth; but they did not-they even killed some but not 
,'(hers. Cereals were much less injured than some of their common weeds, and 

[['ctive weed-killing became a possibility. Chlorine atQms were introduced to give 
"Itlicient ~tability and greater toxicity. 2:4 dichlorophenoxy-acetic acid (called for 
"Iort 2 : 4 D) is very effective and now widely used, especially in North America; 
,ume 5·10 million acrel: of grain were expected to be treat6d in Canada last year. G. 
E. Blackman at Oxford with a team of workers is developing this chemical control, 
and important practical results may be 00nfidently expected. 

Other of these compounds are used for checkil'lg growth: preventing potatoes 
from sprouting in storage; staggering pineapple harvest in Hawaii to fit 
the canning facilities; preventing· the pre-harvest fall of apples, etc. Other substa
nces change vegetative shoots into flowering shoots. No one can see the end; a.nd, 
I repeat, it all started with the purely academic inquiry: Why do plants tum their 
leaves to the light? 

Another investigation that may have far-reaching effects· is being done 
jointly by a team of workers under R. Brown of Leeds and A. R. Todd at 
Cambridge. Brown and M. Edwards had shown that the seeds of striga, a plant 
parasitic on sorghums and millets and the cause of much loss in Africa and India, 
germinate only when stimulated by a substance excreted from their roots. Todd 
found it to be apparently a sugar: D-xyloketose acted well. If the different 
varieties of sorghum should differ in their ability to prepare and excrete this 
stimulant, a chemical test might be devised that would greatly assist plant 
breeders searching for resistant strains. 

It is possible that other parasitic fungi can live only on varieties of plants 
capable of producing the necessay stimulant. 

The cysts of the destructi ve. potato eelworm hatch out only when stimulated 
by a substance excreted by the roots of potatoes, tomatoes and other solanacere; 
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thif'> also is being studied by A. R. Todd. When this identified and prepared on a 
large scale, it might be applied to the land while fallow, 80 that the emerging 
larvle could perish of inanition before the potatoes were planted. 

Various soil organisms are known to produce antibiotic substances, analogous 
to penicillin, highly destructive to certain other organism;;, Thaysen and others 
have found in tropical soils bacteria with high powers of inhibiting the growth of 
fungi. In the absence of a good soil fungicide, it is possib Ie that soil- borne fangal 
diseases such as ' take-all' disease of wheat and Panama disease of bananas might 
be successfully controlled by introducing or encouraging organisms producing the 
appropriate antibiotic. Bacteriophages, destructive to various bacteria, are also 
known to exist in soils, though they have as yet found no application in 
agriculture. Add to this list the large number of Protozoa, Acrasiero and giant 
Rhizopoda found in soil by B. N. Singh and other Rothamsted workers, and shown 
to feed bacteria and other soil organisms, and it is clear that life within the soil is 
as full of risks as life on the surface. Some degree of control of this vast soil 
population so vitally important to soil fertility has long been sought, and the older 
method of partial stf'rilization may in due course be supplemented by newer 
agencies. 

Some of the algae and fungi, especially the yeasts, have remarkable power 
of synthesizing fats and proteins. Only limited use has so far been made of this 
property, but the possibilities are considerable. H. A. Spoehr and his colleagues 
at the Plant Biological Institute at Stanford, California, showed that the compo
lSition of the dry matter of Chlorella could be varied widely by suitably modifying 
the environment; the fat could be raised to .'50 per ReItt or the protein to 
75 per cent. 

yloreover, there still remain ullknown possibilities in the oceans, for they 

carry much more vegetation than the land. Prof. Lily Newton is dealing with 

this matter in her presidential addrt'SR to the Botany Section. 

Genetical science can still do much more to help crop production. To give 

only one instance: wide crosses often produce sterile offspring. But treatment 

with colchicine in some cases doubles the chromosome number and makes the 

offspring fertile. New types can thus be synthesized which can be used for 

producing new economic forms . 

.B;cology is also coming in to help. The old idea that science would enable 
the farmer to go anywhere and produce anything has given place to the more 
realistic principle that every acre of land should, as far as possible, be used in the 
wav to which it is best adapted. Extensions of the cultivated area, treatment of 

. er;ded land and improvement of wild pasture are already seen as ecologica 
problemH, but the range is much wider and the possibilities great. 
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}lany of the vital processes in animals are, like those of plants, determined. 
by chemical substances, and some degree of control has already been attained. 
H. D. Key at the National Institute for R~s<:larch in dairying, Shinfield, has shown 
that thyroxin injected subcutaneously, or iodinated protein (casein) fed by 
mouth, increased the fat content of the milk and also raised the yield upto 20 

per cent after the peak of lactation wa& passed. Even more dramatic was the 
use of a synthetic oestrogen, diethy lstilboo strol, introduced in tablets under the 
the "kin, for inducing lactation in virgin heifere or barren cow-the first stage in 
making the male redundant. 

Artificial insemination is already widely used, and is repidly spreading, 
espec:ally for dairy cattle, as milking capacity is largely inherited from th~ sire. 
\Iuch successful upgrading has been done in Denmark; some half-million cows 
were inseminated in 1946, hut this is only a beginning. J. Edwards estimates 
that by suitable dilutions the number of cows inseminated per bull could rise to 
10,000 or even 15,000 per annum. We may yet live to see bulls other than a 
smail select, arist,ocracy, become unwanted anachronisms. But that is not all. A 
cow normally produces one ovum at each oostr. When pregnant ma.re serum hor
mone is injected, however, she produces a number, as shown by J. Hammond, jun., 
and Bhattacharya at Cambridge. Attempts are now being made to transplant 
these into other cows-one into each-then to fertilize them by artificial 
insemination, and so get a dozen or so offspring from the chosen mother in place 
of a solitary calf. Scrub cows, otherwise of little use, could thus become 
incubators of the eggs of high-grad(· cows, the method would be particularly 
valuable for beef cattle. Already the transplanting has been successfully dono 
with rabbits. No end is in sight: one cow could potentially produce some 75,000 
ova during her life-time. Nevertheless, there is always the lurking suspicion that 
Nature may resent being uncermonious!y bundled out in this way; we can only 
wait and see. 

For it is a fact that attempts to control nlLtural processes without adequat.e 

knowledge are always risky and may be dangerous. So a~ricultural scientists 

have long aimed at knowledge rather than control, certain that if their knowledge 

is sound their control will be secure. In the great agricultural research intitutiom; 

to-day ideas and equipment are freely borrow~d from the pur~ Ilciences: in 

studying soils, plants, animals and their relations one to t.he other, use is mad~ of 

modern biochemical methods, of physical methods, of X-ray photograpby, of the 

electron microscope, of tracer elements to follow the processes of plant nutrition 

and 80 on. There is inevit1bly a time-lag between the gaining of new knowled. 

ge and its possible use; for engineering Sir Richard Southwel1 puts it at fifty 
years. For agricuiture it is jess, and the Agricultural Improvement Council has 

been recently set up to keep it to a minimum. The Royal Agricultural Society 

has long been working to the same end. 
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I shall attempt no forecast as to how much food the earth could be made 
to yield. The limit at any time is set by the efficiency of the plant as a transfor
mer of radiant energy; at present this does not exceed 5 per cent, and, reckoned 
on the basis of the amount of food produced, it is much less. Whether this can 
ever be rai.,;ed, whether we can ever do more than increase the proportion of 
assimilation products useful as food, cannot be said. But the present limitations 
to food production : utilization of 7 -10 per cent only of the surface of the earth; 
conversion by the animal of 10-2.5 per cent only of its food into human food; and 
fixation by the plant of no more than 5 per cent of the radiant energy it 
receives; these are all ehallenges to agricultural science-which its workers are 
vigourously taking up. 

No limits can be set to the possibilities of science, but it does not follow 
that the present rate of advance will continue. Great scientific discovery is 
possible only for the gifted few, and only in the atmosphere of complete intell
ectual freedom: subordination to political or any other dogma is utterly 
destructive. Nor can we praise the growing tendency to take good men of 
science out of the laboratory and put them into committee rooms, or to load them 
up with so much administrative and other detail-nowadays housework as well-that 
tl'Jey lack the leisure for" reaping rich harvest from the mellow soil of quiet 
thought. mother of great deeds", to quote the noble words of . .iEschylus. Then 
there is the ever-growing specialization against which Sir Richard Livingstone 
and others are tirelessly warning us. The individual suffers; Whitehead reminds 
'lis that a man may know all about the laws of light and yet miss the radiance of 
the sunset and the glory of the morning sky. And the loss of science may be 
greater; the breadth of culture of some of our pioneers-D'Arcy Thompson, 
Percy Frankland, J. R. Farmer and others-had much to do with t~ir breadth 
of scientific vision. 

Nevertheless, remarkable success is attained by teams of highly trained 
specialists working under an inspiring leader-even when the team includes lllen 
who, by themselves, would easily become "lost in a gloom of uninspired 
research" , as \Vordsworth put it. 

The possibilities of food produetion are, howeyer, only part of the story 
Food producers will labour to obtain a surplus for the outside world only on 
condition that they are provided with adequate appliances and incentives; and 
the replacement of craftsmanship by mechanization is inducing in agriculture, as 
in industry, a flight from labour. In many cases now the problem is not so much 
to increase output as to maintain markets and reduce hours of work.. Happily, 
inspite of modern tendencies, a strong sense of individual responsibility in regard 
to hungry peoples still survives among food producers. This is, indeed, t.he basis 
on which Lord Boyd Orr built up the Food and Agriculture Organisation, now 
doing such useful work. But it would be entirely wrong to think of the world as a 
Welfare State where food will be produced simply out of a sense of duty. 
If moro food is needed, more work must be done to earn it. . 
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The increased food production that, may confidently be expected is more 
, all ample for population increases at Western rates. But it could easily be 
lJutotripped locally where Eastern rates of increase prevail. A physiologically 
adequate dietary might still be attainable, but if Western standards of living are 
desired, Western restraints must be adopted. 

These, however, are human problems, and, great as are the powers of 
science, it is of only limited help here. It can do much to overcom(l material 
difficulties and, better st,ill, to satisfy man's thirst for knowledge of the universe 
in which he lives; and it can insist continuously on our high duty to seek out 
the truth fearlessly and honestly, and having found what we believe to be the 
trnth, to proclaim it-but in all humiliy and recognizing that we may be wrong. 
Apart from that, science can give little guidance in those great moral and spiritual 
problems which lie at the root of our most serious troubles to-day. It opens up 
many possible ways of life, but givC'ls no help in choosing which to follow; it 
deals with the facts of existence but not with the values of existence. It gives 
Borne light to them that sit in darkneE-s, but it has little consolation for those in 
the shadow of death, and it does not guide our feet into the way of peace. E\Ten 
if science should make large-scale fighting wars impossible, it can do little 
against the more subtle wars by infiltration. It offers us great possessions, but 
as the old aristocracy knew, great possessions imply a sound sense of values and 
great personal responsibilities. Democracies still have this to learn. That is one 
of our greatest problem'> to-day. 

But there is no need for pessimiAm. Looking back to the time of the first 
meeting of the British Association at Newcastle, one can find much ground for 
hope. Those, too, were days of terrible anxiety and strain, and yet there were 
then born many movements I:Ind activities which, scarcely noticed at first, bloss
omed later into full vigour, and greatly enriched our national life. How' many 
important centenaries have been celebrated in the past few years. It may be that, 
unperceived by us, new movements are now starting into life, equally full of 
momentous possibilities for the future. Science can help us best if we have a SU8-

taining faith, a high purpOlilC in life and unflinching courage to pursue it. 

" 



Conflicting Doctrines About Soils • 

CHARLES E. KELLOGG 

The general public has recently discovered soil. For centuries country 
people have known soil-their own kind of soil. They have loved it, cursed ii, 
sweated over it, and died for it. Their knowledge passed on from parents to 
children over the years. Also, few early scientists studied soil, but only a few 
prior to about 1900. There was another thirty years before the public generally 
became interested. 

This is not to say that no scient.ific studies of soils began before 1930-1101 
at all. The work of the famous Rothamsted Experimental Station in England 
devoted mainly to soil study, was begun in 1843. The great Russian school 01 

soil science originated about 1870. The American Soil Survey will be fifty yeali 
old in 19i9. Most state experiment stations in the United States were making 8111 

studies by 1900, and several considerably before that date. But p .• blic supporl 
was meager. Much of the work consisted of simple tests directed toward imme 
diate goals of increasing crop yields. But not all of it. A few investigatorsdi( 
raise fundamental questions: What is soil? Why are soils so unlike the rocl 
beneath them? Why do soils vary so much from place to place? What account 
for their productivity for plants? Why are some good and remain good whil 
others deteriorate? 4' 

The practical results of·this work have more than paid for the cost--man! 
nlll.ny times more. This was always expected. Yet it is a strange thing. perhap 
that people have recognized the cultural value of fundamental scientific researc 
in what might be called the more "classical" sciences, such as aHtronomy, botan] 
or physics, and support such research generously without the promise of immed,al 
practical returns, but rarely will they do this with fundamental SOIl science. ~o 

research must promise in advance to pay its way in the garden, field. or fores 
and so on. But any scientist knows that applied science cannot get very far ahea 
of funchtmental science. 

Today people in the city as well as in the country are concerned about so 
They have been persuaded that the security of our country depends upon bll 

our soils are used. Although we have hotd had gullies for more than a hundrt 
and filty years, only a few people saw them before. Now what should be doni 
Questions are asked about world soil resources. That is, is the area of producti 
soils in the world large enough to feed all the people even if, by some miracle 

• From : Seientifi~ )Ionthly. 1948. Vol. 66 .. June. 47!l-~R'i. 
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Itesmanship, the economic and political barriers to use could be removed ~ And 
~at of the quality of our foods grown on different soils, and with chemical 
rtilizers? Is it getting poorer? Gasoline motors are replacing horses. Can 
Iii be kept productive without animals? Do we plow too much with the 
IW machines? 

In highly emotional terms, many popular books and magazine artcues of 
Ie middle and late thirties st.ressed the catastrophic dangers of soil neglect. Some 
ren asserted that soil deterioration was a primary cause in the decline of older 
vilizations. Most of these advanced some panacea, usually a simple cure for 
18 "simple" problems. But since there were several panaceas, at least some of 
lem must be partly wrong. Then, too, the soil is anything but simple. to My 
Ithing of the people who live on it. 

These trends oontinue-IDl\.ny panic makers and corrective pamweas. But 
lepublic is hecoming a bit wary and demands more detail. libr one thing, the 
lperiences of victory gardeners helped. City people took the opportunity to try 
I&naging a soil. panaceas were put to test. Many found that although soils may 
estubborn or yielding, they are rarely simple. Ameriean farmers increased 
normously their use of scientific principles during the past war. All this demand 
Ir specific facts and principles is good, even though many answers are still 
'anting; for the first step toward wisdom is an awareness of something to 
e known. 

Let 118 look at a. few of the current doctrines about soils, remembering when 
Ie do so that each has some basis of important fact and that many of the advoca
es of each are well intentioned and sincere. Correct appraisal is made diffiicult 
'y the extremists. Any good idea, good in its relationship to other good ideas, 
an become bad, even vicious, when carried to absolutism. Then, all of us are 
ikely to have at least some prejudices, possibly unconscious ones, hard ail we 
rr to avoid them. 

The balance-sheet theory. 

We may start with the balance-sheet theory-the-soil-is-like-a-bank idea. 
rhis doctrine is not new. Quite the reverse. It was clearly stated by t,he great 
}erman chemist ,Justus von Liebij:! llearJ",· a, century ago. 

In reaction against t.he more or less mystical notions t,hat plants can (lhange 
me element into another and so on, he exp lained the sources of plant nutrients in 
straight-forward terms of the new chemistry. Plants require certain nutrients 
from the soil: caleium, nitrogen, potassium, and the like. If we analyze tbe soil 
and find what it contains, then, knowing the neEd for Cl'{)PS, we can calculate how 
many crops can be grown or what fertilizers to apply. With sarcasm and 
in vect.ive, Liebig swept away notions of plants feeding directly on humus or 
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changing one element to another. Crops will grow, he said, in direct proportion 
to the increase or dimiuution of the nutrient elements in the soil. He re-empha. 
sized'the law of the minimum: where several factors are essential, plants will 
gtow in direet proportion to the least favourable one-the limiting factor. 

Just before his death, Liebig became unhappy over his theory. For one 
thing, his fertilizers were not successful. Then he went down the Danube valley 
and saw soils which, according to his reckonings, should have long been sterile 
bilt which were producing more than before, without fertilizer. Nor could he 
account for the nitro,!:!en in certain plants. This last faiJure was ne;u')y}} 

'-'-"'''''''I''''lvw, I)uu wllJll tile lluHlovery of nitrogen-fixing bacteria. growing on tbe 
roots (J.f legumeB, the theory nmOV6led. Thus, it is curious tbat a bioloaical 
discovery saved the day for a purely chemical theory, .." 

Many people believe this tbeory. And why not? It is so simple and so 
reasoI)abJe, That is, it would. be if the implied concent of soil were true . 

. Neither Liebig nor bis followers examined real soils out of doors. Thev 
didn't need to! Once the simple idea of t,he balance sheet W<J,S accepted, the soil 
had to be a static storage bin of plant, nutrients. The early geologists accepted 
this notion, too, and filled the storage bin with ground rock-sandstone, granite, 
".,~~~< '4.t\.~.., \lC ~1..\.1:t (1..i(,_1:t" C~~\!"I..1i.I..(\"~ I..~ .. ~'\..~~\,.~. ~\.('/ ,"1, <,~"'l,,_,<, ~'-<.:.' . '\,,~~ "& ~'''. h 
few odmr fell.tnres were reDogni:l.lo'IL Some soils were rich in clay "heavy" soils 

t.o plow--and othel's rich in sand--"light" soils to plow. And, with the rise of 
biology" organic.matter and micro-organisms were added to this mixture but 
\\ ithout fundamentally altering the concept. 

It was inevitable, of cour;:e, that it should occur to someone· to look at 
the soil, dig into it. and see whether it was really like it had been assumed to be 
iii the balance-sheet theory.. Credit for much of the early work on the soil itself 
belongs to the Russians. They found that soils in nature are made of a series 
of lavers, or soil horizons, reaching from the surface to a depth of a foot or many 
feet.' C;ollectivelv, these horizons are called the" profile" of the soil. In Euro!)e 
,,~~ \,~'\, \;:,.~\\.'\.~ ~\.\\.\.'\..~" ~~\.\ ~'\.~~~~ '~'\.'l ~~~~\\~ ''...-'\ \.~, ~~~. ~"'I:..~~ ~~ ~~\.\:)~~'\ 
toward. the Arctic and deeper toward the eqUt\tor. 

Not only that, from just one kind of rock all sorts of soils, varying 

widely in colour, chemical compositioll, productivity, and so on, were four.<l. In 

ti:\ct, kinds ot soU were tound to be more closely related to climate and vegetation 

than to the kind of rock. Whereas rocks are distributed more or less promiscuously 

over the earth, as far as the present environment is concerned, area of individual 

kinds of soil occur in an orderly, discoverable geographic pattern. Each distinct 

combination of climate, vegetation, parent rock, relief, and time - called the five 

genetic factors - gives a soil with a unique set of characteristics - a Iiloil type. 
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This is a far cry from a simple storage bin. As the surface horizon of a 
~loping soil is gradually eroded away, the upper part of the horizon beneath is 
gradually changed and incorporated into its lower part. IN turn, the uppei' part 
oLthe third horizon is changed and becomes the lower part of the second, until 
finally new, fresh minerals from the rock beneath are incorporated into the lower 
part of the lowest horizon. Other soils, instead of having fresh minerals added 
to the bottom, have them added to the top. Silty coverings are left by the over
flow of rivers onto the surface of young alluvial soils like those along the Nile 
(Probably a third of the people of the world get their food supply from alluvial 
soils). On many soils dust and volcanic ejecta fall. As air enters and leaves the soil 
with wetting and dIying, some gases are expelled and other absorbed. Rain bring~ 
soluble materials from the air, and percolating water leaches out materials. 
These actions change the soil m!tterials because the various minerals and other 
compounds vary in soluhility and rates of decomposition. 

And so it goes. These and other physical and chemical processes are 
modified profoundly by plant'!, animals, and micro-organisms. Nutrients arc 
collected by the living matter, held against the forces of leaching, and returned 
gradually to the soil. 

Thus, a soil is a solid, changing piece of landscape. It.s UPIJel' surfa.ce is 
the surface of the land; its lower surface is defined by the lower limits of biologi
cal forces; and its sides are boundaries with other kinds of !Joil where there is. a 
change in one or more of the five genetic factors. There are changes between day 
and night, from one rain to the next, from season to season, with plant suecessions) 
with shifting climate, and over periods of geological time -_ to say nothing ()f. 

man's interference. 

Thousands of distinct kinds of soil exist in the world. ~ach has it;, own ",et 
of characteristics, its own combination of environmental factors, its own dynamic, 
its own potentialities for response t.o management. Some (Jan furnish 
enough calcium, potassium, phosphorus, iron, or other mineral nutrients for crops 
indefinitely. Others respond greatly to one, or fperhaps several, nutrients when 
first used. In some soils, nutrients become available t.o plan t,s as fast as they 
are withdrawn; others are soon exhausted. Nor is the ability ora ~oil to furnish. 
any nutrient measured by the total a.moun t present. 

This brief recital touches very lightly on just a few of the bett,er.knowu 

processes. And yet some people, even scientifically trained people, can still be 

heard to s'\,y : "A s')il is like a bank. One must put in what he takes". What 

plants require for growth and what soils contain are rclev<tnt, b'lt these values 

can help uS significantly only where we know it great deal more about the soil'. 

'Because a soil in Mary land gives a good response to some fertilizer -is no prooft 

that one in Iowa ever will, regardless ot how long it is cropped. 
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This balance-sheet theory does a Jot of harm. Its superficial appearance 
of reasonableness delayed fundament,al soil science for many years. It overshim· 
pliBed the soil in terms of analytical chemi~try to the neglect of the physical and 
biological characteribtics and other qualities influencing soil productivity as much 
as fertility. It has delayed the recognition by farmers that difierent soils should 
ha.ve different fertilizers according to their nature. Even now, farmers generally 
are using mixed fertilizers, cont-tining nitrogen, phosphurs, potassium, and per. 
haps other elements, as a sort of "shotgun" tre'1.tment on soils where only one or 
two of tbese nutrients are needed. Efficiencv in the use of fertilizers· demands 
tbat those nutrients be used that are needed to supplement the individual natural 
soil in order to make it a productive, arable soil for the plants to be grown. But 
a believer in the balance-sheet theory, whether fertilizer technician or farmer, 
avoids a lot of thought and trouble. He doesn't need to look at the soil or study 
it. It's like a bank. * 

The erosion menace 

. The fonowers of the bolance-sheet doctrine practically ignored soil as 
landscape. Many early agriculturists, like .Jefferson, for example, emphasized 
the characteristics of soil. He inventEd a plow-the' 'plow of least resistance" -and 
practiced contour tillage to prevent excessive washing or erosion, on the slopes. 
From time to time, later agriculturists and geologists studied this problem of soil 
washing and directed attention to the great gullies already eating away at good 
soils in parts of the United States. For years, scientists in the American Soil 
Survey emphasized the problem in reports on many countries where it existed, 
boping 80me action would be taken, but few people were interested. 

~ 

Then, about 1926, a few popular articles on soil eroSlon attracted public 
attention. The SUJcess of these stimulated others. Soon many articles and books 
were appearing ()n the dramat.ic story of catagtrophic erosion. Pictures of grilat 
gullies were printed along with statements of the cost of erosion to the United 
States. Estimates were made of the plants nutrients-phosphorus, potassium, 
calcium, and the like-washed as soil material into streams, lakes, and oceans. 
Assuming that all these are available to plants, assuming a value for the chemical 
nutrients equal to that of commercial fertilizer, assuming that all sediment is 
useless, and assuming that the material exposed by erosion is all sterile-cost 
figures become tru ly astronomical. 

* The confusion is heightened by an old fertilizer trade slogan," Feed the 
plant not the soil", along with substitution of the incorrect term "plant food ,I 
for both nutrient!! and for that portion of a commercial fertilizer that consists of 
plant nutrients. Of course, the food of plants consists of organic materials 
synthesized by green plants from the nutrients taken from the air, water, 

ane soil. 
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On top of a bad business depres~ion came the severe drought of the thirtieR 
and inevitable soil blowing in many parts of the Great Plains. By many this was 
regarded as soil ero"ion too-wind erosion. So to the pictures of deep gullies and 
washed slopes were added those of the skulls of starved cattle on windswept 
plains and of abandoned homE-so half concealed by drifted soil. 

For a time, it almost seemed that each popular writer was trying to out-do 
the others in dramatic statement. Some even went so hu as to assert that erosion 
had previously swalluwed whole civilizations; and others, that ,the League of 
Xations caused the great erm;ion catastrophe; or that we should tear up our 
rlrmocratic institutions and do what was necessary at once to save ourselves; or 

, country people are too ignorant anyway to learn how to handle soil! 

A few even went a little further, but not much-there wasn't any further to 
But today's writers are more sober. The great production record of 

','Iican farmers during the past war ha1' nad some steadying effect. But, more 
,portant, a very large number of people are now acquainted with the problem 

,: rirsthand. It is sincerely to be hoped that the period of extreme statement on 
I erosion is nearly OVtlr, else it might stimulate some ,counteraction just 
,tr"me. 

Excessive erosiOll - accelerated soil erosion - is a serious problem in parts 
of Ollr own country and in many other places in the world. Like other soil 
problems, it has been long neglected and it demands attention. Unless farmerR 
are careful, there will be bad soil blowing again during drought years in the 
Plains. Another period of very low farm prices will almost certainly be accom
panied by serious soil erosion. 

Not all spectacular erosion is caused by man's use of the land. Much of it 
is a perfectly normal cuncomitant of mountain building and wearing down. Nor 
is it allll<mllfut; in fact, an impurtant part is essentia I to the formation of 
prouctil'e sui Is. One canllot, or should not, try to stop erosion, but rather to 
control it. On the other hand, some of the erosion least conspicuous to the 
casual observer is most harmfu l. 

The effect of a removal of the surface soil horizons by erosion varies with 

the soil type. An oth3rwise productive soil wit h a massive clay pan or hardpan 

at 18 inches may be severely dl.:mageu by the removal of ~-12 inches of surface 

suil, whereas one with a deep friable profile may not be influenced at all, provided 

the process is stopped short of gullying. In fact, the more serious erosion injuries 

to soil are not chemical, not thJ loss of plant nutrients, but the change in stlUC

ture, the loss of crumblike surface horizons and the exposure of massive clays, 

hardpans, or even Boil rock. 
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\ rhy do. arable soils erods 01' blow? Generally, it may be said that I 

thick-growing vegetation has been replaced by a weaker vegetation or by widely 
spaced plant .. , thus exposing the soil to the forces of rain, running water, and 
wind. This can be brou!J;ht about by drought, fire, cutting, close grazing, 
excessive cropping, and tillage. On anyone soil type, the hazard of erosion 
depends upon the sharpness of the rains, the force of the winds, the permeability 
of the soil and its capacity to take in water, its slope, and its productivity for 
plants. Under clean cultivation, some soil with only very gentle slopes erode 
badly. At the other extreme, some steep soils are so pervious and productiw 
that they may be cultivated safely. On highly fertile soils, a protective co 
grows quickly. And 80 we might go on. Thus, specific answers to questions 
erosion hazard or effects must be worked out for the alternative managemenl 
practices on specifi{J sets of soil characteristics, or soil types; and in detail, sinet 
these practices are- parts of t.he management plan of very small units - field;, 
and farms. p 

How can erosion be controlled? Although one should not push th~ . 
analogy too far, this if! like asking: How can a headache be stopped? That is, 
a headachE'! is usually a symptom of some deeper maladjustment. So it is with 
barmful erosion: one must get at the cause and correct it. Concentration on 
mecbaFlical devices alone to control the actual erosion itself ma.y be fruitless-even 
injurious to the soil-if some fundamental causal factor like phosphate deficiency 
is neglected. Back of the phosphate deficiency we may find anyone of a ! 
dozen reasonR. I 

• I 
Cenerally, when a rural population becomes poverty-stricken, it fails to I 

maintain its soil. An exploited people pass on their suffering to the land. Lo~ I 

prices, disease, and wars are all important causes. Things get on a hand-t,,· 
mouth or year-to-year basis. It is hard to look ahead of the immediate income 
\Vhere fa.rmers can take a long view of production over a period of ten years O~ 
more, there are very few instances of conflict between those practices that give 
most return and t,hose that maintain the soil from loss of fertility, erosion. 
destruction of soil structure, or other det.erioration-and not only maintain it; a 
large part of the arable soils of t.he world are made better by good farming- than 
they were naturally. 

Then, too, when people move to a new are<:L. onto a new kind of soil, the 
old pract.iceR and traditions may persist too long. The neW soil may deteriorate 
before they have learned, through trial and error, how to manage it. Ji'ortunath 
modern science can shortell such pf'riods or even eliminate them. 

Thus, soil-erosion control i~ not an isolated problem. It is one importan: 
aspect of soil management for Recure production in many placts. Control mu;: 
be sought within the whole management system of the land. It would be unfor. 
tllnate for soil erosion to be neglected ali it was in former years. 11; would b, 
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unfortunate f.or it to be exaggerated or overemphasized at the expense of other 
problems of soil use. Above aU, concentration on the erosion itself to the neg
lect of its causes could 00 wasteful or even harmful. Many of these causes go 
back to economi<l and institutional maladjustments between soil and people. 
Fortunately, the trend is now strongly in the direction of a more balanced soil
management programme in our own country, and in many others as well. 

Alth.ough soil scientists may eontinue to regret the extreme ~tatement8 
about erosion, they should admit that the dramatic stories about it did much to 
make the public more consciolls of soil plOblems than ever before. 

The organic: schoola 

For years most praetitKmers in the fertilizer field aooepted the balanoesheet 
theory. Only rooently have many of them sought an understanding of Roil types. 
We have already Eleen how that doctrine viewed the relationships between plant 
roots and soils largely in terms .of analytical chemistry. Even soil scientists 
themS€lves haVe given soil biology a relatively small place, except f.or the micro
(lrganisms cancemed with nitrogen fixation. 

Partly as a reaeti:Qn against the simple balanoo sheet, biologiea'l th~ries of 
soil pr{lductivity have arisen that lay all emphasis on living plants, soil organisms 
and organie ma.tter. Greater recognition of hiologieal factors in soil management 
bus been long .overdue. But the advocates of the organic-matter dootrine go 
very far. They insist that OIganic matter is everything, or nearly so; that the 
usual chemical fertiliwrs arc downright pois.onous to soils; that the liberal uSe of 
compost gives special qualities to plants-they will be free of insects and diseases; 
and that animals, or even people, will be ever so much more healthy by eating 
plants growlil "the organic way". 

Within the orga.nic group are separate schools. Some derived theiT notions 

from Goethe, by way of Rudolf Steiner; others from experience with compost in 

tropical countries. Important as these differences may be to the dev.otees them. 

'3elve8 they need. not concern us now. Many of the rec.ommended practices are 

~xcelIeDt" although lilot alw.ays fQr the l'eaSQnil given. 

()rganic matter in soil is a very general term. It ineluded the Hving forms
roots, bacteria, and sma.1l animals; fresh remains of living matter; a more or less 
stable decomposition product, brown or black, called" hlimus "; and a host Of 
intermediate products. The final d~omposition products are, of ·course, water, 
ash, carbon dioxide, and a small amouut .of other gases. Perhaps the great 
importance -of .organic matter may best be realizerl by listing its functions in soils. 
The relative significance {If the several items varies a great deal among different 
~il types. In no soi} are all important at on~e. 
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I. Organic matter promotes granular structures and pore space in some 
soils. Thus, it may:-

a) aid root extension; 

b) promote entry of water into soil; 

c) reduce 20il washing; 

d.) reduce soil blowing; 

(J) promote aeration or exchange of gases; 

f) increase the water-holding capacity; and 

g) reduce baking and crust formation. 

2. It reduces the extremes of temperatures, especially high summer 
temperatures, wh€'n USJd as mulch. 

3. It reduces evaporation, espcially when used in the surface or as 
it mulch. 

4. Hup:lUs aids in maintenance of reaction ( pH ) in the soil by acting as a 
buffer. 

!i. Organic matter aids in the retention of soluble ~ubstance~, including 
many plant nutrients, by holding them in living or nearly living 
fresh forms against the forces of leaching and by tlle ba~e-excha.nge 
properties of the humus. 

6. Part of the organic matter furnishes a food supply for micro-organisms 
and small animals in the soil, including forms essential for the trans. 
formation of nitrogen compounds and for other processes important in 
plant nutrition. 

7. Organic matter furnishes directly, and indirectly by promoting bacteria 
and fungi, complex organic compounds which may include both 
growth-promoting and antibiotic substallces. Very little iudeed is 
a.ctually known about, the role of these compounds in soijproducti vity. 

lli. Additions of organic matter, espcially from normal plants, mixed 
types, maintain a slowly available, fairly well-balanced supply of 
plant nutrients, including the micronutrients. 'Ihis is very important 
everywhere but especially so in warm humid countries where leaching 
is severe and fertilizers expensive. 

Where organic matter is used to control temperature and evaporation, 
relatively fresh material is used as a mulch. When used wholly or partly as a 
gource of nutrients, the material is often partly decomposed in advance. Such 
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partially rotted material, or leaf mold, may be found naturally just above the 
mineral soil and under the surface layer of dry leaves in the forest. Commonly, 
it is made as compost. 

The devotees of the organic schools have made rituals out of compos1i 
making. _Fine points are argued about as heatedly (and with about as much reason) 
as recipes -for mint juleps or Virginia. ham. Some add special" secret" concC)ctions, 
to encourage certain micro· organisms, it is said. These" secrets" are passed on 
only to the most trusted of the faithful. Most insist that at least a part of the 
mixture must be animal products. Although soil scientists generally advocate 
adding chemicals to the mixture, nearly all true believers condemn their use. 
The unforgivable sin is to add any "chemical" nitrogen such as ammonium 
sulphate or ammonium nitrate, to soil or compost. Rock phosphate may be used; 
but, superphosphate is condemned, because it is made by treating a natural earth 
with bulphuric acid--a strong poison. (Even that should not be so bad as common 
table salt - a resultant from two strong poisons! ) 

At great risk, we may state that the essential features in making compost 
consist of piling things like leavf's, grass clippings, straw, and other plant remains 
in heaps some 4-6 [pet wide, 6-12 feet long, and 4-6 feet high, let us say. Very 
thin layers of soil separate layers some 6-8 inches thick of organic matter. The , 
material is kept moL,t, but not soggy, and allowed to decompose. If turned 
occnsionally, it will be improved in both chemical and physical properties. If 
nitrogen is added as animal manure or fertilizer, tho yields of good compost will 
be higher. Some ground limestone and superphosphate 01" rock phosphate are 
added. Many use a little mixed fertilizer. 

The princiral POirlt in the process is the reduction of the ratio of carbon 
to nitrogen. In normal soil, this ratio is in the neighbourhood of 10 or 12. In 
the fresh organic matter, it is much higher-30 or 40, or even more. If the fresh 
material is ad~ed to the soil directly, micro-organisms will increase enormously in 
the soil, using the energy-giving carbohydrates. They require nitrogen for their 
bodies and will compete with plants for the availab Ie supply. Of course when the 
carbohydrates are used up, the numbers of micro-organisms will again return to 
normal and the nitrogen in their bodies will be available' to plants. But by 
compositing in advance, this initial period takes place outside the soil, and the 
resulting compost contains nitrogen available to plants. Further, decomposition 
in the soil of fresh organic matter requires more moisture than is sometimes 
available. The com )ost is in much better physical condition to use than fresh 
organic matter. 

The ratio of nitrogen and carbohydrate, on one hand, and phosphorus, on 
the other, must be watched also. If both nitrogen and carbohydrate-energy 
ID'cl.teriaI-are high, micro-organisms will greatly increase and use a lot of phosphorus 
in their bodies. If the available supplies in the soil are low, plants will suffer 
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phosphate deficiency. Thus, partially r.omposted organ ice matter, rich in 
nitrogen, may give bad results unless the. compost is enriched with phosphatic 
fertilizers or generous amounts are supplied to the soil. 

Of course, the nitrogen in a chemical fertilizer is not different than the 
nitrogen in .compost. But the organic schools have an important point, often 
missed because of their ext,reme statements: If chemical nitrogen is used as a 
substitute for maintaining a reasonable level of organic matter and Jor growing 
legumes, the soil may deteriorate badly through loss of structure, and the erosion 
hazard may be increased. Then, too, it is entirely possible to use too much 
nitrogen fertilizer and have an excess of soluble nitrogen in relation to the other 
plant nutrients. People often do so in their gardens, getting as a result tall, 
weak, poor-fruiting plants. Many thing:,; good for people or for soil, 
in moderation, are harmful in excess. Yet, if on a well-managed productive 
soil, one may. raise the yield of corn from 30 bushels per acre to 75 bushels let us 
say, with a commercial nitrogen fertilizer, it, would be unwise not to do it. 

The organic partisans exaggerate nearly as much as the erosion enthusiasts. 

All sorts of cbims are made for disease resistancp among plants treated with 

compost (made according to the particular author's ritual). Plants need aU the 

elements the scientists say they do, some admit, but go on to insist thll.t they 
need also a mysterious life-giving substance, a vital (Jrinciple produced only by 
other living matter. Much that is writ,ten is. pure speculation. Although, like 

B~rkeley's theories, one cannot prove them wronll, there is no reason .to believe 

them. 

• 
Snch exaggeration and speculations are unfortunate. A great deal that is 

advocated by the organic schools is sound practice, even if they do often give 
unbelievable reasons. Certainly their implied concept of the soil is as good as, if 
not hetter than, that of t,heir arch-enemies, the balance-sbeet advocates. 

Since much work is involved these organic theories a.ppeal most to small, 
hobby gardeners, especially those working with poor soil. And under such condi
tions, results will very likely be much better with the organic methods than with 
those of the balance-sheet school. But such a choice is not necessary. Both 
involve some good practices and some unnecessary ones. And both fail to 
emphasize the selection of plants best able to grow on the soil at hand. In ordi
nary large-scale farming, animal manure or nitrogen fertilizers may be applied 
along with organic matter to offsen the effects of high carbohydrate content and 
avoid the need for composting. In the Uuited States composting would need to 
show a great benefit indeed to make the method economically practicable. Con
siderable success is claimed in the humid tropics with "organic farming" wht
labour is plentiful, where organic matter is especially important, and where 
fertilizers are yery expensive or difficu It to obtatin, 
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1'he organic devotees are primarily interested in production. They have 
not teamed up much with the erosion enthusiasts except to use their astronomical 
figures of damage to "demonstrate" the evils of chemical fertilizers and of 
failures to farm the "organic way". They also use the statistics on human 
disea.se to show the same thing. 

As with erosion problems, perhaps it takes exaggeration to bring reoogni
tion of the biological side of soil productivity, and such recognition is important. 
Here, too, there seems to be somewhat more reasonableness coming into the 
current popular articles, especially in the United States. 

Earthworms. 

Enthusiasm for earthworms, among the many soil organisms, can scarcely 
be accounted for on scientific grounds. Perhaps it is because they are slow in 
their movements and large enough to be seen easily. Somehow they do seem 
more friendly than their quicker, many-legged associates. Most people who like 
the soil at all like earthworms. 

For plants to get the nutrients in organic matter, it must be decomposed. 
Humus is the result of partial decomposition. The role of decomposer is played 
by a whole host of soil organisms. The large ones also mix the organic matter 
with the upper mineral soil, dragging bits of it down int,o holes in the ground. 
The friendly earthworm is only one among the many. 

Years ago Charles Darwin wrote a whole book about earthworms and their 
influence in forming "vegetable mould" in the surface of the soil. It is perhaps 
still the best book. He measured some worms and their casts and showed that 
over a long period their effects were considerable. Farm and .village boys digging 
earthworms for fish bait, look for them in fertile garden soil. But not all produ
ctive soils have earthworms, and they are sometimes found in soils of rather low 
productivity; still one is more likely to find them in productive soil. Even now 
there is no definitc answer to the question: Are the earthworms present because 
the soil is productive, or do the earthworms make the soil productive? Probably 
it is some of both. 

Recently, great claims have been made for soil improvement by earthwor
ms, usually as a special phase of " organic" gardening, since they need organic 
matter ItS food. Here again the soil scientist, must say that he does not know. 
Possibly earthworms do have some special advantages over other organisms; 
pos~ibly tht'y may be harmful where soil organic matter decomposes too fa.st 
anyway. The scientist cannot say it is bad practice to destroy them or good 
practice .to introduce them. Yet even the scientist probably likes them in his 
garden.~ most people do. 
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PJowless farming 

More than two hundred years ago Jethro Tull invented a grain drill and a 
horse shoe. Grains were planted in rows and cultivated, and yields were increa~ed 
greatly over the older broadc!1st sowing. Tull taught that t.his benefit came from 
the very pulverizing of the soil, making it easier for the fine eart.h to enter the 
roots. This view has been long rejected. The great benefit from Tu !l's system 
came largely from the better control of weeds, which had become very bad in 
English grainfields. ' 

A tradition arose, however, among European and American farmers that il 
was beneficial to plow and to cultivate a great deal. The invention of the steel 
moldboard, or turning, plow has been regarded as a great milestone in soil 
management, coming as it did during the breaking of the American prairies. It 
made plowing easier and neater. As cultivation spread west on the dry soils of 
the great Plains, it was emphasized as a technique for saving water. Under the 
"dry-farming" system advocated at the end of the nineteenth century, crops 
were alternated with cultivated fallow. During the fallow year, moisture accum
ulated and a crop could be grown the following year. By maintaining a very 
loose surf:tce soil-a " dust mulch", it was called-capillary rise of water to tbe 
surface was thought to be broken and the upward movement of water 
halted. But more recently it has been shown that here again the principal 
benefits came from killing weeds which robbed the soil of' moisture. The farmers 
who went into the plains took their tools and methods with them, including tbe 
turning plow. They had to learn other methods. 

11'01' a long time soil scientists have been arguing against too much tillage, 
Obviously, unnecessary tillage wastes power. But, even more, tillage tends to 
distroy soil granules, to injure soil structure. The effects are, however, more 
striking in some soils than in others. 

A few years ago came a new theory, full-·blown overnight; Stop plowing 
altogether! It was supported by all sorts of carefully selected evidence. For 
one thing, how about the great dust storms of the early thirties? Had not the 
popular books on erosion shown that the moldboard plow was the evil instrument 
that had destroyed the grassland? Was it not the moldboard plow that tore up 
t,he slopes in the humid region now suffpring from sheet wa'lh and gullying ~ Is 
not the forest productive without plowing? Assertions went almObt to the point 
of implying that all soils in America were originally productive, but that they 
vary from one another now because some have been plowed more than others. . 

Seeds can be planted and plants may be grown without plowing, or oven 
with very little tillage of any sort. If plant remains are left on the surface, nol 
plowed under, the soil will be protected against the forces of rain and. wind, 
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According to the advocates of plow less farming, soil organisms thrive better, plants 
are h::-althier, yields are much higher, and of c()urse, costs are lower. In fact, as 
plowless faJ'i1ling becomes general the really big problem will be what to do with 
all the great increase in farm products! 

So the que"tion arose: Why plow? Look at the bounty of nature! And 
does she plow? Let each farmer answer for himself: Exactly why plow? 

Now, this was a good question. A lot of people, agricultural experts as well 
as farmers, did not have a ready answer. Most farmers had plowed because it was 
more or lei's traditional to do so. For centuries, many farmers had plowed. Most 
of the standard bonks on soil science explained how to plow and when to plow, 
but few explained why one should plow at all. 

The truth is, however, that already many tillage machines wue in use 
instead of the turning plow in the Great Plains-machines like the one-way disc 
and the duckfoot cultivator. Many bulletins had already been issued to farmers 
explaining the use. and ad vantages of such machines over the turning plow. 
Curiously, these were ignored for a time by both advocates of plow less farming 
and most writers of books on soils. 

In the face of such claims, and with few clear reasons against them, some 
farmers Itnd gardeners in the eastern part of the United States-e'3pecially city 
gardeners-put the theory -to tcst. On the whole, results have been disappoint
ing. Some took the doctrine literally and planted corn in fields of Bermuda. 
grass-corn that got a few inches high, turned yellow, a.nd finally perished. 

Of course, plowles'l farming worked successfully on a good many kinds of 
soil, as alert farmers had alr·eady discovered. In fact, machines were already 
available for controlling weeds and preparing seedbeds that would leave trash and 
clods on the surface to protect soils from washing and blowing. But these were 
different soils than those traditionally plowed in the humid regions. 

The kind of tillage required depends upon the crops to be grown a.nd 
especially on the kind of soil. Most soili! in humid forested regions are 
not naturally producti ve for crop plants. Among the very poorest are 
nearly level, deep, stone-free soils with clay pans or hardpans. The term 
"worn-out soils of the East '~ .often refers to these. But they aren't worn out; 
they never were productive. On the other hand, the black soils developed 
under grasses in the subhumid region are naturally productive for similar 
crop plants. 

So, in humid forested regions like Eastern United States and Western 
Europe; most soils highly productive-for crap plants must be made so by the 
farmer from rela,t;ively -unproductive na tUI'3 I soils. Soil. fertility must be 
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increased. Soil structure must be impr~ved, made granular, to a considerable 
depth. This means micro.organisms and roots need to be encouraged. They re
CJuire organic matter, lime, and fertilizers, not only in the surface horilons but also 
in the deeper ones. Therefore, one plows as the best way to accomplish this 
purpose. 

There are other reasons. On many soil types, systems of tillag~ involving 
the use of the turning plow are best to control weeds, to prepare a seedbed, and 
to make the soil receptive to rain water. On other soils such deep turning is nol 
necessary, or even proper, and systems that avoid the turning plow are better. 

Aside from the disappointments and a few financial losses from trying 
plowless farming on soils where plowing is essential, the net effect of the doctrine 
has probably been good, absurd as its claims and reasons turned out to be. It 
jarred lots of people who had just tll.ken plowing for granted into considering till
age critically. Was plowing necessary? Tests were made, and the results of 
oIdeI tests and experience re-examined. The inevitable result has been that 
p lowing is found to be necessary on many soils and not on others. Farmers 
generally-of course not an-had plowed and cultivated too much. 

As a result of the controversies that the doctrine stimulated, at least 
a few more people have thought about soil and now realize a little better wh), 
they do what they do. 

Apparently the extreme doctrine will disappear almost as quickly as it 
arose, but more quietly. 

.. Balanced" minerals 
• 

Scientists in plant nutrition have been fairly well agreed for some time that 
at least fourt.een elements are essential for plant growth. These include carbon. 
Hydrogen, and oxygen from the air and water; and phosphorus, potassium, 
nitrogen, calcium, magnesium, sulphur. iron. boron, manganese, copper, and 
zinc from the soil. Certain soil organisms can use nitrogen from the air. Some
what more recently molybdenum has been added to the list, especially for 
clovers. Only small quantities of molybder;lUm, iron, manganese, copper, and 
zinc-often called the micronutrients-·-are needed, although the actual amounts 
required vary widely among plants. Common salt (sodium chloride) alRo 
stimulates the growth of certain crops 011 some soils when used as a fertilizer. In 
addition. iodine and cobalt are known to be essential for all or certain animals, 
and they obtain t.hese largely from the food they eat. 

Besides these, a great many other elements-in fact, most of them-may 
be found in plants. Some kinds of plants are especially rich in aluminium, gold, 
silicon, or other elements, where certain compounds of the element are present 
in the soil in considerable quantity. Since these and many other elements are 
often present, one wonders how they influence the plant, if at all. 
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Ff'rtilizer practitioners have given greatest emphasis to the "big three" 
plant nutrients-phosphorus, nitrogen, and potassium. Calcium has been thou
ght to be abundant in nonacid soils and usually taken care of by liming in acid 
soils. In recent years, however, increasing attention has been given to magnesium 
sulphur, and the micronutrients. In many instances, applications of one or 
illore of these have been very beneficial. 

Neither plant nor animal nutritionists can explain entirely the roles of the 
micronutrients that are known to be essential, let alone any possible effects of 
the large number of other elements (except for some of the established poisons) 
taken in by plants and animals. Nor are the optimum environmental conditions, 
including the nutritional balances, known for the synthesis of vitamins and 
other growth-promoting substances. 

Could it be that some of these micronutrients, even those having no clearly 
established functions, are in some way responsible for the synthesis in plants of 
certain organic constituents of nutritional significance to animals and 'humans! 
Even th~ugh the scientist would hesitate to say yes, he cannot say no. He 
doesn't know. 

What a field for speculation! Here may be the key to better h€alth and 
nutrition, even to the long-sought elixir to give us perpetual youth. It is on Iy a 
8tep from the scientist's statement that he doesn't know whether these elements 
have Important undiE"covel'ed effects to someone's saying: "Perhaps they have"; 
and finally to ·tIle idea "They do ha ve." 

.some have tal.:en this final step. The claims vary from emphasis upon the 
micronutrients known to have at least some definite influence on growth to an 
impressive list of these and many more. The evidence offered includes good 
production, but not significantly greater than under good nonmysterious manage
ment; the fact that plants growing naturally contain such elements; and the 
improved nutritional value of the plants for man and beast. This last is easier 
said than proved. In fact, with the very best scientific facilities, it is exceedingly 
difficult to make accurate comparisons of foods through feeding trials to test 
such plants. 

Research is badly needed in this area. ~ot, of course, to prove or disprove 
the cla.ims of extremists for balarlced minerals, but to uncover the facts, to find 
some basic principles of prediction value. There is great danger that before the 
facts are found much money and effort will be wasted on special fertilizers of 
"complete minerals". It is known that alfalfa, sugar beet, and. other crops are 
especially sensitive to boron deficiency; tung trees are especially sensitive to zinc, 
as is the pecan; and so we might go on through a wry long and complicated list. 
But there is another list of plants according to toxicity hazards to many of the 
same elements; that is, on the same soil. the same umount of boron may increase 
the yield of one crop and lower that of another. 
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As important as these plant preferences are two other factors: the availa
ble amounts in the soil throughout the root zone; and the general soil-manage
ment system-green manures grown, other fertilizers applied liming practices, 
manures and compost used, crop rotations, and irrigation practices. 

Soil scientists are going ahead slowly. Already methods of diagnosis have 
been fairly well developed for some crops on some soils. But these are time-con
suming and highly technical. Not with even one of the micronutrients are there 
methods that will work generally. 

Additions of reason3-bly small amounts of these f'pecial mineral fertilizers 
will probably not do much harm, except when a soil already contains a large 
amount of one of the elements in available form; in some instanees, the applicatiuns 
may do some good. But the chances of meeting the actual soil needs are 
remote. There is no such thing as a generally "balanced fl:'rtilizer" in the sense 
usually implied-balanced for plants growing in soil-for all soils or even for the 
soils of a considerable area. As soon as a chemica I mixture is added to the soil, 
reactions take place within tht' soil. The final "balance" of nutrients is quite 
unlike that added in the mixture. The aim in scientific or balanced fertilization 
is to add what is essential to achieve a balanct'd nutrit'nt supply for the plant 
within the soil. This often requires two entirely different ftrtihzers, or fertilizer 
mixtures, for the same kind of plants growing in adjacent fields or gardens on 
different soil types. 

Soil and health 

Careful comparisons between soil geography and human geography show 
many extremely interesting and important relationships. Describin~ such rcla. 
tionships is one thing, and proving causal mechani8ms quite another.' In the 
past twenty-five years or so, several important relation~hips hetween soil condi' 
tions and llutritional diseases of animals have been fairly well established. These 
researches have been expanding generally throughout the world. 

Questions then naturally arose as to what extent human nutrition and 
health might be related directly to types of soil and SOil-management practices. 
Several soil scientists and nutritionists alike realized the possibility of important 
causal relationships. The problem is almost unbelievably complicated b'y the 
great number of combinations of relevant factors and the technical difficulties of the 
research. For dependable r{'sults, the study of relationships must begin with soil 
type, considering its total environment and cultural treatment, and the plants 
grown. Then account mu"t be taken of how the plants are processed into food 
food storage, cOJ,l1binations of foods used, and so on. Finally, the study must b~ 
carried into the medical clinic. . 

A little evidence is in-about enough to show that some highly important 
relationships exist but that it is very difficult to obtain principles of real predic. 
tion value. 
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Unfortunately, some practitioners have taken the "long jump" from these 
conclusions of the scientists to claims of know ledge now. Of course, assertions 
that certain types of soil or certain cultnral practices gi ve food of special health
promoting value stimulate th~ emotional interest of readers. Everyone wants to 
avoid sickness and be strong. 

Such claim« are made by some extremists of the "organic-farming" schools. 
Some advocates of the balanced-minerals fertilizers also promise healthful, even 
disease-curing, food plants. It has been said definitely that erosion lowers the 
nutritional quality of food plant,fl. Extravagaut claims have also been made for 
ordinary liming and fertilizing. 

Any of this may, under certain conditions, be true. Certainly, none is 
generally true under most conditions. Several significant local problems of great 
importance to the nutrition of livestock have been worked out. But there are 
very few proved relationships with humans developed to a point where definite 
predictions can be made. 

But before that happy day comes when the relationships between soil and 
food quality are well enough known that food can be graded according to quality 
based upon soil type and cultural practice, the public will doubtless be presented 
with many more claims. In other words, dogmatic assertions on soil and health 
seem to be increaSIng rather than diminishing. Soil scientists and their collea
gues in plant and animal nutrition and medicine have already made a reasonable 
start on this very complicated research. The great danger to their research right 
now is public reaction against the claims of the extremists-claimli that the scien
tists find hard to deal with because they do not yet know the facts. 

The common difficulties 

Xone of the various doctrines about soils can be declared to be wholly trne 
or wholly false. Very few, if any, soil scientists are clearly identified with any 
of them. Although the doctrines differ from one another-some pairs very widely 
indeed-they all have three difficulties in common. 

In the first place, their advocates hold a firm conviction--originally 
from revelation or a,uthority, it doesn't matter-based upon something besides 
the complete soil. In the balance-sheet theory, for example, it was a notion of 
plant nutrition. In others, it was some superficial appearance of the land, or 
even of the very upper part of the soil---the part plowed or turned in spading. 
After the theory wa!l firmly believed then a concept of soil was developed to 
aceomodate such a theory. In soil 8cience, on the other hand. one begins with 
the facts about the soil itself, al; well as these can be learned with the .Ilcientific 
tools at hand. 
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Second, all the doctrines imply that soil is eV£'rywhere about the same, 
except as modified by man's use. Because a practice seems to work well in one 
Q'arden or ~ne field, ~he extremist generalizes widdy: Some have talked ab lut 
"average depth of fertile topsoil ", for example, in the United States or in the 
world. Naturally, unproductive soils are sometimes called "worn-out" soils. 
Actually, thlC're are thousands of unique soils in the world, varyinQ" from one 
another in every aspect. Some have little or no "dark-coloured fertile topsoil" 
and neVer did have; others are black to more than 3 feet. Some are highly erosive 
even with gentle slopes, wheras others are not, even with steep slopes. Many 
steep, thin, stony soils always were steep, thin, and stony.) And so it is with all 
characteristics of significance to soil productivity and use. "Soil" is a very broad 
term, like "plant" or "animal". 

Third, these doctrines, especially in their most ex+reme aspects deal with 
areas of the subject about which science knows the Jeast. They nearly always seem 
to affirm most, strongly what scientists cannot deny for lack of evidence. 

A Glimpse Ahead 

All this should not be taken to mean that soil scientists have no disputes 
among themselves. Of course they have, as in any science where advances are 
being made. But such disputes are in different terms than those among the 
ad vocates of the doctrines. They deal with facts and their interpretation according 
00 the scientific method. 

Nor should it be inferred that soil science is a helpless baby-not at all. It 
iR young and still cannot answer many important questions. But it ca.n and does 
answer fairly well a great many questions about a great many kind" of soil. Until 
recently, farmers, gardeners, foresters, and engineers learned about the soil 
through trial and error, with all its costly failures and headachcs. Now, every 
day, in many parts of the world, soil scientists ale making reasonably good 
predictions about the beha.vior of soils with many kinds of practices. In the future, 
they will know how to make these more accurately, fol' a longer period, and on 
all important soils. They will develop many new practit'es and understand many 
more relationships between soil and use. This goal can only be approached the 
hard way-through painstaking fundamental research. Then comes the applied 
research and demonstration. 

If these dotrines have helped to makE: the public conscious of 1he 
importance of soil and the need for fundamental research, they, too, will have 
helped to lay a basis for substituting scientific prediction for habit and trial and 
error, eVen if indirectly. 



E. K. 70, as New Paddy Strain for North Konkan 

V. M. CHAVAN § and A. K. GUPTE * 

TIle Rbe Breeding StatiJn, Karjat, Dist. Kolaba, has been evolving 
improved strains in the major varieties of paddy cultivated in North Konkan since 
the year 1919. 

Different strains have been evolved for different levels and types of land. 
Of these, K. 184 is one that is best suited for cultivation in the highlying, poor 
lands of Thana and Surat Districts as it is early and, at the same time higher 
yielding than the local variety. On the Karjat farm where it was evolved by 
individual plant selection, it has been found to mature in about 105 days and 
give an average grain yield of about 1,500 Ibs. per acre. This strain has become 
wry popular with the cultivator in Thana and Surat Districts and, therefore, 
its seed is being supplied to them every year as part of the scheme for the multi
plication and d~stribution of impruved seeds. 

As is U3ual with all plant breeding statior.s in the province the Karjat farm 
aims continuously at further and futher improvements thruugh: 

( i) introduction of material from other farms in the province, I.- ther 
provinces and other countries. 

(ii) pure line selection in the naturally variable material existing in the 
local varieties. 

(iii) hybridisation WIth other types for combining any superior qualities 
besides yield with those of tile strains already evolved. Yield and 
quality trials are taken of any new promising material obtained 
according to standard methods and techniques. 

In the course of recent work under item (i), E. K 70 (Early KolpiNo 70), 
an early strain evolved from the 'Kolpi' variety of Nasik District by the Rice 
Breeding Station, Igatpuri, has been found to be very suitable for replacing 
K. 18!. The" Kolpi " variety is almost identical with' Kolamba' of Kolaba 
and Thana districts except for its virtues of less shedding, and therefore, a strain 

~ Deputy Director of Agricultural (Cr.>p Reselllch). B. P., Poona . 
.. _-\gricultural Officer. i/e, i{ice Breeding Station, Karjllt. 
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from it should be welcome to cultivators growing Kolamba if it has any merits over 
those of a KoJamba strain with similar period of maturity. The superior chara~ 
cteristic of E. K. 70 is that it yields about 30 per cent higher than the Kolamba 
strain, K. 194. This higher yield has been observed in 3 year's large scale yield 
trails of the two strains on the Karjat farm. The percentage of increase has also 
been consistf'nt over all the three years. It may also be mentioned that even at 
Igatpuri where conditions are very different from those at Karjat. the relative 
performance of the strains has been almost similar. 

As will be noted from the table below, the grain of E. K. 70 is very 
slightly coarser than of K. 184 due to its slightly longer gmin. While this is not a 
demerit, its grain is more attractive on account of its slightly pinkish tinge. The 
new strain is also later by about 5 days than K. 184 and escapes the adverse 
effects of the rains late in September. Even if its lateness be considered a deficit 
it is very minor and the thirty percent higher yield in favour of E. K. 70 should 
certainly induce cultivators to prefer it to K. 184-. 

Table giving a comparision between the two strains of rice viz. ( i) K. 
184 and (ii) E. K. 70. 

--------------------

i) Sowing time 

ii) Days to flower from sowing 

iii)' Harvesting time 

. iv) Yield per acre on the farm Average 
of three years without any applica
tion of manure. 

v) Length of grains of rice 

vi) Breadth of grains of rice 

vii) No. of rice grains per gram. 

viii) Special features. 

K. 184 

1st week of 
June 

75-77 

Last week of 
September. 

1428Ibs. 

.59 

.19 

73 

E. K. 70 

1 at week of June. 

80-82 

1st week of 
October . 

l015lbi. 

.60 

.19 

70 

AttractiVe grain. 
* 

* Out of fifty randomly selected persons who were requested to give their 
opinion on the grains of the two strains which were shown to them without 
disclosing their names, 70% gave opinion in favour of E. K. 70. 
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Weed Control 

Xanthium strumarium. Linn. (Gokhru) 

Right: Untreated plant. 
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aft er spraying. 
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Systematics of Safflower 
(Macrosiphum jaceae 

Aphids 
) 

Bv 

H. L. KULKARNY, 1\1. sc· (Agri.) :I« 

INTRODUCTION 

The I·Jack aphids-locally known 1tS mava-are a common pest ofsaffiower 
crop ill the BomllllY Proviw'e durillg October to Mar..:h. Systematic studies of 
this aphid wa;; takpn up bel'ause of the presence of some important specific 
chiLract-;L'.s .\ lil,vi[ did no~ COlUJa.rc w011 with. th.e llrevi,lu.i classification. 

TECHNIQUE 

Ap:Ji.J8 collected from the fields werp, reared on potte.! plants in the labo
ratory fl'd:ll wiJere the adults Were utilised fur permanent mounls and compared 
with thow eoll·,cted from the fields For pe,'manent mounts the Rpecimens were 
treatl'd wi, It 1'1% KOH, washed, ddlydrated wil h alcohol and mounted in balsam 
after dC.J.nll':; cwd harJnning in clove oil and x.) 101 res~.ectively. 

Synonyms: 1746. 
1758. 
1926. 

SYSTEMATICS 

Aphis jaceae LinnaE'us Fn. Suec., mH. 
Aphis cir8ii Linn. Syst. Nat. Ed., 10: 452. 
M acrosiph'tim .iaceae Linnaeus, Theobald. 
Brit. Aphid., I : M. 

Alate viviparous female: Eody elongate, slightly buldging at the hinder 
extremity, del p brown to black with a shilling lustre, average length 3.15 mm. 
Head: Dark bl'Own, deeply concave in the middle with one or two small hairs in 
the centre, antennal tubercles }->rpmimntly dl.'vdoped. Ro.'irum: Long, thick, 
dark apically with some hairs, reaching beyond second coxaf:', avelage measure
ment 1.01 mm. Antennae: Dark brown to black. long, little shorter than the 
body, average mf'al'lurement 2.R2 mm., iii subf:'qua) to vi with 60-70 sensoria 
distributed irregularly; v smaller than iv wi, h only one primary apiral sensorium, 
vi with one compound sensorium placed at the apex of the base of tlugellum. 
Ey~8: Medium siz(,d with lab'ral eydl.'t!<. LfgS: Long, thin, with femur, tibia 

• ~cnlOl' Lcctul'tl' in .Entowology. Collet. e of Agliculture, Poona. 
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and whole tarsae dark, tibia hairy apically. Wings: Large, with thin veins and 
smoky stigma. Abdomen: With three black spots on either side before the cor· 
nicles and one behind the cornicles on either side, bases of cornicles coloured 
dark, presence of one median dark patch of a bigger size above the caudal plate, 
and some hairs distributed at random on the body. Oornicles: Long, cylindrica.l, 
black, imbricate, with reticulations at the distal end, slightly wide at bases, 
average length 0.85 mm. Cauda: Elongated, conicle with 4-5 long and slightly 
curved hairs on either side with one slightly subapical hair, average measurement 
0.38 mm. Anal plate dark, rounded with some long hairs. 

ii 

O.ll 0.08 

Average lengths of antenna I segments. 

iii iv 

0.87 0.49 

v vi. 

0.41 0.8G 

Total length in mm. 

2.S2 

Apterous viviparous female: Body dark brown to black with a metallic shin· 
ing coat, average length 2.81 mm. Head: Dark brown to black, deeply concave 
in the middle with some short, slightly capitate hairs, antennal tubercle" very 
well developed. ROI:!tnl.m.: Long, thick, dark apically, extending as far as third 
coxae, average length 0.91 mm. Antennae: Black, with some hairs, basal 
segment large, in all six segmented, longer than body, average length 3.03 mm., 
iii longest with 30-32 sensoria distributed irregularly in the basal half, little 
smaller than vi, v smaller than iv with one normal apical sensorium, vi with 
one compound sensorium situated at the apex of the base of flagellum. Eyes: 
Small, black with lateral eyelets. Leg~: Same as in alate, femur and tibia with 
hairs arising from tubercles. Abdomen: Dark brown to black, wide between 
the cornicles. presence of h"lirs arranged at random and arising from tubercled 
bases. Cornirles: Dark brown to hlack, long, cylindrical, slightly wide at bases, 
presence of hexagonal reticulations at apices, imbricate, average length 1.07 mm. 
Ca'ada; Elongated, conicle, sli~htly constricted in the middle, spinose with 5-7 
long hairs on either side. average measurement 0.49 mm., nearly half the corni. 
cleR. Anal plate dark, rounded with some long hairs. 

0.13 

Average lengths of antennal segments. 

ii iii 

0.08 0.97 

iv 

0.4H 

v 
0.43 

vi 
0.1)1 

Total length in mm. 

3.01 

Systematic position: Deshpande (1939) identified these as' Apki8' Spp., 

but since the frontal tubercles are very prominent and markedly divergent, 

antennae very long, cornicles long and cylindrical, cauda long and lanceolate, 

the author differed from him. However, the characters wete identical with that 

of the genus Jfacrosiphnm.. Ghulam Ullah (1940) classified this aphid as 

ilfacrosiphum Solidaginis Fabricius. The author differed from his classification 

hecause of the following specific differences. 
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Table No.1 

Table showing specific differences bebween Mar:/'osiphnm ,jaceaf. and Macro

liphllm 301idaginis Fabr. 
Jfacro8ip}u~m 8olidoginis Fabr. }'1 ocm8ipnum, jalCeae Lin. 

AlaiI' r:ivipar01t.~ female. 

(1) Antennae: Segment" i, ii, and vi (l) Antennae; Segments i and ii COll-

I dari\., rest pale, iii with 32-40 paratively less dark, rast uniformlJ' 
sensoria spread OYer nearly its dark. Seg. iii with some hairs and 
whole length, except just at its 60-70 sensoria distri~uted through. 
apex. Presence of some hairs out its length. Presence of hairs on 
on one side only. i, ii, iii and iv. 

(2) Ca1tda: Black, uniformly dark (2) Cawla.' Black, long, with irregular 
long, hairy, when fully extend. constrict,ions in the middle, pointed 
ed nearly half the length of and hairy. Pre.senoo of one slloapi-
the cornicles. cal hair. 

Apterous viviparous female 

(1) Anteftnae: Segment i, ii, & vi 

dark, rest pale. iii with 25-30 
sensoria on the basal half and 
with some rather long hairs on 
either side. 

( 1 ~ Ant~nnae: Rather uniformly 

dark brown to black, iii with 
more than 25 sensoria on the 
basal half. Hairs on the head 
slightly capitate. 

Distribution: .lVI. jaceae Un. is distributed throughout Bomba.y province 

and is primarily known to be a serious pest of safflowel' crop in Bombay 
Deccan during December to February. 

Host plant'll In Poona lIf. jaceae Lin. was observed breeding on the follow
inghost pla.nts. (1) Carthamlts tinctol'iu8, (2) Arctoti8 grandis ~3) Calendulla ~pp. 

ilUd Guizotia abys.sinica. Host plants 2-4 were newly discovered by the author 
ii' Poona during his post-graduate studies. The host plants were confirmed by host 
transference experiments in the laboratory. 

Summary 

The systematio studies in this apbid were taken up because of the presen1;e 

of some important specific characters which did not compare well with the pre
I vious identification. The description of .M:jaceae Lin. given by Theobald (1926) 

, compared well with the specimens collected by the author and therefore, the 

aphids ware renamed as M. jaJJeae Lin. 
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Green Manurer, and Soil Fertility 

By 

P. v. MANE, B.SC., (AGRI.) CLASS 

From times immemorial, the addition of manures to the soil. in order to 
irn:rease its fertility, has b:"en an established agricultural practice. Green manu
red p:ay a very important role in increasing the organic content of the soil. 

Green manuring practice is ncthing but ploughing under or turning into 
the soil, a ~pecially grown crop at a definite stage. Thus green manure 
can be defined as a living-, gr~en succulent plant tissue which can be eabily 
deeomposed, and so ploughed under the 'Soil. This is a broad definition and may 
include the hurying of any green tissue. The question of economy and actual 
gain has however to be considered. If we use a ncllllegume for green manuring 
purpos!:', there is no ~ain as the nitrogen originally present in the soil will be 
turned into organic form but without any addition. On the other hand, use of a 
leguminous crop for green manuring purpose will increase the nitrogen quantity 
due to the symbiotic fiXation of nitrogen. Naturally, everybody will prefer green 
manuring with a legumino:Js crop. Thi~ i~ why green manuring with a legume 
crop only is always taken for granted in common practice. 

Green manuring benefits tho soil in many ways. Firstly, it influences 
gr~atJy the organic contents of the soil. When the plants buried decay humua 
is formed out of it. This humus can be said to be the foremost factor in deter
mining the tilth of any soil. By its presence in the soil it provides conditions 
which are of vital necessity for the successful soil management and production of 
crops. It increases absorptive capacity of the soil. It binds together the sar.dy 
particles thus increasing the water holding and absorbing power of the soil. Due 
to humus water iii retained for a much longer time. In a clayey soil, humus 
brings about crumb structure. Apart from this, humus tends to promote better 
drainage conditions and free soil acratiun. Granulation takes place in the soil 
which IS very usefu I. ' 

Apart from the addition of organic carbon and its effect on the soil a.s we 
have seen alJove, there is an addition in the nitrogen content of the soil too. The 
amount of nitrogen will be large or small, depending upon the cO'ldit'ons as well 
as the crop. In. legqme crop, the nodule or~atlisms by symbiotic fixation increase 
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T,he nitrogen of the soil. This organic nitrugell in turn has its effects on humus 
content or the amount of humus. The C : N i,e. Carbon Nitr0gen ratio becomes 
effective in the end. 

The illfill(nce of green manure as we ha\'e seen above is ill the form of 
h11mus and OJ'ganic nitrogen on the physical condition of the ~oil. Now these 
same humus and nitrogen due to their increased amount provide plenty of food 
material to t.he next crop and the soil micro-organisms a.lready existing in the soil· 
The activities of the many useful soil micro-organisms are increased and in the Plld 

prove to be useful for the crop and to increase the soil fertility. 

Apart from the above major benefits, tbe IZreen manuring crop has 
other minor benefits. A green manure crop may serve as either a catch or cover 
crop. We always give rest to the soil by keeping the land fallow, instead it 
can be used for a green manure crop. This prevents soil erosion, thus preventing 
loss of fine particles and useful soluble food nutrients. It also suppresses the 
weeds to some extent. In some cases, it is also found that some green manure 
crops increase the availability of some inorganic constituents of soil. 

After considering the above stated benefits of taking green manuring crops. 
it is not out of way to study in detail how the nitrogen is increased in the 
soil due to the gref'n manure crop. The inerease in nitrogpn content, is solelv 
due to the leguminous crop taken for Ilreen manuring purpos~. . 

On an examination of the roots of a leguminous plants it is found that 
there are some nodules on it. These nodules contain bacteria, the main agents 
manufacturing nitrogen in the soil. The nodule bacteria are common in all 
leguminous plants but every species of plants has a specific relationship with the 
particular bacteria. This means that a. legume host plant will be unable to grow 
in a soil which is devoid of particular nodule organisms. These noduie bacteria 
have their habitat in the soil when they are fUIlctionless. When the host plant 
is growing they enter through root hairs and cause nodules on Joots. They 
live in the nodules, take flee nitrogen from the soil air and synthesise it int.o 
complex forms. It is proved that t.he hmt plant is able to get some of the nitro· 
gen thus fixed and thus benefit by the relationship. :For this reason, this fixa. 
tion is called as symbiotic fixation. These organisms ale called as Rhizobium 
and there lI,re different strains of Rhizobium depending on host plants. 

How this nitrogen is fixed, bow the host 
liberated in the soil are all points of controversy. 
for each. They need not be dealt with here. 

plant absorbs it and how it is 
Different theories are put forth 

To select the proper crop for green manurillg it is necessary fol' us to 
know the desirable characters of a crop to be used for th~ pUTf;l0l-le. 

The most important character such a crop should possess' is the one of 
rapid growth. This is necessary so that the plants may have sufficient time for 
decomposition in the soil and thus we will have no difficulty for the next crop 
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which will get all the advantages of the buried and completely decomposed 
green manure crop. Naturally, the more rapid the growth of a green manure 
crop the better are the chances for its use as a soil improvement agent, economi. 
cally. 

Along with the rapid growth it is desirable that the crop should be able 
to grow on all types of soils. Thus it can be used on all soils and wherever 
required, especially on poor soils. 

A crop with a spreading habit is to be desired. The rapid growth and 
spread will cover the soil completely and thus suppress the weeds. The control 
of weeds-is thus automatically achieved. A spreading crop will obstruct the 
beating action of the rain thus preventing the digging away of the soil particles 
and the compaction of the soil. 

The other most important characteristic of a green manure crop is that it 
should have maximum growth in the least possible time with abundant and 
succulent tops. The moisture content should be more. These characteristics 
are required for obtaining the maximum material in the least possible time. A 
large moisture content will also help in the early decomposition of the plants. 
These will enable the achievement of the maximum benefit. 

A ClOp fulfilling the above requirements should definitely be preferred. 
~o doubt this should be a leguminous crop only. Growing of non-legumes is not 
economical and t,hu8 not desired. Some exceptions may, however, be met with. 

The main <'rops used for green manuring purpose in India are Sanhemp, 
Berseem, Chawali, Peas, Dhaincha and sometimes Sesamum which is generally 
found in Konkan. These are all legume crops. 

In U. S. A., a much advanced country in agriculture, non-legumes are 
often used. 

The best time to bury the crop is the one when it is at its highest or 
maximum growth but still immature. Thus a. crop shou ld produce the maximum 
material but should be quite succulent. This succulency helps in an oo.rly and 
satisfactory dec-ay of plants while the maximum growth produces more humus. 
The moisture content of the erop helps in its decomposition and the soil moisture 
is not much utilised but stored for the next crop. The ploughing should be done at 
this time if there it-! sufficient water or rain. Thus a "suitable green manure crop is 
buried at about half mature stage. 

In case of San, the most common green manure crop, the maximum growth 
is just before flowering, between 6 to 8 weeks. This is the time when it is uprooted 
lnd buried. 
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Although green manuring is beneficial one has t,o take certain precautions 
as regards the general agricultural practice. It shou 1.1 never be indiscriminately us
ed by interfering with the normal rotation. It should be done judiciously i:: order 
that the soil m~y not be packed wit,h undecayed matter. The crop should be 
buried at its proper time and should have a proper moi,ture content in the soil for 
its proper decomposition. The soil should be well turned so as to get the complete 
decompositio 1 of the plants. In these things drainage should never be overlooked 
as proper aeration plays d part of vital importance in the thorough decay of plants. 
Lastly it should not be taken as the whole and sole method of maintaining and 
increasing soil fertility. Green manure should be supplemented by adding organic 
manurrs like }'arm Yard or Compost and inorganic ones like ammonium sulphate 
01 superphosphate, whenever required. Thus, in short whatev~r may be the merits 
of green manuring, one cannot emphasise that it should be the only practi~e 

adopted to increase soil fertility. The above facts clearly indicate, how closely 
green manuring practice is interlinked with the m~intenance of soil fertility. 
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VINtGAR MAKING AS A ~OME INDUSTRY 

By 

N. G. fERUR * 
Vinegar is a sour liquid with a peculiar aroma. It is used as a spice and 

preservative in domestic food preparations. Vinegar is prepared by fermentation 
of sugar or gur solution. Juices and f'xtracts of different fcuif,s and plants are 
a.lso used for the preparation of the vinegar. Cane juice, toddy juice, j'tmbul 
fruit juice, malt extract etc. are all used for preparing vinegar of different 
rlavours. 

Vinegar making is a quite simple process. It does not require costly 
appliances and large investment for raw materials. It can be practised by any 
farmer during his leisure hours. In some places gUT absorbs moisture during 
rainy season and becomes liquid. In such places gUT solution can profittably be 

• Lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry. College of Agricu .. un, t'vuuu .. , 
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utilised for making the vinegar. In places where fruits are grown in abundance 
some of the fruits are bound to become over ripe and unmarketable. These over 
ripe fruits can also be used fOI" the vinegar making. Similarly juice from over
ripe or frost aifectpd canes which cannot be used for making gUT may with 
advantage be con verted into vinegar. 

To obtain good results and first quality vinegar, the juice or the solution 
to be used should contain about] 8% of sugar. Fruit juices or cane juice after 
extraction shou~d be filtered through a muslin cloth. If the fruit juices contain 
less sugar, necessar'y amount of sugar may be added to make up the proper 
percentage. The clear juice or the solution is first boiled in a tinned brass vessel 
and transferred to laccared earthen vats about two thirds full. Earthen vats of 
40 lb. capacity would be convenient to handle. About haIfa pound of fermented 
toddy juice is added to the juice to start allloholic fermentation. The vats are 
covered with a thick cloth and earthen lid to avoid entrance of insects and 
dust. The vats are then kept in a warm place; in winter season they may be 
kept in the sun. The liquid in the vats is stirred daily to ensure complete 
fermentation. Ther'e will be frothing and evolution of gas during the fermenta
tion. After a week, the alcoholic fermentation will be complete and frothing 
ceases. Thereafter pure vinegar is added to the alcoholic liquid in the vats to 
start the vinegM fermentation. The vinegar may be added at the rate of 20 to 
25% of the original juice. The vats are kept again in a warm place after 
covering with cloth and lid. 

Within a week a film forms on the surface of the liquid. This film conta
ins vinegar bactCl'ia which are essential for successful fermentation Therefore 
the film should not be disturbed on any account. Vl'ithin 30 days the vinegar 
fermE'ntation will be complete, which is ino.icated by a very sour smell and abl'len
ce of gas bubbles in the liquid. At this stage the juice is strained through a. 
double folded coarse cloth. The filtered liquid is he .• ted to boiling in a tinned 
brass vessel. This heating helps quick ripening of the vinegar and also produces 
good taste and aroma. The heated liquid is c;)oled and stol"l'd in stone ware jars 
with ti~ht lids and is allowed to ripen for 3-4 months. The ripening proceE"s 
imparts proper flavour and colour to th.e vinegar. The vinegar during ripening 
becomes clear and devlilops attractive colour and aroma. The upper clear vine
gar is decanted and sold in Lottles. 

The method dpscribed is quite simple and does not need technical know
ledge. One can undertake this industry of vineg.tr making at home, with a. 
small initial capital to start wi!h. Also, the work can be done in leisure hours. 
Yield of t'le vinegar will b3 abo It three fourth of the original volume of the 
JUIce Gool vinegar is now 130ld in·the m~rket at the rate of ten annas a pound. 
Compared with the amoant to be ir.vested in this industry, the pric:J which the 
vinegar fetches in tho mar:,et is reallj attractive. It will, therefore, be an addi
tional income to our fitrmer if be takes up this cottage industry and work it 
dUl'in~ his off seaSOD. 
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M. K. DEASAI * 

Jute 

'fhe cultivation of Jute Oorchoru.~ Oapsuhris and O.Olitorius has been mostly 
confined to parts of Bengal, Assam, Bihar and Orissa where it has spread over an 
area of over three million acres. The origin of this industry dates back to 1828 
when only about 300 cwt. of Jute fibre was expMterl to Europe. The ~'ear 1854 
sa w the establishment of the first European factory at Rishra. In su bsequellt 
years, sever'l.l factories sprang up round about Calcutta and the total value of the 
fibre handled for the manufacture of rope and bags and for export now runs into 
several crores of rupees. 

There are two forms in cultivation C. Olitorius and O. Oopsillaris. O. 
Onpsula ris is .a round fruited variety and can withstand water-logging after the 
plants are about 3 to 4 feet tall. The long-fruitel variety O. Olilorius lacks in 
this ability and is usually grown on high land. Both these species promise to do 
well in Bombay Province especially on the Coastal tract of Thana. Kolaba and 
Ratnagiri whele they are found to grow in a wild state. In Surat rlistrict only 
O. Olitonus is found growing in a wild state. Damp heat, a temperature not 
exceeding 100 0 F during the growing period and humidity varying from 60 to 90 
are considered favourable for its growth. 

Preliminary trials to grow Jute in Bombay Province have been reported 
to be unsuccessful.· After the division of our country. the position of Jute industry 
has become precarious in that the bulk of the Jute growing area has gone to 
Pakistan. Attempts are, therefore, afoot to increas~ the area under Jute in the 
Indian Dominion. 

Dr. B. N. Uppal, The Director of Agriculture, Bombay Province, Poona, 
desired that trials should be conducted to grow Jute in the Province. A preli. 
minary trial was therefore conducted on a small plot measuring 13 gunthas at 
Surat during the monsoon period of the year 1948-49. The seed (0. Olitorius) was 
obtained from the Contai Beej Bhandar, Contai, District Midnapore, BElngal. 
The seed wail broadcast in the last week of June at the rate of 3 lbg. per acre on 

• D:strict Agricultural Officer, Surat. 
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the small plot measuring 13 gunthas. The land was planted to pad<iY in the 
previous season. The preparatory tillage consisted of one ploughing and two 

,harrowings. It ca.rtloarls of Farm Yard Manure and 10 lbs. of Bnnemeal were 
given before planting. Only one weeding was done during the life of the crop. 

The seed germinated well and the crop was thinned out after it was about 
a foot in height. Although the total rainfall in the season was only 16 inches 
i. e. roughly 1/3rd of the normal, the plants grew well enough attaining a height 
of over 6 feet. 

There was a severe attack of a species of Semi-looper on the foliage when 
the crop was about 3-4 feet tall. This could be effectively controlled with 
one dusting of gammexane D. O. 34. This trial was repeated during the rainy 
season of 194!)-50 and although the crop grew as it did last year, it is felt that if 
the crop could be established well before the onset of monsoon proper, it would 
grow still better. 

Retting:- At about the time of podformtion the plants were cut a little 
above ground level and tied into bundles and were kept in a heap for about 
15 (lays when the fibre could be seen detached from the stem in a few cases. 
After Gxtraction, the fibl'e wa"! washed well ill clear water and tied in small 
bundles after being thoroughly dried. No detailed data were collected regarding 
the cost of cultivation and yield as this trial was designed mainly to test the 
possibility of growing the crop in the district. 

The Director of Indian Central Jute Committee, D. B. C. Kundu, is 
exploring all possibilities of extending the arca under Jute. According to him it is 
estimated that 1,00,000 acres at present not utilised for growing crops would be 
brought under .Tute in Madras Province during the next 3 years. It would 
considerahly help this laudable object if similar attempts in our province are 
made to utilise waste lands which at present are lying unused for any crop 
production. Efforts in this direction are already under way, 
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, X' Rays and its Roll in Agriculture 

By 

s. V. TEMBE, F. Sc (Agri.) class 

Many of us have heard something about 'X'-rays, but very few of us knoll 
about their uses and functions . 

. Professor Rontgen of Munich had done some experiments on dischargE 
through gases in electricity. 

The discharge of electricity through air and gases could be very weI 
studied by producing a discharge in a closed glass tube. A glass tube aboul 
40 cm. long and of about 4 cm. in diameter was very good for that purpose. Tw( 

wires were fused to the ends of the tube and a thin plate was att.ached to each ene 
inside the tube. A small side tube was attached to this long tube so th'tt it could 
be connected to a high vacuum pump. The electrodes were connected to thE 
secondary of an induction coil. When the pressure of the gas was lowered t( 

about 40 mm. of Rg. an electrical discbarg~ took place ins'de the tube al 

potential diffelence of 10,000 volts between the two plect-rodes. At 10 mm 
pressure of Hg. of the air in the tube, the discharge was not conl,inuou'l but wai 
broken off near the cathode. A small violet coloured glow was seen near th( 
cathode and it was separated from the rrmain ing part of the glow by a dark gap 
This glow was known as the negative glow. The remaining portion of thc column 
was called the positive column. 

Professor Rontgen knew that when the pre~sure in the tube fell to ! 

level of .01 mm. of Hg. the positive column completely disappeared and ~ 

strE:am of invisible radiation was then ejected from the cathode which struck thE 
opposite wall of the glass tube, and gave the characteristic radiat;ons, which 
were thcn known as cathode rays. 

After this, while working with the discharge tube he discovered that 
photographic plates placed near the discharge tube got fogged even though they 
were well protected from the effect.s of visible light. He pel-forrned a. number 01 
experiments and proved that the fogging was due to some unknwown invisiblE 
and highly penerating radiation, coming out from the walls of the discharge tube. 
This radiation originates from t.hose places of t.he walls of the tube where the 
electrons (negatively charged particles) make impacts. The radiation, which 
was not affl.lcted by electrostatic or magnetic field was similar to light. On 
account of the unknown character of the rays at that time, Professor Rontgen called 
them 'X'-Rays. As they discovered them they are also known as 'Rontgen rays'. 
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For the production of • X '-Ray, radiation tubes of specia.l construction 
are employed. In ordinary X-Ray tube three side tubes are sealed on to a large 
bulb a.s shown in the figure. 

In each of these side·tubes an electrode is sealed, all these electrodes being of 
different forms. The tube is exhausted unt.il the pressure of the residual gas inside the 
tube is about 0.0003 mm. ofHg. Anode A i.s kept inclined to the axis of the cathode at 
aD angle of 45 0 as shown in the fig. The electrode B is connected to the negative 
~rminal of the source of high potential differenee while A, and B, a.re both conn
ected together to the positivA terminal. Thus the electrode B acts as the cathode 
while the electrodes A, and B, serve as a double anode. The negatively charged' 
particles viz. from B are sudden ly brought to rest by impact against the body 
viz. A, as shown in the fig. and a bluish Jight is emitted from it. Such a. 
type of radiation is termed as • X '-rays. The greater the velocity of the impin
ging electrons, the more intense will be the' X '-rays. 

In gases X-rays produce intense ionization . 'l'hey are invisible to the 
eyes. They are injurious to live tissues, if they are exposed to these rays. Now· 
adays 'X '-rays are used in nearly all iudustries. Not only they are used to 
examine big bridgt's, dams, steamers, buildings and electric poles minutely but 
also they detect minutely the invisible impurities on the surface of our daily 
food. By means of X-rays we can remove the decayed and weak electric poles. 

In w~stern countries the manufacturers examme their foods under the 
X-rays. -As X-rays bave great penetrating power they can detect thorns; pieces 
of glass etc. which may be hidden in the rubber of the motor tyres. And thus 
they make the tyres free from danger. Faults in metallic structure like cracks 
e.nd so on can be detected by using X-r~ys. It is also possible to investigate the 
Haw in pearls ()[ its garltlOds by meQ,ns of 'X '-rays. As the bones and metals 
are much more opaque to' X '-rays than flesh, 'X'-ray photo~raph can clearly show 
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a fracture in the bones or the presence of bullets in the body. The alimentary 
passage can also be photographed by the' X' -rays, by making it less transparent 
to these rays by administering to the patient It bismuth salt or BaS04. 

, X '-rays are being used by horticulturists to detect flaw in fruits. In 
California and Arizona, the horticulturists use the 'X '-rays to determine the 
quality of fruits like lemon, orange, grapes etc. In foggy weather these fruits 
become spoiled and hence horticulturists examine such fruits under X-rays to 
ascf'rtain whether a fruit is good or bad. As the rays penetrate through a hard 
substance like wood they can detect and differentiate the good quality of wood 
ploughs from the bad one. Good wood then can be used in the preparation of 
wooden plows, harrrows aud such otber agricultural implements. 

Experiments are in progress to study the use of X-rays for the growth and 
condition of the crops, and making the plants free from diseases. So far no 
successful results are obtained in this detection but we can be sure that these 
experiments will ultimat(;lly give successful results. 

Soil Erosion And Its Control 

By 

J. K. GNA;";ARATNAM, B.Se., (AGRI.) CLASS 

The transport of soilyarticles from the place of their formation or deposi
tion by natural agencies is technically termed as soil erosion. Soil erosion is an 
age old problem which the modern agriculturists are combating with. It is very 
disheartening to note that millions and millions of particles of soil are removed 
by Erosion and the land rendered unfertile for the growth of crops. 

The agencies which are responsible for erosion are water, wind and 
waves. The latter is not common in the Deccan but more common along the 
coastal areas, whereas the former is responsible for removal of a considerable 
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portion of surface soil. The agriculturist himself contributes a great part towards 
the cause of soil erosion. This happens due to improper .cultivation, mismanag
ment of the soil and deforestation. Such erosion is termed as man made or 
man induced or culturally induced or accelerated erosion, (1)* which differs from 
normal erosion taking p lace along the natura.l slopes. 

There are three types of water erosion. ( i) sheet erosion (ii) rill 
erosion (iii) gully erosion. In case of sheet erosion the soil is removed 
uniformly from the laud ultimately exposing the sub-soil. This happens on land 
which are fallow. Since sheet erosion removes the soil in thin layers, its action is 
not easily observed and is indeed not usually noticed by farmers until it is far 
advanced. In extreme ('ases, sheet erosion is accompanied by tiny furrows 
scattered along the slopes, this is rill erosion; when the intensity and flow of 
water in the rill is more. the water ha!l a downward cutting action in the soil 
which ultimately are turned into a small ravine. The soil removed in this way is 
known as gulley ero;ion. A gully may be defined as a ditch cut by the running 
water. (2) * If the ditch is very large it is called a ganyon. If it is small it is 
called a ravine or a drow. If it carries constantly flowing water it is called a 
stream. In most soils gullies assume a ' V' shape first, a somewhat older gulley 
takes a 'U' shape. Vegetation is usually found on the banks of the gullies. 

All erosion is detrimental hut the damage caused by sheet er03ion is more 
dall1lerous. 

Let us turn to wind erosion. This happens only in the absence of 
moisture--common in dry fa.rming areas. The menace caused by wind erosion 
is as detrimental as water erosion. Not only the rich soil particles are blown 
away from t,htl land but the plants are either blown or their root system exposed 
which in course of time causes the plants to die. During severe wind erosion 
the sand particles removed have a. tearing action on the tender leaves of the 
plant, which in course of time causes material loss to the farmer. Wind erosion 
is more prevalent in deserts, where sand dunes are formed, sand being much 
heavier is not carried up into the upper atmosphere with the wind, but 
remains on the land, where it piles up. In this manner mounds originate. The 
erodobility of the soil by water depends on a number of factors namely 
( i ) na.tural slope of the hnd (ii) inter13ity and quantity of rainfall (iii) presence 
or absence of vegetation. (iv) The types of soil and sub-soil. In heavy rainfall 
tracts the surplus water due to heavy rains has a tendency to flow away from the 
land along the natural slopes; this is known as surface run off, which is not only 
unavoidable to the plants, but in addition carries a lot of rich surface soil along 
with it. This surface run off takes place where the soil has a very poor absortive 
power with an impervious sub-soil. The soil is not able to cope up with the 
rainfall due to which excess of water runs off the field. It is assumed about 

* (1) A, F Gostnfson" Soils & Management, " 
* (2) " Soil Erosion & Control If by A, E. BUlges 
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33w% of the rain recei ved is lost as run off. Increa3e in velocity of the run off 
doubles the quantity of soil removed, a place having a heavy annual rainfall 
evenly distributed throughout the year helps in conserving the soil, while a 
place with torrential rainfall may suffer from severe damage. The rain drops 
decending on the soil with tremendous force splash the soil particles round about. 
this is common with soils loose in nature especially the sandy soils. Next is 
the gradient, the greater the gradient greater is the erosion and vice versa. 

The presence of vegetation is an important factor in controlling erosion 

A land without any vegetation or cover crops is apt for a severe damage by soil 

erosion, than a covered or cultivated land. The cover crops serve the double 

purpose of protecting the sr)il from erosion and of improving the fertility of the 
soil when they are turned under. They also increase the absorbtive capacity of 

the soil by filling it with humus. The leaves of these crops intercept the beating 

action of the rain drops on the bare soil. The stems of these plants also prevent 

soil erosion by reducing the velocity of running water. The tiny roots of the 

plants help in holding the soil particles together. This is one of the reasons why 

t~e forest soils are never eroded away as they are kept under constant vegetation. 

The type of soil also determines the rate of erosion. Soils of the granite 

Itnd laterite origin allow more water to percolate into the deeper . layers and thus 

there is no surface run off and in contmst clayey soils a.nd loamy soils are easily 

eroded away due to their impervious nature. Heavy soil with impervious subso· 

ils are easily eroded away. 
.., 

Control of Wind Erosion 

In most of the dry farming tracts, to prevent wind erosion, certain forms 
of tillage are adopted. Deep plowing and finely pulvurised conditions of the soil 

are not suitable in such places, a cloddy or gritty condition should be encouraged. ! 

The land is always laid into ridges and furrows at right angles to the prevailing 

wind. Wind barriers are constructed on the windward side to minimize the vela. 

city of the wind which not only blows away the soil but robs away the moisture. 

Wind barriers may be in the form of big trees or artificial barriers. 

Strip cropping is advocated in such places alternating a soil exposing with 

a soil protecting crop. Before the cultivation of the soil, nature held the soil 

intact. In future it is only pOflsible to hold the soil by adopting some other 

form of vegetative cover. Clean cultivated crops like potato, corn and cotton 
enhance such loss. \Vhereas grain crops like Bajri (Pearl Millet) & Jowar 

(llorihum) impede such loss. 
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Control of Water Erosion. 

Water Erosion can be controlled to a considera.ble degree or extent by the 
lIethods enumerated below:-

( i) Deep plowing and surface tillage. 
( ii) Gully control. 
( iii) Contour farming. 
(iv) Strip cropping. 
( v) Pastures and grass lands. 
( vi) Reforestation. 

Deep plowing increases the absortive power of the soil whereas surface 
tillage leaves the land in corrugation or ups and downs which ultimately reduces 
Burface run off. Deep plowing turns the soil and leaves the soil in a cloddy 
condition which prevents the run off of water. In case of lands which are slopy, 
the tillage is always done at right angles to the slope. Ridges and furrows are 
opened across the, s lep at distances depending on the s1ope. 

Gully Control 

A gully or a small ravine not only brings about soil erosion but interferes 
with the tillage of the land by dividing the land into irregular strips. Temporary 
structures will usually be sufficient to control gully until vegetation can take 
charge of it. * Among the types of temporary structures used for gulley control. 
are Logs, wooven wire, loose stone, brush. leaves and branches. Before preparing 
any type of obstruction the sides of the gulley are plowed to reduce the slope. 
An important point in gully control 11'1 the sloping of the banks to an angle such 
that grasses and other vegetation can grow on the bank. If the banks are not. 
sloped they will continue to cave in. If gullies are very large they are required to 
be filled or covered with trash materials. * Non-eroding crops can be grown on 
the banks. 

Contour Farming 

In contour farming, cultivation is done according to definite contours' 
Ridges and furrows are opened along the contour line and the cultivation is 
carried on in the ridges and furrows. All tillage C'perations are done along- the 
oontour lines and never across it. This type of farming is very common on hilly 
slopes especially with tea and rubber plantations where contour furrows 
are opened at convenient distances depending on the slope of the land. Theso 
oontour furrows minimize the rate of erosion. Any surplus water that collects in 
the contour furrow is let into a main drain which rUIlS along the natural slope of 
the land and is thus removed from the land. In such cases lock and spill system 
of drainage facilities are provided. This system of drainage prevents the soil 
from erosia n . 

• (1) •• Soil Erosion & Control ,f by A. E. Burges 
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Strip Cropping 

When the land is slopy and is subject to severe ero~ion, it may be laid out 
into narrow strips in straight parallel lines crosswise the general slope. In these 
narrow strips erodin~ or a soil expo ling and non eroding or soil protecting crops 
are alternated. Water cannot attain much velocity in thesp- narrow strips of 
cultivated land. Grain crops tend to check the run off. This type of cropping 
is known as strip cropping, and when this strip cropping is done according to 
definite c:mtoUf. it is known as contour strip cropping. 

Pastures And Grasslands 

They cover the bare soil and help in protecting the soil from the rain. 
The leaves of these plants protect the soil from the beating riLin drops, descending 
on the land with certain force. Permanent grasslands alford less protection to 
the soil but have an effect comparable with that of the forest in that the actua.l 
erosion of the soil is checked, but the protection afforded by the grass is generally 
sufficient to hold the soil in place. Grasslands do the double purpose of providing 
ample grazing areas for the cattle as well as' conserving the soil from erosion. 
For this reason a oovered fallow is always encouraged than a bare fallow on soils 
left without any cultivation. 

Reforestation 

In primitive cultivation, the forests were cut or burnt with the idea of 
cleaning the land for cultivation, without realising the actual loss, brought to 
humanity, but nowadays it has been universally realised that deforestation brings 
about a detrimental loss to the humanity. In natural forests, grasses and annual 
herbs, shrubs and trees after their life cycle (lie and decay to form a layer of 
hllmus which covers that soil. In addition,the humus acts as a sponge and incre. 
ases the absorbtive capacity of the soil. When the rain falls gently, the whole is 
absorbed in the soil but torrential showers lead to surface run off due to poor 
ahsorbtive capacity of the soil. It is always beneficia'! to reforest the soils which 
are lef~ fallow without any cultivation. In short the control of soil erosion is 
the restoration of the vegetative covering so as to protect the soil from the erosiv~ 
action of wind and water. 



College Notes and News 

The Gymkhana started its activities in right earnest from the beginning of 
tLe second term. The college annual athletic sports were held during the last 
week of October and large number of students took part therein. Messrs. Brahme 
Dalaya, Mahajan, D'souza, Pinto were the shining stars. Mr. Brahme won the 
individual championship and Mr. Dalaya was the runner up. A novel item in 
this year's activities was the institution of " Body Beautiful Competition" which 
naturally attracted great interest and enthusiasm among the students. Mr. A. 
~. Shinde and Mr. J. G. PaW won the first and second prizes respectively. 

In the Inter-Collegiate Sports, Gurusahani brothers represented our college 
in tennis. Our hockey team was quite good and gave a good account of itself. 
Messrs. C. M. Ketkar and M. H. Deshpande showed great skill in the game. 

Jtj,; a matter of pride that our budding boxers Messrs. V. P. Mane and 
S N. Dharu were champion and runner up respectively in the boxing competition. 
This reflects great credit to them and the college. 

Mr. Mahajan stood tirst in cross-country and 2nd in 3000 meters running. 
~ir. F. F. Pinto had a good st,yle in Javellin throw and got the first prize. 
Ur. Desouza also put up good show a.nd stood first in hop step jump. 

The Indian games and athletics departments were idea.l and very active 
during the year. It secured all the 61 points scored by the college in the inter 
-collegiate tournaments. 

I am very glad to mention that Messrs. A. N. Shinde. F. F. Pinto a.nd 
D'souza were selected to take part in the wrestling, javelin throw and hop-step 
jump ma.tches respectively in the inter-group university sports. The two carried 
away the second and the first prize in the respective games. 

Xlr. A. N. Shinde who W!l.S selected to represent the Poona University in 
the All-Ir.dia Inter-University wreE'tling matches, justified his selection and 
carried away the winner's prize in the light weight championship. 

These achievements, though few and far between are of an outstanding 
nature. There is no doubt that given more time and leisure for practice, the 
.tudents of this college can make still better contribution to thilil important 
sphere of college and university a.ctivity. 
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My best thanks are due to those members of the office staff and my 
colleagues who gave their fullest co-operation and help in the different tasks of 
carrying out Gymkhana activities. 

Our heartful congratulations to those who won and best wishes to the rest. 

A. N. Shinde 
Hon. Gen. Secretary. 

Our Sports Achievements in 1949-1950 
Poona District Football Association Tournaments 

Football:- Runners-Up. 

Inter-Collegiate Sports 

1. Khoko:-- Runners up. 

2 . Weight lifting 

3. Wrestling:-

4. Boxing:-

5. Athletics:-

Wrestling:-

( i) Mr. V. P. Dalaya, Champion below 148 lbs. 
(ii) Mr. J. G. patil, " llO Ibs. 

(i). Mr. A. X. Shinde, Champion in light weight. 
( ii) Mr. Bhosale, " in fly " 

(i) Mr. V. P. Mane, Champion in fly weight. 
(il) Mr. S. N. Dharu, Runners-Up in fly weight. 

( i ) 
( ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

( i ) 
(ii ) 

Mr. K. M. Mahajan, First in cross-country. 
Mr." " Second in 3000 meters run. 

Mr. " 
Mr. F~ F. Pinto, 
Mr. J. B. D'souza 

Second in 1500 meters run. 
First in Javelin throw. 
First in hop step & jump. 

Intergroup University Sports. 

Mr. J. B. D'souza, First in hop step & jump. 
Mr. F. F. Pinto, Second in Javelin throw. 

All-India Inter University Sports 

.( 1) Mr. Anandrao N. Shinde, Champion in light weight. 
A. N. Shinde. 

Hon. Gen. Secretary. 
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-ar~T'l ~ l fi;, ~"l1(~ ~Tffi :q$P-lT~ ~"'::r ~:q'l, "'fT3fT, +p.f0{;:r (milk products) 

~np.: 'l'f('f imT ~ I 

fti;:g ~ RfiP:rq 3l~{T"fiT 3l;::q a:m~ arTiT 'lii 'f~T ~3fT ~ I i~:gT, ;:~, 
<;<'rT~{~:g, fq:;;:r~:g 3lT( 'fmf;r:rr ~ w?t"fi ;:qf.!:('f ~~: (., G. • G , 4. '-,; . G., \' 0 •• ~, ¥~ o~ 

m( t.: (). ~ affir 'r"~:r ~ fa I?:'l ';';;('fT % I f-11rg ~r): "l1T(('fq 'i_"tqTr{ llm o:qf<j:(:lq{ ;;JljlJll 

(., • G affir qgm l I ~~ 'fT('f"fi'r fi:l'iifT(~ ~u.: (-11, 'r"::r ~~ ~u.: ~"fi ~T( ~~ 
q<!J~ ~ I ~ ~:q;:(:l 3lri:l~ l f-11, ~ ~'t:~m1mT~ 3~ ~f\T ~ 4. ~ ~~ ~T\ lI1li 

"I'i~"fiT ~n "I'i1 ~T ~~ ~~ 'l~l fit~ ~~ % I 

~~ '!T~i:r <IT '1it !leiT('f ~T('fr ~ T"fi, <l"T(('fq ~(:l'lr ~I'.f ~T'lr 'iifmu.: 3cFlT ~~ 

~T I DWrr"fiT fit~T"fi(m ffi{ '{~P:riJ f:Ji('f;r q~ ~, 3a~T 3lq~ :q~ ~ q( 3<ii!; <m 

~;:rT ~~. ~(:lT % 3~"fiT q'iif&iW ~ ~ WTm ~ I alT( i~ ~('fq Z G ~ ~ 

q~ l q\;:g ~"t"fiT 3~qF:::'l ~;yST~ ~~ '~ !fIT 3lT"t"l'i {T WTm l I 

~ ~<Wf; 3l":q ~i:r ~a;:rT ~"t ~ ~, ~<fiT \' 0 r~ fa~ ~I'.fij; ~qij 

!ft TB'-Il ~rm ~ I arT~ ~q ~w.fi ~ ~<_;3 ~ 4. !lfu~a tr fCr<n :JiTm l I ~ljllll 

(., 0 llT~('f ~~ 3lq~ ~t <=fr ;j"'lmr :JiTm % 3fR ~ ~m<fiT ~, @Tm 3lrfu: if.l1l11 

:JiT('fT l, ~~;J 'r"::r~ !ffl:. "(@"~~ o:qR(i -n"I'iT ;;f.t~ '3:TIiI <lii l I 

3liRT"fiT f.f:rrfu-n;Y f:Ji'la ~ !l~ l~T n:qr ~::rT, <:[~+ra~ m 3~( WfT ff, ~ 

~~::r~ ~Tmr% ~q~ ~T ~;:rT :q~it I :q(T;:rif :q~t"fiT ~<im~ ~~:q ~Tir i?nT f.li, ~1 

~~if ~:qI1:q <fitfT 'l q~ ~ <fi~:qT, '3:Tq~(% msr;:r :qr m~): ~(~ "S[<_;3qTr{:qT \rc!~ 

<l"Tsr'li:t~ ft;m~T ~+r<i 3"~"fiT fq-:q q:q 't'::r 'l ftl"i?Tifr %ffT i[fnr I ~(:l;:rT(T 'l(r ~it~ 

~mT;Y FI-;jT 'r"::r~ ~TnT"I>T 'f<iT ~ ~T I ~~~ Rf\T:q~* 3lQ;Y ~r{ ~Ffi~ ~ ~ I 'ill 

~m ifT<_;3"fi ?:IT q~ ~ j;:~;r TB"'fT P-f;, ~ <iT 'r":r~ ~'lGT~ ~R~;:q"fi'r 'fST "tEfiT ~'TT, ~ 

"tft" fl"l>T @"a{T ~ q:g :'»Tlfnr, aqta:"fi~ U~ O{!!_0l;("!! ~r ~nr, -arin::tT TCltFf.T ~'11~ 

if~a m{ ~~T I (Deterioration of the future gereration) ~~it ~q ~ 

"@ll m ~ 3lT'l<lT~ ~ j'l-t'r ~"j:~ ~drt"r 311 ~ ~ q{ ~ <JT 3r{ ~tm~lft 

ft;5{l:fT f.f;?:'et ::tT mer ::p+ft ~~q~ 11rsr'l::tT o7.J'f~~ij ~~Q j~c-<t( "I'i{;:rT ~nT. 
~ ~ 
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't"l <t'r altt m %+fT ~T 'lfRifi ~ ~ ~ R<?Sit Q<?S:q~ ;rtf ~ at 
~ ~2 ~ Ni ~~ mcf.t ~;r~ ~ ~ ~tnrr ;r~ ~ I i{T;iT '1T;r m;fr ~ 

~!ifu"liT ~ ~ ..rrJi;r 1,~ ~ I ~~ 117'fi m<?SR#r ~ "f;rR"liT ( bone formation) 

WrIT (fi<i ~T t ~;rT nit ~ 't ~ ~~ I 

frmf+i;r v: ( Vi t. A) ~ "f~ mrfif !f1T ~ ~, '31;:« q~POO aNm 
~ ~~ ~"l~ ~ ~~ ~ 11M ;jffflT II ~ ~~ ~ 117'fi ~~ (Perfect) 
l1T:jf.f ~ I '1T~ '31NiT if.,"l"ffr Ar(fT ;r ~ aT frr~ <rfr ~ f.t ~~ ~ ri'~ <fj~ 
~;WT I 

~ ~"l9'iT +{Q'(~ imr <iT Q~ ~;r. ~Q; '31~a<fj ~ ;r ~ ~~ iWn ~ I 
~~-~a- ~ ~ ~alT<t'r 'i k~J I, :qrffi <fj+fT, 1.ffifP:fm<tr ~<t~~ altt ~~~ m 
3!W-A;rT ~ ;r <fi@ I ~ aT <rQ ~ 1%, c;."l<tr "filIT ~ 3WRCfT ~ ;rQT I ~ #r<?ST<i{ 

(adulteratIon ) ~ <rQ 'If"R<fj~ ~ Q+{ ~~ ;rQT <fj@ ~R ~ ~ ~ ~ ~"l 
~ <=r"r ~m ~ 3R~q ~~llTq;rT ~ <iT :qr« ~~ &";r l¥ ~"lij crr;:ft<tr ~~ ~ 
~ ~ I ~~ ~it &"mU ~q~T moo ~;:ct <fj\ ~ ~ I 

m'lf ~m ?_-s:ilil D~ ~$..<:f.tT "ti~ ~%T ~ 'liT;r<fj{ ~~ i{T':fT ~ 

wrrn 'itt ~ ~~<fi wm=r 1%'1T 'liT {QT ~ I ~ m '-PiT ~ ~ I ~ ~ an 
m ~ f.t ~ 't"l)J Q+{ ~ ~ ~% fepsr«~ f-;:.rfrctG ~ ~ ~m ~ ~ <fil: I 

~ f.r~« ~ f.t ?;fT~ 'i."l% f~Q; &"it <?Sl]01 ~Tn'r ( Mere inquisite ) ;ffr ~"l ~ ~ 
~~ <?SlrrrT I 

-~-

'31T"lT{~ct : --

" ;r~ " ~. ~-



~@"f>:- ~. iti. ~H~Tc{l%l :al~t[i(H", •• iTfq~ " 
( ~p:ff~ ~~-~f ?er~nrr ~~n~~lJ, 'r~r. ) 

-it ~T 11T;;t., @<:jT ~tI: ;;re: it:~n ~Frr -:;nf~ 3tH 3~;f.T WIlT~ m~ +rriill 
"0;:[T ~f~ ~+TT{ mT~9ir "l"<:rTtI: ~@ :;A''n: ~ilR ~a'ir <fim., ~~ CfTtI: I ferr1:r?r ~ 
~r mm !f<fiH~ ~r~;:p.ffT arF.J'~<fiffi ~T<fT ~ I ~ MT m~.,if ~1l:~~ l1tR 

~~~~ i~tI: 3fr<:j r~T~ q({T~T 3f~F·T ~ ;;:rp.:r <IT crr~"fT+ra: ~~ ~tHif @Rf (i~I9ft 

<fi+IT it ;;:rraT ~ I 3fCf<:jTl1 m~~ <fiT~1Jf ~+rTn ?JmTV, ft~~ .,it ~ ~"fi<fT' ~-mfl 
c<:jfRP-f; ~~ calories q:<_:5j-tT~ m~'l"fiaT~ <fi+r +miT if ~T <iT l:OfH~<i fOTt ~ffi~, mn: 
<fiT crT~ "Wi ;;:rmr ~, :m~ ~ g;1(;s lit mar l I ~T?] a~m <fi+fr <fiT !:ImOf or~, 
ltrOf<fT ft;r:IT 3fT~ ~'4 fCr(;ST~~T +rTaT31T if ~Cf~ ft:~R ~ar II ~~ it~ ~~<€r lIit 
110f1S<:j<fiffi iRfr l f~~ ?:c:r~ ~(T{<fir Cf11;t1Jf~ ~R ~j- ft~ ( Tissues ) .,~ ~T "1V, ~ ~ 

'{: :jCCf;;r ~m i 

e':fRI U~<:j 3fi:ttr"fiT \. U.S.A. ) i:i ;;tj- !:I'll"1 f~ "1"0:: ~ ~B fqTa:C1 ~l('1T ~ f.".f, 

[ a'teITit "filfT :?f. <fiT{IJf V,"fl e<:f#aif '3l~<fi l.I"flR :?f. il;:IT~fI';r~ CfT~effi., 3fT~~ ~ I S:11 

q ;;tT feT~ '1m ~ ?:~ ~~qi:{ ;rT~ "R<rr l11.TT l I 

"4R~ <fi+{T: mT~OfiT "['l~TCf'1, ~<i(:;::rf<i:i ;ft~~ iT~ ( Tissues) 3fR qID<fiT ~~: ~ 

H, crl~if F-w.~ (feT~a: 'fTC;:T arTr ;r~T~) mla<ll~ :;::r~ij aT5Jftcf ~ 

1T+ffiT ~ '=llt;p.f.r ~ a1n: ~<Ji'r ~ <fit.,T , ;:rrf~ ;nTs<lm llfuil <!ill"!, 

T ~(T¢;J ;r or<:rT.,T, ::Amaffi~ <fiT{IJf ~q- <fiT ~Of, Hl;i~ aTR f~f~<_:5C1T, ftfiij'j 

'f[T"f ., ~, (Loss of apitite) T@?fffi, i~$T~sTq." ~WT ~<:iTfaif ::om, 
iT# tTIsT, 3ii.9fI~ mlr '4$~ (Dots) ft:~ ~"T, ;ftf~ ~ ~RTft<fi Cfft~ 

- ;f ~~ :jl~T"r, 'Gf<fiTOfc, Film ~~<_:5 ql~filqr ;r m<lT, 9ir ~ ~tr 
~.,T, ~T <fiT<l~' ~ ~il~ <fi;fi, <fif+l<i!re<:rT<fiT +rsOfi<:rT, ~Gm ~ ~ 

\It !:f1Tc "fi"{;¥«T ~f.Rf.I;r wmef I 
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Wg ~-t ffl'CfRlT(a: ~Trr ~ Cflb~ <=liT l, am: ~ ~ RrP-ll~ re~ ~I~ 
I!Rf ~ l", ;mJT~ ef<:gq: ~ R~r<ffr U"P '<TTw-pr ffl'<T., 3lR ~~ ~~ ~rfT~ lTI~ 
~1l'~ ~ I -;;f<:f~?: 

3l1'<lT~ :-

" 3lT<lm!l " 

-----~.----- --~--

i l{ey !:(r«IUf ~rer-:rf~~ ~lG-'t';~l:;n{i'lllll 
'" . ". ~ 

I ~\Cf.fi-~n:lq~ ~~wtT~ tF.~- B.Sc. (Agti.) Class 
I 

iltcIT :mim, ;mfrq filrzm ...... ~ <fil?1.l ~i[UI')i1-'4i"1l mqur f~'(I~I"oll<{) ~~ 

~"<i·~i). qrrr &ta ~'( 3lTCfIT( ~ ~~ ~~T ml'ii'r ~c:~, ~ ~T-9i~Rt ~r+fflT 

iirct ~T •••••• a'( ~ft'.rnFr~~., &T~~. <fi~ ~~:q; 3l~ ~lUT ~-::~<:rr 

ITT<ITa em '-IN 3l~a. ~,~<fif@, ~::qr ~"fiftm, ~~ 3TI~

\~ ~., ~(0'41"fi~m, • .. r{il{<fi "fiT~t ef~'t 3l~"f> <f.l'(IJ'[Tmit f«'r ~~ <e16J"fi(,(I~ 
1« '<lW-f ~1"1am. efft~lqn~ '<T" mfOT 6Jf:g~1Cf1~ <t:!:r <:rr ~)~ <1rnT ~'FiT ~
~ f~ ~q<fj~<:fT ~q~ ~ ~., ~~<:fT an~ <fit, (<:ftqT tm:gr Cfi~ tr ~ mu<f<{ 

I'r! ~ ~~t€T ant. 
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~+rTm~ moir\:"fl''<i'1T ~~ #.rqfuj" 'if,~ are~ ~rqro m~ :q1~ 

n~ ll'if,°J.lI~ ;:o:;:rrn. '1T ~T~:;:r ~ ~~~ ~'1T 0'lT'lff';r 'if,~ ~'1T"f~ ('I'm: ~ anT'Ur 

r:rftl1Tl4fr m"f<f.R m~ l;J{Ief{ mr<1HT iT~ :;:m;rnr. iq~q?IT m"f<f.Tu;ff ~~ 

mi5~lffi f;{+hor ~T~~ tr <fi~~, ~U ~~ ~~ l;JU ~m: ~~Fr ~ 
~~, qU;:rrmtt ~H ;:rr{i". ~ ~+'il(<:n::ql tfT~ ~{ ~~mrrr ciT~;:r 

~ffiZT ~~ alij~ (t( <:''1T ~+rT«(fr"f( mqur ~~ +'i~~ ~"f'1T~ al6T ~ ~~T <R 

"liij ~~ ? am ft:~ m~ ~(t'f.~ m~ al*. m((tRT m'CfTWT11 ~u, ~ 

;f •• <fiil"';'r qr~T 3l~~ (t{ mqor (T~T<1~ l!CQT +rT(UGIia "fiT:q' al~ am ~ 

~ m ft"l.:[(fi~ qT~~T ~T al~ "liHcrr ~. ~fr T~n~R ~ii:'1Tat affl 
3l~ <fil, 1«r ~'f.:::qre 3"~1~ ~ ;r 'if,('1Tr::.:qr nrnr'if,~at ~ 'if,m~r ~"f<1 ~l~T 

~. (t( «"Rr +i[OTUT ala m~ Cfff, ill ~:nt~1 <1i~~ 'if,sim ms~T ilm 3ll~. 
'Hq«Rfi m';r;rr1[(fQT, 'm~oirG:trg;~ qs~~ ~~rft~ ~~;r ~Ql;r ~"f."~ q)r"( 3l~'f. ~ 

f?~~ mc8'r ~a. ~iT ~ <fiR11fffi ~r alTqur 3l~ij ~ 'IT. 

eHi?rc? <flcIT~ Flq~<rRCT( ~'lT ~T"f( al~~~1 ~, M1"f11)~"llr6ll\ ;::qr~ 

;qir ;rIa~~ F.rlWF ~ q (:qTl3ffi <:<:£t:;:;<rta 11tsat ~~, ~fl:r;fr~ Sl'if,~ <iiu'4 

..;smma. allTUr alm ~~ g;<fi~T +'imnCT "f ~ ~ ~'1T <fi'<='lA q;r:q~~r( q-gq 

~. alrfUr ;:'1TlJ~ al~ ::31f>fi";;H ~~ iI~ "{T~ c;nna-r mfiJr alll;JT~ mm 
ifrq<fiTU~ ~i'}) <fiTR ;:;5Tmf. 

f'HwTI ~n"'R ~ lI:'f. ~~tnrR cf(~g'>1 ~ff. ~~ ~tnrr ~~;fr ~ 
~'f.~T ~ar. qur rr;:(Trr ¢{'mTBIlJ~, ~ ~~ l;J(~aT ~)n~ :alf~'1ra if~ n~ q ;::qr~ 

mr~T :its~ 3"(~T ~. mrcrr ~ ~ ~lq(:q al~"fJ (ii:T~ ~m~. ~~~ 

~ :crT'if. <iiT~:qrq( ~m ill ~ ~ ;rIfT, <:)~ll'I+'iI'ij':q w~ m~ if~ GmfZif-r. 

+rmlm ~rr ~ ~ i':qr~ 3ffiZ8Ta <fiT~ H ~~, 3l1fiJr c:qllJ~:;:r i'~ <fi&'f1~

qQTf ~ ;:;5m~. ~lsill~<1T ~;:ff~ ii'1TRT al~:::qr ~~ alrrcrr i'~ ~ 

qf~<1T~ W~~ m"f<f.Rr:;:;:qr l;J(T~ qr:q{T :;mcfr~. 00 ~ +it~ '!,'ifiS'ln

"film I-uq ,!!:Ol HI <t>Tqoo>~I~m::IT anqc;fr qfu~~ ~~ ~. 

l1mfi:q 00 +rT;:~'1 tfT"f~T"f{ 3l"f~;r~. e~'1T ~"fTa "q;t~~T~: 

f*f.l; ~~, "RrCToli:q +'i~ m~T"li~ qrq~T~T m~. if~ ~ ~1~qJ;{ qrqe~ 
~~ <fi~ ~'f.(t ;rm. mtcrr ~ 1 ~ ~"f{ mqor ~cfr aT +rT~ q~~ 

~lirCTqat~. ~tCT ~m "fiT:q' ~ ~ <1R qrjf<{ <Ii{U:q]~ ~(i{t:;:r o:m1. 
I'fT'el"R11Rf: ~ r:rt:q m u::"li ~ 3lfuq~lJj', u::"li ~ ~'1T q lI:<ii qi ~m\:"fT<i~ (j~ 
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~~ ~r{ ~ ~ ~ o:rm, affiiJr :qiW~'W ;nfr atm 31<Rr.rct ~a ~ ~ 
mtr~ mz;;rm;ff ~~. ~m f;r:n1Rr ~f;r-lf~({q~::]s i«T ~er ~(i5R.\lI"41 

mft~re cmTT.i~T ~ ~ ~~T m-.:r:f;n: QT ~«r ~T ~ ~T. <iii~ m
~ ~C3T (~T ~'-l ~~ ~ ~<f,C:1l~ ~m ~. ~ ~loo11ia(.qa ~ ~ q1Jf 

ilf.!'f.T{ :ilco<ri"an-g QT~~ ~ ~CJ W. 

~;mu ·\lr.ncl't ~~~rGl Wlru ~r.3T qs#.T. ~lai4~d"'lll ~ "(Ill ~ ~ 

ijl1llJff.R ~TCJ~ mlOr ~;;p:rr'T.fi ~~~m ~q~ WT<0 ~. &Qldl=41 +fT'Jl~ ~ 

~ ~a~41''R CllA't ;;ft ~CJl:?1T ~i(i5 o1:q~?1T ~:qT ~ ~ ~ ;:r:(io:r !J"t 
~t ~~ ~TU~ ;sr:;ra5 ~, anlUr ~~ ~ ~ ~o:r ~C[(i5T. 

@rqrqn~ ~J7Ti";ft ~;qta "fl~f!AdqI1JT ~ff?T ~. ~ ~ ~ <IT 00-
qr f<fur;r ~TCJ m~T mfcrr ~T ~~ ~ ~T. ~R~T.i ~;n<R qftm;r 

mm anfUr m C;fCi5U;qr~To1 ~cp.flfU:;fl "~ ~r " Cfi"uc1r ~~. 

l'?(T ~~T r;qr<:ff"1;ql(f ~ (.9"~ ~ ;qta m ~mm crria. 
i«'f.foo <!iRI1JFfi\).at ~qif.T ~qf'Q G1lTffl 0T<0 m~ T.iT0"laT ~ ~ ~a<fi::trRt ~ itrE 

~ ~T ~. ~if, <j~T eitI"t ~H~ '411~ ~TftJr ~TmT~ <fiTll~ ttH: ~ ~ 

~~ antr#.r ~~T;srffi 4({ ~ =aim :¥I~ ~a1 ~m~ ~ ~~ anTOr ~ 
llmil~ ql~ g ~ h~. 

~~ i1~ta, ~~ ~Ff.fiRRT <iT~ 3"'CJ<i_r{ "'R~~~ ~lq"flldr{1 

~ f~.:J <tmerqr~ ~\:T't fmoT~T. ~~;srer~ f4rzorl"t ~ <n~ C["( ~T (i5~ 

~ i{i(G("Ii~Fa ~~T, :m'ibr ~11fRf <fr 1l..(.9"TW ~lli~['iI(~I(@ =ai~ ciT~. 

~jq"liT( eml:;:fr q~ ~~;qr:;;fr ~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~~ Cfi"RIlT ~ $. 

(m"liT~ ~<fil~m-, l;qg ~~~~ ~'1T ~T) m?ul%a ~a'"Ii-'-'lI6fi'fi ~ ~ 

WI ~, <!iI-;qr <fiFro"-l( aniT~ 3PT~ ~m ~r;r, ~TGl;r 0'-'JT;sr ~ cmt ~ +wfr;:fi 

~ ~~ n{lor emr0T ~uar ~. 

CJ<l~ ~ ffi:q~o:r ~ij- R~r{ ~:tt, ~lq'f.I(Ii.'H;srqfli ~ ~ ~~ 

mill[ ar~~m"fl <fiRar fff~T. cnMf ~~~JI(ij(;uirff ~ ~ ~ 0 if\.~ "fRerN ~T~ "flJi'lI'ilI~ 

\'lraT?!FiT'1T ~ ~0. ~r.tT ~ ~'l:fRf q~ ~~. ~ ~ CflI(oII"flf<ai M ~ 
~ml ~ ~~~. 
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lm1 ~ lm1 ~ m+r ~ 

~jl:;;J:fT ~m. m:'ifT ~13'~~% ~C~~% ~~.<::% 

mr EoqJ~T ~'~~% ~ .<:: % '>{'\3% 

'R~ n~;jfT ~ o· ~ % ~ 4. '13 0' 
III ~IS'~% 

o<{Tqr~ C~ Of IS' 0 01 O'\!l% /0 10 

~1f ~ ~ \9' Z 0; ~ Z· 0 % ~4.'G,% /0 

~~~ ~.~ 0/ Z <::. \9 O( O'~ ~U ,0 (0 .. 
~'G, ~ % {.~ 0' ~ 'G, % m <mIT[ 10 

<IT Cfi;jfMT ~~<lT~~ ~T;jfTCf{ <lr.1 (\::~ qT~m m~. m~Cfi, ~1+rTT~ mllI 
~m. ~~1:J <Ii~ ~ n~ a~aij ~l:n~ +P.iJFT;fTCf\~ i7.~ ~S;:r ~:~. ~T~ ~;:r ljij 

"'-

:tt, mqur f.~rtr ~ <fi~ ~"€? afT ~ ffi:rsr ~T iruTT~ ;jT&J. ~TfUr C<lT~~ ~mr 
(~:~ ~;:r ;j~ <fiT+r <w.l q6 ftl"rzurr~Ffr ) ~<lT CfTt ~n~. ~TCf:;r.RT qj~ 

~ cfff. ~ qJ~ f~ arn~ a- Fi:;r.u<rRfr ~ ~~ C<lT~T a-~ ~T';J ~mR 
~ ~. m.rrft:~ 'f.ff;r~';r mcre'T R~ f;{nm;n<D m;:r ~ ~~. 

Cf~err{T mTiJr <rfI~ &T entre ~JJlaql~ <1iRIJ'f ~ am. ~+rT~~ RU'tTR ~. 
~~ ~ <lima. ~ ~ ~ Z ~T(?r ~~T +!~f.qT ~ ~ ~ ~ ~T aT ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
'( -' . ~ iH~~T :mfUr ~ ~ '{ ~ +r~7.r @~'T~ '~ ", ~. 

~ ~~maT q( q:;T{~ m~T~. q~T<n=I""~ ~;riT f~ofT ~cr:;r.{T m<.r'fiF~ 

~~W: ~ ~~. 1-".f"m <.f.T{IT[T~t ~ ~ mfUr~~;:;r~H ~~ 
q?f;TOO ~ IT<fiT~ :m~~~ 3n~a. 

"-fU(? ~<t <liHOT ~TflT[ qf{IlIT+r (?fffiq ~at ~TqlT[t(?T w<!J ~Cf<fi::<lT~ R~ !1't11' 

<:ifc fcf;~r ~ffi<:f.fi ~T~ ~T 'ifTUffCf it~~. ~qFIif@ mQ'1[ T#(l;rU~ l:l'~ <Jl(iit ~ 
~~<fiT~~ ~+!a ~ ~~ +rG:Cf ~at ~ l%ill ~ ~~ ~ ~:[t ~ ~(?, 

(~T"'m ;:f~ : iT ;:rrU<llJ'f~* Cf ~fu~ ~ Economics of Indian Agriculture 
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~ CUPROCIDE which is invaluable as a SEED TREATMENT. ~ 

~~: RHOTHANE (DDT) . Spray' and Du,t, for control of Pests ~ 
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C and Mosquitoes. RHOTHANE is a much superior insecticide ~ 
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INTERNATIDNAL 
I RtETaRS 

The famous' International ' McCormick Deering Wneel 
Tractors and Ploughs are the ideal equipment for modern 
mechanised farming. There are various types ( Diesel 
and Power Kerosene ) and horsepower to choose from. 
I International ' Tl'actors are preferred by modern farmers 
the world over. 

VOlKART BROTHERS 
(Agricultural Dept.) 

BOMBAY p~ O. Box 199. 
. .... . 



SPRAYERS 
Manufactured by 

THE STANDARD FURNITURE Co. LTD. 
( KALLAl - MALABAR) 

Speak history for themselves 
The first clas. material employed in the manufacture of 

our sprayers is a guarantee of long and good service. . Skilled 
technicians having up- to.date equipment at their command 
.taDd behind our products for their durability . 

SPRAYER 

KNAPSACK 

FIELD SPRAYER 

We manufacture Knapsack sprayers of lr. It and 2t 
lallons capacity for spraying against agricultural pests in 
arecanut garden, rubber estates etc., and for spraying 
malariol. 

FieJd sprayer-extensively used for spraying 
orange trees. 

Bucket sprayer- Spraying in gardens, wash
ing cars etc. 
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For Seasonal Garden & Vegetable 
Seeds of perfectly reliable 

quality 

Contact: 

Mis Oagdoba & Co. 
Seed Merchant 

Rameshwar Chowk, Poona 2. 

Price-list available on request. 



DAGA'S VEGETABLE SEEDS 

We introduce ourselves as leading ex-seed growers from Quetta, 
where we were growing vegetable seeds under the U Vegetable Seeds 
Production Scheme" sponsored by the Government of India. Due 
to the partition of the country and Quetta baving been included in 
Pakistan, we were forced to leave Quet ta and have now started this seeds 
business here in our Indian Union. We have earned a great reputation in 
vegeta ble seeds. 

Insist on getting reliable seeds. We assure you to give the best of 
the seeds always and can supply in bulk or in three coloured packets 
printed on real art paper. Packing is also done in light, decent and str(Jng 
tin boxes to enSure safe arrival of the seeds and protect them from 
moisture. A trial order will convince you . 

Ask for a free illustrated catalogue. 

Telegrams:- "Growers, Poona." 

P. G. DAGA & CO., 
Seed Growers & Marchants, 

101, Shivaji Nagar, Poona 5 (India) 

Telephone:- 3364 



AGRICULTURAL TRACTORS 

One of the fleet of Oliver Cletrac Tractors 
with the Bombay Government 

at a demonstration show. 

FARMERS ! MECHANISATION PAY , , 
• • 

Help Government in their "Grow More Food" Drive 
AND 

Help you'rself with Bumper Crop Yield ! 
-- In spite of labour shortage--

" ASK JaCKS n 

about it. 

WILLIAM JACKS & Co., Ltd., 
Ballard Estat-c, 

P. B. NO. 335. 
BOMBAY. 1. 

Also at CALCUTTA, MAO~~AS, KARACHI -
P.tiated a~ Prakalh Printing Bousl', 503/3 BllclJlwar Petb. Poona 2 al 'd Publi.hed by 

Prot. A. A. V.U.lV.A.D ..... ~ the Agricultural College. Poona. 
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It is not in.\'ariu,bl~· h'lle, howover . that popula,tion pre.<;slIl'''':; reslI lt in. L!u,mage t.o tho 
rtility of the lund. Even within Italy today thet'e fire regions. notubly portions of the 
mbardy pla in s whem the health of the ktl1d has been gtltlrdell for centuries. In Japan, no 

rger tha n the state of Montana but with a population onc half Lh,tt of the United States. the 
pie with mcticulous care, ",ki ll and intell igence have maintaincd tbe relatively limitod amount 

arable lImd that country pos,;ess<:s, only one fifth of its tot"l land area. in a condition of 
rodlld ivity. But these instance:; together wit,1l but tl few others, ure thc exception to the 
nem l rule. They fiI'C encoll l'H_ging n~ proof of whnt ('nn be done. " 

F"Olll- H Our Plundered Planet "--by Fairfield O.born. 
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I:ditorial 

It is uu t natural that we should feel strong] y for the sad plight of the 
refugees coming to India. from Eastern Pakistan. These refugees have had to 
lpave their hearth and homes, their shelter, earnings, kith and kin and in some 
cases their nearest and dearest. The Government of India is doing all that is in 
its power to mitigate their sorry plight. It is, however, no small task to deal 
,,,ith such a large scale problem and it is but natural that it will be impossible to 
please the refllgees. 

Pandit ,Jawaharlal Nehrll, Prime Minister, has, however, by his bold lead 
paved the way for better understanding with Pakistan. The Indo-Pak Pact 
concluded between the two countries should prove a turning point for millions of 
people who have been affected so far. Our Prime Minister, on behalf of our 
country, has placed his trust and faith combined with his usual charity and hope 
in the experiment of proper implementation of the pact. The Pakistan Primo 
JIinister has declared and awowed his firm intention to implement the agreement 
ill full. If the Governments and people of both the countries work the pact with 
11 sincerity of purpose, the pact will bring about the reversal of the unfortunate 
i,appellillgs that have taken place so far and will establish permanent peacc and 
goodwill between the people of the two neighbour countrie~. We hope and pray 
that good sense prevails on both sides to achieve thn fulfilment of ollr Prime 
\Iinister's (lream. 

* * 

During his tOllr in India last December Prof. A \V. Ashby, Direntor of tlw 
Agricultural Economics H,eRearch Institute, forecast in a lecture at Rombay that 
the world's present capacity for food production was higher than it has ever been. 
He stated that the capacity was not, however, being fully used uue to political 
eonEiilerations and economic barriers employed for political purposes. HI' 
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envisaged that the future trends in the world indicated plentiful food supply and 
lower prices. To us in India, it would be a heavenly gift when we could obtain 
plentiful nourishing fooel at cheap rates. We may hope for that day of plenty 
with no contrels. 

A more important poin ~ stressed by Prof Ashby was that the yields 
increased when croJ> and animal production were combined. The yidd decreased 
if erop production was carried out alone. In the interests of agricultural economy 
and in the interest of better agriculturo, it is therefore desirable that Ollr 

cultivators should go in for a crop-cum-dairy programme. 

* * * * 

Experiments on jute cultivation in some of the diRtricts of the State of 
Rombay have shown that it can be slIcccssfully grown and an area of 1000 Rcrp~ 

will be under jute cultivation this year in the Ratnagiri, Thana, 8atara, Kolaba, 
Karwar. Kolhapur, Belgaum and Sluat districts. Ambadi fibre is known to mix 
well with jute in the preparation of certain articles and the proposed increase in 
Ambadi cultivation by about 35% will ease the jute situation appreciably. 
Ambadi cultivation has bright future, if the successful admixture 0f Ambac1i amI 
jutc becomes a permanent feahue in the manufacture of n,rticles. 

* * * * 

The preliminary findings of the Agricultural Labour inqlnry set up by the 
Government or India Labour Ministry to study the condition of agricultural labour 
in respect of the minimum wage have indicated that their standard of living hag 
neither risen nor is there any appreciable improvement in their economic c)ndi. 
tion. The inquiry was conducted for the period of.J une to November 1949 at 
Vandalur village in Chingleput district. The average expenditure per family was 
Rs. 336 as against an annual income of Rs. 323. The diet was poor both in 
quantity and quality The investigation shows a sorry state of affairs and proves 
that theTa are just and sufficient grounds for raising the wages of agricultural 
labour. 

* * * * 

The planning commISSIon appointed by the Government of India t.o 

coordinate and plan the development and progress of t.he country has started 
working and it is hoped that its deliberations and considered decisions will bc 0 f 
great value to the country. Needless to say the committee will concentrate 
primarily on food production. The members of the committee are well qualified 
for the work and with the Prime Mini3ter as chairman of tho committee, the 
outcome is sure to lead to considerable advancement of the country. The 
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success of the committee's decisions will largely depend upon the public response 
and c-Joperation. We trust that full cooperative effort and support will be forth
coming from every common m tn in India to fulfil the plans of the committee. 

The conference on planning held at Delhi about the end of April 1950 
cnvisages an overall balanced economy, rationalised production and a ri:le in the 
st.andard of living of our countrymen It i:l, therefore, essential to make the 
most of our exi,.,ting resources. Enthusiasm on the part of all the workers in a 
project should be the key-note for the Sllccess of a scheme and the populace of 
India (or at leap,t all tho:le who contribute directly and indirectly in fulfilling 
the completion of the project) should heartily contribute their maximum effort 
to achieve something that is much more than the expectation of the planners. 
Only those schemes which deserve t.he highest priority should be put into force 
and once these havc been brought to a successful fruition, the subsidiary or 
secondary schemes will be worked out without calling for puhlic support. We 
feel t,hat if once Lhe public and the workers are convinced of t,he succes"ful issue 
of a fe;-, schemes, there will be genera I support for all others. 

* * 
T. C. A. (Trichloroacetic acid) a herbicide, a small samplo of which was 

obtained from America, is found to be an effective hariali (Cynadon dectylon ) 
killer. E"perimcnts conducted a t this collC'ge have proved without doubt its 
capacity to eradicate hariali, a noxious weed. It i3 estimated th!tt about 15 lacs 
acres rf land is out of cultivation in the BombA,y state at the present day because 
of hariali infestation. Its eradication by fleep ploughing with tractors would 
require 3Cures of years. The Honourahle Minister for Agriculture and Forests 
has, therefore, desired to take 11 p investigations to treat 500 acres of the hariali 
infested area with T. C. A. so as to enable it to be brought under fuod crC'ps. 

* * * * 

To relieve the cotton shortage it is necessary to increa!:e the area under 
cotton. The Government of India proposes to give land revenue concessions to 
enthusiastic cotton grower", which would serve as incentives to them to put more 
area under cotton and to get a higher output thereof. It is estimated that 
the conce:;sions will bring an additional four million acres under cotton yielding 
8,00,000 bales of cotton. 

* * * 

A publication of the Department of Agriculture, Bombay, entitled "The 
Progrfss of Agricultural Research and Ue1!elopment Work in the Bombay State" 
by Dr. B. N. Uppal, Ph. D., F. ~. 1:, Director of Agriculture, Bombay State, is 
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a small booklet. of 87 pages giving a comprehensive review of the agricultural 
activitieR in the State of Bombay. Dr. Uppal hRs taken considerable pains to 
present t·he work of the department in a clear, concise and I ucid manner. All 
those interested in agriculture will find t his hook let to be fnll of valuable 
information. 

* * * * 

Announcements 

Shri M. M. Kibe bas been awarded the Ph. D. degree of the Universih of 
Bombay for his thesis dealing with the bln,ck cotton soil. 

* * * * 

The College opened for the first sns8ion 0 f the ycar 1050-51 on 15th May, 1 !l50. 

* * * * 

Prof. A. A. Vasa valla has been appoir.ted Chairman of thc College Gymkhana . 

OBITUARY 

Wc extremely reJret to record 
the sad demise of Sri. D. l~. 

Ghumashetti on 10th April 1050 
after a brief illness at his native 
place. Sri. lihumashetti passed his 
degree examination in agriculture 
in the year 1946 and WitS working 
as a Demonstrator in Animal 
Husbandry & Dairying at the 
College Dil,iry, aft,er gradQatic)ll, 
He was a hard & enthusiastic 
worker and was very popular 
amongst the students. 

May God rest his soul in peace! 

• 



DROUGI-IT RESISTANCE IN PLANTS 

By 

B. A. CHAUGULE * 
R. sc· (Agri.) Bam., ::\1. S., ph. D· (Calif.) 

Importance & Scope of the Subject 

Of all the factors conditioning crop-production, drought or dearth of watH 
is doubtless one of an undeniably gleat importance. Many crop producing 
regions of the world today are thrown at the mercy of nature for their success in 
crup-prouuction, on account of the undefendable nature of the rainfall. Artificial 
ilrigation is, of course, one of the few way.;; to combat situation, but it is too 
meagre to suffice t,he needs of the great majority of farmers in add and semi-arid 
zones of the world; and whenever it is pos"ible it is too expensive for the pockets 
of the farmers especially who are obliged to grow, by other limiting factors of 
crop production, only less paying crops. This makes it quite imperative for them 
to take resort to only a certain type of crop, regardless of whether it has ability 
to tide over periods of drought or not. 

Crop improvement programmes, so far, have followed a certain path of 
breeding crop plants for the observable economic characters such as colour, plant 
height, matUlity etc. But until recent years breeding projects have quite ignored 
one of the most out.,tanding and influencing aspect upon which success in crop
production depend". This aspect of breeding is 'drought resistance '. 

A plant breeder may evolvc a certain crop variety with an outstanding 
economic character. A soil scienti"t may recommend a certlin fertilizer formula for 
this variety under certain conditions so as to make it yield to its utmost. But if 
such a variety fails to produce in unforeseen periods of drought or stress it certainly 
cannot command those pal·ts of the country and those countries of the world which 
ocherwi;;e may be most suited to its successful cultivation. As is said earlier in the~e 
introductory remarkR, observable characters like colour, height, etc. are compara
tively easy to breed. Characters like drought resistance, disease resistance, etc., 
which are directly responsible for the ultimate yield and quality of the pl'oduce 
are rather difficult to hand Ie as regaJ'dR breeding. Breeding for such characterR 
requires considerable patience, althou!!h it should not he impossible. High yield 
is a character which can be determined accurately only over a long period of 
years. It is not finally determined until the variety has been exposed to all the 

* As~i~tant PrOrf'~sor of Agronomy. Col1~ge of Agri~llltnl'fl. Poona 1>. 
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unfavourable conditions which are likely to occur in the regions in which it is t< 

be gr,:nvn. Under these circumstances, thtl'efore, if the plant brerller is left alon, 
to himself he will have to wait long before he can finally find a variety intf'gratinl 
all the desirable characters, aloI'g with a character like drought resistance. Thi 
firstly is because natUIal drought in "hich to test a variety, is so regularly irre 
gular in OccuJ'ance and so hard to imitatp artificiaily; and secondly because it 
has still not been definitely investigated what chalacters-morphologicl11. anatomi. 
cal and physiological-are associated with its ability h) st.and periods of drought. 
If a plant breeder knows for sure that somo such factor or (wtors are re~ponsibJe 

for drought resistance in plants his problem will be made far easier so as to enable 
h:m tf) proceed along wit,h some definite aim in mind. It thus is one of the impor. 
tant responsibilities of the plant physiologist to investigate illto this important 
basic problem of drought resistance from all its angles "ith a view to gredlly 
facilitate the work of the plant breeder in his investigations. Through this co· 
uperative effort a solution to the probhm of drought rcsistance as a. whole will be 
definitely reached earlier than otherwis0. 

In the following text, therefore, an attempt has been made to tra('(' t!,c 
course plant physiologists have followed while unveiling the nature of dlought 
r35if'tance in pbntf'. 

Nature of Drought Resistance and Factors Responsible. 

It was long supposed that the secret of the nature of drought resistance 
coukl be disclosed merely by a study of the morphological features of Ilesert 
vegetation. Early investigator,; mAde t.remendous attempts to explain Ilrought 
resistance of drought enduring type of plants upon a purely morptlOlogical b:1sig, 
bu t all ha ve proved inadequate, a Ithongh certain structural featu res of plants 
undoubledly aid in their survival in dr,\' habitats. ex: Many xerophytes han, 
extensive root systems in proportion to their tops Such root systems mny 
efficiently tap a very considerable volume of soil, hE:nce t,he aerial portion of the 
plants my receive a fairly adequate supply of water even when th,,; rainfall is 
scanty. Similn.rly drought resistance was attrib:lted to characters like ~Jllall 

leaves, thick cuticle, opening or closing of stomata so as to reduce the transpira. 
tion to its minimum, low transpiration rates, etc., idea being the economic usc uf 
water by plants. But investigations of Maximov (1929) (a) and others have 
shown clearly that the transpiration r'ttes of most such species are as great ag 
those of typical mesophytes whenever the !Soil water supply is adequate. Tbe 
frequently observed low transl'iratioll rat-es of xerophytes are due, not to an,V 
inherent peculiarities of structure of physiologillal beha viol', but to the fact that 
the water content of the SOlI in which they are rooted is so low that little or no 
absorption can occur. Another misconception, long current, W,lS that xerophytes 
are more efficient in reducing the soil water content than mesc.phyles 
but investigations on wilting ptiCentagil and type of plant indicate that there is 
no such valid evidence for such a belief. 
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We know that different plants and plant organs respond differently to a. 
deficiency of water. For instance, Schroder ( 1886) investigated the capacity 
for drought re3lstance of various plants and plant parts-seeds and vegetative 
organs of higher plants, mosses, algae and fungi, etc. He found that seeds and 
many cryptogams readily endure dfsiccation even to the extent of being 
reduced to an air dry condition. The leaves of higher plants, on the other hano, 
perish befor~ this state is reached. According to Schroder this varying capacity 
of differellt plants for drought resistance is in no way related either to the struc
ture of the leaves or to the rate at wllieh water is transpired. The more resistant 
plants, for il1st:tl1ce. include species with thin and ot}wrs with feathery leaves. 
The causes which bring about the death of protoplasm on drying cannot be 
definitely stated. Such cases as those of ripe seeds, lichens and mosses show 
th,lt plant protoplasm itself may be capable of almost complete desiccation 
without loss of Vitality. Even germinating seeds m<ty endure desiccation provided 
that the embryos have not attained any considerable size, a phenomenon not 
iufreqnently observed in cereals. Schroder found 1,hat in higher plants the cellR 
of t,he lea( die before the whole of tlw "liquid" water has disappeared from the 
vacuole. The injurious cons.:quences of loss of watt-I, therefore, might possibly 
be expl'1ined as due t.o an undue decrease of the swelling of the protoplasm, 
bvling perhaps tu a partial coagulation of its constituents. 

There seems to be a close analogy between death from drought and death 
from freezing, so far as the final desiccation of the cells i" concerned. 'Ve know 
that frost resistance is conditioned not only by the specific properties of the proto
plasm which enable it aftl'r thawing to return to its former condition, but al~o by 
the acculllulation of protective substances in the cell. Of these sugars are the most 
important. The question naturally arises·-does th() plant form substances capable 
of protec~ing it against the inj\lriou~ changes oC<3uring in the protoplasm during 
desiccation'1 Unfortunately, perhfl ps on accoun t of the grea~ e I{perimental diffi
culties encountered in determining the limits of Jesiccation which can be endured 
by a C3]\, no work has been carried out on these lines. There is no doubt, how
evrr, that a fundamental investigation of this question would bring us apprecia
bly nearer to a solution of the problem ()f drought resistance of the whole plant 
organism. Bilt one important fact may be pointed out that drought may caURe 
permanent or even ilremediable injury to the plant as a whole much eusil~r than 
to the cells of the leaf itstlf. Fer example, Caldwell (1913) observed permanent 
wilting, accompanied by destruction of root hairs, when the leaves had lost 4u% 
of their water content,. On the other hand. Schroder (1909) fOllnd that the leaf 
cells themselves did not usually begin to die until they had lost 70-80,/;, of their 
water. Evidently the roots are injuriously affected by drought considerably earlier 
than the leases, and under natural conditions a plant with desiccated root:i but 
still living leaves is doomed to perish. It ha3 been observed by Maximov also, 
that after Eevere wilting-utmost limit of wilting-all the leaves, with the excep
tion of uppermost ones, died inspite of profuse watering. But the lea,ves when 
cut. off and placed in water after a considerable tIme recovertd their turgor and 
vitality. 
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Kolkunov in his various investigations on the problem of drought resis' 
tance, assumed that as a plant growing under arid conditions can only draw upon 
the limited supply of water in the soil, the leS3 water it expends the better it 
will thrive. His first problem, therefore, was to determine the structural pecu· 
liarities which affect the rate of transpiration. He assumed that this rate depends 
on the degree of xeromorphy. He tried to establish various types of correlations 
between cell size, drought resistance and yield by working wit.h various crops 
such as corn, sugar beets and spring wheat, in the light of "Brown & Escombe's 
(1900) hy pothesis of gases diffusion through perforated membranes- " Diffusion 
through perforated membranes is not proportional to the area, but to the diame· 
ter of the openings". He based his investigations on the bypobhesis tbat "the 
rate of gaseous exchange increases with length of stomata". But it was founded 
entirely on erroneous assumption lind therefore the explanation he gave for 
drought resistance cannot be accepted. At the same time it should not lead to a 
total denial of the connection itself, for such a correlation does undoubtedly 
exist. But its explanation is not to be sought in a simultaneous decl'ease of tIll' 
intensity of transpiration and the size of stomata. 

For a clear understandin!!: of thc nature of drought resistance, therefore, we 
must know-Does the size of the cell as such play any important part or is it the 
protoplasm which, on becoming more rer;igtant prevents further increaoqe in size of 
cells? Or, finally, are- both size of the cell and the resistance of the protoplasm 
~()nditioned by some other camw, snch as the aecumllJation of dissolved substances 
in the cell with a consequent increase of osmotic pressure? In this connection it 
may be significant that the osmotic pressure is usually higher in small celled than 
in large cellt'd organisms. The researches of Levitsky and Kusmina (l923) 
support the idea that the small size of the cells of resistan t varieties is due to the 
presence of some growth-inhibiting factor. It is shown that the embryonic CAlls 
in certain varieties of heets are uniform in Rize, whereas in adult organs the 
dimensions of cells are distinctly different. Tn any case there appears to be a 
definite correlation between cell size and the power of resisting unfavourable 
environmental conditions. Great credit is finally due to Kolkunov for being the 
first to realise this correlation and to establish its existance in different plants, 
only that he interpreted the facts from his observationR rather erroneously. 

Maximov, one of the eminent invest.igators in this field, cxpressc<l his 
opinion that the basis of drought resistance is tho capacity of enduring wilting 
without harm or with the lea3t harm to their subsequent development. As is 
said before in this paper, the anatamo-morphological or physiological features 
generally assumed as characteristic peculiarities of xerophytes cannot be acknow. 
ledged as such, because they only allow the plaut to delay as far as possible the 
approach of permanent wilting. Maximov examincd this problem of physiolo
gical factors conditioning drought resistance from the point of view that drought 
resistance is first of all the capacity of enduring a permanent and intem:: 
dehydration. 
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DROUUHT RERISTANCE IN PLA~TS 

That a high concentration of the cell sap is the characteristic of xerophytefi 
was sho wn for the first time very definitely by Fitting (1911). Osmotic pressu
re in some plants is attained up to 100 atmospheres sometimes. Data surpassing 
this and reaching 150 atmospheres also have been obtained. But such high 
osmotic pressures may be due to saline nature of the external soil medium as 
well. It is still true that a xerophytic orga.nization indep~mdent of the salt content 
of the soil, is comb in cd with a certain increase in the concentration of the cell 
sap. A like influence is exerted by an increased dryness of the air, by a desicca
ting wind and other similar atmospheric factors. According to Maximov, Walter 
has rightly pointed out that the higher the osmotic pressure of the cell sap the 
less is the degree of swelling of the protoplasm and with a decrease in swelling 
the prot:1plasm increases its resistance in Ielation to external agents. From this 
point of view the protecti ve significance of sugars is ex&tmined and a close analogy 
between endurance to frost and drought stat,ed. But while the qualitative 
cDmp'Bition of protective substances is eVidently of greatest importance for frost 
resistance, no such qualitative role of any group of substances has as yet been . . 

noted for drought resistance. 

The role pla~7ed in hardiness by hydrophyllic colloids of a carhohydrate 
(pento-E'ans) or protein nature was earlier noted in the study of drought resistance 
than in frost resistance. Transpiration of cacti, as opposed to that of many 
othl'r plants, is decreased at day time and increased at night. Spoehr (1919) 
observed a considerable increase in hydrophyllic colloids-pento sans-in cacti in 
the dry periods and he explain;; the low transpiration of these plants not by 
some anatomical Iwculiarities but just by this high content in hydrophy l1ic 
colloids. Such an investigation secms to represent an extremely interesting pro
bkm with a greltt promising future, no doubt. 

It has long been known that plants grown in a moist atmosphere are more 
sensitive to atmospheric drought than those grown in more seVere conditions. 
Tumanov (1927) observed that by lepeated wiltings the assimilation and growth 
of the plant is less and less hindered. All these observations point out that, har
dening in the case of drought is not mainly accomplished by external anatomical 
[·hanges but due to 80me internal physiological ones ill the cells also. According 
to Maximov, (J 9:29) anatomically such hardening leads to decrease in the size of 
newly formed cells and in general, to the formation of a more xeromorphic strnc
ture. Decrease in the size of ce lIs, be regards, as a decrease in the swel1ing of 
plasma. Determinations of the quantity of bound water in the tissues of hal'
dened plants carried out b.'\' Tnmanov, by means of "dialatometer" method reVea_ 
led an increase in the hydrophyllic eolloids. However, a detailed st.udy of the 
phenomenon of hardening in relation to drought is highly impemtiye before dm
wing any final conclusions. 

According to Maximov, the principal physiological peculiarity conditioning 
the endurance of plants to drought is the capacity of enduring without a perma_ 
nent irreversible harm, a considerable withrlrawal of Wetter from the plasm), of 
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the cells. Various authors have 8hown that different plants and different parts of 
the same plant have some sort of capacity to endure a very severe desiccation. 
This is not only a theoretical postulate but a firmly established fact. More than 
this, every plant has organs which are capable of enduring a complete or almost 
complete desiccation. ex: Wintering buds of trees, and to a greater degree 
mature seeds of almost all plants, can endure a desiccatiun surpassing an air <1,)' 
state, and in this state they better maintain their vitality. 

Every plant possesses cells capable of desiccating without harm. There 
thus arise the questions, what ultimately distinguishes t,hese de~iccating cells from 
cells of the other organs which are not capable of enduring desiccation! And, is 
there no possibility of artificially increasing the capacity of the c~lls to endure 
wilting just as we already have means of artificially increasing the endurance 
to frost? 

In attempting to answer t.hese questions Iljin (1927) carried on some 
experiments. He placed sections of red cabbage in solutions of different. concen· 
trations and then after wiping them with filter paper they were placed in atmOR' 
phfres of different humidity percentages. He succeeded in increasing the cndll. 
ran(~e of his objects to a considerable degree. 

The nature of protective action, according to Iljin, is in the plasmolysing 
influence of the solutions and that the degree of el1durance obtained depends, first 
of all, on the degree of plasmolysis. A complete plasmolysis makes the cell capa. 
ble of enduring desiccation. The cause of such a protective influence of plasma
lyfis on the protoplasm is explained in the iollowing way: a completely plas. 
molysed plasma is protected from deformation and injury which may occllr 
during desiccation in cases when the protoplasm is firmly pres§ed to the wall: 
viz. in unplasmolysed cells with the plasma lying close to t,he wall a further los, 
of water, after the wall ceases to contract, leads to a violent rupture of till' 
protoplasm from the wall. It is understood that such a deformation and rupturl' 
of the plasma cause the death of the cells. Thus, according to Iljin, the main 
cause of the death of a cell during its desiccation is the decrease in volume of 
central vacuole not accompanied by ~t corresponding contraction of the cell wall. 
But I1jin's ~ame views become too one sided when he assumes that the deposit 
of reserve substances in resting organs is not so much a means of providing future 
plantlet with sufficient quantiti~s of Ilutnent, as a method for protecting these 
from d.!siccation or frost. Agfl in be denies the direct protective influenee exclu· 
sively to their plasmolysing action. He also denies absolutely the significance of 
hydrophyllic colloids for the increase of endurance of the plasma to desiccations 
which also cannot be said to be so correct. This is because the consistency orthe 
plasma which is conditioned by its composition and its degree of swelling, may 
by itself have a great significance during its deformation in consequence of the 
contraction of the vacuole. But independently of the causes of the different endu· 
ranee of various plant cells and plants to dehydration, one must admit that it is 
this endurancc which is the main factor conditioning t,he reElistance of plant. 
to drought. 
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Apart f!'Om all the morphological or anatomical peculiarities drought 
resistant plants have been shown to possess another very important characteristic. 
Mothes (I 928) showed that while plants of the mesophyte type increase, under 
the influence of wilting, the oxidation as well as the mobilization and transloca
tion of proteins from the leaves which leads to a complete exhaustion and death 
of these organs, plants of more xerophytic character prove the more resistant in 
this respect. According to him, the capacity to endure perma nent wilting actnally 
proves to be not only the capacity of the plant to protect itself from coagulation 
in consequence of severe dehydration, but also to protect itself from the exhaus
tiun of protein res~rves beyond the limits of the indispensable minimum for life. 

Critical periods of the plant in relation to drought 

We may nl)W consider another set of phenomena that also appears to be of 

great importance in the study of drought resistance of plants and in the compa

liS')Il of diffl!'rent varieties one with another. This is the changes in the capacity 

of enduring water loss and drought in general that plants undergo during their 

development. 

We know that ripe seeds possess the greatest pOWE'r of resisting water l()~fl. 

~lIeh seeds are not only capable of enduring practically desiccation but even 
lequire it for the process of maturation. It is indeed in an air dry condition that 
they pre3erve their vitality. Thi., resistance too injury eontinues also during the 
earliest stages of germinat,ion. It is a well known fact that seedlings 2-3 duys 
old (particulJriy those of cereals) can be again dried withollt losing their Vitality. 
AI> development proceeds, toleration towards dryillg rapidly lessens and seedlings 
that have unfolded their first leaVE'S are very susceptible to water loss. Even 
during the la.ter stages of development the resistance of plants to water loss and 
therefore, to wilting-which determines their power of enduring soil drought-doPi< 
not remain constant but undergoes considerable fluctuations, which again are 
particularly marked in cereals. Brounov (1912) applied the term' critical peri. 
ods" to those stages of development at which the plant appeared to be particu
larly susceptible to the action of any mt teorologica 1 factor. For cereals, such a. 
critical period in r('srect of soil moi"ture is that which precedes the "heading 
stage" of the crop; i.e. the ppriod of rapid growth in 1enlZth of internodl's leading 
to the emergence of the ear from the tubes formed by the leaf sheathes. Moliboga. 
(1027) showed, by reinvestigating the question of the critic'!.l pE'riods of cerE'als, 
that the effect of the same degree of wilting varied according to t.h~ stage of deve
lopment of the plant. The consequences of wilting at one time of tillering were 
tran~ient and had. practicJ.lly no effect on subseq uen t development as on the 

. yield. On the \)ther hand, wilting d !Iring the period when the stems are rapidly 
{Jrowill" in len"th and flowers are developing, results in a considerable decrease 
" '" " in both the heigh t of the plants and the yield. Finally, wilting at a still later 
stage, when flowering is over, has only an insignificant effect on the plant. 
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Physiological explanation for this kind of behaviour 

It is during the period of maximal growth in length that the plant requires 
most water for the expansion of its tissues. A deficiency of water at this period 
leads to a sharp decrease in size of the cells and to the deflection of nutrientA 
from the developing flowers by the energetically transpiring leaves. 

From the agricultural point of view the study of the critical periods and 
an exact determination of the times at which they occur are of great importance. 
This would render it possible to evaluate the climate of a country from the point 
of view of its suitability for the cultivation of particular crops, and to predict 
from the usual time of occurance of drought the probable yield. 

The study of critical periods again emphasize" the importance of exercising 
great care in estimating the drought resistance of plants. Reli'lble estimates 
cannot be made merely from the data indicating that in certain years, under such 
and such climatic conditions, particular species or varieties proved capable of 
resisting drought to a greater or less extent. ~ome plants, with an earlier criti· 
cal period. may suffer most from a spring drought; others, with a later period, 
may be more sensitive to summer drought. It is, therefore, very de8irable that 
more attention be paid to this question, in selecting drought resistant varieties. 

Technique of studying atmospheric drought resistance 

As heretofore mentioned, various external and internal factors are put 
forth to explain the basis of drought resistance in plants. _ The aim of such scien. 
tific in vestigations, however, is not only to find why a certain thing happens 
but also to see how best these findings can have a practical application in the 
field of agriculture. Attempts, therefore, have been made to make use of results 
so far obtained in evaluating comparative drought resistance of different types 
of economic plant, with a view to be of great help to the plant breeder in t.is 
in vestigations. 

I n regions of average precipitation like great plains of Onited States, 
drought usually occurs in the form of a few days with hot dry winds followed by 
a period of deficit rainfall in mid.summer. It is, therefore, necessary to consider 
the relative tolerance to drought and high temperature of various strains in the 
improvement programme of any crop. Wide variations in weather conditions 
from year to year make testing of relative tolerance under field conditions very 
uncertttin as stress periods may not occur in a given year or in a succession 
of years even. It is, therefore, highly essential to have some simple reliable 
tcchn ique for testing strains under controlled conditions. 

Under the circumstances described, the condition of the plrmts is such 
that they are not able to absorb water from the soil enough to compensatc for 
the loss on account of excessive transpiration, although the moiRtura content of 
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of the soil is quite optimum. [n other words, it is t,he atmospheric drought from 
which the plants suffer. The technique developed for a study of this kind, there
fore, involves subjecting the plants to artificially creftted 'atmospheric drought'. 
In all investigations of this type, it has been proved quite imperative to use a 
method which quickly differentiates the drought resisting abilit.'" of different 
plants; and so far as the available information goes, "capacity to withstand 
permanent wilting" is the only criterion which has proved helpful for a quick eye 
judgment. On account of this fact, in all the following pages "capacity to 
withstand permnnent wiJt.ing" has been the criterion upon which the results 
arc based. 

Machine or studying atmospheric drought resistance 

Various types of machines working on the same general principle have 
been used in the past by workers in this field. Most of them were designed to 
control temperature, humidity alld wind velocity, ltS these are some of the most 
important factors ('omprising atmospheric drought. Light is also an important 
factor but necessity to control it has not been very acutely felt so far because 
majority of the tests conducted have been for durations varying from 5-10 hours 
onl,\". However, the facbr of light has not been ignored in all t,hese tests. 

A typical machine for the purpofe of the study of atmospheric drou~ht 

should consist of a drought chamber ordinarily 8' x 8' x: 10' with a caparity of 
60-80 4"-6" size pJt,;. There are certain advantages in having the chamber of 
the size mentionEd above. If the size is too small, although a better control of 
atmospheric conditions can be secured, the number of varieties to be included in 
the list becomes limited. If too large, it is difficult to have a proper control over 
the desired conditions in the ehamber. The machine is operated by forcing air 
which has been heated by thermostatically controlled electric heaters. The 
humidity is cJntrollcd by regulating the difference bet\leen the dry bulb and 
wrt bulb thermometers. Dampers or baffles are provided to control the flow of 
air and to reduce eddies. After exposing the plants for about 5-8 hours to a 
temperature varying from I LO°F-140°F relative humidity 15-50% and air velocity 
3-6 miles pf'r h'Jur depending upon the type of plants they are given normal 
conditions for growth for a certain length of time. Then, observations on injury 
are made From this estimated injury the plants are claRsified in different groups 
frnm drought resistant down to drought susceptible. 

Variolls investigators in this field of study have met wit,h vory satisfactory 
results in eorrectly classifying varieties of crops in the order of their relative 
resistance to drought. Their results in the laboratory have been in close agree
mrut with the observations in the field. Hunter, Laude and Brunson (H)36) 
using 8 inbred lino3 of corn could obtain a close relative correspondence between 
injury of large plants in the field and iniury to 14 day old seedlings in the heat 
chamber indicating that the latter method may be of value in testing inbred lincs, 
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hybrids or open pollinated varieties under controlled conditions. Schultz and 
Hays (1938) by using three types of material--sod pieces, 60 day old seedlings of 
grasses transplanted and 30 day old seedlings--i::1 their investigations, could show 
that alfalfa was most resistant among legumes but not so resistant as grasses and 
that old seedlings are hardier than younger, under the conditions of their experi
ment. This agreed closely with the field behaviour of their plant material. 
I,aude (1939) working with young seedlings of wheat, corn, barley, sorghums and 
alfalfa discovered that there is a daily cycle of heat resistance in these plants. 
Daily maximum resistance in these was attained at about mid-day and continued 
during the afternoon. Minimum resistance was found to be early in t.he morning. 
Resistance was greater in light than when in dark. This suggests photosynthetic 
production of organic material as an explanation for the increased resistance of 
plants to heat. It is also conjectured that a photo-chemical change or some 
other influence of light which ca.n be induced quickly may be responsible for the 
increased resistance of plants to heat, when exposed to light. Heyne and Laude 
(1940) in their investigations with corn seedlings and Carroll (1 U43). with pasture 
and turf gras8es could claSSify their plant material according to a definite order 
of heat tolerance. 

This, in short, clearly indicates that such a technique of evalua.ting plants 
is not only essential but also highly imperative to strongly bridge the gap between 
pure sciences like plant physiology and applied sciences like agronomy. The 
technique described so far, however, deserves a lot more improvement so as to 
enable thc agronomist to exactly imitate the natural atmospheric drought in the 
field, and thus leaves yet a wider scope for further investigation. 

• Technique for studying soil drought resistance. 

Tcchniquc for studying soil drought is yet in extremely less perfected stage 
than the onc intended for studying atmospheric dronght. This is bel'ause of R 

great deal of difficulty encountered in mainta.in ing the soil moisture ltnd tempera
ture at a desired level during the course of the experiment. It is rather easy to 
subject all the plants under test to the same atmospheric drought but this Cl1nnot 
be said of soil drought on account of the heterogenous nature of soil medium 
itself. Due to this and a great many other causes, studics on soil drought lmve 
not beton many. 

Sa,vage and SacobEon ( 1935) from their observations on gra3ses surviVed 
through a natural drought which occurred at Hl\YS, Ka.nsas in 1 \)38 - 84" obt11ined 
a direct and positive correlation between closeness of clipping for one year and 
surviva I from drought. A similar positive correlation also occurred between 
closeness of clipping and recovery due to watering. Mucller and Weaver ( 1\)42 ) 
working with seedlings of dominant prarie grasses, used metallic tubs for growing 
seedlings and subjecting them to soil dlOught. The main principle involved in 
their techniquc was to allow the pJants to grow for a ccrtain period with optimum 
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conditions for growth and then to discontinue watering at a certain stage ( genera
lly critical for the plants) for a period long enough to bring about permanent 
wilting. After this period the plants are to be watered to the optimum capacity 
of the mil and recovery to be noted. By using this method they could show that 
Blue glama is more resistant of all grasses thcy tried. Species characteristic of 
uplands or which normally occur westward in mixed prarie were more resistant 
and those in the lowlands or in the pral'ie less resistant to drought. 

Carroll ( 1()4~) made a study of turf grassE's with the object of determini
ng the relative survival of a number of turf grasses under different dcgrees of 
intensities of moisture and temperature, and t,he effect of nitrogenous fertilizers 
on thece responses. In'his investigations soil was permitted to dry slowly by 
exposing thp sltmple-plugs of sod to ltn air temperature of ~50C for 4 hours 
daily until soil moisture had gone below wilting percentage. The condition 
of soil moisture and air temperature chosen were such as are occa3ionally 
cncountcre<!, in thc fields After the pcrcentage water in the soil of the two series 
had been reduced to !i % and 3 % (wilting % for the soil was 7.7 %) sufficient 
watt'r was added to bring the water content to approximately 70~~ of its water 
holding capacity, and at the end of 3 weeks an estimation was made of the per 
cent recovery which was regarded as an index of soil drought resistance. He found 
that in all f)f the six tests he ran Pea pratensis was most resistant and c. cristatlls 
the least. 

From th.; few investigations, therefore, it is clear beyond doubt that the 
technique for stUdying soil drought, although yet far from being perfect, is as 
much an effective tool in the hands of the Plant Physiologist and the Agronomist 
as is the technique of the study of atmo,;pheric drought. But further investigati
ons alone, into thc details of the technique won Id be of value to substantiate the 
hope that snch a perfected technique would effect a remarkable synthesis between 
thcse two t.vpcs of sturly to open a way towards brighter fnture. 

Analysis of the pro blem of drought resist ance 

The Etndy of the problem of dfl>ught resistance is yet in a less satisflwtory 
state. The reason lies in the greater complexi~y of the conception of drought as 
well as in the greater diversity of method" by means of which the plants a void a 
too intensive loss of water. A careful analysis of the phenomenon is the first 
condition of success in attacking the problem of drought resistance. The impor
tant ir,itial step, then, is to select from the miscellaneous group of plants capnble 
of growing in dry regions those which can really endure-and don't merely escape 
or evadc--scvere drought. This is easily accomplished by snch techniques as arc 
described in the foregoing sect.ions of this article. It is only when we havc thus 
decided which plants aTe truly drought rcsistant that we can attack with any 
prospect of success the problem 01 determining which are the peculiarities of 
organization that actually confN upon the plants tlw faculty of cnduring intcn'!e 
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drought. Failing such a preliminary investigation productive physiological work 
on the causes and factors in volved in drought resistance would seem to be 
impossible. 

The plant breeder, however, who wishes to select species or raccs of agri' 
cultural plants suitable for cultivation in dry regions, has many options open to 
him. He can, for instance, 

a) Select early ripening \'arieties which mature early, and so escape a 
dry period; 

h) or, he can choose forms which expend their water economically and therefore 
find the winter supply of soil moiture sufficient for their complcte develop. 
ment - of grain as well as straw. But such plants are not truly drought 
reRi!"tant. Such plants are liable to succumb if the summer drought sets in 
earlier than usual, or if the winter reserves of soil water are rapidly exhaus· 
ted. One may, therefore, also endeavour to select plants with an organiza. 
tion which will enable them successfully to withstand severe soil and atmo· 
speric drought. Such anatomical organizations will be small cells, a dense 
network of veins, numerous but smaH stomata per unit area, a relatively 
great development of root system and so on. Physiologically these peculiari. 
ties are for the most part associated with intense assimilation, inteme 
trahspimtion, reduced growth in height, high osmotic pressure, etc. But 
all these are of secondary importance as compared with the nature of true 
drought resistance. True drought resistance is associated with protoplasm 
-the capacity of protoplasm to endure considerable fluctuations in its degree 
of swelling, without the loss of vital activity and without the appearance of 
irreversible coagulation. The capacity to endure water loss ll13Y completely 
mask the significance of the ot.her anatomical and physiological peculiarities 
and thus mystify investigators endeavouring to find a strict correlation bet· 
ween drought resistance and external peculiarities although these are conne· 
cted with true dr(lught resistance. 

l. Aamodt, O. S. 

" .... Bailey, L. F. 

il. Railey, L. F. 
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Role of Vegetation in Soil Conservation 
( PART I GENERAL) 

By 

J. K. BASLJ and L. SREENIWAS 

Soil erosion is a process brought about by two phenomena that Occur during 
storms. Firstly the large soil aggregates are broken down and dispersed by the 
beating raindrops and then the flowing surface water carries away the dispersed 
soil particles lower down. In order to achieve effective control of soil erosion it 
is absolutely necessary that these two phenomena of the erosion process should be 
fully understood. For example sandy soils are highly deteched and clayey soils 
are easily transportable. Hence the basic factors that we have to deal with to 
check soil erosion is-

i) to protect the large soil aggregates from the direct impact of the 
raindrops from being dispersed 

. -iii to reduce the transporting power of the flooli or {lxcefiS water. 
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The first phenomenon could be checked by using agronomical practices 

such as cover crops, stubble mulches, strip cropping etc. while the transporting 

power could be reduced bv contour cultivation mechanical structure such as 

terraces and thick vegetation of grass and so on. This paper presents the 

vegetational aspect of erosion control. 

Vegetation has all along becn one of the main soil stabilizing factors under 
natural condition. This has been possible mainly because of the five important 
functions plants perform in conserving the soil. TheRe functions are (i) cover or 
canopy effect by the foliage (ii) velocity reduction effect by the mechanical 
hindrance by the stems and roots (iii) soil binding effect of the roots (iv) biolo. 
gical effect by the addiog of organic matter and (v) transpiration effeet. Under 
natural conditions all these functions are harmoniously performed resulting in 
soil development and soil conservation. Results of erosion studies conducted at 
Sholapur under controlled runoff plots revealed that under llatuml vegetation 
the yearly loss of soil was only 0.53 tons per acre whereas in arabi jowar ploL 
the yearly loss was as high as 37 tons per acre. At this rate of 37 tons per acre 
it is estimated thltt 1" layer of soil would be lost in less than 4 years if rabi jowar 
in grown (1). This collosalloss of soil at so quick a pace should be halted ami, 

knowledge, required for the scientific and practical utilization of wgetation for 
conservation purposes is both essential and urgent. 

ResearcheR in this direction are being conducted at the Strip ('roppin!! 
Research Centres in the scarsity parts of the Bombay State... For sustained emil 
production in this tract conservation farming id the only way as this tract is well 
characterised by the vagaries of the monsoon and severe soil erosion. \Vllile 
developing conservation f<trming pl'actice3 by u,;ing vegetat.ion the three impor' 
tant factors to be studied are (i) Precipitation characteristics of the tract ( ii ) 
Life periods of crops and (iii) Canopy development of Crop-pblltl4. 

An anal., sis of the precipitation da.ta collecl.ed fur t he last r; YCIlI'~ at 
Sholapur reveals that though over HO per cent of the rainfall ill this region oerllfS 
during the si'C months of June-November the hazards of erosion are morn illtens,~ 
during the three months of August, September and October ( 1 ). ,Further it wa:' 

found that about 7.>, SG and 70 per cent of the rains that oecured in 11ug'lst" 

September and October are of the ordel' of over 4H cents. each day. These 
intense storms, cau~e ernmense damage to the soil as they occur jllst 
after the soil is saturated by the early rains of ,June-.July. Hence it iH 
dnring these three months of August, September and October, "the critiCli1 
perioJ of :>oil Erosion ", that soil requires good protection in Ihmb,ty Deccan. 

The second factor t.hat has to be cOllsidered is the 'life period' of variolls 

erosioll resi:'lting crops (i. e.) the number of da) s a cror would remain 011 the 

land and tlw pcrio(i at which tho crop provide'! its maximlllll canopy. Naturally, 
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longer the life period of the crop better it is to protect the soil. The life period 
of crops studied varies from 70 days for china mug to 150 days for spreading 
ground nut. The life periods of other crops are in the descending order of Matki 
(Phaseolus ~conitifolium » Soyabean (Glyeine hispida) > Wal (Dolichos lablab) 

> Groundnut ( Erect Arachis hypogoea) > Hlllga ( Dolichos bitlorns ) 

> ()havli (\'igna catiang ). 

The development of canopy is another important factor that has to be 
taken into consideration while selecting a crop for soil cover. Crop plants could 
be classified for cover value into two categories (i) soil covering and (ii) soil 
exposing. Soil coverilH!: crops are those that spread and produce profuse 
vegetal canopy to protect the soil from the beating raindrops. Groundullt, Hlllga, 
Matki etc, are some of the leguminous soil covering plants. Soil exposing ones 
are those that are erect and leave the land bare, exposed to the rainfall. .ToNar, 
Bajri etc., are somb of the examples of soil exposing ones. 

To evaluate the canopy valve of different crops a simple technique has 
been developed"'and used. Thi'! consi~ts of a quadret 2' X 2' , made of wooden 
frame. The frame is divided into 144 squares by means of ordinary twine; each 
square having the dime1l3ion~ of :t' X 2". The frame is p laced at random spots 
above tbe crop on four props just tonching the foliage. Four points are given to 
squares fully covered by vagetation. two for half covered, one for quarter 
covered and so on. The points scored by each crop is added up and th" percenta1!c 
worked out. This method provide'S a quantitat.ive ('stimation of <wop covers of 
varioll.~ crop" at different !'tageH of tlw i .. growth. 

Another simple (levice known a~ "Splash-apparatus" has been used to 
test the efficacy of these covers in offering protection to the soil from t.he 

raindrops ( ~ ). These are inst<tllcd ill the field in between co ver mops with tbc 
onset of tlte monsoon and the splashed soil collected for CVNY rainfall for 
quantitative ~tudies in t1l') LabomtDry. 

lntl'resting data have been collecte<l by studying the eanop." and "plash 
values of YariOnR crops. Some of the salient ftlatures obt:l.inell itt :-\lJobpul' :tre 

n~ follows:-

Table I. 

( ~ round 1111 t :\tat.ki Hnlga Soyabean 

Maximum % canopy achieved. SS ~o 69 :w 
Average maximum % 
canopy-Aug. Sept. & Oct. 37 38 27 18 
Splash value in gms. 
Aug. Sept. & Oct . .J.S-·!!J. 63 55 7:J 82 
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It can be seen from the results given in Table I that there is a close com· 
petition between groundnllt and matki in providing a good vegetal canopy to 
the soil. It will also be noticed that gronndnllt ha" produced a high canopy 
percent of 88 yet the splash value is 63 gms, while matki with 80 per cent canopy 
has a lower splash value of 55. This clearly indicates that a high production of 
canopy alone is not enougb to adequately protect the soi I from the rain but the 
high canopy production period should also coincicie with the critica I period of 
erosion i. c. August, September and October. Further scrutiny of the dam 
reveals that there is prncticalJy no difference in the average canopy produced in 
August, September and Octobel· by either gronnclnut or matki, hilt there is a 
difference in the splash value. This difference could be explained that in case of 

groumlnut the' layers' of vegetatioll cover is less when compared to the hus'lv 
vegetative cover of matki. It coul(\ also be seen tiJat there is a positivt~ correla
tion between the average canopy per cent obtained for otber crops during August, 
SE'ptemher and Outober and splash value. Royabean which has the least average 
canopy value of IS % during August, September and October has given the 
highest splash value of 82 and l\1atki which h'1>! the highest average canopy value 
of 38 during the same period as the least splash value of f)!). 

From the above rpsults the following conclusions cou ld be drawn. 
Precipitation eharacteristic3 of the Sholapur tract have been analysed and the 
months of August, September and October have been found to be the" critical 
period of erosion". Groundnut (spreading) has got the longest life period followed 
closely by matld. Crops could be clasgified as soil exposing and soil covering 
ones, based on the production of vegetal canopy during "critical period of 
erosion". A quantitative method of evaluating crop"':covers by using a quad ret 
and their efficiency tested by using splash apparatus h'1ve been explained. It is 
ilOtieed that there is a positiYe (,orrelation between soil splash for AIl::(ust, 
September and October and the average maximum canopy per cent for the 8am(' 
period. The period of high development of canopy should synchronise with the 
critical period of erosion in order to effect maximum protection to the soil. 
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l:Hect of BuHress Grafting on Growth and 

Development of Orchard T rees§ 

By 

S. R. GANDHI, 1\1. Ag. (Bam.), * 

The rejuvenation of the tops of old and ancient hifltoric trees by 1>11 ttressing 
thrir decaying trunks by inarching (grafting by approach) young seedling root· 
stocks of the same family having the same genetic relationship is a well. known 
horticultural practice employed on a large scale in the D nited States of America 
and other civilised countries of the world (Fig. 1). 

Small seedling rootstocks are planted close around the base of the old tree 
(scion) an!l when they are about half inch thick they are inarched into the trunk 
of the section above the injury. The rootstock to be inarched (inarch) is beheaded 
and its top on one side pared downwards to a slant,ing cut measuring about two 
inches in lengt,h. An inverted T (.1) cut is then made quit-kly ill the trunk of the 
scion tree and the in arch is slipped into the slit on the scion keeping the pared 
side snugly facing the exposed wood of the scion (Fig. 2). The operation of 
inarching as followed in India com,ists in making simple longitudinal cuts of equal 
dimensions on the stems of scion tree and the inarch which are made to coincide 
a.t their cambium surfaces (Fig. 3). The union between the inarch and the trunk 
of the old tree is effected by a new cambium ring formed througli caHuR produced 
from the exposed cambium tissues of the two parts which are brought into 
juxtaposition in the processes described above. 

As the operation whcn completed resembles a sort of artificial propping up 
of the scion trunk by a number of seedling rootstocks, it is referred to here for the 
sake of ciltrity as "buttress gmfting" or "buttres'ling" and the seedling rootstock 
as "inarch". 

Buttressing is also done to SftVe orchard trees that are partly or completely 
giruled by footlot and such other diseases or pests. 

A notabl(' (,xample of preservation of a diseased orchard tree by buttressing 
is illustrated in recent times in the saving of the original parent tree of the 
Washington Navel orange at H.iverside, California ( U. S. A.) which was originally 

'" Horticnltnrist to GoYOrnmPllt, Bombay State, Poona 5, 

~ This Paper WH' reAd I1t th" 37th S,,~,ion of the Inrlifll1 Soience ('ong;rC'~' in t,he 
~('I'fioll of AgriC'nlt.lIl·('. 
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planted in the year 1873 and later transplanted to a special city park in the town 
of Reverside. In 1917, it was observed to bp declining rapidly under the 
influen ce of a pathological bark disease known as "foot root". The disease had 
killed the bark on a band six to eight inches wide around the trunk just above 
the bud union. The only way to save the tree was to supply it with a new root 
Rystem and this it was decided could best be done by inarching young citrus 
seedlings of several citrus rootstocks into the live trunk wood above the girdled 
area. Nine inarches were inserted. All the inarches healed on perfectly. To-day, 
thirtytwo years after the operation and seventy six years after its planting, 
the tree is still alive and is apparently in fairly good condition and bears a fair 
crop of fruit annually and as a State Monument inspires faith in the great 
industry it established in the U. S. A. An account of this tree is published in 
the Citrus InduAtry, Vol. II, by Batchelor and Webber, University of California 
PreAs, J 948. 

Apart from rejuvenating historic trees, buttressing has not been used in 
any part of the world as a regular orchard practice for invigorating apparently 
healthy and established orchard trees with a view to making them more thrifty 
and productive. In Bombay Province, however, this conception is recently 
getting a grip over the minds of mango grower;; of Gujerat. It is not uncommon 
to see quite a good number of young mango trees in the orchards of North and 
South Gujerat buttressed. by several rootstocks planted around their bases. The 
object of buttressing the orchard trees in Bombay Province is however very 
different from that conceived for buttressing historic trees in the U. S. A. In 
Bombay Province, healthy young orchard trees art' buttressed definitely with a 
view to invigorating them by giving them addition'll roots which are supposed 
to help the trees so buttressed ill absorbing more water aud min€ral nutrients 
from the soil. In the U. S. A., old historic trees are buttressed. with a view to 
reju\'(mating their tops hy /'epla~infl their deetyed roots with a new foot s.vstem. 

Th ~ present investigations were ca,rried. out in order to point out the fallacy 
of the erroneolls view that is prev,tilin~ amongst the Indian orchardists as to the 
effect ,)1' the f;)otstoeks so inarehed on the futurl\ growth and vigour of the scion 
In C ujer at. the mango growers indiscriminately buttress their grafted mango 
trees in three different ways. The IH'W rootst,ocks are in arched (1) to the stock 
trunk of the tree belo'W the old graft joint (2) to the Rcion trunk of the tree ai)(Jl'e 

the old graft joint (3) to the main limbs or brancbe" of the scion tree. 

The in vestigationR herein recorded were carried out in the year 1 !l4S at 
the village of Chikhli, District Surat, in two separate mango 01 (·hards where 
fourt,cen young mango trees buttrcRsed ill all the above' three different ways were 
a vailable. Girt h measurements of the pftrts of the scion trees as those of the 
inarches were taken above and below the unions in order to adjudge their mutual 
development as a result of buttressing. 'I'he data given in the cappended state
ments and the related dia~ral11s elearly explain their ultimate reactions upon one 
'1l1otiter. 



EFFECT OF BUTTRESS CRAFTINO 

During the course of the present investigations it was ohserved that 
wher!) the Ilew rootstock was in arched in the stock trunk of a healthy tree below 
the old graft joint, it did not develop into a strong stem and only remaine~, as 
(t poor competitor to the original stock trunk which normally continued to mair,· 
tain the scion top- (Figs. 5, 6, 7 & 9). It is only when the original root system 
is weak and not properly functioning right from the time the tree is planted 
that the in arch buttressing the stock trunk may get stronger and thicker and it, 
may eventually take over the scion top along with the intermediate stem piece 
of the stock trunk to which it is attacherl (_Fig. 8). The inarch makes an extra 
demand on the scion top for its stem and root development on (,11rbohydrate 
supplies and thus to a certflin extent reduces the supply going to the original 
stock t'nnk and roots. It is highly probable that the quantity of roots that 
f'xiHted before buttressing remains just the same e\'en after the operation as the 
reduetion in t,he root area of the original trunk due to Ie,s carbohydrate supplies 
may mean a gain for t,he inarch to which a part of the carbohydrate supplies is 
directed, 

\-Vhere the buttressillg rootstock is in arched to the sciln top of the same 
age and thickness as illustrated in ~Fig. 4 it almost immediately takes over the 
scion top and t,he origi1lal trunk helow the new graft union remains thin there
after and does not appreciably increase in girt.h and with the course of tim3 
entirely loses its identity as the chief root of the original tree. Apperently, the 
weakening of original stock trunk of the tree as well as of the intermedi>1te piece 
of the scion between the two graft joints occurs due to their inability to utilise 
the carbohydrat.es deseending from the scion top. These carbohydrates are arreR
ted at the new superimposed graft joint and are almost, wholly passed on to tl10 
living tissues of the imu eh which c(lnsequent,ly begins to thicken imml'diateiy 
after ii~s union has oCCllred with the top. The original stock trunk and its root~ 

thcrcaft<:r receive comparatively very little of the caJ'buhydrates from the t'JP 
amI therefore (10 not make any appreciable cambial growth. (Compare the 
devrlopment of inarches with the correspcnding buttressed branches in 
Fig~, 2, 1-1- and Hi), 

It is equally twe that water fmpply and mineral nutrients taken by the 
originfll roots and stock trunk from the soil are interrupted at the superimposed 
,[(raft joint and are unable to pags to the top which has now completely gone over 
to the buttressing rootstock for its nourishment. Thus, it will be seen that the 
scion top though still mechanically connected with the original stock trunk has 
now physiologically severed its connection with the latter and is totally depen. 
dent for its water supply and nutrients from the soil on the inaIch. The popular 
belief that thl' scion top of a gratted tree i" invigorated b.v inarching it with 
another rootstock is therefOle a mere illusion. This belief seems to have origi
nated from the healthier appearance that the tops of ccrtain sickly trees put up 
SOull after their union "with the buttressing root-stock. Closer examination of 
the tops and their graft joints with the original stock trunks in snch trees has 
shown that the poor condition of the top and sickly appearance of thc lI'aves 
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was either as a result of the defective graft union or some injury caused to the 
root and trunk by pests and diseases and the top improved in vigour no sooner 
it was connected by grafting with a healthier root stock. The point if' made 
clear that the sickly tree top is invigorated by its complete physiological chan~" 
over to another rootstock and not because it drawfl its nourishment from tl\I' 

stocks-the original s Lock trun k as well as the buttressinl): rootRtock. 

In the circumstances described above. there is always a justification fIJI' 
practising buttress grafting on mango or allY other orchard tree if it is intended tn 
transfer its top from a diseased and unhealthy stock to a healthier root~tock but 
the practice would be superfluolls, clumsy and totally wasteful if it is done on an 
apparently healthy tree with a view to invigorating it by providing additional 
FlOU1'Ce of wat.er and mineral nutrients. 

As for the time taken for the complete transfer of the scion top on to tIle 
inarch, it should be realif,ed that the imlTlPniate transfer takes ph\('e only if the 
stems of both the symbiont;; are equal in thickne~s at the time of grafting but if 
t he ~tem of the scion top is much thicker than that of the inarch, it takes mHll)' 

years for the ia.t.ter to become sufficiently thick to take over the top complrtely. 
(Compare thp devt-:'Iopment of inarches 1 and 2 with the corresponding buttre~sed 

hral}(1t\ell in :Fig. 16). In fact, several such seedling rootstocks are required to hi' 
inarehecl to the stern of the scion if it is desired to effect the transfer in tht· 
;;hortel>\t timp possible as in the ca'le of the original Washington Navel orange at 
Rivet'sidp, C'alifol'llia (U. S. A.) (Fig. 1). All these rootstocks after indiVidually 
I' . .;tablishir,g their connections wit.h the common top which they surround, begin 
to draw upon its carbohydrate snpplies and thicken their stems gradually so as to 
fillnp the empty space lying in between. When they draw t~o close so as to 
pn~ss heavily against each ot,her in times of active cambial growth they in their 
turn Jeadily inarch themselves naturally with each other 1'0 as to [,)rm one single 
trunk cylinuer ellcasing the old stock trunk. The ultimat.e resu It in such cales 
would appear very similar to the effect produced by an operation known as bridge 
grafting which is employed for repairing tree wounds. 

Instances are not wanting in which the buttressing rootstocks are inarchetl 
to t.he lowermost main branches of the scion top. \Vhen a bmnch so inarched is 
of the same thickness as the buttressing rootstock at the time of grafting, the 
former passes over the latter entirely immediately thus giv-ing rise to a new tree 
altogether living a life quite independent of the original tree. The part of the 
scion branch below the union with the in arch remains unde\'elop8d dne to 
!l<1rbohydrate starvation as most of the carbohydrates mallnfactured by the branch 
pass to t.he inarch and impoverish the part of the branch connected with the 
original tree below the joint. 

A mango tree of which five such branches were buttressed alrno,;t looked 
like a bunyan tree (Ficus Bengalen,is) surrounded by a host of pendant root 
stems upholding its branches ( Fig. l4). In fact, it pre.,ented the site of :I 
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veritable colony of closely spaced physiologically independent trees joined 
mechanically to the central axis of the ori~inal scion top which ultimately lived a 
truncated lifB. bereft of its original frame work. It is not difficult to imagine 
the physiological upset which this procedure of huttressing may produce on the 
scion top which has for all practical purposes been fragmentf,d into so many 
independent units. All the huttressed branches so dividc(l wou It! not fru it 
uniformly and regularly as parts of one whole a>; before hut they would show 
very irregular behaviour of flowering and fruiting ac!'ording to the v:\riecl 
influences of different rootstocks on which the~' have been grafted. 

If both the stock and scion parts of an orchard tree are buttrCFlscd aR in 
Fig. 13, it would result in an unfair ('ompetition between the different inarches 
to draw carbohydrates from the top. 'fhe inltrches applied at a higher poillt on 
the scion part arrest most of the carhohydrates and utilizA them for th,·ir OWl! 

thickening and the inarches down below buttressing the stock trunk get the lea.."t 
suppl,v of carbohydrateI'; and thereforf' remain much thinner. Nor the original 
t.runk of the trf'e as a whole makes any appreciable incrf'ase in girth. Apparently, 
a tree buttressed in this manner would always remain poor in growth due to its 
energy being dissipated in developing different individual inarche;; who (10 not 
contribute towards the development of one c)mmon trunk. 

From the ohservlltions made above, it may be eoncliHled that.:~ 

(I) Buttressing by inarching is a useful means of rejuvenating the top of 
l\ large sickly tree by transferirJg it from its diseased trunk to tho"'~ of severa l 
healthier root stooks planted around its base. The ultimate elfect. of bllttr('ssing 
i~ replacement of roots and not their incr!'ase. 

(2) But.tressing the trunk of an apparently healthy tree is a wasteful 
practice which does not help in making it more thrifty or productive. It amounts 
t() an unwarranted transfer of the top at some cost,. 

(3) To transfer the top of a grafted orchard tree, the inaroh should be 
applied to the scion part of its trunk and not to the stock. If the inarch is 
applied to the stock, it merely creates an additional competitive root sYRtem 
which does not contribute towards the better development of the top. 

Buttressing both the scion and stock parts at one time would result in 
dissipating the energy of the tree in many directions and the tree top remainl'l 
permanently poor. 

Buttressing the individual branches of a t"ee means dividing the tree in so 
Illany independent units which behave differently in growth and development. 

(4) Uthe sickly top of a one or two year old young orchard tn'l' i" 
completely transferred by inarcbing on a healthier single rootstock of the samcagn 
grown by its side in sitll, the process virtually means "gril,fting th~ sec,iling lOot. 

stock in situ'" In such cases, the scion's connectiun with the originil.l tmnk 
below its new union with the inareh become" RllrerflllOll"; ;\llIl tht'l'd'orp the 
original trunk Rhnnld be cut off 
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A buttressed mango tree, 
Note how one of the buttressed branches (extreme left) has remained thin 

and impoverished below its union with inarch, wherea.s its part above the union 
has fattened and become one with the inarch. 

• 

Preservation of a diseased tree b 
buttress grafting. 
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When an march of equal thickness is' grafted to the scion trunk as in A, it 
almost immediately takes over thE' scion top as in B, and the origina I trunk 
h8)OW the new joint, thereafter remains thin and impoverished . 

• 
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Crop Weather Studies as an Aid to the Breeding 
and Introduction of Crop Plants '::' 

By 

N. R. BHAT, B. Ag., ph. D. (Cantab) t 

It is proposed to give in this paper a connected account of a few recent 
ideas about the -relationships between crops and weather and to show how we 
could utilise them in our large scale programmes of plant improvement, whether 
in individual countries or for the world as a whole. 

In crop weather studies I include studies hoth of specific and genera: 
natnre. By specific studies, I mean phenological studies i. tl. stud ips of tlw 
various stages of growth and development, e. g., emergence, tillcrillg, flowering, 
fruiting, ripening etc. of plant material. The studies of a general nature are all 
types of studies made on the relationship between crops and weather facton". 

The improvement of crops is effected in the two well-known ways, viz., 
hreeding and introduction. Considering plant hreeding in the firHt instance, we 
have so long kept pureliness as oYr aim. We begin by selecting sto('k plant,.; 
l'ither from naturally varying material or material created thl'Ough hybridisat,ioll 
and subject them to inbreeding and selection till we find them behaving more or 
ll'~S tl niforml} in respect of the desired characters. As has been re<:ently pointcd 
out by Harland (1114-9) this system of breeding works in ctifferent ways in the two 
categories of crops, viz. (J) those high Iy self-fertilised in nature, e. g. rice and 
wheat and (2) those slightly crossfertiIised in 118 tUre, e. g. j owar and cotton. 
(The pureline method is out of questioll altogether in the case of highly erossfc!'
tiliserl crops like corn). In the first case, most of the loei of the original plants 
are homozygous and 3S nat.ural ::,election has operated most of the time in its pa:-;t 
on a homozygolls ~ystem of genes. there is little loss of vigour OJ' yield in the 
proeess of breeding or its cont.inuallce as It pureline. In the hltter case, however, 
as natural selection has operated on a partially hetero~.ygous s\'stem, the ahove 
techniqne results in loss of vigour of the pureline. According to Hp!'land cot.ion 
ean tolt-rate up to about 70 per cent of its genes in a homozygous condition alH1. hy 
following tue pureline technique, a loss of the order of about ten pel' cent results. 
He, therefore, advocates what he calls the "l\Iass Pedigree System" of breeding 
whne slight variations in charaders are not detrimental to l'oni"(\1mption or tn 
industry. 

-~--'-'-'~-~'--'" .. ~.-- -_._---_. -- .. --_. -----
* Paper rend at the sympo~ium on" CROPS A~D WEATHER" arrangoed on behalf of 

the Indian Society of Agricultural Statistic~, on 31st December, 1950. 

t Statistical Officer to th'l Deputy Dire('tor of Agori('ultul'e (Crop HeSeRI'(;!J), B S , Poona. 
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Even apart from the question of deterioration, three other considerations 
should weigh with the plant breeder. The first is that his strain should give a 
better average performance than the local unselected crop. The second is that it 
should be capable of giving a certain minimum even in a fairly bad season. 
Thirdly, if possible, it should suit. a fairly large area. 

To satisfy the first requirement, the strain has to be tried in a series of 
seasons which should be representative of the climatic conditions of the place of 
cultivation. This requires a sound knowledge of climatic factors For achieving 
t.he second and third objectives, it is essential to know the amplitude of expres· 
sion of the genotype of the strain in varying sea::,ons and in various places, 
respectively. Any plant breeder is aware of the fluctuations that occur in the 
yields of a pureline in different seasons. A striking instance of the pliability of 
gene action in pl'lOes diff<:'fing in latitude and therefore in photoptridism is found 
in the data of Quinby and Karpel' (1945) on certain genotypes in Milo. They 
are given in Table I below :-

Table I 

The effect of photo periods upon tlw time of floral imitation and anthesis 
and number of leaves of four milo ma.turity genotypes. 

Phot·) Genotype 
Peri'Jd. - Early Intermedillte Late Ultra-la~ 

Ma2 Ma Ma Ma:i :\fa Ma2 

l\o. of days to floral initiation. 
IO-hour HI 19 IH H) 
4-honr 32 :17 41 70 

No. of days to anthesis 
10-hour ~:~.() 44.2 4().4 ·16.7 
14-hollf 41" Ii IiR.6 S~.li ]02.4 

1\0. of It'avI's 
lO-honr 1:2.2 ] 2.:1 ] :!.2 ] 2.6 
14-hour Hi.4 22.0 2'Li 31.5 

It will be seen from Table I that the four genotypes hehave almost as one 
in a ten hour photopeJiod and very distinctly in the 14 hour day-length. Such 
pliability of gene expression has even misled people into believing that purelines 
may segregate'when triell in different ecological conditions. Phenological studies 
on pureliness are, therefore, neeessary ill distant places and for several seasons if 
maximum use is to be made of the purelines. It is desirable to t.ake up such 
studies on several of the best purelines a.nd also their mixtures, if mixtures are to 
be "tc,)mmended as adyocat.ed by Harland. 

In the courpe of such st.udies, one may find such useful constants as the 
least variable product of 'daylength' and 'day-degree' dis;}overed by Nuttonson 
(1948). By daY-flei!ree is meant t.he diffflrence between the mean temperature of 
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the day in Fahrenheit units minus a certa,in empirical 7,elO temperature in the 
same units. In the experiments referred to by Nutt.onson. the empirical zoro was 
taken as 30°F for wheat and flax and 40°F, for p:>as and egg plant,~. Snitahlc 
data extracted from those given by Nuttonson are presented in Table,; H to IV 
below:-

Table II 
Phenology of marquis wheat ill a number of ~()rt.h Ameriol\n ftrans, 

_Ji'~~~ ~~erge~c~_!:~E.!penes!'l. 
Days. Day Average Averaae lenth ofda,\' o ' 

degrees length multiplied by 
of day. dlly degrees. 

(in hours) 
Fairbanks (Lat. 64°) 78 20540 Ul.O :w O:!(i 
Beaver Lodge ( 

" 
fi5°) ]02 2296° ] 6.7 3S.:14;{ 

Saskato;m ( ,. 52°) 89 :!375° ] 6.4 38.11;)0 
Indian Head ( " 

51°) 86 2:HW 16.4 :m.2(i:! 
Portage I!I. ( 

" 
[W) 78 2398° 16.0 :3~CHiH 

Winnipeg ( ., 50(~) 77 2448° 16.0 3\).11)8 
Harve ( 

" 
49°) 8i') 2454° 15.7 38,;"):!8 

Dickinson ( ,. 48°) 89 2540° ]5.4 39.116 
Alianco ( 

" 
42°) 97 2793° 14·7 41.0;;7 

Lincoln ( 
" 

41°) 86 281110 14 !j 40,8::2 
Tlalnppantia ( 

" 
100) 148 :37]10 1l.7 4:IAI \) 

Table III 
Phenology of four varieties of flax (Linota, Redwing, Bison, Rio) in a number of 

North American areas. 

From seeding to ripenes~ 

DaYR. Day Average Average length of day 
degrees. length multiplied by 

of day. day degrf'es. 

(in hours) 
Fairbanks (Lat. 64°, ]0 3]75° 17.7 [in. 1 !l7 
Edmonton ( 

" 
53°) 126 3120° 15.7 4!l, !)" ... 

Sa~kato()n ( , 52°) 97 3019° ](1.1 K.ltOH 

Morden ( 
" 

4nO) !J6 2~94° ](i.0 41i,:W-1-
Crookston ( 

" 
4 iO) 94- 2055° 1.5.6 4Ii.O!l8 

Bozeman I 46°) ] O!J 3000° 15.1 4K.:lOO \ " 
St. Palll ( 

" 
45°) SD 3101/ ] 5.1 41; 94fi 

Corvallis ( 
" 

44°) 10L 3 L 215° I·Ui -tfl,2/iO 
}ladisoll ( " 43°) 9n 3 L69° f4.K .flU)!) I 

Logan ( ,. 41°) ] 1 i :~5:)i u 14.;' fil,281\ 

Fort Collins ( 
" 

40°) fl8 2'588° 14.n -12,16/i 
Manhattan ( 

" 
39°) 100 318()0 H.O 4-1-.604 

EIOentro ( 
" 

:~2°) ]~'"' II 4Si6" ll.fl .-,i;.074 
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Table IV 

Phenology of Alaska Pass at College Park, Maryland 

(Time of seeding st.udies during 1926) 

From emergence 10 harv{'st 

nay degrees A verage length 
of day. 

1279° 
1261" 
1331 0 

1263° 
1267° 
11800 

1161 ° 

(in hours) 

14.0 
14.0 
14.1 
14.3 
14.4 
14,.1'5 
14.f1 

Average lengt.h of day 
multiplied by 
day degrees. 

17,906 
17,717 
18,836 
18,061 
18,245 
17,llO 
17,009 

It will be noticed from the t.ables that the products are ]",as\' variable fll 
folll' d iff{'rent. erops even in places of very different latitudes. 

A more importftnt question faces those who are planning introduction ( 
plants into regions, which though agro-climatically stiitable for crop productio 
are remaining uncu Itivated. Here, general studies of the relation'>hips betwee 
erofJs and weather are of ver.v great use. Hanson (1949) reports that it has hee 
f!Jund t,}lrongh the ,.;tudy of the geographic distribution of vegetation that almos 
irlentical plants arc gmwing in widely distant parts of the globe. The stlldy 0 

the plallts and climatic factors in these areas has led to the discovery of a fel 

(homoclimes '. The fact t,hat the areas aro agro-clima,tic analogues has alread 
been verified through the performanc'l of certain strains of cropfl. For exam pI 
the strains of corn evolved in ~ebraska and South Dakota in the U. S. A. hav 
heen fount] to i'lllit the GrasI' LaTHI ~te[lpe Region of the Ukraine. 

The refinement a.nd ext.ension of the ' homoelime 't~ehnique ma.v make i 
immediately possible to try in the underdeveloped and neglpcted region" of th 
world the large number of superior a!!;rot.ypes alread.v e\'o"'ell in agricultural! 
a(1 vanced eountries. 
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Con~rol of Field Ra~s and 8andicoo~s 

By 

H. V. KA'rARKI and H. L. Kl'LKARNY 

Introduction 

Rats and bandicoots are injurious to mankind. Fieldrats cause damage 
t.o maturing crops by cutting down a.nd feeding on cropplants such as rice, jowar, 
wheat, sugarcane, etc. Often the groundnut crop is attacked hy rats at har. 
vest time when they excayate the pods and feed on them. Besides. in t,he 
irrigated fields the water channels are often damaged OIl account of their burrows. 
Rats are responsible for heavy losses to stored grains on the farms, ill the grain 
godowns, and in the houses as well. Rat,s spoil more fo{.dRtuffs than they 
actually eat. Even according to a very modest estimate the rats cn-Hse an annun,! 
loss of more than a million ton of food a.nd seed grains. HowevE'r, snch losses 
seem negligible if one considers these ugly creatures as carriers of the germs of 
the dreaded plague. With the growing need of conservinp; crops of all kinds 
and efficient storage of all t.ypes of farm produce the necpssity of the <]pstruction 
of rats is of increasing importance. Some experim(mtal trials in controlling the 
ravages of rats by poison baiting are dealt with in this paper. 
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General Habits 

There are several species of rats, but the most. common is Ratus rat liS. 

They are nocturnal in babit. They live in the burrows in field embankments, in 

the drain;;, in the roofs of buildings or among the erevices in the walls of old 

houses. The rat burrows are short but are connected with one another extensi. 

vely. Eaeh burrow has got 3-4 openings. In the fields they store grains in 

their burrows. Even upto 4-5 seers of grains may be stored in such burrows 

which generally do not open to the exterior. Observations made at Dhome, near 

Wai, in Satara (listrict, in the padd.v fields showed that hefore the ea.rhead.s are 

produced the rats feed on the pulpy portions of the Eltems of paddy. 

When the oarhe1tds are in milk stage they feed on the milky grains. As 

the crop nears the harvesting stage they steal grains and stora them safe in their 

burrows. In the grain godowns the rats enter the stores in the night, gnaw the 

bags and feed on the inner grains. The incidence of rats in the fields can be 

made out by the presence of heaps of loose soil lying at the mouths of their 

burrows. In the godowns and houses their activity ca.n be made out by the 

presence of irregular holes in the doors and windows, bags cut at various places 
with loose grains lying down, etc. 

Technique of Baiting 

The survey of the infested area is essential before tbe usage of baits in the 
fields. During the survey work the operator should take into account the area 
to be treated, tIle distribution of rat colonies, pest population ete. Having 
surveyed the area, the burrow openings should be closed with wet soil and the 
plot reexamined the next day with ill view to ascertain the ex~et number of 
burrows having live occupants inside. Such observations will economis0 the 
wastage of poison and the base food as well. Rats are suspicious of anything 
that is new. Thig initial suspicion can be got over by supplying unpoisoned 
food known as Ba"le bait! Base baits may be given for the first two days to 
train the rats to come to the regular feeding points. On the third day ewning 
the base bait mixed with the poison may be given aceording to the recommended 
doses. On the 4th day morning the treated are,t may be flurveyed carefully with 
a view to ascertain the number of dead rats and collect the uneation baits. The 
same baits may be used for a second time in the same evening and observations 
may be repeated as in first instance. If again some of the bait8 remain uneaten 
they should he destroyed. The second round of baiting "honld he done at an 
intcrv:d of a fortnight, and the trcatment continued further until compieh' 
control of rats has been achieved. For a regular ca.mpaign against rats two 
Heparate base baits and poisons are needed. The surviors {mm the first effort 
nmy be prejudiced against base baits and the poiflon8 aq well. Thcrefore botl~ 

mny lHtVe to he f'hangcfl regHlarly to t'rracti('at~ tlw pest.. 



(,ONTROL OF FIRLn RATR A'lD BANDIOOOT", 

Zinc-phosphide:- It is a black amorphou3 poisonolls powder which 
evolves phosphine gas when it comes in contact with moisture. 

Rccipe:- Zinc phosphide ...... two and a half tola 
Wheatflour one lb. 
Vfater ......... '" sufficient to moistrll the bait. 

Preparation:---Moisten the wheat flour early in the morning, and keep it wet 
until evening. The poison is then mixed well with the flour paste and roughly 
about 200 pills may be prepared for distributing in the affected areas. Generally 
~ pill;; are kt'pt at the mouth of each burrow, in the evening. 

Hecipe for ba.ndicoots:- Zinc phosphide ..... , two and half tola. 
Wheat floor ......... one half Pound. 
'Vater ............ Rtlfficient to moisten tIle !Jait. 

Prqmrc 100 pills only and treat the affected areas as above. 

Barium carbDnate:- It is a white a,morphous and comparatively weak 
poison for the destruction of rats. 

Recipe:- Barium carbonate ...... One lb. 
Bajri flour ... ... Five lbs. 
Witter ... Sufficient to moisten the bait. 

Preparation:-Same as for zinc phosphide. 

A number of laboratory trials were initially conducted at tLe Agricultu-ral 
College 1:'oona, with a view to fix up the optimum leathal dose of the poison to 
destroy adult rats. It was observed that two and half grains of zinc phosphide 
and four altd half grains of barium carbonate per adult rat was quite sufficient to 
destroy it. The laboratory observations were further confirmed by conducting fielr! 
trials at Dhome, in Satam district and in and round about Poona during 10-9-49 
to 31-12-49. Zinc phosphide was found to be very effective in the destIllction 
of bandicoots in human dwellings and I,lIsa on agricultural farms. 

Precautions to be observed in the use of poisons 

( I) Take care to put the poison baits where children and dompstiC1 animals 
and liv~ stock cannot get them. 

( 2) Any bait left after poisoning operations are over shoul(l he destroyed. 

( 3) The vessels used for the preparation of baits slum ld be washed. clean after 
the baits are prepared. 

( 4) Due warning should be given to neighbonring cultivatol's auout the 
tl'ea,tmcnt of affected fields with poisoned baits. 



Artificial Insemination Dairy Cooperatives 
in the U. S. A. * 

By 

N. V. NAYAK, B. l\., B. sc., G. D. C. A., t 

In 40 states of U. S. A. there were Q63 Artificial Insemination Dairy 
Cooperatives on 1-}-1948 organised during the last ten years. 1,200,00;) of 
dairy cows were inseminated artificially in Hl47. About 7% i. e. l~ million 
flairy cows owned by 2,2i),00f) members are listed for service during 1948. There 
were 91 bull studs with an average of 19.2 bulls per stud supplying the semen to 
the societies of which 81 were operated by Cooperatives. The average number of 
cows inseminated by each bull works out at 1000. But the average maximum in 
one association has gone up to 2200. 

The primaries were the first to come. Next they formed their federations 
which produced the semen in a central place and distributed it to the affiliated 
100'119. Recently, however, 11 centralised form of cooperatives are organised both 
for production and distribution of semen. Federated structure, however, shows 
more vitability and SUCf'ess in working. 

The financial structure is mostly of non-stock type. Membership fees, 
rmhscl'iption on a decreasing sliding scale depending upon the number of cows of 
member's herd and capital cartificates for cash to be retired from Het Ravings 
in order of their age provide the l'equi1:site capital resources and working funds. 
The analysis of balance sheets indicates that for a successful inseminating of 
about 20,000 cows a year a capital of!'; 3.85 per cow is requircd of which 82 
will have to be in fixed assets. 

The average overall operating costs for Central C,lOpcratives were ::; 5.6!l 
and average receipts J': 5.87. Corresponding figures for Federal Institutions 
whose major activity is production of semen were 8 1.83 and ::;; 2.40. 70%, 
37 '; ~ and 90% of the total expenses represented labour costs in centralised 
federated and local associations respectively. 

--------
* Abridged from' Dairy Breeding Co-operative', 1<'. C. Atlministration, N. S. Dept. 

of .\ !!ricl11ture Circnlar. C-13:J 

.t l~etil'e,1 Priueipal, Co-operative fJallge, POal1l1, 



ARTIFICIAL INAEMINATION DAIRY COOPERATIVES 

l<\S against the 194:7 average of 200 lbs. of butter fat per cow in the U. S. A. 
the production of the daughters born from the semen of proved sires used by the 
cooperatives amounted to 430 IbH. which meant a net increased income of 200 %. 
Selection of good bulls, providing for the adequate care, and preserving the quality 
of their semen used are the three most important technical points which ne('(1 
attention. 

The present financial policy is defective in the sense that it does not 
provide the adequate capital or reserves for future developments. Localorganisa
tions where the number of cows bred are under 1500 are not expeoted to be 
economic IlIlit~. Associations in which at least 3000 but preferably fiOOO cows 
can be brrd are ('on~idered a(1 visah Ie. 

Finally good working relations with members and employees who should be 
efficient are necessary for ensuriug the progress through times good as well as bad. 
It is not considered essential to employ veterinarans as managers or inseminators. 
Lay men trained in the technique of artificial insemination at Agricultural 
Colleges are found quite good. Baflic minimum salary with an additional bonns 
on thr basis of conceptions of cows inseminated is found Yery succe~~fnl. 

Advantages of Artificial Insemination Cooperatives. 

1. Farmers can secure services of outstanding sires and improve the quality of 
their herd and their net returns therefrom. 

.) The IJreeding serviceH of a good bull can be extended ovpr;t wider area and 
to a larger number of cows. 

3. A single bull has ft3 mauy 1-tS 15000 offsprings. 

4. Tramlmission of diseases is minimised. 

5. Dangers of in-breeding and cross breeding can be eliminated. 

6. Microscopic examination of semen and maintenan('e of inception record of 
cows inseminated enable close watch on the Rtcrilit.,- of the bulk 

j. Sterile bulls can be eliminated. 

8. The difficulties of mating due to disparities of size and weight of ma Ie anli 
female are eliminated. 

O. Reproduction can be controlled seasonally to a. greater degree as an effect.jye 
means of reducing seasonality of milk production. 

10. The improved breed of dairy cows will also bring better income to the dairy 
men. 



Graphical Representation of Khandesh Cotton 
Breeding Work Done During 1921 to 1948 

By 

T. R. KHADILKAR, B. Ag.; M. SC. (Cornell) ~~ 

The preserJt note is a mere graphical representation of the trcnd in impor. 
tant economic characters of the various cotton strains evolved from time to time 
in Khandesh and the original prominent morphological features of the strain, 
are given below:~-

Strain 

Local Cotton 

N. R.. 6 

BaniIla. 

Jarila. 

1117-3 

Description 

It has white flowers /lnd it belongs to the botanical class 
Gossypium arbore1tm L. var. negledum forma or:1!galp1i)Jis 
H. and G. 

A selection from local cotton possessing whit.!' flowers. It was 
evolved in 1\:126. 

A hybrid strain from an old cro~s made between Bani and 
Comilla cottons. It possesses sulphul' ,\'ellow i!owers anti 
lea ves wit.h no sinus lobes It was evoh'ed in 1 !l32. 

A selection from seed originally brought from Central Provin· 
ces. It has deep :vellow flowers and was e~oIVE>d in 1937. 

A hybrid strain from a cross between ~. g. [) and Jarila. It 
has white flowers intermediate in size between the two parent:; 
and possesses big petal spot like .TariJa and the deep green 
leaf colour of N. R 5. Flowers of N. R. 5 are white. Then' 
are three foliar glands as in .Jarila. TIH'.\' are absent in ~. It ~. 

The strain was evol ved in l1H8. 

The following graph shows the rise or flll in each economic charactrr 
strain by strain to indicate whether the breeder is wending his way. 

" Cotton HI'eB(h;r, .Talgaon. 
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'lhe above graphical representation cleally indicates what could Le actu. 
ally achieved in spite of the desire to raise every economic character to a hi!;her 
level at each stage of improvement. 

The values given in the graph are comparative and taken from Indian 
Cotton Growing Review, Vol. I No.4, p. 19:t 

The strain 197 -3 bas been gi \'en out in the district for the first time in 
1919 for large scale cultiyation over an area of about 1.')0 acres, as it has heen 
found to be more paying than Jarillt, as evident from its income ppr acre shown 
in the graph which also shows its superiority over .Tarila in many other character;;. 

QUALITY TABLE EGGS IN SUMM~R 
• 

By 

MR. R. M. PATIL, G. B. V. c., )1. sc. (Md. U. S. A.) ,:~ 

It is a genpral belief that eggs are a good and wholesome food in winter 
season, and not 1'0 good in hot season. It will be of much value to know why 
this nutritious food becomes unpalatable with change in temperature. If we try 
to save as mnch as 10 percent of the loss, through proper precautions and 
methods, we will add a sizable saving to food drive. Eggs produced by hens are 
of the same quality and composition in all seasons. The quality of a freshly laid 
egg is therefore the same at any time. It deteriorates rapidly in hot season. 
Low temperature in winter keeps it in a relatively good condition. 

Egg contents have 64% of water. It is very essential to keep this high 
percentage of water to preserve the quality of egg. High temperature caU8t~8 

excessive loss of moisture from egg contents. This results in increase of air-cell 
size, which can be ea~ily seen at broader end by candling (by holding an egg 
hefore a bright lamp in a dark room). Due to loss of moi-ture from egg contents, 
--~---~~--~-~------. 

* Poulh'Y RpAea)'eh Officer. Poona 
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the pH value changes and becomes more alkaline in reaction. The white and the 
yolk get thin and spread out, and the white is una.blc to llOld the yolk in the 
centre, which gets to one side of the egg shell. If you boil an egg and the yolk 
is seen extremely out of centre, it is a sign of a stale egg. In a fresh egg, yolk 
remains well centred even after bOiling. 

The accompaning picture:; illustrate quality (If ('ggs broken onto 

Fig. II:-

A poor quality egg covers a wide 
area. There is little or no thick 
white surrounding the yo lk; 
instead a large amount of thin 
white, thinly spread, surrounds 
the yolk. The yolk is flat and 
enlarged. 

Fig.I:·_ 

A good quality egg when opened 
cOVers a small area, with a high 
percentage of thick white around 
the yolk, but very little thin white. 
The yolk is round and stands well 
up 011 the white. 

Most of the poultry farmers alld public a,re under. an aruusing impress ion 
that a hen does not lay an egg without a cock ; sl1ch eg~s are infertile, and do 
not hatch. Such eggs keep up their quality for a relatively longer time. I~ggs 

laid by hens running with cocks are fertile <'ggs and are useful for ha-tching. 
Infertile eggs cannot be hatched as there is no germ cell from the male to develop 
it into a chicken. Jll fertile eggs, the quality of eggs is destroyed by the 
deyeloping embr~'o. Tn an infert.ile egg there is no development of an embryo 
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and t,he quality can remain high for a relatively longer time than in fertile egg 

under same conditions of temperature. To produce infertile eggs for consumption 

is a big help to preserve the valuable food. 

More than 40% of eggs are wasted due to their bad quality caused by the 

developing germs. They are wd,sted because they arfl not used otherwUe. 

In India eggs worth of Rs. 5.25 crores are produced every year. Therefore we 

lose Rs. 41. 24,000 every month or Rs. 45,822 every day, during the hot season 

of 3 montbs. 

To protect the quality of an egg it is essential to keep it in cool place having 

as low temperature as 55°F. It is not possible for a farmer to create such a low 

temperature without the help of some mechanical device. 55°F is the ideal 

temperature for holding eggs for a long period of about two-three weeks or 

more. Eggs are sold Ollce in a week on the market day. It is therefore not 

necessary to stick to the ideal temperature as eggs al'e to be held in storage for 

one week only. It is important therefore not to allow the embryo to develop by 
keeping eggs in cooler place. Embryo development begins at 70°!!'. All the 

attempt should therefore be made . to keep temp,era,l.ul:u . belo w 70°F. This is 

mnch easier with home made devices. 

The picture on the left shows ,\ 
devicc that would keep cooler b.v 
abont SOto 90F than the atmospheric 
temperature. The earthen pot i~ 

burried halfway underground with 
half sand, and half eartll mixed 
together to make a layer of about 
3" all rounu and below the pot. 
Pq\Jr water around the pot so 
as to keep it fairly wet to give 
moisture and cold to the eggs. 
The pot should be buried in a good 
aerated room and not in a secluded 
corner of the house, where wind 

circulation is poor. 'fhe top of pot sholtld be covered with a thin cloth to 

allow air ' and moisture from the pot to escape and thus fa.cilitate to keep 

the temperature low. Keep a good bedding of clean grass at the bottom 

of pot to a void egg:'! from coming in contact with percolated wJ.ter at 

the bottom. 
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On every second day the eggs should be turned from one side to another 
so that the yolk will not stick to side of egg shell and get ruptured. Yolk has 
a tendency to float always on the upper side of egg contents, and if left unchan. 
ged ill O:1e position fOJ long, it may stick to the shell. 

The following rules will be of con3iderablc valne to kcep up quality in 
farm eggs in hot weather: -

(1) Gather eggs frequently: say 10 a.m. and again in the afternoon. 

(2) Clean the dirty eggs immediately. 

(3) Cool them quickly in wire mesh baRket, where room temperature IS 

600 F or lower. 

(4) Store eggs in Jl cool, moist rhee. 

(5) Keep small end down, but not until after t.hf'_\" are thor,)ughly cooled. 
" (tl) Market them often. 

(7) Produce infertile eggs. Olwkrels have no place 10 the laying flock aftor 
the hrt'eding season iR over. 



List of Gazetted Officers In the 
Department of Agriculture, Bombay State 

( Xot arrang:ed acconling to Seniol'it~· ) 

Name of Officer 

Dr. B. N. Uppal 
ph. D. ( Iowa), F. N. I. 

2 Shri D. A. G/ldkary 
B. E., A. M. lust. c. E. ( Lond ) 
M. r. E. ( Ind. ) R. S. E. (I ). 

3 Dr. M. B. Ghatge. B. Ag .• ph. n. 
( Wales). F. s. s. (Lond.) 

4 J. A. Daji, M. Ag. B. SC., 

ph. D. (Lond. ) 

ii. Shri V. M. Chayan. n. Ag. 

(i A. K. B. l'uzi, n. Ag •• 

n. sc. (E'ln). N. D. n. (RC'ot.) 
D. r. c. (Lrmdon). 

7 Dr. J. K. BaHu. M. se. ('al. ). ph. 

n. (Lonrl.),F.".1. 

H n. D. Rege, n. t., ~[. ,w. (Bom.) 
I'h. J)., Asso('iat(' 1[, S(·. 

H ~I\I·i R. K. Ba~rur. B. E. 

10 P. J. Patel. n. All: .. ~r.s('. (IOWA) 

11 L. H. H. KlImar, M. S". ( LO:O; D ). 

A. R. C. S. D. r. r'. 

]2 Dr.:VI. K. Patpl, M.SC., ph.I). (ItI\L\) 

1:1 Vacant 

1-1 .. (: .. \. I'M,,!. ph. D. 

].; Rhd 1'. N. ]) .. i\·pr. ~r. A. 

17 .,:--;. H. (~alldhi.:\[. Ag. 

IS Dr. X. N. Xltra~·'1!Hl. \[. S{' •. I'h. II. 

HI Shl'i B. I:' ()k". B. A.g. 

Appointment 

Director of Agriculture, Bombay State, Poona. 

,Joint Direotor of Agl'imzlture, ( Engineering. ) 

Deputy Director of Agl'kulture (Seed ~IultiplicatiOl: 
and Extension), Poona. 

Deputy Director of Agri('ulture (Research~: 

Edll('at,ion), Poona. 

Deputy Director of Agri"lllture Crop Resear('h, 
Poona. 

Doputy Director of Agri(·ultnre. ( MHIl1lt'P. 

F,wtili700rH and Rllrnl J)"H'lnpmpnt) PoonA. 

Soil PhYRi{'iHt to CuYel'nll1PlIt, Bomhay St;1t, 

Ponna. 

Sugarcane RpppialisL SngilrPRIl(' Rps?;l.l'(·h SChPlIli'. 

Padegnoll. .. 

l\[echanical Cultivation lijngin0f>r to GO\'prtHnPld 

Bombay St.ate, Poona. 
Agricultur,l1 Enginepr to (Jovcrnnwllt., Bomha." 

State, PoonH. 
Eeonomic B')t!tni~t to GO\'('rnI1lPllt and P,·illei!'ill. 

College of Agriculture, Poona. 

Plant. Pathologist to Go\'ernment. Bomba,\' Statl· 
Poonn. 

Prof(,RRnI' of Agl'onolll,', ('o]]('ge of ,\!,!l'i"IIltll"'" 
Poona. 

Agricnltnrni Rlltnrnoiogif,t to GO\·C'I'IlIlH·lIt., BOIIlLa~' 
St.ate, PooHn. 

Professor of Agri('ulturnl E('o]Lomi{·R. ('o]]{''''(' "I' 
Agriculture. Poonn. 

I'rof('ssor of Agril. l~lIgineering Ph.v~i"" iI!l I Mati) , 
maticR, College or Agriculture. Poona. 

HorticuituriRt to GoYernm('nt B01l1h,,~' SL,I' 

Poona. 

Agrieultllrnl ('hemist t.o Oovernm('nt. B. R .. "{lou. 

Professor of ,\nimal Huslmndr~' & Dairying, 
Agrielllt.ural ('011('1,((>, Poon". 
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20 Shri .T. P. Ghogale. G. B. V. C. 

21 Dr. S. Soloman, ph. D. 

22 "H. O. Pandya, .ph n. 

23 Shri X. Gopalkrishna, B. HC. (ADR!') 
"r. fl. (Ill.) 

24 Dr. B. A. Challg'ule, B. se. (AGRI.) 
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26 Shri 1\1. ~. Kamat, M. HI', 
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29 8hri R. F. PaW, B. E. 
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31 Shri D. S. Rangrao n. AlI., B. Sf'. 
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33 Dr. R. S. Oeshpa.nde. R. R(' .. ph. n. 
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;W Dr. V. P. Bhide, n. "e., (AGRI.) ph. D, 

:17 Shri S. R. Dhareshwar, B. Ag. 
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:11) Hhl'i G. B. Patel, n. Ag. (BO~r.) 
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·W S. J. Patel, :\1. Ag. 
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H H. S. Thakur, B. Ag. 
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III 

Appointment 

Professor of Veterinary Sciene'f', Agril. Collf'ge, 
Poona. 

Assistant ProfekSOl' of Bot<1l1Y. Agril. l'olkgC'. Poona. 
,-\.Rsistant Profes30r of ChemiHtry. Agricllitural 

College. Poona. 
ARRiRt-fmt Horticulturist t,o Gov!'l'llment, 

H. S., Poona. 
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Poona. 
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(,ollegE', Poona. 
Principal, College of Agricnlture, Dharw,lI·. 
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Dharwar. 
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Dharwal'. 
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Oharwar. 

Professor of Entornology, Agril. College, D!wrw,\r. 
Professor of Plant Patholog~'. Agril. College, 

Dharwar 
Professor of Agronomy, Agril. College, DhuwHr. 

Professor of Animal Husbanrlr~' & Oair~'ing, A,gril' 
('allege, Dharwar, (On deputation to r. ~. A. I,," 

training abroad,) 
Professor of Bacteriology. . \gril. Collpg(·. IlI1ill'\\,H ". 

Professor of Horticultnr", Agril. Collegc, Dharwfu·. 

Professor of AWil. BeonomicR, Agri. nolle!):" 
Dharwar. 

Cot,t.on Botimist, HomhA~' Bt,atf', S'"·llt. 

CottOll Breeder, Viramgaon. 

(jot,ton Breeder, 1';. M. C. Dhm'w"l', 

('otton Breeder, .r a.lgaon. 

Cotton Breeder, Xorth GU,jal'at, \'il'HlIlg<IOIL 

('otton Breeder, Broach, (1. ('. ('. (', I'(l~t.) 

Cotton Superintendent, Surat. 

Cotton Superintendent, s. ~r. c. 01 "l1'Wa1'. 

Cotton Superintendent, Jnlgftor;, ( 1. c. V. ('. ]'ost. ) 

Plant Breeder and Officer i / f' Rice Breeding 
Station. I:lijapnr. 

Plant Breeder and Of ricer i '" Agril. R(,~ei1r('h 
Station. Bhuwa. 

Plant Breeder and Officer i, c R ice Breeding 
Station, Oharwar. 

Officer i/c Xlicieus Seed Scheme, Poona. 
(Pensioner Re-employed.) 

Stllt,i,tif'ian. Of'partment of Agriculture. H. S .. poona 
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Name of Officer 
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1.0 ., D. H .. Joshi. H. AL!", 

iiI .. P. H. p"W 
n:! .. D. M. KlIlkH,·ni. B. Ag· .. A })"Of .\TE 

1):1 ,. K. U. Kolh"t.lm ... n . . \g. 

Ii j .. C, K. Pha,lt,ar('. B •. \!,!'. 

li,-, .. T. B, Paw" ... 11. .\g. 

lili .. S. V. Naikwadi, B. Ag. 

ti'j _, 13. H. Hnllntti,. B. Ag. 

liS .. S. \'. KotUl', H. A.g. 

'i!) .. B. B. Yelligar. B. Ag. 

71) .. \'. S. H"hllll. fl. Ac:-. 

71 S. T. PlIl';u,dal·(·. B. Ag. 

72 S. Y. SaWil.llt. B. Ag. 

73 .J. \'. OZtl.. B. Ag. 

74 S. S. Patel, B. Ag. 

7:\ B. K. MPlIt.l, H •. \g. 

71i H. Y. PU\\'Hl\ B. Ago, 

77 G· V. \V,I;',IlIWlIl'. n. Ag. 

7S G. G, Nawathe, B. Ag. 

711 A. F. Patel. B. Ag. 
811 P. C. Mehta B. Ag. 

81 P. S. Kulkarni. B. Ag. 

82 H. C. PatH B •• ~g-. 

83 D. H. Gokhale, M. Ag .• B. 8e. 

IH . G. M. Badami, B. Ag. 
,,;; G. n. Yadav, B. Ag. 
Hli T. N. ehallgule, B. Ag. 
,,7 D. K. Desai, B. 8C. ( Agri. ) 
SS K. A .. Talihal, B. 8e. (Agri.) 
S.I P. O. Bidori, H. Ag. 

!IU I "wi Singh, B. sc. ( F;(lin. ) 
!II M. S. Y. Ramrao, B. F.. ( Born. ) 

02 n. \Y. Patel, B. E. ( Born. ) 
iI~ K. D. nllmn~t(', II .. \g. 

Appointment 

Statistical Officer. Rice Research Scheme. under 
th" Dy. Dirertor of .\gri. (C. R.) Bombay State, 

Pomm. 
Statistical S,lrwlY Offiror, POOllfl. 

District Agricllltm'al Officer, Kair'a 
( DiRtric-1; Na(lil1d. ) 

District Agl'iellltlll'l1l Offiner. SllOlapur . 
Di>ltri('t Agri(,llltllrill Offk('r. PllnC']lTn.)hnl~ 

«(:ndhr·a. ) 

J)ixtril't Agri"lIltllrHI Offi,·"". Broarh . 
District AgriclIltllral Offie('l·. Snl'llt. 
Distriet Agrioultlll'al OffiN'l'. ThAnn. B. S. 1>. 
Distriet Agl'ieultllral·Officer. Ahmednngnl' 
Disto'id Agrir-Illturnl Offi('or. EASt. Khnnd"sl" 

.lalg-noll. 
Distriet. Agriellltlll'H1 Offir-el'. ,Yo K .. DIII,];<1. 
Dj"tri('t AgJ'if'llltll"111 Offk('r, XaHik. 
Di.strid, Agri(·lllt.JII·'t,] Officor, POOIlIl. 

District, Agricult.ural Officor, Satiwn. 
District Agricultllr'll Officer. Belgallnl. 
District Agricultural Offic!"r. Bijapur. 
District Agricultural Offic('r. Dharwal'. 
DistriC't Agricultural Officer. Kanar,) 

( Pensioner RI'.('mploy('(1. ) 
J)iHtriet. Agricultufltl Officflr, Koillha. Alih<1,g, 

( Pensioner Re-emplo~'f'(1 ). 

District Agricultural Officoi', Ratnagiri. 
District Agricultural Officer, Ahmedabad. 
District Agricultural Officer, Banaskanta, Palanplll'. 
Distri!'t AgricuIt,llral Offiicer, Saharkantha, 

Himatnagal'. 

District A;;ricultural Officer. Dangas, B-huva. 
District AgriculillJ'a1 Officer, Kolhapur. 
District Agricultllml Officer, )i"hsana. 
Dist rict Agricultural Officer. Bam,l". 
Distri<>t Agricllltural Ofti('('l'. Amreli. 
DiRtrict Agdcultu 1'01 Offiecr. South Satarll. Snn;!'ii. 
Sllporintendent" }\gricultura.l School, Mnlljl'i. 

Dist. Poona and In~peetor of Agl'il. SchooL, 

( Pensioner and Re-flruployed ) 

Superintendent" Agricultural School, Sholapur. 
S'-'perilltendflnt, Agrict,ltllral School. Baglllkot. 
Superintendent, Agricllltlll'a.l School, B'Jrgooll. 
SllpCI'int(ln<icnt, Agri(,lllturnl School. bhlliin. 
Snp"l'intondent, Agri('ultlll"ll SchoOl, Doll<1(1. 
Sllperintendent, Agriellltllrill S('hool. Do\·ihostll'. 
Snpflrintendent, AgI'icultllrnl Schdol. Arhhlwi. 
Soil COllservation Officer. (>,lOll,.. 

Didsiol1al Snil ConseI'\'ation omc,,!'. C. D" Poonn 
and :!nd Ptilisatioll ServioeR Officer, POOllll. 

Didsional Soil Consnl'\'atirm Offif'('I·. X. D. S'II·ltt. 
])i\'isionnl Soil COnH('I'\·at.ioil Otli,·"l', S. D. Bi;ilfllll'. 
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LIS r OF. GAZETTED OFlIIOEItS 

Name of Officer 

!l4 Rhri R V. Sat.put-f'. n. ('. Po. 

9:i 
(Hi 

9i 

HS 
1111 

100 
101 

102 

103 
104 
lO;"i 

101\ 

107 
lOS 
109 
llO 
111 

1 I t 

K. C. Kalkot.i. II. He. ( A':I·i. ) 

M. G. Shettor. H. fie .. n. E. 

T. O. Ynwgnl. II. fa'. (Agri.) (Hons.) 

V. R. Kudllr. JI. Ag. 
A. B. Phadkf' 
D. K. Dhoknf', n. ~f. E. 

Y. A. Joshi. B. Sf'. (Agri.) 

\{fI,imane, n. H('. (Aj!l'i. 

A. M. Pandya. I). ('. 1':. 

B. K. Shinde, B. Sf'. (AgI'L) 

X. K. Ghlllnare. n. >;('. ( \gri.) 

S, S. Sir·I!'. )1. AU. 

S. K. Biradal·. ,I. se. (~i!ri.) 

". D. Tagflre. B. Au. 
S. P. Patel. B. se. (A,gri.) 
E. L. Zope.v. B. so. (Agri.) 
X. R. Roman. B. E. (3Iech. ). n. E. 

(Elep.t.). Grnd. I.J':.E. (Lond.) 
C. K. Shnh. n. t:. ( ,[pel .. ). 

B. E., (Ideot.) (Bom.) 
I{. R. Nadkarni. n. E. (~[e"h.) 

H. J.:. ( Elef't ) 
D. It. .Jo,;loip"r<l. H. "e. (~; l'I,) 

p. )1. I. s. (Illrik,). 

11.. H. :-i. T;nnhallP 

I Iii I{' :'II. ChHlldh"l'i 

117 Dr.:S. '''' :ll"n.,inkai, B. " .... ph. Il. 

I IS :-ihri G. S. Gorlhole. ll. "g., II. He. 

( in Dair.\'ing. R(laciing Uni,'er~it~,) 
11!l p. M. Vanna. 1\1. s,·. 
1:!1I Dr. S. P. KupoOJ" ph. 1>. 

121 Rhri R. B. Go,lo. M. S(·. 

It:! Y. P. OoklJal(' 

12:1 H. S. Duhhashi. II. '.!.!'. 

124 K. I. Shaikh. B. Ac(. 
125 N.Rellben 

126 P. V. Wtigle, 1\[, Al!' 

127 G. I~. Patil 
I :!S L. Shreenh'as, B. sc. (Agri.) 

(Hons), ;>,t, Sf'. (TexaR. e. s. A.) 

Appoiotment 

Tp('h .. -\R~tt. to Soil Con~flf\'ation Officer, BOmbay 
State. Poona. 

SilO -Did.,iona.! Roil C·) lsprva tion Officer, Dharwar. 
Sllh--Divisional Soil Cnllspn'ution Officer, Bagalkot .. 
SlIh--Dh·j,;ionnl Soil COll~",·\'at.ion Offif'er. 'V. D., 

Bijupllr. 
SII 0 -Divisional Soil Conservation Officpr. Belgfllun. 
SlIb-Divisional Soil ConHer\'ution Officer, Sat,am. 
Sub-Divisional Soil COngelTation Office,'. Dlmlill. 
S'lh- Divisional Rnil ConRf'l'\'ation OfficBJ', 

PI] ndharplll'. 
Sllh \)i\'i,;ional Soil Con~('l,\,!ltion ()mee!·. 

North Bijap'"'. 
Sllh-·.\)i\'i~ional Soil Conson'ation Offj('el', Doha". 
Sllb-Did~i()nal Soil Conservation Oft1{·~I'; Rholapw·. 
:-i,,10 Di\'i"innal :';oil Con~~J'\'lItion o file", • 

..\hnwdnag,"'. 
Soil ~1If\'e~' Offi('('r, ill (,II<' S<'IlOll1!' fot' Soil SIII"'('Y 

for Lift Irrigation Projf'et. Sholll]'III· . 
. \~Rtt. Land S'"'\'(';I' om",>r, BelgllllIll. 
Alkali Soil lnvestigntol·. Shnlap'"·. 
AHstt. Land Survey Offic('r. Hum!.. 

Asstt .. Land Survey Officer. C. D .. A hml'tillllga,'. 
:\R.'4t.. .\gr·jl. l~r.gin(>!~J·. Lift IT'r'jgnt,joll Nt·htHll0. 

1'1)011;1. 

A~st. Agr·il. Eng;IH,pr. IT~~/ldqtltl,rtl("I·;-;. P(HIIHI. 

A~-<t.t" Agri!. 1';ng:ill(,''1', Lift r J'J'i.C:',lt i,", :-;,dH'lll '. 
BIl~·t11k,)t. 

:'\~..:tt,. Agl·il. En2iu('p,". Lift In'igiltioll S,:·hn[~t). 

AntHill. 
A~~tist,ant :\[('('hal1ir·a.1 ('1I1t i,·Ilt;"n 1·:lIgi,..p(','. B.:-i. 

J'OOIl<l. 

:-illperintend,'nt. Gro\\' :'IfoI'o Food Campaign. 1[(1) 

Poona. (Pensioner and Re--emplnyo 1. ) 
Fibr,' Dm'elopment Offi('('r. Poona. 
Dairy Developm"nt Offi('(',·. Poon,l, 

"irll~ Entomologist. Poonn. 
,'i1'll" l'at.hologiRt. POOi'H. 
('nmpost. Den>lopnwllt Officer. 1'00nR. 

AHRtt,. Plilnt Pnthologi4. '''hent Ru"t S,·}tf'll)('. 
MA hn 1 )Il'"h \\,,) r, 

Rllperinten(ient. \','getahlf' De\'ploplll('nt Schem.:, 
Ponna. 

Potat.o Supply & Ext£'llsion Offi('t>r, PoonA. 
Af'eotUlt.s Officer to Soil Conser\'a.t.ion OfficeI'. 

Bagalkot. 
Crop Prot&tion Officer. Sllgal'C'llnp De\'elopIlli'nt 

Scheme. Ahmednagm·. 
Improved Seed Supply Officer. (Sholapur) Poona. 
Superdsor Contour Strip Cropping Scheme' 

Sholapnr. 
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Name of Officer 

12!l 8hri Y. R. Abhyankar, R. A!!:. 

131 

13:! 

P. P. Thakur, L. ]<1. E. 

1. A. Say!'!!. n. Ag. 

P. H. fluptn. B. 1'0011. 

133 Ik ~1. "1. Kite, ph. n. 

l:H Shri A. 1'. Mulay 

1311 Dr. U. B. L)nodiklll·. B. I'<{'. 

L.r .. B., ph. 1>. 

131l Shri S. R. Bugal, ~1. 1'<<'. (AgrLl 

137 

1:IR 

J39 

140 

HI 

14:! 

144 

145 

141\ 

14i 

149 

150 

151 

152 

" 

" 

" 

,1. V. Ma.imudur, B. 8<'. (Agri.) 

L. 1\. Pat,ol. n. P.. (Cidl) 

B. R .. \.pte. H. E. (Cidl). 
A. ,I. 1. E. ( Indin ). 

A. K. Hnnn.d('. B. A .. 01. 0·:. (I'idl) 

H. L. D('silp,lIldl'. B. E. Wid]) 

P .. \. Raj. H. 0':. (Cidl). 

X. B. Rhiml'i. B. E. 

A. ~[. I. 0';. (India) 

B. S. Naik. B. "E. (Cidl) 

V.l\L Desai, R. E. (Civil) 

M. R. I{odke. B. E. (Civil) 

G. R. Umrani, n. E. 

S. T. Dange, R. E. (Civil) 

R. B. Bhosekar, B. E. (Civil) 

M. C. Khatwani, B. E, (Civil) 

D. B. Shetwoll. D, c. E. 

Appointment 

.\s'!tt. f'hl'rnist, ~lItrith'" Analy;;iH of Vegetable 
Heeds, Po')na. 

Boring Rngineer, Pooon. 

Asstt.. Hortif'nlt.nrist to GO\'f·rnmellt. Behemo 
:\0. 15. Poolla. 

Accounts Offic'o'o', POOIHt. 

Biochnrnist, Rine Resean'" K"llPllW, POOlln.. 

PersOIlHl As;;i"bmt to the Dire,'tor of Agl'kultnre, 
tl. K .• Poonn. 

Cytologist, in the S"heml' for J<::stt of Cyt,ologi<',a.l 
Lahoratory. AgrilcultUl'1\1 Collegl', Poooa. 

Entomologi{'oi Offi,,1"'. Combined Sugarcalle Post 
Scheme, YI' alclutndnagar. 

Agronomist, '1'01,,"'('0 Brooding Station, Nipaui. 

Exeentivp F.ngineer, Minor Irrigat,ion DiviRiou, 
Broad •. 

,ExeclIt.h'p ElIll'iof'{'r. "fin 00' Trrig-lIt,ioll Division. 
Dharwn,r, 

Ex()~nth'~ EnQ"inC"'M', l\1inol' rl'(·igut.lon Dl\'iRh.n, 
Po:ma, 

1~~X~(>l1t,h~(> T~jn,gi!lp:·r .. Minor Irl·i; . .rnt ion l)h·i:=doll. 
Rnlg'flllID. 

Dy. En~in(·f·I·. ~lin4H' TI'l'i,i:!;tltiOll K111) I)ivi\-\ion, 
Bijn,pllo', 

IJy", 11~nginppl'. :\Iinol' TITig'ntioll ~lIh l)ivi~ion! 

,j3,'()flcll. 

Dy. Enc!:inn('r. MinOl'lrrigation S,,"·.])i\'isioll, 
Jal):!'lOn, (E. KhallrinRio ) 

Dy. Engineer, :'Ilinor Irriga.tion Sllh-Divi~ioll, 
Ahllwdahu,i. 

Dy. Engilleer, Minor In-igation Sub-DiviSion, 
Dhulia. (\\" K.) 

Dy. EngiIlPI'r, Minor Irrigation :'\llh·Di"i~ion, 
"I adhll Yllfl gill' 

Dy. Engin(J('r, "'finor Jrrigatinn Suh-Division, 
NaRik. 

Dy, Engineer, Minor IITigoltioll Sub-Division, 
Sholapur. 

Dy, Engineer, Minor Irrigation Suh-Division. 
Ahmnrlahlld, 

Officiating Dy. Engino(lt', ;vtinor r.'rigatioll 
Sllb Divi~ij)lI. l-l,w,·,.j, 



1(;3 

154, 

155 

156 

157 

158 

LliH OF GAZETTED nPFICERS (iii 

Name of Officer 

. D. n. Aslf'kar, Tl f'.l·:, 

M, C. Krishna.ppit. 

:-i, :VL Bhiell', B, I':, 

R. K, C'hokshi, II. I':. 

,', ,I. J. E, (r.oml), 

H. R. InllmdllI', fl. A .. (HOll,) 

,. 

Appointment 

OJ'fic·jating D.\'. BnginN·'·. Minol' Irrigation 
Suh ·Division. SIlI'III. 

OfIi('i:lting ny. l~ngille(·r. MillOl' rl'rigatioll 
Sub· J)h'ision. Ea4 Bele::llltrn. 

Ofri"illt,ing J)~ •• Engineer, Minor Trl'ij!:atioll 
:-i'lb·Didsion. \\'pst Belg<1UII1. 

T .. dllli'·,ll A~4t, (Ci\'il) to the J •. Dirp('t,oI' of 

Agri(,llltlll'f' (Enginf'f'ring). Bnl1l)JlI~' Stat". POOIlIl. 

EXf'(·"t,kf' "~ngille('I' and P. A, to the .It.. flirentol' 
of Agr'j('"lt,"ml Enginf'ering. BOll1bay State, POOlll •. 

Superintf'nlinnt. LnTHl Hpf'nnls (Soil (~nnBel'~'atioll:) 



Pal'mall H 
.b'armull M 1\[0 

'I'lH; 
' rJ>!) 

T Ill -L\ 

24 Bap 
36.5 BRP 

;)6 BHP 
46 BHP 
7n HUP 

~I onlfilo()r'l', l :\1)11 »iHI; r \l)lI~h!< 

n;\1" 'C \,- Plollgh<. 

MclliulD and i-I ('U"Y 
Disk ITI11T()\V S 

Bullock-drawn and Trac tor 
drawn Sged Drillil 

\Y6 & W06 
WD9 

36.5 1:lRP 
49 Bap 

Farmall C 20.5 Bap 
Farmall Cub 9 BHP 

GROW MORE FOOD 
AT LOWER COST 

WITH WORLD -FAMOUS 
International Tractors and Implements 

* Free technical advice by our experts backed by 25 
years of experience in farm mechanisation in Ind ia. 

* Complete equipment availab le from p loughi r,g to 
harvesting_ 

,., Free t raining to c11stomers' drivers on their own 
farm. 

* Ful l facilities for serVicing and spate parts. 

* Higher efficiency at lower rtl oning costs. 

INTERNATIONAL 
TRACTORS AND IMPLEMENTS 
From stock and coming consignments: 

Sole l mportu8 : 

• 

V OLKART BROTHER :; 
(.Agricultuml Dept. ) 

P.O. Box InD, Bombay. 

Bul103k-drawn o.nd Traetol' 
drawn Mowers 

Tl'Rctor-drawn Windl'owt'l'S 
and Grain Binder" 

Stationury ThrE'shers and 
Combines of vari ous sizes 



SUNDAR & Co. 
OPHTHALMIC OPTICIANS 

212, Kelewadi Corner, 
Girgaon Road. 

BOMBAY 

SPO 

Branch:- 161 , Budhwar 
. Peth, 

POONA CiTy ..... 

OF WORLD REPUTE 

Tel: No. 2456 

"ELlTE" 

285, Main St. POONA 1 

BRINGS HOME 
" DELIGH T" 

f.c 1Ianufadurer:o: of Highch1.:s Flll'llit lll'(' of Lat(:',.;t 
Des ign an(l )[ode1'l1 Tast(~. 

~!: Dealeri' ill Yariety of Lahomtnn' ._ how·Ca.s·" 
Insect Boxes, Dering Challtjprs, H eal'i Il~ Cagp:o:, 
Pareffin and Other l'ollt'ge. Eqllipll1!'llt nnd Offic(>: 
Furnitnr('. 

Apply To: -
THE ELITE FURNISHERS 

1i25, Sadashiv Pcth, Datewadi, 
Bhikardas l\Iaruti Hoad, 

POONA 2. 



, 
FOR EVERYTHING PHOTOGRAPHIC 

T. KRISHNA & Co. 

240 MAIN STREET. POONA 

Brancb:- Ganpati Chowk, 88. LAXMI ROAD 
PO{)NA CITY 

ALL PHOTO SUPPLIES 

• 

RAP I D 
D & P 

SERVICE 



IS YOUR 

Gf,1arant~e 
OF FIRST CLASS QUALITY IN 

farm Implement~ 



DAGA'S VEGETABLE SEEDS. 

We introduce ourselves n.s leading ex-seed growers £1'0111 

Quetta. where we were gl'o ~wjng Y<".Q'etablp fieec1s uncler the' 

,; VEGETABLE SEEDS PRODtTCTIO~ SCHK\lE" 
~ponsored b~T the Governme'nt of India. Due to the partition 
of the Country and Qn~tta having been included in Pakis tall , 
we weee forced to leave Ql1etta and have 

seed business in our Indian Union. We 
great reputation in vegetable seeds. 

now started 1h18 
have earned a 
ONION and all 

types of European and Indian types of YegetabJe ~eeds, 

genuine, true to type, clean and of high germination 
can be had at very moderate prices. 

Insist on getting reliable seeds. We assure 

you to give the best of the seeds always and 

e:tn npply in llllik or in tbree colollred p:wketr; 

lJl·j nted on rcal al"t p:qwl". Pit ki o .~ i:; a lso (lone 

in light, clecent anel ~t1'Ong tin hox.p:,; to eO>;lll'p 

~ar(' arrinl l or the 14( p(1::,; anel l)1'otect them fl'Olli 

l11 () i ~tl11·(,. A trial order will convince you. 

Ask for a free illustrated catalogue. 

• 

·P. Go DAGA & COo~ 
SEED GROWERS & MERCHANTS, 

101, Shivaji Nagar, POONA 5 (India). 

TelegralllS:-" Growers, Poooa". Telt"phone:-3364 ( POOD. ). 

Printed a t Prakash Printing House, :;03(3 Budhwur Poth, Poonn ~ and Pllblished hy 
Prof. A. A. YASAVADA. at thl:' Agricultural ('011<'69, Poona. 
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<I'~"l. ~ ~1: ~ '!~!!~~~ I 

a~ '!~:mllo:{r ~Sl~T ~~fuJll~~: srm~ 11- "~a( 
(A country, having trees, shrubs Ilnd creepers with smooth, Sll<'<'ulent antI ontire 

leaves, receives good rain; a country. with trees, shrubs and creeper:'! with rlry and 
weathered leaves, receives paltry rnin. - Brihat-sanhita ) 

......... For what avail the plough or 88il, 
or land, or life, if Freotlom filii. 



THE POONA 

AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE MAGAZINE 

Magazine Committee 
President:-Principal L. S. S. Kumar, (Ex-Officio) 
Chief Editor:-Prof. A. A. Vasavada 
Student Editors:-Shri R. M. Mali & Shri R. S. Savant 
Student Managers:- Shri L. M. Chavan & Shri V. D. Vaidya 

Notice to Contributors 
The Pages of the Magazine are open to members of the Department of Agriculture. students 01 

the Poona Agricultural College. past and present. as well as others having special interest in Agriculture. 
Manuscripts offered for publication should be written legibly 00 one side of the paper, and are subject 
to such alterations as the editors may think fit. Each contributor will be supplied gratis one copy 01 _ 
the number of the Magazine in which his article is published. Articles not accepted for publication will 
not be returned. The responsibility for statement, whether of fact or opinion. rest. with the 
writers thereof. 

Due to partial relaxation of paper control restriction and allotment of a little larger quota of papers 
four issues will be published during the year. 

Yearly 
do 
do 

Rates of Subscription 
Inland 
Foreign 

For the Students of this 
College and the Members 

Rs. 5 0 0 
Shillings 6 

of the Department of Agriculture Rs. 4 0 0 
Single Copy Rs. 1 4 0 

Correspondence concerning subscription. notes of change of addre'-3 and such other matters sl-<>uld 
be addressed to the Managers. Subscribers are requested to quote their Roll No. in all correspondence. 
Copies lost in transit will be replaced if intimation of non· receipt is received within one month of the 
date of publication of the issue. Subscribers are requested to notify the change of address immediately. 
Applications for specimen copies must always accompany four annas worth postage stamps. 

Back number can be purchased at one and a half times the original price. 

Rates of Advertisements 
Advertisements concerning educational. general and agricultural matters will be accepted for 

insertion in this Magazine. Please. refer to the contents page for rates of advertisements. 
2 A discount of 20% is allowed for advertisements pertaining to Agriculture except on the 

COver pages. Rates for cover pages are one and a half times the normal rates. 
3 If the payment is made by cheque. it should be drawn in favour of .. The Poona Agricllitural 

College Magazine ... 
4 In case of upcounrty cheques. provision of an extra amount sufficient to cover the exchange 

should. please. be made. 
5 Advertisements will be published if payment.~ are made in advance. One copy of the Magazine 

w ill be supplied gratis to the advertiser. 
6 Advertisements which do not reach the staff editor at least fifteen days before the date of 

publication of a number. will not be published in that number. 
7 Advertisements for periods longer or shorter than a year will be accepted at rates to be 

R~certained on application. 
S All business co'nmunications should be addressed to the staff editor, the Poona Agricultural 

College 'vIaguine. Agriculmral College. Poona 5. Inquiries not accompanied by postage stamps for 
reply will not be attendeJ to. 



THE ZETOR--25 TRACTOR 

ZETO. TRACTOR 

DIESEL TRACTORS &. AGRfCUL TURAl Implements by the famous 
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Editorial 

This year the State of Bombay has h'1d to face one of the worst vagaries 
of the mansoon. All over the State the monsoon which usually establishes in 
June failed to do so in spite of the signs of an early onset. As day passed day 
the anxiety of the people increased. The irrigation and water supply lakes in 
the State reached the lowest levels recorded so far. Great worry was caused both 
to village and city folk, as famine and water shortage seemed to stare them in 
the face. Luckily however the monsoon which was mUl:h delayed, did arrive 
about the end of the first week of July and the bursts of rain were welcomed 
everywhere with gladened hearts. Now tha.t it has set in, it appears that it wants 
to make up for the delay with vengeance by giving heavy and continuous rains. 
The delayed monsoon has shortened the kharif season for some crops and we 
are afraid this may result in decreased outturns. 

'" '" '" * 

Changes in the ministry of the Central cabinet were announced in May and 
the portfolio for food and agriculture was handed to Shri K. M. Munshi. Shri 
Munshi, with his usual energy, alertness and a fresh bearing on this problem, has 
started his activities as food minister immediately on the assumption of duties. 
His visit to Bombay and a conference with the Bombay officials and non-official 
l€presentatives resulted in the announcement of his eight point plan. Besides 
discussing the ways and means for increased food production and other necessary 
fibre crops, the action to be taken by Government, the response of the cultivators, 
village panchayats etc., he :>tressed the need for increased irrigation fiwilities and 
increase of forest areas. He pointed out the necessity of increasing tube well 
irrigation and pressed for the construction of 1000 tube wells in the State of 
Bombay, by the end of 1951. The Government of Bombay has taken up this 
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matter in earnest. Shri Munshi has visited other States also and discussed 

the qUf'stion of food supply and ways and m£'ans of increasing production in those 

areas. Shri Munshi announced self-sufficiency by the end of 1951 as his 
objective. 

* * * * 

Shri Munshi while at Bombay also announced that the first week of July 

should be observed all over India as a National Tree Festival " eJ;:r;rir~eJ ". This 

important suggestion for increasing forests in the country is most we,leome. 
During the last four decades, a very large number of trees in the forests of our 
State as well as in private properties have been cut down for fuel and timber. 
There was a very heavy scale of cutting during the last war and our countr.r 
has fallen extremely short of its national requirement as regards fuel and 
timber supply, so much so that we may have to face a timber and fuel famine in 
the near future. The removal of forests results in erosion, depleted water supply 
and ill-distributed rainfall. It also indirectly affects the manure supply by way 
of utilisation of animal dung for fuel instead of its proper beneficial usc as a 
manurf'. So far the populace has been indifferent to the forest problem and its 
importance to agriculture. To supply the fuel needs of the village and to 
prevent overgrazing in the forest area and thereby denuding them, the village 

folk must take to planting af' many trees round the village as pos~ible, llIU~t 

raise enough fodder and prepare necessary silage for their cattle. The 
regeneration of forests and reafforestation and consequent water conservation, 
will certainly benefit agriculture also. 

Our ancient culture indicates veneration for trees. The instinct though 

dormant is at the root of the Indian life. Shri Munshi has fixed a target of two 

crores of trees to be planted this year. The State of Bombay proposes to plant 25 

lacs tree~. The various State Governments and the populace have warmly res· 

ponded to Shri Munshi's call of "Vana Mahotsav". No Joubt individuals will 

plant their trees, but we would recommend group plantings at suitable spots in the 

interest of the benefits to be derived from such plantings We earnestly exhort 

all those WllO have actively taken part in tree planting to see that the trees that 

they have planted are propf'rly looked after and cared for till they are well 

established, so as to ensure a good and stable growth of the plants and thus make 

the "mahotsava" a successful and permanent feature of the country. Postm'ity 

will certain ly bless us for the forethought and public spirit, which impelled us to 
p]!.Illt the trees so badly needed. 

* * * * 



EDITORIAL oS 

The Rt. Hon'ble D,·. M. R .. Tayakar, Vice Chancellor of the Poona Univer
sity, paid his first official visit to the College of A'!rieulture on 4th July. This 
was his first visit as Vice Chancellor to a College affiliated to the Poona Univer
sity. On arrival at the College at 3-0 P. M. he was recei ved by Principal Kumar 
and introduced to the College Professoril and A~sistant Professors. He was 
subsequently taken round the various sections of the College, where he evinced a 
keen interest in the several problems affecting agriculture that were being tackled. 
After light tea he delivered the inaugural arldress of the Students' Agricultural 
Association and Debating Society. 

During his speech the Vice-Chancellor dwelt on t.he ideals of the famous 
ancient UniversitieR of India, whose motto, he considered should be also the 
motto of the Po,ma University. He stressed that a seeker fol' knowledge should 
have three attributes-tfIpashchllrya (penance), bhakti (devotion) and sushrnsha 
( service). He pointed out that the object of learning should be service of one's 
fellowmen. The learned man shou ld be ever eager to disseminate hiil knowledge, 
should be prepared for sa:Jrifice and should be modest. He stated_ that the 
students of the Agricultural College were peculiarly fitted for service, because 
t,hey are the primary producers of the most important human neces;,ity-· food. 
He stres~ed that this fact will occupy the m03t important place in the thoughts of 
our countrymen for a number of years to corne. He enjoined the students 
to remember these word.:! of advice in their after life. 

-A 1,000,000 promotional programme to incr~ase tea drinking in the United 
States is to be undertaken by the "Tea Bureau, Incorporated", which represents 
world's big exporting tea growers-India, Ceylon, Paki3tan. British Africa and the 
Dutch East Indies. The annua.l consumption of tea in the United States if' 
\)0,000,000 Ibs. Ceylon now supplies the United States with :15,000,000 pounds 
and India with 30,000,000 poullds annually. China produces almost half of the 
world's tea, but consumes mO.3t of it and hence it ranks only fourth among the 
exporters. 

The annual per capita tea consumption of the United States citizens was 
10 poundfl. It is now less than one pound as contrasted to 16 pounds of coffee. 
Though at present the United States is a predominantly coffee-drinking country, 
the tea intere3ts hope that their publicity Mmpaign will swing it again to tea. 

- American New File, December 22, 19t9. 



The Life Giving Water 

By 

A. A. VASAVADA:)~ 

mqr~ +P-1TlJq~<l ~~ ~'tffq" +J~~IJ'fT<l' ~~~ II ~ II 
"'-

~CJ: fuqa* ~~(q(<l' llT::5l<l'a- ![<l: ~~!'r~CJ +JTq~: II ~ II 
q(+JT al~iT+Jr+Ffr <l'«j'~<l'T<l' f::5l;:CJ~ alTcfr ::5l<lW-n~<l: II ~ II 

1. Since Waters, you are the sources of happiness, grant to us to enjoy 
abundance and great and delightful perception. 

2. Give us to partake in this world, of your most auspicious juice, like 
affectionate mothers. 

3. Let us quickly have recourse to you for that your (faculty) of 
removing ( sins or diseases) by which you gladden us. Waters bestow upon 
us progeny. 

- H. H Wilson . 

• 
'Vater sanctifies the earth. The sanctified earth sanctifies me. 

* * * * 
Water, an element of daily usage, is essential to any kind of life. It 

makes life possible for all the living beings in this worM. From thc smallest 
Rhrub to the tallest and oldest tree, vegetation of every kind must have its 
quota of water adequately and regularly for its healthy growth, flowering and 
fruiting. Animal life has to depend upon it, in season and out. We, as human 
beings, have sufficient experience to understand that we cannot live without 
water. Our bodies consist of more than 70 per cent water; wherever there is a 
habitable area, water must be available all the yea.r round for growth and 
maintenance of life. 

As water is a life-giving element to plants and animals, it is of great 
importance to agriculture and other industries. It is a well known fact that 
industries require a large quantity of water for their proper functioning. During 

* Professor of Agricultural Enginearing, Physics and Mathematics, College of Agriculture, 
Poons 5. 
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recent years the residents of large towns have felt the pinch of water shortage, 
due to increased population and increasing industrial demands. One cannot 
visualise agriculture without water. 

Three fourths of tho earth's area is water and only one fourth of 
it is land. Water is met with on bnd in its three states-in the solid state as ice 
or snow, in the liquid state in wells, lakes, rivers etc. and in the gaseous state all 
round us as water vapour forming a small part of the atmosphere all over 
the globe. Its presence or absence or increase or decrease in the air affect'i the 
weather and climate of a place. The incrcase of water vapour in air brings 
about sultriness during summer. Its decrease in air if' due to precipita.tion as 
rain, snow or hail. Health statistics tend to indicate that during winter months 
when the water vapour content of the air is low, there is a larlSe incidence of 
diseases like cold and Pneumonia. Water affects the climate, health and 
agriculture of a place and both the climate and civilisation of a country are at 
the mercy of water. 

Water is the mainstay of agricultural practices. The rain water 
absorbed in the soil or water artificially applied in the form of irrigation supplies 
the water requirement of a crop. It is estim'Lted that about 400 to 500 lbs. of 
water haB to pass through thc plant body to yield one lb. of dry matter from 
a crop. The quantity varies with the crop and in some case3 may be as high as 
800 Ibs of water per lb. of dry matter. The plant takes up the water from the 
soil through its roots. It circulates in the plant body along with the fertile 
mineral soil ingredients in solution, nourishes the plant and is let off again in the 
ail' by way of transpiration from leaves to become vapour mixed in air. 

Illcrease ill the J.!Oplilation of a place increases the demand on its 
agriculture. In the past as more food requirements needed more land under the 
plOUllh, it was possible to fell forest~ and cultivate grass lands so as to brin~ 
such land under cultivation. Usa~e of lands from uncultivated regions helped 
the survival of human beings so far. A survey of the world landed areas 
indicates that very little land is left now for agricultural needs. The result 
is that the people of a large number of countries are facing hunger to-day 
-hunger due to shortage of food and nutritional caused by mineral deficiency. 

If nature provided ample water in proper quantities everywhere at the 
right time, the earth would be a paradise to live in. There would be no fa.mines, 
I)o arid regions, no floods and erosion. Deserts and marshes would disappear 
from the face of the earth. Nature, however, is erratic. .Just as a small 
essential part of a machine when disturbed causes a breakdown of the machine, 
similarly disturbances in the heat, pressure and moisture conditions of the air or 
wind movement cause an unbalance in the weather conditions of different 
regions and as a result, the rainfall is delayed or ill-distributed and there are 
floods and famines over some regions on the earth. The rainfall and water 
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needs ofa region should fit well for its agriculture and industries. Water is the 
factor which limits the growth of a population and its industries. The rainfall 
is a natural and variable element ar,d cannot. therefore, be fitted to the desired 
agriculture and industrialisation of a place, but the water needs ca·n be made to 
fit them both. 

Rainfall in excess as also shortage of rainfall are both harmful to 
agriculture and mankind. The former accelerates soil erosion, causes floods, 
forms channels and gulleys, silts up river beds and reservoirs, affects the dra,inage 
of low lying lands and indirectly causes water shortage in the soil as a large 
quantity of rainfall flows down to the sea in the form of floods instead of it, 
absorption in the soil. Springs dry up early diminishing the water supply. 
Worst of all, however, is the loss of productive soil and fertility which go with 
the flood water. The removal of productive soli, on which all life depends, 
brings about the ultimate removal of man and beast. Ruined civilizations have 
resulted due to the loss of productiv~ soil by ero3io:1. 

Droughts and famines due to shortage of rainfall affect agriculture and the 
nature and quantity of produne. It may be stated in this case that temporary 
and local shortages do not much affect a small area forming a part of It large 
country. The effect can be easily mitigated by internal adjustment within the 
coulltry. It is only when the effect of rainfall shortage is country-wide that the 
pinch is really felt. 

During drought or famine years there is It great scarcity of water and 
sometimes it becomes extremely difficult even to obtain drinking water. If the 
season is unfavourable, it is a natural corollary that we should make the most of 
every rain drop that falls on the earth's surface. Wise agricultural practice 
demands the prevention of the flow of rain water, so as to bring about its 
absorption and retention in the soil. The soil water is lost by evaporation and 
hence it also becomes essential to conserve it and prevent its evaporation by 
mulching etc. Absorption and storage of moisture in the soil will increase the 
water content thereof so as to increase the supply to the crops. Every bit of 
extra water absorbed in the soil adds a gain of so much more water for crops and 
helps the plants to resist the drought. Rotations, suitable cropping prtl.ctices like 
strip cropping, raising plants of lower water requirements and efficient agricultu
ral methods will help the drought resistance. It would also be advisable to 
increase the porosity and retentivity of the soil by burying all vegetati ve t['ugh, 
by a.dding organic matter in the form of green manure or compost, by mixing 
powdered cotton or groundnut hulls, trash and such other organic roughage in 
the soil. Increased percolation will enable the charging of tht) water bearing 
acquifers or porous substrata and feed the underground water table. Forests 
help to retain moisture in the soil and keep the springs flowing for a longer 
time. A for est belt in high catchments would help the absorption of rainfall and 
its retention into the land. 
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The Republic of India has an area of 1246880 sq. miles with an average 
rainfall of 42 inches. All this rainfall uniformly spread over the republican 
t.erritory and fully absorbed would enable the addition of 2799011200 cft. of 
water in the soil. Unfortunately the rainfall is not uniformly distributed and 
there are some day,; in the year when the shower is a few cents i.e. very negligible 
from the point of view of absorption by the soiL Usually about 25 to 30% is 
absorbed. This woul(l, mean that 9::1303730 cft. penetrates the Indian soil and 
adds 14" depth of water in the soil after allowing for the losses. But unfortuna
tely there are regions in India, where the rainfall is considerably less than 42" . 
If a region ha3 an average annual rainfall of 18 to 20 inches only half a foot depth 
of water would penetrate the land. 

In regions of low ra-infa ll, irrigation is practiced to raise crops by lifting it 
from wells or perennial nalas and rivers or from tanks and canals. On account of 
the grow-more-food drive during recent years a large number of wells have been 
sunk and are still being sunk. The demand for well irrigation has increased. It 
is ~elieved that pumping of water from wells will lower the suhsoil water table if 
carried out on a large scale. If in any region the water is overdrawn i. e. 
pumped at a rate faster than the infiltration, the water table would be lowered. 
This may perhaps affect parts of a country but the whole territory may not be 
affected. The wells get their l'eplc-nishment from aequifel's (water bearing 
powus layers undergroulJd). These acquifers have a low or high rate of 
recharge. The ones with high rates of recharge yield plentiful water supply. 
Generally, deep underground acquifers get their replenishment from rain water 
percolation in high lying catchments. It would be most desirable and wor·thwhile 
to observe, whether the subsoil water is being depleted and if so the rate of 
progressive decline of the water table. If it is established that the water table is 
lowerilJg, the pumping rate should be so adjusted as never to exceed the 
recharge. 

In favourable spots where the water rushes through naJas of shallow depths 
for short time periods, it would be advantageous to divert the nala water on to 
adjacent land and to spread it over as large an area as possible This will 
prevent the loss of water and increase the soil moisture content wherever the 
water is spread. 

At places where the nalas are deep or where there arc depressions the 
water can be stored by converting the depression into a tank. The tank thus 
formed, however small it may be, will serve a useful purpose either by supplying 
drinking water for men and animals or for small scale irrigation. The percola
tion from the tank bed will be an addition to the subsoil water. 

Large scale irrigation works with their storage reservoirs and canal systems 
are capable of supplying water to a large area. Water flowing in the nalas for 8 
to 12 months in the year can be profitably ut-ilised for irrigation by putting up a 
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diversion weir across the nala and diverting the water in canals or channels. If 
this is not possible, the water can be pumped and used for irrigation as in case of 
several lift irrigation schemes in the Bombay state. 

In connection with the above, especially the nala flow and sub-soil water, 
it is worth while noting, that regular and adequate stream flow and bubsurface 
replenishment dependent on large forest areas in the water shed of the nalas and 
rivers. In open areas the !:lubsurface replenishment will depend upon the extent 
and type of vegetal cover. In our country the extent of the forest area and open 
land with vegetal cover is negligible. Besides large tracts of uncultivable area 
are barren and denuded and the percolation from such areas is very low. It is, 
therefore, a natural consequence that the stream flow if any is small. Many a 
nala and rivcr dry up immediately after the monsoon and the water supply from 
these sources is extremely poor. Development of forest resources, grazing areas, 
and increased vegetal cover would help towards the replenishment of such 
sources of water. 

It wi 11 be seen from above that wl1ter is the basic element for our life. 
If we have to live and to progress, if we want to provide a happy contented and 
a decent life for ourselves and our futme generations, we mllst make the most of 
this element-water, presented to us by nature as an annual gift in the form of 
precipitation. The conservation of water is an essential to which we cannot 
afford to close our eyes. All possible measures to absorb the maximum 
rainfall in the soil must be adopted by the agriculturists every where. 
Conservation of both surface Bnd underground water should be the m3.in prop of 
our agriculture. The water conservation programme, if it is to succeed, shoull} be 
nation-wide. It is the unly mainstay of 011,1' national economy. 

- Dr. Herbert ,Toncs of California University has reported that the 
germination of carrot, beet, onion and tomato seeds C[1n be speeded up 
through radio waves which expose thc whole seeds to a uniform invigoration. 
The process though carried out in the laboratory, is exp~cted to be equally 
applicable on field !:leale. 

- Dr Donald H. Menzel Professor of ArtrophYilics at Harvard, 
propounded a theory that the sunspots are caused by climatic conditions, 
including heavy rains. He supported his views wit,h the help of 15,000 feet 
of a motion-picture film, showing a rain falling on the suu from an altitude 
of 50,000 miles over an area of 1,000,000,000 square miles. 

-- A. N. F., ,Jan. 18. 1950. 



SOILLtSS CULTIVATION OF PLANTS 
By 

N. NARAYANA ~~, M. M. KIBE § and R. R. ULLAL t 

The subject of soilless cultivation of plants, also known as "Hydroponics" 
has been receiving very wide publicity in magazines and newspapers in recent 
years. Many of the articles on the subject are misleading and lea.ve thc reader 
with the impression that this new method of crop production would solve the 
present problem of acute food shortage, and that, in a short time, it would be 
possible to dispense with the age-old practice of growing crops in the soil In 
scme (If these articles, grossly exaggerated claims have been made regarding the 
possibilities that this method offers in the prod:lCtion of crops and also regarding 
its superiority over soil culture in the matter of e:3onomy of time, space, labour, 
and money. While exceptional yields may be pos8ible under spr;cial conditions, 
and while certain advantages may be claimed for soilless culture, we have no 
definite data on the economics of this new venture either in our country. or in 
other countries like the V. S. A., wht're it has been practi8ed on a large scale. 
A numbH of enquiries is being received from the public from time to time by the 
Department of Chemistry asking for advice and the possibilities of extending this 
method to the production of crops, both as a hobby. and as a commercial 
proposition. It is not possible, for want of sufficient scope, to deal with the 
subject in detail while replying to these queries. It is therefore proposed to give 
in this article the broad outlines of the method as well as the information obtained 
as a result of a few preliminary trials conducted with some crops at the la.hora
tory of the Agricultural Chemist to Government, Ponna. 

The method of growing plants in the absence of soil, either in "and 
cultures, or in culture solutions, lias been known to the plant physiologists for a 
long time, and is beinE! extensively used for studying some of the fundamental 
aspects of plant nutrition. In 1669, Woodward, an English scientist fi('~t 

attempted to grow plants in rain water and fiver water, containillg varying 
amounts of soil. He observed that the best growth occurred in the water that 
contained the largest amount of soil. 

... Agricultural Chemist to the Governm:mt, B. S., Poona 0. 

§ Biochemist, Rice Research Scheme, Poona 5. 

t Officer in charge Physiology Section, Rice Hosearch Scheme, Poona 5. 
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In the eal'ly part of the 19th century, Boussingault, a French chemist 
grew plants in charcoal, and quartz sand moistened with solutions of known 
composition. The ear ly research workers of the last century, from their prelimi
nary experiment, concluded, that water was essential for the growth of plants 
and that, the dry matter of plants contained C, H, 0, N and other mineral ele
ments. They also concluded that the plants derived carbon and oxygen from the 
air, and hydrogen from the water. After establishing the possibilities of growing 
plants in an inert medium like sand, gravel etc. attempts were made to grow 
them in nutrient solutions in the absence of such a medium. Sachs and Knop 
accomplished this successfuJly in 1860. Both these scientists worked out a 
solution which could grow plants to maturity. The original technique developed 
by thes9 workers is still in use for studying the nutritional requirements of plants. 
In the beginnmg, it was thonght, that, normal growt.h of plants was flossible 
if their roots were bathed in a solution containing salts of N, P, K, S, Ca, and Mg, 
also known as "Macro Nutrients". LatE'r on, it was obsE'rved, that, a small 
amount of iron was algo necessary for normal growth of plants. Further re3ear
rhes rcvealed that a number of other elements must also be present in t.he solution 
in very low concentrations, and these came to be known a~ "Trace Elements". 
These trace elements, for the present, include Fe, Mn, B, Cu, Zn ftnd Mo, each 
playing a specifie role in the metabolism of plants. 

Although the possibility of growing plants in the absence of soil was thus 
establilShed towards the close of the iast century, it was not until about 1921) that 
the application of this new method was extended to large sc,t/e production of 
erops. 

.. 
In it.s simplest sense t.he tPrm Hydroponics is applied to the growing of 

crops in a liquid medium: but in a wider sense. and rather Io-:.sely, it i" now,lday'" 
used in the ease of crops grown in a littEr tray containing a nutrient s()lution, or 
in an inert medium like sand or gravel which is periodically hathpd with a 
nutrient solution in a suitablc eontainer. Other terms, like chemicult,\1w, 
nutriculture and watereulture are also in use and they refer to the method of 
growing plants in a liquid medillm using suitable (Jlant supports. In the casc of 
soil culture as wplJ as soilless culturp, the climatic rpquircmpnts as I'egard~ 

temperature, sunlight and humidit.y are the same. '1' I! 0 only fundamental 
difference in the two methodi" is the manner in which t1w nutrients required for 
growth are supplied to H;e p Jants. 

There are three main types of willf:sS cultures namely (1) water 

culture, (2) sand culture, and (~~) gravel cult,ure Before proceeding with 

each cf these types it would not be out of place to consider here what role the 

soil plays in the nutrition of plants, and how it would be possible t') grow plants 

in tIIe absence of soil when all tIle factors govt'rning the growth of plants are 

supplied artificially. 
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Mechanically the soil provides support ,wd anchor.1ge t() the plants. It 
serves as a store house for various nutrients which are necessary for the normal 
development of plants. These nutrients are present both in the soil solution 
surrounding the soil particles, as well as on the surface of soil colloids, and are 
taken up directly by the roots or by contact exchange between the hydrogen ·ions 
secreted by the roots and the baseg held on the surface of the soil colluids. The 
microorganisms of the soil play an important role in relea'ling the nutrients into 
the soil solution from the soil complex. In addition to supplying adequate 
quantities of nutrients, the soil has to supply large qU'lntities of watcr to supple
ment the losses due to transpiration. The presence of sufficient quantities of 
water in the soil helps in reducing wide fluctuations in the temperature of the 
soil. Finally, the soil also supplies the nflcessary quantities of oxygen, flO 
essential for the respiration of microorganisms and of the roots of the plant. III 
the so-called fertile soils, all the factors of growth ment-ioned above are ide:tlly 
combined and they work in harmony with ea,ch other. In the floillesil cultur'l 
all these factors have to be supplied artitlcially in order to ensure norma I 
development of plants 

Water Culture 

In this method, the plants arc grown with their roots dipping ill a nutrirmt 
solution contained in a shallow tank. The plants are supported abovc thc tank 
by a wire-netting placed 1"-2" above the surface of the ilolutiun. Depending 
upon the final size to be attained by the plants, the tank may be ~"-12" 
deep. The tank should be filled with t,he solution to a height of about 4"-6" 
and the wire-netting should be plaCed in such a way that an air-space of 1"-2" 
i3 maintained between the surface of the solution and the bottom of the wire
netting. This leaves a height of about 3"-4" above the wire-netting which may 
be filled with a supporting medium made out of cocoanut coit' or moss coveled 
over with a layer of 2 inch of quartz sand. The tank may be of any Call venien t 
length and made of iron or concrete or wood lined with tin. It is necessary, to 
paint the metallic portions which come directly in contact with the solution, with 
asphalt paint. The bed consisting of cocoanut coir and sand serves not only as 
a support tu the plants but it also excludes sunlight, thus preventing the 
development of green algae in the tank. It also serves to maintain optimum 
humidity above the surface of the solution. Fig. No. I gives the details of 
the tank. 

The seed may be directly sown in tlle mulch, or in a separate seedbed, 
madc of soil or sand, and tben transplanted into the multch. It is necessary that 
the plants used for transplanting are sufficiently old (2 -3 weeks) to withstand 
the injuries due to handling In the case of directly sown si!eds, the mulch which 
is kept moi~t serves as a seedbed. Th", oots then penetrate into the mulch and 
la.ter into the solution. Thf:l tritfisplanted seedlings, however take fWme time to 
('stablish because of the change in their environments.* 

* Fig 2 shows tho Complote eqnip nent with plants growing if} nntriBnt solution. 
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In the case of ornamental phnts, like roses, individual glass containers or 
china-ware" baranees " ( those used for storing piekles ) with a capacity of about 
1200 cc are found to be suitable. The cutting or the seedling which is first 
raised in the soil or sand bed, is fixed in a pith cork using non-absorbant cotton 
wool. Even in the case of these containers it is essential to maintain an air-space 
of about an inch over the surface of the nutrient sJlution. The seedling is so 
fixed in the cork that, the roots just dip in the solution. The solution may be 
changed every 10-12 days, and the water lost by transpiration may be made up 
by fresh additions every 2-3 days. It is necessary to aerate the Rolution by 
means of a hand bellows for about five minutes every 3-4 days. If transparant 
glass jars are used, they must be painted from outside with black japan in order 
to prevent light from going into the solution. The plant is fixed in the pith cork 
resting over the collar of the "baranee" or in a metallic lid as shown 
in figure 3. 

The solution to be used in this method may he anyone of thooe described 
under' Nutrient solutions'. The ft·eguency of ('hanging the solution dcpends 
upon the the density of plant population as well as on the age and type of plant. 
It also depends upon the season in which the plants are grown. With a tray 
4' X 3' in size and crops like tomatoes, rice etc., it was noticed that a weekly 
change in the solution was quite enough, although during hot weather it was 
found necessary to add some quantity of water in order to m,tke up the loss 
eaused by high transpiration. 

The feeding of the plants can also be carried out by continuous flow 
arrangement. In this method, the solution is stored in a reservoir placed at a 
suitable level, and it flows into the tray by gravity. After passing through the 
tray, it returns to another reservoir, from where it can be pumped back into 
the first reservoir. A continuous flow of the solution is tbus maintained 
throughout the system. The advantage of this metbod of feeding is that no 
special contrivance is necessary for aerating the solution. In the case where sucb 
an arrangement is not possible, it ifl necessary to aerate the solution in the tank 
at least once in 2-3 day,;;, by means of a foot bellowN, in order to reduce the 
C02 tension in the nutrient solution as well as to supply the oxyg('n for the 
respiration of the roots. 

Due to unequal absorption of different ions by the plant, the reaction of the 
nutrient solution changes considerably, and hence it is necessary to regulate the 
same by the addition of small qua.ntities of acid or alk,1Ii, at frequent intervals· 
Experience with tomatoes and rice plants shows that the solution has a tendenc.v 
of going to the alkaline side of neutrality when using calcium nitrate a.nd 
potaEsium nitrate as the source of nitrogen. In such a case, it is necessary to add 
small quantities of a weakly dissociated acid like citric or tartaric acid in order 
to restore the pH to 5.5 t.o 6.0, which is considered to be the optimum re:1ction 
for most of the cultivated crops. On no account should the reaction of the 
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culture solution be allowed to go below pH 5'0 and above pH 6'5. Change in 
the reaction, specially on the alkaline side of neutrality brings about precipita
tion of certain important ions like iron and phosphate, and the plant is likely to 
Buffer from the unavailability of these elements. The pH of the culture solution 
should therefore be checked up every 2-3 days using Universal Indicator and 
corrected as required. Heating of the culture solution is not necessary in our 
country, since very low atmospheric temperatures are seldom attained. 

On the other hand, difficulty mlly be experienced in lowering the temperature 
of the nutrient solution. The rise in temperature of the culture medium can 
be reduced to a certain extent by painting the tank with led paint or any 
other colour which does not absorb the heat of the sun. 

The advantage of water culture over the other two methods, to be 
described later, lies in the large volume of solution that remains in contact 
with the roots and which prevents the desiccation of the leaves in hot weather, 
which so conspicuously happens in thc case of sa,nd and aggrega,tc culture. 
HoweVer, the water culture methorl suffers from the following draw-backs:-

(1) Considerable care and labour is necessary in fixing the plants in the 
Rystem, and providing them with, adequate support. Experience with rice shows 
that if the rice plants are allowed to dip too much into the culture solution, they 
start rotting at the junction of the roots and the stem. The plants are, therefore, 
to be fixed in such a way that the roots just come in contact with the solution. 
(2) Adequate aeration has to be provided by the use of water or airpumps which 
add to the cost of the operation. (3) Finally the regulation of the reaction of 
the solution, so as to maintain proper balance between the different nutrient ple
ments, calls for a certain amount of technical knowledge whieh is not possible in 
the case of a layman. 

Sand-Culture 

In this method the plants are grown in a bed of s:md or other finc aggre
gate moistened with the nutrient solution which is applied either from the snrface 
or hy SIl b -irrigation. The bed may be constructed from a wooden box water
proofed with tin lining and painted from inf'ide with asphalt f'mulsion. The depth 
of the bed should not exceed 10" to 12" and it.s width may be from 2 to 3 ft. 
The bpd may be as long as required. In the case of wooden boxes, the crevIces 
must be filled with tape or thick asphalt emulsion. It is advisable to paint the 
outside of the box with a suitable paint in order to prevent attack from white 
ants, as well as rotting of the wood, in case the box is kept directly in contact 
with the soil. It, i3 Always advisable to keep the box on a raised platform m<J.de 
of "tOllPS or bouldprs, and giving it a slight slope for facilitating drainage by 
raising one end of the b0X. The bed may also be constructed from concrete either 
on the surfa ce of the ground or below it, although this would entail considerable 
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expenditure at start. In the case of concrete tanks constructed as described <thon 
it is also necessary to paint the inner side with a coat or two of asphalt paint, and 
provide adequate drainage at the bottom. While filling the beds, the following 
procedurc should be followed:-

(1) Fill the first 3"-4" from the bottom with pebbles or stones of the size 
of a smalllemon,(about ] /2 inch diam.) and over this put a layer of pea size gravel 
2"-3" in thickness. Finally, a layer of about three inch of sand (size-30 to JO 
mesh) should be put on the top of the pea size gravel. This would leave a spa('e 
of about two inches between the surface of the sand and the rim of the bed. It if 
necessary that the pebbles, gravel and the sand are thoroughly washed with watCJ 
before filling in the beds. 

The seeds shou ld be directly sown in TOWS or broadcast in the sand layer 
The distance between t.he two rows can be considerably less (about, 1 or 1 inch; 
than that adapted under field condition as there is no likelihood of any competi. 
tion for nutrients which are supplied in a readily available form in sufficienl 
quantities. Until the germination is complete, the sand may be moistened ever) 
day with nutrient f'olution, of half the nOlmal strength, and maintained in thai 
condition throughout this period. When the plants aro about a few inches ir 
height, the strength of the nutrient solution may be increased to the normal anc 
its application continued throughout the growing period of the crop. 

The application of the nutrient solution can be carried out in two ways 
namely, from the surface as well as from below when it is known as sub-irrigation 
In the case of surface irrigation, it is advisable to use a waterin_$ can with a rose 
lind water should be sprinkled through the nose of the nozzle. The even Rpray 
like action prevents the washing of the sand, and pitting of the sand bed thai 
occurs when the solution is applied by means of a bucket. The quantity of thl 

solution to be applied varies with the size of the tray. It is however neces~ar: 

that the level of the solution in the tray is brought to within 2" from the sUlfacl 

of the sand, thus preventing water-logging and at the same time keeping th 
root-zone thoroughly moist. The nutrient solution should be removed pcriodi 
cally, the frequency of removal de[Jending upon the size of tray, the demity 0 

plant-population and the type of planes. With a tray of the size of 4'X:3'XS" ane 
a variety of crops it is found that the solution may be changed every 8-10 dfl,Yi 
2,l to 3 buckets of solutio:} being found to be adequate each time. This quantit 
j,.; found to be quite sufficient in order to bring the level of the solution to withil 
the feeding zone of the roots. Although the nutrient solution is removed a 
definite intervals, it is necessary to apply some quantity of water every day i 
order to make up for the IOEses due to transpiration, and prevent unnccessar 
concentration of the nutrient solution. The quantity of wa.ter to be applie 
between two renewals should be such that it does not cause any water-loggin 
and it would again d('pend upon the size of the tray, the number and typ~ 0 

plants grown, and the climatic conditions. Every 15-20 dltys the tray Rhonld b 
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flooded with water and drained through all opening at the bottom, in order to 

remove unwanted plant excretions and excess· of certain elements caused by 

unequal rat(' of absorption of different ions from the soiution by plants. 

Sub-Irrigation. 

In the case of subirrigation, the method of filling the tank as well as 
other operational details remain the same as those described under surface 
irrigation. The difference between the two systems lies in the way in which 
the nutrient solution is supplied. The tray can be constructed from sheet iron 
painted with asphalt or from wooden boxes made water-tight by It lining 'of 
tin. The solution is fed through iron pipe (f' to i" diameter) painted with 
asphalt on both the sides, and carrying a nu mber of holes along its length. The 
holes may be 1/16" diameter or even smaller. The pipe is fixed flnsh with the 
bottom of the tray and along its length. In fig. 4 it'! shown a wooden tray as 
described above and in Fig. 5 is shown the same tray filled with pebbles of 
varying sizes. One of thA free ends is connected with a reservoir containing tbe 
nut.rient solution and the other carries a siphon which maintains a const,anG 
level of wlution in the tray. Before filling in the tray with boulder, gravel and 
sand as described under surface irriga.tion, it is neceilsary to cover the pipe with a 
jacket made of tiheet iron in order to prevent particles of sand from clogging tho 
holes of the pipe. The metallic jacket is also p~inted with asphalt to fl,void 
corrosion of the metal, and al!:!o contamination of the solution, with other 
metallic ions. The free end of the siphon rests over a funnel attached to a rubber 
tube, the other end of which is connected with the receiving tank. The two 
tanks are so arranged that the feeding tank is at a higher level than the receiving 
tank, and the bed carrying the seedlings occupying an intermediate positioll. The 
solution collected in the receiving tank is pumped back into the feeding tank 
(reservoir) as and when required. The flow of the solution from the reservoir to 
the tray is controlled by means of a nock flush with the bottom at the side of the 
reservoir. The frequency of irrigation depend" upon the type of crop grown and the 
size of the tray. The size of the reservoir also depends upon the density of plant 
population and the size of the bed. With a tray 4' X;$' X 10" and a mixe 1 
crop of French beans and Lima beans, a reservoir and a receiving tank of about 
18 to 20 gallons capacity is fOUGd to be quite suitable. With such an equ ipmen t 
and the crops mentioned above, it is enough, if the bed is bathed with the 
nutrirnt solution three times a day, by olJf'ning the cock of the reservoir tank· 
The solution, after it has passed through the bed, goes into the receiving tank 
from where it can be pumped back into the reEervoir by means of a hancl pump' 
In the absence of the pump the Sol,Hion may be returned to the 
ret;ervoir by means of a bucket. E very two days, it is neces:'lary to 
add some quantity of water to the re~ervoir, in order to nia,l{e up the IO~3e3 by 
tmn'3pirMion. Similarly every 3-4 weeks the bed should be flooded with water 
and drained in order to remove unwanted plant excretions and other elements 
which accumulate as a result of uneC],ual rates of abwrption of different ions from 
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the solution by the plants. In Fig. u is shown a very simple arrangement by 
which the bed can be flooded with the solution as often as required. In Fig. 7 
fire shown Lima. beans and Double beans grown in a "Gravel-sand-bed" 
lIsing continuous flow equipment. 

Sub-irrigation can also be carried out by using two trays, one of which 
('ontains the nutrient solution and the other the gravel-sand-bed. The latter 
toray which carries 5-u holes ( f' diameter) at the bottom, rests over the tray 
containing tbe nutrient solution, in such a way, that the surface of the solution 
comes nearly half way up the gravel-sand-bed, thus maintaining a film of the 
Rolution neaT' the feeding zone of roots. The tray containing the nutrient 
solution should be provided with an L-shaped side-tube which shows the level of 
the solution in the system in its working condition. The tray cont~ining the 
nutrient solution has a drain cock at one of the corners through which thr 
~()lution can be llrained out. This should be done every day in orrlrr 
to reduce the C02 tension near the root zone, and to aerate the Rolntion. 
The solution RO drained is poured hack on the surface of the bed by means of a 
"zari" or Watering Can. The concentration of the solulion caused by tranRriration 
i" prevented by fresh additions of water every alternate day, so that the Bame 
volume of the nntrient solution is maintained in the tray. The nutrient solution 
iol removed every 8-10 days. Similarly, every il-4 weeks the growing medium 
C'hould be flooded with water to remove excess of certain elem(>nts. The wash
water goes into the lower tray from where it can be drained out through the 
drain cock. The size of the trays will depend upon the type of plants and their 
1lumber. l'hc following sizes are found to be quite suitable for all normal crops:-

Nut,rient tray 4' X 3' X l' 

Inner tray 3'.10" X 2'.10" X I)" 

It is advisable not to have very deep trays, and a depth of 12" for the nllt.ri"nt 
t ray may be considered very suitable. A space of at least 3" is ahRolutcll' 
neces~ary between the bottom of the inner tray and the hottom of thA outer 
tray. The details of the equipment are shown in Fig. 8. 

Small ornamental plants can alw be grown in individual containers with (1 

similar arrangement for supplying the solution through the bottom. In snch It 

Close, one has to have two glass or chinaware containers, the outside or t,he biggcr 
one containing the solution, and the inner one containing the supporting medium 
and the plants. The quantity of solution to be added to the out'lide containf'r 
should be such that when the inner one is placed in it, the solution should risc 
into the latter through its bottom hole and reach the feeding zone of t.he root~. 

The solution in the outside container may be renewed every 8-10 dayR, and 
losses due to transpiration and evaporation should be made up by frrquent, 
additions of water in t.he intervening period. The drawback of this metho(l i~, 

t hat, due to the exposure of the solution to sunlight the nutrient, solution 
develops profuRe growth of algae and henCe> it needs to be wiped clean with a 
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cloth occasionally. However, this can be corrected by using an opaque c0ntainer 
and covering the free surface of the solution by a suitable device which will also 
reduce the evaporation from free water surface. The reaction of the !;olution 
should be maintained between pH 5.5 to 6.0 by checking up. t.he solution every 
2-3 days with a Universal Indicator. In Fig. 9 are shown chilli plants grown 
with the equipment described above. 

The advantage of sand culturc over wa.ter-culture lies in the fact, that, 
it can be adapted by a beginner with a fair amount of success as it requires less 
skill than the latter. Secondly, one need not be very particular about the 
formula of the nutrient solution, as the range of tolerance is fairly wide. The 
third advantage is that, since sand is a porous material, it facilitates air 
movement which is so very. essential for proper root-development. Finally. 
like soil, it acts as a natural support to the plants, so that no artificial 
(~ontrivances are necessary. 

Gravel Culture or Coarse Aggregate Culture 

Gravel culture is of comparatively recent origin, being first introduced in 
the U. S. A. in the year H136. In this method, instead of using sand as the 
supporting medium, pebbles and gravel of various sizes are used. The opera
tional details such as the size and kind of tank, the supply of nutrients, etc. 
remain more or less the same as those described under fland culture. It is, 
however, more ad vantageous to supply the nutrients -to the gravel--bed at 
regular intervals through the bottom ( sub-irrigation) than from above. 

The tray is first filled with pebbles of the size of a small lemon (t" dia
meter) up to a height of about 2" from the bottom. Over this should be spread 
a layer of 2" to 3" of bean size gravel. Finally a two inch layer of pea-size 
gravel should be used on the top. It is desirable that the aggregates used have 
rounded surface so as to avoid iniury to the plants. SUell gravels are usually 
available on river beds and they Cl.n be sifted into various sizes as per require
ment. It is essential that the material is washed thoroughly with water Lefore 
filling in the tank. The gravels available in the Deccan mostly consist of 
rounded fragments of the trap rock, and due to the very inert nature of the rock, 
they are ideally suitftble as a bedding material. Care should be taken to avoid 
contamination of the material with soil since the fine particles of soil tend to 
clog the drainage system. Inclusion of calcareous material, such as lime nodules, 
when present in small amounts does no harm. In fact, their presence in small 
amounts, has a buffering effect in maintaining reaction of the solution at the 
optimum level. As in the case of sa.nd culture, the solution may be fed by 
gravity, using a reservoir and a receiving tank, with a device for pumping the 
solution back into the reservoir, after it has passed through the bed. The solu
tion is fed through a 1" iron pipe with hole3, running along the length of the 
tray. Because of the coarileneS3 of the mq,t.erial and consequent lack of 
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retentivit.y of moisture, it is necessary to irrigate gravel bed more often than 
when sand is used, taking care to see that the root :wne remains constantly in 
contact with the nutrient solution. A double tray can also be used, one carrying 
the nutrient solution, and the other, the gravel bed, with holes at the bottom. 
It is not necessary to aerate the solution, because the coarseness of the bedding 
allows free circulation of air. The nutrient solution may be changed every eight 
to ten days and the losse5 due to transpiration and evaporation should be made 
up by frequent additions of water, so that a constant level of the solution is 
maintained in the gravel bed. This also prevents undue concentration of the 
nutrient solution in certain ions caused by the unequal absorption of the 
nutrients by the plants. These fresh additions of \later may be maoe by 
surfa ce irrigation. 

In the case of gravel (·ulture it is not possible to sow the seeds directly 
into the tray, because of the coarseness of the bedding material. Seedlings raised 
either in sand or soil should be used, and fixed into the bed by removing some ?f 
the fine gravel from the top. While transplanting care should be taken to see 
that the roots of the young seedlings are not injured by rough handling and that 
they go sufficiently deep so as to be in contact with the nutrient solution. The 
seedlings used fortransplanting should be at least two to three weeks old in order 
that they can withstand the change in environment and easily e!ltablish 
themselves. It is desirable that the transplanting is done in rows preferably in 
the evening, using a bunch of two 01' three seedlings in each bole. 

The only advantage of gravel culture lies in tbe easy availability of the 
material and the ease with which it can be washed and cleaned before use. The 
second advantage is that the circulation of air through the system is ",more 
efficient than either in water culture or in sand culture. However, it suffers 
from one drawback, namely, that the losses of water due to evaporation arc 
of considerable magnitude so that replenishment with fresh additions of water 
has to be made more frequently. 

Nutrient Solutions 

The function of the nutrient solution is to supply water, oxygen and the 
essential mineral elements in the proper proportions to the plants. A small 
amount of ·water is used in the formation of new tissues, whereas a large part 
is transpired into the air. On the other hand, the absorbed nutrients are used 
in the growth processes, and are largely retained by the plant. Water and 
mineral elements are absorbed mainly by the root tips and root hairs, 
the older portions of the root system chiefly acting as transporting agencies for 
the nutrilmt elements absorbed by the younger roots. 

The essential macro-nutrients which need to be supplied arc, nitrogen, 
phosphorus, sulphur, potassium, calcium, and magnesium. Amongst the micro-
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nutrients which are required in small amounts and which are definitely toxic at 
higher concentrations are manganese, boron, zinc and molyhdenum and they are 
considered t,he most essential. Excepting iron, none of the micro-nutrients 
should be present in concentrations higher than I part per million. The micro
nutrients play an important role in the enzymic systems of the plant, 
and a deficiency of anyone or more of these causes serious physiological 
disorders of the plant. The nutrient elements mentioned above are supplied 
in the form of salts which when dissolved in water and mixed in proper 
proportions contitute the nutrient solution. It is essent,ial that the water used 
for preparing nutrient solutions is free from salts and not alkaline in 
reaction. Any water which can he used for drinking purposes can be used 
provided it is not chlorinated. 

A number of formulas for preparing nutrient solutions are in use, and any 
one of the following can be adopted successfully for all the types of soilless cultmes 
discussed previously. They are arranged according to their historical 
development -:-

(I) Knop's formula. (1865) (2) Tottingham's formula (1914) 

4 gms. of calcium nitrate 
1 gm. of potassium nitrate 
1 gm. of magnesium sulphate 
I gm of potassium mono or 

di-hydrogen phosphate, 
1000 cc. of water. 

;) gms. of calcium nitrate. 
15 gms. of magnesium sulphate. 
18 gms. of potassium 

di-hydrogen phosphate. 
1000 cc. of water. 

(3) N. J. Agricultural Experimental Station (1935) 

Sand culture formula for fifty gallons of water. 
30 gms. of ammonium sulph<\te. 
57 gms. of potassium phosphate (monob:lsic) 
14 gms. of magnesium sulphate. 

486 gms. of calcium nitrate. 

(4) University of California, College of Agriculture, (1937) 

Mil 
M./I 
Mil 
MJI 

( ., T. C. " Solution of Hoagland. ) 

Calcium nitrate 
Potassium nitrate 
Ammonium hydrogen phosphate 
Magnesium sulphate 

cc. per litre ApprOXimate Weight 
of nutrient in 07.s. per 100 

solution. gallons of water. 
---4--' --'-9 . 

6 9 
1 2 
2 "' .) 
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To each of the solutions described above, add 1 cc. of the fo Bowing solu· 
tion per litre of the nutrient solution :-

II) 2'86 gms. per litt'e of Boric acid, 

(2) 1'81 gms per litre of Manganese chloride. 

(3) 0'22 gm. per litre of Zinc SUlphate. 

(4) 0'08 gm. per litre of Copper sulphate. 

(5) 0'02 gm. per litre of Molybdic acid. 

In case commercial salts are used in the preparation of the nutrient solu· 
tions it is not necessary to add the above solution. However, it is desirable to 
add 2·3 cc. of 0'5% solution of iron tartarate to one litre of each of the above 
solutions in order to guard against any iron deficiency, 

Trials conducted at the Laboratory of the Agricultural Chemist with sitnd, 
gravel, and water culture and a variety of crops like wheat, tomatoes, chillieR, 
beans and bhendi show that the formulas devised by the late Mr HO!J gland and 
advocated by the University of California are very suitable and hence can he 
adopted for all types of cultures. Whatever the formula used for preparing the 
culture solution, it is necessary to check up the reaction of the solution by 
means of a Universal Indicator, and adjusting the reaction by addition of dilute 
acid (2% H2S04) or dilute alkali (1 % KOH) as the case may be. For most 
plants a moderately acid reaction from pH5 to pH6'5 iA the most suitable, and 
with the formula advocated by the University of California, it is.. not necflssary to 
make any addition of acid or alkali if the directions whilc preparing the solutions 
are properly followed. 

Conclusion 

In India, the soilless cultivation of plants is still in its infant stage of 
development. The required information regarding the economics of thi'! method 
for largc scale cultivation is not, available in this country. However, from the 
little experience that has been gatbered from a few preliminary trial" it i" evident 
that the initial cost of equipment will be quite high, so that the method may not 
he profitable for the ordinary cultivator with scanty means. Secondly the 
Sllccess of the method dl'pends upon how intelligently the worker understands 
the elementary principles governing the nutrition of plants wben grown in their 
natural habitats and on how efficiently he is able to imitate the natural condi
tions artificially. The progres"ive citizen of the present day with the required 
education and the necessary financial backing may take to soilless cultivation 
and with a fair amount of success. As regards the pos3ibilities of development 
of this method on a commercial 8cale, it can be said that where ordinary 
cultivation is not possible for want of sufficient space or good soil, and where 
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there is good demand for fresh produce as in the urban area.s, soilless3 cultivation 
may be resorted to with advantage. In such areas the fresh produce may find 
reftdy market which may r.ompensate for the extra. initial outlay on the 
Equipment. The trials and experiments carried out at the Poona Laboratory 
are two few, and the information obtained is too meagre to justify making any 
authoritative suggestions on the possibilities of soilless cultivation of crops and 
its extended llse as a matter of general practice. 

'" For more detailed information on the soilless cultivation of p lant3 the 
reader is ad vised to refer to the books listed at the end of this article, 
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ote:- When the re~ervoir is in position "Al> the nutrient solution flows from 
it to the bed , and when it is in position "TIl> the solution flows from tho bed to 
the reservoir. 



The two tra.ys in working 
position. 
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Gravel-~and·-bed 



Role of Vegetation in Soil Conservation 
(Part II Strip Cropping) ~:< 

By 

J. K. BASU § and L, SREENIVAS t 

One of the best known methods of conserving the soil resources is to resort 
to natural vegetation or grasses by establishing good ranges, pastures, meadows 
and woodlands. Most of the arable lands in this country could not be put to 
grass for obvious economic reasons. Adjustments, however, must be made and 
yet the soil conserving values of vegetation utilized to our best advantage. This 
could be achieved to an extent by utilizing the crop plants themselves that 
possess the required or the desired qualities essent.ial for protecting the soil from 
the hazards of !'rosion. Intensive research in this direction was started in the 
State of Bombay since 1945 when a scheme, known as Contour Strip Cropping 
Research, was launched in the sCflTcity regions. 

The technique of strip cropping is known and practiced in the United 
States of America and has proved to be it practice of great success. Strip cropping 
may be defined as a system of crop production in which long narrow strips of 
erosion resisting crops are alternated with erosion permitting ones. Various types 
of strip cropping are in vogue and they are adopted according to the needs and 
purposes for which they are meant. The three common types are: (1) ContoUl' 
Strip Cropping (2) Field Strip Cropping (:~) Wind Strip Cropping. 

Contour Strip Cropping system recommends that the establishment of 
the resistant strip and other tillage practices required for the proper development 
of the non-resistant crops should invariably be done on the contour. This system 
is suitable to all topographic features and is generally known as "Strip 
Cropping" . 

Field Strip Cropping is similar to that of contour strip cropping system 
but for the fact that it is not so rigid about strict or dead contours. This is very 
suitable where the land is of gentle or uniform sl'1pe. In this system the resistant 
strips would be laid across the slope. 

* " Part I General" has appeared in the June 1950 issue of the Magazine. 
~ Soil Physicist to Government. Bombay Sta te, Poona. 
t Supervisor, Contour Strip Cropping Scheme, Sholapur. 
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Wind Strip Cropping, as its name indicates, is adopted in the regions 
where wind is the causative agent of soi l oT·osion. Wind erosion is not yet a 
problem in the Deccan but this system may be useful in Rajaputana and Jodhpur 
regions. In this system topography is of no importance. The erosion resistant 
strips are laid across the direction of the wind irre3pective of th(' direction of the 
land slope. 

In the state of Bombay the first two systems could be used in preventing 
soil erosion caused by the rain water, and the resu lts, so far, obtained indicate 
that there are great possibilities of adopting these systems with ease. These 
systems should, however, be modified to suit local requirements such as indigenous 
crops, climatic conditions and cropping systems 

.A tentative schedule of a cereal-pulse combination for rotation and strip 
cropping for different districts is shown in Table I. It wou ld be noticed, that at 
Sholapur the main cereal crop in the Kharif season is Ba:jri and the erosion 
resistant pulse crop could be anyone of ground nut (spreading), Matki or Hu Iga. 
For the ahi crop of Jowar the res istant strips of groundnut should bo established 
in the Kharif season reserving the lands between two resistant strips for rabi jowar 
sowing (Fig. I). The resisting crops of lVIatki and Hulga have been found to 
produce efficient vegetal cover when sown with 30 Ibs. seeds per aCl·e. 

Fig. 1. 

Here is a resistant strip of Groundnut ( spreading) at tho Strip Cropping Resea rch 
Centre, Sholupnr. 'l'he ureu left in hetween thE' two rosistant st rips would h~ own 
with l'ubi jowur. 

In order to have an easy method of finding out the widths of resistant as 
well as the non-resistant crops and their pIa ements the following Table II woulJ 
be ~t very useful guide. 
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If the average slope of the land is 1 % then it could be seen from the table 
that the placement of the first resistant strip would be at 150 ft. from the ridge 
point and the width of the resistant strip would be 30 feet. The second resistant 
strip would be placed at 150 feet further down and so on. 

Table II 

Proportion of widths of Erosion permitting (Cereals) and Erosion 
resisting (Pulses) crops for different slope conditions. 

Average slope 

Between 1 per. cent & belowl' 
" 1-2 per cent 
" 2-3 per cent 

Width of erosion 
permitting crops in feet 

150 
80 
45 

I 

! Width of erosion resisting 
I crop in feet 

30 
20 
15 

Note :-Strips of Cereals and pulses should be rotated. 

The strips of erosion'permitting and erosion resisting crops are to be shifted 
every year so that at the end of three, four or five years' period entire area will 
have the rotations of cereals and pulses when the land slopes are three, two or one 
per cent respectively. Further, this practice ensures the production of a balanced 
diet of cereals and pulses for the people. 

The advantages of adopting this system are thus quite obvious in that it 
incorporates all the improvements of crop husbandry and being casy to be adopted 
paves the way for sustS1inecl and lasting crop production. 

- Louisiana rice farmers have found that fallowing of ricc land in the yrar 

after taking a rice crop not only gives rest to the soil but its grazing during 

the fallow season kills out wild rice. The practice is to take rice one year and 

leave the land for pasture and grazing during the next two years. 

- " Furrow" Vol LIV. Sept. Oct. 1949. 



Note on Colonisations Schemes in Kanara 

By 

V. S. HABBtT ~:< 

One of the short cuts and sure means of meeting shortage of food gmins il'l 
to bring more area under such crops. That such a course is possible is seen from 
the large areas lying fallow and as Government Wastes. This is particmlarly so 
in Malnad tract of the Bombay State. These lands, once cultivated and flowing 
with honey and milk, have gone out of cultivation owing to unhealthy clim'!.te, 
malaria, wild animals and abflence of amenities of life. Many prOilperOI1S villag-es 
are now deserted and covered with forest. Kanara which forms a major part of 
the Malnad tract has unfortunately IOflt many s1lch villages which have now be
come the abodf's of wild animals. Indoor, a village in Mundgod Taluka, is one of 
the many such villages. • 

Past history of Indoor :--This was oncc a very prosperous villagc. It 
had a small fort under the suzerainity of King Sond. It comprised of 12 lanes 
thickly populated, as can be seen from the vestige of old residential quarters. 
Some of the tanks and wells of masonry work show how rich the village was. 
But owing to malaria and its consequences the population dwindled from year to 
year. In 1911 it was 511 and it had come down to 132 souls in 1947, when the 
survey was undertaken. Of the total acreage of cultiva.ble lands l6:{S acres, 
about 872 were cropped in H'll. It had come down to :146 acres in 1947. 
Though this village was 5 miles from Mundgod and on the Mundgod-Kalghatgi 
road it was unapprochable during monsooll. The decay of the village had gone 
to such an extent, that the forest touched the last house and one could not see a 
few yards beyond. All the cult,ivatcd area was covered with forest growth which 
offered safe abodes to despondent wild animals. The residents presented an 
unhealthy appearance and despondency. 

Operations of the Colonisation Scheme :-The scheme was taken up 
for execution in the month of February, 194R. The first thing to be done was the 
clearance of the area of all tree ami bush growth. For this work bull-dozers 
were put into operation. After clearance, breaking of lands with tractors was 
started. In the 1st year, about 225 acres were brought under cultivation. 

-------------_._------

.. District Agricultural Offi('er, Karwar, N. Kanara. 
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As the sanitary condition of the village was of utmost importance, 

clearance of unhealthy spots, filling of ditches and swa.mpy places had also to be 

taken up. Spraying with D. D. T. was started side by side. These had had 

wonderful results. Incidence of malaria went dowll and impr0vement in health 

was noticed. Liveliness has begun to play on tile faces of village residents. 

The first settlement was of the agricultural staff, entrusted with the 

work. To create confidence they had to stay in the village. The first settlers 

on the lands were displaced ~indhi familieo:. rhe operations of clearance and 

settling of agriculturists has been going on continuously. As a result of clearance, 

one can now have a clear view of lands from one end to the other. Nearly 1,000 

acres of cleared lands have now been made cultivable and distributed. This h~s 

added about 160 families to the existing 40. The village is now teeming with 

people. Owing to wide advertisement that this, the first experiment in the State, 

has received and also because the road has bean improved upon for d.ll weather 

traffic, the village which was not being visited even by the town people has now 

become a place of study and attraction with a view to see its transformation. It 
has assumed the status of a place of pilgrimage for many. This has been further 

facit'itated by motor communication 4 times a day. This has brought the village 

in closer contact with Hubli, Sirsi and Karwar. No vilLage can boast of such a 

facility. Lands were ideally suited for cultivation and soil very rich. The 

whole area is studded with a large number of tanks and diversion bunds and wa.ter 

channels. The number of irrigation tanks is 47. As the POr)\llation dwindled the 

cultivated area came down, and most of the tanks went out of rep~irs and were 

covered with forests. A look at the village map shows how intelligently the 

Villagers had planned for water supply. This is the past glory of the vallagc. 

When Government began to feel shortagc of food supply it thought 0: 

bringing more area under cultivation. Naturally Kanam District claimed first 

attention. Shri M. J. Desai, then Secretary to Government, requested the 

Collector to find out some villages having large areas of Government waste lands 

Indoor was found to be the only village having such a large area and within cas) 

reach of the Headquarters of the Taluka. The Agricultural Department wa 

asked to prepare a scheme for bringing the whole area into cultivation. Th 

Deputy Director of Agriculture, Konkan Division, [I fter a detailed survey, suc 

mitted a scheme of colonisation to Government in 1946. This was sanctioned b 

Government in HH7. The followin!,! facilities are offered by Government. . 

I. Free of cost to settlers:-- (I) Land clearancp and developmen 

(2) Drinking water. (1) Repairs to irrigation tanks. 
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II. Amounts advanced as loans 

(I) For purchase of bullocks @ Rs. 500 for a pair Rs. 7;5,000 

(2) For deadstock " 45,700 

(3) Fer..cing with woven wire fence " 75,395 

(4) House Construction " 75,000 

Ncte :-Half of these to be treated as subsidy and half t,o bl.) recovercd from 
~ettler:3. 

III. Recurring: (I) Cultivation chargcs Rs. 96,000. 
live-stock Rs. 54,000. (3) Upkeep of Machinery Rs. 3,500. 
Rs. 1,000. 

(2) 
(4) 

Upkeep of 
Miscellaneou'l 

Loans for cultivation, seed and manure will be interest free and will be 
recoverable after harvest. Loans for other items to be recovered from the 3rd 
year in 15 instalment,s with interest at, 3i percent. Until the loans are paid off, 
the entirc assets of the settlers will remain the property of Government. 

New open sites have been selected for residentill quarters. Every settler 
is provided with a J{ Iltcha house having a space area of :~OO to 400 square feet. 
As regards allotment of lands, the size of holdings ranges from 5 acres to 10 acres 
of paddy lands depending upon the capacity of the settlers. All loans have been 
advanced without any security, except the first liability on thc equipment 
provided for by Government and on the crops grown by the settlers. 

This scheme may be said to have two a'3pects viz, bringing addit;onal area 
under cultivation and fOJd crops and secondly rehabilitation of the landless 
agriculturists and labourers. From the point of administrittion the latter has 
been of utmost importance, since settlers whose antecedents and whose intentions 
are not flilly knowll, had to be selected as settlers and large sl1ms of m'Jney havc 
been invested on them. It is a t.ask devolving on the staff to see that they carry 
on cultivation satisfactorily, as recovery of loans advanced depends upon the 
crops produced. This necessitates individual attention. The problem does not 
end with an eye on the recovery of Government money, but it ultimately extends 
to see that the settlers stand on their own resources in course of time. Erst
wnile field labour~rs have to be turned-intI) fl')U,i~hing a~ricu lturists. This is the 
goal which has been kept in view. 

All that is neeled for the well being of the settlers is being done. 
Officers and a Veterinary Assistant Surgeon visit the village once a week. 

Medical 
D.D.T. 
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sprdying is being conducted. Fencing of the whole area with pig proof fence i~ 

in progress. Irrigation tanks are being repaired. The settlers are being financed 
for cultivation. 

Conclusion :-1 have been in charge of this scheme from the beginning. 
My impressions are not for any advertisement to attract settlers as I am getting 
them enough and more and there is no dearth of them. But as things stand at 
prcsent most of the settlers are illiterate and have come forth because of special 
facilities offered, which they could not get anywhere else. They have no idea 
that they come here for settling permanently. The idea of improvement and 
development are totally absent. Even with this material, I feel that at least 50 
percent of them, ifnot all may turn out to be good farmel's. But the nation now 
looks upon the intellegentsia to come forward to take up nation building activities. 
Agriculture being the mainstay, the country cannot advance unless the intelle. 
gcntsia and educated young men take it up. The Government naturall.v look"! to 
the young men coming out of the Agricultural Colleges and Schools. Inspite of 
ad vertisellient and propaganda, none have responded so far. Alt,hough Indoor 
Scheme is closed there are ot·her schemes near about Indoor, which are yet to be 
taken lip, A list of these is given below;-

~. No. 1\'" arne of the Scheme 
1 2 
1 Kuntagani 
2 Dongri 
3 Kusur 
4 Nyasargi 
5 Kop 
Ii Hirehalli 
,., 

Tattihalli j 

8 Kargolli, Tegginkop 
and Tammyankop 

!I Majjigeri 
}O Ugginkeri 
11 Hirebachanaki 
12 Hanmapur 
1:1 Arsingeri 
14 .Tannkadkal 

Taluka 
3 

Ankola 

" 
Mundgod 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

" 
" 
" 

Area in acres Amollnt sanctioned 
4 5 

245'00 R". 1,19,300 
361'32 

" 
1,51,440 

172'13 
" 

75,487 
224'14 

" 
83,350 

152'4 
" 

-66,628 
132'24 61,362 
161'13 70,454 
387·07 

" 
2,24,602 

172'29 
" 

73,340 
146'25 

" 
65,719 

111)'00 41,966 
290']3 1,04,185 
446'14 1,67,200 
178'00 77,600 

Note :-Scheme Nos. 1,2, 5 and l:l have already been put into execution 
and all lands disposed of. 

The facilities offered are more or less similar to those of Indoor Scheme. 
Government may extend additional facilities if agriculturally trained young men 
('orne forth in large numbers. It is an opportunity which could not be had in the 
past. Those intending to take up farming need not complain and fret about non, 
a vailability of lands and capital. These can be had easi ly . 
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Summary of personal note 

(I) By clearance of excessive growth of forest and spraying of D. D. T. 
incidence of malaria has been considerably reduced. There are few cases of 
malaria. General health of the people has improved. This will ultimately have 
its effect on the efficiency of the population. 

(2) The soil iB very rich and is capable of yielding 1,600 lbs. to 2,500 lbs. 
of paddy per acre. 

(3) Large areas of H akkal lands offer good Elcope for cultivation of man
goes and cashew-nuts. The conditions are eminently suited. The village is well 
connected for export. 

(4) Grass grows in abundance. This offers scope for dairying. Mundgod 
taluka was once noted for milk and butter. Large number of nomadic tribe of 
Gawli8 lived in the taluka. 

(5) Most of the schemes sanctioned by Government are in Mundgod taluka 
and are well Bitm1ted and the same conditions prevail. 

(6) Large numbers are attracted by the facilities offered, but none from 
the educated class. 

(7) The fllcilities offered do not throw heavy responsibilities. 

(8) It is for the young and educated specially agriculturally trained to 
think in favour of private farming_ 

My sincere and personal appeal to those trained in agriculture 

Give up the trodden path of seeking for service. Take coura~e and strike a 
new path by becoming educated farmers. You will build up an estate for yours"lf 
and your posterity and become the pioneers in the line for future genflrationf! and 
lead the nation on its onwa-rd march of development and prosperity. By cal
culation, it can be Elhown that one can earn as much as he gets in service if he puts 
up thc same amount of labour and attention. My young friends, gird up your 
loins, take courage and come forward with determination. 

- A group of American scientists have extracted another antibiotic drug, 
called terramycin from a new soil mold organism streptomyces rimosus. Terramy
cin combats successfully the bacteria oausing typhUS, virus pneuomonia, 
whooping cough, carbu ncles and (It,hers When tried on animals suffering from 
these diseases, the disease germs were killed, the animals recovering quickly with 
no ill effect. Its clinicltl action on infectious' disease3 of humans is, however, still 
in the experimental stage. 

- American Newsfeatnre, March 9, 11)50. 



Causes for the low yields of food Crops in 

India and measures suggested to improve them ~F 

By 

V. M. CHAVAN § and N. R, BHAT t 

Almost everyone in this country is painfuUy aware of the fact that the 
average yields of our principal food crops are very nearly the lowest in the world. 
In table I are given the average yields per acre of wheat, rice, maize and sorghum 
as obtained in the year 1946 in various countries, for which Statistics are available, 
in support of the fact that tbe efficiency of agricultural production is far too low 
in our land, 

l. 
:?, 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6, 
7. 
8, 
!}. 

10. 

TABLE I. 

Average grain yields in bushels per acre of principal food crops in the 
year 1946 in various countries of the world, 

( Copied from Agricultural Statistics 1947 U. S, A, ) 

Country I~heat L Rice Maize r Sorghum 
Bushels ~.~-.-.- ---

Canada 16'2 42'9 
Mexico 1l'4 41'2 
U.S,A. )7'2 45'2 37'1 15'8 
Trinidad 38'4 
Belgium 42'7 
Denmark 49'4 
France 23'6 
Italy 20'4 86'4 
Spain 14'1 76'4 
U. S, S. R. 10'0 42'2 

" Paper read at the Sth meeting of the Soils and Crops Wing of the I. C. A, R., New 
Delhi, held at Patiala, in March 1950, (With ~inor modifications), 

§ Deputy Director of Agriculture (Crop Research), B. S., Poona 5, 

t Statistical Offiecr to the Deputy Director of Agriculture (Crop Research), 
B. S .• Poona 5. 



II. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
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Country 

Turkey 
China 
India 
,Japan 
Manchuria 
Netherlands Indies 
Philiprine Islands 
Siam 
Arjentina 
Egypt 
Australia 
New Zealand 

T a hie I (Continued) 

]Wheat I Rice I Maize ! Sorghum 
- ----------Bushels--- --

----- ---------_-----

: 1930-34) (1935-39) 

Ig·!) 57'5 
15'6 50'6 
9-6 25'7 

If)"! 72'4 
37'5 
28'9 
20'5 
26'1 

16'8 69'4 
26'0 70'1 
9'4 S6'0 

32'1 

21'5 
ll''] 

37'5 
:~2'6 

22'0 
45'S 

It should not however be forgotten that in a big subcontinent such as 
ours with widely variable soil and climatic conditions the avemge rate of 
produotion is bound to be lower than in the smaller countries. It is also to be 
borne in mind that, in contrast, the smaller countries are often compelled, by force 
of circumstances, to aim at, self sufficiency and, therefore, to put in maximum 
effort in food production. 

Unfortunately, we were subject, till a couple of years ago to a foreign admi
nistration which formulated policies best suited to its own interests. Crops such 
as cotton, tobacco, ground nut, and sugarcane were encouraged because they were 
required as raw material for the mills and factories run by the ruling country. The 
system of Zammindari land tenure, absentee landlords and fragmentation caused 
neglect of the land through the indifference of both the owners and the tillers, whi Ie 
it was taken for granted by Government that the population could maintain itself 
with whatever food stuffs that were produced in the country with the supplement 
of imports of rice from Burma, Malaya and other countries. 

The apathetic attitude towards life characteristic of the Indian philosophy 
and ignorance to boot made people suffer and starve nnder the name of fate. 
The real situation came to light during the Second World War when the imports 
from Burma and South East Asian Conn tries stopped and Government was forced 
to introduce rat,ioning of food grains to avert ghastly tragedies such as the Bengal 
famine which took a heavy toll of millions of lives. 
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The more disconcerting feature of the present situation is the continuity 
of the fall in yields of the principal food-crops. In a recenb article, 
"Increased yields of crops by breeding", Kadam (1949, unpublished), has 
studied the trends of average production through regression of yields on years 
from 1911-12 to 1942-43 and has found significant decline in the case of rice, 
wheat, barley and hajra. 

Leaving the political, economic and other extraneous considerations alone, 
it is worth analysing the factual causes that have been responsible for the 
consistently low yields of the principal food crops. 

The three main factors of crop production are: (1) variety (2) soil 
and (3) climate. The outturn of a crop is the result, of the interaction of 
these factors. It is, therefore, obvious that the best yields can be obtained 
through the availability of these factors in their optimum level. 

Man has found out through experience and research of ages past that when
ever any of the factors is not of the required quality, its status can be improved by 
artificial manipulation, and suitable cultural practices. For example, if the 
variety under cultivation does not respend weI! to the soil and climate prevalent 
in the tract a suitable variety that performs best under the conditions can either 
be introduced from outside or bred by selection from the prevalent variety hy 
itself or by hybridisation with a foreign variety. If the soil is deficient in plant 
nutrients, the nutrients can be added in appropriate quantities either as manures 
and or as fertilisers. If it is in excess with respect to any of the elements, a sui
table corrective can be used. The most important factors of climate are (i)_rain
fall (ii) length of day and (iii) tempf'fature. The deficiency of rainfall can be 
made up through irrigation; the length of day may probably be rendered suitable 
by photoperiodic treatment and temperature by vernalisation. 

In addition to the primary factors of agricultural production, it is neces
sary to evolve cultural practiceR which enable the producer to bring about the best 
interaction of the factors expected to result in the highest possible outturns. 

It should be evident from the above analysis that it is the non-attendance 
to the various items enumerated above that has been primarily responsible for the 
very low average yields that we have been obtaining in our principal food crops. 

Assuming, as is very well known to be a fact, that the crops being culti
vated in the various P::trts of the country are the best suited to the soils and 
climates of those regions from the point of economic agricultural production, five 
items may be recognised as the most important from the point of its efficiency. 
They are, in order of importance, (I) water supply (2) manures and fertilisers 
(3) good seed (4) good cultural practices and (5) crop protection. It is proposed 
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to discuss, in this paper, the various aspects of these items, to point out how they 
have not been properly attended to and to suggest measures for overcoming the 
deficiencies that have led to the present situation. 

(1) Water Supply. As water is the medium through which the nutrients 
in the Soil become available to the plants its adequate availability is the most im
portant consideration in crop production. In all other parts of the country except 
the heavy rainfall tracts, e. g., the western coast, Assam, and the northern belts 
adjoining the Himalayas in the East Punjab and Uttara Pradesh provinces, 
the average annual rainfall is below about 50". In the heavy rainfall tracts, 
the rain comes in torrents during a short period and runs into the rivers 
and the sea. Much of it is useless for the crops grown in the tracts. The higq. 
rainfall in these tracts has even a harmful effect in so far as it causes soil erosion 
which can be prevented only through terracing, bunding, contour cropping etc. 
It is extremely essential to practice these preventive measures as it is estimated 
that about 2 per cent of surface soil is lost every year through erosion. In the 
low rainfall regions, except in the small areas served by the Canals, crops are 
anything but optimum because of the insufficiency of nutrients available to them. 
Firstly, on account of one or more causes, e. g., ill health, ignorance, inertia and 
bad economic conditions people do not apply enough manures and fertilisers to 
the soil and, secondly, even a large number of those that wish to apply them 
cannot do so for want of irrigation. As not more than about 25 per cent of the 
total cultivated area in the country is under irrigation manures and fertiliserg, 
more particularly the latter, applied without, irrigation not only do not profit thn 
crops but even harm them at times. With irrigation available, large quantiticR 
of these are utilised by the crops to give heavy outturns. The most, striking 
example is of the wheat crop which under dry conditions gives an average grain 
yield of only about 400 Ibs. pel' acre in this countr.v while it,s outturn is upto 
about 2,000 Ibs. per acre under irrigation. This is true of all other crops, e. g., 
rice, iowar, bajri, maize, potato and Sweet potato which give far higher outturns 
when irrigated than when not . 

• 
The high average yields of rice in Japan, Italy and Spain are due to itR 

cultivation under irrigation and heavy manuring In Japan about 1)5 percent of 
the area under rice is under irrigation. 

The various methods of obtaining water for irrigation are (i) Large dams 
and irrigation proj ects (ii) Small dams and bandharas across nallas and rivulets, 
wells, and percolation tanks etc., from which water can either be simply divert,ed 
or lifted for supplying to the crops. 

Of these, the large dams and irrigation projects are to be executed only by 
Government as the expenditure involved in such cases is very large. Items of 
minor irrigation can, however, be conRtructed by the cultivators themselves, if 
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necessary with the aid of Government, either individually or cooperatively. In 
irrigated areas care has to be taken to use water economically and proper drainage 
should be provided so as not to spoil the soils by stagnation of water. 

There are, besides, areas which, though baving rich soils, suffer from very 
great inadequacy of moisture in the soil. Here, apart from irrigation projects-big 
or small, it is even very important and pays to conserve whatever rain water that 
has fftllen by putting bunds across the slope. repeatedly losening the upper layer 
of the soil and mulching to prevent evaporation and to grow the crop sparsely RO 

as to enable it to attain full maturity with the help of the water at its disposal. 
This work is mostly possible for the individual farmers, though, while putting 
long bunds along the contour lines, cooperative efforts may be necessary. 

(2) Application of Manures & Fertilisers : The soil is the source of food 
material to the crops grown thereon. As such, it should be capable of supplying 
the Iequirements of the crops in respect of their various ingredients, e. g., nitrogen, 
phosphoric acid, potash, lime. iron and certain minor elements in a balanced 
proportion year after year. The richness of a soil depends upon the parent rock 
from which it is formed and the transformation it h'ls gone through. Our soils, 
though not generally poor have been under cultivation from very ancient times. 
~atllrally therefore, they have been depleted of the essential plant nutrients, 
(,specially nitrogen in spite of the natural recuperation and the rather indifferent 
system of manuring followed in the country. 

As everyone knows, the role of organic matter in the soil is very important. 
In decomposed state it is colloidal and forms a complex in association with the 
clay fraction. It improves the physical and chemical properties of the soil, 13Upp
lim; nitrogen to the crop and, above ali, serves as a buffer in the soil ensuring 
even distribution of (inorganic) plant nutrients to the roots of crops. It is, there
fore. very essential when applying chemical fertilisers. As our country comprises 
()f tropical and subtropica I regions, the humus in our soils is bein,g constantl~' 

burnt away by the scorching heat of the Sun. The organic biproducts of most 
crops, i. e., stalks, leaves etc. are utilised as cattle feed or thatching mat,erial and 
are not returned to the soil except in very small proportions. The bulk of the 
cattle dung produced, equivalent to about 200 million tom; of F. Y. M., is burnt 
away due to the shortage of cheap fuel and due to the insufficient realisation of its 
value in enhancing crop yields. Other vegetation which could be converted into 
compost was not utilised as such till about a couple of years ago. The old custom 
of preparing farm yard manure carefully has dwindled down both due to idleness 
and the attraction of farm labour to the industrial cities. Green mfl,nuring is not 
posRible in most of the lands under food crops for want of tlw availability of 
water for raising the green manure crops. Poudrette is not used on account of 
religious and social prejudices. Thus, the humus status of the soils has been 
steadily going down. Owing to bad economic conditions, low prices of food grains 
and t,he nonavailability of water, inorganic fertilisers are hardly ever applied to 
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food crops. The importance of humus and fertilisers in our soils would be realised 
if the findings of Sir John Russel during his study in 1937 of the Indian experi
ments are taken into account. He has revealed the fact that with one maund of 
Ammonium Sulphate used in conjunction with a light dressing of F. Y. M. ' or 
compost, production increases by 4~ maunds of paddy, 3 maunds of wheat or 15 
maunds of potatoes. The secret of the high 'yields of crops in countries like .Tapan 
and U. S. A. lies in heavy manuring coupled with irrigation. In China and ,Tapan 
very great importance is attached to the preparation of compost and the utilisa. 
tion of human excrements as manure; it is reported that as much as 67 percent of 
the nitrogen applied to crops is in the form of compost. Though our soils are 
rich in total phosphates they are present mostly in an unavailable form. The 
outstanding instances of phosphate deficient soils are of the tracts in North Bih!l.r 
and Travancore. Application of phosphati~ fertilisers fairly deep in the soil has 
been found to benefit the crops appreciab Iy even in soils known to be containing 
enough phosphates. Potash does the important funct,ion of replacing sunshine in 
promoting corbohydrate formation. Though our soils do not usually need this 
dem~nt, its application as potassic fertilisers is known to improve the yield as 
well as quality of tuber crops, tobacco and fruits. At present there is a total 
dearth of fertilisers in the country. '1'he state should start and or encourage the 
starting of factories for the production of fertilisers and also import fertilisers 
from other countries in the transition period. 

It should be clear from the above discussion that farmers should be 
encouraged to prepare organic manures, both F. Y. M. and compost in a Wd.Y 

expected to result in the maximum possible quantities of plant nutrients and 
apply them sufficiently to their crops. The burning of cow-dung should be 
stopped and the first washings by rain should be utitised to the best advantage 
of the erops. GI'een manuring should be encouraged wherever possible. Town 
sweepings should be utilised as compost wherever available, farmers should be 
induced to collect bones for manurial purposes. Moreover, art,ificial fertilisers 
and their mixtures should be advocated so as to supply the ingredients required 
by the crops in a balanced proportion. It would be worth while for Government 
in the initial stages to give them subsidies and loans for the purpose. 

Besides the direct application of manures and fertilisers, there are other 
methods of recuperating soil fertility, e. g., by observing suitable crop rotations, 
particularly by including legumes in them, by fallowing and by ley farming. A 
good deal of soil fertility can be conserved by killing weeds with the help of 
weedicides, herbicides and tractors. 

In certain cases, special oorrectives are necessary for improving the soil. 
Bases are removed through leaching from the soils in the heavy rainfall areas 
and the soils are rendered acidic. In such cases, liming is essential to improve 
the physical texture of the soil. Similarly, the application of gypsum or the 
growing of Dhaincha (Sesbania aculeata) are necessary to improve the soil 
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which are rendered alkaline by heavy irrigation coupled with bad drainage. 
There are prevalent in the country certain wasteful methods of cultivation, e. g., 
the' Kumri ' cultivation in the North Kanara district or the 'shifting culti· 
vation ' practised in the Khasi hills. This consists of burning and clearing the 
jungle and growing a crop in the cleared area. Such s:vstems need to be stopped 
as they lead to soil erosion and loss of fertility. 

( 3 ) Good Seed: There are various ways of obtaining seed capable of 
giving the maximum outturns of crops. They are (i) introduction of new crops 
unknown to the region (ii) introduction of new varieties or strains of locally 
cultivated crops (iii) breeding superior strains which give higher yields and are 
more resistant to drought and diseases than the local varieties by selection or by 
hyhridisation with foreign types (iv) securing inbred lines of naturally cross 
pollinated crops which in suitable combinations exhibit hybrid vigour (v) using 
Recd which is either vernalised or treated photoperiodically with chemicals, 
e. g. Colchicine, heteroauxin, or hormones. 

As an example of introduction of a new crop may be mentioned the crop 
(.f China mug which has become very popular in the Bombay Province. As the 
crop requires only two months for maturity it can be taken in the short interval 
before a rn bi crop like wheat. Being leguminous, it also fertilises thfl soil by 

fixing nitrogen from the air. Early varieties of groundnut have also been serving 
[l similar purpose. Tapioca is another introduction which grows on the poorest 
soil and yet yields heavily. 

Improvement of the local crop by selection has been found to give about 
10 to 1.5 per cent higher yield. A large number of high yielding strains have 
been evolved in almost every crop in several of the provinces. Unfortunately 
however, they were not taken up by farmers for cultivation to any appreciable 
extent. Government have recently undertaken vigorous propaganda for the 
spread of improved seeds and have made suitable arrangements for multiplying 
and distributing the seed of improved strains. The enhancement of yield 
through this method depends upon the efficiency of the propaganda. Besides 
taking up strains recommended by the Agricultural Departments farmers may, 
with advantage, practise mass selection in their crops. This will enable t,hem to 
maintain their strains and varieties at a high level of productivity. 

Hybrid strains are usually an advance over simple selections. Though a 
few are available in some of the crop~, the work of hybridisation requires to be 
accentuated. The work of evolVing vigorous hybrids in more or less naturally 
crO!'5 pollinated crops like maize, bajri. jowar, tur, safflower, niger and onion 
is yet in the initial stages. The use of treated seed and the treating of crop with 
hormones to induce better pod and fruit set are yet to be tried on the 
expP)'imental stations themselves. This is due to the fact that agricultural 
research in this country is yet in its infancy. The total expenditure on 
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agricultural department in all its branches is inappreciable in comparison with 
the total budget of the State. This state of affairs needs immediate 
rectification in the interest of increased food production in the country. 

The improvement of quality of food crops can be attained only through 
a plant breeding progr·a,mme and through well conducted manurial experiments 
attended with the chemical analysis of the treated erops. 

(4) Good Cultural Practices: There afe innumerable items going under 
the name of good cultural practices. They are, e. g., ploughing, harrowing, Rowing 
or planting, seed rate, spacing, method of irrigation, intercu Ituring, pruning, suitable 
time and method of harvesting etc. Cultivators have all along been following 
methods which they have found to be the best through their experience. These 
gradually deteriorated because of the lack of encouragement and protection to food 
production till the beginning of the Second World War and the enticement of agri
cultura~ labour to industrial cities as stated above. In s~vel'al casE'S the existing 
practices require improvement. For example, wheat growers in the Bombay 
Province have been using seed rates varying from 40 lbs. to 120 lbs, per acre. 
But, it has been found through experiments conducted for 3 to 5 years on 7 
different farms spread over the whole province that a seed rate of 40 Ibs. is 
optimum for all the tracts both under dry alld il'rigl1ted conditions. Similarly 
ridge cu Itivation has been found to be better than bed cultivation in irrigated 
tuber crops. There seems to be scope for the discovery of cultural methods 
superior to those in practice provided that comprehensive reflearch i"l instituted in 
this rather difficult line. 

Mechanisation of certain agricultural operations c. g. deep ploughing, 

water lifting etc. is likely to increa~e agrioultural production; substantial aid to 

the ryots in this respect, will be valuable. 

(5) Control of Pests and Diseases: The toll of agricultural produce taken 

by pests and diseases in our country is known to be very great. The total 

devastation by rust of the wheat crop in India in the year, 194G is 

fresh within our memory. There are pests of different kinds on 

different crops. Locusts, wingltss grasshoppers, Caterpillars, bugs 

beetles, Crabs, bats, birds, monkeys. wild boars and deer are among the 

common insect, bird and animal field pests which cause a great amount of 

damage to crops. Rats. m()ths and weevils play their part in addition during 

storage. Various types of diseases, e. g., wilt, mosaic, dieback, fungal and 

bacterial diseases etc. add to the destruction caused by pests. Unbalanced 

manuring, exceS:i of nitrogen has been found through experiments to predis

pose the crops to diseases. 
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The control of pests and diseases was not attended to seriously till very 
recent years, in some cases owing to social prejudices against destruction of life. 
but, in a large number of instances due to the unavailability of suitable control 
mellsures. The discovery of D. D. T., Gammexane, and many similar insecticides 
during the Second World War has provided neW tools in the control of pests of 
several kinds. Though in some cases they are not yet found to be economic 
further industrial research is bound to bring them within the means of the 
ordinary cultivator for saving his crops. A good deal of research and trials are, 
however, necessary to maximise their use for the control of various kinds of 
insect pests. As regards animal pests, regular camplligns are necessary to 
exterminate them. For example, the menace of the monkeys, bats, wild boar 
a.nd deer can be overcome only by organising gun clubs and Shikar club'!, and 
rata through suitable baits and traps. Various sprays and dust e. g., Bordeaux 
misture tobacco decoction. Sulphur dusts etc., are now llvailable for controlling 
diseases. As regards deficiency and toxicity diseases, proper correctives need to 
be adopted to balance the elements in the soil. Wherever possihle, mixed 
cropping should be encouraged to prevent the extension and porpetuation of PE'sts 
and (liseases. In the case of both pests and diseases, more particularly the latter, 
the more sure solutjon lies in evolVing strains resistant to them as treatment 011 

field scale every year is not likely to prove economic. In the case of serious 
diseases e. go. the black stem rust, (P1U~cinia graminis tritici) of wheat, the 
blast disease (Piricularia oryzae) of rice and the wilt disease (ju~arium) of 
cotton resistant strd.ins have already been evolved in the various provinces. But, 
more plant breeding research is essential before st.rains reRistant to most of the 
pI(walent diseases and at least some of the serious pests become ava.ilable. 

The problem of weeds is no less serious. They do far more damage to crops 
than is usually realised, each in its own way. Generally speaking, they lower the 
yields of crops by depriving them of the moisture and nutrients available from the 
soil. Parasitic weeds, e. g. striga (Striga densiflora and luteal, Orobanche 
(Orobanche crenua) and loran thus (Lorathus species) feed directly upon the crop 
plants. Some of the weed seeds, e. g., (-4rgemone mexicana) are poisonous and 
are found to get mixed with similar oil seeds, e. g., brassicas. 

Sethi (1950) gives a summarised account of the common weeds in the 

country and of the losses caused by them in the outturns of crops. A few impor. 

tant dctails from it are given below ;-

The wild rice is a menace to rice cultivation in the C. P., Bihar and in 
Bombay Karnatak. According to Salimath the fall in the yield of paddy due to 
wild rices in Karnatak ranges from 5 to 50 per cent. The total loss caused only 
in Chchattisgarh division of the C. P. is estimated to be of the order of Rs.22 
lakhs annually. The destruction caused to deep water paddy in Bengal by water 
hyacinth (Elichornia cra~sipe8) is worth about Rs. 11 crores annually. 
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The Kan8 weed (8achcharum spontaneuml has been found to lower the 
yield of Cotton by about 33 per cent on the average and has laid waste millions 
of acres of valuable land in the C. P., the U. P., Madhya Bharat, and Vindhya 
Pradesh. Hariali (Oynodon dactylon). Kunda (I8cha~mon pilo8um) gokharu 
(Xanthium stumarium) and nut grass (Oyperus rotundu8) are some of the pernici
ous weeds prevalent all over the country and causing upto about 50 percellt 
reduction in the yields of crops. The damage caused by striga to J owar and by 
Orobanche to tobacco is considerable. 

The cultivator is usually aware of the harm done to his crops by weeds but, 
due to shortage of money and labour, is unable to carry out his cultivation as 
cleanly as is necessary for keeping the weeds in check. Recently, hormonal 
weedicides, e. g., 2-4-D and N: N-D, having selective lethality on dicotyledonous 
and monocotyledonous plants respectively, have been found. They are still in 
stages of trial, but are proved to be effective at least against some of the pernici
ow; weeds like Zavala and striga. However, they are not still cheap enough to be 
within the means of the cultivator. The Economic Botanist to Government, 
Bombay State, has in his recent trials, found Trichloroacetic acid (T. C. A.) to be 
effective against Hariali, the most persistent of the weeds. It is timc that buitable 
practices and control mcasures are advocated and brought within the means of 
the cultivator by the Governments concerned. 

Last but not the least, it is to be emphasised that the human element 

is the most important of all in the improvement of crop yields. Unless farmers 

are educated to the right type of farm practices the situation is not likely to 

improve very much. Such education should be imparted in agricultural schools 

and Colleges and also through well organised propaganda, shows, exhibitions, 

films, posters etc. Improvem'3nt programmes should start with the village as the 

unit and the full cooperation of the trusted men of the Village should be availed 

of to guide the work of the ryots. Government should also offer prizes, as it 

has been doing now, to villages and farmers growing the best crops. 

Fragmentation should be prevented by legislation and reasonably good 

prices should be assured for food grains as well as for other agricultural 

commodities. 

Most of the suggestions given in this note are already in the programme 

of the "GROW MORE FOOD" Campaign in all the provinces. What is 

essential is to intensify the efforts on a warlike basis. That good results can be 

quickly attained by rendering the cultivation of food crops profitable is evident 

from the striking increases being rl:'alised by cultivators in the case of cash crops 

like Sugarcane, Cotton and Toba.cco. 
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- Dr. Renato Dulbecco, biologist in the California Institutc of Technology, 
has discovered that light not only can "kill" microscopic organisms but 
apparently can bring them back to life. The light which " kills" is of ultraviolrt 
type, which is invisible to human eyes, while the light that "revives" is of a 
longer wave length which is just barely visible to human eyes. 

Submicroscopic organisms called bacteriophage were used by Dr. Dulbecco 
for his experiments. It is not yet known to the scientists whether bacteriopbage 
is a virus or a virus like organism; but it is positively known that it infests and 
destroys the bacteria. Dr. Dulbacco found that by exposing these bacteriophage 
to ultmviolate light, he could "kill" them and keep them in a death like 
state for 24 hours, but most of the "dead" organisms could be" revived" and 
made active when exposed to the reviving light. This discovery of how sunlight 
affects life and growth is definitely imporant to man's learning. 

American Newfile, Dec. 15, 1949. 



Our National Rural Insurances Plan 

By 

RASHID A. ~luNSHI * 

Introduction 

The Crop Insurance seems decidedly a new innovation in ordinary plan
nings of Rural programmes. During War No. I "Grow more food/fruit cam
paigns" have enhanced the a~ricultllral scientific prestige to a large extent and 
even now the agricultural programmes and drive form the major part of Indian 
New Order and Policy of Economic Nationalism in India and the !';tates. 

Apropes of this crop Insurance has become part and incorporate section of 
recent and modern agricultural plannings. It seems eS8ential, nay important. to 
put it into vogue, wherever and whenever possible in rural areas and fort>st 
Nursery Centres. 

Due to war economy and abundant pressure of new agricultural schemes 
projects coming in these days we are suggesting small state and divisional areas as 
territorial units of experimental works wherein these Insurances could be laun
ched and worked ou t successfu lIy. To be precise just recently (17-9-45), I have 
approached t,he Director of Agriculture, Bombay Government, Poona to introduce 
this "Insurance" project at a cost of Rs. 1,84,000 only for a territorial unit of 
Central Division comprising of 4/6 districts as experimental ones (Of: 4/5 Tahsils 
of Dewas State Jr.). This project could if appreciated be able to secure the finan
cial backing through the Bombay Rural Development bOdorcls or from the Indian 
Council of Agricultural Research, New Delhi. 

With the War II (East/West) end the prospects for such types of territo
rial units experimental projects are bright and can easily be pushed along with 
other rural problems and planningH. The financial returns within 1/2 years of 
their (Insurance projects) state equalise initial expenses spent in propaganda 
work and initiations. 

-~-------~ 

* Dire('tor, N. China Cottage Industries and Education Centre, Mahahleshwar. 
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In foreign countries, continent and even Japan/China Crop Insurance has 
been now and again brought into play and tackled successfully and becomes just 
a routine outlook in modern Agri.cum-Horticultural plannings in rural centres. 

It is opined these projects, proto.types to Dewasians and Nippon be taken 
up for the benefit of the rural communities. They would find abundant popula. 
rity and inseparable vogue along and with our usual agricultural and post· war 
plannings and Economic Nationalism in particular. 

Beveridge paralled for farmers in India: - Just recently we fino 
National Social Insurances plan being advocated by Lord Beveridge and it seems 
they are abundantly popular especially those regarding siokness, old age pensions, 
nw,ternity and widowhood and even unemployments. (Gr. Britain) They have 
also created a separate ministry. 

In India Insurances wit,h regard to fire, accidents and deaths are commonly 
in vogue. ,Just al'! these above Insurances have become part and parcel of civilised 
people and their living. so also crops, live·stock and forest nurseries. Insurances 
are being evisaged for vast rum I agricultural plannings. 

Creating Administrative Units and Suggested Crops Insurance 
Schemes Bombay:- Bombay Central Division Scheme comprising of some 6/7 
districts seems a most probable one giving as it does insight into the very internal 
working and Government machinery setting pOSSible. 

The approximate figures and main features of Crops Insurance project 
~xperimental and first of its kind for Central Division, B. S. (Cf: Dewas and 
Tahsils) a Territorial unit being as follows. 

1. The project to be approved of by The Rural Development boards for 
due recommendations for grauts Rs. 1,84,000/- only from the Bombay Govern
ment or flom the IndIan Council of Agriculture research, New Delhi. - for 
initial expenses 

2. The financial implications ( expenses) Rs. 1,84,000/ - being arrived 
and calculated as arid from say, 

a) Cost of 30 Rs. pamphlets per Village 
of :300 heads. 

150 Villages in a Taluka ............................. . 

10 Talukas to a Dist ............................... .. 

4 Dists. to a Division ............................. . 

Rs. 

" 
" 

30/-

3,04,500/-

4,5000/-

1,80,000/-
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b) There is no necessity of extra Staff, the Agricultural - Cum - ReVflllue 
operating the scheme. In special cases provision may be made for it divisional 
Crop- Insurance Offieer pa.v @ Rs. 200/ -- annually 2400 a,nd some 4/6 District 
Crop -Insurance Inspectors @ 120/- annually 6000/-. 

Total: Rs. 2,50,000/-

Enhancement of State Revenue: 

Incomes: (a) Supposing the rate of insurance is 2 (two) rupee" per acre 
for 180,000/- acres the income would be Rs. 360,000. (h) In 1/2 years the 
premium money equalises expenses leaving a balance Rs. 360,000/- minu~ 

Rs. 250,000 = 1l0,000/-. Thus Government gets laud Taxes plus additional 
revenue of Rs. 1l0,OOO/- 150,000 from Division - annually. 

3. This being prototype to Dewafl State (and 4 Tahsils) same as a 
Division in B. P. (with 4/6 Dists. ) for intigral and regular part and propaganda 
of routine farming. - Indian and abroad. 

A state comprising of such 3/4 Divisions shows an increase of premium 
money Revenue to the tune of some Rs. 150,000 x 4 == 60,0000 yearly. Rs. 6/7 
Lacks (without Extra Staff Services ). 

4. On sucJessful termination of it.s experimental period, usually extending 
over 1/2 years on Iy the projects should be extended to other States and even 
abroad with a view to establish Sino - Indian linkages and elements. 

a) If necessary, culminating into regular Crop - Insurance policy and 
Act through Central and Provincial Legislatures - "New Order" - New Deal 
and Policy of Ecomomic Nationalism - on patterns of progressive countries. 
E/W. (Cf: Lord Beveridge National Insurance plannings for Great Britain) 

Possibilities of Corporations Companies: II. Insura.nce Act and the 
Security of funds with suggested Company / Sate Government. In case the 
projects are being undertaken by the State Governments there is no necessity for 
a General Insurance Company to step in the Govarnmants managing their own 
affairs. 

a) The settlement of Accounts: It is propo~ed that every 14/17th year 
ending. accounts should be settled and if a company operates after account for 
the dividend on shares, reserve funds, expenses of "Proposed Association" 
concerned any profits should be passed on to the policy-holders and by bonus to 
the shareholders. 

The question of any General Insurance Company comes in if and when 
such a company has been started and oapital raised by shares, deposits 
and loans. 
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b) The Insurance Act 193R prOVides that such funds be kept 
separate in the interests of thc policyholders and part of the funds 
of and from premium collections, say 30/35%, be invested in Government or 
other approved securities. 

c) Banks: The premium money collections and funds should be kl'pt 
with the Imperial Bank of India or any authentic one, Ltd. concerns. 

In Japan, in the vicinity of Hiroshima, Nara, Kyoto, Kone and Okayama 
most of the forest nurseries have been "insured" and naturally, General 
Tnsurance Companies have come forward to help and finance the proj('ctR 
along with consulting ACTUARY for their quinquinnial valuation of 
Association and liabilities. 

The classes of Policies and premill1Tt8. In case of the agricultura I crops and 
forest nursery plantations it is found convenient to calculate and change premium 
on s.sseS8ment varying according to the acreage and type of lands concerned. 

The policies have been reckoned under three types AlBIC showing premium 
varying according to the assessment. The premium is collected by Village Offi
cers along with Land Taxes. 

Premia Basing Actuaries. 

CLASSES OF POLICIES TABLE: I 

Land Assessment A class B class C clas~ 

per acre. PremiulU Premium Premium 
per acre. per acre. per acre. 

8 As. to 12 As. 0- 4-U 0- 3-0 0- 1-6 
12 

" 
1 Re. 0- 5-0 0- 5-0 0- 2-0 

1 He 
" 

2 Rs. 0-10-0 0- 7-0 0- 4-0 
2 Rs. p !{ 0-15-0 O-ll-O 0- 7-0 
a 4 1- 4-U 0-15-0 0-10-0 
4 

" 
5 1- 9-0 1- 3-0 0-13-0 

5 7 1-]4-0 1 .. 7-0 1- 0-0 
7 

" 
9 2- 3-0 1-11-0 1- :{-o 

9 11 2- 8-0 1-15-0 1- 6-0 
11 

" 
13 :!-13-0 2- 3-0 1- H-O 

1:1 15 3- 2-0 2- 7-0 1-12-0 
15 18 3- 7-0 2-11-0 1-10-0 
18 21 3-U· 0 2-11)-0 2- 2-0 
21 23 4- 2-0 3- :3-0 2- fi-O 

23 .. 25 4- 7-0 3- 7-0 2- 8-0 
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N. B.:-Fraction of an acre will be considered an acre for the purpose of 
premium and compensation. 

Japan 

III. N. China Industries / Education Deal and the article of Associa
tion. (Insurance Act Provisions). It is found the projects can be successfully 
worked out if conjointly launched and planned by the Agricultural cum Revenue 
Staff. 

11) The articles of Association provide and enable the policy-holders to 
have a voice in the administration and form into an association, They have thus 
full knowledge of affected and damaged areas, information in respect of land 
records and often cognisant of the funds held. 

Thus the Association (of influential land holders and financiers, RfOlvenue 
members, Directors and Dy. Directors of Agriculture, N. China Education 
Industries Centre representative etc.) a semi-Government one and with its working 
committee in joint responsibility with the Government can fittingly have head 
and branch offices inaugurated in Central places, Districts and Tahsils (Cf: Dewas 
and Dewas 4/5 Tahsils ) 

The Working Committee. (l~evenue-cum-Agricultural.) 

1. Hon. finance member President 

2. Hon. Revenue member .. , Vice President 

3. Director, Dy. Director of Agriculture ...... Secretary 

4. N. China Ind.-Edtn. Centre ...... Representative. 

5. Divisional, Dist. forest officer in case forest nurseries are covered and 
involved) 

The decision of the Committee is final and the secretary closely collabora
tes with the president responsible for arranging by monthly meetings, reports, 
budgets etc. 

(2) Joint machinery and the moral hazards. The Mamlatdars will 
send in very often crop and annewari reports and declare areas under damage due 
for compensation. 

Moral Hazards:- (a) Famine, drought (Ahmednagar, Bijapur, part of 
Sholapur etc.) 

(b) Flood, Excessive rains (M'war 2:l0",/350.) (Tapti River floods, dated 
15-10-45) 
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c) Diseases, Insect pests (Rust,. Mildew, grass hoppers a iTf.3 "'::rrs 
Cabbage-flea peas ~U, Mahableshwar. 

d) Hail stones, snowfall, cold waves, potato <il\crT, chillies wilting etc. 

In Japan forest protection and preservation policies along forest 
Insurance Act are meant to cover damages to parks, forest, economic tree 
plantations caused due to wanton and careless camp fires, floods and Rly. 
engine charcoal. 

The Association and Mamlatdars own the list of the " Pattaholders" 
and total acreage affected. 

They are also responsible for cases of lapsed policies and general complaints 
of the individual farmels. 

Lapsed Policies. It is seen that policie~ cannot necesBarily laps on 
account of default in payment of premiums. The policy will lapse in case the 
land lapses to Government. The premiums are based on land-assessments and 

, collections made with land taxes and naturally if any trltnsfer of land occurs the 
polioy also passes on to the transferee. 

The mutation Register shows these ohanges and the policy will 

along with the land pass on to his or her legal beir under Revenue Code. 

In Brief: .. 
The Revenue Dept. 

1. Supervise the working. 

2. Would declare areas affected, 
send lists of " Pattaholders " with 
acreage of each to Association. 

3. Penalty department paying Com-
pensations. 

Premia are paid to the Rev. 
Officer Mamlatdars, Circle 
Inspectors, Village Talati and 
Patils) who will have to pass 
reccipt for every amount of 
premium received by him. 

The Association. 

1. This Association shall be styled 
as N. China Cottage industrie8 
Edtn. Centre. 

Mahableshwar Crop (forest nur-
. series) Insurance Association 

( Cf: Dewas State Crop Insurance 
Association) or with any modified 
name according to the operational 
areas or Territorial units wherein 
the projects work. 

Cf: Central Division Bombay Crop 
Insurance Association. ) 
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a) The patta-holder thus. will be the 
policy-holder and the Insurance 
will be perpetual against Crnp to 
be produced in a specified land 
and the benefit wiil go to the 
cultivator. 

2. Receives lists from the Rev. 
Dapt. 

3. Responsible for farmer policy 
holders and areas being ,involved. 

;,~. Semi - Govt. will Rd. I Br. Offices 
and itl'1 Workin~ Commit,tee. 

Plans of / for Assurance and Compensations paid. 

It is fonnd that the permium figures collected should oonveniently be put 
up with the damage claimed figures or the Compensation ones in just and fitting 
proportions and ratio. 

In certain Native States (Cf: Dewas) the premiullls are kept in equalising 
proportions to the compensations paid out. This is rather unjust and brings no 
consolation to the poverty stricken farmers. 

A purpose of this-the plans of Assurance-should be popular and workahle 
and hence it is suggested in the table below to keep compensation columns some 
;3/4 times the premium figures. 

The oompent'ation given when the Crop Yields (or even forest nursery 
plantations) go below the averages and up to the time of the destruction of 
crops. Vide Mr. Henry Spielman, Consul General, U. S. Americlt (Corporations) 
D. O. Letters. 

Land Assessment 
per acre. 

8 As. to 12 As. 
12 

" 
I Re. 

t Re. 
" 

2 Rs. 

2 Rs. " 3 
3 

" " 
i 

4 
" " 

fi 

Actuaries Tables 

Compen.~ation .3/4 times the premium. 
A class B class C class 

Compensa- Compensa- Compensa-
tions per tions per tions per 
acre of acre of acre of 

damage. damage. damage. 
(Three ti.m~sl 

0·12·0 0- 9-0 0- 4-6 
0·15-0 0-12~0 0- 6-0 
1·14-0 1- 5-0 0-12-0 
2-13-0 2- 1-0 1- 5-0 
3-12-0 2-13-0 1-14-(1 
4-11-0 3- 9-0 2- 7·(1 
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5 .. 7 5.10-0 4- 7·0 3· 0-0 
7 

" " 
9 6. 9·0 5- 1-0 3- 9.0 

9 
" •• II 7- 8-0 5-13-0 4- 2·0 

11 
" " 

13 8- 7-0 6- 9-0 4-11-0 
13 

" " 
15 9. 6-0 7· 5.0 5- 2.0 

15 
" " 

18 10- 5-0 8- 1.0 5.13-0 
18 

" ., 21 11- 4.0 8-13·0 6- 6·0 
21 

" " 
23 12- 6-0 9- 9-0 6-15-0 

23 
" 

25 13- 5-0 10- 5-0 7- 8-0 

N. B.-In case of fields forest nurseries in which Two Crops are produced 
in one year the amollnt of compensation will be half. 

IV. The Project and Propaganda. As it would be evident from the 
introductory remarks as well as the main features and framework as checked out 
above the Crop Insurance projects are new and modern to Indian psychology and 
knowledge. 

In foreign countries (Continent and far East) these are part and conjoint 
workings of any authentic agricultural plannings and programme securing freedom 
1 !'(Om want for farmers. 

Apropos of this it is opined that the various State and Dist. Agril. Rural 
development Boards Cooperat,ive and Rural Development sections along 
with Dy. Directors and Dist. Overseers would stress this modern innovation as 
vital and inseparable to usual agricultural plannings and drive on patterns of 
foreign progressive nations. 

In working up the machinery both while collecting premiums and payment 
of compensations it is found seasonal Crop and annewltri reports from Mamlatdars 
and Dy. Collectors are of vital importanoe. Generally tho average crop yield is 
reckoned as follows :-

Almost all crops or few selected ones commercial types 
1. Graminaccae . 

. Towar 
Wheat 
Maize 

2. Oil Seed/fibre. 

Linseed 

9 annas in rupee 
9 
7 " 

,,. " " 

7 ann as in rupee 
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Tilli and other seeds 
(Sept.-Oct. Panchyani 
Terraces) 7 annltS in ru pee 
Cotton 

3. Dal Crops gram 

4. Irrigated Crops 

10 

8 

10 

" 

., 
" 

" 
Sugar Cane, Tobacco, Opium (Nagar) Strawberries, Eng. Veges. (Mabable. 

shwar) Citrus Gardens, Banana, Grapes etc. 

5. Forest Eco. Nurseries 7 annas in rupee. 

4/5 years old and below. Cachew nuts, Chandan, Cherry plants, Hirda 
Jambul, Phanas, Tea, Coffee etc. 

V. Very often it is asked whether these and other fundamental basings 
figures and projects are practical and available easily to or in any locality or 
Dists. and Divisions (Territorial units) in a state or even for large scale zonal 
areas such as those envisaged in Pakistan and Hindustan Sections of India. 

This is further clarified and explained drawing a paralled - say in between 
and as follows :- showing 

A single Territorial unit - A single Division in a State - comprising 
of 4/8 Districts of 4/5 Tahsils. (Cf: Dewas Central Division B. P.) State, C. T ), 
1. The Crop Insurance Projects. in 1. These are new and unknown V 

Vogue and common. often. 

2. Gram Panchayat Systems perfect 2. Coming up sparcely ftnd recently 
and fundamental Basings often. along Village - libraries (Of: Old. 

3. The Bij - Bhandars and Savan 
returns common (purity seed 
drive and multiplication) 

4. Malkana Hakk lU'A State Land
lordism. 

5. Debt Relieving Act and (money 
lenders) Committees. 

Ii. The State specialisations. 

a) Patil Boys - Patil Boards. 
b) Sal'dars - Sardar " 

c) Temple I S k·t . . I aus n pUJarl 

M'war Village) 

3. Not so abundant nor thought, so 
essential. 

4. Landlords / Peasant - proprietor
ship bills. 

5. Bombay Agricultural Debt, 
Relieving Act Start] 945 Oct. 

6. Neglected Institutions. 

Freedom from want for the farmers. Oompulsory deal theory and practice. 
Thus it is abundantly clear -the state unit by virtue of its being - small and 
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specialised institution takes up easily certain reforms and projects - suiting 
traditions and temperament of tbe people as shown above. 

This may not be found in territorial units but the progressive patterns can 
easily be copied and introduced in rural centres, and life and method of livings 
of the agrarian communities - ( Cf : ,Japan) - as such just recently the project 
has been placed before the Director of Agriculture, Bombay state and the 
results are awaited - The propaganda section adding abundantly to our modern 
policy of agricultural planuings and Economic Nationalism. Now that India is 
fast evolving it should have on equality with other Democratic Nations of 
the world. 

In conclusion - it is expected that this Agricultural Crops - Insurance 
project -as being advocated by our N China Cottage Industries and Education 
Centre· Mahableshwar / Ahmednagar - would soon find favour and populiarity 
in the Indian Union, even abroad, securing ultimately freedom from want for 
the rural communities and individual farmers equally. 

References: 1. Nippon Forests and Insurance Act. 

2. Dewas Crop Insurance Act. 

( Copy Right) 

:3 D O. / Cooptive Registrars Bombay ( 13 Nov. 45 ) 
a) The Federal Crop Insurance programme U. S. America. 

4. Bulletins / publications - The National FarmerA' Union 
Mutual Insurance Socirty Ltd. Stratford - on Avon. 
(England) 



SWEET POTATO 
By 

G. A. PATgL * 
Natural Order:- Convovulaceae. 

M arathi :- Ratalu. Gujarati :- Sakkaria. 
State:- 13,514 acres in 1946.47. 

Botanical Name:- Ipomoea Batatas· 
Kannada:- Genasu. Area in Bombay 

Area in acres of important centre8 :-Belgaum ~.808, Satara 2,223, Poona 
R54 Sholapur 1,042, Bijapur 925, Nasik 867, Kolaba 652, Kanara 727. Kaira 382. 

The chief use of sweet potatoes is for human food. The creepers are used 
as cattle feed; in famine it is an important crop. The crop is used in making 
starch, sirup and alcohol. The sweet potato contains 16% starch and 4% sugar 
i. e. 20% alcohol producing material. This is a very important crop in tropical 
and sub-tropical countries like Africa, China, Japan, India and U. S. A. The sweet 
potato is a native of tropical America. It is now widely distributed throughout 
the world where climatic conditions are favourable. The juice of both vines and 
roots is milky. The flowers are almost white or pale violet in colour. 

Climate :- The sweet potato is one of the most drought resistant vege
tables. It, can give a fair crop without irrigation in semi-arid regions. This can 
be grown where 4 months in a year have warm days and nights, plenty of sUBshine 
and moderate rainfall. The largest yield is secured when the rainfall is abundant 
in the early part of the growing season. Where the rainfall is 20"-25" it can be 
taken throughout the 3 seasons, where the rainfall is 30" to 40" it can only be 
taken in Rabi season. 

Soil:- Well drained soils are necessary for highest yields. The crop 
thives best on sandy loam soils, with a clay sub-soil layer; but it can ,be grown 
on a wide range of soils, if the growing season is sufficiently long. On very 
rich soils or in heavy soils the crop produces much vegetative growth and the 
potatoes are liktly to be very large and rough. This reduces their market 
value. Good drainage is important, since the crop does not thrive well 
where water stagnates. Planting on ridges is suitable mainly for the purpose of 
drainage. 

... Agricultural Teacher, Telang Agricultural High School, Godhra. 
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PI eparation of the Soil:- On deep soils there is a tendency for the 
roots t·o grow long and slender, so deep ploughing is not advocated. Usually 6" 
depth of preparation is sufficient. Fresh manure is not applied to this crop as it 
produces long and rongh potatoes Bulky manure is applied to the previous 
crop. The soil is brought into fine tilth by freguent discing and harrowing, 

Layout and Planting: - In Gujarat ( Broach, Kaira and Ahmedabad) 
flat beds are prepared 6' x 12' and the vines are planted in the bed in the month 
of November. The crop will be ready for harvest in the month of February 
March after 4 months. In other parts of the state ridges and furrowa are opened 
2' afart by the ridger and cuttings of the vines are planted on both the sides of 
the ridges 9" apart. Fine cuttings are obtained from the matured vines which am 
free from the soH borne disease. The length of the cutting is 12" with 4-5 sound 
bude therein. The cuttings are planted 9" apart keeping the end buds free. 
The central bud which is put inside strikes the roots. The number of cuttin~s 

required is theoretically 50,000, but practically 1 lac per acre, and on weight ba"e 
000 Ihs. of cutt.ings are required, The area for seed purpose is 6 to g gunthas. 
The seed rate depends on the variety, type of soil and the planting distance. At 
the time of planting the ridges are previously irrigated and the cuttings are planted 
iu the mud. 

After Care :-Keep the area clean by hand weeding and stirring. As this 
crop has got the spreading habit it covers the whole ground a.nd minimises the 
weed growth. 

Top Dressing :-Iffertilizers are available a 650 lbs. mixture .conslstm)! 
of 2 parts bone-meal, 4 parts groundnut cake and 1 part of K2S04 or 500 lbs. of 
bone-meal is applied. 

Irrigation :--In Rabi and Hot seasons 1:!-14 irrigations are given at an 
interval of 10 days. The water requirements of the crop amount to 30-32 acre 
inches. 

Turning of the Vines :-There is a difference of OpInIOn regarding this 
operation. Experiments were carried out for turnmg the vines every week, after 
they were properly established. It was found that it was unsafe to disturb the 
vines after they had grown to a considerable length. 

Harvesting :-When the sweet potato is grown for early market it may he 
harvested as soon as the tubers reach the marketable size, regardless of the stage 
of maturity. Generally the crop is ready within 4 months. Harvesting is done 
by digging out the tubers with a K udali or a pick axe, by hand labour or by a light 
plough and collecting the tubers afterwards. The averagee yield is 8,000 to 
12,000 Ib~. of tubers. 
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Varieties: -There are about 100 varieties of sweet potatoes but there are 
three important varieties from the market point of view. They are Red, White 
and Ceylon Cluster white. The white variety is supposed to be less sweet and more 
fibrous than the red one. The 3rd variety is int,roduced by our department from 
Ceylon and it has a natural tendency to form all the tubers in clusters near the 
surface. The size of the tuber depends on the type of soil, oultivation and 
manure. It varies from a few ozs. to a couple of pounds. 

Diseases and Insect Pests:- (i) Black Rot:- Thii! affects the under
ground portion of the ClOp. The funguR produces dark and black somewhat sunken. 
more or less circular spots on the surface of the tuber. On the stem also the 
infection begins as a small black spot which generally enlarges until the whole 
stem rots off. The plants grown from affected tubers are likely to bear the disease. 
Seed from disease-free vines should therefore be used. There are many other 
diseases such as, leaf spot, leaf blight, root rot, soft rot etc. but they are not met 
wit.h in the state of Bombay. 

(ii) Sweet Potato Weet'il :--It is a slender snout beetle ahout 1/4 indlCs 
long. The ~eevil feeds upon the leaves, stems and vines in the early stages and 
lays a large number of eggs at the base of the vine tuber. The young larvae on 
hatching eat the flesh of the potato leaving an irregular burrow lined with excre
ment. They feed inside the tuber upto the time of their full growth and pass the 
pupa stage within the sweet potato 

Remedy :-Crop rotation and spraying with stomach poisons. 

Cost of cultivation 

Items. Men. Women. Bullocks. 

I. Preparatory Tillage :-
Ploughing. 4 8 
Mixing Manure and Harrowing. 2 2 4 
Laying out. 4 2 

II. Planting :- 10 

UL After Care :-

Interculturing, Weeding. Stirrin),!, 
turning vines. 30 
Top Dressing. 10 
Irrigation. 10 
Harvesting. 8 12 

Total Lahour:- 32 44 14 
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Labour. 
Manure and fertilizers. 
Seed. 
Irrigation. 
Marketing. 
Supervision. 
Interest @ ~% 
Land rent. 

Cost of labour. 

Hire charges for implements. 

Receipts :-

8000 lbs. tubers, @ 
Re. 0-1-0 per lb. 

Deduct :-

Total 

.... 

Net Profit 

[vol. 41 ~ 

Rs.As.Ps. 
75-0-0 
60-0-0 
50-0-0 

.')-0-0 

2-8-0 
12-0-0 

0-0-0 
30-0-0 

1-0-0 

241-8-0 

500-0-0 

241-8-0 

25R-S-O 

-The new institute for MURc1e Research in the United States, directed by 
Dr. A. Szent-Gyorggi, the famous discoverer of Vitamin C, is trying to solve the 
mystery of muscular activity. It is reported that muscle consists of a complex 
protein called" actomyosin ", which i~ a combination of" actin" and "myosin", 
Moleculs of" actin" are small and round; while those of " myosin" are long 
and thin. Yet another BubE'tance, known as Adenosine Triphosphate (ATP) is 
said to act as the energy exchange agent. The energy exchange is regulated by salt· 

Actin moleculs unite together to form long threads when a very little salt 
is added. These threads form long muscle fibre and the long thin myosin 
moleculs unite with them giving the familiar straited appearance to the muscle. 
This complex structure formed, which is very sluggish, is called as actomysin 
However, when a small amount of ATP is added the struoture becomes amazingly 
reactive. The muscle contract·s dne to high percentage of salt and expands due 
to a low percentage of salt. Dr. Szent-Gyorggi says that all evidence points onto 
that ATP is the key substance of mnscul~r activity and that the stiffening 01 
muscles after death i'l due to los,.; of ATP. 

- A. N. F. Dcc. 2fl, H14!l. 



Storage of Grains 
. 
In Bombay State 

By 

S. V. PINGALE * 
The main food requirements of the population in this state being satisfied by 

grains, grain storage has been an important practise since long. Actually a majority 
of the cultivators and the consumers prefer storing their grain requirements of 1-2 
years. Grain unlike money, however, deteriorates in storage, the factors responsible 
being moi'lture, rats and insects and the existing conditions show that this has not 
been overlooked. On the other hand in the Bombay state it is observed that every 
possible means including insects have been harnessed in grain storage by the 
cultivators and the consumers to minimise damage. Besides, the methodli! adop
ted vary from tract to tract indicating that the climatic conditions are also taken 
into consideration. Large scale observations, however, show that these efforts do 
not yield complete Success and some damage continues to occur. It is, therefore. 
intended to summarise the local methods in this article along with the suggested 
additions which have been worked out in the light of recent developments. 

In N.Gujarat the main grains stored are wheat,bajari and pulses. For storage 
the cultivators and the consumers use earthen cylinders which have an opening at 
th~ top to introduce grains and an opening at the bottom to take out grains. The 
capacity of s11ch cylinders variefl from 500 to 3000 lbs. and they are usually kept 
2 to 3 feet above ground to avoid rat and white ant trouble. Before putting in 
the cylinder the grains are dried in the Sun and mixed with ashes and N eem 
leaves. In this tract, mixing of ashes is thought absolutely necessary and at any 
cost this is !l ccomplished. The grains are then introduced in the cylinder with It 
handfu I of 'l'rogoderma granaria larvae (locally known as Vant·ril on top and then 
the opening sealed with mud and cowdung. The introduction of T. granaril1 
larvae is supposed to keep other insects away and itE'elf does not cause much 
damage. In the laboratory it is observed that, these gruos raise the temperature 
of the grain considerably and this keeps other insects away. A few observations 
in cafle of grains stored this way have shown that where larvae are introduced the 
damage varied from 0'5 to 1'0% and was caw'ed by T. granari,J, and where not, 
introduced it was between 1-0 to 2'5 % caused by Calandra aryza in case of 
cereals and by Bntchu8 sp. in ca8e of pulses. 

* Assistant Entomologist, Store pest Investigatioll Scheme, Bombay. 
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A few persons store their stocks in bags and in such cases castor oil is 

applied to wheat and rice at the rate of 1'0 to 1'5% and this method is found to 

afford protection to grains for 5 to 6 mouths. 

On large scale merchants store grains in bulk in half underground and hall 

above ground rooms, In their storage no preservative is used and considerabh 

damage is caused by T. granaria and O. oryza. 

In central Gujarat where wheat, maize and paddy are stored, in adrlitior 

to the above methods, small sized above ground rooms are also used for storin! 

these grains in bulk. In suoh cases the preservative used is ashes. In this tract 

maize suffers heavy damage within a short period from moisture and insects likE 

O. oryza, T. granaria and O. rugicollis. 

In Konkan where paddy is the main crop, it is stored on a small scal~ il 
cylindrical bins prepared of bamboo and these are locally known as kanagie& 
They are made airtight by applying mud and cowdung to its side. Their capa 
city varies from 500 to 1500 lbs. The pests damaging paddy in this area a~ 

rats and the insect, Sitotroga cerealella. The oultivators use Neem leaves as I 

preservative but inspite of it, the damage in 8 to 10 months storage goes to 3 to 5~ 
and if the kanagy is opened frequently it may amount to even 10'0%. Th 
pulses are stored in earthen pots or gunny bags wit.h the local red soil applied ~ 

them as a preservative and this is found to protect them from Bruchu..~ attack. 

The merchants store their grains either in bags or in ·bulk in above grounl 

rooms where, in addition to 8. cerealella, Rhizopertha dominica is found responsiM 

for damage. 

In Khandesh where, kharif and rabi jowars and wheat are stored. it i 
observed that Kharif jowar is most susceptible to insect attack and C. oryza an 
S. cerealella are responsible for damage. Rabi jowar is damaged by C. or!Jza aD 
R. dominic a whereas, wheat by C. oryza and T. grana ria. The cultivators SWt 

grains in kanagies or bags after using ashes and neem leaves. However, in th 
tract the insects take a heavy toll and in 8 to 10 months storage 3-7% dama! 
to kharif jowar and 1.4% to other grains is not unusual. 

The merchants of this tract store the grains in bags or in undergrouu 
pucca built cellars locally called Peva. In the peva the grain is stored for 2 
years in bulk without any preservati ve but, after storge all oxygen is removi 
from the p('va by burning a candle and then sealing the opening. Grains 8t01l 
this way get a musty odor, a different colour, loose the germination power al 
suffer heavy damage by moistul'e which varies between 1 to 20% according to tl 
time of storage. 
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In the South Deccan rabi jowar is mainly stored and the insects damaging 
it are 0, oryza and R. dominica. The cultivators use kanagies or bags without 
any preservative and merchants store the grains in bags. In some places under
ground pevas are also used but they are getting obsolete now. The damage in 
this tract in 8-10 months storage is observed to be O' 5 to 1·5%. 

In the Karnatak area jowar, wheat and paddy are the main crops stored. 
Out of these jowar and wheat are stored in underground pits and paddy in bags. 
The pits are simple dugouts in highlying area preferrably in laterite soil. Straw 
is used on all sides before putting in the gra.ins and the grain is stored in bulk. 
The capacity of the pits varies from 1000 to 50000 lbs. Pitted grains are taken 
out as and when required, the maximum storage usually not exceeding two years. 
Grains stored in pits are not fit for seed purposes and give characteristic pitty 
smell. Moreover, if not dried properly after removal from the pits thpy det,erio
rate quickly 011 account of the high moisture content. 

Suggested additions: Where grains are stored in airtight containers like 
earthen, bamboo or metal bins, do not mix anything with the grain but pour 
grain in the container and on top add ED/CT, a liquid fumigant, at the rate of 
one ounce per maund of grain. The container is then kept closed till required. 
The grains kept this way remain fit for seed or consumption purposes and free 
from rats or insect damage. The cost of the treatment ammounts to one anna 
per maund of grain. 

For bag storage the grains should be thoroughly dried in the sun and the 
grain bags kept on suitable dunnage in a well ventilated place. Besides, either 
mix Magnesium oxide with the grain at the rate of 1 lb per 500 lbs of grain or 
subject the bags to surface dusting with 4'5% BHC dust. The latter method is 
cheaper and in this case every bag is to be dusted from outside initially and only 
the exposed surfaces subsequently every month. The rate for each dusting 
should not exceed 8 ounces per 100 sq. ft. area dusted. 

If the grains are meant only for seed purposes 4'5% BHC dust mixed with 
the grain at the rate of one pound per thousand pounds, keeps the grains free 
from insect damage. Such grains, however, are not then fit for human consump
tion. 

For underground storage moisture is the only damaging factor and this 
could be avoided by keeping a layer of bagged husk (any locally available paddy 
or groundnut husk) at, the bottom and sides before putting in the grain. Besides, 
grains taken out of the pits or pevas should be thoroughly dried in the sun 
before subsequent storage. 



The Role of Birds in Agriculture 

By 

NARAYAN G. DASTANE :l~ 

Who is not attracted and allured by the charming beauty of birds? Even a 
lay-man finds a unique joy in their lovely forms and pretty plumes, graceful 

flights and sweet songs. The ornithologists regard them as benefactors of the 
universe. 

Of course, it is true that there are few baneful activities of birds. They 
destroy the field and orchard crops. Some of them devour the beneficial in8ect~. 

Some birds fertilise the flowers and disseminate the seeds of noxious plants and 
weeds. Some like hawks and vultures rob the poultrymen of their chicken. 
There are certain birds who shout out at night, in harsh discordant screams and 
with hissing notes, awakening us from sound sleep after the day's hard work. 

But all this does not mean that the bird kingdom is nothing but a nui· 
sance to mankind. The damage and the destruct.ion caused by the birds is usually 
exaggerated. On the contrary, the birds repay the meagre loss by performing 
the manifold and indispensable services for human welfare. 

Most of the birds maintain themselvpR on the insects and pests which wOllld 
have damaged the crops by billions of rU}Jees. It is said that "But for the in· 
sects, the birds wou ld perish". From this, we can imagine the relation of insects 
and birds. The crows and the cranes devour greedily an immense number of 
cutworms and caterpillars, crabs and crickets. The paddy birds and partridges 
prey voraciously on frogs and fishes. moths and maggots. Storks are well reputed 
locust destroyers. Ants and grubs form the dainty diet of robins and wood· 
peekers. Owls, hawks and vultures are among the most important of the natural 
checks on mice and lizards, rats and rodents which are swallowed entirely. 

Thus the birds are of great economic use to the agricultural industry. Most 

of the birds take a heavy toll from the insect kingdom. If there would h~ve 

been no birds, the insects would have mllltiplied in geometric progression and 
human life would have been impossible. The ornithologists have estimated that 
a single pair of birds with their progeny destroys 150 million insects per annum. 
A single pair of potato bugs, without any check will multiply in one season to 
about 50 million while a couple of rats increases to 800 in a year. If there would 

* Demonstrator in Agronomy, College of Agriculture, Poona 5. 
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have heen no check on this tremendously increasing population of insects and 
pests by birds, one can imagine what would happen to the weary human life! 

Besides this, the birds also play several other roles which are not of less 
importance to the agriculturists. They act as scavengers. Kites and crows clear 
off the carcasses of cattle. They dispose off the dead and decaying matter which 
putrifies and befouls the atmosphere. Their services are highly valuable during 
the outbreaks of cattle epidemic. 

Bees and butterflies are not the only creatures who can boast of being 
the pollinating agents. Birds also render appreciable services in this aspect. 
Many a bird possesses special adaptations in the structure and mechanism of their 
bill and tongue. Silk cotton tree. which is specirdly. used for match industry, is 
pollinated mostly by birds. Tne flowers of coral tree which is grown for shades in 
tea. and coffee plantations are chiefly fertilised by hirds. . 

In dissemination and distribution of seeds, bird::; play a prominent and 
a predominant part. Mulberry and loranthus are mostly propagated by birds. 
Bulbuls and barbets are largely responsible for dissemination of Sandal Wood in 
southern India; and at present the experiments have shown that the seeds of 
plants, after passing uninjured through a bird's intestine, produce stronger plants 
than those without such a passage. 

Birds themselves serve as a food and supplement the menu in many an 
Indian home. This is an important source of food in these days of food shortage. 
Innumerable species of birds are shot and sold in the markets which yield 
substantially for the sustenance of those engaged in these trades. 

There are other industries too, depending on the birds. Ergret 
farming was a profitable cottage industry for precious plumes and was largely 
practised in Sind. The pretty plumes of these birds were largely exported to the 
West for ladies' head-dresses, tippets, boas, muffs and other ornamental purposes. 
At present, the demand has dwindled due to the change in fashions. Guano
the excreta of sea.birds on the coasts of Peru-is used as a manure and is a 
commercial product today. 

Thus the birds protect our crops from insects and pests. They act as 
scavengers. They serve as pollinating agents. They also help the di"semination 
of seeds. They serve as food. They yield precious plumes and valuable guano. 
Considering all these, we can definitely ::;tate that the birds are rendering multi
fold agricultural services which outweigh the little damage they cause. They 
are not foes but faithful friends of the farmers. The bird kingdom is a blessing 
to them by the Almighty, 

In addition to all these agricultural and the materialistic aspects, the birds 
give us mental pleasures. Watching the birds is a pleasant hobby. The grandeur 
and the splendour of their feat,ures and colour -, the sweetness of their songs 
uttered in courtship display, allure and entice UR leading UR away from t,he worry 
of our world, 

Reference :-" Indian BirdR "--By Salim Ali. 



Cacao Bean ~usk as a Cattle Feed. 

By 

N, G, PERUR t 

Fairly large quantities of cacao bean are being imported into India during 
the last few years for the manufacture of cocoa and chocolate, The cacao bean 
possesses a shell and a ton of bean yeilds about 300 lbs. of this shell on dehusking. 
In foreign countries, this husk is valued for its oil, colouring matter, theobromine 
and essential oil. But in India, for want of equipment, the shell is finding no use 
and is treated as a waste to be burnt in the boilers, It was thought that the 
cacao husk could very well be used as a scarcity cattle feed and the present 
investigation was undertaken, 

Food value of cacao bean husk :-The proximate analysis of the cacao' 
bean husk is given in table 1 below, The analysis of some of the common cattle 
concentrates like cotton seed cake, wheat bran and iur chuni are also given for 
comparison, 

Table 1 

Analysis of roasted cacao bean husk* 

Cacao bean I' Cotton seed II Wheat bran I Tur chuni 
husk cake ' . r~. I 

Moisture 
Ash 
Oil 
Fibre 
Proteins 
Carbohydrates 

( Percent on air dry sample) 
6'50 I 5'30 
7'35 i 5'70 
5'89 ·1'60 

17'05 24'30 
14'00 20'50 
49'21 ;j9 60 

7-90 
4-80 
4'00 

11'85 
14'43 
57'02 

( *Sample collected from Sathe Riflcuit Factory, Poona) 

7'20 
7"50 
3'60 

12'15 
18'37 
51'18 

The composition of the husk varies wit,h the variety, method of fermenting 
the beans and degree of roasting the beans_ The analysis shows that the hU8k is 
similar to wheat bran in its nutritional value. 

r Lecturer in Agricultural Chemistry, College of Agriculture, Poona 5. 
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Feeding trials :-There is no record of cacao bean husk having been tried 
IS a cattle feed in India. Preliminary trials showed that cattle do not relish the 
~usk in the beginning for a few days due to its strong odour. But they get used 
GO it within a week or so. The husk moistened with salt water was relished by 
Lhe cattle. It may also be mixed with mola!;ses of the sugar factories. Good 
resultB have been obtained on experimental farms abroad by feeding cattle with 
~acao husk; the animals thrive on the diet and put on weight, It definite incl'ease 
in amount of cream in milk and quantity of milk was also found with miltch 
cattle. * 

The shelling percentage of the caoao bean husk is about 15. One ton of 
cacao beans, yield about 300 pounds of husk as a waste product. As the husk 
occupies a large space in the factories, the proprietors will be glad to dispol!e off 
this bulky waste product free or at a nominal price. The husk being bulky it 
may not be convenient for handling and transportation. This difficulty can how
ever be overcome by pressing the husk into cake with some edible adhesives like 
molasses. 

Summary :-Cacao bean husk which is an industrial waste product has 
been shown to possess a good potential food value as a cattle feed. Though it 
cannot replace any of the present feeds. it serves as a scarcity feed during famines 
and to supplement the present cattle ration in the urban areas. 

* Cocoa and chocolate, their chemist.ry and manufacture; by R. Whymper-1912.: 193 

- The Western Australian Government ha3 decided to sponsor a scheme for 
producing synthetic rice from wheat. The process consists of washing and clean
ing the grain with repeated steamines at a pressuse of 20 Ibs per square inch to dis
till off fatty acids and to remove the wheat flavour and aroma.. The wheat is then 
vacuum-dried so as to case harden the individual grains. The husk is then remo
ved in an ordinary rice mill and the product is ready for packing. 

The synthetic rice has cer~ain advantagcs over genuine rice. Being hard it 
is resistant to weevils. It does not go rancid quickly; and it has almost the same 
vita mine content as wheat. It is estimated that when the scheme begins to 0 perate 
fully 51, 600 tons of synthetic rice will be prepared from 79,000 tons of wheat. 
This will a Iso yield 2, 400 tons of ordinary bran and 15,000 tons of high quality 
cooked bran. It is stated that the riC6 tuus produced will have a ready market in 
India, Pakistan aGd othel" fal" eastern countries. 

~ Agricultural News letter 
(Release No. AGN/267) 



Insects in Relation to /I Grow More 
Food Campaign U 

By 

A. K. B. CAZI :j~ 

FlOm economic point of view insects may be classed into three ca.tegories 
viz.: (I) useful insects (2) beneficial insects and (3) harmful 01' injurious 
insects. 

Useful insects are those that carryon useful activities so far as humans 
are concerned either by producing useful products such as honey or doing useful 
service such as acting as pollinating agents or sca vengers or aiding the formation 
of humus in the soil. Beneficial insects are those that suppress the multiplica.tion 
of injurious insects acting either as parasites or predators. Harmfu I illi!ects are 
those that do damage to the crops or stored products or affect the life and ht'alth 
of human beings and their live stock and by acting as carriers of diseases. 

It is generally recognized that one of the best pollinating agents is honey 
bee and the orchard owners in the Western Hemisphere purposeTy stock their 
orchards with domesticated honey bees which, besides being a fruitful cause to 
increase the yield of fruits to an appreciable extent, also yield an economic food 
product which goes under the name of honey. 

The following extract gleaned from the bulletin" Dominion Experimental 
Farms in 1947-Annual Report of the Director Canada Department of Agricul. 
ture "-shows to what extent there are potentialities to increase the yield of seed 
through increasing the number of honey bees by the establishment of apiaries. 

" In the fall, the clover from all areas was harvested and seed yields 
determined. These were as follows:-

District in which honey beeiJ were abundant. 

Honeybees only in cages 
No bees in cages 
Open pollination 

Average seed in lb. per acre 230'9 
Seed in lbs. per acre 5'3 
Seed in lbs. per acre 371'2 

... Deputy Direct.or of Agriculture (Mllnures & Firtilisers), B. S., Poona 1. 
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Ina diBtrict where there are no honey bee8. 
Honeybees only in rages Seed in lb. per acre 
No bees in cages Seed in lb. per acre 
Open pollination Seed in lb. per acre 

122'7 
g'l 

74'6 

The above figures show that where pollinating insects were excluded the 
seed set was practically nil; also that heneybees alone performed more efficient 
work than where only wild bees had access to the clover. The greatest yield 
of seed, however, was obtained where both wild and honeybees worked the clover 
together. " 

On an average it is estimated that harmful insects normally damage the 
crops and trees to the extent of not less than 10%. But in several cases entire 
crops are ruined. Most of the diseases known ate transmitted by insects thug 
causing enormous economic loss to the human beings. Fortunately, of hte. we 
see a number of reliable and efficient insecticides which have given promise to 
deal effectively with the scourge that injurious insects bring. D. D. T. is one of 
such insecticides which is a marvel of the recent days being the miraculous cure 
of the insect pests. However, if it kills insect pests, what guarantee is there t.hat it 
may not kill also the useful or beneficial insects? If it kills the insect.s of the 
latter ca.tegory also then there is every chance of its b!:'ing an additional sc()ur_ge 
of the worst type rather than a boon. 

But fortunately for us foreign workers in the field of scientific research 
were alive to the needs of carrying on conclusive tests. In fact the very pheno
menon of the insect killing activities by sweeps of D. D. T. made the bee keepers 
of the fruit growing areas in the 'Vest alarmed as to the effect this particular 
poison might have on their bees. 

The scientific workers after carrying on elaborate experiments in succession 
have now come to the conclusion that beyond doubt under normal field conditions 
D. D. T. is not harmful to honey bees (Canada Department Agriclliture
Dominion Experimental Farm in 1947-Annual Report of the Director ). 

Honey bees belong to the insect order Hymenoptera. In t,hi;; order there 
are many genera of insects which carryon useful work of pollination. A vast 
number of parasitic or benificial insects also belong to this order. 

If the nature of the insects that may be peculiar to the order be responsible 
for giving protection against the poison then it seems we are definitely to be 
thankful to DDT which is one of best weapons in the cause of "Grow More 
Food" Campaign. 



II Lazy Acres" Can Yield far More Food * 

By 

JA Y RICHTER 

There is new hope among men who know the land that within the life· 
time of most of us we can dispel the ghost of the English economist, Thomas 
Robert Malt!ms, who 150 years ago envisaged a world in constant misery and 
want because it could not produce enough food to match the rate of population 
growth. Although this dim Malthusian outlook still might be valid if we fail to 
solve formidable problems of distribution. the production of enough food for all 
peoples is now possible through widespread application of modern technology. 
America's recent production record provides a measure of what can be accom· 
plished elsewhere, since the vast land area of the United States includes a wide 
range of soils exposed to a variety of weather and other growing conditions. 

In the 70 years prior to 1940, America's acre-yield of major crops increased 
little, if any. Since 1940, crop productien per acre has increased by approxi. 
mately 30 percent. Reduction in the rate of soil loss, and reinvigoration of 
deteriorated soils, are two of three major reasons why the production stalemate 
has been broken. The third is the fact that more producers have adopted impro. 
ved technology, a trend hastelll,d by wartime and post-war production imperatives 
and good farm prices. 

These gains may look small 10 years from now. :Food production in the 
next decade can he increased by 50 percent, or five times our expected population 
growth of about 10 percent, in the view of many conservative agricultural 
scientists. Their rosy outlook is prompted in large measure by a revolutionary 
new approach to crop production research which is resulting in truly amazing 
increases in yields. The scientists sum it up in the phrase "the proper integra. 
tion of all production factors." That means, as one of them explained, "working 
cooperati vely with individual farmers under ordinary farm cond itions," and 
trying several new techniques at varyin~ rates and in different combinatiolls. 

Adoption of the integrated production technique for specific crop" rules 
out the traditional approach to agricultural research known as the "single factor" 

* Reprinted from" The New York Times" taken from" .-\merican Newsfile -Agricultllrp 
Supplement", 50-A-7 of 5th April 1950. 
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concept. This theory holds that only one new production practice should be 
tried at a time, preferably in a hothouse atmosphere where other factors can be 
held rigidly constant. That notion now belongs with the man powered plow, and 
inevitably will be abandoned even by the agricultural experts still in the thrall of 
their own speciliaties. 

A direct comparison brought this lesson home to researchers at t,he State 
Experiment Station in Raleigh, in the state of North Carolina. Single-factor 
experiments were carried out in plots adjoining one where the combined approach 
was used. In the first plot, a hybrid corn variety increased yields 14 bushels an 
acre above the 27-bushel average; in the second, extra heavy doses of nitrogen 
brought a similar increase; in the third, where the number of plants per acre was 
increased, yields fell almost 12 bushels below the average. Totaling the two 
increases and subtracting the decrease gave the scientists a theoretical gain of 
about 16 bushels. That is the result they expected in the fourth plot, where all 
three practices were tried in combination. Actually, the increase was 50 bushels 
above the 27-bushel average. In a similar trial, yields bounded from a 20-bushel 
average to all incredible 120 bushels In the state of Mississippi improved corn 
production techniques, when tried separately, added up to a theoretical gain of 
40 bushels per acre. When the practices were combined the increase was 61 
bushels. Two conclusions were abundantly clear: (1) A single crop practice 
may increase yields, but production can be pyramided when several practices 
are used together in the right combination; and (2) A single practice, although 
it reduces yields in a sole trial, may actually bring substantial increases when 
combined with others. 

Conrad H. Parker, a farmer in the American South who cultiva tes about 70 
acres in the state of North C'1rolina, is a typic d example of the new approach. 
Four years ago, he brought in a corn crop which was the bigge3t surprise of his 
hard-working life. One of his :25 acres planted to corn had out yielded the otherR 
by at least three to one. 

Parker's surprise was freighted with considerable chagrin because of the 
indifferent reception he had given Dr. Bert Krantz, soil research scientist at the 
State Experiment Station, Raleigh, North Carolina, before planting time the 
previous spring. Dr. Krantz had persuaded Parker, against his judgment, to 
apply to his 75-bushel-aere production practices which did violence to teehnique8 
evolved over 150 years by the best farmers in the area. 

"I thought Dr. Krantz was out of his mind," Parker admits today, "but 
in 1946 and 1947 we got 90 to 100 bushels to the acre over the whole farm." 

Parker was not the only farmer in North Carolina who gave up the tradi
tions of his forefathers. Some 350 other farmers in the state discovered they 
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were in possession of a gold mine whose resources are renewable. Ten thousand 
of the state's farmers, since converted, are now producing corn at more than triple 
the pre-1945 rate. By 1948, more than 50,000 farmf:'rs throughout the southern 
states of Alabama, Georgia. Mississippi, North Carolina, South Carolina, Tennessee 
and Virginia had applied the new techniques. TLeir yield has been quauruple 
that of average yields throughou t the area for the 10 years, 1935-44. 

When he visited Parker, Dr. Krantz was bringing with bim considerably 
more than his own specialized knowledge of soil types fertilizer and plant spacing. 
He was also offering tbe plan t breeder's know ledge of new varieties; tbe agri. 
cultural engineer's knowledge of new equipment and fertilizer placement, and the 
agronomist's know ledge of weed call trol and other cultural practices. 

Further trials in the state of North Carolina have produced results with 
oats, wheat, and soybeans similar to t.hose achieved with corn. The techniques 
and combinations vary, the principle remains the same. Larger crops foreshadow 
an expanded livestock production, currently the major objective of American 
agricultural policy makers. 

Improvement and increase of forage production in the southern tests indio 
cate that production of dairy products could be doubled throughout the region. 
By use of the new approach in management of pastures, beef production has been 
increased as much as 150 percent. 

The new approach also is catching on outside the American Routh. In 
nine tests with soybeans in various states, yields were increased throofold. In the 
midwestern state of Iowa, one farmer produced an astronomical 224 bushels to 
the acre. In the Pacific Canst state of Washington, researchers found that heavier 
irrigation alone leduced potato yields by 24 bushels per acre,but that more water, 
in combination with nitrogen, brought yields up to 522 bushels per acre compared 
with a normal 392. In the western state of Utah, l3 tons were added to normal 
Hi-ton yields of sugar beet,,_ 

In a corn experiment on irrigated land in the Pacific Coast state of Oregon, 
extra water brought a four-hu;;;hel gain; a normal water supply, with nitrogen side 
dressing, added 41 bushels. \Vhcn the two practices were combined, however, 
the normal yield of 52 bushels was increased by 80 bushels per acre. 

In most other countries, American agricultural scientists believe, a wide 
spread application of the modern technology on land already being cultivated 
could increase world food production by 25 percent within five years at II 

conservative estimate. Total world food supplies are still tragically short of needs. 
but we are making some progress toward closing the gap. American hybrid corn 
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varieties, planted in Italy's Po Valley, are increasing yields by approximateJy 40 
peroent. Eventually, this project may become an important £<wtor in expanding 
livestock production throughout the whole of Europe. 

There is an unprecedented rate of exchange among the nations of technical 
agricultural experts. American officials report that other nations are drawing 
heavily upon the ability of U. 8. farm experts to put their knowledge to work on 
the land. Materials for insect and disease control, seeds, and planting stocks of 
proved superiority are important items in world commerce. 

Increasing food production in underdevelope,l areas is a formidable task 
depending upon solution of complex social, economic, and political problems, but 
we can start at once to do some things: expand fertilizer manufacture; start a few 
more irrigation projects in the most promising areas; and prepare the way for 
hydroelectric projects, especially in the tropics where potentialities for power are 
promiSing. 

North of the tempemte region in northern Eurasia and northern North 
America, there are at least 300,000,000 acres which could be developed for success
ful dairying and vegetable production. Of far greater importance are great areas 
in East Africa, South America, Central America, Southeastern Asia, and t,he 
Pacific islands. Altogether, it would be possible t.o increase by approximately 40 
percent the 3,OOO,OOO,OOO-acre land area now under cultivation throughout the 
world, according to estimates of the United Nation Food and Agriculture 
Organization. 

Application of modern technology on new lands, plus production increases 
in sight on land now under cultivation, would provide more than enough food for 
the estimated world population in 1960. It comes to this; man himself now may 
choose whether he is to have an adequate diet. 



N I R A 

By 

L. M. CHAVAN, B. Sc. (Agri.)c1ass 

Now that total prohibition is in enforcement in Bombay State and the 
Government is sponsoring the use of Nira as a health giving drink and as a cheap 
source of some valuable by-products, it is worth-while to know what exactly is 
meant by Nira. This word Nira has been derived, it is said, from the sanskrit 
word " cfR " (Neer) which means water It is a sweet sap given out by some 

sugar palms viz. cocoanut, wild date, palmyra, Indian Sago etc., when fresh. It 
is a colourless. pleasantly smelling, sweet liquid totally harmless to the human 
constitution. It does not produce any intoxicating effect But if it is kept as 
such for a length of time fermenting process sets in, converting it into It milky 
white fluid, called toddy, which contains about 5% alcohol. 

Cocoanut palms grow best in humid and temperate regions and, there· 
fore, dry inland tracts are not congenial to their growth. The life span of a 
cocoanut palm is more than 100 years and it can be tapped after 7 or 8 years. 
In India cocoanut palms grow luxuriantly all along the southern strip of its coast. 

Wild date palms are found growing all over India, but they thrive best 
under humid climatic conditions and also in some other parts of Maharashtra. 
Its life span is 40 to 50 years and it can be tapped after 4-5 years. 

Palmyra palm grows in low lying sandy areas and its life span is more than 
100 years. It bears inflorescence at the 10th year of its growth when it becomes 
fit for tapping. . 

Sago palm is found in a wild state on mountains though it can also be 
cultivated. It reaches the tapping stage after 15 to 20 years. It is found in 
Thana and Kolaba districts and parts of Karnatak. 

The process of extraction of the sweet sap from these sugar palms is termed 
as tapping. The process gets this name due to the peculiar sound made by the 
palm scathe while the process is going on. There are four different methods 
of tapping :-1. Wardha process. 2. Bengali process. 3. Surti process. 
4. Telgu process. 
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The basic principle remains the same in all tho above pro cesseR with only 
slight variations. Of the above processes the Bangali process is regarded at'! the 
best. Tapping, which is a skilful process, con~ists of cutting the top most tender 
part of the palm. 

Tapping of cocoanut palm :--Gonerally fruit boaring palmR are selected 
for tapping. The tree is usually tapped on either eastern or western Fide, though 
this is not a general rule. Some superstitious tappers think that the sliced part 
dries up if tapping is done on southern or northern Ride. The portion to be 
tapped is first cleared off taking care not to remove the leaves on the other side. 
The slicing is extended upto the inner core after which the tree should be given a 
sufficient rest to recoupe. When the tree is sliced again, it should be rested 
further for a period of 8 days. After this slicing is carried on at regular intervals, 
Nira trickles down from the tip of the slice and a sufficient quantity of Nirn is 
collected in earthware pots attached to the tree. Pots should be kept very clean 
and should be sterilized by heating. To prevent the Nira from being absorbed by 
the porus earthen ware pots, use of lacquered pots is highly ad visable. Til, p ping 
can be carried out all the year round. It is observed that the yield of Nira is 
very low in October and November while it is maximum in May a nd.Jllne and, 
therefore, it is desirable to commence the tapping in the month of April. 
Though Nira can be collected at any time of the (lay or night, it is generally 
collected early in the morning at about 4 to () A.M. 

Date palm trees can be tapped for three months only while other palms 
can be sliced thrice in a day. The date palms are sliced only in the evening. If 
tapped on alternate days it yields 200 lbs. within 90 days. 

Palmyra palm is dicecious and both male and female palms can be tapped 
once they put forth the spathes, whieh enclose the inflorescence of the palm. In 
female palms Nira is tapped from the spathe and also from the infloresenee, 
whereas in case of the males it can be tapped only from the spathe. The 
spathes when fully grown are cut and beaten with a wooden baton when Nira 
begins to drip out. Flowering stalks are also fit for tapping. The slicing of 
stalks should be done at regular intervals. It is said that tapping improves the 
quality oftbe fruits produced by the palms. Palmyra palm puts forth spathe 
twice a year and spathes put forth in hot season give more yield. In a season of 
3 to 4 months it yields 300-350 lbs. The duration of season varies in different 
localities. Generally male plants are tapped from October to Dercmber and 
female plants from December to Fehruary. 

A Sago palm is not easy to tap as it requires more nursing. However, 
when tapped the process followed is the same as in the case of either a cocoanut or 
a palmyra palm. The spathes are long and are pendulant like the elephant 
trunks. The palm puts forth the spathe in summer and yields Nira for as long as 
10 month8. The maximum yield is obt,ained from November to April. 
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Fermentation :-The sweetness of Nira is due to its sucrose content. If 
Nira is kept as such for a length of time, fermentation sets in due to the activity 
of micro-organisms and sucrose is converted into alcohol. Addition of some tine· 
ture makes it more alcoholic. 

Preservation: -Nira is very susceptible to alcoholic fermentation and is 
turned quickly into a milky white fluid known as toddy. Therefore, to hinder 
this process of fermentation and thus to preserve ~ira for a longer time some 
preservative has to be added to it. A common preservative used is lime, which 
keeps Nira in good condition for a period of about 12 to 18 hours. A stronger 
preservative is being searched out so that Nira can be preserved even for a much 
longer time than this. 

A solution of slaked lime in water is added to the pots before suspending 
them on the palm trees. It should be somewhat thick in consistancy and should 
not go dry. The quantity of lime should be proportional to the quantity of Nira 
to be collected in the pot. Lime has a double chemical action over Nira which 
helps to preserve Nira; firstly, lime disolved in water gives calcium hydrate which 
is highly disinfectant and secondly, lime neutralises the acidity which inhibits the 
activity of alcoho 1 forming micro-organisms. If the lime goes dry it becomes 
calcium carbonate which, however, has no disinfective action. If this practice of 
adding lime is followed Nira may be safely collected at any time of day or night. 
On very cold nights Nira may be taken without adding lime. 

To remove the lime from Nira prior to use, it is strained through a piece of 
cloth or preferably through a wire guaze. Nira is then allowed to stand for some 
time so that small lime particles in suspension may settle down at the bottom of 
the container and then the clear liquid at the top can be decanted. Nira should 
be strongly alkaline if it is to be used as a beneficial drink. Nira gets an alkalinr 
taste due to liming which, however, can be slightly modified by adding a phospha. 
tic solution when Nira is being heated for sterilization. Some people regard hea. 
ting of Nira as undesirable as it mars its natural taste. 

Formalin (40% sol ution of fomaldehyde in water) is very effective in preser· 
ving Nira, but it requires to be used most judiciously as it is poisonous to the 
human system. Nira when taken fresh is a colorless, sweet tasting beverage with 
a high nutritive value as will be seen from its composition. 

Obtained 
from. 

Cocoanut, Palm. 
Date Palm. 
Palmyra Palm. 

Composition of Nira. 

Moisture. Carbo- Proteins. 
Hydrates. 

------- --~--- --~--~--

84'2 14'35 0'] 
87'2 1l'28 0'2 
80'1 13'20 0'3 

Fats. Ash. 

0'17 0'66 
0'02 0';!4 
0'02 O· 4 

Sago Palm. -- ----------Do--------------------
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Nira contains vitamins "C" which is useful in preventing tooth-decay and 
affections of the spinal cord. It is specially useful to women in pregnancy and 
lactation. Nira is recommended hy the doctors for diseases like Acabis, jaundice, 
anaemia and even for tuberculosis. Consuming large quantities of Nira does not 
bring about any undesirable effect. Nira is not habit forming. With every cup 
ofNira you take in a small quantity of lime, not more than what you use in pan· 
This lime is also useful to the body. Nira itself will be a good substitute for milk 
of which we have not a sufficient quant.it,y to go round. 

A New Cottage Indu'stry:- A~ stated ahove, Nira, consists of sncrose a,nd. 
therefore, when Nira is boilt'd to a hi)!h temperature, and is allowed to cool it 
solidifies to form palm.gur 01' jaggery. Palm gur is crystaline and is of attractive 
colour. It contains calcium, magnesium, phosphorow; and sulphur. Vitamin C 
found in Nira is retained in the gur too. The process of manufacturing palm-gnr 
from Nira is simple and can be picked up easily. It requires small investment, 
simple and handy tools and simple technique. Palm gur manufacture will be a 
cottage industry in days to come which will surel,y help to redress the grievance 
of the unemployed toddy tappers. Also if this national wealth were utilised for 
drawing Nira and producing gur, annually 10 lakhs of tons of palm gur can be 
produced and it will help the Government in its 'Grow MOI'e Food Campaign' by 
making more land available to grain ClOpS which at present is under sugarcane. 
Sugar, ice cream, toffee, biscuits a.nd delicious sweets are also made from palm gur. 
Thus, it is pos'lible to turn this gift of nature into wealth instead of waste. 

It is, therefore, quite in the fitness of things that mir m~w Food Minister, 
the Han. Shri K. M. Munshi, should have considered the cultivation of trees as 
essential for India's self sufficiency in food and, therefore, promulgtl.ted the idea of 
celebration of a Vana Mahotsava on a nation wide soalo. 

- T. Stephanides, reporting in The Lancet on some of the native remedies 
used by the Greek peasants, cites two remarkable eases in which the application 
of eow dung to deep abdominal wounds with protrusion of thil intestines was 
followed by complete and uneventful recovery. In both eases, one It soldier 
suffering from a shell wound, the other a farmer who had heen gored by a bull, 
bystanders had placed sacks of fresh ('ow dung on the abdomen to hold back the 
intestines and on the physician's arrival, the peritolleal cavity waol filled with 
liquid manure. The cure resulting in these seemingly hopeless cases recalls the 
fact that in India cow dung is regarded as a potent, remedy agll,inst many disea'les 
and the author concludes that" this snbject might repay further inveAtigation. 
Antibiotics have been extracted from the soil and from various mouldA; it is 
not impossibe that they could be isolated also from cow dung with its vast and 
little-known micro-organic fauna and flora. " 

- From, American Practitioner, 
Volume 1, ~umber3, Page 52. 



Agriculture and Public Welfare 

By 

!\lOTI K. MOOLANI * 
In the context of our present food position there is no doubt that the top 

priority has to be given to the intensification of campaign for growing more food 
by improved methods of agricult,ural practices. 

The emphasis mm;t now be more on technical and scientific education 
without which production camwt be increased in quantity, quality or speed. 
Now that India is free the freedom which we have won will be meaning less if t.he 
main problems of our poverty, ignorance and scarcity are not solved. The future 
of India depends on agriculture which is now carried on by poor peasants But 
the peasants are uneducated, under-nourished and illelad and carryon a miserable 
life to keep body and soul together. Black market, jobbery, favouritism and 
nepotism will be nipped in the bud when the agriculturists will be educated. 
Poverty can only be removed when the tiller of the soil is relieved from the 
continuous chains of pinches, tortures and troubles of cruel money lenders· 
Ignorance can be removed by opening ideal institutions where they rna.\" be 
instructed and educated to some extent. Soar city can be wiped off by improving 
agriculture by methods of technieal and scientific education. 

'rhe urgent need of today is to produce more of material things so that 
there will be a better standard of living available. There is enough material but 
technological progress is very slow in India and technical personnel is inadequate. 

The institution of an "Extensive Service" to educate the farmer in 
improved methods of farming and to secure his whole-hearted co.operation in 
food production schemes, should receive due emphasis. Land reclamation, deve· 
lopment of fisheries and awards of prizes to enterprising cultivators are the nleans 
of increasing food production in India. The surplus food grains available 
in certain parts, should bc made available to under-nourished countries at 
special priceR. 

The various snggestions for better education should also be hrought into 
practice. The prevailing atmosphere in the state educational institutions i, 

'" Demonstrator in Agronomy, College of Agriculture, Poona 5. 
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unpleasant and unhealthy. It, can never be changed merely hy expressing pioui! 
wishes for a change. The first step for bettering education is that there flhould be 
a teaching university. It is necess:.;,ry next to improve available accomodation 
in hostels, to reduce tuition fees and to provide for better libraries. Better 
facilities for practical work for research workE'rs "hould be made. The colleg:e 
teachers must be given better status, a generous scale of pay and residentia,l 
quarters so that their mind and soul can be concentrated in technical improve
ments on Iy. At present the teaching staff are living in conditions of squalor and 
misery. The university must enjoy a wide measure of autonomy if it is to fulfil 
it~ functions as a training ground of character and initiative. 

There should be a " moral incentive" for those engaged in the process of 
production. That is, the confidence t4at what they produce should be fairly and 
equitably distributed. This confidence when diffused throughout tho social life 
will bring about an early progress. 

Qo-operation which forms the basis of a new social order is It movement for 
economic self-help. The economic structure in a progressive democracy depends 
solely on co-operative movement. It is through co-operation that evet·y citizen 
can render some service to his neighbour and to his country. If the national 
economy is to be stabilised, then we should see that the gulf between the 
producer and the consumer should be minimised if not eliminated. 

In India there is no dearth of land and man-power but the difficulty is 
that of proper coordination between the two. If there i3 real coordination, India 
would solve her food problem mueh earlier than expected. 

It is It standing grievance of the farmer that he never gets all the vital 
things needed to raise a good crop. Sometimes there is a lack of implements or 
8uitable well decomposed manure. At other times it if; the absence of willing 
workers. Agricultural labour today is restive and becoming more costly. 

'The cultivators should be induced to increase production of food by awar
ding prizes to individual cultivators who produce the highest yield per acre. 
Application of night soil manure ~hould be practised as is done in West-Khandesh 
i)istrict and its importance for food grains ShOll Id be stressed intensely. Intensive 
cultivation should be resorted to by suppl.ving in time fertilisers, manures, imple
ments and seeds to royts. The agriculturists both in India and China are illite
rate but those in the latter country get from the fields three times as much as 
those in the former ones and the reason for this is that the Chinese people return 
to the soil an equivalent of all that they get from it" in the fMm of manur·n. 

India's real power and strength do not lie in machinery but in her ma,n
power. She will not have to do much more if she could organise her vast n~tllml 
resources and her huge man-power. The river valleys should be surveyed to find 
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suitable places for lift· irrigation , and electric pumps should be installed 
wherever possible. Mechanical equipment such as Diesel pumping sets should be 
proposed and facilities for clearing the jungles should be given. Provisions for 
opening health units, and establishments of inter-village communication should 
be made promptly. 

Improved transport system and increasing yield of food are corelated 
to a great extent. An improvement in the present inadequate transport system 
of the country is vital to increase production. The roads should be improved and 
Transport Development Associations should be formed. The land can yield food 
and industrial raw material wherever means of access to it and facilities for the 
·movement of men and material are in existance. But no economic activity is 
possible if such facilities are absent. The primary means of transport are every
where but it is only when every acre of fallow and uncultivated land in the coun
try has a road to serve it that the cultivators could be induced to put it under the 
plough. Mere paper schemes will be of no avail if the effective machinery to put 
them into operation is not built up with well qualified technical personnel. 

- 'fhe Soil Survey Service of the United States Department of Agriculture 
has so far published soil maps, and reports on 1,300,000,000 acres of land in all 
parts of the United States. These maps and reports are of considerable value to 
the farmers as they help in determining the suitable crops and cultural methods 
which will be ideally suited for their type of soils. They also include information 
as regards the response that a particular soil would give to different farming 
practices. These maps are prepared in multicolors by skilled draftsmen and prin. 
ters and show the soil pattern of entire country at a stretch. Each house and road 
is clearly shown thereon to enable a farmer to easily locate his field OVer it. The 
report gives precise information as regards the type of soil,its acidity or alkalinity. 
its tendency to erods and also as regards some other important features of the soil. 
The technique of plotting of such maps has considerably advanced recently 
and now surveys for this purpose are made by photographic methods. 

Similar work has been undertaken by some other nations under the guiding 
stimulus of U. S. A. Also the U. S. Soil Survey Service is now compiling a 
composite map of the soils of the wor ld, with a view to increase an intercourse of 
knowledge between the different nations 

- - A. N. F. Dee. 14, 1!l4B. 



More and Pure Milk 

By 

SHIRISH G. WASANI B. SC. (Agri.) class 

(1) Pasturising and cooling 
plant-the milk is heated in the 
pasturising vessel,~ for half an hour 
upto 60° C. It is then sudAlew,y 
cooled by passing through the 
cooling plant. The capacl:ty of each 
ve8sel is 1100 lbs. 

Milk is considered a perfect food for the young ones of the mamma Is. It 
is necessary to have some sort of animal products in our diet. This is especially 
required for the population of India where most of the people are vegetarians. 
The only animal product that such vegetarians can take is milk. 

Milk supplies the required nutrients for the proper building of the body. It 
contains valuable vitamins and most of the mineral matter. According to the latest 
statistics the per capita consumption of milk and its products is about 3 oz. per 
day in India whereas for balanced feeding one pound of milk per day is required 
in human diet. 

Cattle population is not low in India. It is felt that the milk produced 
by our a.nimals is low. The cattle do not produce sufficifnt milk even for their 
young calves. The defect lies in the proper breeding and feeding. 

With the growing population of India, there is not enough food for the 
human beings and it is not possible to set apart any food or land out of t,he total 
available for the cattle. 

The problem of feeding the cattle efficiently with a view to increase the 
yield of Milk is very difficult under the present circumstances but the question 
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can be tackled firmly by discarding the useless stock and breeding only the good 
animals. The available grazing area if properly managed by trenching and 
afforestation will su pply sufficient grass for t,he cattle. 

The question of housing and management of the animals is also a'l impor. 
tant as the feeding. This could best be done in the forest areas. The animals 
should be kept in clean and hygienic byres. The milking of the animals should 
be done in clean plae'es !lnd by clean labour. The milk produced in thia way 
should Mwn b(:) sent for p:1Hteurisation. 

Milk is an easy prey to the micro-organisms and pathogenic bacteria. Jt, 

is extremely important that the milk should be free from any harmful organisms 
before it is consumed. Modern methods of pasteurisation effectively destorys all 
the harmful organisms, and with this, additional advantage, the composition of 
milk is not materially altered. The characteristic cooked flavour and the forma· 
tion of scum is also a voided by this process. 

The question of supply of pure and harmless milk in the cities of India has 
become very disturbing alJd complex. Before the big cities were formed there 
was sufficient milk available in the rural areas. With the migration of people to 
cities and industrial cen tres the milking cattle ita ve also migrated to these eentres. 
This has resulted in the neglect of cultivation and the supply of useful manure to 
the cultivated areas and the loss to breeding is also great Manure from the 
animals kept in the cities is all wasted or only partially utilised as fuel. This has 
made the agl'iculturallands infertile. 

In textile industry, just as cotton the basic raw,material is not grown in 
the cities where most of t,he mills are built, similarly milk should not be produced 
and cattle should not be kept in the cities. This will keep up the fertility of the 
land and the cities will keep cleaner also. The transport of cattle and cattle feed 
will also be saved. Milk alonc should be transported from the rural areas to the 
cit-ies. The transport of mi lk iR cheaper as it requires comparatively less space 
for transport. 

The English and American cows are weU known for their yield of milk. 
Effort,s have been made to introduce foreign cattle in India but it has been found 
tha t they do not get acclimatised and they deteriorate. in the yield here. 
Attempts were also made to cross the Indian cows with foreign breeds but the 
results are not very encouraging in as much as in the first few generations the 
yield was good but later on t he yield deteriorated. 



College Notes and News 

The Gymkhana activity started with the election of the offlice bearers held 
on 9th June 1950. There was a keen contest between a large numher of candi· 
dates for the different posts. The following people were elected. 

( 1) Hon. Gen. Secretary for Social Gathering. Shri A. F. Rego. 

Gymkhana Managing Committee 
( I) Hon. Gen. Secretary for Gymkhana 
( 2) Hon. Secretary for Cricket 
(3) ,. " "Tennis 
( 4)" " " Hockey 
( 5 )., " "Foot.Ball 
( 6 ) " Athletics 
(7) " Indian Games & 

Gymnasium 

Shri U. R. Pawar 
V. G. Jhala. 
M. H. Gursahani. 

" 
F. F. Pinto. 

., * D. S. Patil. 
" K. M. Mahajan. 
" S. N. Dharu. 

( 8 ) " Minor Games " M. B. Rana. 

( 9 ) 

(10) 
(11) 

( 1 ) 
( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 

Senior Editor 
.Junior Editor 
Senior Manager 

(Indoor) 
" Minor Games " M. Manohar Rao. 

(Out door) 
" Reading Room "P. V. Salvi. 
" Agricultur'al Associa." K. G. Agaram. 

tion and Debating 

College Magazine 
Rhri R. M. Mali 

" 
R. S. Savant. 

" 
L. M. Chavan. 

( 4 ) .Tunior Manager 
" 

V. D. Vaidya. 

B. Sc. (Agri.) 
(1) Shri V. S. Chirmade 
(2) " S. S. Kasar 
(3) " P. K. Bose 

Student's Welfare Committee 
S. Sc. (Agri.) 

(1) Shri B. V. Thakurdas 
(2) " S. D. Desai 
(3) " A. G. Naik 

F. Sc. (Agri.) 
(1) Shri 1\1. A. Irani 
(2) " B. S. Borawake 
(3) " K. B. Khatua 

We offer' our hearty congratulations to the electees. All Secretaries of the 
various departments have started their work with great enthusiasm and ale 
working hard in the interests of the College. 

(* Left College in July. Shri. A. 1. Faria is appointed in his plaee.) 

U. R. Pawar 
Hon. Gen. Secretary, 

AgrL Collpge Gymkhana, Poona Ii. 



Appointments & Transfers 

Class I appointments. 

I. Dr. H. R. Arkeri, B.Ag., M.SC., ph.D. Professor of Agronomy, College of Agriculture, 
Poann. 

2. Shri G. B. Patel Cotton Deveiopment Officer, Surat. 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 
13. 
14. 

15. 
16. 

17. 

18. 
19. 
29. 
21. 

22. 

Class II appointments. 

S. D. Kololgi, l'<r. sc. (Agri.), M. s. 
N. Gopalkrishna, B. sc. (AgrL), 

111 s. (Ill). 
M. B. Patkar. n. RP. 

Dr. G. B. Deodikar. B.se., l~L.R., ph.D. 

Shri M, S. Pandya. 
S. G. Patil. 
K. L. Shiggaoll. 

V. S. Abhyankar. 
" S. Ie Patil. 

G. lH. Talgeri. 

" 
N. A PhAl1(lniR. 

Assistant Horticulturist to Govt., B. S., poolla. 
Officer if c Nucleus Seed Scheme, Poona. 

Plant Breeder and Officer, i/c Rice BrPeding 
Station, Karjat· 

Plant Breeder and Officer, i/ e Cereal Breeding 
Rtation, Niphad. 

Superintendent, Agricultura~ School, Baroda. 
Superintendent, Agricultural School, Kolhapur. 
Professor of Veterinary Science, College or 

Agriculture, Dharwar. 
Biochemist, Fruit Prodncts Laboratory, Poona. 
Soil Survey Ufficer, Soil Extension Sc(:tion. 

Sugarcane Development Scheme, Padegaon. 
Crop Protection Officer, i/c Organisfltion of Crop 

Protection SElrvice, Poonn. 
Superintendent. i/p Banana RpReat'ph Sehenw 

Koppr~aoll. 

Soil Conservation Section. 

" 

" 

" 

" 

G. V. Patel, B. E. (Born.) Divisional Soil Conservation Officer, Baroda. 
H. V. Rajmane, B. 8C. (Agl'i.) Sub-Divisional Soil Conservation Officer, Satarn. 
S. P. Patel, B. Se. (.-\gri.l Assistant Land Utilization Survey Offic,', 

E. L. Zopay, B. sc., (AgrL) 
G. B. Bagul, B. E. 

S. M. Bhide, B. E. 

V. M. Desai, B. E. 

M. R. Ghodhe, B. E. 

R. B. Bhosekar, B. E. 

S. T. Dange, B. E. 

Barod" 
Assistant Land Utilization Survey Officer, poona. 
Executive Engineer, Lift Irrigation Division, 

Bijapm. 
Deputy Engineer, Lift Irrigation Sub-Divi,ion. 

. Bagalkot. 

Do Broach. 
Do Nasik. 
Do Pandharpur. 

Teehnical Assistant to the Joint Director of .-\gri. 
culture (Engineering), Bombay State, Poona. 

Vacant. Deputy Director of Agriculture (Eng.). 

The readers are requested to please read line No. 32 on page No. (i3 in tlll' POOIl'\ 

A gricultnral College Magazine, Vol. 41 No.1 of June 11)50 as follows :-
(114) P. R. JORhipura, Esqr., B. sc. (Engr.), A. M. 1. Ji; (Inf!) 



crushing 
power 

Easy as crumpling up a piece of 
paper. Kirloskar's "Sharal" sugar
cane mill gives you crushing with 
a capital C! Backed by years of 
experience and experiment under 
local conditions: these power milla 

are a tribute to Indian enterprise 
and manufacture . Not only is everY 

single ounce 01 JVice 'iuicldy iUld 

Model. 
for .,1 
requlrem.nt. 

IUQARCANI 
MILLI 

For further detalll write to:-

easily extracted, but the machinery 
itself bears the indelible stamp of 

Kirloskar quality and durability
features that make it a 'must' for all 
cane planters and sugar manu
facturers. The . , Sharat " cane-mill 

works on engine power and i. only 
one or the several models Cor you 
to choose {rom. 

KIRLOSKAR BROTHERS LTD. 
~IRLOSKARWADI, SATAM DISTRICT 

Printed at PrakR8h Printing House, 608/3 Budhwar Path Poonn 2 and Published by 
Prof. A. A. "ASAV ADA., at the Agricultural College, Poona. 
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deep 'HUng wl,h a chisel cu"'v,,o, " ,hown .bov. Inc,.,m the 
capacity . for storing wc:ter. It penetrates and loosens the soil to a 
of up to IS inches, thus allowing the roots of the next crop to 
the maximum nourishment from the earth . Deep tilling is essential 
land is to produce the amount of food the ' nation so urgently needs. 
The chisel cultivator is being pulled by a 'Caterpillar' 04 Tractor. This 
track-type tractor is easily controlled by one operator only. The 
'Caterpillar' range of tractors is manufactured by the <:aterpillar 
Company and distributed through their authorised agents. Every 
equipment is backed by a service organisation to maintain it at 
efficiency wherever it may be working. 
Our agricultural experts can advise you fully-without obligation-on 
particular requirements. Get in touch with us immediately and 
'Caterpillar' equipment is more readily available these days. We can 
very favourable delivery dates . 

IN H.VICE LIES SUCCESS 

'lARSEN TOUBRO 
D OtlC:~LL PI"IAI) . BALL ARD ES TATE. BOMBAY 
P. O . a OIl 278. B OMBA Y • • 
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"Everything possible should be done to dra.w water fl'()m tho bowels of the earth. Thero 
is talent enough in this country for the purpose. Provinllio.l 8elfi!'!hnes~ should give plnce to 
the national want." 

......... Mahatma Gandhi. 

" ••. •...••....... .••. . I would not use the plough to begin with. I would arm our children 
"ith the hoe and teach them to use it efIectivt;ly. It is an art. BuUock power can come later." 

......... Mahatma Gandhi. 
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Editorial 

In a recent note the Government of India have published details about the 
activities of Shri Jivram Vyas well known all over the country as "Paniwala 

Maharaj- ql'Jll':II~1 ~lf" (Water Divine). This 50 years old Yogi is able to 

locate water upto a depth of one mile bela w the earth's surface purely wi th his 
( one may call them) X-ray eyes. It appears that he has obtttined this power of 
waterfinding b.v a number of years ascetism and penance during his lone residence 
in the Girnar jungles . 

• 
He requires no helper. His method of location of underground water is not 

the same every time. Sometimes he moves his fingers over the map of a region 
and fixes a pin at the place where water will be found. At times he is able to 
locate undergrour!d water from his seat wherever he may be or sometimes from 
the railway train while travelling. At such times he sees a cloud at a depth 
underground where water is situated. He is able to foretell how deep the water 
is situated, how much water can be tapped. and also whether the water is sweet 
or saltish. 

His powers first came to the note of the Saurashtra Government. Sub. 
sequently the Food Ministry of the Government of India has taken oVt'r his 
services. Some of his achievements consist of water location at Telml. near Delhi, 
at many sites near Jaipur, and Dundara in Rajasthan and at a village in the dry 
waterlt'ss region near Wadhwan in Saurashtra. Two successful tuhe wells have 
Leen operating at the sites shown to Rajpura Sudharna MandaI. Eight successful 
tube wells yield 35000 gallons of water per hour at sites shown to Faridabad 
Sudharna MandaI, where scientists had declared non-availability of underground 
water. At Samadri in Rajasthan a well dug at the indicated site yields 120000 
gallons of water and three t,ube wells yield 10000 gallons per hour. 

In the present day scientific age, it is impossible to believe or scientifically 
explain such powers. However scientists and other criticizers are unable to 
explain either scientifically or otherwise his Yogic powers and capability 
of underground water placement without any aid and are surprised at his 
successes. 

* * * * 
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The monsoon has been most erratic this year. It started late in the State, 
hut the lateness is over compensated by extraordinary heavy rainfall in parts of 
the State, especially the northern areas. Unprecedented excess resulting in floods 
and consequent damage has heen experienced in Gujarat. 1t was felt that the 
monsoon was steadily setting in late year after year and hence the a!lricultural 
meteorologist, Dr. L. A. Ramdas, was consulted about the matter. He 
carried out an objective study of t.he actual data for the last 50 years. His 
investigations have shown that while the mean data fluctuates from year to year 
thero is no persistant change as such nor is there a persistant change in the rainfall 
of June during recent years. Other observations show tbat spells of floods and 
drought are short in Konkan. The spells of drought are more frequent in the 
Deccan but lass persist.ant tban those in Guj3.rat. Long spells of drought m~y 
occur in Gujarat. Wbile this information is no doubt useful, it shows that nature 
has it.s own way and cannot he controlled. Such adverse experiences, however, 
stress the needs of crop insurance and provisioning for emergencies. 

The country has had to face a series ofdisasters Ulis season. Assam bas been 
seriously affected by earth quakes with their long lasting and persistant tremors. 
Its effect is so serious that phYSical features of parts of Assam are considerably 
altered. Flood damage has caused devastation in a large number of States not
ably East Punjab, Uttar Pradesb, Bihar, Assam, Bengal, Saurashtra and Guiarat 
in the Bombay State. There has been a great loss of human life and catt.le wealth 
accompanied by enundation and erosion. The monetary loss is counted in terms 
of crores of rupees. The flood damage and erosion has once again stressed the 
necessity of forests to control the floods and also soil and water conservation 
measures. We deeply sympathise with all those who have been affected. 

* * * * 

News of acuteness of food shortage is being received from several parts of 
the country. Although the State of Bomhay is a deficit State, all measures are 
being adopted to increase the food output by increasing minor irrigation works, 
tanks and handharas, by way of cooperative lift irrigation, by reclamation, coloni· 
sation and bringing under the plough a large area of waste lands, by supplying 
improved seeds, by increasing compost making activities and by practising inten
sive rice cultivation in the rice growing districts of the State. The several 
schemes will no doubt, help to relieve the food shortage partially, but it is upto 
the peasantry of our country to try its level best to raise the crop yields to the 
maximum pO!3sible extent. Any little effort which wiIJ increase the yield of an 
individual and thereby increase total output of the State will help to decrease the 
fond shortage of the country. 

* * * 

MuseuIlls are a useful asset in education. They enable people to visualise 
and study tbe progress and development of the trades and industry of a country. It 
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is welcome news that the trustees of the Bombay State Agricultural Show Fund 
have decided to equip the three colleges of Agriculture in the State with up-to-date 
agricultural museums. The three museums will be situated in the three main 
regions of the State, viz, at Poona for Maharashtra, at Anand for Gujarat and. at 
Dharwar for Karnatak. The material from thE' museum will be utilised for the 
district and rural agricultural exhibitions and shows. 

* * * 

Vanamahotsava was very successfuUy observed in the State. Seeds and 
seedlings to the extent of 44 lacs have been planted altogether. This is extremely 
commendable as the figure consiu!'rably exceeds the year's target of 25 lacs. It is 
suggested that an attcmpt be made to cover the barren hills of the Deccan with 
Babul (Aca<:iG GrClbica). 

* * * 

Second of September marked further progress in the sporting side of the 
college, when Shri Vijay Merchant, Bombay's A-I crioketer sportsman performed 

the opening oeremony of the ~IH nt't'ft ~Sl irfu Mahatma Gandhi Krida
mandir, the Gymkhana's Pa vilion. The students and staff contributions 
amounted to Rs.9000 while the Government made up the rest of the cost of 
Rs. 40,000. The need for the pavilion has been felt for a long time and the 
dream has at last been fulfilled. It was but befitting the occasion that a distin
guished sportsman should perform the opening ceremony. Our thanks are due to 
him for accepting our invitation. We are thankful to the Hon. Minister for Agri
culture and Forests, Shri M. p. Patil and our Director of Agriculture, Dr. B. N. 
Uppal for their active interest in fulfilling the long felt sports needs of our stu
dents. Dr. Kirloskar gave an excellent exhibition of table tennis in our college 
Main Hall after the ceremony. 

* * * 

H. E. Sir Maharaj Singh, Governor of Bombay, visited the college Oil 

Saturday the 9th September 1950 at 10-30 A. M. He was taken round the vari
ous sections of the college where the work and progress in the research and 
teaohing activities at the college was demonstrated. His Excellency freely mixed 
with the students as he went round. He has been pleased to donate Rs. 300 to 
the college towards a cup or a shield for sports. 



Third Anniversary of Indian Independence. 
August 15th. 1950 

The third anniversary of the Independence of India was celebra.ted on 
15th August 1950. The staff, students, college and farm servants and farm 
school staff and children paraded before the specially erected flag post on the 
college gymkhana ground. After the flag salutation the Principal gave the 
following message. 

" In celebrating the third anniversary of our country's independence it is 
natural to look back and to take stock of our commissions and om missions and 
from the experience gained in the past to plan for the future. The first year was 
one of turmoil and tragedy. The second, one of attempting to settle down to 
work and the third, the year of enactment of the charter of the c()untry's 
freedom. Amidst all these ha.ppenings the country has remained unsettled, major 
problems have remained to be solved, the fear of famine and food shortage 
stalks the land and crisis is in the offing. If the country's problems have not 
been solved, the fault lies more with the citizen rather than with the statesman. 
The citizens have not given the unstinted co-operation our leaders and statesmen 
require in setting the country in order. 

There is a desire on the part of many to watch the other man commit 
faults and to view with suspicion whatever the government may do. Such an 
attitude is unhelpful. The persistance of black marketing, the tendency to food 
hoarding and wastage of food are maladies no statesman can cure without the 
willing co-operation of the majority of the citizens. These ills persist bec1luse the 
average man encourages them for one reason or another. It is the duty of all 
citizens to help the government to eradicate these cankers. No campaign for 
betterment will ever succeed unless there is fullest and sincere co-op<lration of 
the people. This day is therefore 8 fit oocasion to pledge ourselves to do that 
which is morally right. and to fight evil of every Aort.. 

Inspite of what may appear to be a gloomy retrospect there is a bright side 
to our country's doings. Against great odds the oountry is still forging ahead 
with programme of development in all directions. Temporary setbacks will not 
deter this progress. 

India stands high in international affairs because of the high ideals which 
are the key notes of her foreign policy. Her earnest desire to avoid conflict at 
home and abroad, her fair sense of justioe and her ardent desire to bring about 
peaoe among warring elements has gained her an unenviable position among the 
nations of the world. Thi~ is solely and wholely because of the high ideal~ which 
her great teachers like Buddha, great statesman like Asoka and Akbar and a 
great leader like Gandhiji had set and whioh she ha~ sought to follow. If the 
country follows these ideals steadfastly and un warringly there is no cause for fear 
of confliot. If we do our duties as citizens there can be no fear of failure. 

" JAI HIND. " 



Our 42nd Annual Social Gathering. 

The 42nd Annual Social Gathering was held on 23rd August with Hon· 
Shri M. P. Patil, Minister for Agriculture and Forests as the chief guest of the 
occasion. The gathering was held in one of the large farmsheds specially 
decorated for the purpose. A number of old boys and distinguished guests were 
prest'nt on the occasion. 

The Principal in his opening remarks said that it was proposed to extend 
the course for the degree in agriculture from three to four years, with the 
beginning of the academic session in May next. 1'he matter was now being 
considered by the Poona University and the Academic Council has already 
agreed to the extension of the course. 

After the reading of the welcome speech by the General Secretary, the 
chief guest gave away the prizes to the several winners in the athletics contests. 
Thereafter the chief guest in his address to the gathering and specially to the 
students of this college stressed the following points. . 

Regarding agricultural education imparted at the college he remarked that 
both the teacher and the taught should think OVer and ascertain how far the 
education is useful in actual practice and also what the outsiders think of this 
kind of education. If there are any defects therein, suggestions and proposals on 
the improvement in the sy llabus and methods of teaching should be put up be
fore Government. He promised that Government will help in all possible ways 
to bring about changes along useful lines. 

The Hon. Minister stressed the fact tha.t though Bombay State would need 
all available talent to develop agriculture, it was not possible to absorb all the 
agricultural graduates in Government service and pointed out that the students 
should never think of Government service as their only goal. A vast field of pri
vate enterprise was open for those who wanted to make use of their knowledge in 
private life. He stressed the fact that a graduate going in for farming on his own 
will be a greater asset to the country and would be happier than a Government 
servant. He promissed that Government would be prepared to help a graduate 
going in for independent farming in all possible ways. He felt that any amount 
of such Government help would not lead to success unless the graduate cultivated 
self confidence and a will to make farming successful. 

He referred to the food position in the country, which needed begging for 
food grains from other countries. Independence is a means to achieve the wel
fare of the farmers. Although plenty of research work has been done in agricul
ture, people either do not like the results or do not tltke kindly to them. It was, 
therefore, upto the agricultural graduates to make the improved methods of 
cultivation and beneficialrcsults of other researches popular amongst the farmers. 
It was only by the scientific development of agriculture, that deficit food produc
tion could be eliminated and agricultural graduates must tighten up their belts to 
work in this direction. 
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The Hon. Minister promised to look into the oomplaints made on behalf of 
the student body as regards opening of doors of other Government department 
services, elimination of discrimination for seleotion to the Forest course at Dehra 
Dun· if any as stated by the General Secretary. 

Garlanding, vote of thanks and national anthem brought the function to a 
olose. 

Various sections at the ~ol1ege had arranged an interesting exhibition of the 
research activities of their respective sections. This was much appreciated by the 
visitors. 

The usual performance of dramas and variety entertainments took place 
on two nights,wben the students showed off their histrionic talents. Sbri MahajaD 
and Daleya who ohta.ined equal number of marks for sports champiomhip 
deserve our heartiest congratulations. Sbri D'Silva's magic tricks were very 
highly a.ppreciated. 

The Scope and Manner of Utilization of Chemical 
Fertilizers and Composts. ! 

By 

N. NARAYANA § 

In any system of permanent agriculture the maintenance of soil fertility is 
of primary importance. This is the duty not only of the citizen but also of the 
modern State. Soil fertility involves a number of intrinsic and extrinsic factors, 
some of which can be modified at will, while others are beyond our control 
Among the former is the plant nutrient status of the soil w.ith which the present 
note is mainly concerned. 

The soils on the face of the earth are not uniform in composition because 
of the large variety of rocks and minerals of the earth's crust from which the 

• From enquiries by the Hon. Minister for Agriculture and Forests with the Forest 
Department of this State, it is reliabUy understood that no discrimination is made between 
honours graduates of Agriculture and of Science in matters of admission to the Forest College, 
Dehra Dun. 

~ Prepared for the Crops and Soil wing Meeting held at Patiala in March 1950. 
§ Agricultural Chemist to Qovt., Bombay State, Agricultural College, Poona 5. 
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soils are derived. Again, different types of vegetation remove different quantities 
of nutrient elements leaving the soils poorer in one or more of the elements. 
Hence the fertility of soils varies and must needs to be supplemented if they have 
to yield adequate crups. In the earlier days when there was not any heavy 
pressure of population it was found that it wa.s enough to give the land a little 
rest and nature would do the trick. This was the natural method of recuperation. 
The IJitrogen removed by the crop or lost through t.he soil was replaced partly by 
the rain water and partly by fixation from air by the large microscopic flora of 
the soil. The other nutrient elements were slowly made good by the natural 
processes of weathering. But the rate of recuperation was too slow and could not, 
keep pace with the resources when the land began to be continuously cropped. 

But more food had to be produced and some other methods of maintai
ning soil fertility had to be evolved. In countries like Africa which abounded in 
virgin forests, people resorted to a system of shifting cultivation. This, as is 
known, is a wasteful system and leaves behind, eroded, infertile and barren land 
for posterity. Somewhat analogous may be said to be the exploitation of virgin 
prairie lands of North America. The reserves of fertility were cashed in without 
putting back anything. The result was the man-made deserts, the so-called dust 
bowls. 

In countries like Egypt, China and India, use was made of the plant foods 
in the rich silts of the innundation waters of rivers. By a system of terracing 
technique the silt is collected and the soil fertility is being maintained since 
thousands of years. However this method is limited to only those areas innun
dated by rivers. 

Another method is to scrupulously return to the soil the plant nutrients 
removed by the crop, in the form of dung or nightsoil. This was most success
fully practiced in China during the last 4000 years and the fertility of Chinese 
soils is certainly at a higher level than that of the Indian soils. But, the system 
is not capable of any further improvement. In these modern days of big cities 
and efficient transport, the plant foods in crops sent over long distances and to 
crowded cities are completely lost to the soil. 

This brings us to the modern methods of intensive agriculture, wherein the 
fertility of the soils is maintained at a high level by the addition to the soils of 
plant nutrients in the form of fertilisers in addition to dung, night.soil and other 
bulky manures. The levels of fertility that have beeu achieved by all these 
methods is brought out by Richardson (. Emp. ,Jour. Agri. 1946 IV- 3) who 
gives the average yields of whea.t in bushels per acre obt,ained in different 
countries. 

Natural recuperation. India-lO; RlBsia.-12; Old Erlgh~nd-lO; U. S. A.-13 
( average-12 ). 
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Natural recuperation 
plus Farm Yard Manures. China. - 16; France - 16; 

( average 20 ). 

[vol. 41, No.3 

Italy - 2]; Japan - 25. 

Intensive agriculture. England-33; Belgium-38; Germany-32; ( average-35 ) 

From the above brief review of the methods of maintaining fertility of 
soils, it will be seen that we in India should resort to the intensive methods of 
agriculture if we have to feed the over-increasing population of the future or even 
feed ourselves of this generation adequately. The average yields of crop in 
various countries run parallel almost with their consumption of fertilisers. The 
most recent example, Russia, is today a surplus country with food for export. 
Its fertiliser consumption has increased from nil to four million tons between the 
two wars. It is time that India took this lesson and followed the other advanced 
countries. 

The question then arises if similar results can be achieved with Indian 
soils. The answer to this is apparent in the large volume of experimental work 
of the agricultura.l departments of the Provinces. Although these experiments 
suffer from many drawbacks they definitely point to the conclusion that orop 
yields could be very much increased by tho judicious use of chemical fertilisers in 
combination with bulky manures. Rice, wheat, cane and root crops respond 
marvellously to dressing of nitrogen. More recently the possibilities were 
spectacularly demonstrated in a competition held by the Maharashtra Chamber 
of Commerce in the Deccan Canal area. A crop of 120 tons of cane was raised 
as against the average 40 tons. One cwt. of sulphate of ammonia gave an 
increase of 50 cwts., of cane equivalent to 5 cwt. of sugar. Thus there can be no 
doubt of the possibilities of the use of chemical fertilisers in our country. 

But the quantities of fertilisers being used at present in India are 
infinitesimal,' compared to the large area involved. Mostly, no manure is 
given. Even the available farm-yard manure is restricted to irrigated areas and 
cash crops. The rest of the land depends mainly on natural recuperation. No 
wonder our average yields are so small. 

Nutrient Requirement of Indian Soils. 

Nitrogen seems to be the chief need of our soils. Almost all field 
experiments have demonstrated that when this element is supplied in appropriate 
amount astonishing increases in yield are obtained. There are also a few areas 
which are deficient in phosphate also, as parts of Bihar and Travancore. Rice, in 
the heavy rainfall and coastal tracts of Bombay, is shown to need phosphate. 
Nitrogen fixation by legumes is also helped by phosphate. In land where 
nitrogen has been continuously used, a need for phosphate has been felt. 
However the visual effects due to phosphate addition are not so apparent as with 
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nitrogen. But phospbate, as is well known, plays an important part in promoting 
development of grain and hastening ripflning. The third important plant food 
-potash- is needed in much less qUd.ntities than phosfJh1.te. Our soils are supposed 
to be fairly well supplied with this element. Except with tobacco, root crops 
like potatoes and fruit trees, the response with other cropR for potash has not been 
very encouraging. The same is the case with lime. Except the laterite and acid 
soils in heavy rainfall tracts, periodical liming is not necessary. 

]n addition to the above, plants need magnesium, sulphur and iron and 
the so-called trace elements-mangane:5e, boron, zinc, copper and molybdenum. We 
have, however. practically no definite knowledge of the minor element sthtus of 
our soils. 

Typel of Fertilizers. 

Nitrogenous :-By far the most important nitrogenous fertilizer is ammo
nium sulphate which has established itself for more than a century. FormJrly a 
bye-product of coal gas, it is now manufctetureJ synthetically. It is only during 
the last 10 to If} years that any of this fertilizer is being manufactured in quan
tity in India. Including the proposed plant in Bihar the total production does 
not go beyond half a million tons while our needs are near about 3 to 4 million 
tons at a conservative estimate. Soils on which ammonium sulphate is used tend 
to lose their calcium to an extent of about a tbird of the ",eight of the fertilizer 
added. But this can be easily made up by regular liming. As the ammonium 
ion is ht'ld back by the colloidal complex of the suit, this fertilizer is good for 
shallow rooted crops and for wet and irrigated areas. 

A mmonium nitrate is also a. synthetic nitrogenous fertilizer produced for 
oxplosives. Owing to its tendency to explode or to absorb moistnre and to cake 
up, it is not popular. Water-proofing of granules or mixing with calcium carbonate 
into nitrolime, have been tried. But in India very little of this form of nitro. 
genous fertilizer is used. 

Liquid ammonia is just being introduced and haR many possibilities as the 
bas of lime is eliminated. But great ~kill is needed in its use. 

Nitrate of soda imported from Chile is rapid acting and hence valuable as 
8. top dressing. It is easily washed into the sub-soil and is useful for deep rooted 
crops. But owing to the pre'lence of sodium ion and as mlny of our soils are of a 
high pH the use of this fertilizer is not recommended. Owing to the readiness 
with which it gets leached out, it cannot be used for light soils or in wet areas. 
It is preferable to restrict its use to vegetable gardening mainly. 

Other nitrogen fertilizers in great use in India and available in quantity 
are tbe oil cakes. They have the merit of being slow acting and requiring no 
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skill in their use. They are ea.sily acted upon by micro.organisms and the nitro· 
gen is almost as easily available as that of the fertilizers. The other organic 
wastes like bones, leather etc., are not as easily broken down, the rate depending 
on the size and shape of the ground material. But all these organic materials art 
more costly than the fertilizers on a nitrogen basis. Many of the cakes can bette! 
be used as cattle food. As sources of organic matter, they are not of such greal 
value. According to Crowther the first 3 percent of nitrogen of most plant and 
animal wastes is almost useless and this rules out many of the low grade organic 
waste materials 

Phosphatic :-Bonemeal and bone.super are the two important sources 0 

phosphate in India at present. But this source soon may not be available as it i: 
more economic to use bones for the manufacture of more valuable products likt 
gelatine, glue etc. The other source of phosphate is the rock phosphate depositl 
of South India. But this is tricalcium phosphate and is not available as such t( 

the plants. It must be converted to buperphosphate by treatment with sulphuri( 
or phosphoric acids. Another source of phosphate is the basic slag of the found 
ries But this source is not yet properly exploited. 

Phosphates added to soil are soon changed to unavailable form. Less thaI 
half the added phosphate is not available for subsequent crops. In acid and late 
rite soils it is fixed as iron and aluminium phosphates. Liming delays thi 
wastage to a certain extent. It has been found to be preferable to use bonemea 
instead of super for rice in laterite soils. On very calcereous soils also, th, 
phosphate reverts to an inert apatite. So the only way to apply phosphate 
is to apply the soluble forms frequently and in small doses t9 get maximun 
immediate effect. Experiments at Padegaon have shown that where bulk: 
manures are added, the carbon dioxide produced by the micro-organisms slowl: 
liberates the fixed phosphate. 

Potassic-The chloride and the sulphate of potassium are the main com 
pounds for potash fertilising. The maiu world sources are the deposits in Fr&nc( 
Germany and the Dead Sea. India has to depend mainly on imports for thes 
compounds. Plant ashes are good sources of potash. The large quantities 0 

ash from gul factories and the deposits of felspar may be exploited. LuckilJ 
Indian soils are supposed to be fairly well supplied with potash. But fruit cropi 
tobacco and potato respond very favourably to potash dressings. 

Potash .is leached out to a large extent, in tbe lighter and shallower soil: 
In presence of bulky humus and clay, it is held back, but nearly half the adde, 
potash is fixed in an inert form. 

Utilisation of Fertilizers. 

The problem of utilisation of fert.ilizer to best advantage necessitates a 
intimate knowledge of the needs of the individual crops with reference to the so 
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and the climate. Previous manuring and the availability of bulky manures have 

also to be taken into consideration. The growt.h of crops is an extremely complex 

affair and there is no straight rule which can be applied all over. 

Fertilizer and crops :-As a rule cereals need nitrogen and the best res
ponse is given with ammonium sulphate. About If) to 21 lhs. of nitrogen is the 
recommended dose. With rice however the experiments have shown that the 
response increases linearly up to 90 Ibs. nitrogen after which, it faHs off. The 
fertilizer is best given in three doses, at t,ransplanting, at tillering and at flowering. 
Experiment with potato is still in progress and about 40-60 lbs. each of nitrogen, 
potash and phosphoric acid is recommended along with heavy doses of bulky 
manures. For cane in the Deccan Canal area, experiments have shown that it is 
best to give 300-350 lbf'. of nitrogen in the form of equal quantities of cake and 
ammonium sulphate in four doses. Although cereals respond to heavy doses of 
nitrogen, it is preferable to use lower rates to avoid lodging. In the case of other 
crops, there has not been enough experimental work to give definite recommenda
tion. 

Fertilizers and climate :-- In areas where the growing stason is short, it 
iil necessary to decrease vegetative growth and secure early ripeni.ng, by cutting 
down the nitrogen and increasing the phosphate. In heavy rainfall tracts, 
leaching predominates and nitrates will be wasted. In such soils there is a 
deficiency of lime usually and hence phosphates get fixed up quickly leaving 
no residual effect. Hence in determining the most profitable method of firtili
zing the climatic considerations are important. 

Fertilizers and Soils :-Light and beavy soils require different types 
of fertiliz~rs. Individual soils vary widely in their nutrient status and average 
results are not applicable, It is essential to diagonise the mineral deficiencies of 
the area by soil analysis and surve~' and by field experimentation on the cultiva
tors' fields. Otherwise the application of fertilizers will not be economic, The 
response to a particular nutrient will be disappointing unless it is established 
by analysis that the soil is dificient in that particular ingredient_ 

Placement of fertilizers :-This aspect of the fertilizer problem is 
receiving attention nowadays particularly with reference to phosphatic fertilizers. 
Drilling of I! cwt. of super has been found to be as efficient as broadcasting 
3lbs. of super. This is an obvious way of economy in the use of fertilizers. 
Fertiliser broadcasted would be dispersed in an unnecessary bulk of soil and 
may not be available to the plant when it needs. In the U. S, A. special 
fertilizer-seed drills have been designed to place the fertilizers about 1-2 inches 
below the seeds of maize and cotton. In the case of potatoes broadcasting the 
fertilizer OVer the ridges ha;; been foulld to be more efficient. In India, there 
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hils been very !itt,le work on this aspect. Controlled placement of iertilizers 
evidently has great possibilities in economising and should be adopted after 
careful experimentation. 

BaJanre of nutrients and fertilizers :-It is well known that response 
to ope nutrient by any crop depends on the presence or absence of other 
nut.rients. For example potatoes rf'spond to pho~phat,e' increasingly with 
increasinl! df'se of nit,rogen and potash. Rlt, the lattpr two act rn'1re indf'pen. 
dpntl,v. With sug'H-beet the response to nitro~en is dependent on pota.sh hut 
indE'frndent of phol'phate. The reaction of the soil and the presence of minor 
elements prof('undly affect the availabilitv and uptake of other nutrients. 
Experiments of this type are however very few and isolated. For pach crop the 
con'l'licllted interactions of nutrients require to be determined if the fertilizers 
are to be used to the greatEst advantage. 

Time and number of application of fertiliser :-Not only t,he plaoe
ment blJt also the time of applicat.ion of the fertilizer is of importance in 
economIsmg. It is best to give the nut.rient when its uptake by the crop i~ m1st 
rapid. In the CAse of ric!', the best re!'ults are obt>tined by giving the nitrollen 
ill tl rep dosE'S at the times of transplanting, tillering and flowering. Similarly 
wit h cane, four doses are recommended, 

The soil is a fOOl' storehouse for plant nut.rients and the most eCl)Oomical 
way is to use the fertilizers to ensure immediate ff~turns. Heavy dres~ings in 
mBny caeps are wasteful. As Crowtber has stated "The modern tendency in 
manuring is towards 'little and often ". 

Bulky manures and fertilizers :-How far farmyard manure can b~ 
conElidt'red a source of plant nutriehts is difficu It to say. There havp, been too few 
expPlimf'nts to anive at definite cOT,clusion. On an average, farmyard manure 
or compost contains N-0'5 to 1; P20S- 0'2 to 0'5 and K 20 0'5 to 1 per cent 
Five tons per acre of farmyard manures is usually applied in India to irrigated 
fielrls. Expf'fiments in Denmalk have shown that the N. P. K. of F. Y. M is 
about half as f!ood as when ~iven as pure fertilizers. According to Crowt,her. 
most of the nitrogen is unavailable and only half the phosphate and potash can 
be taken into account. Hence in JHactice the F. Y. M. treated plots should get 
the SII me quantity of nitrogen but lesser quantities of potash and phosphat,e. How 
far theFe results are II pplicable to OUI' country needs to be determined. 

Quality of crops and fertilizers :-The quality of any crop depends on 
the purpose for which it is used. Excppt in a few isolated instances, there ha~ 
been no report of any dflterioration in qua lity due to fertilizer additions. Even 
with food crops, there is no direct experimental evidence of lowering of vitamin 
content or protein quality. 
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Fertilizers and profit :-Unless the extra crop returns at least make up 
the outlay on the fertilizers added, no farmer ca.n be induced to waste this money. 
If to a field, the fertilizer additions are increased step by step, it, is well known 
that the crop returns will fall off regularly each additional step according to the 
Law of Diminishing Returns. By means of well laid-out experiments on a large 
number of farmer's fields, it is possible to arrive at average response for different 
amounts of each of the three principal plant foods. The point at which the cost of 
the extra fertilizer is just repaid by the extra crop, would be the most profitable 
dosage. These rates cannot be permanent. but vary with the market prices of 
crops and fertilizers etc. As already pointed out, the amount and nature of 
fertilizers needed will depend on a number of factors-nutrient status of soil. 
climate, bulky manure available, method of use of fertilizer etc. Unless all these 
factors are determined by experiment for each area, it is risky to advise the 
use of fertilizers. 

Limitations in Fertilizers use . • 
Having briefly discussed the scope of fertilizers, some of the main limita

tions in their use in our country may be briefly referred to. 

Water :-This is by far the greatest limiting factor. It is well known that 
crops wither if fert,ilizers are applied in the absence of abundant water supply. 
Use of fertilizers will therefore be restricted to irrigated areas and tracts with an 
assured rainfall. About 60-70 million acres of arable land in India can be said to 
have some kind of assured water supply. And only here will there be assured 
return over the outlay. 

Availability:-India is mostly dependent on imports from foreign coun· 
tries. The State and the citizen are only just becoming fertilizer conilcious. 
Pla.ns are afoot for the manufacture of ammonium sulphate on a large scale. But 
as already pointed out need is so great and at maximum production the ammonium 
sulphate will suffice for only a fifth or sixth of our needs. With regard to phos
phates, bone is the main source and it is not a dependable source. The rock 
phosphate deposits should be explOited. In the case of potassic fertilizers, we have 
been very complascent as we take it for granted that our soils are not in serious 
need of this element. This however requires careful scrutiny. From these, it will 
be evident that we should try to make the use of the available material to the 
best advantage with exercise of strictest economy. The scientist should be 
pressed into constant service so that he can tell us the best mode of application of 
fertilizers to yield the maximum benefit. For the present we have to fall back 
upon the oil cakes, bones and composts and use them to the best advantage. 

Cost of outlay :-Except in the case of big landlords and factory managed 
estates, the cost of outlay for fertilizers is a serious handicap with the majority of 
our farmers. Even though good returns may he assured, the farmer has not the 
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wherewithal to make a beginning. Unless Government help with a suitable 
organisation is forthcoming, the use of fertilizers cannot make much headway in 
our country. _ 

Experiment and Research :-Experimental work on the various aspects 
of fertilizer practice is very little or almost nil in our country. The older work is 
of no value as the experiments were not laid out on a statistical basis. Owing to 
paucit,v of funds, no Ilew experiments on a sufficiently big scale have be!'Il possi. 
ble. Without definite knowledge, it is not possible to advice. There should be 
experiments not only at research centres but also on cultivators' fields. Specific 
needs of individual crops in local climates and soils, the nature, rate, time, place. 
ment etc.,of fertilizers and methods of economisim! their use-all have to be investi· 
gated for each crop and each tract. It is only then that one can recommend the 
most profitable method of fertilizing the crop and soil and convince the farmer of 
the eC<)flomic advantage of the treatments. Finally, there must be set up suitable 
organisations who can correctly and quickly diagonise mineral deficiencies and 
confidently advise the public. 

Scope of Compost. 

The soil is not an aggregation of decomposed rock. It is a mixture of 
these and organic matter which is being constantly acted upon by a host of micro. 
organisms. Soil depleted of organic matter is dead and its ability to produce 
crops declines. The value of organic matter for maintaining and improving the 
productivity of soils has been recognised from ancient times. 

Role of organic matter :-The average F. Y. M. or compost do not rate 
very high as a source of plant nutrients. Its N. P. K. value is near about 0.5 
-·0'25 -0'5 only. Most of the nitrogen and nearly half the phosphate and potnsh 
are in an unavailable form. Fertilizer equivalent of a ton of F. Y. M. would not 
be more than a 100 lbs. in weight. It costs next to nothing and is also without 
the extra expense of transporting and spreading the bulky manure. Hence it is 
not as a fertiliZer that organic manure should be valued. The benefit from bulky 
organic matter is indirect. By supplying humus, it improves the tilth or physical 
characters of the soil, its water holding capacity, aeration and temperature rela· 
tions. Both heavy and light soils are benefitted. Organic matter affords the 
food necessary for the biological activities of the soil micro·organisms which bring 
about the decay and mineralisation of the plant nutrieuts and make them avail. 
able. Experiments have shown that added phosphates have a better residual 
value in presence of bulky manures. The reducing action of these manures aids 
in making iron and manganese available. Finally the manures are also sources 
of harmones and growth promoting substances. 

Organic matter of our soils:- The average C and N contents of our 
soils are 060 and 0'05 percents re;!pectively as compared to 3'0 and 0'15 
percent of the European and American soils. The low values for our soils 
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need not alarm us. The level of organic matter of soils is a fa.ctor of climate, 
temperature, precipitation and evaporation. In a dry and hot country like 
ours, the natural level of organic matter is bound to be low. Hence attempts at 
increasing this level to any great degree by hoarding organic matter will not be 
successful. As already pointed out, the value of organic mfttter is during its 
continuous decay. Hence the objective should be to maintain the status quo 
of a steady supply of organic matter continu')usly undergoing the decomposition. 

Sources of organic matter:- In addition to the crop resiuues the main 
source of organic matter in our country is the farmyard manure. Our potential 
capacit.y of the F. Y. M is said to be about 6 to 8 hundred million tons. But 
not all of it goes to soil. Nearly 20 per eent is wasted and about 40 percent is 
used as fuel. The cultivator cannot be blamed for this as he has no alternative 
source of fuel. This leaves only 2 to 3 hundred million tons which is all that 
is put to soil. Experience has shown that most of it goes to the irrigated 
areas. Howard at Indore and Acharya at Bangalore have worked out improved 
methods of production of compost and plans are afoot in many of the Provinces, 
of implementing thes.e improved methods. This will increase the production by 
another 100 million tons. From towns and cities with population above 2000, 
the wastes are being compostt'd yielding another 20 million tons of good qllality 
manure. Thus with all the improvements the total production cannot be more 
than 400 million tons as against a requirement of 1500 million tons for the 300 
million acres of arable land. Thus there is a limitation to this source. All the 
same, all possible methods of conserving bulky manures should be pursued and 
the most economical use should be made of the available material. 

In addition to composts, there are other good methods of restoring 
organic matter to soils. The most important of these is green manuring for 
which a fair trial has not been given. Ley farming which Las been very successful 
in England and Europe may also be tried. 

Bulky Manures and Fertilizers:- There is no conflict between these 
two. Each serves a different purpose and the best results are obtained by a 
judicious combination. One maintains the tilth of the soil and the other 
provides t.he specific plant nutrient in a readily ava-ilable form. There is a 
school of thought which advocates adding compost to the exclusion of anything 
cIS{', on t.he plea of loss of quality, pronenesR to disease etc. There is un 
experimental evidence in proof of these st.atements which therefore need not 
be taken seriously. On the other hand, by t,he use of fertilizers, the increased 
crop production leaves behind increased crop residues with consequent 
increali>e in the organic matter of the soil. The two-bulky manures and fertilizers 
are thus complemellt'uy to one another. 

Conclusion. 

Finally, a brief reference may be made as to how the available fertilizers can 
best be employed in the immediate present in the context of our dire necessity of 

/ 
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attaining self-sufficiency in food before 1952. The first thing to do is to restrict 
all the available chemical fertilizers and cakes to areas which are either irrigated 
or have other guaranteed sources of water. Even in such areas, the first prefe
rence should be given to the rice crop, so far as the ammonium sulphate fertilizer 
is concerned. Rice being a semi-aquatic crop is usually grown in tracts with a 
fairly sure supply of water. Rice responds best with ammonium sulphate and 
among the cereals it gives the highest return of grain per pound of nitrogen 
supplied. Rice occupies nearly 60 million acres which is the largest acreage for 
any single crop in India. Of this area about a third is irrigated and another third 
can be said to have So certainty of sufficient rainfall. Thus about 40 million acres 
under rice can be safely fertilized with ammonium sulphate. Given at the rate of 
10 Ibs. of nitrogen per acre this would yield a sure and quick return of nearly 
2 million tons more of rice. The quantity of manure needed would be about a 
million tons of ammonium sulphate or one and a half million tons of groundnut 
cake. Along with the fertilizer sufficient bulky manure should always be added 
and wherever possible it is preferable to supplement with bO:lcmeal or other 
phosphatic fertilizer. After the needs of the rice crop have been satisfied the 
remaining fertilizer,;, and bulky manure may be given to other irrigated crops, 
like wheat and cane. Under the existing conditions it would be wasteful to 
manure our dry crops with inorganic fertilizers. Our scarcity areas should, for 
the present, resort only to dry farming methods and bulky manures for maintai· 
ning their soil fertility. 
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~ffect of Sulphate of Ammonia on the Depletion 
of List from the Rice Soils of Karjat-Kolaba 

District, Bombay State. 

By 

N. NARAYANA, * M. M. KIBS t AND S. J. RANADIVE. § 

Sulphate of ammonia is known to be a physiologically acid fertilizer, 
which, when applied to soils, has a tendency to render them acidic by depleting 
their lime. According to Russel (1942), the ammonium ion displaces some of 
the reactivtl calcium of the clay complex with the formation of ammonium clay 
and an equivalent quantity of calcium sulphate, which being soluble, is readily 
washed out in the drainage water. The ammonium ion is then nitrified with the 
production of calcium nitrate which being soluble is again washed away. Thus 
two equivalents of lime are lost from the soil which works out at 84'S lb. of lime 
per 100 lb. of sulphate of ammonia added. However, when there is a crop, it 
takes most of the nitrate ion, and the second equivalent of lime is retained in the 
soil in which case the loss of lime would be on Iy 42'4 lb. per 100 lb. of sulphate 
of ammonia. The recorded results show t.hat in practice the loss of lime lies 
betweeH these two figures. As long as there is a reserve of lime, this loss of lime 
falls on this substance and not on the exchangpable calcium as was demonstrated 
on the Broadbalkplots after 80 years of addition of 200 lb. of sulphate of 
ammonia per acre per year. But at Woburn, there was a serious depletion of 
exchangeable ca lcium and the soil became acidic. Crowther and Basa (1931) 
working on the Stackyard field plots found that the yield of barley and wheat 
decreased considerably by the continuous application of sulphate of ammonia for 
over 50 years. This is attributed to the loss of exchll.ngeable calcium and conse
quent increase in acidity of the soil. High acidity of the soil renders the iron and 
aluminium salts soluble which causes harm to the plants. 

In the Bombay State, fortunately most of the soils are rich in their lime 
reserve, the calcium carbonate content being as high as 10 per cent in many cases. 
In such soils, there should be no danger from the application of sulphate of 
ammonia. But there is a fairly good area of soils in the high rainfall tract, 
wherein, owing to the high precipitation, the soils have been depleted of most of 
their bases and have become acidic. The problem is to determine how far it is 
advisable to apply sulphate of ammonia to such soils. In order to know if there 
is any relation between the amount of sulphate of ammonia added and the 
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consequent removal of lime, a preliminary experiment was carried out using the 

light acid soil of the Rice Breeding Station at Karjat. These soils are typical 

of this rice growing tract. 

Experimental :-Field soil representing the first 12 inches was passed 
through a 2 mm. sieve and placed to a depth of 10 inches in tall cylindrical 
percolators of 3 inches diameter, made of galvanised iron sheets and painttd with 
asphalt on both sides. Before putting the soil, gravel and stone were placed at 
the bottom of the percolators to a depth of 3 to 4 inches. Enough sulphate of 
ammonia at the rate of 0, 100 lb., 200 lb., 300 lb. and 600 lb. of nitrogen per acre 
and sufficient distilled wa ter to the maximum water holding capacity, was added 
to the soils which were kept covered with lids. Preliminary trials had shown that 
addition of 550 ml. of water to such a soil would yield nearly 500 m!. of percolate. 
Therefore, every week, 550 m!. of distilled water was added to the soils and the 
percolates collected were analysed for their lime content. The soils were tested 
every week for their pH. 

Re,ults :-The analysis of the soil used and of the percolates collected 

every week are given in Tables 1 and 2 respectively. 

Moisture 
Carbonates (as CaC03 ) 

Organio matter 
Clay 
Silt 
Fine sand 
Coarse sand 

Moisture equivalent 

Table I 

Maximum water holding capacity 

Exchangeable Ca 
Exchangeable Mg 
Exchangeable K 
Exchangeable Na 

Per cent on fine matter. 

6'25 
0'01 
2'01 

20'45 
32'95 
2~'65 

8'68 

36'70 

63'43 

Miliequi valents per cent. 
26'42 
14'64 
0'26 
2'67 
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Table II 

No manure 100 lb. N 200 lb, N 300 lb, N 600 lb, N 

(water alone) 

Quantity of leachate 500 ml. 
collected every week 

I Week 
1 pH of soil 6'5 6'3 6'3 6,1 6'2 

~ eaO in mgm in the 
leachate 78'83 86'57 12390 140'80 240'70 

• II Week 

3 pH of soil 6'5 6'5 6'1 6'3 6'1 

4 eaO in mgm in the 
leachate 39'42 65'68 91'49 91'49 67'56 

III Week 
5 pH ofsoi! 6'5 6'4 6'0 6'0 6'2 

6 eaO in mgm in the 
leachate 60'56 45'17 54'93 56'33 81'68 

IV Week 
7 pH of soil 6'0 5'8 6'0 5'8 5'6 

8 eaO in mgm in the 
leachate 43'64 35'89 38'01 39'42 43'64 

V Week 

9 pH of soil 6'4 6'1 6'1 5'9 5'6 

10 eaO in mgm in the 
leachate 43'64 29'56 32'38 22'52 42'23 

VI Week 

11 pH of soil 6'5 6'5 6'5 6'2 5'7 
12 eaO in mgm in the 

leachate 30'97 24:64 28'16 21'12 33'79 
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Table II (Contd) 

-----------------------------------------------------------------
VII Week 

13 pH of I'oil 6'4 0'3 6'2 5'8 5'7 
14 CaO in mgm in the 

jt'achate 29'56 24'69 28'r6 JS-:n :W-HI 

VIII Week 
15 pH of soil 6'0 6-0 5'9 5'9 5'7 
Hi CaO in mgm ill the 

leachate 23'94 22'53 22'53 22-12 2D-/j6 

Average of 8 Weeks 
17 pH of soil 6'35 6-24 6-14 &'00 5-85 
18 CaO in mgm in the 

leachate 43'82 41·84 52'44 51'51 71-26 

19 Total lime 
leaC'hed out in lb_ 
per acre foot 579'20 552-90 693'10 680-80 941'90 

~o Net amount of 
loss in lb _ per acre 113-90 11l-60 362-70 
foot after accounting 
for the Control • 

~1 Theoretical loss of 
lime in lb. per 400 800 1200 400 
acre foot 

22 Exchangeable lime 
in Ill_ c. p. c_ at the 22-05 ~2-70 23-42 21-70 22-·W 
end of the Experiment 

Discussions:-The soil is a clay loam with practically no reserve of calcium 
carbonate. The pH is slightly on the acid side of neutrality _ Among the exchange. 
able bases, calcium is preponderant (15.5 per eent of total bases) and magnesium 
is also high (33'3 per cent)_ 
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There is a definite lowering of pH in all soils including that where no 
sulphate of ammonia was added. The lowering of pH increases with increasing 
doses of the fertilizer. 

Similarly, all the soils show losses of calcium including the one with no 
treatment. The loss in lime in each case is the highest at the end of the first week 
suggesting that the reaction between the soil and the fertilizer is very quick being 
of the nature (If base exchange as suggested by Russel (Ioc cit). In the succeeding 
weeks, the loss of liml' decreases and by the 8th week reaches an equilibrium 
value, being more or less the same in the treated and untreated soils. 

The figures for the total loss of lime (Row No. 19 of Table II) show that 
oven when fertilizer is not added, water alone removes fairly large quantities of 
lime. Addition of 100 lb. of nitrogen as sulphate of ammonia does not aggravate 
the loss. But with further increasing doses of the fertilizer the loss of lime also in
creases. The increased losses oflime due to application of sulphate of ammonia and 
the calculated losses of lime on theoretical basis are given in row 20 and 21 of Table II. 
It will be seen t,hat the actuals are far below the calculated values and there is no 
proportionality between the two. The exchangeable lime contents (last row of 
Table II) show a lowering almost to the same extent in all the soils. The ex
changeable lime of the original soil (vide Table I) is 2642 m. e. p. c. This is 
reduced almost to the same extent by treatment with sulphate of ammonia in 
increasing doses or by leaching the soil with water alone. It is therefore suggested 
that whatever loss of lime that takes p lace is in the form of exchangeable calcium. 
It is interesting to note that there is no proportionality in the losses of exchange
able lime on the one hand and the amount of sulphate of ammonia applied on the 
other. Similarly water alone causes considerable loss in the exchangeable lime 
contents of the soil. 

Recently a number of people have expressed their fear at the extended use 
of sulphate of ammonia as fertilizer for paddy partioularly in the aoid soils of 
Ratnagiri, and Kolaba Distriots. There is a natural loss of lime from all soils 
due to drainage. This is more so in the ri oe tracts with hea vy annual preoipitation. 
From the results given in this paper it will be seen that the addition of sulphate 
of ammonia does not aggravate the loss of lime. Henoe there is no suffioient 
cause for raising an alarm against the use of sulphate of ammonia. Whether this 
fertilizer ii:' used or not it is advisable to lime the rice soils periodically to make 
up the losses of lime due to natural drainage. 

Summary 

(1) There is no proportionality between the amounts of sulphate of 
ammonia applied to t,he soil and t,he losse3 of lime through drainage as a result of 
these applications. 
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(2) Water alone removes considerable amounts of lime from the soils 
through drainage. 

(3) The actual losses of lime caused by increasing applications of sulphate 
of ammonia are considerably lower than those calculated theoretically. 

(4) The acidity of the soil increases with the increase in the amount of 
fertilizer applied. 

---0--

The authors are thankful to Dr. J. A. Daji for his guidance during the 
progres8 of the work and at whose instance the experiment was undertaken. 
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BI:RMUDA GRASS ( l-Iaria1i ) 
( Cynodon dadylon 

By 

DR. B. /\. CHAUGULR :K: 

Introduction :-One of the most valuable and at the same time most 
troublesome of the perennial grasses is Bermuda grass which has spread in all of 
the warmer parts of the world. One would find many people praising this grass 
for its value as one of the most useful of the decorating grasses in lawns; for its 
value as one of the most palatable of the pasture plants, and aLso one would find 
it being highly esteemed as one of the most enviably efficient of the grasses com
bating soil erosion. Regarding its value as a lawn grass and pasture plant 
especially, it stands second to none in Tropics and so it does in all of the warmer 
parts of the United States. Besides being valuable for all of its multiple uses as 

* Prof0RRor of Agronomy, (;cllegc of Agrkultlll'c, DharWRr. 
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mentioned above, it is especially favonred in some parts of India on some parti
cular sacred occasion at least, on account of its value as a sacred grass to be 
offered to the God (, Ganapati ". For about five days of that occasion it some
times becomes hard for one to find but a few blades of this grass for offering to 
the God. 

The apparently contradictory statement made in the beginning of this 
paper is readily understood by the tenacity, vigor and. ease with which the grass 
gets established and becomes, in a short time, valuable as a forage and lawn 
grass, and becomes pestiferous because of these same habits when it invades places 
where it is not desired, i. e. in crops like lucerne, tobacco, maize, vegetables, etc. 
With this peculiarity of the grass in mind, then, certainly one would like to know 
much more about this grass than is available by way of a mere introduction 
heretofore given. 

History :-Vndoubtedly Bermuda grass is a native of the old world, pro
bably of India, but now it is common in all of the tropics and sub-tropics, wher
ever warm climate is available for its maximum growth. It is a peculiarly 
sun-loving grass and does not make good growth in the shade of trees. Its entry 
in the United States took place before 1807, since it has a reference in Mease's 
Grological account of the United States. It is known as Bermuda grass in the 
U. S. A. because it might have gone there via Islands of Bermuda, but no definite 
published record of such a source has been known. It is known by various names 
in different countries and various localities. In the United St.ates it is al;;o 
called wire grass, scutch grass, dog's tooth, or Bahama grass, and in California and 
Arizona especially it is often called 'Devil grass' due to its surprisingly quick 
infestation and gigantic growth in all cultivated fields. In Hawaii it is called 
'Manienie " in North India it is called 'Deub' and in South India it is called 
, Hariali " ' Durva ' etc. It is often mistaken for ditch grass or knot grass but 
can be distinguished from the latter by the fact that it has 3-6 seed spikes while 
the ditch grass has but two. 

Description and Methods of Propagation :-Bermuda grass is a cree
ping perennial spreading by runners and rootstocks or by both and also by seeds. 
Runners may be 3'-4' in length though a figure like 20' is not uncommon. Erect 
flower bearing branches about 6"-12" in height arise at each joint of the runner. 
Leaf blades are narrow and flat, 1"-4" long, each bearing a ring of minute white 
hairs at the base. Flowers are slender spikes 3-6 in a cluster. The individual 
spikelets of each group are arranged in two alternate rows on spikes that are 
characteristically one sided. Each spikelet is flattened, closely attached to the 
axis of the spike and slightly overlapping its neighbouring spikelet. There is 
one flower in each spikelet. The seeds are very small, light in weight and 
easily carried by wind and water. Stems are peculiar in that they often appear 
to have from 2-4 leaves at each joint, only that the joints may be telescoped 
together. 
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In most warmer countries it freely produces seeds of about !:!5% viability 
but does not seed in heavy rainfall regions such as the Gulf Coast of United States 
and West Coast of Southern India, and in places subjected to occasional frost in 
'Western Countries. It produces lots of rootstocks underground, often times to 
the extent of stopping the wooden plough at work in fndia; but there is little rela· 
tion between growth of rootstocks underground and growth of vegetative orgl1ns 
above ~round. The na.ture of growth habit is, however, associated with different 
varieties-varieties with longer surface runners being naturalI_y' easy to eradicate. 
It succeeds in establishing itself very well by striking roots at each aerial uode 
while creeping. Once it thus strikes roots, it does not depend for nutrition on the 
parent stock. All vegetative org>tns-aerial and underground as well-are strongly 
llolid in build, indicating the large food reserves and hardiness which keep any bit 
of the grass thus well equipped to carryon its life cycle independently in cases of 
mechanical separation from the parent stock. So the famous 'Bermuda Grass' 
can propagate itself by seeds (in its most favoured habitat) or better by runners 
but dops so most efficiently by thc underground root stocks. 

Soil and Climatic Adaptation :-Bermuda* d,)es well on any fertile but 
not too wet a soil. However, it will d·) better on heavier types of Hails than on 
lighter olle~. In many parts of India it makes such an enormous growth on 
alluvial soils on the banks of rivers after the floods subside that the cattle are 
maintained only on this grass for about a month 01' two before putting the land 
under any crop. Even after the lands on the banks of rivers are sown it goes on 
yielding excellent palatable food until the cessation of crop growth. It grow8 
well even on highly alkaline soils that are totally barred from use for most of the 
field crops as well as fruit trees because of alkali dopoRition. Due to its enviably 
excellent tolerance to high alka Ii content of soils Bermuda grass has claimed a 
prominent place in the renlamation of alkali lands in the San .Joaquin and 
Imperial Valleys of California, and outside in the arid and semi·arid parts of 
United States. It is on record that "patches of Bermuda grass near Mecca, 
California, although submerged in Salton Sea for over two years, were still alive 
and making new growth from the stems when that body of water finall.v evapo, 
rated to a lower level". It grows equally well on heavy deep black soils derived 
from the trap rock in Southern India, where thousands of acres of cultivated land 
have been thrown out of cultivation because of the heavy undergroud matting of 
Bermuda rootstocks which make a successful cultivation of the land by animal 
power impossible. In the United States it grows on sandy loam !tnd nlso on 
sandy soils of the coast region where it forms a valuable pasture ,\!rass. 

Bermuda grass in one of the more exacting grasses in its climatic require. 
ments. It being a native of the warmer regions, grows at its best only in warmer 
parts of the world and only in warmer seasons, in a particular locality It is 

• In the text which follows the word' Bermuda' when used alone is intende;! to mean 
" Bermuda grass". 
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amazingly tolerant towards intense summer heat without any injury. In fact such 
type of climate makes its seed propagation also equally successful. It can stand 
moderate degree of cold but does ih no case survive below O°F. The rootstocks, 
however, stand still lower temperatures. A mean daily temperature ranging bet
ween 20°0-25°0 prohibits the germination of seeds but with alternating tempera
tures between 15°0-35°0 germination is good. Lack of sufficient moisture and 
prevalence of low temperatures retard the seedling emergence and stolon develop
ment. So also, heavy rains as those occurring in tropics retard the seedling 
emergence regardless of prevailing favourable temperatures. Experiments con
ducted elsewhere indicate that seeds buried deepl>r than 1/2" into the soil do not 
germinate. Bermudn is also a poor (Jompetitor with other weeds amI crop plants 
in early seedling stage. 

Rootstocks of Bermuda grass, however, can stand as low a temperature as 
OaF or even lower. Instances are not uncommon of the rootstocks having 
survived through It temperature of -10°F to -18°£. It grows well in many parts 
of India and it is a constant source of lluisance in alfalfa and vegetable fields and 
irrigation ditches of mdny counties of the San Joaquin and Imperial valleys in 
California. About 10 of the South Eastern Rtates in the U. S. A. with warm 
climate have favoured the growth of this grass and in them it has gained popularity 
as a valuable pasture and lawn grass. This discussion of temperature relation
ship of' Bermuda grass' should not lead one to suppose that it is exacting only 
in its temperature requirements and not in others like moisture. It does require 
abundance of moisture and good drainage for its successful growth. Bermuda 
grass stands flooding for some weeks but will not grow in stagnant places. It is 
favoured by sunny clear weather and does not bear shading well. Advantage of 
this weakness, therefore, is taken to secure eradication by growing smother 
crops. 

Bermuda as a Valuable Grass :-In any consideration of a plant which 
is more useful than harmful the value should receive the first considerati0n. 
Bermuda grass commands its uspfulness as-{l) An excellent sod plant. (2) An 
excellent pasture plant, when pastures are seeded with Bermuda seed in mixture 
with some legumes like black medic or Bur Olover. In India, when the river beds 
are seeded with some perennial legume (Sesbania Spy.) after the flood water sub
side;;, the naturally growing Bermuda grass forms a very palatable forage mixture 
with legume. (3) A very good hay crop. (4) An excellent soil binding and soil 
saving grass. The grass forms a thick network of rootstocks underground so tha t, 
the whole soil mass is held together as if reinforced by metallic bars. Again 
Bermuda is not at all suppressed or killed by piling masses of soil or mud Oil it 
and thus has become most popular in the wind eroded areas of the' Dustbowl' in 
Kansas and other western and south western semi-arid states in the U. S. A. By 
virtue of this same property it has been highly esteemed in water erroded areas 
of the south eastern states in the U. S. and the river beds in India,. (5) A source 
of business in SAerl prmllldion. 
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Being best favoured only by some few warmer states like New Mexico, 
Arizona and Southern California in the U. S. A. it produces prolific amounts of 
seed of high viability, making it a profitable plant for seed production and seed 
distribution. 

Bermuda as a Weed :-Not withstanding the fact that Bermuda graBS 
has gained so much of a fame and popularity for its forementioned significant 
uses in certain localities, it often becomes a constant source of nuisance to farmers 
by becoming pastiferous when it invades places where it is not desired, especially 
in Buch cultivated crops as alfalfa, cotton, tobacco, etc. This is especially promi. 
nent and therefore of paramount importance to tropical agriculture and in the 
agriculture in warmer regions of sub-tropics. In these regions it propagates by 
all possible means-sceds, creeping stems upon the surface of the ground, creeping 
rootstocks below the surface of the ground, and detached pieces of either of these 
stolons or rootstocks. Once thus propagated and properly established it begins 
to slowly capture the whole field from above and below the cultivated zone of 
soil. This characteristic greatly increases the difficulty of control and eradication 
ot the grass, making it costly, many times of doubtful success. However, a 
detailed study of its growth habits and requirements has made the problem of its 
control a bit easier, though slight control would cost quite a bit of enternal 
Vigilance and patience and require the application of wise methods of cultivating 
the crops. ' 

Methods of Control and Eradication :-In any programme of control or 
eradication ad vantage is to be taken of the weaknesses of the pest and accordingly 
the following mechanical methods have been suggested for the control and eradica· 
tion of ' Bermuda grass' . 

(1) Mechanical Methods : 

(a) Eradication by combining shading and using intertjJled crops, 
It is a well known fact that rootstocks of Bermuda grass are unable to withstand 
exposure either to intense cold or severe drying and that the plant cannot stand 
prolonged shading. Bermuda thrives best only in open places and therefore this 
makes it relatively easier to control by smothering the grass with heavy thick 
growing crops alternating with intertilled crops. In the United States thfly ad. 
vocate a practice of growing summer, shade crops like velvet beans, cowpeas, 
Soybeans, Sorghum, millets etc., which is advantageous in its control. The follow. 
ing crop might be winter oats or rye either with or without vetch. After removal 
of oats or rye, a row crop like cotton or corn allowing cultivation for a longer 
time is grown. 

In parts of India, wherever possible Sann hemp (Crotolaria juncea) should 
be grown for green manuring immediately after the early showeril of monsoons in 
,J une. The rains during the monsoon period especially, from June to August do 
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not allow very frequent or timely cultivation of land and in such cases if a. sparse 
growing crop is planted Bermuda grass would get a very good chance for its 
luxuriant growth. Trerefore, in loca.tions where green manuring is feasible, this 
thick growing crop of lei!ume should be grown and towards the latter half of 
monsoon period it should be buried into the soil. After green manuring, either 
wheat or a winter variety of sorghum or a row crop like tobacco should be taken. 
The crop of tobacco requires very frequent cultivation and therefore Bermuda 
grass does not get any chance to head. In such a s_vstem of cropping, the gras~ is 
already weakened by the shading of the green manuring crop and this facilitates 
an easy killing of the grass by growing the subsequent cultivated crop like 
tobacco. After the winter crop is harvested the land should be ploughed deep and 
the root stocks exposed to the scorching heat of the sun, and if time permits all 
the thus loosened rootstocks should be pulled out for burning them. 

Growing of a spreading crop like sweet potato also could be effective in 
controlling Bermuda grass in the field. This crop quickly covers the ground 
completely within a few weeks and thus inhibits the growth of Bermuda grass. 
This crop, further necessitates the digging of the land for harvesting the under
ground tubers and thus facilitates at the same time the digging out of Bermuda. 
rootstocks. 

The main point to be remembered therefore, is that there should be no 
interval during which the grass will have a chance to develop and spread. 

(b) Eradication by winter killing :-This is possible only in cold coun· 
tries. The fact that Bermuda grass cannot stand severe cold has thrown much 
light upon its weakness from the eradication point of view in the Northern States 
of the United States of America. Under the conditions of these states thev advise 
the farmers to p10ugh up the land shaHowly to expose t,he thick matted ro~tstocks 
in the faU season to winter freezing. This often completely destroys the growth of 
the grass in the field. Rootstocks in the grazed fields are near to the surface, 
and therefore only shallow ploughing is necrssary. In dry summer regions they 
expect the best results from :-(1) Utilizing the grass for hay or pasturing it up 
for an entire season, (2) continuing grazing the following season till mid
summer, (3) shallow ploughing rather than deep ploughing which is more benefi
cial to the grass for getting a good foot-hold, (4) raking the plowed land to 
remove deep seated rootstocks, (5) disking the land during the remainder of 
the season at intervals frequent enough to keep in check any top growths of the 
grass, and (6) growing an intertilled crop in the following season. 

1'hus they claim that the drying influenoe of the sun and prevention of the 
green growth of the grass would exterminate Bermuda grass in but one season or 
two. In a season with rainfall at intervals this attempt is expected to meet with 
grand success. 
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(c) Mechanical Control Measures for Small Areas :-(i) The land 
should be plowed shallow to a depth of about 3" during a midsummer period of 
dry weather and the matted rootstocks should be exposed to the surface as much 
as practicable. (ii) When the mass is thoroughly dry it should be piled into heaps 
and burned. (iii) l!'or still smaller patches, the infested area should be covered in 
summer with tarred or other heavy paper in such a manner that the light is 
entirely cut off from the grass. The edges of the paper should be well overlapped 
or covered with soil and the entire area of the paper well weighted down with 
soil or stones. In about two months time this would have a good killing effect 
on Bermuda. 

(d) Control and Eradication of Bermuda as a weed in Lawns:
Bermuda grass as a weed in lawns is still more difficult to control or eradicate. 
rfhe most practical method of eradication as suggested by Ball and Robbins (1932) 
is to reestablish the lawn. To accomplish this it may be necessary to remove 
completely the first four to six inches of soil, taking care that all roots are re
moved along with the dirt and also from the soil which is below that removed, 
while replacing the soil removed by new fresh soil care should be taken to see 
that the soil is free from weed seds of undesirable type. The lawn should be 
seeded to a high test grass mixture and a regular system of inspect.ion of the 
newly established lawn in order to detect and remove any growth of Bermuda 
grass shou ld be inaugurated. 

(e) Method of Control of Bermuda Grass in Alfalfa as followed in 
the U. S. A. :-Bermuda grass is supposed to be the weed pest most troublesome 
to alfalfa in many sections of far western states. Broadcast summer growing 
crops which cannot thoroughly be cultivated are the hardest to handle with 
reference to Bermuda. Alfalfa is the chief of such crops and Bermuda grass does 
the greastest damage to this crop. Notwithstanding its dense vigorous growth, 
alfalfa unassisted will gradually yield to Bermuda grass wherever the latter with
stands the cold of the winter season. When alfalfa is cut for feeding, land re
mains bare and especially in August or September Bermuda makes the maximum 
growth. They consider that the most practical method of control as far as this 
situation is considered is to go over the field of alfalfa after each cutting in the 
month of August and September, to cut all stolons and rootstocks of the grass 
with a sharp shovel and to tum them up to the sun for drying. If this method is 
consistantly followed up it would well repay its cost. But if neglected, the grass 
will finally gain such a headway that the land can be reclaimed only by putting it 
under a cultivated crop. When the land is to be under a different crop, it is 
recommended that it should be deeply plowed late in fall or early winter. Two 
or three years should elapse before again seeding to alfalfa and the summer crop 
should be one that permits cultivation and destruction of such Bermuda grass as 
reappears. 

(2) Chemical Methods :-Bermuda grass, like all other gritsses in general, 
is hard to control by chemicals, and especially so because of its perennial habits. 
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Its tough slender small leaves, its hard impregnable aerial stolons and equally 
tough underground rootstocks, all contribute towards the protection of the plant 
from injury by chemicals. Thus far, a number of mechanical methods of control 
have been tried. However, the uncontrollable nature of seasons and their diver
sity have made a standardized single method of mechanical control impossible. 
Sometimes fixing a crop rotation that helps to smother the grass becomes 
impracticable. Sometimes the type of rainfall and its distribution as in certain 
parts of our country is such that during the cultivation period there remains 
sufficient moisture for the loosened grass carried by cultivating implements to take 
hold and grow, and thus the cultivation part of its control, besides becoming 
ineffective, helps its further spread, at least under the said conditions. 

In some parts of India and also in the United States long exposure of the 
rootstocks sufficient to kill them is not possible be~ause of the unwanted but 
unavoidable outbreak of rains. For all these reasons the need for some sort of 
method which will kill outright the rootstocks and the aerial vegetative parts of 
the plant, becomes highly imperative and this may be achieved by following 
chemical methods of weed control. Unfortunately much Auccess in the chemical 
control of Bermuda grass has not so far been achieved, although it should not be 
impossible. 

Ball and Robbins (1932) report on an effective eradication of the grass in 
some parts of California by frequently spraying it with oil and hurning through
out the growing season. They also report on the SUCC88S of sodium chlorate at 
the rate of four pounds to the square rod on experimental plots when applied in 
winter. In this case, however, enough irrigation water must be applied on areas 
treated after the rainy season to carry down the salt to the absorbing region of the 
roots of the grass. On road sides and ditch banks where permanent sterilization 
is desired, sodium arsenite at the rate of 5 pounds per square rod has given a 
complete control of Bermuda grass and all of the annual weeds. 

Murphy (1933) reports that Bermuda grass can be controlled through the 
use of chemicals. However, the rate of application and cost, he reports, is such 
that sodium chlorate or calcium chlorate can only be recommended for patch work 
control or control along garden and shruhbery borders. The use of either chemical 
however, at the rate of 100 pounds per acre either as a single application or when 
applied in two, at the interval of H months did not give a. desirable control. 
Very good control was secured on both mowed and unmowed grass from the use 
of either chemical when applied in two applications H months apart from 
.July 15 to September 3, each application being made at 200 pounds per acre. 

Fromm (1944) makes mention of a series of experiments conducted at Pureto 
Rico in months October, Ja.nuary, February, JUly, August and September, so as 
to note the killing effect of the two chemicals-ammoniumsulphamateand calcium 
thiocyanate--with reference to different seasons. In these experiments 0-0 to 3·0 
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liters of each of the two solutions was sprinkled per sepnrate square meter con' 
taining from 200-1000 plants. Calcium thiocyanate was always used as a solu. 
tion 1'25 M in eNS, while the concentration of ammonium sulpha mate varied 
from 0'5 to 2 OM. 

The control of Bermuda grass as reported by him, was complete within a 
week with as sma,ll an amount as 0'6 liter of 1'25 M in CNS per square meter 
when there was no rain in the first four days after treatment. The plots remained 
free of weeds for three to six months after the treatment. However, the success 
of this treatment largely depends on season. Control was absolutely complete in 
dry weather. Retarding effect on control of small showers of rain up to 1/2" 
could well be counteracted by increasing the dose to 1 liter of 1'25 M in CNS per 
square meter. Heavier rains, however, materially limit eradication and cannot 
then be counteracted by higher doses of the herbicide. 

In one of the same series of experiments he got a successful kill of Bermuda 
grass by ammonium sulphamate applied in doses of 0'6-1 liter of molar solution 
in dry s(lasons. He reports, that control due to this chemical lasted from 3-5 
months. Rain affected its action more than that of calcium thiocyanate. 

Robbins, Crafts and Raynor (1942) and Hannesson, Raynor and Crafts 
(1945) while reporting on the response of different perennial weeds to the applica. 
tion of carbon disulphide mention that shallow rooted perennials like Bermuda 
grass and nut grass have been hard to control with this chemical in lawns in 
sandy soils or wherever the root distribution requires shallow treatment. They 
recommend that this chemical may be applied by merely sprinkling the infested 
area with an ordinary sprinkling can and immediately covering it with wet canvas. 
At least 2 gallons of carbon disulphide are required per. square rod. It kills all 
the vegetat,ive covering although the weed seeds are not harmed. This is a 
chemical excellent for patch work control of Bermuda grass. 

Future of the Chemical Aspect of Hariali Control 

From the foregoing discussion on the control and eradication, it will be 
seen that unlike annual weeds, the control of Bermuda grass, though not the 
hardest, is a hard nut to crack, indeed! Many farmers with all their knowledge 
of the best cultural methods, have met with an utter disappointment because of 
their inability to successfully combat the grass and exterminate it. Instances, 
however, are not uncommon where wise crop husbandry and eternal vigilance as 
to the methods of propagation and introduction oHhe grass ha ve achieved a great 
deal by way of success in putt,ing a permanent end to this nasty weed. Chemical 
methods have often been sought for eradicating Bermuda grass. But although 
this alternative is showing a great hopo of success, one should not be too opti
mistic in expecting wonders from this aspect of weed control. After all, chemical 
control methods are far from being magical in their action. They are wonders no 
doubt, but are man-m ,de and require time and patience. They would have been 
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more surprising if weeds had been something far different from our common 
economic plants. It would be quite out of the scope of this paper, a.nd also out 
of place to discuss the (Jomplexity of the problem of chemical weed control. It can 
only be said in conclusion that the marching ahead with ast.ounding rapidity of 
scientific methods of agriculture including chemical methods of weed control, and 
the presence today of selective herbicides-things not even dreamed of in the 
past-have extended a very bright ray of hope on the scientific horizon of today. 
And with the present rate of progress, therefore, it would certainly not be too 
early to hope for a day to come when extermination of Bermuda grass by some 
such selective herbicide would make it a rare weed of no more importance than a 
laboratory specimen. 

Summary 

(1) An attempt has been made to give a short description of Bermuda 
grass with its history, growth habits and prominent uses. 

". 

(2) Bermuda grass as a weed is described and some mechauical methods 
are suggested for its control and eradication in different situatiolls. 

(3) Use of chemicals like oil, carbon bisulphide, sodium and calcium chIo
rates, ammonium sulphamate, etc. bas given varying success in the control of 
Bermuda grass under different conditions. It is hoped that a complete control 
and eradication of the gra.ss would be possible in the near fnture. 
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Refrigerated Fruit Storage Plant: a Profitable 

Investment for Small Fruit Farm. 

Refrigerated storage facilities can bring substantially-increased profits to 
the average-·sized or small farm fruit grower. Spreading an orchard's yield, or a 
substantial portion of it, beyond the harvesting season will give the grower with 
refrigerated storage space a substantial advantage, for he is not forced to sell 
his crop during the glut of harvest time. 

Unless the orchard is equipped with proper storage facilities, the grower 
knows that his produce may wither and its quality become impaired during the 
holding period. Rather than gamble, the small grower with inadequate storage 
facilities sells on a glutted market, cutting his profits or even showing a loss 
despite the top quality and appearance of the product. With the market price 
climbing in the" off season ", the grower who has held his produce in refrigerated 
storage reaps substantial reward. 

Although most fruit growers know that refrigeration is the answer to their 
storage problem, the initial cost of space and equipment is sometimes an obstacle. 
This is especially true for a small farm operator. However, if the additional pro· 
fits pocketed each season are balanced against the cost of proper refrigeration 
facilities, over a short period of years the investment for equimpment is within 
thA reach of most growers. 
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Sound, Simplified Construction Desirable. 

A typical building for fruit storage is made of concrete blocks, 20 by 30 
feet with an actual storage floor area 20 by 20 feet. The roof is flat, with two 
feet of ventilated air space provided over the ceiling of the storage room, reducing 
the sun effect and refrigeration load. Outside vents provide air circulation in this 
space. 

Walls, floor and ceiling can be painted with a heavy asphalt sealer to pro
vide an effective moisture-vapour barrier before studs and insulation were 
installed. Four inches of fiber glass comprise the insulation. The inside finish of 
the insulation in the refrigerated room is black asphalted Cellotex, with edgei! 
sealed with hydrolene to protect against moistuf0 loss from the inside of the cold 
room to the outside during cold weather. 

'1 he refrigeratiol1 equipment consists of a two-horsepower reciprocating 
compressor-and two forced-air cooling units suspended from the ceiling_ The 
refrigerated storage room is held to about 35°F. Relative humidity ranges from 
81 to 92%. . 

Use of a Tractor. 

By 

B. Y. KULKARNY =I(: 

India was once a country flowing with honey and milk, now the conditions 
have changed considerably; and the main effect is that her food requirement is 
not self sufficient. There are many reasons fOf it, but the chief one pertaining to 

our subject is that, Indian methods of food production are not up-to-date. Our 
farmer is keen about following old methods of farming, because they were followed 
by his ancestors. In order to attain self sufficiency in food requirement, we will 
have to change our condition by following modern methods of farming. The 
same situation arose in the 19th century in European Countries, but people 
tackled the problem by practising modern methods of agriculture. In order to 
fill up the gap, we will have to introduce modem methods of agriculture in our 
country. 

• Domonstrator in Agricultural Engineering, Physics, & Mathematics, 
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The first step is to till the soil. The major and important problem is 
whether we should use a tractor for it. We will have to use it principally because 
we want progressive features of farming. The tractor farming aims at producing 
more with less human and animal effort; and consequently at lower cost. By 
reducing drudgery and hard manual labour. the farmer is given more time ~nd 
opportunity to produce more and to develop lucrative additional activities, such 
as poultry and dairy farming, bee keeping etc. Such activities are quite essential 
to our farmers in their spare time, as they will aid in improving the economic 
status of the agriculturists. The speed of a tractor plough is nearly four times 
faster than a bullock plough. Hence operations can be carried out when optimum 
soil conditions prevail and these will result in increased yields of crops. Generally 
the mechanical power helps the farmers in large scale soil improvements like 
contour bunding, terracing etc.; such works are often beyond the means of an 
average farmer with his present indigenous implements. From the above benefits 
everyone will realise the importance of tractors tor cultivation purposes. In our 
country the Central and State Governments have launched many schemes of 
tractor farming and mechanical cultivation. In the Bombay State our 
Government has introduced 110 tractors since October 1944; and they have 
ploughed 24,S54 acres of deep ploughing and 47,547 acres of light ploughing in 
different parts of the State within a period of one year, We should, therefore, 
know something about the tractor, their implements and their usage in general. 

A Tractor is a mobile power unit i. e., it is a petrol, kerosene or diS'll engine 
on wheels or on crawler tracks. The power of a tractor can be used mainly in two 
ways. Firstly the tractor can be nsed to trail implement,s or machines, its pulling 
power is developed at the draw bar at the rear end of the tractor; secondly the 
tractor can be uRed as a stationery engine to operate pumps, threshers etc., in tbis 
case the power is developed on the belt, pulley with which all tractors can be 
fitted. As the tractor is the heart of mechanised farming, careful consideration 
should be given to the choice of a tractor. The condition of the soil, thfl type of 

the crop grown and the size of the farm will determine the type of a t,ractor sui· 
table to onr agriculturists. As regards technical details, work expected from a 
tractor' Nebraska Tests' are popular, which are useful in judging tractors for 
different purposes. Wheeled tractors are popular in America, where mechanised 
agriculture is practised on a large scale. Operations carried out by wheeled 
tractors require more speed but less pull. Light types of soils are suitable for 
wheeled tractors. In heavy types of soils, like the Deccan Black Soil, trac 
tractors are more suitable. Trac tractors work satisfactorily under more sever 
soil conditions than wheeled tractors. In our c'Juntry trac tractors are common 
in sugar-cane factory area, mainly because they are useful in the eradication of 
deep rooted weeds like kans and hariali. 

Selection of a tractor and implement :-A tractor and its implement 
should be put to its maximum advantage, hence general items of work should be 
carefully considered while selecting a tractor and its implements; and then only it 
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is beneficial in recovering capital out-lay in the earliest time. The area with 
which a tractor and its implement can work during an 8 hour day is taken as a 
base for calculation and the cost of such work depends on the depth to which the 
implement should penetrate in the soil and overcome the soil resistance. As light 
soils offer less soil resistance, greater area can be ploughed in a day at lower cost 
per acre. Hence due consideration is quite essential for introducing a suitable 
type of a tractor. It is always much cheaper to nse a tractor in large sized fields, 
than in a number of smaH irregular plots as in the latter case a lot of time and 
labour is wasted in negotiating sharp turnings. 

Implements: -Out of wide range of implements and machines which are 
available for farming operations, we will have to consider only such general imple
ments which are suitable to our conditions. 

1. Mould board ploughs :-They are used in medium and deep plough
ing in medium and heavy soils respectively. Theyare particularly useful in 
operating dry sou. The following ale the important types. 

(a) A light plough with 2 or 3 furrows :-It is used for ploughing in 
medium soils to a depth of 6"-8". It is worked with a wheeled tractor of 25 to 
40 H. P. range. 

(b) A medium plough furnished with either 2, 3, 4 or 5 furrows :-:
It is used for ploughing in medium and heavy soils which are under cultivation. 
It ploughs to a depth of 8"-12". It is used behind a trac tractor of 40 to 80 H. 
P. range. 

Ic) A very heavy plough with 3,4, or 5 furrows:- It is suitable for 
breaking virgin land in heavy soils down to a depth of 14". It is useful mainly 
in the eradication of deep rooted weeds like hariali. It is worked along with a 
trac tractor of 60 to 80 H. P. range. 

(d) A single furrow plough: - It is used in clearing virgin land of light 
and medium soils respectively. It works to a depth of 12"-14". It is worked 
along with a wheeled tract,or of 30 to 4f) H. P. range. 

2. Disc-ploughs:- Disc ploughs are suitahle for sandy soils and in 
cases of medium soils with sufficient moisture to obtain the penetration of disc. 
These ploughs are lighter in dra.ft than mould board ploughs and hence less 
subject. to wear. The following are the main types. 

(a) A light model with 28" disc with 3, 4 furrows:- It ploughs to a 
depth of 6"-10"; it is generally used along wiLh a wheeled tract:>r of 25 to 35 
H. P. range. 
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(b) A heavier model with 3,4.5 or 6 furrows:- It is used along 
with a trac tractor of 60-80 H. P. range. It works to a depth of 8"-12". 

(c) A very heavy disc with 32" disc with 3,4,5 or 6 furrows:
It is suitable for soils used for sugaroane plantation. It goes to a depth of 
10"-14". It is worked with a trao tractor of 80-120 H . .P. range. 

3. Disc harrows:- They are used in preparing seed boos and mulching, 
weeding et.c. They are available in a wide range of weights and width suitable 
for wheeled and trac tractors. 

4. Peg-tooth harrows:- They are used in ploughed fallow fields as an 
alternative to disc harrows for mulching and weeding. They work satisfactorily 
in light soils. 

5. Cultivators:- A cultivator consists of a strong steel frame, on to 
whioh various tools can be mounted, like spring tooth, a ridging plough (middle 
burster) for making 3 to 4 furrows and ridges at a time. The cultivator is 
trailed by a wheeled traotor of 25 to 40 H. P. range. 

6. Seed drills:- Seed drills are useful in many ways. They make 
regular seed furrows, drop the seed into the furrow at regular intervals and cover 
tile furrow again; with speoial attaohments even very small seeds like ragi, linseed 
eto., can be sown accurately. Corn planters are used for aocurate planting of row 
crops like ground-nut, cotton, cowpeas etc. 

7. Mowers:- For cutting small grains & grass me~hanical mowers 
are used. A mower with 7 ft. cutter bar cuts thin stemmed crops like wheat 
barley etc. 

8. Harvesting machines:- Such machines are called as combines. They 
cut standing crop, and thresh it while moving across a field. The threshed grain 
is collected in large bins mounted on the combine or filled straightway into bags 
mounted on the combine. If the straw is necessCLry for fodder a wind rower is 
used to cut and heap the straw in wind rOW8. 

9. Stationary machines:-Every tractor is fitted with a belt pulley. Thus 
a fitted tractor is useful in many ways; like hay baling, ensilage outting and 
operating pumps, sugar-cane crushing. For transport,ing farm produce to 
marketing areas trailers can be hitched to any wheeled traotor. Thus a tractor 
can be used iu various ways. In our country we will have to go forward by 
introducin~ various measures of mechanical cultivation on a cooperative basis, 
then only the problem of self-sufficiency in food requirement can be easily dealt, 
with satisfactorily. 
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Economics of Tractor-farming:- Many items of cost will have to be 
oonsidered some of which might be quite different in different parts of our 
country. The cost of operations like ploughing, harrowing will thus differ 
according to the type of soil, shape of land, skill and the condition of a 
tractor and its implements. A tractor which is well handled and maintained 
well will have few breakdowns and will require few spare parts to repair. In 
order to draw a balance sheet of tractor ploughing, items like depreciation, 
interest, maintainance, repairs, and cost of operation, etc. should be considered. 

Lastly, we will have to introduce tractors in place of bullocks gradually, 
because work turned out by a tractor is superior, faster and economica.l. For 
instance a wheeled tractor of 25 H. P. ploughs 4 acres of land in a day of 8 
hours, while Khillari pair with Belgaum plough ploughs 2/3 acre of land within a 
day of 8 hours. The cost of tractor ploughing will be Rs. 21-5-0 per acre appro
ximately, while the latter will cost Rs. 28-7-0 per acre approximately. 

Hence uSo of a tractor is both economical and essential in the present 
condition of food shortage. The comparative cost of tractor ploughing and 
bullock ploughing is based upon 200 working days in a year. 

The author is high7y indebted to Major R. 8. Basrur, Mechanical Cultivation 
Engineer to Govt. B. P. for the supply of information a,nd his persnnal guidance. 

Deep Tillage * 

By 

E. W. RUSSELl,., Rothamsted Experimental Station 

Deep tillage bas been practised in parts of Britain for nearly 200 years on 
light sands, and for 100 years on heavier soils, although it was a very laborious 
operation until the introduction of the steam engine to the farm over 80 years 
ago. Deep tillage has become even easier during the past 20 years with the 
introduction of large track laying tractors. In spite of its long history, deep 
ploughing is still an operation on which different successful farmers, farming on 
apparently similar soils and following the same general methods of farming, hold 

* Extracted from the "Agricultural Engineering Record," Sprina, 1948. 
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diametrically opposed views. It would therefore appea.r that deep ploughing 
can be of benefit only under certain conditions, for otherwise it would not be 
possible for competent farmers to be in disagreement on such an essential part of 
the technique of cultivation. There is still very little knowledge of just what 
consequences deep tillage, either sub-soiling or deep ploughing, has on a soil 01' 

crop, and it was to learn something about the subject that the Agricultural 
Improvement Council, with the encouragement of the A~ricultural Research 
Council, initiated a series of deep tillage experiments that are being carried out on 
farms all over the country. These experiments were started in the autumn of 
1944, and only slowly can the consequences of the various effects deep tillage has 
on the general management of arable land be unravelled. 

In this artie!"', deep tillage operations are considered as falling into two 
groups: those that are primarily subsoiling ,or the loosening of the subsoil without 
bringing it to the surface; and those that are primarily deep ploughing, or the 
inversion of the soil so that much of the subsoil is brought to the surface. In 
practice, the divi"ion is not always quite so clear cut, as on the one hand the 
design or equipment of the plough can be changed to allow a greater or lesser 
proportion of the surface soil to be buried deeply, and on the other hand there are 
implements such as the gyrotiller that can be regarded mainly as subsoilers but 
are capable of bringing up varying proportions of subsoil to the surface. 

Deep tillage has one obvious consequence. The soil is loosened and the 
number and size of the large pockets of air in the soil are increased. If the base 
of the loosened layer is impermeable to water, and rain follows the deep tillage 
before the next crop is able to use much of the water, the air pockets will become 
full of water, and the soil will be turned into a marsh. Hence, the first point that 
should always be borne in mind is that deep tillage must only be practised on 
drained land. Land with impermeable sub soils or high water-tables must never have 
the subsoil loosened. However, deep tillage, whether subsoiling or deep ploughing, 
can improve drainage by increasing the size of the air spaces in the soil, provided 
that the water percolating through the loosened layer can get away into drains or 
into deep ground water. It is not yet known if su bsoiling and deep ploughing are 
equally effective for this purpose, but it is possible that deep ploughing is the 
more reliable method of improving the case of drainage. When the subsoil is dry, 
subsoiling is probably as efficient as deep ploughing in this respect, but in some 
years this condition occurs only in summer and under a standing crop. Also, it is 
possible that on some soils such as silts, where the soil particles run together 
easily, deep ploughing, by bringing the subsoil to the influence of the sun, 
mellows it so that the clods when wet do not run together as easily as they did 
w hen they were in the subsoil. However, these points of difference between sub· 
soiling and deep ploughing as they effect drainage have not yet been proved by 
rigorous experiments. Deep tillage can increase the air content of the subsoil. and 
hel1(~e improve the aeration of the soil around the roots of plants. 
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It can also incrflase the amount of water the soil can hold when it becomes 
water-logged; but it cannot increase the amount of wa.ter a well-drained soil can 
hold, that is usable by crops. If deep tillage improves the drought resistance of 
crops, it is for reasons other than this. 

Deep ploughing differs from subsoiling in that the surface soil is buried 
under a layer of subsoil. This has three distinct consequences: surfac0 weeds and 
weed seeds are buried deep; the deep roots of pernicious perennial weeds, such as 
dock and thistle, are brought to the surface; and manure, lime, fertilizers, or more 
fertile friable soils, are distributed through a deeper layer. 

The power of deep ploughing to control weeds can be remarkable. In all 
the experiments recently carried out in England, deep ploughing-ploughing, that 
is, from 4 to 6 inches more than the customary depth-has never brought up weed 
seeds, although ploughing that has been only I or 2 inchps deeper than usual has 
brought up many buried seeds. When some strips of land have been ploughed 
deep and others shallow in autumn, the shallow ploughed strips have s~metimes 
been green in spring while the other strips have always been practically free from 
weeds, provided that the ploughing has been done well. In several areas the chief 
difficulty of making a good job of deep ploughing is that the subsoil sticks to the 
mouldboard. Also, it is difficult to set some multi-furrow ploughs to bury all 
surface weed seeds and rubbish very deep, because they cannot be set to cut a 
sufficiently wide furrow for good inversion when they are working deep, although 
the depth may well be within the capability of the mould-board. The power of 
autumn deep ploughing to give cleaner land in the spring can be of very great 
value if for any reason a farmer is late with his spring work, as was frequently 
so last year; he is able to prepare the top few inches of surface soil into a seed 
bed rapidly, without risk of it drying out. An example of the benefit of this extra 
cleanness of the soil is furnished by deep ploughing experiments at Rothamsted in 
the spring of 1947. The land to be sown with sugar-beet was worked quickly and 
apparently well, and was drilled in late April. However, annual weed seeds 
germinated with the sugar-beet on plots ploughed 6 inches deep, while none germi
nated on those ploughed 12 inches deep. Although germination was rather slower 
and not so even on the plots ploughed deep, the beet grew quicker than that of 
the shallower ploughed plots, even though the latter plots were horse-hoed, 
singled, and hand-hoed, as early as possible, and at harvest, probably largely in 
consequence of the freedom from early weeds, the yields of beet on the deep 
ploughed plots were over 3 tons an acre higher than on the other plots. This 
greater freedom ftom weeds often pertlisted throughout the season, although there 
always were some fields where they appeared worse on the deeper ploughed plots. 
These differences from the usual behaviour, however, were noticed only in the 
summer and not in the spring. 

A second possible consequence of deep ploughing is that it enables nutri
ents to be incorporated more deeply than when shallow ploughing is practised. 
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This effect is important only when the llutrients cannot move easily in tbe soil, 
and therefore applies to lime, potash, phosphate, and farmyard manure, but not 
to nitrogen. These materials fall into two classes: lime and plant foods. If the 
subsoil is very acid, the spreading of lime on the soil surface, followed by deep 
ploughing and a further spreading of lime, will quickly sweeten a much greater 
depth of soil than if the lime were incorporated in only the top few inches of soil. 
The advantage of sweetening the soil in this way can be very striking in short 
periods of drought, for deepening the sweetened layer of soil allows the roots to 
penetrate more deRply and to take more water from the soil. The depth to which 
farmyard manure is ploughed-in the soil seems to have no effect on its value to 
the crop. In the Rothamsted experiments, farmyard manure that was spread on 
the land in the autumn and then ploughed-in either 6 or 12 inches deep increased 
the yield of potatoes and sugar-beet equally for both the deep and the shallow 
ploughed plots. The responsiveness of the crop to potash and phosphate may 
depend on the depth to which these nutrients are ploughed-in. 

It would be thought that deep incorporation of these fertilizers would 
benefit during dry periods those crops, such as sugar-beet, that grow fast in 
mid-summer, for plant roots can only extract their food from moist soil, and 
during a dry period the crop tends to dry the soil from the surface downwards. 
Hence the deeper the fertilizer is placed in the soil, the longer it will remain 
moist and the longer it will be available to the growing crop. If this is correct, 
it would be expected that the poorer the subsoil the more desirable it would be 
to plough the soil deep, in order to bury the nutrients in the subsoil and make 
it possible for the poor soil brought up to be enriched. Yet these are the very 
soils that many farmers, who practise deep ploughing, suggest should not be 
ploughed deep, or at least, should be increased ill depth only slowly year 
by year. 

The experimental results so far obtained are not yet numerous enough to 
be conclusive, but they suggest that yields of sugar-beet can be increased if 
potash and phosphate are applied in the autumn instead of the spring, and the 
land then ploughed between 6 and 9 inches deep. In 1946, autumn ploughing-in 
of fertilizers OIl SOllie soils increased the yield of beet by a ton an acre, which is 
not a poor reward to receive for the extra trouble of having to drill potash and 
phosphate in the autumn, and nitrogen in the spring. However, on land 
ploughed to 12 inches or more in depth the results have been much more erratic, 
possibly because not enough care had been takon to ensure that adequate 
quantities of fertilizer were added to the seed bed, which was composed mainly 
of weathered subsoil, to overcome the harmful effects of its poverty. There is 
some evidence that on land with a poor subsoil, crops will respond more profitably 
to large amounts of phosphate and potash if the soil has been ploughed deep, 
provided the fertilizer is given in two dresilings, one before and one after the 
ploughing. 

I 
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Conclusions 

Deep tillage should only be practised on urained land. If the field has a 
drainage system already installeu, or has a naturally free-draining subsoil, ueep 
tillage will often increase the speed of draillage. There is an indication not yet 
well established that deep ploughing i;, rather more efficient than subsoiling for 
this purpose. 

Deep ploughing usually gives a better control of weeds in the early part 
of the growing season, and in consequence may allow spring-sown crops to be 
planted earlier with less loss of water from the seed bed than is possible on 
shallow ploughed land. 

Deep ploughing enables the depth of ferti Ie soil to be increased. It has 
not yet been possible to demonstrate rigorously under what conditions this extra 
depth results in increased yield. 

Provided that adequate fertiliz;er is added to the seed bed to ensure that it 
is not too poor, that the fie ld if! well drained. and that the subsoil does not consist 
of broken pieces of limestone or large lumps of solid chalk, there is no indication 
tllat deep ploughing will depress crop yields no matter what kind of sand or clay 
is brought up. It is not therefore a dangerous operation under the conditions 
specified. 

T race ~Iements in Agriculture * 

By 

HARLAND MANCHESTER 

There is a small valley area in the state of New Hampshire in the north
eastern part of the United States where, until a few years ago, it was hard to 
raise good cattle. The animals would not put on flesh, their coats got rough, 
their eyes became sunken, they wobbled around, and eventually fell down and 
died. 

* Reprinted from" Nation's Business"; taken from" American Newsfile-Agriculture 
upplement ", of June 7, 1850. 
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A thorough investigation was carried out by W. O. Robinson, a chemist at 
the U. S. Government agricultural experiment station in the state of Maryland. 
Robinson is an authority on the effeots on plant and animal life of so-called trace 
elements in the soil, whioh often playa role in agrioulture roughly comparable to 
that of vitamins in the human organism. He suspected at onoe that something 
was the matter with the soil that fed the forage these cattle ate. He procured 
soil and vegetation samples which were analyzed for their mineral content. The 
soil was ground to fine powder and burned to destroy organic matter, and the 
residue was treated chemically to detect the presence or absence of various ele. 
mentary components. As a result of the investigations it was found that, the soil 
was largely composed of coarse granite residue from glacial deposits, and that the 
valley was suffering from a jack of cobalt which is essential in minute quantities 
to the health of ruminant animals like oattle and sheep. This discovery was 
made ill 1940. After nearly two centuries the disease has now been oonquered 
by adding a bit of cobalt to commercial fertilizer, or by feeding it directly to the 
cattle. Less than one part out of 1,00),0,)0 in the feed is enough. 

This is only one of many recent applications in agriculture of the new 
knowledge of trace elements, which has been taken seriously for lei:ls than two 
decades. ~ince commercial fertilizers began to supplemen t or supplant farm 
manures, most fertilizer manufacturers as well as farmers ha,re placed primary 
emphasis on the nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium, of which the ohemical 
fertilizers are mainly composed. The need of certain other substances, like 
caloium, sulfur, chlorine, and sodium, also had been recognized. Until recently, 
these seven were considered sufficient. 

.. 
Before 1900 Gabriel Bertrand of .France discovered the need of plants and 

animals for certain minor elements, and pointed out the way for further research, 
but, his findings largely were ignored until the early 1930 'so TheD it was found 
that the heart-rot disease of beets was caused by a lack of boron. This stimu· 
lated work in several U S. Department of Agriculture experimental stations, as 
well as experimeuts in other countries, and today trace elemen ts are in wide 
commercial use. Five minor elements-cobalt, manganese, zino, boron, and 
copper-are now attracting wide intere"t as llew tools for the improvement of 
plants and animals. 

The ~ew Hampshire soil is not unique. Throughout the world hundreds 
of similar examples are to be found: in Scotland, in other parts of Europe, in 
li;ast Africa, in A m\tralia, and in New Zealand. New Zealanders had been clea
ring large new areas and growing big crops by using chemical fertilizers. Many 
new dairy farms were established, but the cattle came down with" bush siokness". 
In the late 1930 's the cause was discovered-cobalt deficiency. Farmers found 
t.hat if they added to the fertilizer two pounds of cobalt sulphate for every acr;>, 
it made the difference hetween prosperous dairying and no dairying at all. 
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Trace-element scientists have found in recent years that the need for a 
dash of manganese in the soil or the feed is responsible for disease in both plants 
and animals. Only about 15 years ago it was established that a leg bone defor
mity in chickens known as perosis is caused by manganese deficiency. The 
bones of these chickens, ground up and analyzed, are found to contain about 
one-third as much mangane"e as normal chicken bones. Manganese seems to, 
have a great deal to do with sexual behavior. Male laboratory rats, deprived of 
manganese, become sterile; the females lose their maternal instinct and their 
mammary glands function poorly. 

A wide variety of plant diseases have been found to be caused by lack of 
manganese in the soil. There is no correlation, however, between the arnount of 
manganese in a given soil and the amount found in the plants growing on it. The 
manganese must be made available for the plant. Sometimes, by applying 25 to 
50 pounds of manganous sulphate an acre, farmers got tremendous crop increase" 
but there is no standard recipe which can be used in all soils. 

Tracking down the cause of a trace-element shortage often is not easy. 
On some American farms where tractors have 8upplanted hor:;es, symptoms of 
manganese shortage appeared. At first the deficiency was laid to the lack of 
horse manure; then it was shown that the 8traw used to bed down horses, hut 
seldom used fur other animals, had I.:ontained the needed element. In general. 
however, the mechanization of farm~ and the use of commercial fertilizers of high 
purity have played a leading role in depleting the soil of these indispensable 
subst.ances. In the United States the minor elements are being added more and 
more to the chemical fertilizers as local needs are being discovered. 

Such infinitesimal amounts of certain trace elements are needed that they 
are often supplied by accident. In the 193J's, CaHfurnia peach trees and grape
vines were assailed by the "little leaf" disease, which no one understood. A 
scientist from the University of California tb.ought the ailment was caused by 
a deficiency in iron, so he sprayed some test trees with iron sulfate with excellent 
results. Other scientists tried to duplicate his experiment and failed. Then it 
was found that he had used galvanized-iron buckets, and that the zinc in the 
coating had benefited the trees. Since then, it has been shown that zinil shortage 
is responsible for diseases in many plants, among them citrus, apple, pear, 
apricot, and walnut trees, as well as wheat, barley, beans, buckwheat garden 
peas, and tomatoes. 

When Dr. Cheng Taui of the University of Wisconsin grew tomato plants 
in a culture solution free of zinc, they reached a height of a few inches and then 
stopped growing. He added a trlJce of zinc and they resumed their growth. 
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Supplementary zinc is now in wide use in the United States, especially in fruit 
orchards. It may be added to the fertilizer, a solution may he sprayed on the 
foliage, or a small zinc tack may be driven into the trunk. 

The elusive nature of these little traces of elements make laboratory work 
most exacting. When plants are grown in a controlled solution from which a 
single element is excluded, to determine whether deficiency disease will develop, 
a few millionths of the element may enter the solution by means of the water, the 
chemicals, the sand, or one of the containers used, and falsify the results of the 
experiment. In trace-element field tests at the U. S. Nutrition Laboratory in 
Ithaca, in the state of New York, plots are weeded by hand to prevent conta" 
mination by metal tools. As the working surfaces of plows, harrows, cultivators' 
and hoes wear thin, the metal is obviously added to the soil. The effect on plant 
and animal health of tool metals of various compositions is, so far, unknown. 

For many years boron was out of favour in the United States. During 
World War I, when American pot,ash first was used extensively for fertilizer, it 
contained an overdose of borax which was toxic to plants. But in 1931, it was 
found that a little of the element was essential. A little boron prevents heart 
rot and dry rot of sugar beets, the apple disease known as "internal cork", top 
rot of tobacco, cracked stem of celery, and internal browning of cauliflower. 

Copper is another of the mysterious trce elements without which plants 
and animals do not thrive It helps the body utilize iron in the formation of bemo
globin in the blood, and it also appears to perform a function in the liver. For 
many year s in Denmark and Holland a so--called reclamation disease has affected 
grains and forage grown on newly reclaimed heath and moorland soils. In the 
early 1930's plant scientists found that the disease could be cured by adding 
copper sulfate to the soil. It was also known that cattle which lived on this 
forage came down with" licking sickness ", characterized by debility, loss of 
appetite, and low hemoglObin content in the blood. When the cattle ware do~ed 
with copper sulphate, they recovered as the plants had. 

Meanwhile the "die back" disease of cirtue fruits (death of the young 
growing tips) was found to be caused by copper shortage, and the use of copper 
sulfate in certain soils increased the yield of tobacco, lettuce, and onions. It 
must be used carefully, because too much copper will stunt plant growth. 

Dispite the new surge of interest in these indispensable dashes of substancess 
knowledge of where the trace elements go and what they do in plants and 
animals is still vague. But atomic research brought agricultural scientists a new 
tool-the radioactive isotope, which is already being used in several American 
laboratories to trace the progress and behaviur of the minor elements in crops 
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and livestock. Bv this method atoms of the various elements are treated with 
radioactivity at the great nuclear research centers, so that when a Geiger counter 
is pIeced near them, it reveals their position by ticking like a clock. 

Scientists at the Floride Agricultural Experiment Station have fed radio
active cobalt to cows and have followed its course through their bodies. They 
have found that the cobalt plays a part in the functioning of the cow's rumen, 
and that it cannot store it up but gets rid of most of it within seven days-
important facts to dairymen. 

Other radioactive atoms are added to culture solutions which nourish 
laboratory plants. A University of California scientist fed radioactive zinc atoms 
to tomato plants and later exposd photographic plates to slices of the fruit, thus 
demonstrating where the atoms have congregated and giving hints as to their 
function. 

Thus there are many studies showing that fertilization with a given mineral 
increases its content in a specific crop in a specific location. Other studies 
however, have shown that the results do not hold for the same crop in the same 
area another year, or for other crops grown in thc same location in the same year. 
In other words, much still remains to be done. But research in this field 
promises to increase future world food production with less nse of fertilizer::!. 

Breeding of Safflower in the Bombay State 

By 

G. P. ARGIKAR * 
Safflower, Oarthamus tinctorius Linn, is an important oilseed crop of the 

semi-arid regions of India. It is grown to some extent in almost aU the States, 
Bombay having the maximum area of about 500,000 acres. It is next in import
ance only to groundnut in this State. The acmge, by districts in 1948-49 was 
as below:-

Deccan Acres. Karnatak Acres. 
Nasik 4,095/- Belgaum 10,430/-
Nagar 1,05,069/- Bijapur 74,274/-
Poona 85,799/- Dharwar 23,088/-
Sholapur 82,761/- ----
Satara 20,520/- Total 1,07,792/-

------ ----
Total 3,51,244/-

• Agricultural Officer Ilc Crop Breeding Station, Bailhongal, Dist. Belgaum. 
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It will be seen from the above statistics that Deccan and Karnatak 
together command about 90% of the total acreage under the crop in the State. 

Safflower is grown either as a mixture or as a border crop in the fields of 
wheat, gram and rabi jowar. Being spiny, it provides fairly good protection from 
cattle to the main crops, particularly when grown on the borders. Being 
Xyrophytic, it can endure considerable amount of drought. The large area of 
1,55,069 acres under this crop in the dry district of Nagar which has an average 
annual rainfall of only about 23" lendA support to this fact. In the State of 
Western Nebraska in the U. S. A., it has been found to give fairly good yields of 
about 300 to 700 lbs. of seed per allre even with a low rainfall of about 15 inches. 

The yields of this crop are very flexible. With good irrigation yields have 
shot up even to about 2,000 to 3,000 lbs. per acre at the Scottsbluff Field 
Station, Montana. 

It appears that the yield and oilcontent do not usually go together in this 
crop. The oil contents of the seed produced in Eastern Nebraska, for example, 
where the yields are fairly high, i. e. about 75J to 1,000 Ibs. per acre, are reported 
to be about 8 to 10 per cent lower than that, of the seed produced in the 
Panhandle area. The American workers have found the Indian varieties to 
contain a greater proportion of oil than those of other countries and have 
used them as a source of material for selection of their improved strains. 

In spite of the fact that India has about 23 million acres, i. e. about 8 per 
cent of her net cropped area under oilseeds. an acute shortage of oils has 
developp-d in the country since the termination of the second world war. The 
increasing demand for edible and drying oils and high protein supplements 
within the country has brought safflower into prominence, both agriculturally 
and industrially. Besides being very useful in cookery, Safflower oil has almost 
a. similar value as that of linseed oil in preparing paints and varnishes. In fact, 
it is the only oil that. does not give yellowing effect to the white paint. Its 
similarity with linseed oil can be seen from some of the physical and chemical 
constants given below :-' 

Specific Refra. Saponi. Iodine Unsaponi. 
Item gravity ctive fication value ficable 

at 15°C index value matter 
~-----------~-~-------

I 2 3 4 5 6 

Linseed Oil 0.932 1.479 189 180 1.5% 
to to to 

0.936 1.480 191 
Safflower Oil 0.925 1.468 188 140 0.5% 

to to to to to 
0.928 1.469 194 150 1.3% 
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The oil is also used for waterproofing material and its plastic of thicker 
consistency is used as an adhesive for glass. 

Having realised the importance of the crop, both the Union and the State 
Governments have seriously underta.ken programmes for its improveme:at by 
plant breeding methods. 

A high yielding strain, No. 630, evolved by the Dy. Director of Agriculture 
(Crop Research) B. S., Poona, at the Cereal Breeding Station, Niphad ( ~ai:!ik ) 
is under multiplication and distribution in the Deccan. It gives about 10 p~r 

cent higher yield than the local variety and has an oil content of 31 per cent 
The two strains, Bailhongall-6 and Sangamner 2-10 evolved at Poona by the 
Economic Botanist to Govt., B. S., Poona. are being tested in Deccan and 
Karnatak. Some types have also been evolved by the Indian Agricultural 
Research Institute, Pusa and other plant breeding stations in the country. Most 
of all the above, are selections made only for high yield. However, there are 
several other problems in the case of safflower which deserve the attention of the 
plant breeders. They are :-( i) Good, large, bright seed with good test weight. 
(ii) High oil content of seed. (iii) Clear, bright quality of oil (iv) A deeper 
root system to suit drier regions. ( v) Early maturing types for low rainfall 
tracts. (vi) A 8horter • rosette' stage, probably associated with early maturity 
to facilitate early interculturing. (vii) Less spiny or spineless plants for those 
who prefer the character for ease of harvest. and (viii) Resis~ance to Aphis, 
Macrosiphum jaceac. 

From the year 1947-48, the genetic improvement of safflower has lIeen 
taken up by the State of Bombay at the Crop Breeding Stations at Karad 
( District Satara ), Bailhollgal (Dist. Belgaum) and Annigeri (Dist. Dharwar) 
for tackling some of these problems besides yield. At these Stations much 
promising material is under study. 
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I:conomic Seed Rate for the I Chafa ' Gram 

of the Bombay State. 

By 

SHRI V. M. CHAVAN * B. B. CHAUDHARI § J. A. PATIL t 

Gram, Cicer arietin?tm L, is an important pulse crop, occupying an area of 
about 580,000 acres, (exclusive of area in the merged States for which figures are 
not available) in the Bombay State. Of this area, about 57 per cent is in Deccan, 
23 per cent in Karnatak and 19 per cent in Gujarat. Nasik, Nagar, Satara and 
West Khandesh districts command most of the area under this crop in Deccan. 

Gram is a dry, rabi crop usually grown in rotation with either wheat or 
rabi jowar and sometimes as a second crop in paddy fields. It serves as a nutrious 
supplement to cereals in the diet of the people, gives richer 'bhusa' for cattle and, 
being a legume, enriches the soil by fixing atmospheric nitrogen therein. 

The improvement of this crop by plant breeding methods was undertaken 
in 1933 at the Cereal Breeding Station, Niphad, which resulted in evolving a high 
yielding strain, 'Ohafa' by selection from the local variety-Kadam (1945). The 
strain hasbesn so named on account of the attractive golden yellow colour of the 
grains resembling that of the 'Champak' flower. It is rich in protein containing 
about 19'56 per cent of it. Through trials conducted in various parts of the 
State, it has been found to suit cultivation in Deccan and Karnatak and has very 
rapidly covered almost all the area. under the crop in these two tracts. 

As it was important to know the seedrate needed for the most economic 
cultivation of this strain, an experiment was undertaken at Niphad in the year 
1940-47 and has been run for 3 years. The results obtained are set out in the 
following table. 

'" Dy. Director of Agriculture, ( CZ'op Research ), B. S., Poona 11. 

§ Agril. Officer llC Cereal Breeding Stn., Niphad, Dist. Nasil~. 

t Agril. Officer, Cereal Breeding Station, Niphad, Dist. Nasik. 
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Grain yields obtained in lbs. per acre in the seed rate experiment 

Season 
Seedrate 

1946-47 

on ' Chafa ' gram at Niphad, District Nasik. 

I 25 Ibs. 1 30 lbs. I 35 Ibs. I 40 IbS.\45 Ibs, I Signi
, per acre per acre I per acre! per acre per acre I ficance 

I 109 I 166 152 \ 201 \ 128 !NO!a::.
nifi

-! 

Critical 
differ-
ence 

------__ -----,---------

\ 
754 840 704 \ 888 833 \Significant!I:35'6IbS. 1948--49 

at 5% level I per acre 
------- -~---------;--------;----------'---------;- ------

iNot signifi-I 1949-50 537 547 519 555 556 I cant. 

Averages 518 458'3 549'5\ 505'81 52'1 

It will be seen from the table that the average grain yields are the highest 
with seed rates of 40 Jbs. and 30 Jbs. per acre, Significant differences are not 
observed between the different seedrates in the year 1946-47 and HJ4U-50. In 
1948-49, however, seed rates at 30 and 40 lbs. are significantly superior to seed
rate at 35 Ibs. per acre. The former two do not differ significantly between them
selves and are also statistically on par with the seedrates at 45 Ibs. and 25 Ibs. per 
acre. Again the superiority of both 30 Ibs. and 40 lbs, seed rate is noticed consis
tently in all the 3 seasons. Naturally, therefore, the average outturns obtained 
from both 30 lbs. and 40 Ibs. seed rate are higher than the outtUl'l1 from the seed
rate at 35 Ibs. per acre. It appears certain, therefore, that the seedratps at 30 Jbs 
and 40 Ibs. are bet.ter than the latter. 

It is rather disconcerting that the intermediate seed rate of 35 lbs. should be 
significantly worse than both the higher and lower seedrates in all the three years. 
The possible meaning of this fallacy is that the sparser sowing resulting from the 
seedrate at 30 Ibs. gives more vigorous plants individually giving higher yield while 
the seedrate at 40 lbs. yields more due to the larger population of plants. Pro
bably, the intermediate seedrate at 35 lbs. combines the disad van tages of the seed
rates on either side. ;l'his point is under investigation. 

Considering the economics of seedrates, it will be seen from the table that 
seed rate of 40 Ibs. gives 011 an average 31 Ibs. of grain more than the rate of 30 Ibs· 
That is to say, it gives a net extra yield of 21 lbs. of grain per acre. So, it may 
be concluded that a seed rate of 40 lbs. per acre is the most economic seed rate for 
, Chafa ' gram. 
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Kadam, B. S. 
Patankar. V. K. 

Patel, S. M. and 

Chaudhari, B. 8. 

R.ferences. 

} (1945) Chafa- A new variety of gf&m for 
Bombay Ind. Fmg., VI, 444-446. 

Breeding Rust Resistant Varieties of Wheat for 

Bombay State 

By 

1 V. P. GOKHALE, 2 B. B. CHOWDHARY, 3 M. K. PATEL, 

4 V. M. CHAVAN. 

Introduction:-Wheat occupies the fourth place among Cereals in Bombay 
Province and is cultivated over an area of about 1.7 million acres. About 88 per 
cent of this area is under dry (non-irrigated) cultivation. Roughly 90 percent of 
the area grows durum types, about 8 per cent vulgares and only about 2 per cent 
dicoccums. Most of the irrigated whea.ts comprise the latter two types. 

The following are the important varieties grown in this state. 

A. Gujrat- 1) T. durum- Dhola Katha, Rata Katha and Gulab. 

2) T. vulgare- N. P. 4, Niphad 4, Wagia and Chandausi. 

3) T. dicoccum- Popatia. 

1 Aastt. Plant Pathologist, Wheat Rust Scheme, M' shwar 

2 Agricultural Officer, I/C Cereal Breeding Station, Niphad. 

3 Plant Pathologist to Govt., B.S. Poona 5. 

4 Dy. Director of Agriculture ( C. R. ),8. S., Poona 5. 
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B. Deccan- 1 ) T. durum- Bansi, Baxi, Shet Parner, Motiya and Vijay. 

2) T. tJulgare- N. P. 4, Niphad 4 and Mondhya. 

3) T. dicoccum- KhapJi. 

C. Karnatak- 1 ) T. durum- Jaya ( B. P. 808) and Karnatak ]ocal red. 

Rust as a limiting factor in the cultivation of wheat is in no way less 
serious in Bombay than in other states. The disastrous epidemic of 1946-47 left 
nobody in doubt as to what the disease can do under conditions of weather most 
suitable for its spread. In that year the province was deprived of wheat valued 
at about Rs. five crores. Only two years later i. e. in 1948-49, the wheat crop 
in the southern districts of the state was almost a complete failure. It is now 
an established fact that the breeding of rust resistant varieties is the most 
feasible and economic method of controlling the disease. 

Loss is mainly due to stem rust:-Stem rust of wheat (Puccinia gramini8 
tritici) is mainly responsible for the loss in yield in this state, although heavy 
infection of leaf rust ( P. triticina) is sometimes observed in the centra] dist.ricts. 
The main object of the present programme of breeding, therefore, is to evolve 
varieties resistant to stem rust, though the desirability of combining resistance 
to both stem and leaf rusts has not been lost sight of. Discussion in this 
paper will, however, be confined to stem rust only. 

Relative Susceptibility of the Different varieties:-Although none 
of the varieties mentioned above is resistant to stem rust, differences do 
exist between them as regards the degree of susceptibility. Broadly 
speaking the dU'Yum varieties are the most susceptible and succumb to rust in a 
short period. The vulgare wheats come next. Those belonging to dicoccum 
species are not, as a rule, severely damaged, although at times they are as 
badly rusted as the durum varieties, especially if the weather conditions are 
favourable for the development of rust after the heading stage. It may be 
mentioned here that N. P. 4, although highly susceptibJe under severe epidemics 
of rust, generally escapes heavy damage on account of its early maturing habit. 
Niphad 4, an improved wheat variety bred at Niphad (District Nasik) suffers 
less damage as compared to the other varieties of vu,lgare and durum groups, 
although it ranks much below the dicoccum varieties in this reElpect. 

Earlier attempts to breed rust resistant varieties:- The work of 
breeding for resistance to rust was attempted since the year 1923 when Khapli, 
apparently a resistant type, was crossed with Bansi, a quality wheat occupying a 
large area in the state. An early selection from this cross, viz. Bansipalli 808 
(Jaya) was observed to be resistant to rust under field conditions. When tested 
under artificial; epidemic in 1942 it was, however, found susceptible. Bansipalli 
809, a sister strain of Jaya, was also crossed with N. p. 4 from which cross the 
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improved hexaploid strain Niphad 4 referred to above was isolated for its 
suitability for irrigated cultivation and for superior agronomic qualities. Work 
based on the knowledge of the physiologic races of stem rust occurring in India. 
was started in 1941. 

Occurrence and relative importance of physiologic race of stem 
rust in Bombay State:-Although data regarding the occurrence of physiologic 
races in Bombay State alone are not available, Mehta (1940) reports five 
physiologic races for Peninsular India for the 6-year period 1931-32 to 1936-37. 
Races 15, 40 and 42 occurred in two and race 75 in three years. Of the 262 
isolates, 145 belonged to race 42, 5S to race 15, 51 to race 40 and four each to 
races 24 and 75. It will thus be seen that races 15, 40 and 42 were occurring 
most commonly in Peninsular India during the above period, race 42 predo
minating. Mehta in an officia I I.lommunication, kindly supplied the data for a 
further period of ten years. Besides races 15, 40 and 42 which were very 
common during this period also, four additional races viz. 21, 34, new race A 
and new race B, occurred during the period 19H-42 to 1946-47. Of these, 
race 21 was more common than the others. Race 75 has not been noted during 
this perioLl and races 24, 34, new race A and new race B were neVer widely 
distributed. In fact, during a period of ten years preceeding 1947, race 24 was 
met with in one, race 34 in two, race A in one and lace B in two years only. 
Uppal and Gokhale (1947) isolated two biotypes of race 42 viz. 42 A and 42 
B, which differ from race 42 supplied by Mehta in 1941, and also a new race 
which is similar to race B supplied hy Mehta. 

From the foregoing discussion it will be seen that only eight races of stem 
rust prevailed in this state during the past ten yeald, of which [our, viz. 15, 21, 
40 and 42 (and possibly its biotypes) were most common. 

Methods of testing wheat varieties and hybrids for reaction to stem 
rust:-With the object of providing facilities to the wheat breeders in Peninsular 
India for testing reactions of wheat varieties and hybrids produced by them, a 
scheme was sanctioned by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research, the work 
under which was started at :Mahableshwar in 1942. At present t,he scheme is 
being jointly financed by the Indian Council of Agricultural Research, the Govern. 
ment. of Bombay and the Government of Madhya Pradesh. The 'Wheat Rust 
Station' at Mahableshwar, caters to the needs of Bombay and Madhya Pradesh. 
The pJ"Ogramme of breeding for rust resistance in this state is a cooperative effort 
on the part of the Plant Pathologist to Government, Bombay State, and the 
Deputy Director of Agriculture (Crop Research), Bombay State. 

Inoculum of the following races of stem rust was kindly supplied by 
Dr. K. C. :Mehta of Agra : 15, 21, 24, 34, 40, 42, 75, New race A and New race B. 
rrhese races are maintained iu a glass house at Mahableshwar on N. P. 4 which is 
sUf'weptible to all these races. In addit.ion, biotypes of race 42, viz. 42A and 42R 
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mentioned above are also maintained: The temperature in the glass house is not 
allowed to (:'\xceed 80°F. as far as possible since a higher temperature is not 
favourable for the developmElnt of rust fungus. Standard wheat varieties are tested 
in the seedling stage in the glass house separately against each of the races 
mentained above. Thay are also tested in the mature-plant stage under an artifi· 
cial epidemic of rust produced in the field with a mixture of these races. Hybrid 
cultlltes are, as a rule, tested only in the mature.plant stage in the field from 
which rust resistant plants are selected for further test. In order to induce heavy 
infection of rust in the field, border rows of a highly susceptible variety are 
planted and are initially infected by injecting a water suspension of uredospores 
into the plants. Within a few days these border rows get heavily infected and 
the inoculum is distributed allover the field by means of air currents. As an 
additional precaution, water suspension of uredospores is sprayed upon the plants 
of the wheat varieties and hybrids under test. If heavy dews are absent, humi· 
dity is maintained round about the plants by (a) irrigation (II) spraying the plants 
with water and (c) enclosing them with thick cloth at night. The selections made 
under an epidemic of rust at Mahableshwar are grown in the next generation at 
the Cereal Breeding Station, Niphad,to select out, of them such ones as have the 
desirable agronomic characters. They are again tested for resistance to rust at 
Mahableshwar. This process is continued until homozygosity for all the desired 
characters, including rust resistance, is reached. 

Source of resistance to stem rust :-Of a large number of indigenous 
wheat varieties testt:d, none proved resistant to all the pl1ysiologic races of stem 
rust occurring in Peninsular India. Khapli (T. dicoccum) is susceptible to race 42, 
its biotypes 42A and 42B and new race B but resistant to others. In the seedling 
stage it iA highly susceptible to 42A, and moderately to 42B and race 42. In 
mature-plant stage too, race 42A seems to paresitize it more than race 42B since 
in the same naturally infected field, the infection upon Baxi consi,;ted mostly of 
race 42B while t,hat upon KuajJli consisted mostly of race 42A. 

Amongst the large number of exotic vari<:,ties of wheat obtained from U. S 
A" Canada, Australia, China and other wheat growmg countries in the world. 
Kenya E. 144, Hofeu 1, Kenya C. I01"l54, Charter, Gabo, Dowerin, and Gaza 
proved resistant to the races of stem rust occurring in Peninsular India. The last 
one, which is only durum variety in this list, ranks first in resistance. Kenya E. 
144 is resistant to all the races mentioned above. The resistance however breaks 
down when the minimum temperature goes above 60°F. (approximately) when 
it is more susceptible to races 21 and new race A than to others. Under an artifi· 
cial epidemic of rust in the field, it remains free from infection so long as the 
minimum temperature il! at or below approximately 60°F. The plants usually 
approach maturity by the time the millimum temperature exceeds this limit with 
the result that infection appears upon it late in the season. It has been found 
resistant consistently for a period of seven years to the old as wdl as new races of 
stem rust. Charter, Gabo, Dowerin, Hafedl, and Kenya C. 10854 are moderately 
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resistant since small uredosori are noticed upon them under artificial epidemic of 
rust. Hofedl seems to possess mature. plant resistance to race 42B to which it is 
susceptib Je in the seedling stage. Detailed reactions of these and a few other 
varieties are given in table 1 below;-

A- Healthy grains obtained in a rust-free year. 
B-- Shrivelled grains obtained under heavy infection of nlst. 
C- Bealthy grains obtained under heavy infection of rust. (B & C we~e harvested from 

the field area of the Wheat Rnst Station, Mahableshwal') . 
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Table 1 

Seedling and mature plant reactions of selected exotic wheat varieties to 
the physiologic races of stem rust of wheat (P'ussini'l graminis tritici) occurring in 
Peninsular India. 

Seedling reaction I M I 
Variety 

ature-p ant 

Ra- Ra- R IR IR IR IR I reaction against a-. a- a- Ra- s- I a- Ra- New New . f 
ce ce ce I ce \ ce ce I ce ce 1 ce jrace race a mIxture 0 
15 21 24 34 40 42 42 A\42 B 75 A B races. 

Kenya I* I MR R I I I I I I I I 

E-144** 

Kenya X- MR MR MR X- I MR X- MR MR MR MR 

C.I0854 

Rofedl R MR I I R R MR Xtos I R I MR 

Charter R R R I R R R MR R R MR MR 

Gabo MR R MR I R MRMR MR R R MR MR 

Doweriu R R R R MR R MR R R MR MR 

Gaza I I I I I R R R I R I R 

Kenya x- S R I R I MR R R S R S 

Governor 

Kendee MR R MR R MR MR MR S R R MR S 

Yalta MR MR. MR R R MRMR S MR R MH. S 

Breeding rust resistant varieties by hybridization :-None of the rust 
resistant varieties mentioned above is suitable for general cultivation in this pro
vince on account of one or the other of the serious defects, such as, non-suitabi
lity to dry cultivation, late maturity, low yield, poor grain color and grain lustre, 
hard shelling etc. Kenya E. 144, Rofedl and Kenya C. 10854 were the only rust 
resistant varieties available when the work was started in] 9!2. These were 
crossed with Niphad 4 and or Mondhya 417-5, the improved wheat varieties 

* Explanation of symbols: I ,~_ Immune, R = Highly resistant; MR = Moderately 
resistant; S = Susceptible; X --_ Heterogeneous. 

* * The resistance of this variety breaks down progresRively with It rise in the daily 
minimum temperature ahov!' 60 F. 
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developed at the Cereal Breeding Station, Niphad. These two local wheats were 
chosen particularly because they are vulgare wheats of commercial qualities and 
could be crossed with exotic varieties mentiond above which also are vulgfJ.re ones. 
Niphad 4 is a synthetic derivative from a cross between dicoccum (KhapJi) and 
vulgare (N. P. 4) with durum (Motia) as the bridging species. As such, it bas 
inherited a certain amount of resistance from Khapli and, as mentioned above, it 

is found to be i,he most rust tolerant among the locally cultivated wheats of 
commercial importance. In addition, the strain possesses other desirable qualities 
such as high yield, high baking and milling attributes, non-shattering hahit and 
awnedness. The combinat·ion of all these qualities has made it the best commer
cial wheat of the province (Kadam 144), MOlldhya 417-5 is a selection from 
Mondhya, a high yielding irrigated wheat with profuse tillering. The hybrid 
progeny was subjected to the technique of selection for rust resistance and 
agronomic characters as stated under 'methods' until desirable homozygous selec. 
tions were obtained. Such selections are now available in the following crosses:
(1) Kenya E. 144 x Niphad 4. (2) Hofed 1 x Niphad 4. (3) Mondbya 417·5 x 
Hofed 1. 

The selections are now being multiplied as rapidly as possible both in 
kharif and rahi seasons and it is hoped to distribute seed to a few cultivators 
in 1950. 

Hust resistant selections have also been obtained from two crosses in which 
both the parents are susceptible. The crosses are: (1) Kenya Governor x tTaya 
and (2) Thatcher x Niphad 4. Rust resistant segregates were noticed in F 3 
and the progeny when tested in F4 and F5 proved resistant or very nearly 80. 

Further selection has yielded true.breeding rust-resistant plants. Simila.r results 
were obtained by Stewart ( 1929 ) and Hayes et al ( 1927 ). ~ 

Rust resistant selections from Keny!!. E 144 x Niphad 4 when grown at 
fom different places in the Deccan and Karnatak tracts of the state in 1948 
maintained their resistance whereas the local wheat crop suffered heavily. The 
results obtained at Mahableshwar under artificial epidemic were thus confirmed 
under natural epidemic in the wheat growing tracts. 

Future Programme:-Most of the rust resistant selections obtained so 
far belong to T. vulgare. This is due to the fact that the rust-resistant varieties 
originally available belong to the same species and crosses between these and the 
rust-susceptible vulgare wheats were more successful than the vulg'Zre x durum 

ones. Considerable sterility was associated with the interspecific crosses and the 
rust-resistant segregates obtained from them have not yet reached homozygosity 
for this and other characters. Gaza, a highly rust-resistant durltlfl, variety was 
obtained only in 194~ through the courtesy of the Rust Research Laboratory, 
Winnipeg, Canada. Since a large part of the area under wheat in Bombay state 
is under varieties belonging to T. durum, it "hould now be possible to develop 
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rust-resistant aurum varieties by combining the resistance of Gaza with the 
agricu1tural characteristics of the durum varieties grown in the state. 

The wheat breeding work in this provinee has how been considerably 
expanded and selections are being made from the important local varieties on 
the l'eseareh farms in all the different wheat growing regions. It is proposed to 
incorporate resiRtance to rust into the best selections of each t,ract. 

Photograph showing the comparative yield of a rLlst.s\l~ceptible and a rust·resistant v.\de· 

ties grown under artificial epidemio of rust at Ma hl.lbleshwnr. (Yield of eflf'h varif'ty is from 1 Ii 

rows, each 3 ft . in length). 

s 

4·5 Tolas 29·5 Tolas 
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Agronomic Improvements in the Cultivation of 
Groundnut Crop in Karnatak. 

By 

M. B. TIPPANNAVAR * 
Introduction :-Groundnut is one of the few crops in which India ranks 

first in production although it is an exotic crop. One third of the world's total 
produce comes from India. Even though the cultivation of this crop on field 
scale started in 1800, the total acreage was only 3,00,000 in the beginning of this 
century. But since then it has taken rapid strides and now it has reached the 
figure of 9 million. 

In Karnatak, however, the crop was introduced in the beginning of this 
century and many varieties late and early were tried. The result of this trial 
showed that the varieties resistant to Tikka disease were suitable. Since the 
introduction of the suitable types in 1922, the area under this crop is increasing 
year by year. This can be seen from Table No.1. 

Table 1 
Acreage under groundnut crop in Karnatak. 

Acreage under G. N. crop 
Year 

Belgaum Bijapur Dharwar 

1941-42 1,31,832 88,333 71,5G8 
1942-43 1,14,255 64,992 69,422 
1943-44 1,41,637 1,13,119 90,846 
1944-45 1,42,124 1,32,996 93,146 
1945-46 1,26,800 2,02,174 95,596 
1946-47 1,28,144 2,36,582 97,573 
1947-48 1,37,879 3,50,821 91,842 

* Lecturer in Agronomy, College of Agriculture, Dharwar. 

Total 

2,91,673 
2,48,669 
3,45,622 
3,68,266 
4,24,540 
4,62,299 
5,80,542 
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This increase is probably due to the following reasons :-1. It contains about 
45% of oil. 2. Tt serves as a good rotation crop, being leguminous and of a short 
duration. 3. It is easy to grow. 4. It is a good money crop. Ii Soil and clima. 
tic conditions are favourable. 

The object of this paper is to review some of the work done on Dharwar 

Farm since the introduction of groundnut crop in Kamatak. 

I. Soil and Climate :-This crop is grown in the dryas well as in the 
transition tracts of Karnatak and is absent in the heavy rainfall tract. Two 
varieties of groundnut are commonly grown. The early (erect) variety takes 
about 100 days and requires 15" to 20" of rainfall well interspread from April 
to September while the late variet,y matures in 140 days and requires 20" to 25" 
of rainfall well spread from April to October. The rains from April to June help 
the preparatory tillage. The rainfall in first fortnight of July facilitates the 
sowing and germination of the crop. The rains from 2nd fortnight of July to 
August are useful for further development of the crop. Then the rains in 
8tlptember and October are essential for the development of the pods and help III 

harvesting the crop. 

This crop is grown in Karnatak on sandy, loamy and medium black soils, 
provided they are well drained and not alkaline. 

II. Varietal Improvements: -The groundnut crop was first introduced 
in 1905-06 on Dharwar Farm situated in the transition tract of Karnatak. Then 
from 1908-09 to 1922-23 the following early and late varieties were tried. The 
soil of the Dharwar farm is medium black soil. 

Early. Late. 

l. Spanish pea nut. 1. Pandichery. 
2. Small .Japan. 2. Big Japan. 

3. Tamboo 

4. Senegal. 

5. Mozabique. 

It was concluded from these trials that the early and tikka disease resistant 
varieties do well on medium black soil. So again in 1923-24 new seeds of spanish 
pea nut were imported from America. From this seed two strains, i. e. Spanish 
pea nut No.5 and Spanish pea nut improved, were selected and in the meanwhile 
strain No.8 from the late variety of Pandichery was also selected. In order to 
test the superiority of these over local (introduced) ones a varietical 
trial wa'! carried out from 1936-37 to 1940 - 41. The results are given in 
table 2. 
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Table 2 

Average yielding ability of different varieties and % of oil content. 

Variety I I 
Average yield ! % of increased % of the oil 

I . of dry pods yield over content in Local or selected 1 

I stram. I in lbs. local. Kernels. 
---------------"-------'--- ----------

Early 

Late 

1. Sp. pea nut. 

2. Sp. pea nut No"5 

3. Sp. pea nut. 

1. Pandichery 

(Introd ueed) 

2. Pandichery 

No.8 

1800 
] 984 

2026 
1225 

1591 

]0'2 

12'5 

43 
45 
4:') 

*5 

47 

From the above table it is obvious that the spanish pea nut improved in 
case of early varieties and Pandichery No. R in case of late varieties are superior 
to introduced once. Therefore, the improved I:!trains were recommended and 
further, cultural and manurial experiments d iscusspd later were condu('ted. 

III Cultural Improvements. 

1 Pod sowing v /s Kernel sowing :-The groundnut crop is being pro. 
pagated through both pods and kernels and the cultivation of the CI'f)P being Ilew 
to the tract it was thought desirable to have comparative performances of these 
two methods. So, an experiment was conducted from Hl31-32 to 1937-38 and 
their result,s a.re snmmeri"ed below :-

Table 3 

Effect of sowing gronndnut in different form on the stand and yield per acre. 

Treatment Average yield of pods per ! 
acre in lbs. 

Nature of 
germination 

I -----_._-"---_._--'-__ ---------- --- ""-

] 00 los. pod sowing per 

acre. 

80 Ihs. Kernel sowing 

per acre. 

1526 

Defective 

Good 
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The foregoing table shows that 80 lbs. Kernel Bowing gives 131 IbB. yield 
more due to the better stand of the crop. 

2. Seed Rate Experiment :-It is always advisible to have an optimum 
seed rate to obtain good yield and to economise the seed. With this view a trial 
from 1928-29 to 1938-39 was in progress. The average results are given below in 
table 4. 

Table 4 
Effect of seed rate on the final yield of G. N. 

Treatment 

601bs. Kernel sowing per acre. 

80" -.do- -do-

100" -do - -do-

120 " -do- -do-

Average yield of pods per acre in Ibs. 

1735 

1832 

1905 

1961 

The above data indicates that the yield increases with higher seed rates but 
the increase is not proportional and appreciable. If the economy of seed and the 
increase in yield are taken into consideration the 2nd treatment i. e. sowing with 
80 lbs. Kernel per acre is better. 

3. Spacing Experiment :-The spacing is one of the important factors 
in the cultivation of crops which determines the yield. So, an experiment was 
conducted from 1939-40 to 1940-41 and the average yields are enumerated 
below. 

Table 5 
Effect of spacing on yield. 

Treatment 

Sowing at 6"x4" 

- do - 6"x9" 
- do - 12"x9" 

Average.) ield of pods per acre in Ibs. 

1662 
1622 

1288 

The above figures show that groundnut crop responds to closer spacing. 
But it is not possible to use bullock labour in closer spacing and as such the wider 
spacing i. e. sowing] 2" apart is udvantageolls. 
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4. Rotational Experiment :-In successful cultivation of crops, rotation 
is the most important factor governing the out.turns of the crops. So, to ascer· 
tain the most advantageolls system of cropping an experiment with following 
treatment was carried out from 1928-29 to 1938-39. 

Treatment. 

1. Cotton-Jowar in blocks. 

2. Groundnut and cotton in 
alternate rows-J ower. 

(Cotton blank) 

(Groundnut and Cotton 
in alternate rows) 

3. Groundnut !).nd Gram-Jower (Groundnut and gram hlack) 

and the results are tabulated below :-

Table 6 

Averege Yield and net Profit of different rotations with and without 
groundnut, per acre. 

Item 
:I~otton Black 

Cotton f Jowar 

__ C_o_t_to-,-n_a_n_d_G_r-,-' _N_u_t __ \ Gr. Nut and gram 

I Gr. Nut. \ Cotton I Jowar IGr.Nutl Gram I Jowar 

Average 

yield per 

acre in Ibs. 

369 1081 1082 

Net profit per rotation - Rs. 4-0-0 

242 1158 986 393 1265 

+ Rs.5-5-2 + Rs. 2-13-7 

The above table shows clearly the higher advantages claimed in growing 
cotton and groundnut in alternate rows from the point of groundnut yield and 
net profit per rotation. 

IV. Improvement in manuring. 

Manurial Experiment :-There is a common practice of manuring one or 
the other crop among the cultivators in order to keep up the fertility of soil and 
thus to get higher out·turns of crops. Therefore, to study the effect of Farm Yard 
Manure at the rate of 5 cart loads on groundnut crop to increase its yield and on 
the yield of succeeding crops, an experiment was carried out from 1928-29 to 
1!l38-39. The results are given in table 7. 
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'fable 7 

Response of groundnut to manuring and its effect on the succeeding crops. 

Gr. nut manured. Gr. nut unmanured. i 
___ "_\ v_e_T_a_g_e_y __ i_e_Jl_l_p_e_l'_a_c_r_e_i_D_I_h_s_. __ 1 __ A_v_e_r_a_g_e_Y_i_e_ld_p_e_r_a_c_r_e_in_lhs. 

Gr. Nut 
1151 

Gram 
457 

Jowar 
1387 

Gr. Nut 
lOll 

Gram 
327 

Jowar 
1165 

210 

The above figures show that it is adventageous to manure groundnut crop 
as it increases not only its yield hut also of the succeeding crops like gram and 
jowar. 

• Summary 

1. Early varieties do better on medium black soil than late varieties and 
selected strains yield higher than local (introduced). 

2. The seed rate of 80 lbs. with 12" spacing is more suited. 

3. In the transition tract where the rainfall is secure, growing of cotton 
and groundnut in alternate rows is more profits ble than any other rotation. 

4. Manuring of groundnut with Farm Yard Manure at 5 cart loads per 
acre gives better yield not only of groundnut but also of succeeding crops. 

References 

1. Experimental results and rainfall data from the annual reports of Dharwar Farm. 

2. Acreage from the final forecast memorandums of Department of Agriculture. 



Double Bean 

By 

G. A. PATEL. :}~ 

Natural Order :-Leguminoseae. 

English Name:- Double Bean. 

Local Name :- Dafal. 

Botanical Name :- Pba.seolus Lunatus-Macrocarpus. 

Bumper hearing of pods . D . Beans. 

• 

Double Bean was first grown at the Agricultural College Farm, lPoona. in 
the year 1924-25 and still it is continued. This is Lhe most ~important. species of 
beans grown in Bombay State. Widely grown by a large percentage of home 
gardeners and as a market crop, it is grown where there is a good demand for it. 
This is a native of South America tIond it was~grown~by American Indians. 

Climate and Soil :-'1he climate required is dry cool climate, The aver
age rainfall required is 20"-21)", The maximum-minimum range should not in
crease more than 25" to 30", This crop is 9 month crop and it is not rain fed 
crop but an irrigated crop. 

* Teacher, Telnng Agricultural School, Godln'a. 
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It can be grown on all types of soils practically from light sandy lands to 
heavy clays. Fairly rich soil, medium and well drained soil is better. Very rich 
Boil is not desired ;as there is a lot of vegetative growth and lesser pod formation. 
Even Very heavy soils are not good as the excess of witter is not drained away. 

Cultivation 

Preparatory Tillage :-Generally this crop is taken after a heavy irrigated 
crop and heavily manured crop like Sugar Cane. The area is ploughed after the 
harvest of the previous crop. In Poona on Agricultural College Farm, it is taken 
after Sugar Cane; after the harvest of the Cane the land is ploughed by K.!) 
Plough in the month of February-March. Then the land is kept as such for one 
month and in April when the soil is sufficiently dried, the big clods are broken by 
the maind, the Norwegian Harrow and the disc harrow. The l3tubbles of the 
Sugar Cane are collected. After t,hat two harrowings are given, and the soil is 
brought into fine tilth. 

Manure and Manuring :-Generally no manure is given as the previous 
crop of Cane is heavily manured but if Farm Yard Manure is available 5 Cart
loads are applied. No top dressing is given. In this case the residual effect of 
manure is taken. 

Layout :-When there is sufficient moisture in the soil by good rain i. e. in 
the month of June in the 3-4th week, the land is harrowed and the marking is done 
by the marker 6'x4' or 5'x5'. The area is not increased, it is 25 Sq. ft. per plant. 

Seeds and Sowing :-In the first or second week of July when there is 
sufficient moisture in the soil the seeds are dibbled at each cross. 2-3 seeds are 
dibbled 2" deep. The distance in a line is 4' and between lines 6' apart. The 
seed rate is 8-10 Ibs. But sometimes it is 12 Ibs. also. The seeds germinate after 
5-6 days. 

After Care :-Weeding may be done as required. Irrigation, if there is a 
long break in the monsoon rain the watering may be given and from October on
wards till the end of the crop every 8-10 days interval watering is to be given. 
Clean shallow cultivation should be practiced. Deep cultivation is likely to 
disturb or cause injury to the root system. When the plants reach full size 
cultivation is stopped, generally 3-4 cultivations a.re sufficient to keep down 
weeds and to maintain the mulch which prevents the rapid evaporation of 
moisture. 

Trailling or Supporting :-This is the most important operation and 
costlier item in the cultivation of this crop. When the crop is 2 months old or 
i. e. when vines are spreading, the vines are to be ~upported on the bamboo and 
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they are tied if this operation is not done in time or delayed, there is reduction in 
the yield. 3600 bamboos are used and the cost at present is Rs. 650 but it may 
vary according to the locality. The initial cost of bamboo is too high for the 1st 
year the cost of cultivation is high but for subsequent years the same bamboos 
are used. The life of bamboo is taken a!'l 3-4 years. At every spot a vertical 
bamboo is fixed and 3-4 horizontal bamboos are tied to the vertical bamboo for 4 
vertical bamboos. The horizontals are tied at the distance of It' -2' apart. The 
vines are trailed on those bamboos. The trailing is not done across the wind 
direction but along the wind direction. 

Interculturing :-One bullock hoe can be used for interculturing, hand 
weeding and stirring is done. The plants are supported by soil, the soil is raised 
by the head piece of the harrow so that watering may be done thoroughly. Flowe. 
ring generally starts after 11-12 weeks and from the date of flowering the pod 
formation takes one month. So the 1st harvest is ready after 4 months. 

Insect Pests and Diseases :-The double bean is subjected to several 
very serious diseases including mosaic, dry root rot, anthracnose and rust. 

Anthracnose, Dry root rot and rust are not found in Bombay State. 

Mosaic :-Tbis disease shows on the leaves as alternate light and dark 
green yellow areas with bronze colour are found. The causal organism is not 
discovered. This disease is due to virus. No curative remedy. 

Pests :-The important pests are been beetles, thrips, aphis etc. For 
Thrips Nicotine Sulphate 40% I to 800 parts water to this wft soap is added for 
sticking. The spray should be applied under the lower surface of the leaves. 

Harvesting :-The 1st picking is generally got after 4 months. The well 
developed pods, not tender, the pods which has got full developed seeds are to be 
harvested. Harvesting is done entirely by hand and that is why this labour ques
tion restricts large scale production. The interval between two pickings is 15-16 
days. The crop lasts upto the end of March. The harvesting is to be attended 
regularly. The number of pickings are generally 12-14. There are 4 flushes of 
flowers. The maximum yield we get in the months of December. The average 
yield per acre varies from 8-120;)0 pods and 200-300 lbs. dry seeds. The seeds 
are got from the left pods on the plants by oversight and which are above reach. 
Yield per picking in percentages :-

1 st 
2nd 
3rd 
4th 
5th 

5%. 
6%. 
8% 

10%. 
8%. 

tlth 
7th 
8th 
9th 
10th 

The proporation of seeds to skin is 1:1 in green pods. 

14%. 
40%. 

4%. 
:3%. 
2%. 
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Rotation :-On the College Farm the rotation followed is as follows :-

Sann Green Manuring :-~ugarcane: D. bean Jowar and Tur. This is 4 
year rotation here the advantage of the residual effect of the manure is taken by 
the D. bean., and it is a paying crop but irrigated crop and after,this there is a dry 
crop of Jowar and Tur where there is a good market it can he taken after Sugar 
Cane. Some cultivatol's take D. bean after Suran. 

Cost of Cultivation:-

Labour units for different operation!'! on average per acre. 

-------- --------_ 
Items Men Women I Bullocks 

I. Preparatory Tillage. 
Ploughing. 4: 8 
Discing. 1/2 1 
2 Harrowings. 1 2 

II. Manuring. 
Spreading!) carts of F. Y. M. 1/2 

III. Planting. 
Marking. 1 
Dibbling. 4 

IV. Irrigation (9) 17 2 
V. After Tillage and Care. 

Interculturing by Harrow. 1 2 
Earthing up 3 3 
Supporting 45 
Weeding (1) 10 

VI. Harvesting. 140 
-

Total Labour. 72! 156, 16 

Cost 
ITEMS. Rs. As.Ps. 

1) Labour Cost. 174-12-0 
Re. 1·0-0 per man per day. 
Re. 0-8-0 per woman per day. 
Rs. 1-8-0 per bullock per day. 

2) 5 Carts of F. Y. M. 1.5- 0-0 
3) Irrigation Charges (8 months) 12- 0-0 
4) Bamboo cost for one year. 220- 0-0 
5) Implement charges. 3- 0-0 
6) Interest on &s. 425 for 9 months @ 9%. 38- 0-0 

Total ... 462-12-0 
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ITEMS 

Receipts per acre, 8,000 lbs. green pods and 
100 lbs. dry seed. 
1 ) Green pods Re. 0.2-0 per lb. 
2) Dry seed Re. 0·8.0 per lb. 

TotaL. 

Deduct cost ... 

Net Profit ..• 

[vol. 41, No.3 

Rs. A.P. 

1,000- 0-0 
50- 0-0 

1,050- 0-0 

462-12-0 

587- 4-0 

Vernacular names of Grasses and their Botanical 
equivalents 

By 

RUl D'CRUZ:r.~ 

With the advancement of Indian Agriculture, the improvement of the cattle 
wealth has become imperative. This has laid much stress on the knowledge of 
forages with special reference to grass species. The identification of grasses is 
not easy to laymen and even to those with botanical knowledge. This list of 
vernacular names is published in order to facilitate the work of those interested 
in knowing the scientific name of a particular species of grass of which the local 
name is already known. 

N amerous grasses are found in this state and almost all of them are well 
named and described by Blatter & McCann in their book entitled, 'The Bombay 
Grasses' (1935). The vernacular names listed below have been drawn from this 
publication. As this list is written in alphabetical order, it would be easy to 
find out the corresponding scientific name and would also be useful as an index 
of vernacular names to the above reference. 

It may be noted that though this list is an aid to find out the botanical 
names of grasses, it migh t not be very useful in cases where precision is necessary 
and in such cases the systematic identification of the specimen is recommended. 
----.-------_._------_----------_-_-----

,. Allsistant Economic Botanist. College of AgricuHure. Poona 5. 
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It will be seen from the list given below that the same species of grass has 
more than a single local name in the same place and more often so in different 
parts of the State, as will he scen in the following example. The species of grass 
botanically known as Dichanthium annulatum, Stapf. in Nadiad is known as 
Zinjoo, in Poona as Marvel while in Bijapur it has been given the name of 
Marwalyan-hullu. Whereas in some other cases, it will he observed that the same 
vernacular name is given to various species of grasses i. c. Kotir, is the 
vernacular given to Dimeria diandra, Stapf. Arundinella setosa, Trin. & A. Lawii, 
Hook f. Whenever sueh difficulties arise, there would be the need of getting the 
specimen completely identified and its name determined. 

List of Vernacular names of Bombay Grasses. 

S. 
No. 

Vernacular 
Name 

1 Achi-grass 
2 Agiva 
3 Akki • 
4 Anehi 
5 Anjan 
6 Anjan dhaman 
7 Arotaro 

8 Asara 
9 Badi 

10 Baerki 
II Bagad 
12 Bagkeri 
13 Bnika 
14 Raghri 
15 Bajra 
16 Bajri 
17 Bal 
18 Bala 
19 Bale 
20 Bamboo grass 
21 Bamna 
22 Bandra 
23 Bandri 

24 Bangadi 
25 Bans 
26 Bansi 
27 Banti 
28 Bar 
29 Bar 
30 Bara 

Botanical 
Name 

Iseilcma wightii, Anders. 
Chrysopogon montanus, ·rrin. 
Oryza sativa, Linn. 
Dactyloctenium aegyptium, Richt. 
Cenchrus biflorus, Roxb. 
Pennisetum ciliare, Link. 
Digi taria margina ta, Link. 

Val'. fimbriata, stapf. 
Eragrostis gangetica, Staud. 
Panicum miJiare, Lam. 
Andropogon pumilus, Roxb. 
Panicum miliare, Lam. 

Saccharum spontaniuIIl, Linn. 
Hemarthria compressa (Linn. 1 R. Br. 
Pennisetum spicatum, Roem. & Schult. 
P. spicatum. R. & S. 
P. spicatum, R. & S. 
Heteropogon contort us, Roem. & Schult. 
Vetiveria zizanioides, Stapf. 
Heteropogon contortus, Roem. & Schult. 
Pagonatherum saccharoideum, P. Beauv. 
Chloris incompleta, Roth. 
Setaria glauca, Beauv. 
S. glauca, B. 

Ischaemum aristatum, Linn. 
Dendrocalamus strictus, Nees. 
Panicum miliaceum, Linn. 
Echinochloa stagnana, Beauv. 
lschaemum rugosum, Salish. 
Ischaemum ciliare, Retz. 
I. ciliare, R. 

Page 
Number 

113 
71 

273 
265 
187 
l82 

125 
236 
HiO 

:999 
IHO 

45 
31 

183 
lS:l 
183 
1O!~ 

65 
lOll 

173 
173 

II 
285 
159 
151 
l:~ 

18 
18 
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S. Vernacular 
No. Name 

31 Bara-Churbhura 
32 Baragu 
33 Barchente 
34 Bardani 
35 Bardi 
36 Barigali 
37 Bari Joar 
38 Barik ba.mbu 
39 Barki 
40 Barley 
41 Barn 
42 Baru 
43 Barucha 
44 Barwari 
45 Basa 
46 Bata} 
47 Bat:\ni 
48 Bavto 

49 Badari 
50 Bel' 
51 Bel muda gra.ss 
52 Bhabar 

53 Bhadli 
54 Bhadli 
55 Bhale-kusal 
56 Bharbhuri 
67 Bharbusi 
58 Bharont 
59 Bhas 
60 Bhat 
61 Bhantandi 
62 Bhatharu 
63 Bhathu 
64 Bhati 
65 Bhatur 
66 Bher 
67 Bherda 
68 Bhichusa 
69 Bhobra 
70 Bhobriya 
71 Bhoru 

Botanical 
Name 

Eragrostis tenella, P. Beauv. 
Panicum miliare, Lam. 
Nazia racemosa, Kuntze. 
Setaria verticillata, Beauv. 
Ischaemum rugosum, Salisb. 
Panicum antidotale Retz. 
Zea Mays, Linn. 
Bambusa nana, Roxb. 
TLemeda tremula, Hack. 
Hordeum vulgare, Linn. 
Panicum antidotale, Retz. 
Sorghum halepense, Pers. 
Thysanolaena procera, Mez. 
Panicum antidotale, Retz. 
Dendrocalamus, 8trictus, Necs. 
Sorghum halepense, Pers. 
Themeda triandra, Forsk. 
Echinochloa colona, Link. 

Val'. frumentacea, BI. & McC. 
Gracilea Royleana, Hook. f 
Ischaemum semisagittatum, Roxb. 
Cynodon dac·t,ylon, Pers. 
Polinidium binatum, ( Retz. ) 

C. E. Hubbard. 
Setaria glauca. Beauv. 
Setaria italica, Beauv. 
Heteropogon insignis, 'fhw. 
Eragrostis teneila, P. Beauv. 
E. tenella, P. B. 

• 

Cenchrus catharticus, Del. 
Apluda varia, Va.r. aristata, Hack. 
Oryza sativa, Linn. 
Themeda tremula, Hack. 
T. quadrivalvis, O. Kuntze 
T. quadrivalvis, O. K. 

" " Panicum trypheron, Schult. 
Ischaemum rugosum, Salisb. 
I. aristatum, Linn. 
Apluda varia Var. aristate, Hack. 
Dactyloctenium scindicum, Boiss. 
D. Scindicum, B. 
Themeda t.riandra, Forsk 
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232 
160 
217 
174 

13 
163 

2 
282 
119 
280 
169 

56 
201 
163 
285 

56 
115 

149 
249 

15 
250 

24 
173 
175 
108 
232 
232 
186 
29 

274 
119 
118 
118 
1]8 
151) 

13 
II 
29 

264 
264 
115 



S. Vernacular 
No. Name 

72 Bhos 
73 Bhulni 
74 Bhurbur 
7F, Bhurbusi 
76 Birdi 
77 Boari 
78 Bochri 
79 Bonda 
80 Bongrut 

81 Boota 
82 Borati 
83 Boru 
84 Borur 
85 Bovar 
86 Broom-Corn 
87 Buffalo grass 
88 Bulrush millet 
89 Bunden 
90 Bungrat 

91 Bungrat 
92 Bura 
93 Burbudi 
94 Burbudi 
95 Bursali 
96 Burwai 
97 Bushi-kussal 
98 Cat-tail millet 
99 Chamge 

I O~ Chaoria. 
101 Chapar 
102 Chapsura 

103 Chansarieu 

104: Chauval 
105 Chenhel 
106 Cheno 
107 Chick war 
108 Chiklenta 
109 Chiksi 
llO Chikta 
] II Chikti 
112 Chilaya 

VERNAOULAR NAMES OF uRASSES 

Botanical 
Name 

Amphilophis odorata, A. Camus. 
Eragrostis visco sa, Trin. 
E. viscosa, T. 
E. viscosa, T. 
Setaria glauca, Beauv. 
Eremopogon foveolatus, Stapf. 
Saccharum spontaneum, Linn. 
Zea Mays, Linn. 
Themeda quadrivalvis. O. Kuntze. 

Zea Mays, Linn. 
Panicum PaludoBum, Roxb. 
Sorghum halepense, Pers. 
Echinochloa colona, Link. 
E. Crus-Galli, P. Beauv. 
Panicum miliaceum, Linn. 
Brachiaria mutira, Stapf. 
Pennisetum spicatum, Roem. & Schult. 
Themeda triandra, Forsk. 
T. Triandra, F. 

Temula, Hack. 
Rotboellia exaltata, Linn. f. 
Eragrostis ciliares, Link. 
Pauicum miJiare, Lam. 
Rotboellia exaltata, Linn. f. 
Eragrostis pilosa, Beauv. 
Aristida funiculata, Trin. 
Penni~etum spicatum, R)em & Schult. 
Iseilema laxum, Hack. 
Dich,mthium caricosum, A. Camus. 
Brachiaria raruosa. Stapf. 
B. ramosa, S. 

Digitaria marginata, Link. 
Val'. fimbriata, Stapf. 

Oryza sativa, Linn. 
Leptochloa chinen'lis, Nees. 
Panicum miliaceum, Linn. 
Apluda varia, Var. aristata, Hack. 
Setaria verticiUiLta, Beauv. 
Eragrostis interrupta, Beauv. 
E. nutans, (Retz.) Nees. 
E. Yiscosa, Trin. 
Setaria verticillata. Beau v. 
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89 
233 
233 
233 
173 
96 
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2 
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2 
162 

56 
148 
150 
159 
)34 
182 
115 
115 

119 
38 

231 
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134 
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125 
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244 
159 
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174 
234 
237 

174 
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S. 
No. 

Vernacular 
Name 

113 Chimachara 
114 Chimanehara 
115 Chimanehara 
116 Chimansar 
117 Chinee 
118 Chinkhe 
119 Chipal 
120 Chir<1ka. 
121 Chiraka 
122 Chirehira 
123 Chireya-ka-dana 
124 Chirika. chan valia. 
125 Chirika-dana. 
126 Chirika ket 
127 Chiriyaka dana 
128 Chirwa 
129 Chitra 
130 Chivari 
131 Chokha 
132 Chota asara 
133 Chota blankta 
134 Chota kussal 
135 Chota loniya 
136 Choti khidi 
137 Choua 
138 Christ's Tears 
139 Common Millet 
140 Conch grass 

141 Crab grass 
142 Crowfoot grass 
143 Dab 
144 Dabvi 
145 Dac1e 
146 Dagussa 
147 Dakli-suckal 
148 Dalaga 
149 Dand 
150 Dangar Bhatta 
151 Dangers 
152 Darbha 
153 Dareya 
154 Datura ghas 
155 Damia 

Botanical 
Name 

Uroehloa reptans. Stapf. 
Andropogon pumilus, &oxb. 
Eragrostis nutans (Retz.) Nees. 
Elytrophorus artieulatus, Beauv. 
Panicum miliaceum, Linn. 
Eleusine verticillata, Roxb. 
Eragrostis viseosa, Trin. 
E. tremula, Hoebst. 
E. bifaria, Wight. 
Setaria vertieillata, Beauv. 
Sporobolus diander, Beauv. 
Eragrostis tremula, Hoehst. 
E. pilosa, Beauv. 
E. tremula, Roehst. 
Setaria intermedia, Roem. & Schult. 
Panicum miliaeeum, Linn. 
Polypogon monspeliensis Desf. 
Oxytenanthera Stocksii, Munro. 
Oryza sativa, Linn. 
Eragrostis gangfJtica, Steud. 
E. bifaria, Wight. 
Eulalia argentea, Brogn. 
Eragrostis unioloide~, Nees. 
E. nutans, (Retz) Nees. 
Oxytenanthera Ritchey), B l. &, MeC. 
Coix Laehryma-.I obi, Linn. 
Panicum miliaceum, Linn. 
Cynodon dactylon, Pers. 

Eleusine indica, Gaertn. 
E. indica, G. 
Desmostaehya bipinnata, Stapf. 
D. bipinnata, S. 
Sorghum halepense, Pel's. 
Eleusine coracana, Gaertu. 
Heteropogon contortus, Roem &, Schhlt 
Ischaemum semi sagi ttatum, Roxb. 
Chrysopogon montanus, Trin. 
Oryza sativa, Lim~. 
Iseilema laxum, Hack. 
Desmostachya bipinnat.a, Stapf. 
Dichanthium annulatum, Stapf. 
Manisuris granularis, Linn. f. 
Isachne australip" R. Br. 
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174 
222 
239 
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174 
159 
207 
284 
274 
236 
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159 
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243 
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109 
15 
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245 
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188 
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VERNAOULAR NAMES OF GRASSES 

S. Vernacular 
No. Name 

156 Deobhat 
157 Dhab 
158 Dbaman 
159 Dhane 
160 Dharbi 
16l Dhone 
162 Dhoob 
163 Dhrow 
164 Dhub 
165 Dhub 
166 Dhuria 
167 Dib 
l68 Didhina 
169 Dinohi 

170 Dearia 
171 Oongri 
172 Doonda 
173 Dossa 
174 Doub grass 
175 Drab 
176 Vubra dub 
177 Dundi 

• 

178 Dungri-kunda 
179 Durba 
180 Durper 
181 Durva 
182 Dwarf Bamboo 
183 Elephant Grass 
184 Eunthi hullu 
185 Farkria 

186 Faliu 
187 Faradyachne gavat 
188 Fo:x:tail Millet 
189 Ful-gavat, 
190 Fulia 
191 Fulkalu 
192 Gadhiu 
198 Gadre 
194 Gahu 
195 Gejre 
196 Gandeli 

Botanical 
Name 

Hygroryza aristata, N ees. 
Desmostachya bipinnata, Stapf. 
Cenchrus, biflorus, Roxb. 
Eragrostis tenella, P. Beauv. 
Saccharum spontaneum. Linn. 
Paspalum scrobiculatum, Linn. 
Cynodon dactylon, Pers. 
Dichan thium annulatum, Stapf. 
Imperata cylindrica, (Linn/ P. Bea,uv. 
Saccharum spontaneum, Linn. 
Eragrostis interrupta, Beauv. 
Desmostachya bipinnata, Stapf. 
Sacciolepis myosuroides, Raine,;. 
Digit,aria marginata, Link. 

Val'. fimbriata. 
Isachne australis, L{,. Br. 
Gracilea Roy leana, Hook. f. 
Isachne elegans, Dalz. 
Paspalidium punctatuID, A. Camus. 
Cynodon da6tylon, Pers. 
Desmostachya bipinnata, Stapf. 
Cynodon dactylon, Peril. 
Arundinella Lawii, Hook. f. 
Ischaemum pilosum, Ha.ck. 
Cynodon dactylon, Pers. 
Desmostachya bipinnata, stapf. 
Cynodon dactylon, Pers. 
Bambusa nana, Roxb. 
Pennisetum purpureum, Schum. & Thenn. 
Cymbopogon Martini, Stapf. 
Digitaria marginata, 

Var. fimbriata, Stapf. 
Chloris virgata, Sw. 
Arthraxon lancifolius, Hochst. 
Setaria italica, Beauv. 
Themeda cymbaria, Hack. 
Eragrostis nutans, ( Retz. ) Nees. 
Chloris virgata, Sw. 
C. virgata, S. 
Panicum miliare, Lam. 
Triticum aestivum, Linn. 
Panicum miliaceum, Linn. 
Iseilema Wightii. Andets. 
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234 
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S. Vernacular 
No. Name 

197 Ganderi 
Ig8 Gandh--bel 
199 Gandhi 
200 Gandhi 
201 Gandhi 
202 Gamlil 
203 Gandwel 
204 Ganjali hullu 
205 Ganni 
206 Garyali 
207 Gavatvedi 
208 Gera.nium grass 
209 Ghamar 
210 Ghandel 
211 Ghanga 
212 Gharam 
213 Ghatyari 
2] 4 Ghodila 
215 Ghora 
216 Ghorla 
217 Ghorila 
218 Giant bamboo 
219 Giant Reed 
220 Girni 
221 Git 
222 Godhi 
223 Gogar 
224 Goinjol 
225 Golden Crown Grass 
226 Gonda) 
227 Gondo gavat 
228 Gondwal 
229 Gondwal 
230 Govinder 
231 Great Millet (the) 
232 Green stripped 

bamboo 

233 Gub 
234 Guder 
235 Guinea Grass 
236 Guj 
237 Guli 
238 Guntii 

Botanical 
Name 

Saccharum officinarum, Linn. 
Cymbopogon Martini, Stapf. 
lseilema laxum, Hack. 
I. wight-ii, Anders. 
Dactyloctenium aegyptium, Rich t. 
Iseilema laxum, Hack. 
I. laxum, H. 
Chloris virgata, Sw. 
lseilema Wightii, Anders, 
Heteropogon contortus, Roem & Schult 
Amphilophis odorata, A, Camus. 
Cymbopogon Martini, Stapf. 
Panicum antidotale, Retz. 
Eremopogon foveolatus, Stapf,. 
Amphilophis pertusa, Stapf. 
Panicum antidotale, Retz. 
Cymbopogon Schoenanthus, Spreng. 
Eragrostis interrupta, Beauv. 
Ohrysopogon montanus, Trin. 
Sporobolus indicus, R. Br. 
Eragrostis interrupta, Beauv. 
Dendrocalamus giganteus, Munre. 
Arundo Donax, Linn. 
Panicum antidotale, Retz. 
P. antidotale, R. 
Triticum aestivum, Linn. 
Ohrysopogon montanus, Trin. 
Zea May s, Linn. 
Paspalum dilatatum, Poir. 
Andropogon pumilus, Roxb. 
Ohloris virgata, Sw. 
Andropogon pumilus. Roxb. 
lseilema Wightii, Anders. 
Arthraxon serulatus, Hochst. 
Sorghum vulgare, Pers. 
Bambusa. vulgaris, Schrad. Var. Striata. Auct. 

Setaria glauca, Beauv. 
Eleusine indica, Gaertn. 
Panicum maximum, Jacq. 
lschaemum aristatum, Linn. 
Gracilea Royleana, Hoole f. 
Themeda tremula, Hack. 
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S. 
No. 

Vernacular 
Name 

239 Gurgur 
240 Gurgur 
241 Hairy-flowered 

Paspalum 

242 Hakki kaHn hullu 
243 Halgyan bullu 
244 Halligyan hullu 
245 Halvivari 
246 Handi daroya 
247 Harala 
248 Harjala 
249 Harrick 
250 Haryeli 
251 Hirvacha 
252 Hog-Millet 

VERNAOULAR NAMES OF URASSES 

Botanical 
Name 

Coix Lachryma-Jobi, Linn. 
Poly toea barbata, Stapf. 
Paspaium diiatatum, Poir. 

Dactyloctenium aegyptium, Richt. 
Dinebra retroflexa" Panzer. 
D. retroflexa, P. 

253 Huda • 

Panicum miliare, Lam. 
Dichanthium annulatum, Stapf. 
Cynodon dactylon, Pers. 
Arthraxon serrulatul?, Hochst. 
Paspalum scrobiculatum, Linn. 
Cynodon dactylon, Pers. 
Cymbopogon citratuB, Stapf. 
Panicum miliaceum, Linn. 
Ochlandra Talboti, Brandis . 
Ophiurus corymbosus, Gaertn. f. 
EragroBtis tenella, P. Beauv. 

254 Hutia 
255 Ichooi 
256 Indian Corn 
257 Iskir 
258 Italian Millet 
259 Itali-suckal 
260 Jai 
261 ,Jaura 
262 Jave godhi 
263 Java satu 
264 Jawa 
265 .Jenkua 
266 Jetara 
267 ,Jhira 
268 Jinjva 
269 Jiria 
270 Job's Tears 
271 Jondla 
272 Jowar 
273 Juari 
274 J ungli rala 
275 Jwarankusa. 
276 Kabbu 
277 Kadi 
278 Kagya 
279 Kal 
280 Kalak 

Zea Mays, Linn. 
Cymbopogon Schoenanthus, Spreng. 
Setaria italica, Beauv. 
Heteropogon contortus, Roem. and Schult. 
Avena sativa, Linn. 
Eleusine verticillata, R,oxb. 
Hordeum vulgare, Linn. 
H. vulgare, Linn. 
H. vulgare, Linn. 
Eragrostis Ilutans, (H.etz) Nees 
DichanthiulU caricosum, A. Camus. 
Leptochloa chinensis, Nees. 
Dichanthium annlliatum, Stapf. 
Echinochloa colona, Link. 
Coix Lachryma-,Tobi, Linn. 
Sorghum vulgare, Pers. 
S. vulgare, P. 
S. vulgare, P. 
Elyt,rophorus articlllatus, Beauv. 
Cymbopogon Jwarancusa, Schult. 
Saccharum officinarum, Linn. 
Thelepogon elegans, Roth. 
Chloris tenella, Koan. 
Sporobolus orientalis, Knnth. 
Bambnsa arundina.cea, Retz. 
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s. 
No. 

Veraacular 
Name 

281 Kalam hullu 
282 Kale kussal 
283 Kali kauli 
284 Kah Kusal 
285 Kaluargi 
286 Kamand 
287 Kamis 
288 Kan 
289 Kanden 
290 Kang 
291 Kangni 
292 Kangri 
293 Kania bans 
294 Kanigyanhulla 
295 Kanik 
296 Kansi 
297 Kanta-karvel 
298 Kaodia 
299 Kap. kurdi 
300 Karad 
301 Karar 
302 Karang 
30a Kard 
304 Kardia 
305 Kare lwlJu 
:106 Kari 
307 Karke} 
308 Kartal 
309 Karvel 
310 Kassaibij 
311 Kassar 
312 Katia 
313 Kavance hullu 
314 Kawdia 
315 Kemshi 
316 Kerpa 
317 KNuch 
318 Ket kapuri 
319 Khair 
320 Khari 
321 Kharia 

322 Khariu 

323 Kharrut 

Botanical 
Name 

Page 
Number 

Digitaria marginata, Linn. Var. fimbriata, Stapf. 125 
Aristida Hystrix, Linn. f. 211 
Dinebra retrofiexa, Panzer. 265 
Heteropogon insignia, Thw. ]08 
Eragrostis gangctica, Steud. 236 
Saccharum officinarum, Linn. 
S. spontaneum, Linn. 
S. spontaneum, Linn. 
Ischaemum aristatum, Linn. 
Setaria italica. Beauv. 
S. glauca, Beauv. 
Manisuris granularis, Linn. f. 
Dendrocalemus strictus, Nees. 
lshaemum pilosum, Hack. 
Triticum aestivum, Linn. 
Eleusine verticillata, Roxb. 
Polytoca barbata, Stapf. 
Eragrostis cilianensis, (All) Link. 
Dimeria ornithopoda, Trin. 
Themeda, triandra, Forsk. 
Themeda cymbaria, Hack. 
Polytoca barbata, Stapf. 
Eremopogon f()veolatus, Stapf. 
Coix Lachryma-~robi., Linn. 
Chrysopogon montanus, Trin. 
Ischaemum semisagitt.atum, Roxh. 
I. rugOBuro, Salisb. 
Horghum halpense, Pers. 
Ophiurus megaphyllus, ..;tapf. 

Coix Lachryma-Jobi, Linn. 
C. Lachryma-,Tobi, Linn. 
Ophiurus megaphy Ilus, Stapf. 
Cymbopogon citratus, Stapf. 
POlytoca barbata, Stapf. 
Elytcophorus articulatus, Beauv. 
Saccharum arundinaceum, Retz. 
Coix Lachryma-Jobi, Linn. 
Elytrophorus articulatus, Beauv. 
Saccharum spontaneum, Linn. 
Eragrostis nutans (Retz) Nees. 
Dinebra retrofiexa, Panzer. 

Chloris virgata, Sw. 

C. virgata, S. 
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8 
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39 
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s. 
No. 

Vernacular 
Name 

324 Khan,el 
325 Khasi hullu 
326 Khas-khas 
327 Khavas 
328 Khavi 
329 Khavi 
330 Khave 
331 Khurd 
332 Khurdmendi 
333 Kodra 
334 Kolara 
335 Konda 
336 Konda canookoo 
3:37 Koosha 
33H Korakan 
339 Koralom 
340 Kotir 
341 Kotir 
342 Kotir 
343 Krer 
3t4 Kudak 
345 Kuhr 
346 Kulluk 
347 Kulti 
348 Kulus-nan 
349 Kuncha 
350 Kunda 
35} Kurad 
352 Kuras 
353 Kurdia 
354 Kuri 
355 Kuri 
356 Klll'i-chinke 
357 Kurisal 
358 Kuriya 
359 Kusal 
360 Kllsali 
361 Kushuli I"atu 
362 Kussa 
36:3 Kut.aki 
3M Lag 
365 Lalgllvat 
366 Landga-kussal 

• 

VERNACULAR NAMES OF GRASSES 

Botanical 
Name 

Apluda varia, Hack. Var. aristata, Hack. 
Cymbopogon Martini, Stapf. 
Vetiveria zizanioides, Stapf. 
Apluda varia, Var. aristata, Hack. 
Cymbopogon Schaeuanthus, Spreng. 
C. Jwarancusa, Schult. 
Ischaemum pilosum, Hack. 
Eleusine indica, Gaertn. 
E. indica G. 
Paspa)um scrobiculatum, Linn. 
Setaria glauca, Beauv. 
Oxytenanthera Stocksii, Munre. 
Rotboellia exaltata, I,inn. f. 
Desmostachya bipinn>l.ta, Stapf. 
Eleusine coracana, Gaertn. 
Sacciolepis myosuroides, Haines. 
Dimeria diandra, Stapf. 
Arundinella Setosa, frin. 
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29 
104 
65 
29 
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l02 

14 
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259 
137 
173 
284 
38 

245 
260 
166 

lO 
192 

A.I.awii, Hook. f. 195 
Eulalia argentea, Brogn. 53 
Oplismenus Burmannii, P. Reauv. 1.34 
Cenchrus catharticus, Del. 18f) 
Rambusa vulgaris, Schrad. 282 
Panicum miliare, Lam. I fiG 
Panicum palndosum, Roxb. 162 
Chloris incompleta, Roth. 253 
Ischaemum pilosum, Hack. l4 
Digitaria marginata Link. Val'. fimbriata, (Hack). 125 
Perotis indica, (Linn) O. Kuntze. 220 
Apluda varia, Var. aristata, Hack. 29 
Urochloa Helopus, Stapf. 147 
Panicum miliare, Lam. l60 
Eleusine verticillata, Roxb. 260 
Polytoca Cookei, Stapf. 5 
Vrochloa Helopus, Stapf. 147 
Heteropogon contortus, Roem. & Schult. Ion 
H. contortus, R. & S. 109 
Hordeum vulgare, Linn. 280 
Desmostaehya bipinnata, Stapf. 245 
Eragrostis pilosa, Beauv. 241 
Ischaemum rugosum, Salisb. la 
Andropogon pumilus, Roxb. 99 
Gracilea Royleana, Hook. f. 249 
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S. 
No. 

Vernacular 
Name 

367 Landgar 
368 Landgeya-kussal 
369 Lani 
370 Lapti 
371 Large water-grass 
372 Leichardt Grass 
373 Lemon Grass 
374 Lili cha 
37[> Little Millet 
376 Lona 
377 Longi-kussal 
378 Loniya 
379 Lundi 
:180 Luni 
381 Mabil 
382 Mace 
383 Mach 
:184 Madra 
:l85 Maize 
386 Majjige hunu 
387 Majore 
388 Makai 
389 Makka 
390 Makra 
391 Malakava 
392 Male 
393 Male bamboo 
394 Malhar 
395 Mana Kodra 
396 Manchi 
39. Mandjiro 
398 Mandua 
:199 Mangrur 
400 Manila Grass 
401 Marar 
402 Marel 
403 Marua 
404 Marvel 
405 Marvel 
406 Marvel 
407 Marvel 
408 Marvel 
409 Marwalyan-hullu 

Botanical 
Name 

Setaria inter media , Roem. & Schult. 
Gracilea Royleana, Hook. f. 
Aristida Adscensionis, Linn. 
Setaria verticillata, Beauv. 
Paspalum dilatatum, Poir. 
P. dilatatum, Poir. 
Cymbopogon citratus, Stapf. 
C. citratus, Stapf. 
Panicum miliare, Lam. 
Dinebra retrefiexa, Panzer. 
Aristida Adscensionis, Linn. 
Eragrostis unioloides, Nees. 
Setaria intermedia, Roem. & Schult. 
Aleuropus repens, (Desf) ParI. 
Iseilema Wightii, Anders. 
Dendrocalamus strictus, Nees. 
Zea Mays, Linn. 
Eragrostis interrupta, Beauv. 
Zea Mays, Linn. 
Cymbopogon citratus, Stapf. 
Paspalum scrobiculatum, Linn. 
Zea Mays, Linn. 
Apluda varia, Var. aristata, Hack. 
Eleusine coracona, Gaertn. 
Andropogon pumilus, Roxb. 
Panicum antidotal(l, Retz. 
Dendrocalamus, strictus, Nees. 
Polypogon monspeliensis, Desf. 
Paspyalum scrobiculatuID, Linn. 
Dactyloctenium aegyptium, Richt. 
D. Scindicum, Boiss. 
Eleusine coracana, Gaerto. 
Panicum antidotale. Retz. 
Osterdamia Matrella, O. Kuntze. 
Themeda triandra, Forsk. 

• 

Peltophorus divergens, (Hack) Camus. 
Eleusine coracana, Gaertn. 
Peltophorus divergens, (Hack) Camus. 
Amphilophis pert usa, Stapf. 
Dicanthium cariCOf'llm, A. Camus. 
D. annulatum, Stapf. 
Eremopogon feveolatus, Stapf 

Dichanthium annulatu111, Stapf. 
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Page 
Number 

174 
249 
210 
174 
138 
138 
103 
103 
160 
265 
210 
235 
174 
277 
113 
285 

2 
234 

2 
103 
137 

2 
29 

260 
99 

163 
285 
20M 
137 
263 
264 
260 
163 
219 
115 

34 
260 
34 
84 
93 
94 
96 
~14 



VERNAOULAR NAMES OF GRASSES 

S. Vernacular 
No. Name 

410 Masel 
411 Matari-kussal 
412 Mathanya 
413 Mauritius Grass 
414 Medar 
415 Medha 
416 Meckejol 
417 Mendla 
418 Mes 
419 Mes 
420 Mirchia gandh 
421 Modhan 

422 Moi 
423 MOl'danura. 
424 Moshi 
425 Mothi bathi 
426 Mothi KUBal 
427 Mothi Kussal 
428 Motia 
429 Moti chava 
430 Motti-burri 
431 Mundgay 
432 Munj 
433 Munja 
434 Musani 
435 Musa-panchi 
436 Mussan 
437 Nachani 
438 Nachni 
439 Nagli 
440 Naka-kera 
441 Nanguli 
442 Nani sunkhali 
443 Napier's Fodder 
444 Nari baluda huIlu 
445 Narkul 
446 Nellu 
447 Nika gadi 
448 Nilidub 
449 Nuth 
450 Oats 
451 Oleu eha 

Botanical 
Name 

Iseilema Iaxum, Hack. 
Aristida Hystrix, Linn. f. 
Chloris incompleta. Roth 
Brachiaria mutica, Stapf. 
Dendrocalamus strictus, Nees. 
Eleusine indica Gaertn. 
Zea Mays, I"inn. 
Eleusine indica, Gaertu, 
Oxytenanthera Stocksii Munro. 
Dendrocalamus strictus, Nees. 

Cymbopogon martini, Stapf. 
Digitaria marginata, Link. 

Var. fimbriata, Stapf. 
Eragrostis bifaria, Wight. 
Panicum psilopodium, Trin. 
lseilema Wightii, Anders. 
Themeda quadrivalvis, O. Kuntze, 
Heteropogon insignis, Thw. 
Aristida sctacia, Retz. 
Brachiaria distachya, Haines. 
Eragrostis unioloides, Nees. 
Aristida Adscensionis, Linn. 
Bambusa arundina.cca, Ratz. 
Saccharum Munja, Roxb. 
S. Munja, Roxb. 
Themeda triandra, Forsk. 
Sacciolepis myosuroides. Haines. 
Iseilema Wigutii, Anders. 
EleuBine coracana, Gaertn. 
E. coracana, G. 
E. coracana G. 
Setaria glauca, Beauv. 
Eleusine coracana, Gaertn. 
Heteropogon contortus, Roem. & Schult. 
Pennisetum purpul'eum, Schum & Thenn. 
Dinehra retroflexa, Panzer. 
Phragmites maxima, Blatter &McCann. 
Oryza sativa, Linn. 
Chloris incompleta, Roth. 
Cynodon dactylon, Pel's. 
Ischaemum pilOtlUm, Hack. 
Avena sativa, Linn. 
Cymhopogon cit,ratus, Stapf. 
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Pale 
Number 

113 
211 
253 
134 
285 
259 

2 
259 
284 
285 
104 

125 
241 
158 
U3 
US 
lOS 
211 
135 
235 
210 
283 

48 
48 

U5 
166 
113 
260 
.260 
260 
173 

:260 
JOg 
184 
265 
203 
274 
253 
250 

14 
199 
103 
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S. Vernacular 
No. Name 

452 Oor-sheme 
453 Pacad 
454 Pacushama 
455 Pakedi 
456 Pakud 
457 Pal 
458 Paiva 
459 Pal van 
460 Palvan-hullu 
461 Pandri kU8sai 
462 Pandri-suckali 
463 Pandhari kusal 
464 Pandhri kussal 
465 Paodi 
466 Para Grass 
467 Patang 
468 Patang 
469 Paunat 
470 Pavlla 
471 Pavna 
472 Pawn-hurri 
473 Payen 
474 Perar) Milll"t 
475 Pet-nar 
476 Pilar/Hi 
477 Phikar 
47S PhuJaer' 
479 Phulkaia 
480 Phulse 
481 Pingi-natchi 
482 Poche 
483 PeckH 
484 Pocklia 
485 Pohe 
486 Pohe 
487 Poi 
488 Poi 
489 Pokalia 
490 Pokalia 
491 Pokalia 
492 Pokalya 
493 Pike 
494 Posha 

BOlanical 
Name 

Oxytenanthera Stocksii, Munro. 
Echinochlea Crus-Galli, P. Beauv. 
E. colona, Link. 
Paspalum, scrobiculatum, Linn. 
Echinoclea colona, Link. 
Sehima nervosum, Stapf. 
Amphilophis pertusa, Stapf. 
A. pertusa, Stapf. 
Dichanthium annu)atum, Stapf. 
Aristida funiculata, Trin. & Rupr. 
Heteropogon contortus, Roem. & Schult. 
Chrysopogon montanus, Trin. 
Aristida funiculat.a, Trin. & Rupr. 
Apluda varia, Var. aristata, Hack. 
Brachiaria mutica; Stapf. 
Dichanthium carico sum , A. Camus. 
Heteropogon insignis, Thw. 
Sehima nervosum, St.apf. 
S. neryosum, Stapf. 
S. Slllcatum, Camus. 
Aristida Hystrix, Linn. f. 
AmphiJopbis pertnsa, Stapf. 
Pennisetum spicatum, l{oem. & Schult. 
J~aspalidurn pllnctatum. A. Comus. 
Ischaemum pilDsum. Hack. • 
Panicum miliaceum, Linn. 
Apluda varia, Var. aristata, Hack. 
Leptochloa chinensis, Nees. 
Apluda varia, var. aristate, Hack. 
Setaria glallca, Beauv. 
Eragrostis interrupta, Beauv. 
Apluda varia, Var. aristata, Hack. 
Apluda varia, Var. aristata, H. 
Eragrostis interrupta, Beauy. 
E. cilianensis, (All) Link. 
Panicum miliare, Lam. 
Eragrostis unioloides, Nees. 
Hymenachne myuros. Beauv. 
Sacciolepis myosuroides, Ranies. 
S. interrupta, Stapf. 
Pseudanthistiria hispida, Hook. f. 
Eragrostis unioloides, Nees. 
Elytrophorus articulatus, Beaa v. 
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284 
150 
148 
137 
148 

21 
84 

84 
\14 

214 

109 
70 

214 
2\1 

134 
93 

108 
21 
21 
23 

211 
84 

183 
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159 
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244 
29 
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234 
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160 
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120 
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S. Vernacular 
No. Name 

495 Prose Millet 
496 Punya-·sufea 
497 Putena 
498 Ragi 
499 Rala 
500 H,ali 
liO] Ran-jondh la 
502 Ranmaka 
503 R,an pohe 
504 Rauns 
505 Revga 
506 Rhodes Grass 
507 Ithonse 
.,)08 Rohish 
/")09 l~ohisba 
510 Roira 
:ill Rosem 
512 Roshegavat 
513 Rusa 
514 Rusa grass 
515 Sabai 
516 Sabie 
517 Sad he satu 
518 Sajgure 
519 Saj-kadi 
520 Salkot 
521 Sama 

522 Same 

523 Sam-payen 
524 Samuka 

525 Sanwak 

526 Saon saron 
527 Sar 
528 Sari 
529 Sarvank 
530 Satu 
531 Sava 
532 Sava 
533 Save 

• 

VERNACULAR NAMES OF GRASSER 

Botanical 
Name 

Vanieum miliaceum, Linn. 
Eragrostis bifaria, Wight. 
Ischaemum ciliare, Retz. 
EI{'usine Coracana, Gaertn. 
Setaria italica, Beauv. 
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P .. e 
Number 

159 
241 

18 
260 
175 

Panicum miliaceum, Linn. 159 
Coix Lachryma-.Jobi, Linn. 4 
C. Lachryma-Jobi, Linn. 4 
Eragrostis cilianensis, (All) Link. 238 
Cymbopogon Martini, Stapf. 104 
Digitaria marginata, Link. Var. fimbriata, Stapf. 125 
Chloris gayana, Kunth. 258 
Cymbopogon Martini, Stapf. 104 
C Martini, Stapf. 104 
C. Martini, Stapf. 104-
Eulalia argentea, Brogn, 53 
CYll1hopogon Martini, Stapf. 104 
C. Martini, Stapf. 104 
C. Martini, Stapf. 104: 
C. Martini, Stapf. 104 
Pollinidium binatum, (Retz) C. E. Hubbard. 24-
P. binatum, (Retz.) C. E. Hubbard. 24 
Hordeum vulgare, Linn. 280 
Pennisetum spicatum, Roem and Schult. 183 
Ischaemum semisagittatum, Roxb. 15 
Panicum montanum, Roxb. 164 
Echjnocloa colona., Ljnk. Var. frumentacea, 
Blatter and McCann. 149 

E. colona, Link. Var. frumentacea, Blatter 
and McCann. 149 
Dichanthium annulatum, Stapf. 94 
Echinochloa colona, Link. Var. frumentacea, 
Blatter and McCann. 149 
Echinochloa colona, Link. 
Var. frumentacea, Blatter and "McCann. 
E. colona Var. frumentacea, B. and M. 
Saccharom Munja, Roxb. 
Oryza sativa, Linn. 
Echinochloa Crus-Calli, P. Beauv. 
Hordeum vul_garc, Linn. 
Panicum miiiaceull1, Linn. 
P. miliare, Lam. 
P. miliare, Lam. 

149 
149 

48 
274 
150 
280 
159 
160 
160 
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S. Veraacular 
No. Name 

534 Saws. 
535 Sawan 

536 Sawank 
537 Sawe 
538 Scotch Grass 
539 Sejji 
540 Sera 
541 Serdi 
542 Shama 

543 Shamu]a 
544 Shamsukha 
545 Shapia 
546 Shata 
547 Sheda 
548 Sheda 
549 Sheda 
550 Sherudi 
551 Shetpatra. 
552 Shib 
553 Shikao) 

554 Shikar keli 
555 Shimpi 
556 Shimpigyan hu lIu 

557 Shora 
558 Shoti ganda ... 
559 Sikalin 
560 Sinri 
561 Sivati 
562 Skerdi 
56:~ Sona 
564 Sonthi 
565 Sooate 
566 Spear gl"aSS 
567 Sputter 
568 Striped bamboo 
569 Sucka! 
570 Snckal 
571 Sukeri musanch 
572 Sugarcane 

BotaDical 
Name 

Setaria intermedia. Roem. and Schult. 
Echinochloa colona, Link. 
Var. frumentacea, Blatter and McCann. 
Echinochloa colona, Link. 
E. Colona, Var. frumentacea, B. and Mc. 
Brachiaria mutica, Stapf. 
Pennisetum soicatum, Roem. & Schult. 
Panicum antidotale, Retz. 
Saccharum efficinarum, Linn. 
Echinochloa colona, Link. 
Var. frumentacea, Blatter and McCann. 
E. colona, Link. Var. frumentacea B. and M. 
Panicum antictotale, Retz. 
Sporobolus orientalis, Kunth. 
Iscilema laxum, Hack. 
Sehima nervosum, Stapf. 
S. sulcatum, Camus. 
Dichanthium annulu.tum, Stapf. 
Saccharum officinarum, Linn. 
Eragrostis interrupta, Beauv. 
Dendrocalamus strictus, Nees. 
Digitaria marginata, Link. 
Var. fimbriata, Stapf'. 
D. marginata, Link. Var. fimbriata, Stapf. 
Brachiaria Isachne, Stapf. 
Digitaria marginata) Link. 
Var. fimbriata, Stapf. 
Oplismenus compositus, P. Beauv. 
Diplachne fusca. Beauv. 
Chloris virgata, Sw. 
Alloteropis cimicina, Stapf. 
Pennisetum setesum, Rich. 
Saccharum officinarum, Linn. 
Iscilema Wightii, Anders. 
Ophiurus megaphyllus, Sliapf. 
Rotboellia exaltata, Linn. f. 
Heteropogon contortus, Roem. & Schult. 
Ophiurus megaphy lIus, Stapf. 
Bambusa vulgaris Scbrad. Var. striata, Auct. 
Sebima nervosum, Stapf. 
Heteropogon contortus, Roem. & Schult 
H. contortus, R. &. S. 
Saccharum officinarum, Linn, 

Page 
Number 

174 

149 
148 
149 
134 
183 
]63 
46 

149 
149 
163 
226 
113 

:21 

23 
94 
96 

234 
285 

125 
125 
135 

125 
153 
246 
255 
129 
181 

46 
113 
an 
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109 
'19 

28a 

21 
IOU 
109 
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s. Vernacular 
No. Name 

573 Suka 
574 Sukhli Kursali 
575 SuI 
576 Sunkhali 
577 Suothia Khad 
578 Suphetkar 
579 Suria 
580 Sur pur Chaurela 
581 Survalu 
582 Sut 
583 Swamp Millet 
584 Tagar Sammi 
585 Tandula 
586 Tan-salVa 
587 Tambat 
588 Tambit 
589 Tambit 
590 Tambiti 
591 Tambrut 
592 Tambrut 
593 Tambrut 
594 Tambrut 
595 Tara 

596 Tare 
.'>97 Telia 
598 Teosinte 
:399 Tikhari 
600 Tiki grass 
601 Tripha 
602 Todha 
(l03 Todia 
604 Tokarband 
605 Tor 
606 Tor chand hoi 
607 Tulsi 
608 Turdia 
609 Turdia 
610 Udha 
611 Udhu-bans 
612 Ululgyan hullu 
613 "Onder-puncho 
614 Urodhan 

VERNAOULAR NAMES OF GRASSES 

Botanical 
Name 

Page 
Number 

Digitaria marginata, Link. Var. fimbriata, Stapf. 
Heteropogon contortus, R. & Schult. 

125 
109 
238 
109 

Eragrostis minor, Host. 
Heteropogoo contort us, Roam. & Schult. 
Chrysopogon montanus, Trin. 
Sacciolepis myosuroides, Haines. 
Elytrophorus articulatu8, Beauv. 
Urochloa reptan8, Stapf. 
Heteropogon cootortus, Roem. & Sohult. 
Ophiurus megaphyllus, Stapf. 
Isachne miliacea, Roth. 
Dactyloctenium aegyptium, Richt. 
Oryza sativa, Linn. 
Panicum obscurans, Woodrow. 
Apluda variax, Var. aristata, Hack. 
Iscilema laxum, Hltck. 
1. Wightii, Anders. 
Aptuda varia, Var. aristata, Hack. 
Amphilophis odorata, A. Camus. 
Andropogon pumilus, Roxb. 
Iscilema Laxum, Hack. 
1. Wightii, Anders. 
Digitaria marginata, Link. 

Var. fimbriata, Stapf. 
D. marginata, L. Var. fimbriata, Stapf. 
Dichanthium caricosum, A. C tmus. 
Euchlaena mexicana, Sehrad. 
Cymhopogon Martini, Stapf. 
Isehaemllm rngosum, Salisb. 
Thelepogon eiegans, Roth. 
Eragrostis ganget,iea. Steud. 
Echinochloa colona, Link. 
Panicum montanum, Roxb. 
Echinochloa colona, Link. 
Eragrostis ciliares, Link. 
Apluda varia, Var. aristata, Hack. 
Oplismenus eompositns, P. Beauv. 
Arundinella setosa, Trin. 
Dendroca lamus strictus, N ees: 
Bambusa vulgaris, Schrad. 
Dinebra retroflexa. Panzer. 
Eragrostis ciliares, Link. 
Hygroryza aristata, ~ees. 

70 
166 
276 
144 
109 

39 
189 
263 
274 
157 

29 
113 
113 

29 
~9 

99 
113 
113 

125 
125 
93 

I 
104 

13 
27 

236 
14S 
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148 
2:H 

2fJ 
15H 
192 
185 
282 
265 
23l 
271 
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S. 
No. 

Vernacular 
Name 

615 Us 
616 Usa 
617 Usadhana 
618 Usar-ki-ghas 
619 Ushir 
620 Vaidia-gavat 
621 Vala 
622 Vale 
623 Vanguaria 
624 Varagu 
625 Vari 
626 Vari-
627 Varighudi 
628 Va rival 
629 Vasane-hulJu 
630 Wag-hakt 
631 Water Grass 
632 Wheat 
633 Wire grass 
634 Wontenulyi 
635 Yellow bamboo 
636 Yerwa 
637 Zini bathi 
638 Zinjee 
639 Zinzmd. 
640 Zinzvo 
64] Zinzvo 

Botanical 
Name 

Saccharum officinarum, Linn. 
S. officinarum, Linn. 
Amphilophis odorata, A. Camus. 
Sporobolus orienta lis, Kunth. 
Vetiveria zizaniodes, Stapf. 
Amphilophis odorata, A. Camus. 
Vetiveria zizaniodes, Stapf. 
V. zizaniodes, Stapf. 
Arthraxon inermis, Hook. f. 
Panicum miliaceum, Linn. 
P. miliaceum, Linn. 
P. miliare, Lam. 
P. miliare, Lam. 
Polytoca barbata., Stapf. 
Cymbopogon citratus, Sta.pf. 
Brachiaria Isachne, Stapf. 
B. mutica, Stapf. 
Triticum aestivum, Linn. 
Cynodon dacty lon, Pers. 
Ochlandra Talboti, Brandis. 
Bambusa vulgaris, Schrad. 
Oplismenus Burmannii, P. Beauv. 
Themeda quadrivalvis, O. Kuntze. 
Dichanthium annulatum, Stapf. 
D. annulatum. Stapf. ,. 
D. carricosum, A. Camus. 
Andropogon pumilus, Roxb. 
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College Notes and News 
Gymkhana Report :-The activities of the College Gymkhana started in 

right earnest immediately after the Gymkhana Elect,ions in June 1950, with keen 
interest and enthusiasm on the part of the various secretaries. All the College 
annual sports ex~ept tennis were held during the 3rd week of August as the 
Annual Social Gathering of the College was on 23rd of August. A large number 
of students hfld taken part in athletic sports this yeetr, and to our credit, Shri Felix 
Pinto has broken the Univer3ity record in Ja.veline throw and Shri :v.1:ahajan has 
broken the record of the Poon~ "University in long distance Tunning. Messnl. 
Dalaya and Mahajan have tied for t,he individual championship. 
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Our foot.ball team is second to none but so far there was no chance for ns 
to display our full team due to injury to some of onr players. We t,ook part in 
the Poona College League. Though we art" not topping the list, we a,re better off 
than many other Col1eges which have got It wide choice of students. )Iessr,<:. Pint,o 
brothers, Rana, }1'ana, D'"ilva and Pawar may he ment,ioned as some of the iOtrong 
holds of our team. 

This year our standard of cricket has improved greatly. Messrs .. Thala and 
.Ioshi are olltstanding as batsmen and bowlers. 

After many years of clamouring for a table tennis table we have at last, 
succeeded in getting one. The College tournaments were conducted in the 3rd 
week of August and Shri. M. V. Kshirsagar WOIl the championship. Our Bad· 
mington tournaments were held on P.Y. C. Gymkhana due to want of a Badmington 
court of ollr own. Shri M. B. Rana was the college champion in this item. 

Another interest,ing item was the Body Beautiful compet,ition. This wail 
started last year and has attracted the attention of both the staff members and the 
students. The title" Mr. Agricultural College" was keenly contested this year 
both by the staff members and the students. Shri S. N. Dharu obtained this 
title and our staff member Shri N. R. Paranjape got the first prize for the most 
muscular body. 

Our standard of Indian games and gymnastics is the same as last year. 
Messrs Mane, Deshmukh and Bhomaj obtained the first places in wrestling in their 
respe\.'tive class weights. And Messrs Dharu, Pendse and Dalaya obtained the 
first places in weight lifting in their respective class weights. 

The reading room caters to the taste of every student,as ma.ny of the foreign 
magazines are appearing regularly; moreover we have a new decent radio and 
excellent lighting in the reading room. 

The debating society and Agricultural Association were inaugurated by 
Dr. M. R. Jaykar, Vice Chancellor of the University of Poona. The progammes 
organised by the debating society seem to be very poorly patronised by the 
students. Our enthusiastic Hon.Secy.has joined hands with other colleges to form 
the Poona Colleges Debating Association. 

There is no doubt that much more can be achieved than what has beell 
possible for us under the peculiar and difficult, circumstances in which we ilrl:> 
placed in this college. 

After years of hopes and waiting the dream of having a gymkhana pavilion 
of our own viz. "The Mahatma. Gandhi Kridamandir" has been realised. WI' are 
very thankful to our present Government for its substancial he lp to mal{e up the 
deficit in our pavilion funds. The opening ceremon~r of t.his "MahMmlt Gandhi 
Kridamandir" was performed by the world famous cricketer Shri Vijay 
Jlerchant on 2nd September 1950. 

N. B. :-The Reading Room Secretfll',V Shri P. V. Salvi has left t,he coll~ge 

in Oct. So Shri. R. .T. ~ikam is appointed in his place. 

U. R. Pawar 
Hon. Gen. Secretary, 

Agri. Oollege Gymkhana, Poonfl 5. 
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hDorher model that has heen creating 

records all over India is the; Kirloskar 
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.. Businessmen say that agriculture is not a profitable avocation in India. But, since life 
depends upon agricult.ure, where agriculture is not profitable, life itself cannot be profitable. 
This result is not, cannot be, natural; it is the rE'Sult of an artificinl civilization. " 

......... Mahatma Candhi • 

.. Comprehensive. scientific planning, with land llaivntion as its objective is now the only 
choice for countries that are most affected." 

......... Mahatma Candbi. 



The agricultural worker takes 
a pride in his job, especially 
when ho has modern equipment 
at h ie command. 

Pride of performance comes 
from a good watch, too. You will 
be proud to wear, as we are 
proud to produce, a West End 
Watch. 

Although we have been establi. 
shed in India for over three •• 
quarters of a century, we have 
kept fully abreast of modern 
development and every watch 
we sell gives fine value. for. 
money, embodies the best in 
craftsmanship and design. 

Reliability and fine appearance 
are synonymous with the J14me 
"Weat End". 
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Harry FergullOn of India Ltd.. is the 
first company eveT to assemble rractot'8 
in India with Indian labour. 
How Ferguson Helps Food Production 
The power animal is the most costly and 
inefficient source of power available. Yet 
for thousands of years weary men have 
just scratched the surface of the soil with 
primitive implements drawn by animals. 
The Ferguson System of compleu farm 
mechanisation allows OM IIIaA with a 
Ferguson tractor and implements to 
do the work of many men with many 
animals-and dD it belter! He can plouah 
deeper, sow and reap faster, cultivate 
more accurately-and work under con
ditions that are impossible - not only 
for animals, but also for other tractors! 

fERGUSO 
the first tractor 
ever assembled 

in India 

NOW IN OPERATION 

Why Ferguson Traeton are Bette .. 
Ferguson tractors and implements work 
as Ollf! unit. This givet them greater 
power and Itabiliry without excess weight. 
They can work on swampy ground 
without bogging, and on steep hillsides 
without tippinll up. They have automatic 
protection against damage from hidden 
obstacles. In addition, Ferguson tractors 
and implementa are «uw f,Q _. They 
need little mechanical knowledge to 
operate. One spanner does all necessary 
field adjustments. Hydraulic control of 
implements from the driver's seat makes 
work easier, faster and more accurate. 
They will help Indian farmers produce 
mor~ food-cheapa food-on every 
acre of Indian soil. 

IBt 
GROW MORE FOOD- MORE CHEAPLY 

WITH fER GUS 0 N 
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The Late Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel 

We received the extremely sad news of the passing away of Sardar 
Vallabhbhai Patel, Deputy Prime Minister of our country on the 15th 
December. Hardly had the country recovered from the staggering 
blow of the demise of the Father of the Nation, Gandhiji, it has been 
dealt another stunning blow. Sardar Patel was a devoted follower of 
Gandhiji, he was a great patriot, a warrior who fought the battle of 
the country's liberation. Since its liberation he bas been one of the 
architects who had done much to build the edifice of the newly born 
democratic state. But for his personal influence, courage, and power, 
the India of the Princes would have continued to remain as a separate 
entity and to that extent the country would have been weakened and 
fallen a prey to disintegrating forces. We owe a unified India to his 
courageous and farsighted action. It is said of Sardar Patel that he 
has achieved something which the greatest of the Statesmen of Europe 
had failed ·to achieve. A gallant soldier, whose love of his motherland 
was so great that nothing daunted him in his pursuit to win the free
dom of the country and achieve it\', unification. Un\fied India Vlill ever 
rpmain as a monument to that great and beloved son of India whose 
df'ath we have met to mourn. 

Sardar Patel will be well remembered as the leader of the Bar
doli Satyagraha movement which was one of the decisive events which 
helped the liberation of the country years later. He was the right hand 
man of Galldhiji and through thick and thin he stood by his leader 
alld followed him. 

The country has lost a noble son, a great patriot, and a great 
Statesman that kept the divergent forces together. The ranks of our 
elder statesman is slowly thinning. Many of them are over strained 
with tremendous responsibilities. Sardar would probably have re
mained with us longer if he had disengaged himself from the ardous 
duties of the Minister of the State. But his sense of duty was so great 
that even at the cost of Sacrifice of his health he stuck to his post and 
carried out his duties entrusted t,o his care. It will indeed be a diffi
cult task to find another statesman who can take up the work and dis
charge his responsibilities as ably at! the Sardar had done. 

A great Roul has passed away from our midst and may peace be 
with it. 

~ .. ~ .... .wts ........................ ~_ ........... ~ 



January 26th 1951. 

Principal's Message on Republic Day 

To--day marks the beginning of the second year of our Republic. Three 
years ago when the country declared its independence there were rejoicings every
where and every one had fervently hoped that great developments would take 
place with the ushering in of freedom symbo1ic of peace and prosperity. But at 
the end of three years of freedom the country finds itself in an unsettled state, the 
cost of living is very high, essential commodities are scarce, food, clothing and 
shelter are inadequate. The very best efforts of our leaders to remedy these de· 
fects have failed and there appears to be forces working against betterment. The 
reasons for such a state of affairs are not far to seek. There is an absence of the 
spirit of cooperation, of willingness to sacrifice and of a sense of tolerance among 
the people of the country. Apparently democracy is on trial so soon aftrr gaining 
our independence. Although it is too early to pass judgment on ourselves yet 
there aTe unmistakable signs of development of unhealthy tendencies of which 
our leaders have warned us and which should be stemmed at once. The aim of 
our leaders is to build an enduring state on secular and democratic lines. This 
cannot be done unless the people of the country become disciplined, self-reliant. 
and energetic, so that out of these, selfless and patriotic leaders may arise. Such 
citizens and leaders are being trained in the colleges and schools of our country. 
These institutions provide t,he best training ground and offer facilities and the 
required atmosphere for the training of the mind and body to develop a sense of 
mutual help and cooperation, commradeship and understanding, tolerance and 
fellowship among the young. If right advantage is taken of these opportunit,jes, 
there can be little doubt that disciplined citizens would become available to help 
the leaders to achieve the nation's goal of tranquility and contentment. 

There can be no greater ideal than to hecome a good and useful citizen by 
doing one's duty aright. The country needs the zeal with disciplined enthusiasm 
of the young for its development. Every college I1nd school can help by develo
ping men with ardent desire to serve their motherland. A great opportunity 
awaits every student to become a worthy citizen a.nd a great patriot. Towards a 
consummation of this ideal let our institution play its part. 

- Jay Hind -
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tditorial 

The State of Bombay is deficient in regards to food production. At pre
sent it does not produce enough food to supply the needs of its population. A 
large area of the State is subject to deficient rainfall or famine. It is, therefore, 
imperative to provide irrigation facilities wherever possible, so as to emmre the 
production of more food. Government has, therefore, thought it necessary to 
introduce two new levies on irrigated lands viz., the betterment levy and the 
irrigation cess ig addition to water rates. It is felt t.hat the beneficiaries under an 
irrigation scheme should contribute sufficient revenue to meet the capital, interest 
and maintenance cost of each work. The betterment levy is to be imposed on the 
lands under command of all the new major irrigation works. Thirl levy is to be 
utilised towards the provincial irrigation fund from which new schemes will be 
financed. The irrigation cess, which is meant to meet the working expenses of the 
system would be three rupees per acre in the perennial section and one rupee 
eight annas per acre in the non-perennial one. The water rates on the existing 
irrigation works in the Deccan are to be increased from February 15th by one 
third the existing rates. The rate is to be raised by one half the present rate on 
perennial and seasonal crops (except food grains and pulses) from 15th February 
1952 onwards for a period of six years. 

No doubt the agriculturists in the State will have to bear the additional 
burden of the levies. But consideration of the present high rated of maintenance 
and management and the benefit to be derived in future by way of increased 
irrigation facilities over a large area have necessitated these being imposed. One 
may take comfort in the fact that the future irrigation facilities would enable the 
State to make a greater headway towards self sufficiency in food. Is it an ill wind 
that does nobody any good? 

... ... ... ... 

Hardly had the agriculturists in the north of the Bombay State taken a 
breath of relief from flood and heavy rainfall, when they have had to face the 
menace of swarms of desert locusts! The locusts settled and started new broods 
causing considerable damage to crops. All possible measures were taken to fight 
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the pest. In certain parts of the State people cooperated with Government and a 
ceaseless vigil was maintained. While at places the locust eradicating squad was 
attacked on humanatarian and sentimental grounds. This sentiment is undesi
rable especially when human beings are faced with food shortage. It is extremely 
important to thoroughly scour their breeding places and eradicate them at the 
source. The international anti-locust conference, which met at New Delhi, has 
decided to reinforce the anti. locust organisation in the desert regions of Asia and 
Africa. Close cooperation in Persia, Pakistan and India would go a long way in 
the extermination of this pest. 

>I' * * * 

The Orissa Government have established a land utilisatioll board. The 
function of this board wonld be to restore the ecological balance and to put land 
to the best, economic use. It will apportion land according to suitability and need 
so as to prevent soil erosion and reclaim eroded land, to work out a coordinated 
crops plan, to undertake retlearch and eontrol the development of cattle welfare 
aceording to available fodder resourees. It will have to work out a proper equa
tion between forests, pastures fields and the men and cattle, who work them. The 
problem is a difficult one to solve and yet if the board envisages the problem 
properly and works it out in the right direction, much may be achieved with full 
Government backing and execution of the boards recommendation. A ~imilar 

board is neEded in our State. Our District and Taluka Rural Development boards 
may well consider these problems as matters of priority and evolve and suggest 
suitable measures. 

* -* * * 

Colombo plan for the development of the Asian countries concerns the 
development of nearly four fifths of the popu lation of a region on whose economic 
welfare and stability depends the future or world's prosperity. The plan envisages 
different stages of development of different countries, however, it mainly lays 
stress on the development of agriculture. India has a vital and important place in 
this plan because of its geography and economic position. 

The plan is a six year project to develop Agriculture and Industry ill the 
South and South East Asia and will benefit one quarter of the world's population. 
It proposes (1) to increase the cultivated land by 18 million acres-an increase of 
3~ per cent, (2) to increas irrigated land by 18 million acres-an increase of 17 per 
cent, (3) to increase the production of food by 6 million tons-an increase of 10 per 
cent and (4) to increase electrical energy by 67 per cent. Out of a sum of £ 1868 
million 34 per cent will be spent Oil transportation and commUL,icatioIl-a2 per cent 
on Agriculture includmg irrigation and river valley Jevelopment-18 per cent on 
Lousing, health and education-LO per cent on industry and mining and 8 per cent 
on fuel and power. 
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The largest expenditure £ 13'79 million is to be incurred in India. 33 per 
cent of the allocation amounting to Rs. 18396 million to be spent on agricultural 
development is expected to increase the Indian production of food in 1956-57 by 
three million tons, cotton by 195,000 tons, Jute by 375,000 tons and oil-seeds by 
1,500,000 tons. The increase will bring about an increase of four ounces of ration 
and 5 yards of cloth per capita. 

If India is able to raise sufficient funds Rs. 1030 crores internally and 
Rs. 800 crores otherwise it will be possible to carry the scheme through. Favour
able economic conditions within the country are necessary to fulfill the programme. 
Mutual confidence between the Eastern and Western countries and cooperation 
will go far to achieve this end. Let us hope and pray that the dream may come 
true. 

* * * * 

During the last few years, there has been a great incentive in utilising under
ground water resources in our State. Well construction has progressed consider
ably. In the August issue of this magazine a reference was made to the increasing 
of tube wells in Gujarat. At the end of November last, Shri B. G. Deshpande 
addressed the Institution of Engineers (India) Bombay centre, on the subject of 
"Underground Water Resources of Gujarat". He explained how t.he alluvial 
substratum in the region comprising Ahmedabad and Kaira dist.ricts and parts of 
Saurashtra, Panchmahals, 'Baroda and Broach districts was responsible for the 
availability or otherwise of water and the quantity available. He suggested that 
there were three distinct, sourcefe' of ground water supply viz. the sub-soil zones, the 
sub-artesian zone and artesion zone, and stated their tentative depths. He 
observed that water in the sub-~oil zone was brackish in many places that from 
the sub-artesian zone fresh and potable and the water from the artesian zone not 
potable but often suitable for irrigatiun. According to him the sub-artesian zone 
could be substantially developed and utilised. He suggested systematio explora
tion of the sub-artesian lOnc to a depth of :2000 ft. by a central organisation with 
a view to carrying out systematic hydrologic and geological studies of the strata 
and study the yeid as well as the chemical and bacteriological properties of water 
from the different zones. This would enable the proper and most economic and 
maximum utilisation of underground water. He further suggested that the yield 
of the sub-artesian zones could be boosted up by compr0ssed air. 

Shri Deshpande's remarks are well worth consideration and it is upto 
Government to carry out the necessary iuve"tigation along with studies of ralI1-
fall and runoff in the areas and the catchment of the alluvium with a view to 
determine the rate of intake of ground water. 

* * * * 
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The President of the Republic of India, Dr. Rajendraprasad laid the 
foundation stone of the Mungalal Goenka Institute of Animal Genetics and Nutri
tion at the Institute of Agriculture, Anand on 16th October. The institute when 
complete will serve as a centre of research for Animal Genetics and Nutrition. 
There was a lack of this type of research in our State; and the institute when 
fully functioning will serve the needs of the Gujarat area. We wish our sister 
institution success in this direction. 

'" '" '" 
The seventh convention of the Deccan Sugar Technologists' Association was 

held at the college on 14, 15 and 16th October. A large number of agricultural 
graduates attended the function. The agricultural graduates held a separate 
meeting of their own and decided to form" The Bombay State Agricultural 
Graduates' Association". The Association aims to form an organised opinion 
regarding agricultural problems and to undertake activities in the interest of the 
graduates. The association intends to publish a" Who's Who" of the members 
from time to time. A committee under the chairmanship of Dr.1\L B. Ghatge, 
Dy. Director of Agriculture and Shri K. P. Deshmukh as Secretary has drafted the 
constitution. We wish the association success and trust that all the agricultural 
graduates will take an active part in its activities by becoming its members. 

'" '" '" • 
Dr. Ivanov, Dr. Eustropov and Mr. Kouskeovosky, the three Russian 

delegates for the International Locust Conference held at Delhi, visited the college 
on 30th November. After visiting the several sections and studying their resparch 
activities, the delegates addressed t·he students on " Education in Russia ". 

* * * * 

Shrj A. A. Memon returned from U. S. A. after obtaining M. S. degree in 
Agricultural Engineering and has joined the section of Agricultural Engineering, 
Physics and Mathematics. 

* * * * 

The news of the demise of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, Deputy prime Minis
ter, Government of India, on the 15th December came as a shocking and stagger
ring blow. The members of the staff and the college students met to express 
their sense ofsorrow and loss. The meeting passed the following resolution in 
reverent silence in memory of the departed soul. 

"We the members of the Staff and Students of the College of Agriculturt', 
Poona and officers and members of the staff of the Department of Agriculture, 
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Poona, assembled at this meeting, express our deep sense of sorrow at the sudden 
demise of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, Deput,y Prime Minister In his death the 
country has lost a foremost statesman, a noble son, and a great patriot. The loss 
is irreparahle and staggering. 

We send our heart-felt condolences to the bereaved members of his 

family. " 

May his soul rest in peace . 

• 
Extension of the Cashew Nut Cultivation 

and Development of the Cashew Nut 

Industry in the Bombay State. 

By 

1. A. SAYBD>i« 

The Cashew nut is an important commodity of international trade and the 
Cashew nut industry became largely concentrated in India where it has developed 
into a national industry. The future expansion of this exportant and flourishing 
industry should receive urgent attention of not only the concerned States but also 
of the Federal Government. In the present note are discussed the various aspects 
of the Cashew nut industry, the scope for development and the possibilities of 
extending Cashew nut cultivation in the Bombay State. 

1. The development and the scope of the Cashew nut industry. 
The gradual expansion of the cashew nut industry in India and t,he incrE'Rsillg 
importance of cashew kernels in world trade, reflect the sustained efforts of 
growers and business men, extending over a period of over two decades, to develop 
the industry on sound commercial lines through improved methods of processing 
and packing to meet stringent requirements of export trade. 

* Assistant Horticulturist, Bombay State, Poona 5. 
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Consequent upon successful popularization of cashew kernels in bakery and 
confectionery trade in the United States of America, the cashew nut industry in 
India received so much impetus, particularly after the World War J, that it 
eventually occupied monopolistic position in supplies of cashew kernels to Arne. 
rica and Europe to the extent of OVer 90%. The United St.ates of America is by 
far the largest importer of cashew kernels, more than 98% of which are of Indian 
orlgJO. Cashew kernels are among the few commodities in India which are care· 
fully graded and scientifically packed for export market. It might, however, be 
emphasized that the volume of trade does not emanate entirely through our own 
production of nuts and, in order to maintain the export trade level, cashew nuts 
are required to be imported into India in appreciable quantities (statistics furni
shed el!>ewhere) from foreign countries chiefly Portugese East Africa. 

Though the trade in cashew nuts has developed appreciably during the 
last 25 years or so, the possibilities of further expansion, both in production of 
nuts and consumption of kernels, are immense. In view of the monopolistic 
position our country occupies in the export of cashew kernels and the fact that 
more than 98% of the United States of America's total imports of cashew kernels 
are of Indian origin, there cou ld not be more opportune time than now to rein. 
force export of cashew kernels to the United States and thus earn the much needed 
dollars to enhance our trade balances. 

2. Cultural requirements:- The cashew tree thrives under a wide 
range of soi I and climatic conditions. On the west and east coasts of India, it 
grows on laterite and sandy soils with an annual rainfall of 120 and 40 inches 
respectively. It also tbrives well on lands rec;laimed from the sea. Though 
least fastidious to soil and climatic conditions, it does not, however, thrive whf'n 
grown far inland thus retaining its tropical character. The cashew tree grows on 
poor soils unsuited to most crops and withstands drought remarkably well. It is 
on account of thp latter characteri~tjc that it has come to be regarded as a waste 
land crop and renders possible its expansion in such areas and in varkas lands. It 
is, therefore. obvious that with sucb minimum cultural requirements and very 
small capital out lay in establishing plantations, it should be possible to extend 
its cultivation in all possible areas on the west coast of the Bombay State to 
augment production of this valuable commodity of commerce. 

3. Economic importance of the cashew nut industry :-- The cashew 
nut tree yields several products of economic importance chiefly (1) the kernels 
from the nuts (2) the liquid from the Cashew nut shells and (3) vinegar and 
liquor from t.he "apple". 

(i) The cashew kernels :-The cashew kernels is the principal commo
dity of commerce which is exported, after being properly processed, in large 
quantities to the United States of America and to a small extent to the continpnt 
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of Europe. The consumption of kernels in the United States of America is mostly 
in the form of salted kernels though a good quantity is also utilized in the produc
tion of candy and confectionery. Kernels are also used, to some extent., in 
bakery and ice-cream products. 

(ii) Cashew Dut shell oil :-Although the cashew kernels are still confli
dered as the primary product of the industry. the cashew nut shell oil came into 
prominence during the emergency as a fltrategic war material. It is largely used 
in resin solutions for impregnating electric coils in the manufacture of brake 
linings for motor trucks and air craft. and molding resins for insulating aviation 
electric parts The shell oil is a dark viscous substance the principal constituents 
of which are Cardol and anarcardic acid. The" Cardanol" which is obtained 
from anarcardic acid is used in several ways as protective coatings, as a platiciser 
for lacquers and as a fixative in perfumes. It is also used in the preparation of 
insecticides while fisherman use the shell oil for tanning their nets. 

The shell oil represents 35% of the weight of the shell but only 
of oil is recoverable by the presf'nt crude ma.nufacturing proces'l. 
shells yield 2! to 3 Ibs. of oil. The unrefined shell oil fetches in the 
market Rs. 1-15-3 for four gallons. 

12 to 15% 
125 lbs. of 
American 

The shell oil industry of potential industrial value as an ancillary to the 
cashew kernels industry offers abundant scope for further development through 
research on the improvement of manufacturing process to recover maximum per
centage of oil from the shells and its use for industrial purposes. 

(iii) The cashew apples :-Cashew "apple" is used, in producing areas, as a 
fresh fruit and as a vegetable but the total quantity actually used is very small,not 
exceeding 10-15%, and the rest is practically wasted. The reasons for its limited 
use are that it remains immature even when three-fourth'! of the nuts are harves
ted and the ripe apple is acrid which renders it unpleasant to taste. Its indus
trial use lies in the production of fermented liquors or wines noted for their high 
mineral content. However, with the introduction of total prohibition in the 
Bombay State, the entire produce of " apples" can be utilized for the production 
of vinegar which will have a ready market. While these uses are, as yet, of locrd 
significance, they are potentially of economic importance after the ca~hew nut, 
industry is completely organiBed. 

(iv) Cashew peels :-The kernels obtained after peeling have a thin coat 
of reddish brown colour which adheres closely and is removed by peeling. The 
peels constitute about 12% of the weight of kernels. The following analysis 
shows that the cashew peels form a. wholesome poultry feed of high nutritive 
value. 
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Water 8'1 %, Proteine 7'6%, Fat 12'3%, Carbohydrates 59'2%, Fibre 
11'0%, Ash 1'8%. 

The peels are, at present, wholly wasted or used as a fuel after mixing with 
oow dung. 

Cashew peels to the tune of 25, 27, 002 Ibs. are obtained annually from the 
total quantit.y of 7,02,19,520 lbs. of oashew nuts processed in India (1944). Such 
a huge quantity of peels could be made to yield a substantial income if they are 
carefully collected and used as a poultry feed instead of this wealth being allowed 
to be wasted, 

(v) Manufacturing plants :-Of the 63 cashew nut processing plants in 
India, 28 are located in the Madras State, 29 in the Union of Travancore and 
Cochin and 6 in the Bombay State. The annual output from the factories in the 
Bombay State is estimated at 5,64,000 lbs. It is reported that except four facto. 
ries which use modern equipment, the processing of nuts in the majority of facto· 
ries is rather crude and primitive. Recent experiments in mechanising the in· 
dustry ill Brazil and substituting machinery for much of the hand labour hitherto 
employed have been successful. Should the mechnisation of the industry prove 
feasible in Brazil where raw material is abundantly available in its tropical 
regions, Brazilian industry might offer effective competition to the Indian cashew 
nut industry. There is, therefore, an urgent need for mechanising the industry to 
augment production of cashew kernels of Buperior quality and thus counteract 
potential threat to this industry from its counterpart in Brazil and South ,\frica . 

• 
(vi) Workers employed in the industry:-Statistics of workers employed 

in manufacturing plants in Madrat; and Bombay States and the Union of Travan. 
core and Cochin are not separately available. It is, however, estimated that the 
Indian cashew nut industry normally affords employment for some 90 to 100 
thousand persons. This indicates how great are the possibilities of developing 
this industry and the scope it offers for providing employment to large number of 
workers, thus helping substantially in solving, to some extent, the grave problem 
of growing unemployment in the country. 

4 International trade in the cashew nut products:- The inter. 
national trade in cashew kernels from India to the United State has been consider· 
ably stimulated during tile last 15 years. This concentration of the industry in 
India and the expansion of world trade in the cashew kernels are attributed to 
the increasing interest, of American food manufacturers in this commodity as a 
substitute for almond in confectionery and bakery trades. In order that the pre. 
sent position and the magnitude of this industry might be appreciated, statistics 
relating to import of cashew nuts for processing in India and export of cashew 
kernelR to America and to the continent are furnished. These figures clearly 
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indicate the immense scope for further development of this industry and expan
sion of international trade in the cashew nut products. 

(i) Import of cashew nuts :-The production of cashew nuts in India is 
inadequate to maintain the level of export trade in cashew kernels and, therefore, 
large quantities of cashew nuts are imported every year from Africa for processing 
and reexporting. India produced 67,200,000 Ihs. of cashew nuts in 1944 and 
imported, in the same year, 3,019,520 Ills. from Portugese East Africa. The im
ports of cashew nuts from Africa and their value are as follows ;-

Table 1 :-Imports of cashew nuts into India. 

Quantity in tons Value-Rupees 

1943-44 1944-45 1945-46 1943-44 1944-45 1945-46 

• 
1. Union of Sout.h 67 1 1,03,096 1,694· 

Africa 

2. Portugese East 13,404 44,19,829 
Africa 

3. Zanzibar 214 80 ;ina 

4. Keniya Colony 286 40] 64,771 1,63,830 

5. Tanganika 1062 2,137 2,76,818 8,03,606 
Territory 

The African nuts are of inferior quality being small and the percentage of 
high grade kernels obtained from them is relatively low. No custom dut.y is levied 
on imported nuts and, t.herefore, imports are free and abundant. It is apparent 
from these statistics that there is an urgent need for increasing local product.ion of 
cashew nuts through extension of area under cashew trees and improving methods 
of harvesting, collecting etc. It is noted that in several parts of India, immature 
nuts are picked which affects, appreciably, recovery of kernels from such nuts and 
the quality of kernels. 

(ii) Export of cashew kernels :-In view of increasing demand for the 
cashew kernels as a substitute for almond in confectionery and bakery trade in 
America and the continent and improvement in packing and transportation, the 
international trade in cashew kernels hail rapidly increased. The quantities and 
the value of cashew kernels exported from India to different countries are shown 
in Table 2. 
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Table 2 :-Exports of cashew kernels from India. 

Quantity in tons Value-I~upees 
-~--------------- --------~ 

1943-44 1944-45 1945-46 I 1943-44 1944-45 Hl45-46 
-----~ 

1. U. S. A. 2983 7325 
i 

11,541 ! 1,19,05,294 3,13,80,514 5,54,61,304 

2. United 1400 540 381 15,95,467 8,70,088 13,12,H9 
Kingdom 

3. Canada 37 168,421 

4. New Zealand 65 28 39 87,403 48,986 1,0l,500 

5. Australia 28 61,653 

It might be stated that Brazil bas beeu an irregular exporter of the cashew 
kernels for some years but commercial development has not progressed substanti· 
ally because of the competitivo advantage of India in its cheap labour'. However, 
with the mechanization of the cashew nut industry in Brazil, it is not known how 
long India will enjoy this advantage. It must" however, be admitted that Brazil 
with its abundant resourcE'S of raw material is a potential competitor and unless 
all-out efforts are made immediately to reorganise this industry in all its agpects, 
our monopoly of ca~bew kernels might be appreciably weakened. 

(iii) Shell oil :-The production of shell oil in India has increased appreci
ably in recent years owing to large scale export of cashew kernels to the United 
States. The total production of shell oil in 1 9 42 on the west coast of India where 
the bulk of cashew nuts are processed was estimated at 350,000 gallons. The 
United States of America is by far the largest importer of shell oil which is utilised 
in key industries. The quantity and value of shell oil exported from India to the 
1.1. S. A. are as follows ;-

Year 

1943 

1944 

Quantity lbs. 

G,625,773 

3,843,164 

Value-Rupees 

25,50,831 

] 36:3,962 

In view of importance of shell oil as a strategic war material and its use ill 

the manufacture of several commodities of commerce mentioned before. the shell 
oil industry needs to be reorganised urgently to increase the production of oil and 
other by-products chiefly 'Ca.rdallol'. The present crude met.hoJ. of burning shells 
in a drum for extracting oil must he improved by suitable experiments lo obtain 
maximum recovery of oil of superior qU:l.lity. 
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5. Possibilities of extension of area under cashew nut in the 
Bombay State:- The urgency of extending cashew nut cultivation in the 
Bombay State as an essential prerequisite to the development of the cashew nut 
industry in India was realised as far back as 1932 when efforts were made to 
elicit information in regurd to the scope for bringing vast areas of varkas land 
under cashew nut cultivation. The writer was actively associated with a survey 
of Konkan district to study, among others (a,) the soil and climatic conditions 
under which cashew trees thrive, (b) the economic of cashew nut cultivation and 
(c) the possibilities of extending cashew nut cultlvation in varkas lands of the 
Konkan districts. 

(i) The present state of cashew nut cultivation: - The area under 
cashew nut in the Bombay State, as reported by the Revenue Department, was 
3440 acres in 1948-49 but it is observed that this acreage does not represent the 
correct position in view of fluctuating figures of acreage reported from year to 
year by the Revenue authorities. It must" however, be admitted that such per
iodical fluctuations in a perennial crop like the cashew see.m highly improbable and. 
the area under cashew trees, promiscuous as they are, must be very large. 

The cashew tree grows extensively on the west, coast in wild st.ate mixed 
with mango Hond other forrst trees and shrubs along the hill slopes and at a fair 
distance from the sea inland. 

The principal centres in the Bombay State where cashew trees grow in 
their natural wild state are the talukas of M:alvan, Vengurla, Khed etc. in H.atna
giri district. They are also widely scattered in North Kanara, Thana and Kolaba 
districts 

The whole of the Konkan tract comprising of the districts of Ratnagiri, 
North Kanara, Thana and Kolaba where cashew trees predominate is climatically 
admirably suitable for its growth and productivity. As said elsewhere, cashew 
tree is Ipast fastidious in its soil requirements. The soil in the Konkan varies from 
the red laterite which is poor but well drained in Southern districts of Ratnagiri 
and North Kanara to medium black soil in Thana and Kolaba. The rainfall 
ranges from 150 inches in North Kanara district to 90 inches in Thana. The 
humidity is always very high. The whole of the Konkan tract is as much a home 
of the cashew nut as any part of South Africa, Brazil, Philippine Islands, etc" 
where it grows abundantly 

It is strange, indeed, that these natural advantages have never evoked 
interest of any cultivator to grow cashew trees on a plantation scale as an econo
mical and remunerative enterprise All what he has done is to plant a few cashew 
trees along the boundary of his field or in his door-yard. The trees are never 
taken care of and, in consequence, yield an uncertain income. It is, however, 
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noted that cashew trees in Malvan and Vengurla talukas where they predominate 
in groups are taken care of only in their bearing season. The state of cashew 
trees growing promiscuously in the entire Konkan t,ract is miserable. 

There is no ownership of trees growing in the forests and on the road side 
and, therefore, the trees receive no attention. Nuts and fruits, in the bearing 
season, are freely availed of by the way-farers who collect nuts and sell them to 

small dealers or factory agents at a nominal price. The produce of thousands of 
trees in inaccessible areas is never collected and is wasted. 

It is, therefore, apparent that in spite of its being a major and flourishing 
industry, the cashew nut industry has not been given the attention it deserves. 
It has been taken too much for granted, presumably because imports of nuts are 
regular and ahundant and adequate attention has not been bestowed on various 
problems connected with the industry, chiefly cultural, to increase production of 
nuts. 

(ii) Economics of cashew nut cultivation :-The cashew nut is a quick 
growing tree which begins to bear in the second or third year and comes into full 
bearing in its fifth year. 

Economics of cashew nut cultivation on a plantation scale show that the 
average net, income is estimated on the basis of pre-war price of Rs. 4-8-0 per 
maund, at Rs. 85/- per acre. This income has further increased with rise in prices 
of kernels. As it is a growing industry, supply will take a long time to exceed 
demand and, therefore, it is reasonable to expect economical returns from such 
plantations for at least 15 years. Since economics of cashew nut has not been 
systematically worked out, it is considered very pssential to establish trial planta
tions in different parts of the Konk'ln for this purpose. 

(iii) Scope for extension of cashew nut cultivation :-Thc varkas lands 
of the Konkan tract which are situated adjoining the garden lands on a higher 
level are admirably suitable for growing cashew trees. Sometimes, hill millets are 
grown in these lands but it pays the owner to allow grass to grow naturally rather 
than culti vate hill millets. 

Out of the total varkas land area of approximately 3,45, 132 acres in Ratna· 
giri district on which Ragi and other inferior millets are grown, at least 5% or 
17.000 acres of privately owned varkas land can be brought under cashew nut 
cultivation. It is estimated that at least 10,000 acres would be also available in 
North Kanara district for this purpose thus bringing the total area that can be 
put under cashew t.rees to 27,000 acres. It should be possible to utilise another 
10,000 acres of Government waste lands in the districts of RaLnagiri and North 
Kanara for extending cashew nut cultivation. 
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As mentioned above, parts of Thana and Kolaba districts are suitable for 
cashew nut cultivation and, on a conservative estimate, [lOOO acres in each of these 
districts can be immediately brought under cultivation. 

Possibilities of extending cashew nut cultivation are abundant along the 
western strip of the merged area of Kolhapllr State. This area adjoins the 
Konkan tract and possesses' climatic conditions suitable for cashew nut cultivation. 
The western border of Kf)lhapur district lies close to thc Sahyadri range where the 
rainfall is as high as 200 inches, annually. Thus, on the basis of rainfall, the area 
of the district can be divided into the following five regions :-1. Area where the 
rainfall is above 200 inches. 2. Area where the rainfall is between 60 & 100 
inches. 3. Area where the rainfall is between 40 & 60 inches. 4. Area where the 
rainfall is between 20 & 40 inches. 5. Area where the rainfall is below 20 inches. 

It is in the first two regions of high rainfall where the soil is laterite, that 
extension of cashew nut, cultivation is possible. The Revenue report,s indicate 
that 1,50,000 aeres are registered as culturable waste while out of the tota 1 culti
vated area, 87,284 acres are under Tari or Paddy lands. It is estimated that at 
least 10,000 acres, if -not more, of varkas and waste lands can be put under 
cashew trees. It appears that the cashew nut cultivation in this region will not 
only be successful but will be a profitable proposition owing to the advantage of 
the north-east monsoon rains oceuring in October and November. 

Among the districts on the western border of Bombay state is the district 
of Surat where cultivation of cashew nut will be possible in those areas where the 
rainfall is over 60 inches and humidity fairly high. Such areas are not far distant 
from the sea. While appreciable area would be available for extension of cashew 
nut cultivation, it cannot, however, be said for certain how much area would be 
actually available for this development unless a survey is undertaken to elicit 
t his information. 

The area under cashew nut can be substantially increased if the Forest 
Department could undertake to plant cashew trees in unreserves. The scheme 
of planting cashew trees in unreserves is, I undersand, in operation in South 
Kanara district. 

Summarising, the new area that can be brought under cas~ew nut cultiva
tion in differnet districts is as follows :-

Rai,nagiri district 
North Kanara district 
Thana district 
Kolaba district 
Snrat district 

17,000 acreA 
10,000 

" 5,000 
" 5,000 
" 5,000 
" 

42,000 acres. 
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If, therefore, an aggregate of from 3000 to 50CO a'Jres in these districts are 
seeded to cashew nut annually, a target of 40,000 acres would be covered in about 
eight years depending upon the quantity of seed nuts available for this purpose. 
The addition of this acreage to the existing promiscuous cultivation will yield 
sufficient raw material to develop the cashew nut industry to the extent desirable 
and at the same time ensure economic stability to wit,hsta,nd potential foreign 
compet.ition. 

6. Conclusion and recommendations:- Consequent upon the rapid 
expansion of export trade in the cashew kernels and the shell oil in recent years, 
the returns from cashew plantations have appreciably increased. But it is strange 
that this expamion has not stimulated active interest among the growers to plant 
new areas in compact blocks. They have obviously failed to realise the case and 
the low cost at which cashew plantation can be established on waste lands and in 
poor soils unsuitable for growing other perennial crops and also the fact that a 
cashew plantation is a lucrative source of income. The present large imports 
from Africa indicate the scarcity of nuts for processing in Indian factories and 
unless production of nuts is increased to maintain not only the present level of 
export of cashew kernels and shell oil but also provide for possible expansion of 
this trade in new foreign markets, India cannot avoid a very keen competition 
from other tropical countries. Increased production of nuts in producing areas 
would mean larger exports of kernels and also of shell oil the demand for which 
is rapidly increasing as a strategic material. Simultaneously with large Bcale 
production of expol·tabJe commodities, production of other by-products Buch as 
vinegar from' apple' and peels, as poultry feed o(.nutritive value would increase 
proportionately. Thus, these products which have been hitherto wasted will be a 
source of substantial income. 

III this connection, the following recommendations are made which, if 
properly implemented, will contribute substantially to the development, in all its 
aspects, of this indust,l'Y on sound commercial lines and thus increase our dollar 
earning capacity. 

1. The growers may be indu0ed t,hrough Departmental ageneie.3, to plant 
their varkas la.nds with cashew trees to increase production. 

2 The state may consider the advisability of disposing varkas lands to 
persons interested in the cultivation of cashew nut on easy terms of payment to 
enable large plantations being established for promoting its cultivation as a 
remunerative crop. 

3. It is necessary to gather exact information with regard to yield of Buts 

per acre and, for this purpose, a number of trial plantations in suitable areas must 
he establiRhed. 
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4. Government may advise the Forest Department to plant cashew trees in 
unreserves as a measure of extending area under cashew nut and increasing produc
tion of nuts. This scheme is being worked satisfactorily in South Kanara district. 

5. Producers' co-operative societies may be established for collecting nuts 
and marketing directly to factories for processing. It should be the duty of the 
collecting agency of the co-operative society to see that only mature nuts are 
harvested. 

6. Government should fix and enforce grade standards for cashew kernels 
for export trade and for home market. The adherence to grade standards by 
shippers will not only secure better price but will ensure trade reputation. 

7. When home production of nuts has sufficiently increased to meet the 
needs of the factories, suitable tariff regulations or lagislative measures should 
be adopted to prevent large scale import of nuts from foreign countries. 

8. Manufacturing of vinegar from 'apples' in producing areas may be 
organised on co-operative lines. 

9. Reduction of rail way freight on cashew nuts on Iudian rail ways is an 
urgent necessity to encourage consumption of cashew kernels in India. At pre
sent, this consumption is only one tola per head per annum. 

10. New foreign markets for cashew kernels and shell oil should be 
created through our High Commissioners abroad to increase dollar and sterling 
earnings. 

11. There is a very urgent need for mechanizing the cashew nut industry 
particularly in respect of roasting, shelling and peeling to increase production of 
kernels of superior quality and thus withstand competition from the mechanized 
cashew nut industry of Brazil and South Africa. 

12. Considering the industrial value of the shell oil and its increasing de
mand in the markets of the United States of America, immediate investigations 
should be undertaken by the Industries Department to improve the manufactu
ring process to recover maximum percentage of oil of better quality. Other 
industrial uses of the shell oil also ne6d to be explored. 



Controlled Studies on Erosion Permitting 

and Resisting Crop Strips. 

( Part I. ) 

By 

J. K. BAsu, * N. D. REGE § and R S. GAJENDRAGAD :;: 

When the natural vegetation such as grass is removcd, soil thus exposed to 
rain and wind is lost due to rain water flowing down the slope or by being carried 
away by wind. Ploughing the land further vitiates the natural permeability of 
the soil by disrupting its normal granular structure. Continued cultivation adds 
in the destruction of organic matter through processes of attrition and decomposi
tion. Thus the use of land involves its exposition to cultural mild or violent 
operations. From the stand point of the utility of cultivable land, soil removal 
to a great extent and the loss of rain as run-off induced by such artificial methods 
of cultivation are of serious consequences resulting in the lower yields of food 
crops. The factors affecting erosion are so many and so varied that their impor
tance cannot be studied independently. The major factors out of these are 
(1) nature of the soil, (2) slope of the land, (3) intensity of rainfall, (4) number 
of rainy days causing the run-off and (5) The nature and the previous history of 
the cover crop standing over the land. It is not possible to study these factors 
individually as these are interdependent and therefore in present paper only the 
effect of crops grown thereon is studied keeping the slope and soil type constant. 

According to Bennett (1) data on soil and water 10l:lses reveal the almost 
universal effectiveness of close-growing vegetation in accelara ting infiltration, 
slowing down run-off, and protecting soil from erosion and run-off. 'Vithout 
exception, it is seen that the average annual soil losses from the areas devoted to 
clean tilled crops are mallY times greater than the corresponding losses from the 
areas heaVily covered with protective vegetation. The water losses range from 
2'5 to 355 times more in case of cultivated or exposed areas when compared to 
areas protected with permanent cOVer. 

Kanitkar and his associates (:2) have shown in their study of run-off data 
at Sholapur that if the natural vegetation is allowed to remain as it is, the soil lost 
due to fUll-off is ouly 0'55 tons per acre while rain water lost is only 1'15 inches. 
But as soon as this natural vegetation is trimmed to imitate over grazing coudi
tion the 10sR of soil and water is 17'7 tons and 4'7 inches per acre. This loss of 

----- --------~--------------

* Soil Physicist to GOyt., 8. S., Poona l. 

§ Senior .-\gricultural Officer if" Central Laboratory, Sholapur. 

t Agricultural Officer, Central Laboratory, Sholapur. 
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Boil and run-off is further enhanced when the land is harrowed, put to thorough 
cultivation and Rabi Jowar etc. Further more number of years required to re
move seven inches of top soil are 1850 in case of natural vegetation while in cases 
of trimming, harrowing, though cultivation and Rabi Jowar these are 57, 40, 31 
and 27 years respectively. These results give us a clear idea as to the serious 
consequences of the cultural operations as well growing certain crops like Rabi 
Jowar off and on. 

Basu and Sreenivas (2) in their study on the effect of crop 011 the erosion 
have observed that if Matki (Phaseolus aconilifolius J'acquin) is grown the losses 
of soil and run-off are 0'78 tons and 2'08 inches per acre. Further, it is observed 
that when Ground-nut it! grown alone the I()sses of soil and run-off are I' 62 tons 
and 5'2R inches per acre. But if the land is kept fallow the losses are 8'46 tons 
and 8'38 inches per acre. From these as well as the results obtained by Kanitkar 
and his associates it can be seen that wherever the soil is covered with natural 
vegetation and cover crops, the losses of soil and run-off are very low. But as it 
would not meet the food requirements by growing the natural vegetation of crops 
resembling the natural vegetation (Pulses) alone cereals as well as legumes must be 
grown in proper proportion. This method would definitely improve the situation 
both regarding the human needs and soil conservation. 

Bearing these results in mind it was proposed to work out a system of 
cropping known as Field Strip Cropping under controlled conditions and an 
experiment was laid out as given below and the effect of this cropping system on 
losses of soil and run-off and combination of erosion resisting and permitting 
crops was studied. 

There were eight plots seven of which were 66 ft. long and 8l ft. in width 
representing 1/80th of an acre. The slope was 1'5% which was the normal slope 
in this area. The eighth plot was of double the length i. e. 132 ft. long but the 
width and the slope was the same. The seven plots (or compartments) were 
separated from one another by meaus of iron plates which helped the water and 
soil removed from each plot to be separately collected in the tanks thus avoiding 
the mixture. Each of the seven plots were divided lengthwise into three equal 
parts i. e. 22 ft. each and the eighth into six parts of 22 ft. each.. In the first year 
the legume crop was at the bottom part of 22 ft. except where the legume crop is 
grown on the entire length of the plot such as Ground-nut entire length (plot 
No.7) or cereal crop grown on entire plot ( plot No.2 control) ( vide Table No I)· 
The seed rates were two normal and three normal in case of Hulga and l\'Iatki. 
The remaining area 44 ft. was then put to cereals Bajri Tur (3-1 ratio). 

In the second year this strip of Matki, Hulga or Ground-nut as the case 
may he was shifted in the middle 22 ft. part, and in the third ypar to the top 
22 ft. part of the plots. Thus in three ypars the whole area was coverf'fl with the 
leg'lminous crop. 
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The results obtained for loss of soil and run-off were studied separately 
and also by pooling them together and the effect of this cropping system W&I 

studied. From Table No.1, it can be seen tbat only about 1'5 tons of the soil and 
6'64 inches of run-off was lost when Matki (3N) was grown along with Bajri-Tur. 
The next best seems to be ground-nut (entire length) . T!J.e figures of 8'03 inches 
for run-off is a bit higher than in other cases as the growth of ground-nut in the 
first year was very patchy on account of untimely rain . Third in line seems to 
be Hulga (N) with Bajri Tur. These results are further corroborated by the st,udy 
of the canopy development of the cover crop. It has been observed that in second 
fortnight of September when the rainfall is ve ... y heavy the % age canopy ofMatki 
(3N) is above 80% while that of ground-nut and Hulga (N) vary between 40-50%. 
Thus it gives us a clear idea of the development of canopy which helps to control 
erosion (vide graph No. I). 

From the above data it can be Been that it is possible to avoid serious 

losses of soil and rain-water by seleoting a useful cover crop such as Matld and 

Grount-nut and growing it eoonomically by stripping it with oereal. This method 

of oropping would not only save the land from utter destruction due to loss of soil 

eto. but also would help to meet the balanced requirements of cereal and pulses of 

an average individual. 
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Table No.1. 

Run-off lost in inches and soil lost in tons per acre 1946-49. 

-----------------------------------------------------------, ____ 
Plot 
No. 

1. 

2, 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Treatment 

Matki 3 N 
Bajri Tur 
Bajri Tur 
(Control) 
Hulga 3 N 
Bajri Tur 
Matki N 
Bajri Tnr 
G und-nut 
Bajri Tur 
Hulga N 
Bajri Tur 
Ground-nut 
(Entire) 

Ground-nut 
Bajri Tur 

Run·off 

6'6446 

7'7833 

6'6703 

7'0195 

6'6936 

7'3286 

8'0370 

8'4326 

Soil 

1'52703 

7'2538 

5'0452 

4'3304 

4'5609 

2'7520 

2'4046 

7'8333 

No. of years to remove 
seven inches of 

surface soil. 

643 

135 

195 

227 

215 

357 

408 

125 

The run-off plots a.t the Dry Farming Research Station, Sho!arur. 
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Determination of the Moisture ~quivalents of Soils 
by the Bouyoucos Method with 

slight modifications. 

By 
• 

1 V. S. ABHYANKAR, 2 N. :'-JAR<\.YANA and 3 J. A. DAJI 

During a recent investigation of the properties of the trap soils of Bombay 
Deccan, difficulty arose in t,he estimation of moisture equivalents of the soils for 
want of the special centrifuge. A search of the literature reveal~d that a suction 
method was first tried and used by Bouyoucos as early as 1929. It was subsequ
ently modified by the same author in 1935. It was, therefore, decided to adopt 
his method provided it gave satisfactory results. 

Preliminary trials showed certain drawbacks in this method. With certain 
clayey soils, the duplicates varied more than the working error. (Vide Table I) 

_----------_------ _--------

1 Bio-chcmiHt, Fruit Products Loborai ory, poona 5, 

2 Agricult.ural Chemist to Govt., B. S., Poona 5. 

3 Deputy Director of Agriculture ( Research & Education ), B. S , Poona 1. 
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Table I. 
Moisture equivalents of samples of soils as determined by the method 

described by Bouyoucos (1935). 
( Percent of soil) 

Medium black soil sample No.1 
Medium black soil No.2 

1 

50'30 
54'79 

2 

44'31 
48'60 

3 

4'7'03 
43'07 

44'78 
46'37 

5 

46'05 
4'7'65 

Secondly, the author has recommended that a Buchner funnel (5x2'5 cms.) 
should be filled with soil and kept soaked in water for 24 hours. This unneces
sarily delayed the estimations and l'equirE-'<i It large number of funnels when It 
series of estimations were required to be made. Experiments varying the quan
tity of soil, time of filtration, temperature of water, fineness of soil, soil to water 
ratio etc., were tried. The results showed (a) finer the material, more consistant 
the results (b) o~wing to cracking of the soi I during filtration the pressure would 
suddenly fall and more water was retained in the soil (c) there was no advantage 
of soaking the soil for 24 hours. It was enough to stir the soil for a couple of 
minutes into a suspension and quickly pour it into the Buchner funnel without 
allowing any settling in the beaker, (d) using large quantities of soil or water 
did not greatly increase the accuracy (e) it was sufficient to use the laboratory 
water pump which gave above 30-40 mm., pressure and (f) between 25° to 30°0 
temperature, the results did not vary. 

The final method adopted may be briefly stated. About 10 gms., of soil 
passed through 1 m. m. sieve is treated with 20 ml. of water at room temperature 
(26° to 29°0) and stirred for 10 minutes. A Buchner funnel (5 x 2'5 ems.) is fitted 
wit,h a hardened filter paper cut to fit the funnel exactly. The filter is moistened 
and slow !;uction started. The soil suspension is quickly poured on to the funnel. 
If this is properly done there will be very few soil particles left behind in the beaker. 
After 5 minutes the tap is turned on to the full. The vaccuum slowly goes up to 
50-60 m. m. As soon as all the loose water in the funnel filters off an in vertcu 
glass stopper chosen to exactly fit in the Buchner funnel is placed on the soil and 
an inverted metallic dish placed on the stopper. The whole is t,}len covered with 
a piece of moist cheese cloth which helps in preventing direct evaporation by 
moistening the air drawn through the Roil. On the top of all is now placed a 
a kilogram me weight which compacts the soil and prevents too quick cracking. 
(See fig. 1) Suction is allowed to continue for exactly 10 minutes beginning with 
the disappearance of the standing water in the Buchner funnel. The pressure is 
released and the soil transferred to tl, tared weighing bottle, by blowing from 
below and the filter paper lifted off the sample of soil. The weighing bottle is 
immediately weighed and again after drying in the oven. From the 
weight of the soil transferred into the weighing bottle and the amount of water 
lost, the moisture equivalent is calculatefL 
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Using the above method six determinations of moisture equivalents of each 
of three different types of soils were determined, The results are given in 
Table II. 

Table II. 
Working error in determinations of moisture equivalents of three soils 

by the modified method. 
( Percent of soil ) 

Mechanical analysis I Black cotton soil I Laterite soil Sandy soil 

Clay 53'85 58'90 32'30 
Silt 9'35 10'70 1'55 
Sand 24'61 23-76 49'51 
No, of determination Moisture equivalent 
1. 47'31 3L'74 14'34 
2. 47'84 32-70 13'35 
3, 49'94 30'80 14'33 
4, 48'85 31'18 13'21 
5, 46'72 28'50 1 L'69 
6, 47'44 31'll 12-25 

Standard deviation 1'2 1'39 1'09 

Comparison with the centrifuge method :-The moisture equivalents of 
a few soils as determined by the centrifuge method and the modified method are 
given in Table III. 

Table III, 
Moisture equivalents of soils by the modified suction method and by the 

centrifuge method, 
( Percent oj 80il ) 

No, Place Layer I Modified suction method Centrifuge method 
1 I 2 I I 2 

1. Murdi 1st 20'04 20'06 IS'9i 20'15 
2nd 13'5:.! 13'53 14'89 15'03 

2. -do- 1st IS'60 18'38 19'90 16'87 
2nd 15'85 15'75 12'42 12'53 

3, n 1st 20'70 22'65 21'29 21'05 
2nd 21'29 20-18 19'51 17'08 

4, Anjarla 1st 27'67 29'56 2S'71 27'13 
2nd 21'35 21'46 20'30 18'37 

5, 
" 

1st 16'40 16-92 16-82 16'29 
2nd 17'35 17'28 16'66 16'36 

6. Asad 1st 37'53 37'00 
2nd 36'34 35'34 
3rd 34'46 33'98 

7, 3rd 34'95 35'14 
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It will seen that the moisture equivalents of varied types of soil layers by 
suction and centrufuge methods agree fairly well. In order to see if the modified 
method works equally well in other hands moisture equivalent estimations of 
samples 5, 6 and 7 in the table were carried out by 3 other workers in the 
laboratory. 

Summary. 

A modification of the Bouyoucos method of estimation of moisture equiva. 
lents of soils has been described. As modified, the method is cheap, quick, easy 
of manipulation and yields consistent results. The moisture equivalents of a 
number of soils as determined by the method described are compared with those 
by the standard centrifuge metbod. The results by the two methods ag ree fairly 
well. 
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Locusts, their activity and control 
( wit:h part:icular reference t:o Bombay St:at:e ) 

By 

G. A. PATEL 

* 

There are many species of locusts in the world, out of which three are met 
with in India. These are Schistocerca gregaria Forsk. (Desert locust), Locusta 
migratoria L. ph. sotitaria (Migratory locust), and Patanga succincta L. 
( Bombay locust). The swarms of locusts recorded from India are generally of 
the Desert locust and Bombay locust, hut the former is far more common than 
the latter. The Migratory locust neverthelcss, is known to occur in the solitary 
phase throughout the Indian Union. 

The locust invasions occur periodically and as the public attention is drawn 
to this serious pest only occassionally, much confusion arises. This is 
due to the lack of full facts available to the public, rather than the absence 
of our knowledge of the habits and the methods of control of this pest. The 
important species of locusts particularly the Desert locust have been under study 
for over two decades, during which sufficient information has become available 
and the technical men are confident that the pest can be controlled if timely and 
sufficient resources are made available. Howsoever the scientific knowledge for 
controlling this pest may have advanced, it should be realized, that as the locust 
activity spreads so suddenly over vast areas, consciousness of the public and their 
active participation in the anti-locust campaign are very essential for its 
success. This article is written with a view of providing a source of information 
for the public interested in this vital topic of the day .. 

Phases of Locusts 

The Desert locust and other species of locusts have polymorphic forms. 
These are known as (I) phase ,~olitaria and (2) phase qregaria. The word 
solita ria indicates the form seen in the individuals which develop in isolation, 
while the gregarious or the swarming phase is brought about when the species 
becomes abundant. This crow(iing of the individuals stimulates the insect to 
greater activity, thus increasing the metabolic ra"e, causing them to eat more, 
to grow faster and larger with longer wings and ultimately induce them to 
move away in swarms. Thus the migration of locusts is preceded by an increased 
multiplication of, the pesL in the breeding areas. ( 3 ) 

• The author is indebted to Shri N. G. Patel for having drawn the figures. 

1 Agricultural Entomologist to Governmer,t, B. S .. Poona ;;. 
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Migratory locust (Locusta migratoria L.) 

Description 

The adult of the solitary phase has variable colour, and is often greenish 
and sometimes blackish. The hind tibia is almost always red, and the hind 
femur is longer tha.n half the elytra. The pronotum is strongly compressed 
laterally but without a constriction in the middle. The median keel is high, roof 
shaped and has a convex appearance in profile. Its front margin is angulate 
while the hind angle is acute. The adult male measures 29-35 mm. while th9 
female is 37-60 mm. long. The elytra of the male is 33-43 mm. while that of 
the female is 40-58 mm. long. (6 ) 

Migratory locust (Locusta migratoria L.) 

Distribution 

The solitary phase of this locust is widely di:ltributed in the Old world. and 
extends from the Northern borders of Australia to the Western coast of Africa 
and Northward in the southern part of the U. S. S. R. The solitary phase is 
found throughout the Indian Union, but is more common m Rajasthan 
( Rajputana ). 

Bionomics 

Locusta migratoria has an extensive distribution in tho Indian Sub
continent, but its appearance in the swarming phase has been very rare in our 
country. It is possible however, that the Madras Locust invasion of 1878 may 
have been of this species. Though. this species is endemic in our country, it has 
not been of any great economic consequence, particularly in the swarming phase. 
In the Bombay State as it is constituted to-day, this locust was observed to 
breed during October 1937, in Sirobi and Deesa areas of Banaskantha, in 
Kheralu, Mehsana and Vijapur talukas of Mehsana district and in some villages 
of Sabarkantha district, and in Matar taluka of Kaira dist-rict. The total 
estimated area where some damage had taken place was approximately 
5(10 acres. (4) 

The infestation of 1937 had its orlgm probably in the heavy rainfall 
received in Gujarat in early September, when, it is suppose<l that a fairly good 
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proportion of the large Locusta population then obta.inable in eastern Rajputana, 
was carried to Gujarat along with the air currents associated with the storms. 
'1'he transference of the adult population did not seem to have been in I:Iwarms but 
as large groups of individuals. (4) 

Locusta migratm'ia has restricted food habits and as a ru Ie prefers the 
grass family, consequently in the year 1937, the damage was mainly caused to 
ba.i,i, jowar and bctrti ( Paniwm miliaceum). 

Bombay Locust (Patanga 8uccincta L.) 

Description 

The adult insect is pale brown in the solitary phase, and reddish in the 
migratory stage, which changes to dark brown during oViposition 
period. Black and yellow streaks are also seeu. The pronotum is 
deprei'ised latera.lly and somewhat constricted in the front. The media.n 
keel is very low, a.nd the upper surface of the pronotum has coarse 
honey-combed scu lptw'e and its colour is dark with a pale stripe along the 
median keel; the lateral surface has a black stripe above the middle and a large 
yellow spot in the ruidrlle. The prosternal spine inclines backward and doe!:l not 
touch the mesosternnm. Elytra is mainly pale, with ivory-white stripes and 
black spots along the midd Ie and black narrow streaks in the apical part. Hind 
femur is pale, and without bands. The male measures about 48-56 mm., fema.le 
57-63 mm., and the elytra of the male and the female are 54-59 mm. and 
58-70 mm. respectively. (6) 

• 

Bombay Locust (Patang(£ s1tccinc/(£ L.) 

Distribution 

This species is endemic in India and the solitary phase individuals have 
been observed in Coimbatore, Nilgiris, Pusa and the Western ghats. Outside 
India, it is known to occnr in Ceylon, China, Java, Sumatra and the whole of 
south eastern Asia including the Malaya. Archipela~o. (4) 
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Bionomics 

There has been very few recent observa.tions on this pest, and much of our 
knowledge of the bionomics of this species dates from 1906, when Lefroy studied 
this pest. According to him there is a single generation per year and the breeding 
takes place in open, grassy areas in the midst of forest regions of the Western 
ghats. (5) 

The eggs are laid in soil during the months of June and July and the egg 
stage lasts for about a month and a half. There are 7 to 9 nymphal instars and 
this stage lasts for about two month". The nymphs do not show swarming 
tendency but the adults when present in large numbers congregate and migration 
occurs in October and November after which they remain inactive during winter 
months. Then a second migration is known to take place and the adults reach 
maturity sometimes during March to May, after which breeding takes place. As, 
this pest was studied near Iy half a century ago the details given above necessarily 
need verification . 

.. 
The Bombay locust is endemic in the Western Ghats and under favourable 

conditions it multiplies in large numbers and migrates to many destricts of 
Bombay including Gujarat and to Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Bihar, 
Hyderabad and the northern parts of Madras State. The swarming phase of this 
pest like other locust species is also periodic and it is known to have oceured in 
1835-45, 1840-66, 1878-84 and 1901-08. (iJ) 

Desert locust (Schi8tocerca gregaria Forsk.) 

Out of the many species of locusts, this species is very widely known and 
its periodic ravages has been known to Occur since the dawn of human history. It 
is likely that the reference to locusts in the Bible pertains to this species; conse
quently it is also sometimes known as the Biblical locust. 

Description 

The adults of the swarming pha.se are pinkish with small dark spots during 
the early period of their development and turn bright yellow when they are 
sexually mature. Pronotum is distinctly constricted in front of the middle, 
surface is smooth and the hind angle is broadly rounded. The hind tibia is yellow 
with spines blackish on the tips. Prosternum has a straight spine with its apex 
rounded. The male is 46-55 mm. long and the female 57 mm. The elytra, of the 
mfl,le is 50-60 mm. while that of the female is 60 mm. lonll:. (r;) 
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Desert locust ( Schistocerca gregaria Forsk.) 

The hoppers of the swarming phase are blackish brown and about 8-12 
mm. long when just hatched and they have a pale median line on the head, 
pronotum and abdomen. The second stage nymphs are generally similar to the 
first but the length is about 12-18 mm. with the colour pattern more distinct and 
the darker spots are blackish, while the paler spots are yellow or pinkish. In the 
third stage, the face and the base of antennae are pale orange. The abdomen is 
yellow or pink with numerous blackish dots and a series of black dots along the 
middle The length is 18-25 mm. The hoppers of the fourth stage are of rose 
or lemon-yellow colour with the black pattern conspicuous. Rudiments of elytra 
and wings are pale and turned up on the back. The abdomen has a sharp broad 
median stripe. The length of the body is 25-33 mm. 'rhe fifth stage or the 
last stage hoppers are 38-45 mm. long, with yellow or orange-yellow colour. A 
light colour spot on the pronotum which is present in the ear lier stages loses its 
definite outline and even completely disappears ( 6 ). 

The nymphs of the solitary phase are generally greenish in colour with 
traces of black markings. 

• 
Distribution 

The distribution of this species is confinf'd to the Old world and for 
convenience the areas in which the Desert locust is prevalent are grouped into six 
zones, ( 1) the Moroccan-Senegambian area, (2) the Algerian-Nigerian area, 
( 3) the Sudanese-Arabian area, (4) the Somalia area, (5) the South African 
area and (6) the Indo-Iranian area. In Africa the Desert locust covers very 
near ly the whole of the continent with the exception of the afforested and 
hu mid areas of the west and centra I Africa ( 7 ). 

Host Plants 

Bhatia ( 1) had made experimental studies, to determine the host 
preferences of the Desert locust. According to him plants like neem and ak Ilre 
definitely refused by the hoppers, while adults may nibble at neem leaves on 
starvation. Bordi (Zizyphus rotundifolia), bavuri (Acacia jacquemontii), arni 
( Clerodendron phlomoides ), and some others are sparingly eaten while the 
cultivated plants like, bajri, til, muth and guar are consumed without any 
hesitation. Home wild plants like wekra or bekkar (IndigoJera cordiJolia), Kanti 
(Tribulu.~ fe1'l'e8tris) are also eaten without any hesitation. For further details 
the reader if; referred to the publica.tion of the said author. 
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Periodicity of Desert locust 

Since this locust has been an object of special study for several decades, 
we have a fairly large extent of data. From the available information, it is sur
mised that the activity of the Desert locust has been observed in 1803, 1810-13, 
1821,1826, 1833-34,1843--45, 1860-66, 1869-73, 1876-81, 1889-98, 1900-07, 
1912-19, 1926-31 and in the begining of the past decade and 194\J onwards. Thus 
generally there were locust cycles of 5-9 years, interrupt,ed by short locust free 
periods. (5) 

The fluctuation in the locust population and the consequent periodicity of 
out-breaks, has be~n traced to the variations in the sun--spots. There it! an 
inverse corelationship between locust population and the number of sun-spots, 
and the breeding of locusts is maximum when the sun-spotfl are at a minimum. 
Periodicity of locu'lt out-breaks in India also indicates this inverse corelation. (5) 

Cycle of the Desert locust in the Indian sub-continent 

The Desert locust hibernates in the adult stage, and overwintering is gene
rally known to occur, in south Punjab, South Mekran, in Sind and Kachh. These 
adults become active during the spring and begin to breed if favoured by winter 
rainfall. The adults migrate northward in early spring up to Quetta and North
west Frontier Province (Pakistan). During April-June, breeding occurs in this 
area, and the new generation migrates eastward into Punjab, Sind and Rajasthan 
in the early monsoon period. The spring breeding is also known to occur in 
Punjab, from where the new generation migrates eastward into U. P., Bihar 
and BengaL (5) 

The locust swarms of the spring generation when they arrive in V. p., 
Rajasthan, Punjab and further eastward and southward, find suitable conditions 
of breeding in the monsoon-fed region, where eggs are laid and a second genera
tion of locust takes place (5). 'rhus tbe breeding of the Desert locust in 1950 in 
the northern districts of Bombay State was of the second generation. If the condi
tions are not favourable during the monsoon then the second generation may not 
take place. The adultt! in the post-monsoon period emerging from this second 
generation migrate and with the setting of the winter it finds favourable condi
tions to go westwards along with the prevailing winds. If, however, the wind 
currents are favourable for its southward or eastward migration some swarms 
may go south or east but, as suitable conditioIls are not met with, they do not 
continue the eycle but ultimately die away; only those swarms which have 
mi~rated westward to Iran and Baluchistan area, succeed in breeding during the 
following spr ing. 

The Indian Council of Agricultural Resea.rch has compiled the information 
on the activity of the Desert locust in India and the following information which 
pertains to thf' Bombay State as it is constituted to-day is abstracted therefrom 
(2). It may be pointed out that it has not heen possible for the author to look 
into the details of the infested area during the cycle in the early part of the past 
decade. 
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Table 1 

The activities of the Desert locust in Bombay State 
1926-1931 

Date 

Nov. Dec. 1926 
January 1927 
November 1927 

January 1927 

Feb-March 1927 

Sept. Dec. 1929 

Area visited by 
locust 

Radhanpur 
Sanoi 
Radhanpur 

Viramgam I 
Dhandhuka ,. 
Dholka J 
Matar 

Dhandhuka"") 
Dholka ' 
Viramgam r 
Sanand J 
Talodatal 

Patdi ) 
Dhandhuka ~ 
North. , 
Daskroi J 

District 

Mehsana 

" 
" 

Ahmedabad 

Kaira. 

Ahmedabad 

W. Khandesh 

Ahmedabad 

Kapadvanj I Kaim 
Matar ~ 
Mehmedabad J 

Umbergaon Thana 

Peint taluka l Nasik 
Nasik 
Nandgaon r 
Chandor talukaJ 

Amod-.J ambusar 
Pardj 

Idar J 
Prantij 

Godhra taluka} 
.Jbalad 

Baroda 

Jalagaon I 
Yaval & ( 
Raver taluka I 
Dhulia 

Akola 1 
Sangamner ~ 
Kopergaonj 

Broach 
Snrat 
Sabarkantha 

Panchmahal 

Baroda 

E. Khandesh 

W. Khandesh 

Ahmednagar 

Remarks 

Adu It locusts 
,. 

" 
Red and yellow 

adult locust 

Adults 

" 

" 
" 

" 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 

,. 

" 

:: 
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Table 1 (Oontinued) 

Date Area visited by District Rema.rks 
locusts 

Sept. Dec. 1929 Tharad I Banaskantha Adults 
Wav I 

I 

Suigam I 
Nalodar I 
Deodar >-Kankrej I 
Gadh I 
Deesa & I 
Pan tha wada J 

J-anuary 1930 Radhanpur Mehsana Yellow locust 

June 1930 Panthawada Banaskantha Adults 

Dhanera I Banaskantha Yellow locust 
Wav I & egg laying 
Deesa t 

• Tharad j 
Radhanpur Mehsana Adults 

Nov. Dec. 1930 Dhanera Banaskantha 
" Panthawada 

" " Tharad 
" 

Hoppers 
Deesa Adults 
Radhanpur Mehsana II 

.July 1931 Radhanpur Mehsana 
" Oct.-Nov. 1931 Kankrej Banaskantha 
" Tharad 

" " Wav 
" Yellow locusts. 

Due to the periodic flights of locusts as shown in the table, the cultivators 
particularly in Gujarat are familiar with the adult swarms. Hence, a majority of 
the people iu this area recall to have seen a locust swarm sometime or other during 
their life time. These periodic visits of the adult swarms have been in general 
sporadic and temporary, in as much as the swarms have a tendency to settle at a 
place and leave after sometime. However, the breeding of the Desert locust in 
our area in the past has neither been extensive nor very serious. The records 
collected by the I. C. A. R. as shown in the above tab Ie reveal that the breeding 
activity has been noticed in Tharad, Wav and Radhanpur areas. These areas 
are recently merged with Bombay and the former two form a part of Banaskantha 
and the latter of Mehsana district. 

The year 1950 has been the most unusual year of locust activity in the 
Bombay State. During this year, the yellow stage locusts spread to areas which 
in the past had not reported locust breeding. Most of the cultivators in these 
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areas &lld people in general agree that locust breeding was not seen in living 
history to the extent it was experienced this year. The people in the district of 
Ahmedabad, Kaira, Sabo.rakantha and a large part of the cultivated areas of 
Mehsana district were entirely unfamiliar with the hopper stage of tbe Desert 
locust. 

The extension of locust breeding to the areas east and south of Tharad, 
Wav and Radhanpur has been attributed to the favourable condition of moisture 
in these areas during September, ]950. The whole of north Gujarat received 
heavy rains in this montb resulting in floods in many parts of this region. The 
rain.fed areas thus prOVided favourable conditions for the locust to lay eggs and 
for their further development. The total infested area in this region still remains 
to be ascertained. NevertheleRs the localities in which breeding was noticed have 
been surveyed, and the accompanying map indicates these areas. The swarms of 
adult locust in 1950 were quite frequent, and the districts from where they were 
reported are also shown in the same map. 
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Control measures 

Destruction of eggs 

Destruction of eggs by exposing them by ploughing £lnd harrowing are 
important factor!! in controlling those grasshoppers which oversummer and hiber. 
nate in the egg stage. The egg stage of Desert locust however lasts for a brief 
period of ten to fift,een days, which provides a very short period for its dcstmction. 

In 1;1, campaign for the destruction of eggs,the important factor is the survey 
of the egg laid areas. This is not always correctly pos~ible. Nevertheless, where 
such information exists and where eggs have been laid in the cultivated areas. 
harrowing helps to expose the egg masses to the detrimental ciimatic elements. 
This method alone cannot be fully relied upon in a large scale campaign for locust 
control. Besides, the Desert locust is also known to lay eggs extensively in the 
uncultivated waste lands of the semi- desert areas of Banaskanthlt and Mehsana 
districts where it is impracticable to carry out such operations. 

Hopper control 

The hoppers of the swarming phase of locusts have the characteristic habit 
of moving in bands during the day. These bands become inactive and stationary 
in the evening hours and remain so until the next morning. The early stages of 
hoppers are not able to migrate long distances, but the later stages do so, with 
the result t,hat a field infested to-day may be completely free the next day. 

The hopper stage can be destroyed by mechanical and chemical measures. 
The mechanical methods like crushing of hoppers by specially made steel brushes, 
by trapping them in hopper- dozers, or by ctragging tin trays smeared with coal 
tar or crude oil, have all been used in the past with varying success. Another 
mechanical method is to dig ditches with vertical walls and drive the nymphal 
bands into the ditches from where they callnot come out and can be easily buried 
therein. It is also possible to kill hoppers by providing barrier8 of metal sheets 
over which the hoppers cannot jump, and thus direct them to move into pits in 
which they can Le easily buried. 

The mechanical methods are useful only for the very young hoppera. 
These measures are laborious, and hence practicable where cheap labour is avai. 
lable and wlu're the cultivators are willing to do their best. However ,this is not the 
case in the northern districts of the Bombay State where the strong religious 
sentiment prevents the general public from !'xtending its full cooperation fot' the 
destruction of locusts. 

By far the best way of destroying hoppers is by the chemical methods. 
These include the use of poison baits and dusting of insecticides. 
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Poison baits are prepared by mixing such materials like, wheat bran, rice 
bran, pulse husk or even saw dust with stomach poisons like paris green or other 
arscnates or benzene hexachloride to the extent of 5% . Suitable attractants in 
the form of molasses are also mixed with the bran. The bait is generally mois· 
tened with water, but oil bait and dry baits are also sometimes used. The bait 
is broadcast on the path of the hoppers which get killed when they feed on the 
poisoned bait. 

The use of poison bait has serious limitation because it is difficult to procure 
bran or other material in the areas where locust operations are to be conducted. 
Consequently during this year in the Bombay State the main control measure 
used was dusting of insecticide - 5% or 10% Benzene hexachloride @ 25-30 Ibs. 
per acre. The earlier stages of locust hoppers are quite susceptible to 5% EHO 
( sold under the trade name of Gammexane or Hexidol or Hexyclan), while for 
later stages a higher percentage of BRC becomes necessary. During this year 10% 
BRC was used for the older nymphs with success. 

Locust hoppers on Jowar. 

In the locust operations this year burning of locust by spraying kerosene 
was also practised to some extent. This method has some advocates, who are 
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• 

A case of cent percent damage by Locust hoppers in Mehs8na District. 

impressed by the spectacular and the instantaneous kill obtained. Secondly, it is 
thought that kt:rosene being a substance of domestic utility can be had locally and 
the recommendation for its use will encourage the cooperation of the recalcitrant 
local people for locust campaign. BHO requires about twelve hours for its 
full effect to show up, neverthele:3s it gives perfect control a.nd is definitely cheaper 
by more than 25 percent. Further, it can bt' used for killing locusts in standing 
ceops. 

Control of winged locusts 

Locust like other insects perceive motion and any movement nearhy makes 
them fiyaway. This habit of theirs is utiJi;~ed in preventing the adults from 
landing in cultivated crops. The farmers get together. and move large white 
cloth which makes the locusts to remain away. 

The freshly moulted adults in the breeding areas, are easi ly killed by BHO. 
However, when the adults are a little matul'e they are not as susceptible, but 
dusting by 10% BHO gives some mortality and can be tried. When the adults 
are found in bushes and hedges burning is also practicable. 
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The adult locusts migrate long distances and on their way, they descend 
on cultivated areas in large swarms. The swarms frequently cover many square 
miles, and cause serious devastation wherever they land . Such large invasions, 
which unfortunately are not prediotable with any useful degree of accuracy, often 
create a feeling of helplessness in the general public, and a comrDotion in the 
afflicted areas results. 

With our present knowledge of this pest, it is not yet possible to fore-warn 
the cultivators of any particular spot about the arrival of a swarm, and hence it 
is not feasible to keep ready the large amounts of insecticide and other app liances 
at any particular place. Neither it is always possible to rush supplies in time to 
the area where a swarm has descended. 

In view of the diffioulties experienced in combating the locusts by destro. 
ying the migrating swarms, it is genera.Jly agreed that the swarms must be checked 
in the hopper stage which can be kjlled easily, and thoroughly. As this is the 

Millions of hoppers in the foreground killed by 10% BHe 
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consensus of opinion, various countries including India-where locust breeding 
takes place-direct their efforts to destroy this pest in the breeding areas. For an 
all out effort on this international menace, several countries cooperate and chalk out 
their plans at the International Locust Conference. This year the Conference had 
met in New Delhi. The Government of India as a cooperating country maintains a 
Locust Control Organization. Under the existing arrangement this Ol'ganization 
controls the pest in the permanent breeding areas of Bombay aml other States. 
Such areas in the Bombay State include Tharad and Wavof Banaskantha and 
Radhanpur sub-division of Mehsana district. In the other areas of our state the 
Bombay Government has a trained staff for locllst control. The dusting mach inCA and 
insecticides are given free to those who cooperate and wherever the local coopera
tion is not forthcoming the Agricultural Department staff themselves carry out, 
the anti-locust operations. It is not fc,,1sible here, to describe fully the locust 
control organization of our State, but as a summary, it can be stated that this 
year, the organization consisting of numerous graduates and scores (If agricultural 
assistants, who were equipped with hundreds of dust guns and tons of benzene 
hexachloride, virtually destroyed over 80% of the locusts hatched in our area . .. 
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A Contribution to the Flora of Simhagadh 
Hill, Poona District. 

By 

H. SANTAPAU, S. J. '* 

Simhagadh Hill is one of those names that I had occasionally read in 
Cooke's Flora in connection with some of the rarest plants of Bombay. After 
several years of intense work on the flora of Purandhar, I became convinced that 
similar hill forts around Poona deserved careful study a.nd exploration. In the 
case of Simhagadh there has been no organized study, and the number of plants 
mentioned in available literature as having been found there is rather meagre. Of 
the better known Bombay botanists, that have at one time or another explored the 
hill, are Woodrow and Bhiva, whose collections are at present kept in the Agri. 
cultural College, Poona. There appears to have been no collection made during 
the rains, and in consequence some of the common plants are absent from exi. 
sting herbaria. 

The hill fort of Simhagadb rises majestically to a height of 4320 ft. above 
sea level, and about 2500 ft. over the Poona plains; it is situated SW. of Poona 
and about 16 miles from that city. A fairly good road leads from Poona along 
the eastern banks of Khadakvasla Lake to the village of Athkurvadi; a public bus 
service makes the journey in either direction several times a day. At Atbkurvadi 
the ascent to the hill begins, at first rather gently, later on steeply, but all along 
the path is good and kept in fairly good repair. Comparing the climb to 
Simhagadb with that of Purandhar, the former is much steeper and longer, since 
in the case ofSimhagadh the fort is on the very crown of the hill, at Purandhar it 
is about half way up from the plains. 

The fort enclosure is fairly flat, and in outline somewhat resembling the 
head of a goat, with the snout facing East, and a long neck extending southwards. 
Entrance to the fort may be effected by the Poona Gate, on the northern side 
(about half way between the eyes and the nostrils of the "goat") or by the Kalyan 
Gate (on the neck near the lowel' jaw of the" goat "). The climb through the 
Kalyan side is much more gentle, but at the same time it is longer, hotter and 
botanically much less interesting. 

Our party consisted of about 30 persons; Drs. Agbarkar and Deora of the 
Poona Natural History Club were the leaders and organisers. There were several 
professors and a number of students from several colleges of Poona and Bombay; 

• St. Xavier's College, Bombay. 
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among them the Agricultural College was well represented. The journey was 
made pleasant and instructive by the learned explanations of Prof. Agharkar, 
who has carefully studied the history and culture of the district along the route. 

At about 8'30 in the morning we left our bus and started the climb. The 
system followed in the study of plants was that each member of the party went 
along collecting as many different plants as possible; as soon as they were collected, 
they were checked by several of us, and only when their identity was satisfactorily 
decided was the name of the plant in question entered into my list; in all cases of 
doubt, the plant was kept for further study. 

In our party there were several mycologists from the Maharashtra Research 
Association, whose aim was to gather fungal material; such fungi are not mentioned 
in this paper. I leave it to the expert mycologists of the party to prepare a com
prehensive list of all the fungi gathered. 

It only remains for me to thank the officers of the Poona Natural History 
Club for a most interesting outing, and to hope that their keenness and interest 
will be kept up among the Poona members, and will at the same time be imitated 
by the less enterprising botanists of Bombay. 

1. General Aspect of the Vegetation of Simhagadh. In several of the 
hill forts of the Deccan which I have explored, I have been forcibly struck by the 
almost total ahsence of any real forest. One finds plenty of vegetation, many 
shrubs and at the most some small trees; the latter often show traces of more or 
less continuous poJlarding or pruning. The reason for this state of affairs seems 
to be that as long as the forts continued to be used as military strongholds, forests 
and other obstructions that might afford protection to an invading army were 
carefully removed. This service of tree remova I was often effected by the villagers 
that lived under the shadow of the fort in question, and in return for this service 
they were allowed to keep such trees for timber or firewood. When the forts 
ceased to have any military importance, the villagers continued cutting down trees 
for firewood, on the plea that such was their immemorial right and privilege. 
This unfortunate custom explains the rat her bare appearance of such hill forts as 
Purandhar, Lohagad and Simhagadh. 

In spite of such a constant deforestation, the northern side of Simhagadh is 
fairly densely covered with vegetation; there are many small trees and shrubs, hut 
110 such giant.s of the forest as may be seen in other parts of the Ghats. The 
Eastern and South Eastern side of the hill are much more bare; the two sides are 
exposed to the intense heat of the dry season,and the sloping nature of the ground 
prevents underground water from accumulating on the slopes. 

2. From Poona to the foot of Simhagadh. Leaving aside the culti
vated fields on either side of the main road, one canllot but be struck by the 
masses of Xanthium ;;trumarium that grow along the road for several miles up to 
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Khadakvasla Lake; on the occasion of our visit Xanthium was in fruit, and the 
plants grew in dense patches. After passing Khadakvasla Lake Xanthium sud
denlyand completely disappeared, and its place was taken by an Ipomoea, that 
may be I. muncata ,Tacq., a very showy plant with masses of blue flowers; this 
plant was very abundant along the hedges on either side of the road up to the foot 
of the hill itself. 

As soon af:! we left our bus, the dominant plant seemed to be AClJ,ntho
sperm'um hispidum DC., a plant of recent introduction from America. The hedges 
showed some very fine and tall specimens of Peristrophe bicalyculata Nees, Laqascea 
mollis Cav., and at one or two spots, dense clumps of Crotalari'l, calycina with very 
striking floral heads. All over the district at the foot of the hill there are plenty 
of Tectona grandi8 trees, probably cultivated, often at a distance appearing rather 
white OIl account of the extensive infestation of a fungus, which otherwise does 
not seem to do much damage to the trees. 

3. The lower part of the Hill. A few large trees or shrubs, that on 
account of either their size or numbers, seemed to be the dominant plants in this 
part of the hill, were noticed. Among them must be mentioned Anogeissus lati. 
folia Wall., Ficus arnottiana Miq. and F. glomerata R., H amiltonia suaveolens Roxb" 
Boswellia serrata Roxb., Zizyphus rugosa Lamk., and Lasiosiphon eriocephalus, the 
latter often showing leaves very badly damaged by insects, a rather striking 
fact, when one keeps in mind the poisonous nature of the plant. Along the sides 
of the path, among the commonest herbs were several umbelliferous plants, 
several species of Pimpindla being remarkable for their abundance, The ubiqui. 
tous Oarvia callosa Bremek., is one of the commonest shrubs for the lower two 
thirds of the way, but everywhere was in leaf only; the troublesome L'1ntana is 
also common along the path up to a little below the fort itself. 

One of the good finds of the day was a few plants of Oephalostigma jlexuo8um, 
a small herb seen on earth banks along the sides of the path; from my experience 
of Purandhar I did not expect to find the plant at the base of the hill, and on the 
contrary did hope to Bee it growing freely above, but in this I was disappointed, 
for however much I did search for the plant in the upper reaches of the fort I 
failed to see it again after the initial success. 

4, The Upper half of the Hill. At about 3500 ft. altitude the vegetation 
undergoes a slight but in Borne ways clear change; some new plants suddenly he· 
come conspicuous for their abundance. Outstanding both for its abundance and 
for the showiness of its flowers is Barleria lawii which in the upper half becomes 
undoubtedly the most abundant plant, growing in dense clumps and at the time 
of our vifit in full bloom. Occasionally Adhat'Jda vasica Nees 1I.ppeared mixed 
with Barleria; Hamiltonia 8uaveolens Roxb. grew in abundance as we went up, until 
just outside the fort itself it was one of the most noticeable plants in flower, and 
showed gr>nerally wl~itl', occasionally blue flowers. 
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On the upper slopes of the hill Senecio edgeworthii became common on rocks 
and on the walls of the fort; on the latter, however, probably the most common 
plant was N epeta hindustana Haines, which often grew in almost pure stands. A 
noticeable absentee from the whole hill was Plectranthus stock,~ii; its near relative 
Plectranthus coet8a was luxuriant and dense just below the outer ramparts, often 
alternating with fine specimens of Aerva 8!;1],ndens. Kalanchoe olivacea Dalz. was 
in bloom high up on the rocks outside the fort, but collection was made difficult 
by a dangerous array of Girardinia zey7anica. 

5. The fort enclosure. In general the fort is rather dry. and the 
vegetation is typically xerophitic in character. On the western walls of the fort 
we found one of the most typical plants of such altitudes, Campanula alphonsi 
Wall., growing in great profusion in practically all the joints of the wall; the plant, 
was in full bloom, but specimens did not reach the bushiness often observed at 
Purandbar. 

Within the fort enclosure there are a number of water tanks excavated in 
the rock, in the neighbourhood of which some interesting plants were observed. 
Veronica anagalli8 Linn. was seen in several places near tanks in the fort, growing 
in dense profusion; Smithia purpurea, Hygrophylla serpyllum, Lobelia heyneana and 
Lindernia parvijlora were also common and relatively abundant near tanks; 
Polygonum glabrum, Dysophylla stellata, Lemna sp. etc., covered the surface of 
several of the tanks. In the fort enclosure there are a few shallow depressions in 
the ground, which at the time of our visit showed plent,y of Asteracanth2 longifolia, 
etc. Lavandula perroUetii was one of the commonest plants in the fort area, on the 
upper part of walls, on rubbish heaps, etc. 

In the fort there are a number of buildings of recent construction; in their 
nei~hbourhood we found several commonly cultivated plants snch as Nerium, 
Grevillea, Hedera, Brassica, etc. Eleusine COraC(Lna, Hibiscus cannabinus, etc., were 
evidently under cultivation. 

6 List of plants collected on 19-11-1950. The following is the com· 
plete list of all the plants collected during our excursion; the names are arranged 
according to the order in Cooke's Bora. Where the names are the same as in the 
latter book, no reference is given to the work where the name was first published; 
whenever there is a change, complete references are given for the clear under
standing of the change. An occa.sional note is added to the list. 

RANUNCULACEAE 

1. Clematis triloba Heyne. 
2. Clematis hedysfJ,rijolia DC. 

MENISPERMACEAE 

3. Tinospora cordi folia ( Willd.) Miers. 
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4. Oocculus hirsutus ( Linn. ) Diels in Pfreich. 46: 236, 1910. 
Mmispermum hirsutum Linn., Sp. PI. 341, 1753. 
Gocculus viUosus DC. 

5. Gissampelos pare ira Linn. 

PAPAVERAOEAE 

6. Argemo"e mexicana Linn. 

CRUOIFERAE 

7. Brassica ap. 

CAPPARIDACEAE 

[ vol. 4l No.4 

8. Gapparis sp. In hedges at the foot of the hill, in leaf only; it is not possible 
to identify the species. 

FLACOURTIACEAE 

9. Flacourtia sp. Small trees in leaf only; possibly F. Ramontchi L'Her. 

POLYGALACEAE 

10. Polygala persicariaefolia DC. 

PORTULAOACEAE 

II. PortulaCrJ oleracea Linn. 
(Talinum cuneifolium Wi lId. Woodrow mentions the plant for Simhagadh 
but we did not see it during our excursion.) 

MALVACEAE 

12. Sida t1eronicaefolia Lamk. 
13. Sida rhombi folia Linn. Var. rhomboidea Mast. in FBI. 1: 324, 1874; 

not mentioned in Cooke. 
14. Hibiscus cannabinus Linn. 

TILJACE.tlE 

15. Elaeocarpus sp. 
16. Grewia tili'1efolia Vah!. 
17. Triumfetta bartramia Linn., Syst. (ed. 10) 1044, 1759. 

T. rhomboidea Jacq , Enum. 22, 1760. 

LINACEAE 

18. Linum mysore rISe Heyne. 

MALPWHIACEAE 

19. Aspidopteri~ cordata ( Heyne) A. Juss. 

OXALIDAOEAE 

20. Oxalis corniculata Linn. 

BALSAMIN ACEAE 

21. Impatiens balnmina Linn., var. rasea Hook. f. in PBl. 1: 454, lS14. 
1. balsamina var. brevicalcarata Cooke. 
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GERANIAOEAE 

22. Biophytum sensitivum ( Linn.) DO. 

BURsERAcEAE 

23. Garuga pinnata Roxb. 
24. Boswellia serrata Roxb. 

MELIACEAE 

25. Oipadessa baccifera (Roth) Miq., in Ann. Mus. Lugd.-Bat. 
4: 6, 1868-1869. 
Melia baccifera Roth, Nov. PI Sp. 215, 1821. 

Gipadessa fruticosu Blume. 

OELASTRACEAE 

26. Gelastrus paniculata Willd. 
27. Gymnosporia montana ( Roxb. ) Benth. 

RHAMNACEAE 

28. Zizyphus rugos'1, Lamk. 
29. Zizyphus jujuba Lamk. 

AMPELIDACEAE 

30. Gissus elongata Roxb., Fl. Ind. 1: 411, 1820. 
Vitis elongata Wall. 

31. Gissus woodrowii (Stapf) Santapau in Kew Bull, 1948: 276, 1948. 
Viti8 woodrowii Stapf. 

32. Cayratia carnosa Gagnep., in Lecomte, Not. Syt. 1 : 347, 1911. 
Vitis trifolia Linn. ? 

AN ACARDIACEAE 

33. Ma,ngifera indica Linn. Only one tree seen. 
34. Semecarpus anacardium Linn. f. 

PAPILIONACEAE 

35. Grotalaria jilipes Benth. 
36. Grotalaria triquetra Dalz. 
37. Grotalaria albida Heyne ex Roth. 
38. Orotalaria nana Burm. 
39. Grotalaria medicaginea Lamk. 
40. Grot ala ria juncea Linn. 
41. Grotalaria calycina Schrank. 
42. Indigofera cordi/olia Heyne ex Roth. 
43. I ndignfera linifolia Retz. 
44. Indigofera. hendecaphylla Jacq. 
45. Tephrosia sp. 
46. Smithia setulosa Dalz. 
47. Smithia purpurea Hook, 
48. Alysica'rpus tetragon%bus Edgw. 
49. Desmodium tlijloru,m ( Linn. ) DC. 

S75 
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50. Desmodium rotundifolium Baker. 
51. M ucunn, prurita Hook. Bot. Misc. 2: 348, 1830-1831. 

M. pruriens Cooke, non DC. 
52. Erythrina stricta Roxb. 
53. Erythrina suberosa Roxb. 
54. Butea monosperma O. Kuntze, Rev. GE'n. 202, 189l. 

Erythrina monosperma Lamk., Encycl. 1 : 391, 1783. 
Butea frondosa Koenig ex Roxb. in As. Res. 3: 469, 17U2. 

55. Canavallia sp. (gladiata DC. ? ) 
C. ensiformis Baker, non DC. 

[ vol. 4L No.4 

M. Phaseolus khandalensis Santapau in Kew Bull. 1948; 276, 1948. 
P. grandis Dalz. in Dalz. & Gibs., Bomb. Fl. 72, 1861 

( non Wall., nee Benth. ). 
57. Phaseolus radiatus Linn., Sp. Pl. 725,1753; Piper in Bull. U. S. Dept. 

Agric. 119: 16-25. 
P. sublobatus Roxb., Hart. Beng. 54, 1814 etc. 

58. Dolichos bijlorus Linn. 
59. Atylosia scarabaeoides ( Linn. ) Benth. 
60. Rhynchosia bracteata Benth. 
61. Dalbergia latiJolia Roxb. 
62. LJalbergia lanceolari'L Linn. f. 
63. Cicer arietinum Linn. 

CAESALPINIAC EAE 

64. Cassia (pumila Lamk. ? ) 
65. Cassia fistula Linn. 

MIMOSACEAE • 
66. Acacia intsia ( Linn. ) Willd. 

CRASSULACEAE 

67. Kalanchoe olivacea Dalz. 
68. Bryophyllum pinnatum ( Lamk. ) Kurz., in Journ. As. Soc. Beng. 

40: 309, 1876. 
Ootyledon pinnn,tum Lamk., Eneycl. 2: 171, 1786. 
Bryophyllum calycinum Salisb., Par. Land. t. 3, 1805. 

COMBRETAOEAE 

69. Terminalia crenulata Roth, Nov PI. Sp. 380, 1821. 
T. tomentosa Wt. & Arn., pro parte. 

70. Terminn,lia sp. 
71. Anogeissus latifolia Wall. 

MYRTACEAE 

72. Syzygium cumini (Linn.) Skeels, in U. S Dept. Agric. Bur. PI. Ind. 
248: 2, 1912. 

Myrtus cumini Linn., Sp. PI. 471, 1753. 
Eugenia .iambolana Lamk. 
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73. M yrtu.~ communis Linn. 
74. Psidium guayava Linn. 

LECYTHIDACEAE 

75. Carica papaya Linn. 

LYTHRACEAE 

76. Ammannia baccifera Linn. 

77. Rotala tenuis (Wight) Koehne in Engl. Bot. Jahrb. I : 177, 1880. 
Ammannia tenuis Clarke. 

78. W oodfordia fruticosa (Linn.) Kurz, in Journ. As. Soc. Beng. 
40: 56, 1871. 

Lythrum fruticossum Linn., Sp. PI. 641, 1762. 
W oodfordia floribunda Salisb. 

79. Lagerstroemia lanceolatu Wall. 

ONAGRACEAE 

80. Oenothera rosea Ait. 

CUCURBITACE AE 

81. Cucumis callosus (Rottl.) Cogn. in Pfreich. 88: 129, 1924:. 
Bryonia callosa RottI. in Neue Schrift. Ges. Nat. Freund. 

Berlin 4: 210, 1803. 
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Cucumis trigonus Roxb., Hort. Beng. 70, 1814, & Fl. Ind. 2: 619, 1824. 
82. Cucumis melD Linn. var. agrestis Naud. 
83. Bryonopsis laciniosa Naud. 

CAOTACEAE 

84. Opuntia sp. Planted in the fort as a hedge plant. 

UMBELLIFERAE 

85. Trach!'spermum stictocarpum (Clarke) Wolff, var. typica Wolff in prreich. 
90: 89;1929 

Ca,rum stictocarpum Clarke in F.RI. 2:681,1873. 
80. Pimpinella tomentosa Dalz. 
87. Pimpinella monoica Dalz, 
88, Pimpinella multiradiata Santapau. 
89, Pimpinella adscendens Dalz. 

ARALIACEAE 

90, Hedera sp. 

RUBIACEAE 

91. Oldenlandia herbacea ( Linn. ) Roxb. 
92. Anotis sp. 
93. Pavetta indica Linn. 
94. Borreria stricta (Linn. f,) Schum. in pram. 4 (4): 143, 1891. 

Spermacoce stricta Linn, r., Suppl. 120, 1781. 
95. Hamiltonia suaveolens Roxb. 
96. R'ubia cordifolia Linn. 
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COMPO SITAE 

97. Centratherum phyllolaenum ( DC.) Benth. 
98. Centratherum tenue ( Wight) Clarke. 
99. Lamprachen£um microcephalum Benth. 
100. Vernonia cinerea (Linn. ) Less. 
101. Ageratum conyzoides Linn. 
102. Dichrocephala latifolia DC. 
103. Cyathocline purpurea (Don) O. Kuntze, Rev. GEn. 338, 1891. 

Tanacetum purpureum Don, Prodr. Fl. Nep. 181, 1825. 
Cyathocline lyrata Casso 

104. Conyza stricta Willd. 
105. Blumea wightiana DC. 
106. Blume'), malcolmii ( Clarke) Hook. f. 
107. Gnaphalium indicum Linn. 
108. Vicoa cernua Dalz. 

109. Vicoa indica ( Willd. ) DC. in Wight, Contrib. 10, 1834. 
Inula indica Willd., Sp. PI. 3: 2092, 1804. 

V icoa auriculata Casso 
1l0. Lagascea mollis Cav. 
Ill. Siegesbeckia orientalis Linn. 
] 12. Eclipta alba (Linn.) Hassk., PI. .fav. Rar. 528, 1848. 

Verbesina alba Linn., Sp. PI. 902, 1753. 
Eclipta erecta Linn .. Mant. 2 : 286, 1771. 

113. Blainvillea latifolia ( Linn. f. ) DC. in Wight, Contr. L 7, 1834. 
Eclipta latifolia Linn. f., Suppl. 378, 1781. 

Blainvillea rhomboidea Casso 

114. Bidens biternata (Lour.) Merrill & Sherff, in Bot. Gaz. 
88: 293, 1929. 

Coreopsis biternata Lour., FI. Coch. 508, l790. 
Bidens pilo8a auct., non. Linn. 

115. Gynura angulosa DC. 
U6. Ttidax proc'umbens Linn. 
117. Artemisia parvijlora Buch -Ham. 
118. Artemi8ia nilagirica ( Clarke) Pamp, in Nuov. Giorn. 

Bot. I tal. 33 : 45:!, 1926. 
A. vulgaris L. var. nilagirica Clarke, Compo Ind. 162, nno. 

A. vulgaris auct., non Linn. 

119. Emilia sonchifolia ( Linn. ) DC. 
120. Senecio ed:Jworthii Hook. f. 
121. Senecio gibsoni Hook. f. 
122. 'l'richolepis amplexicaulis Clarke. 
I ~3. Sonchus oleraceus Linn. 
124. Sonchus asper Hill. 
125. Ouizotia abyssinica Casso 
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126. Tagetes sp. 

127. Acanthospermum hispidum DC., Prodr. 5: 522, 1836; 
Santapau in Journ. Bomb. Nat. Rist. Soc. 45 : 445. 

LOBELIACEAE 

128. Lobelia heyneana R. & S., Syst. 5: 50, 18]9. 
L. trialata Buch.-Ham. in Don, Prodr. Fl Nep. 157, 1825. 

CAMPANULACEAE 

129. Campanula alphonsi Wall. 
130. Cephalostigma (Jlexuosum Hk. f. & Th. ? ) 

PLUMBAGIN ACEAE 

131. Plumbago zevlanica Linn. 

PRIMULACEAE 
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132. An'lgallis Q.rvensis Linn. var. coerulea Gren. & Godr., Fl. Fr. 2: 467, 1S52 
Pax & Hoffm. in Pfreich. 22 : 323. 

A. ~rvensi.g Linn. & auct. pro parte tantum. 

OLEACEAE 

133. Jasminum malabaricum Wight. 

ApOOYNACEAE 

134. Carissa cong(;sta Wight, Icon. t. 1289, 1848; Haines in Ind. For. 45: 
385, 1919. 

C. carandas au·ct., non Linn. 

135. Plume ria acuminata Ait., Hort. Kew. (ed. 2) 2: 70, 1811. 
P. acutifolia Poir., Encycl. Suppl. 2: 667, 1811. 

136. Neriurn indicurn Mill., Gard. Dict. ( ed. 8 ) no. 2 1768. 
N. odorurn Ait., Hort. Kew. 1: 297, 1789. 

ASCLEPIADACEAE 

137. Hemidesrnus indicus R. Br. 
138 Cryptolepis buchanani R. & S. 
139. Calotropis gigantea ( Linn.) R. lk 
140. Tylophora ( dalzellii Hook. f. ? ) 

GENTIANACEAE 

141. Canscora diffusa R. Br. 
142. Canscora khandalensis Santapau in Kew Bull. 19t8: 485, 1949. 

BORAGINACEAE 

143. Cordia dichotoma Forst. f, Prodr. 18, 1786. 
C. obliqua Willd., Phytogr. '1, t. 4, 1794. 

C. myxa auct., non Linn. 

144. Trichodesrna amplexicaule Roth, Nov. PI. Sp. 104, 1821. 
T. indicum var. amplexicaule Cooke. 
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CONVOLVULAOEAE 

145. Ipomoea nil Roth, Cat. Bot. 1 : 36, 1797. 
1. hederacea auct, non Jacq. 

146. Ipomoea soluta Kerr in Kew Bull. 1941: 18, 1941. 
1. campanulata auct., non Linn. 

147. Ipomoea sp. 
148. Argyreia cuneata Ker-GawI. 

[ vol. 41 . 0.4 

149. Argyreia setosa ( Roxb. ) Choisy in Mem. Soc. Phys. Rist. Nat. Geneve 
6: 425, 1827, 

Lettsomia setosa Roxb., Hort. Beng. 13, 1814, & Fl. Ind. 2: 80, 1824. 

SOLANACEAE 

150. Solanum niyrum Linn. 
151. Solanum indicum Linn. 
152. Lycopersicon esculentum Mill. 
153. Nicandra physaloides ( Linn. ) Gaertn. 

SCROPHULARJACEAE 

154. Verbascum coromandalianum ( Vahl ) Kuntze, Rev. Gen. PI 468, 1891. 
Celsia coromandeliana Vahl, Symb. Bot 3: 79,1794. 

155. Lindernia hyssopoides ( Linn. ) Haines, Bot. Beh. & Or. 635, 1922. 
llysanthes hyssopioides Benth. 

156. Lindernia pan'iflora ( Roxb. ) Haines, ibid. 635, 1922. 
Ilysanthes parvijlora Benth. 

157. Veronica anagallis Linn. 
158. Buchnera hispida Buch.-Ham. 
159. Striga gesneroides ( Willd. ) Vatke ex Engler, Abhandl. Preuss. Akad. 

Wiss. 28, 1894. 
Buchnera gesneroides Willd., Sp. PI. 3: 338, 1891. 

Striga orobanchioides Benth. 
160. Sopubia delphinifolia ( Roxb. ) Don. 
161. Li11denbergia indica ( Linn. ) O. Kuntze, Rev. Gen. 462, 1891. 

Dodartia indica Linn., Sp. PI. 633, 1753. 
Lindenbergia 1trtic!.lejolia Lehm. 

BIONONIACEAE 

162. Heterophragma quadriloculare (Roxb.) Schum. in pram. 4 (3b) : 243, 1895 
Bignonia quadrilocularis Roxb., PI. Cor. 2 : 24, t. 145, 1798. 
Heterophragma roxburghii DC. 

ACANTHACEAE 

163. Blepharis asperrima Nees. 
164. Asteracantha longifolia ( Linn. ) Nees. 
165: Hygrophila serpyllum (Nees) Anders. 
166. Hemigraphis latebrosa Nees var. heyneana Bremek. in mat. Mon. Strob. 

139,1944. 
H. latebrosa Nees pro parte. 
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167. Eranthemum roseum (Vahl) R. Br., Prodr. 477, 1810. 
Daedalacanthus roseus Anders. 

168. Carvia callosa ( Wall. ) Bremek., lac. cit. 187, 1941. 
Strobil anthes callosus Wall. 

169. Haplanthus verticillatus ( Roxb. ) Nees. 
170. H fJ.planthus tentaculatus N ces. 
171. Barleria lau:ii Anders. 
172. Lepidag1this cuspidata tWal!.) NeeR. 
173. Lepidagathis mifis Dalz 
174. Rungia pectinata (Linn) Nees in DC., Prodr. 11 : 469,1847. 

R. parviftora var. pectinata Clarke. 
175. Rungia repens (Linn.) Nees. 
176. Justicia sp. ( Neer J. simplex Don ). 
177. Adhatoda vasica Nees. 
178. Peristrophe bicalyculata (Retz ) Net·s. 

VERBENAOEAE 

179. Lantana camara Linn., var. aculeata Moldenke in Torreya 34: 9 1934. 
L. camara Linn. et auot. pro parte. 

180. Tectona grandis Linn. f. 
181. Vitex negundo Linn. 

182. Clerodendrum serratum (Linn.) Moon, Cat. 46, no. 382, 1824; Sprengel, 
Syst.2 : 758, 18~5. 

LABIATAE 

J 83. Plectranthus mollis (Ait.) Spr., Syst 2: 690, 1825. 
Ocimum moUe Ait., Hart. Kew; 2 : 322, 1789. 

Plectranthus incanus Link. 
184. Plectranthus coetsa Buch.-Ham. 
185. L(.wandula perrottetii B,mth. in DC., Prodr. 12 : 147, 1848. 

L. gibsoni Graham, Cat. 149, 1839. 
In my Flora of Purandhar I have written on this plant: "The name 
of this plant is commonly given as L. gibsoni, but in my opinion this 
is scarcely correct. The description given by Graham in his Cata
logue is of thc briefest and even Graham seems to doubting about 
the standing of this plant; he writes: "Herbaceous; leaves lyrate. 
The hill Fort of Pundooghur; requires examination ". In the 
circumstances I have followed Dal. & Gibs. in using the name L. 
Perrottetii of Bentham " 

186. Pogostemon parviflorus Benth. 
187. DysophyUa stellata Benth. 
188. Oolebrookea oppositijoliu Sm. 
189. Anisomeles heyneana Benth. 
190. Ani80meles cvata R. Br. 
191. Leucas martinicensis (Swart.z) R. Br. 
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192. Leucas montana Spr. 
193. Leucas lavandulaefolia Rees, eyc!. 20: no. 2, 1819. 

L. liniJolia Spr. 
194. Nepeta hindustana ( Roth) Haines, Bot. Bih. & Or. 744, 1922. 

Glechoma hindustana Roth, Nov. PI. Sp. 259, 1821. 
Neppta ruderalis Buch.-Ham. 

AMARANTHACEAE 

1!J5 Amaranthus sp. 
196. Celosia argenrea Linn. 
197. Aerva scandens (Roxb.) Wall. 
198. Achyranthes aspera Linn., var. porphyristachya Hook. f. in FEr. 4: no, 

1885. 
A. aspem auct., pro parte. 

199. Alternanthera sessilis (Linn.) R. Br., Prodr. 417, IS10. 
Gomphrena sessilis Linn., Sp. Pl. 225, 175~L 

Alternanthera triandra Lamk. 

POLYGONACEAE 

200. Polygonum glabrum Willd. 

PROTEACEAE 

201. GrelJillea robust,_" Cunn. 

THYMEI.EACEAE 

202. Lasiosiphon eriocephalus Decne. 

LORANTHACEAE 

203. TaxillulJ cuneatus (Roth) Danser in Bull. Jard. Bot. Buitenz. (ser. 3) 
10 : 354, 1929. 

Loranthus cuneatus Roth. .. 
204. Viscum angulatum Heyne ex DC. 

SANTALACEAE 

205. Osyris wightiana Wall., Cat. 4036, Itl31; Wight, leon. t. 1853, 1852. 
O. arborea Wall., Cat. 4035, 1831; DC., Prodr. 14 : 633, 1857. 

In my Flora of Khandala I have written the following on the change 
of name: "The two names, O. arborea and O. wightiana, were publi. 
shed as "nomina nuda" by Wallich in 1831; examination of Wallich's 
sheets in Kew Herb. shows that the two plants are synonymous for a 
very variable plant. Graham in 1839 took up the name wightiana, 
but his description is to meagre too be accepted as valid under the 
rules; Wight's icon t. 18 3 shows the plant correctly, and has to be 
accepted as valid under the Rules, Art. 4t. The name O. wightiana, 
therefore, is the oldest name effectively published for this plant, 
and the date of publication must be taken to be 1852, the date of 
Wight,'s publication of his Icon for this plant ". 

EUPHORBIAOEAE 

206. Euphnrbia neriifolia Linn., Sp. PI. 451, 1753. 
]I]. ligulmia Cooke. 
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207. Euphorbia hirta Linn., Sp. Pl. 454, 1753. 
E. pilulifera auct., non Linn. 

208. Euphorbia sp. ( microphylla or thymifolia? ) 
209. Bridelia squamosa Gehrm. in Engl. Bot. Jahrb. 41, Beibl. 95: 30, 1908. 

B. retusa Cooke, pro parte. 
210. Bridelia retusa Spr. (non Cooke, nisi pro parte). 
211. Securinega virosa (Roxb.) Pax & Hoffm. in Pfam. (ed. 2) 19 c : 60, 1931. 

Phyllanthus virosus Hoxb., ex Willd., Sp. PI. 4 : 57S, 180:'). 
Flueggea microcarpa Blume. 

212. Melanthesa turbinata (Koen. ex Roxb.) Wight, Icon. 5 (2) : 26, t. 1897, 
1852 (' truncata' sub tab. per sphalm.). 

Phyllanthus turbinatus Koen. rx Roxb, Hort. Beng 44, 1814 & Fl. 
Ind. 3 : 666, 1832. 

Breynia paten.! Rolfe in Journ. Bot. ( N. R. 11 : 351), )882 "Breynia 
J. R. & G. Forst. is illegitimate on two counts. It is a later 
homonym of Breynia L. ( Sp. Pl. 503, 1753) and a nomen 
confusum, a mixture of Breynia sp. and Phyllanthus distichus L., 
which was rejected by both A. de Jussieu ( Tent. Euph. 22, 1821 ) 
and Baillon (Et. Gen. Euph. 633, 1858 )." (Croizat in Sargentia 
1 : 48, 1942 ). 

213 Emblica officinalis Gaertn., Fruct. 2: 122, 1791. 
Phyllanthus emblica Linn. 

214. Ricinus communis Linn. 
215. Acalypha brachystachya Horn. 

ULMACEAE 

216. Trema orientalis (Linn.) Blume. 
URTICACEAE 

217. Girardinia zeylanic'l Deene. 
218. Lecanthus peduncul(J,ria (Wall.) Wedd. in DC. Prodr. 16: 164, 1869. 

Procris peduncularis Wall., Cat. 4634,1831; Royle, Ill. t. 83, f. 2, 183~· 
LecanthulJ wallichii Wedd. & L. wightii Wedd. 

219. Ficus ret usa Linn. 
220. Ficus mysorensis Heyne ( or is it F. benghalensis Linn. 1 ) 
221. Ficus arnottiana Miq. 
222. Ficus glomerata Roxb. 

ORCHIDACEAE 

223. Dendrobittm barbatulum Lindl. 

MUSACEAE 

224. Ensete sup~rbum (Roxb) Cheesm. in Kew Bull. 1947 : 100, 1948. 
M usa superba Roxb-

AOAVEACEAE 

2.5. Agave sp. 
DIOSCOREACEAE 

226. Dioscorea oppositifolia Linn. 
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COMMELIN ACEAE 

227. Murdannia semiteres (Dalz.) Santapau, comb. nov. 
Aneilema semiteres Dalz. in Kew Journ. Bot. 3: 138, l851, & in Dalz. 

& Gibs., Bomb Fl. 254, 1861. 
A. paniculatum Wall., Cat. 5216, 1828, nomen nudum; Clarke in 

DC., Mon. Phan. 3 : 215. 
Oommelina nimmoniana Graham, Cat. 227, 1839. 

The oldest name for this plant is clearly that of Wallich, but as 
it is a nomen nudum it is invalid according to the Rules, Art. 
37; Graham's description is so meagre that it can only be con
sidered as little better than a bare name. The first complete 
clescriptioll is that of Dalzell (1851) and in accordance with the 
Rules of Priority Dalzell's n9,me is the oldest valid one for this 
species. 

228. Oyanotis fasciculata ( Heyne ex Roth ) Schult. f. 
PALMAE 

229 Phoenix sylvestris (Linn.) Roxb. 
ARAOEAE 

230. Oolocasia esculenta (Linn.) Schott, Melet. 1 : 18, 1832. 
Arumesculentum Linn., Sp. PI. 965,1753. 

Oolocasia antiquorum Schott. 
231. Acorus calamus Linn., Sp. PL 324, 1753 ~ 

LEMNAOEAE 

232. Lemna sp. 
GRAMINEAE 

233. Tripogon lisboae Stapf. 
234. Zea mais Linn. Cultivated at foot of hill. 

ADDENDA 

235. Moringa oleifera Lamk., Encycl. 1 : 398, 1785; Merrill, Enum. Phil. FI. 
PI. 2 : 213. 

Moringa pterygosperma Gaerte., Fruct. 2 : 314, 1791. 
236. Meyna laxiflora Robyns, Tent. Mon. Yang. 228, 1928 ( in Bu.I. Jard. de 

l'Etat, Bruxelles, Ll: 228, 1928 ). 
Vangueria spinosa auct., pro parte. 

Robyns has split the complex group usually contained under 
Vangueria spinosa of our Indian floras into two different plants: 
Flowers always in lax cymes dlstinctly pedunculate; the flowers 
long-pedicellate; buds gradually tapering upwards, obtuse at the 
apex; leaves 1-2 cms. long-petioled; Bombay. Jf, laxiflora. Flowers 
mostly in fascicles, more rarely in cymes, shortly pedicelled; buds 
abruptly rounded upwards and distinctly apiculate at the apex; 
leaves with petioles neves longer than 1 cm. M. spino8a and other 
species from further East than India. 

237. Euphorbia sp. (prope E. elegans Spr.) 
238. Eleusine coracana Gaertn. Cultivated in the fort area. 
239. Pu.nicum sp. Cllltivat!'d in the fort area. 
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Simla Seed-Potatoes 

By 

M. N. KAMAT 1 

Introductory 

"War is sometimes a blessing in disguise". So was it in relation to the 
important potato industry of this State The import of Italian white round seed 
potato virtually had stopped during 1937-43 war period and the industry which 
gave food to the common man and prosperity to the cultivators of the State was 
on the verge of ruin. In the absence of renewed and fresh stocks of seed potatoes 
from Italy, the farmer had to be content with the local seed supply, which on 
account of repeated cultivation in the warm regions of the Deccan showed rapid 
deterioration, gave reduced yields, lowered keeping quality and showed progro!Osi
vely high infection with such diseases as viruses and bacterial ring. The soils in 
many places got heavily contaminated with the ring organism and virtually be
came unfit for potato cultivation. The position became critical and needed a 
remedy not only from the point of view of " Grow More Food Campaign" but also 
the economio amelioration of the potato cultivators who in the absence of a 
disease-free seed potato found themselves on a "horns dilemma". Moreover, 
potato formed an important rotational crop with bajri which gave heavier yields 
as a result of residual effect of manuring. 

Happily enough, this war period synchronised with the advent of the first 
Congress Government in the State, which insisted on having a suitable seed p::>tato 
grown and bred in India, satisfactorily answering the main requirements, viz, 
(1) freedom from disease, (2) high performance and (3) high keeping quality_ 

History 

Attempts to discover a good seed potato suited to the Bombay tract date 
as far back as 1916 when the then Director of Agriculture, Dr. H. H. Mann carried 
out intensive investigations and experiments on this problem with the help of 
Dr. W. Burns, the theu Economic Botanist and other co-workers (1). These trials 
bore no fruit and had to be abandoned since the concept of virus and ring diseases 
affecting the quality, performance and keeping nature of potatoes and the pre
eminent value of obtaining our seed potato from al titudes and regions not ame
nable to such ditleases did not appear to have been fully appreciated at that time. 
The recommendation made by these investigators ( pp. 10;)-110) about " the 
establishment, of pedigree seed, selected and grown here from generation to genera
tion until free from disease ( ring) " as a remedy to overcome hacterial ring and 

1 Assistant Professor of Mycology, College of Agriculture, poona. 
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other major diseases that affected the potato crop and to solve the vital problem 
of seed potato is an ample testimony to the non-appreciation of real issues 
involved and provided a real obstacle to the discovery of a seed potato of Indian 
origin for the Bombay tract in those days. 

Varietal Trials 

Preliminary trials, started in 1937-38 at three important potato growing 
regions of Poona district, viz. Manchar, Khed and Chakan, consisted of investiga
tion, under field conditions, into the comparative performance of several varieties 
of seed potatoes obtained from different regions. Large scale trials with statistical 
design were then made during 1939-43 with t,he special purpose of evaluating the 
performance of various types of seed potatoes obtained from several regions 
and altitudes like Nilgiris, Meerut, Darjeeling, Simla, Patna (Behar), Kumaon 
Hills, Burma and Kenya with special reference to (a) incidence of disease, 
(b) yield, (c) keeping quality, (d) cooking quality and (e) flavour. 

These results (2) showed conclusively the superiority of Simla seed potato 
(now wellknown as Numbri) over the then cultivated Italian white round variety. 
Numbri, Sitbo, Darjeeling Red and Magnum bonum gave higher yields varying 
from 8000 to 12,000 lbs. per acre while the local Italian yielded 3000-4000 lbs. 
The other varieties were low yielders and highly susceptible to Jassid attack; 
the Great Scot (Nilgiris) showed higb bacterial ring infection and was thus unsui
table as seed potato. Of the four high yielders, Numbri satisfied the standard in 
every respect. Magnum Bonum acd Darjeeling Red were not favoured by the 
cultivators and the consumers on a.ccount of their longish shape and red colour 
respectively. Sitbo, though compared very favourably with Numbri, came from 
Burma and therefore did not answer the main purpose. The trials and tests with 
keeping and cooking quality of Numbri also gave highly satisfactory results. 
Numbri with its shallow eyes was more economical and better peeling than the 
Italian white round, which had deep sunken eyes and was thus difficult to peel 
and resulted in waste of food material. The crop continued its freedom from the 
two major diseases mentioned above during the period of trials, which proved 
beyond doubt, the suitability of the Simla seed potato over others for the Poona 
tract. Observations made from time to time showed that the Numbri potato is 
susceptible to indiscrimate flooding in the early stages but responded very well to 
water ill most soils of Poona district, after the first two waterings which need be 
well regulated and moderate. 

Simla Seed Potato 

The pota.toes grown in Simla bills at varying altitudes of 4000 to 7500 ft. 
abo'Te sea level consist of mainly tbree varieties viz. Numbri (Up-to-date), Phool 
(magnum bonum) and Phulwa ( Patna). While Numbri has given excellent 
results in medium black soils of Deccan, Phool is well suited to river and sandy 
light soils of Gujarat and Saurashtra. Experience and observation have shown 
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that potatoes grown at low altitude are unfit for seed purposes as they usually 
carry infection by several fungus, bacterial and virus diseases adversely affecting 
the yield and quality. "High grown" or " Snow grown" potatoes obtained from 
altitude above 7000 ft., on the other hand, ace best for seed purposes as they are 
free from such diseases due to low temperatures obtained during the growing 
period. 

Conclusion 

Simla seed potatoes (Numbri and Phool ) have thus established their sui
tability as class seed potatoes in varying soil and climatic conditions of the State. 
It has, not only spread to all parts of the State, but also to Saurashtra, where it 
is now grown on a very wide scale completely replacing the Italian white round 
variety. This discovery, outstanding as it is, has successfully solved the most 
urgent problem of seed potato of Indian origin and thus has made this State 
independent of foreign seed potato. It ha'3 also saved the oountry from immense 
drain on her financial resources and has brought in occupation and prosperity to 
the Simla potato growers who find ready market for their potatoes in all parts of 
the Indian Union and Pakistan. It also paved the way to the successful control 
of major potato diseases that annually took heavy toll of our crop in this State 
in pre-war days. The credit for a successful solution of this baffiing situation is 
richly deserved by the first Congress Government, specially Hon. Shri. Morarji 
Desai, the then minister for Agriculture and Dr. B. N. Uppal, the then Plant 
Pathologist and now the Director of Agriculture, B. S., Poona, for their foresight 
and resourcefulness. 
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Powdery Mildew on Convolvulus Arvensis L. 
Caused by Oidium Species 

By 

B. G. NIKAM B. Ag., M. SC., (Agri.) 1 F. K. PAWAR B. Sc. 2 

In March 1947, number of of creepers Convolvulus arvensis L. (fig. l) 
growing in the Tomato plots on Central Experimental Farm, Gwalior, were found 
to be affected with powdery mildew. Attacked leaves were covered with innume-

1 Plant Pathologist, Madhya-Bharat-Union, Gwaliol'. 
2 Student-Victoria College, Gwalior. 
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rable spores (conidia) & mycelium of the fungus, and disease was caused by a 
species of Oidium. This fungus in not recorded on this species, therefore, it was 
studied. A short account of the organism and the disease caused by it, is given 
below. 

Symptoms :- The disease is found only on the leaves and not on any 
other parts of the host. The disease is easily recognised by the appearance of 
white powder on the upper as well as on the lower sides of a leaf. Upon the 
affected leaves the disease first manifests itself in small white felt-like patches 
(irregular in outline) of fungus growth. As the disease advances these fungus 
patches rapidly enlarge and soon cover the entire leaf giving an appearance to the 
leaf being coated with some white powder without causing any noticeable injury 
to the host. Affected creepers are found to grow healthily to maturity and to 
yield normal fruits and seeds. Defoliation also is not noticed. 

Morphology of the fungus:- The vegetative mycelium of the fungus 
is superficial and consists of delicate, hyaline, septate hyhae frequently branched 
and more or less interwoven, ranging in diameter from 3'42/u to 1O'80/u ( fig. 7) . 
.From the under-surface of hyphae slender tubes which arise, at once pierce the 
cuticle and after entry into the interior of the epidermal cells, swell into globular 
sacs, the haustoria (fig. 6 ). 

Appressoria also develop from the hyphae at point where the latter are 
closely attached to the surface of the leaf ( fig. 2 ). 

Sometimes two appessoria may arise at the same point on the opposite ... 
sides of a hyphae (fig. 2 ). 

The superficial mycelium gives rise to conidiophores which are erect, simple 
and usually 2-3 septate (fig. 3). These measure 36'0 to 112'5 u long and bear on 
their ends conidia. The conidia are unicellular, hyaline, and barrel-shaped and 
measure 30'24-67'33 x lO 70-l9 63 u and easily fall of when mature (fig 4). 

Conidia are produced in large numbers and freely germinate by protrution of 
a germ tube ( fig. 5 ); but in one case it is observed that the conidium has germi. 
nated by protrution of (8) eight germ tubes ( fig. 5). They are short lived and 
lose their power of germination when exposed to bot and dry conditions. The 
germinating percentage of conidia on a dry slide kept in a moist chamber at room 
temperature of 35'0° C. for 24 hours was from traces to 3 perc~nt. 

Ollly conidial stage is observrQ on the host. 

Host relation of the fungus :-Observatiolls had. shown that the fun~us 
is found on lyon Convolvulus arvensis Ilnd not on tomato,peas and other weeds like 
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Cyperus rotundus, Cynodon dactylon, Chenopodium 
Digera arvensis.. Trianthema-monogyna, Launea 
hirta growing with it 

~ 

album, Amaranthus ?liridi8, 
asplenifolia and Euphorbia 

I.",,~ .. 0 •• . _ .• _._..L ..•.•• _~ • ..;__ .• , ...• ~ ... ~ __ ..:_.&., 

Fig. 1. Convolvulus arvernsis L. Fig. 2. Appres80ria on superficial hyphae. Fig. 3. 
ConKliophores bearing conidia. Fig. 4. Conidia showing shapes and sizes. Fig. 5. Germina· 
ting conidia. Fig. 6. Transverae SectiDn Df an infected leaf showing a globular haustorium 
Fig. 7. A portion of leaf showing mycelium, conidiophores, and condia. 

Authors are thankfull to Shri. N. M. Deshmukh, Director of Agriculture, 
Madhya Bharat Gov-ernment, Gwalior for providing the facilities during the course 
of investigft.tiou and to Dr.B.B. Mundkur for reading the paper and giving valuable 
suggestions and guidance. Tbank1il are also due to f)hri. K. N. Paw8r, Chief 
Chemist. Agricultural Res. Lab., Gwalior ( R. L. ) and to Shri. R. L. Pradhan, 
Artist .• Agricultural Dept .. , Gwalior for the help they rendered. 
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Supplementary Food Crops----a Way 

to Fight Food--Crisis 

By 

G. R. KOPPIKAR, B. SC. (Agri.) "class. 

Food-scarcity in India is too much expressive and evident to need any 
emphasis. Food being the prime necessity of every member of the entire living 
part of the world, even a slight deficit in the matter of thiA item of the various 
needs of the human being, claims a serious attention of the sufferer. To-day, 
throughout India, hardly a single part can be pointed out which enjoys the free
dom from the food-crisis which has so very readily become a rule. 

Naturally, everyone of the persons connected with the welfare of the Indian 
nation in the matter of its food problem, has been driven by the headache created 
by the unfortunate situation to think in terms of finding out ways and means to 
fight the situa tion by supporting his ideas on the know) ~dge he has acquired in 
the field of the relation of food with man in various aspects. But a matter of 
common experience brings home to us the fact that commonly almost all such 
ideas and suggestions suffer from one kind of draw-back or the other. Some 
suggestions hint at long term plans in the sense that tbeiractual achivement and the 
desired fruits therefrom will require an intolerably considerable period to serve the 
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suffering human being. The mere nature of the difficulties, in various forms, ill 
the quick production of the necessary food crops as is demanded by the fast 
deteriorating situation, should not be an excuse in obviating or even in lessening 
the gravity of the situation. The seriousness of the food-situation expects experts 
to bring forth such suggestions as will be approached by the common man without 
any undue difficulties, and with the confidence nece-ssary to bring the suggestions 
into practice by himself without having to wait for along time to see his efforts 
emerged into fruitfulness. 

Whatever the various reasons may be, among which the common ignorance 
about the nutritive value and hence the CJmmon tendency of indifference to think the 
importance of foodstuffs in terms of the amount of nutrition they supply to the 
consumer is the one, it is a matter of common experience that the quantity of a 
foodstuff that is consumed and not the quality, that claims the consumer's inte
rest first in India to-day. This wrong approch to the food consumption is largely 
responsible, among the other causes, for deteriorating the food-sitution in India. 
Hence, the propaganda in the direction of laying a stress upon the nutritive values 
of the different items of food should form an important item in fighting the diffi
cult situation, and guided by the nutritive values of the food-items the masses in 
India should be made to change their food habits. With this as the basis, the 
cultivation and usage of certain crops as food would be, in the humble opinion of 
the writer, a pratica1 proposition. Such crops form the subject matter of this 
paper. 

The importance to these crops does not, in any way, lessen the important 
posit,ion occupied by what are called as the staple crops or the cereals. These 
croplil are only meant to supply the necessary nutrition to some extent and thus 
qualitatively replace the staple crops to some degree, and thereby to reduce the 
pressure of the demand on the staple grain crops whose scarcity has been a 
serious threat in India to-day. This obViously leads them to be recognized as 
Supplementary Crops. Apart from the modern Western countries the commonly 
called backward countries of the East, namely China and Burma, have long back 
widened the field of their supplementary crops to mushroom culture, sea-weed 
industry and fish-culture. But the increasing difficulties of theoritical as well 
as pratical nature that are likely to attend the adoption of such supplementary 
crops in India at present advise to postpone their inclusion to more favourable 
circumstances in future. Hence it is thought advisable to dwell upon such crops 
whose cultivation, management and use isof an easy adoption, and the cultiva
tion of some of which has been a hobby of some of the bungalow-owners. 

Apart from their being" supp lementary" to the staple cereals they offer 
an added advantage to the cultivator by their adaptability of growth on small 
areas such as corners, uneven surfaces snch as raised portions or pits, a feature 
rarely compatible to the staple grain crop~. 
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The following table will depict the food va.lue or some of the members 
of the crops that can be taken to supplement the staple grains in food ;-

~I I ",I I 00 ,r.d 
Cl) 0 

o 1 ~ .... ~. I ::s 88 
'001 ~o o~ ,I 18 .... 

Name of 
.... ,"" Od,).p -< .... ·.s>2<cn,Cl) ::s 0 bObO 

E~ <Il 

"i~ 80 
Crop 000 o~ ~ f ~ ~ .~ ~ .~ ~ ~' :S ~ I :g ~ 00'" ftO 

'0 I~ O~I ~ ~ j ~51~ ,c3 0 Q .... 

~ .d o .... 
~ .... <Il .d .... 1 I .... >2< I t I 

Tapioca 67'83 0'81129'6310'58 0'44 127'0 
I 

0'71 * * * 
Tapioca flour 12'90 2'18\80'24 1'58 1'19 343'9 1'91 * * * 

Tapioca starch 11'561 0'20' 88'15 .. , 0'09 353'4 * * 
I 

* 
71'23 1'73' 25'431 0'03 

.. , 
Yam 0'96 108'9 0'62 * * * 

Sweet potato 81·01 
\ 

"21 * * * 1'40 15'99 0'22 71'5 0'17 
I I 

Beans 88'82 1'40! 7'280'10 0'94, 35'6 1'46 * * * 
Shevri 88'94 1'67 7'01 0'20 0'72 36'5 1'46 * * * 

Drumstick 89'30 2'21 4'54 O'll 0'95 34'7 I 2'89 * * * 
/' 

Bread fruit 73'70 1'94 21'95 0'51 0'79 100'0 I'll * * * 
Young Jak 86'45 1'78 8'89 0'47 0'76 46'9 1'65 * * * 

Matured Jak 67'83 2'33127'76 0'12 1'06 121'4 0'90 * • * 

Alu (corn flour) 12'09 2'45 82'00 0'25 1'00 * 
1 *'" * * 
1

1'00 I 
I 
I I Shingada 10'20 8'28 72'44 0'60 1'22 * I 2'00 I * I * * 

Amaranthus species

l
87'45 3'4614'97 0'18 2'63 35'301 1'3110.29510'07 6'3() 

2'80 33'00
1 

2'08 1 0'24+°76 9'23 Tandulja 87'14 4'53 3'28 ,0'19 

Math 86'45 4'05 4'89 0'31 2':18 38'60! 1,93 10 '1790'048 17'46 

* The figures are not ava.ilable, 

Even though, as has been expressed above, these supplementary crops do 
not exert a pressing need for much care on the part of the cultivator, a syste
matic and judicious cultivation and management of these crops are always 
associated with better results which should always be the goal characteristic of a 
good cultivator, 

Situation :-The crops mentioned above do not need any special type of 
situation except for the well-drained nature of the soil. Shingada, Alu and 
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Breadfruit bring forth better results if they are situated in low-lying areas with 
obvious advantages of more water-supply. Shevga or Drumstick, Shevri, Tur 
( perennial ), and ,Jak by virtue of their tall ami broad vegetative growth claim a 
place along the boundaries or borders of bungalow gardens. This also makes them 
serve as a wind brake and thus to conserve soil-moisture, aided by the mode
rate shade they offer. 

Watering :-Arrangements should be made to collect all the waste water 
from kitchen and bathroom in a common gutter such that the flow of water should 
be in the direction of the wind, by giving the gutter a slight slope in the desired 
direction of the winds during m,)st of the p3.rts of the year. Tho gutter should be 
built up by the suitable material impervious to water in order to prevent the loss of 
water. To this gutter, the water channels leading to the crops should be connected. 
The watering of all the crops should be done at proper intervcLls. The various crops 
should be brought into a certain uumber of groups, each group having a combina
tion of the crops some of which require much water and others, capable of pulling 
on in comparatively drier soil-conditions. The number of each of these two 
varieties of crops in each group should be decided after a proper estimation of the 
aDlount of water available on each day. Each group should be supplied with 
water on days at the fixed interval. The smaller the distance of the crop from 
the main gutter, smaller are the subsequent water channels and hence less is the 
wastage of water through absorption in the soil, 

Manuring :-If all the waste water, as mentioned above, is supplied pro
perly without allowing any portion of it to be absorbed and wasted during the 
course of its flow from the source of water to the crop proper, manuring is auto
matically done with every doze of watering. But certain crops may rpquire some 
additional manure. This nl.,'tld may be met successfully by an annual doze of a 
little farm yard manure or sbeep-foldings. If t,be cultivator possesses some 
(,,attie, the cattle-urine which is usually being wasted by throwing away, may be 
carried through properly built gutters, and thus it can be supplied to each group 
of the crops at regular intervals. This regular application of cattle-urine at pro
per intervals has not been observed to exert any deleterious effect on the 
crop-growth. 

After-care :-The area around the crops should be kept clean by the re
moval of weeds and the collection of dried leaves and other wastes. Proper 
aeration and sunshine should be provided in order to bring forth healthy growth 
of crops, and to check the growth of insects and pests. If observed any, they 
should be promptly dealt with by the use of the common imect.icides such as 
tobacco decoction or soap-solution. Personal attention to the management of the 
crops once in a day or two has been found to keep the whole affair go on 
smoothly. 
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It is worthwhile, at this stage, to describe some practical aspects in connec
tion with the crops in a little detail. 

Tapioca or Cassava (Manihot uttilissimus) :-It has made a considerable 
headway in Konkan and Kolhapur districts. It is propagated by sets. Set:! of 
9 to 12 inches length are planted in a well pulverised soil. Within 6 to 7 months 
after planting it can give out as many as 9 roots. Well developed roots are used 
in food as vegetables, or after pounding them to flour, or extracting starch from 
it, the starch powder can be used. Within 6 to 7 months each plant yields 2-3 lbs. 
of flour. It can be cultivated twice a year-in the beginning of monsoon and ill 
October to November. It can be grown anywhere provided it gets some open 
space and water-facilitie8. It forms a very good catch crop if grown on the ridges 
with sugercane as the chief crop. 

Shin gada ( Trapa bispinosa ) :-Thii! can be grown in low-lying areas with 
the provision of much water. It can be grown even in ponds. It yields a large 
amount of starch. 

Alu (Coloca.sia ardiquorum ) :- In the Bombay State it enjoys a, wide 
cultivation in the zone of sure and heavy rainfall namely, North Kanara district, 
Konkan, Malenad or Maval, and some parts of Belgaum district. But it can be 
grown in shallow ponds anywhere with sufficient facilities of water. It is propagated 
by corms and grows best in monsoon. Thereafter, if corms are given rest by 
storing in cool, dark place upto March, it puts forth a vigorous growth. It offers 
a ready response to manure and water. Its leaves and stalks are used as vege
tables. Well matured leaves along with stalks are harvested keeping two leaves 
on the plant, one of them being the main stalk. 

Tondli (Coceinia cordi folia ) :-It is propagated in the monsoon by sets. 
It requires a support of a stick and thereafter, of a mandap. It gives fruits for 
several years. Its leaves are also med as food. It requires pruning and removal 
of dried parts in May. It is manured in monsoon. 

Tur ( Cajanus indicus ) :-The variety yielding white seed is a perennial 
variety and yields for 4 to 5 years. It grows into a big plant with a profuse vege· 
tative growth. It requires to be pruned before monsoon. 

Shevga or Drumstick ( Moringa ole.ifera ) :--It grows into a big trel:l. Its 
fruits, seeds and flowers are used as vegetables. It.s leaves form a good fodder for 
cattle. Pods are rich in proteins and are a good source of vitamin C. 

Yam ( Dio8corea sativa):- It grows well on raised beds and when a 
support is given. It can be grown by the side of other trees which serve as a 
support to it. It is propagated by stem-cuttings with buds on, i. e. with the 
outer surface of the stem. 
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Sweet Potato ( Ipomea baLatas ) ;- It also grows well on raised beds. It 
is propagated by sets. The creeper requires to be lifted up and placed again on 
the ground after every 15 days lest it should form a tiny root at each junction of 
the creeper with the soil. 

Bread fruit ( Artoc(lrpus tncisa ) :-It grows into a big tree. Its fruits 
resemble those of the Jack. Fruiting is throughout monsoon. Its varieties are 
mainly two. The fruits and seeds are used as vegetables. 

Jack ( Artocarpus integra) ;-It also grows into a big tree. Its seeds are 
used as vegetables apart from the raw ripe sweet pulp. 

Shevri ( Sesbania aegyptica ) ;-It is a big plant. It can be used as a 
wind-brake and its flowers, as vegetables. 

Beans :-These include-ell Double bean, (Phaseolus lunatus) (2) varieties 
of Lima beans, (Pha8eoluslunatus), (3) Abai (Oanovalia ensiformis) , (4) Wal papdi 
(Dolichos lablab), and (5) Choudhari bean (Psophocarpus tetragonobus). All these 
require the support of a mandap. All these can yield pods for 2-3 years if proper
ly managed. Abai yields long pods. In addition to these, there are some weeds 
haVing a food value, that grow profusely in various seasons of the year. These may 
be allowed to grow except when they trouble the crop proper, until they mature, 
and then they may be uprooted and be given a place in the kitchen as leafy 
vegetables. These weedsare-(l) Math (Amaranth-us polygarnus), (2) Kate Math 
(Amaranthus spinosus), (3) Tandulja (AmaranthulJ paniculatus), (4) Pathari 
(Lactuca runcicata), (5) Ghol (Portulaca ole race a ), (6) Chi] ghol ( Portnlaca 
qudrifida), (7) Kena (Gomm1llina bengaZensis) , (8) Takla (Cassia tora), and 
(9) Kurdu ( Gilosia argentia ). 

'l'akla and Kurdu can be nsed as leafy vegetables when they are young and 
tender. Shevga, Shevri, Bread-fruit and Jack fruit start yielding fruits after afew 
years from their plantation. But they continue to be productive for many years 
and this long period of their productivity pays for the first few years spent in 
waiting for the fruits. 

Wastage of food is very common in the Indian methods of eooking. If the 
wasting tendency accompanies the usage of supplementary crops, it threatens to 
defeat the purposes of the cultivation of supplementary crops. Hence by putting 
a check to the wastage of food the fact that "food saved is food grown" should 
be realized in the actual practjce, e. g. the Mango stones when dried and broken, 
yield a pulp rich in proteins to the extent of 8'5%, and it has been estimated that 
the pulp from 100 average-sized mango stones equctls the protein value of 80 Ibs. 
of Oat. Further, the experience that the flour prepared out of t.his pulp can be 
mixed with the flour of the staple grains with good result.s in the preparations of 
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various food-items, should lead us to hold the rioh souroe of protein in a high 
esteem in its inclusion in our daily diet. The reoognition of proteins as the 
oriterion of the nutritional standard of food-stuffs at present as manifested by the 
importanoe attached to " Food Yeast" throughout the world, amply signifies the 
inclusion of an adequate amount of protein-rich diet at least in the present food 
orisis in India. 

Thus, supplimentary crops, if given a proper and serious consideration, 
should readily relieve the much felt pressure of the demand on the staple food 
grains, and it should never he too much to expect the change-over taking place 
in the flower gardens of bungalow-yards and open and wa.ste space elsewhere, in 
favour of the teeming supplementary orops in the near future throughout India. 
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Do Improved Sugarcane Varieties Deteriorate? 1 

By 

N. R. BHAT 2 

I have been hearing of deterioration having occured in the outturns of Co. 
419 variety of sugarcane in Deccan since about the year 1944. I have, as yet, no 
clear idea on what basis this contention is being made. I imagine that it is on the 
grounds of lesser stands of the crop observed and lower tonnages realised from 
year to year by some sugarcane growers, since, so far as I know, a regular scienti. 
fic enquiry has not been made. Probably, because the irrigational and manurial 
practices followed are, in general, considered to be satisfactory for raising a good 
crop and also for maintaining soil fertility, it is presumed that the cane variety 
itself must have been deteriorating. 

1 Talk given at the Seventh Convention (1950) of the Deccan Sugar Technologists' 
Association. 

2 Statistical Officer with the Dy. Director of Agriculture, (Crop Reseal"Ch), B. S., Poona. 
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In my opinion, the question is too serious to be so lightly dealt with. For 
a real study of the problem we have first of all to see whether there has been an 
all round progressive fall in the outturns of 00. 419 variety in Daccan. For this 
purpose, a random sampling survey over a series of seasons may be worthwhile. 
As a less expensive alternative, it is worthwhile studying the data of yields 
realised, for at least 4 to 5 seasons, in a large number of plots situated in various 
soil types of the tract, which have been constantly receivin~ the same irrigational 
and manurial treatments from season to season. If in spite of not particularly 
worsening season and non prevalence of disease and pest epidemics, there is a 
progressive fall in yields of almost all the plots, deterioration may be accepted as 
a fact. I believe, such a study is overdue. 

Progressive deterioration, if established, can either be in the cane or in soil 
fertility. The fertility of the soil in its turn will depend upon its physical con
dition and chemical constituents. As all of you are well aware, both these latter 
factors are very important in the case of a heavily irrigated and heavy feeding 
crop like sugarcane an_d. it is not easy to maintain them in ideal conditions. 

As tonnage is very much dependent on the stand of the crop, deterioration 
in yields should manifest itself through reduction in vigour of the cane as could be 
observed through lower amount of tillering, lesser heights, thinner canes, etc. The 
reduction in vigour may be observed either in the entire crop or in ollly a certain 
proportion of tho plants. In the latter case again two distinct categories may 
exist, viz. (i) the first in which the two groups, when merged together, result in 
only one series of plants that can be continually graded in respect of vigour and 
(ii) the second in which the two groups, while being distinct from each other, 
would be more or less uniform within themscl ves. 

Out of the cases mentioned above, it is only this last one that is, In my 
opinion, likely to arise from degeneration of the ca.ne variety. 

To make you think for yourself whether deterioration can take place in 
sugarcane and, if sO,whether it can be appreciable, I would like to discuss, in brief, 
how deterioration usually takes place in plants. You are, probably, aware that 
sexual organs, male and female, of plants are located in their flowers. Here it is 
that the blood of different varieties can get mixed due to the pollen (male) of one 
plant fertilising the ovules (female) of its neighbour to produce hybrid seed. It is 
worthwhile to remember that the hybrid blood does not permeate the vegetative 
parts of the contamina.ted plant. When the seed of the plants raised from the 
hybrid seed is sown in its turn different types of plants combining the good and 
the bad qualities of the two original plants in various proportions come into exist
ence. Deterioration of a noble variety propagated by seed can, thcrefore, take 
place through the contamination of its blood with that of an inferior variety in 
its vicinity. Such a deterioration is unthinkable in the case of sugarcane a~ it is 
propagated by setts. Vegetative propagation is, in fact, the shield against 
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breaking up and or deterioration of a sugarcane variety. As you are probably aware 
the improved variety Co. 419 is possessed of the blood of three different species 
and, but for its propagation by setts, would have broken up into numerous types 
and would have been equally liable to deterioration through contamination. 

Sometimes ago, I happened to read in an issue of the "Shetki and 
Shetkari " an extract from a paper, "Are the cane varieties in Deccan pure?" 
quoted in the report for 1948 of the Sugar Technologists' Association. It was re
ported that the author of the paper observed considerable variation in the vigour 
of Co. 419 variety by studying 6 important characters. While not denying the 
existence of such a variation, I would not, for reasons stated above, attribute it to 
the contamination of the improved variety with the inferior local variety as seems 
to have been implied by the author of the paper. Probably, all the variability 
observed, very striking as it well might have been, could be accounted for as due 
to changes in soil fertility and inequalities of treatments combined with chance 
variation. I am sure, the author will profit himself and us all by a more thorougu 
study of the data. 

As far as is known, there is only one way in which a cane variety can 
deteriorate. It is due to uudesirable new types coming into existenoe through 
bud mutation. But, such bud sports arise at the rate of less than one in a million 
and the probability of their being undesirable ones is about half as much. In his 
latest book on plant breeding, Hagedoorn, the renowned Dutch breeder states, 
"I may add here that there is very little chance of finding new clones in the 
better known and highly cultivated potatoes, sugarcanes, etc., as in this material 
every commercial kind is genetioally pure, in so far as admixtures of different 
clones are concerned." Inferior bud mutationS, if and when they occur, would 
therefore result in only a small fraction of the crop becoming inferior, in course of 
time. This is the category of fractional deterioration of the crop which I previ
ously described as due to degeneration of the cane variety. 

If the deterioration is wholesale, I, personally, would not consider it to be 
in the cane variety. Both OIl practical and theorotical grounds, I do not think it 
to be possible. Nowhere except in the Deccan has a sugarcane variety been 
reported to have deteriorated. Theorotically also, we cannot accept the possibi
lity of such an occurence unless we disbelieve in the genet,ical theory established 
through innumerable experiments outside the U. S. S. R. To acquaint you with 
the theory pertaining to the question, I would quote Dr. R. H. Richens of the 
Cambridge School of Agriculture, who in discussing Lysenko's (Soviet Geneticist) 
hypothesis of Degeneration and Rajuvination (Vide 'New Biology-Issue No.8), 
observes: "Although the belief that plant varieties degenerate with time, 
especially when the varieties are self-pollinating or vegetatively reproduced, is 
widespread, detailed investigation has not supported this view. It has been 
shown that in potatoes, for instance, lowered yields accompany the spread of virus 
diseases, which, given time, attack almost every new variety. Also, new cross-
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bred varieties have often a certain degree of hybrid vigour, which is lost after some 
years have elapsed. But no 19ss of vigour in a pur<,--bred variety due entirely to 
continued self-fertilization or tlegetaiive propagation has yet been discovered outjide 
the Soviet Union." (Italics mine). 

It would both be out of place here and unnecessary to discuss the merits 
of the contradicting theories, as a simple, practi.cal experiment would easily give 
us the clues to our problem. It is to conduct statistically laid out comparative 
trials of what is thought to be the degenerated cane side by side with the stock of 
the Experimental Station both at Coimbatore as well as in the various soiltypes of 
Deccan. I learn that a few trials have been undertaken in the Deccan. I wish 
they have been properly laid out; otherwise, instead of giving us correct guidance 
they may mislead us. 

If the deterioration of the crop is wholesale (or even frauctional) and is 
established not to have resulted from the degeneration of the cane variety, as I 
expect it will be, it would be evident that it is due to the deterioration of the soil, 
either physical or chemical. I do not propose to enter this alien province. How. 
ever, as a layman, I may casually hint that in respect of chemical deterioration 
of the soil one may look for either the progressive deficiencies of the essential 
trace elements or accumulations of toxic substances resulting through the raising 
of the sugarcane orop from season to season. 

Scientific Agriculture Seen ~nding 

India's Food Deficit 

Washington, Oct. 25-The application of modern agricultural practices to 
even half of India's farms would eliminate the nation's IO-percent food deficit. 

This opinion was expressed in an art,icle printed in "Foreign Agricult1,l,re", 
a publication issued by the United States Department of Agriculture. The author 
is Henry W. Spielman, formerly Consul (Agricultural) at the Americln Consulate 
General in Bombay, and at present Agricultural Attache at the American 
Embassy in Karachi. 

1 American Newsfile-Agricult.ure Supplement of 25th October 1950. 
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The article, in part, follows: "Many aspects of Indian life have combined 
to give credence to the widespread belief that India's farms can never produce 
enough food for all its people. The population is increasing by roughly four 
million a year, most of the good land is now being farmed, agricultural production 
methods and tools have chnnged but litt.Je over the centuries, and farmers resist 
change. Nevertheless, India's agricultural scientists believe that the nation can 
feed itself. In its agricultural experiment stations it bas the knowledge, and on 
its farms it bas resources that are not fully utilized. In those areas where the two 
potentials have been brought, together, farm productivity has been increased by 
60 percent to as much as 400 percent. And a 10 percent increase is all that 
J ndia needs to beoome self-sufficient. 

" The system of agricultural experimE'nt stations throughout India has been 
in operation for a number of years. Many of the stations are staffed with specia. 
lists trained in the United States or Europe and all of the stations have been 
highly successful. They have developed new crop varieties, improved plowing 
and cultural practices, developed water-and soil-conservation services and 
drainage programs, and introduced irrigation farming and land reclamation. 

"Station experiments have shown that by using improved varieties, 
farmers can increase yields by an average of 12 percent. If they also use manures 
and commercial fertilizers, they can increase them 25 to 75 percent. And if, in 
addition, they use slightly improved indigenous farm implements, space crops in 
accordance with rainfall and soil conditions, and plant and cultivate at the proper 
time, they can increase output 20 to 50 percent more. When all improved 
methods were used on one plot of an Indian far~ production was increased by 
400 percent . 

•. The Sholapur experiment station in the Deccan area of India reports an 
interesting example in it.s cooperative arrangement with a farmer on a dry hil1-side 
nearby. The farmer agreed to follow the station's recommendations in his 
15- acre grain sorghum field, from which he had been getting an average yield of 
150 pounds an acre. He was to use his own equipment. 

" His first step was to terrace the field to conserve both the soil and the 
moisture. Next, he prepared it for contour planting. Then he planted seed of 
the improved variety furnished by the station and spaced both the rows and the 
plants in the rows 88 recommended. Compost and chemical fertilizers were 
applied. When the crop was harvested, the farmer was amazed at the yield·-
61)0 pounds an acre. 

" The director of the station is con vinced that simliar results could be 
obtained by most farmers in the Deccan area. 
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"India's agricultural scientists, then, do have the know-how for solving 
the country's food problems. The question remains how to bridge the gap 
between the experiment station and the farmer. The answer, of course, lies in 
extension services. These, too, India has, but thus far they have reached few 
farmers ..... . 

" In Bombay Province there is an agricultura.l agent and three or four 
assistant agents in each of the 19 districts. Each assistant supervisei! three to 
five village workers, who live with the farmers and pass along the latest recommen
dations of the Department of Agriculture. Because of the limited number of 
extension workers, only a small percentage of Bombay's farmers can be reached. 
Those who are getting up-to-date farming information and learning to nse it are 
getting increased yields well above those of their nonparticipating neighbors. 
Undoubtedly production of all types of fi)Qd grains could b~ increased in a few 
years if there were enough trained extension workers. 

" Although India's farmers tend to cling to the traditional wa.vs, Indian 
agriculture is not so static as it might appear to a casual observer. Changes are 
taking place. For example, 10 years ago, farmers of the Gujerat district of 
Bombay Province were raising their own bullocks. Now they get them from 
commercial cattle raisers because farmers realize that, with young bullocks requi
ring four years of costly care and training before they can be of use, it is cbeaper 
to buy them already trained. Another example is to be found in the region 
around Anand, also in Bombay Province. Ten ycars ago, this area was producing 
only enough milk for local consumption. Last year, even in the Februarv-March 
off season the region sent 57,000 pounds of milk daily to the Bombay city 
market. 

" All this evidence of progress and change indicates that India is moving 
toward a modernized agriculture and a solution to its food problem. It will not 
be an easy or quick solution, however. India, has 340 million people to feed, and 
the population increases by about four million a year . 

. , In India as a whole, food grains probably represent 60 to 75 percent of 
the diet. In some areas they make up 90 percent and in others about 45 Other 
sources of food are merely supplementary. Therefore most of the increased pro-
duction will have to be in food grains. . 

" Another custom that affects the general productivity of Indian farms is 
that of maintaining thousands of unproductive cattle on them. 

" The fragmentation of Indian farms too has some effect on agricultural 
efficiency and therefore on the country's ability to feed itself. Few farms are a 
single unit. The farmer with five acres may have five different plots of land 
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scattered Over two square miles. He spends considerable time and animal power 
moving from one plot to another. Some of the Provinces have passed legislation 
to correct this waste. Bombay Province, for example, has fixed five acres as the 
minimum size of a plot. This lawalso provides that when a holder sells his land, 
ifit is smaller than that minimum and his neighbors also have less than the fixed 
minimum, he must sell to one of his neighbors. 

" Indian farms vary in size with the kind of principal grain they produce. 
The average rice farm in Bombay Province is five acres, while most jowar-grain 
sorghum farms consist of 30. Of course, in many places rice farms may be only 
two or three acres or, sometimes, only one. Generally a family farm is the size 
that an able-bodied man with a grown son and two pairs of oxen can farm. 
Indian agricultural specialists believe that with the present type of farm power, 
this small unit is the most economic. 

" Many of the aspects of Indian life that stand in the way of a highly 
efficient agriculture are rooted deep in religiOUS beliefs and in tradition, and the 
Government will not find them easy to change. But increasing production to a 
level of self-sufficiency would not necessarily require any radical change in the 
Bocial or economic conditions of the farmer. It calls only for making better use 
of his resources. India's food deficit is only 10 percent of total production. If 
the improved methods can be used on 50 percent of the farms, the country could 
feed itself. The other problems will eventually have to be faced and solutions 
found before agriculture can be all a continuously sound basis. The immediate 
problem is making two blades grow where one grows now. And this can be 
achieved by extension services that can effectively get the results of research 
from the experiment station to the farm. "-USIS 

Crop-Use Research in the United States I 

By 

DR. G. E. HILBERT 

During the past 15 years great advances have been made in the UOlted 
States in crop-use research-research to promote the wider and more efficient 

1 Reprinted from .. Chemurgic Dig.est" taken from "American Newsfile-Agriculture 
Supplement ", September 6,1950. 
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utilization of farm products. The U. S. Department of Agriculture agency which 
is responsible for research on crop utilization has investigations in progress on al 
the major domestic crops. Two fields of crop-use reilearch are of special interest, 
because they both have considerable significance for chemurgy. 

One field is research on practical disposal methods for dealing with certain 
waste products-what might be called the" wet wastes "-of the fruit and vege
table processing industry. Processing plants in the United States are now taking 
a much larger proportion of the total crop of fruits and vegetables than they did 
a few years ago. In 1937 they processed about 9,000,000 tons of these products. 
Now they dre processing more than 15,000,000 tons a year, or about half the 
production of fruits and vegetables. 

This means that wastes which formerly went into family garbage pails are 
now piling up at processing plants. It is this concentration that creates the pro
blem. They amount to 30 percent of the total tonnage of fresh fruits and vege
tables entering the processing plants. These wastes poison streams and create 
health hazards. 

The chemical nature of these wastes is about 88 percent water and 12 per
cent dry solids. The annual 5,000,000 tons of fruit and vegetable waste contains 
about 600,000 tons of solid material. Many wastes have only 10 percent dry 
solids. About 60 percent of the solid material is carbohydrates-sugars, starches, 
cellulose. The remaining constituents include proteins, fats, oilR, waxes, organic 
acids, and other common plant materials. 

In the Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistsy of the U. S. Depart
ment of Agriculture these wastes have been considered in three main categories: 
i) wastes from which edible products can be recovered that are suitable fur 
human consumption; ii) wastes which can be made to yield products useful 
to industry or for livestock feed; and iii) wastes which are merely a disposal 
problem from which it is not feasible to recover solid constituents. 

Examples of what can be done with the first two categories are found in 
the Bureau's work to develop methods for utilizing wastes from pear canneries. 
The three Pacific Coast States of California, Oregon, and Washington pack about 
90 percent of the canned pears consumed in the United States. The wastes from 
their operations- cores, peels. and trimmings-amount annually to some 140,000 
tons. 

The common method of disposing of these wastp-s has been to dump them 
into streams or on waste land. These practices are unsatisfactory, and sewage 
systems would require large capital outlays plus continuing high service charges. 
The Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry has been working on two 
possible solutions. 
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At a large cannery in Oregon a process was developed for the recovery and 
purification of an edible juice from pear waste which provides the sirup in which 
the pears can be canned. Waste pear juice contains as much sugar as the juice 
from sugar cane. Packing pears in sirup made from the waste juice, instead of in 
the water sirup ordinarily used, permits the plant to use about 30 percent less 
sugar in its operations. The saving thus made will apparently be more tha.n 
enough to pay for recovering juice from the pear waste. 

This process appears feasible only at large canning plants where the waste 
is plentiful, can be kept clean and uncontaminated, and can be processed as part. 
of the canning operation as rapidly as it is produced. Pear waste normally con
tains inedible fruit, and the simplest procedure is to treat it as garba.ge. Undel' 
these circumstances it. is impossible to prevent spoilage or contamination, and a 
different kind of nonfood waste-utilization procedure is needed. Such a proce
dure was developed at San Jose, California. 

In this alternative process, the whole garbage is converted into products 
suitable for animal feed, industrial fermentation, and other nonfood uses. The 
method involves pressing the ground waste after it has been limed under carefully 
controlled conditions. The pressed material is dried to pomace and the juice is 
concentrated to a sirup. During the 1949 canning season, several tons of dried 
pear poma('.e were pl'oduced for evaluation as livestock feed and as a soil condi
tioner, as well as large quantities of sirup concentrate, intended as a raw material 
for fermentation to industrial alcohol. The value of these by-pr()duc~s will 
enable the San Jose canneries to dispose of their wal:!tes satisfactorily at less cost 
than they are now paying for the undesira.ble practice .. of dumping the wastes Oil 

unused land. 

The third category of wastes includes those which constitute a disposal 
problem pure and simple. Wastes of this kind are normally so dilute that it is 
not feasible to attempt recovery of by-products from them. One of the most 
troublesome of these is milk waste. This waste comes chiefly from washing milk 
cans, bottles, and dairy equipment. Most dairies expect to lose as waste about 
one percent of the milk they handle. Milk is about 90 percent water, and in the 
highly dilute milk waste the content of dry milk solids is only about one-tenth of 
one percent. In spite ofits highly dilute nature, milk waste has about 10 times 
the biochemical oxygen demand of ordinary sewage. In other words, its ability 
to polute streams is 10 times that of ordinary sewage and, generally speaking, it 
is 10 times as difficult to dispose of. 

Milk is highly nutritious. Microorgllnisms thrive on it as well as babies. 
That is the reason that milk wastes are so toxic in streams. Milk-fed microbes 
multiply rapidly and consume the dissolved oxygen in the streams. FlaIl and 
other animalHfe dies, and the strea.m becomes putrid. Milk's excellence as a food is 
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precisely what makes it such a big pollution problem. The Bureau's work has 
been concentrated on developing a rapid, simple fermentation process which will 
adequately treat this waste. 

Research has led to development of a mixed culture of microorganisms 
which can convert the soluble sugar and protein of milk waste by aerobic fermenta
tion to insoluble yeast cells. The yeast, whi(lh may have some use as fertilizer, 
can then be readily separated from the effluent by centrifuging. This method 
reduces the oxygen demand of milk wastes and makes them relatively easy to dis
pose of as sewage. The yeast organisms remove the lactose and soJluble protein 
rapidly and almost completely from the solution to produce cell tissue. About 
half the organic matter is oxidized to carbon dioxide and water to gain energy 
for this synthesis, and all but two or three percent of the remaining solids is con
verted into yeast. 

The second important field of crop-use research is waste in food processing. 
During the last few years the United States has seen the advent of a new kind of 
frozen-food product that offers a partial solution to the high cost storage of fro
zen fruit juices: frozen concentrated orange juice, a product which has had truly 
remarkable success. It has Virtually solved the orange-surplus problem in the 
southern state of Florida. Now the mathod is being extended to the production 
of concentrated juices from grapes, grapefruit, apples, and other fruits. The 
principle of concentration is a new and important one for the frozen-foods industry. 
It offers particular promise to fruit growers in areas far from major markets, 
because it, will enable them to reduce their shipping costs. 

Another development in the field of concentrated food products, which in
volves another new principle of food preservation, is the production of volatile 
fruit essences and nonfrozen concentrated juices flavored with them. It is fairly 
simple to concentrate fruit juices by evaporation to a fraction of their original 
bulk, but during this process the volatile flavor constituents which give the juices 
their distinctive taste are lost. The trick is to recover these elusive substances so 
that they can later be returned to the juice or to other processed food products. 
The Bureau of Agricultural and Industrial Chemistry has developed equipment 
and mathods for accomplishing this, and a large number of companies are now 
engaged in commercial production of volatile flavor essences from varions fruits. 

In the case of apples, most of t,he flavor constituents are contained in the 
most volatile 10 percent of the juice. A single-stage evaporation process can be 
employed to produce both the flavor essence and a concentrated, more or less 
flavorless juice. By properly mixing the two, one obtains a full-flavored, con
centrated juice. When diluted with water, this concentrate produces apple JUice 
comparable in flavor to the fresh product. The concentrate will keep for some 
time in ordinary storage without spoiling. 
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In the case of grape juice, it was found that its flavor constituents occur 
in all the volatile fractions. The Bureau worked out a two-stage process for the 
production of grape essence and grape-juice concentrate which permits the full 
recovery of the flavor components of this fruit. 

The problem of flavor loss through evaporation is present also in the pro
duction of frozen concentrated orange juice. Here the fresh juice is concentrated 
to one-sixth or one-eighth its original bulk. Then fresh juice is added in an 
amount equal to that of the concentrate, in order to restore the natural orange 
flavor. The product is then frozen as a 3-to-l or 4-to-l orange concentrate. 

There is one more recent development in food processing-the use of anti
biotics for preserving foods. This has many potent,ial uses and enormous implica
tions for all methods of food processing. It is a novel and perhaps revolutionary 
technique for food. Very little effort has so far been devoted to the application 
of these substances in food processing, although many of them are effective 
against the microorganisms that cause foods to spoil. 

The Bureau has 'become interested in this genera I field. Preliminary scree
ning assays showed that the antibiotics subtilin, which was discovered at the 
Western Regional Research Laboratory of the U. S. Department of Agriculture in 
California, is apparently as hctive against common food-contaminating organisms 
as any antibiotic available. A combination of subtilin and mild heat is effective 
in preserving foods. It seems that subtilin destroys those food-spoiling organisms 
that are resistant to heat, while mild heat destroys those that are resistant to the 
antibiotic. Only minute amounts of subtilin need to be added to food products, 
and it is of course undetectable by the consumer. Vege~ables canned with five to 
10 parts per million of added subtilin and subjected to' a mild heat treatment 
-amounting to 5 to 15 minutes at the boiling point of water-were effectively 
sterilized and have kept without spoilage for periods up to eight. months. 

Extension of this new treatment to the preservat.ion of milk, poultry, fish, 
and meats is obvious and preliminary studies along this line are under way. All 
the tests made indicate that subtilin is a. nontoxic substance. 

The waste-disposal problems and advances in food processing discussed here 
are essentially chemurgic in nature. There are signs of a maturing chemurgy 
which is mindful of the contribution it can make toward improving American 
standards of public health and the nutritional welfare of the United States. These 
developments are basic to the economic welfare of the food-processing industry 
and therefore directly affect markets for agricultural products. They are impor
tant to both farmers and consumers. The techniques being developed for recovery 
and worthwhile utilization of by-products fIOm agricultural wastes should cer
tainly prove of interest fo), all chemurgic enterprises. 



Gymkhana Report. 
The Gymkhana started its activities in right earnest from the beginning of 

the second term. The remaining College Annual Sports i. e. tennis and ploughing 
were held in the second term. 

As usual a large number of students had taken part in ploughing competi. 
tion this year and Shri. Koratkar won the championship. 

From this year our enthusiastic Hon . Secy. for t,ennis had stMted 2 tennis 
courts viz. A and B and the nollege annual tournaments of both the courts 
were held separately. 'B' court tournaments were held in the last week of 
November and Shri. A. V. Ghate won t.he 'B' court singles champiooship and 
Messrs Pinto brothers won the 'B' court doubles championship. 'A' courp 
tournaments were held in the 1st week of January and Shri. M. H. Gursahani won 
the championship in singles and Messrs Gursahani brothers won the doubles title. 

Inter Collegiate Sports Prize Winners 1950-51 

Sitting in Ohairs (L. to R.):- Shri K. A. Gursl1halli (Ohampion in tennis doubles), Sht'i M. H. 
Gursabani (Champ ion in- tennis doubles), Shri V. P. Mano (Oham
pion in torestlinJ below 112 Ibs.), Shd S. N. Dhat'll (Clwmp irHl in. 
weight lifting below 1211bs ) 

Stllmding (L. to R ):- Shri G. B. Kasad (Runner up in Boxi.n!J below 126 lbs.) , Shl·i F. F. 
Pinto (Champion in javelin throw). 
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In the Inter Collegiate Sports Messrs Gursahani brothers represented our 
College in tennis and I am very much pleased to note that they brought glory to 
the college by winning the doubles championship after a Japse of 24 years. 

It is a matter of pride that, Shri. V. P. Mane won the Inter Collegiate 
wrestling championship in his own class weight and he was sent for Inter Grollp 
Competition and now he has been selected for the All India Inter- University 
Sports by the Poona University. Thus he brings credit to our c.:>llege, and we 
wish him the be!l~ of luck. 

Shri. S. N. Dharu got the Inter Collegiate Championship in weigh t lifting 
in his own class weight. Shri. F. F. Pinto had shown his good style in javellin 
throw this year &lso, &nd got the first prize. 

Shri. G. B. Kasad also put up a very good show in boxing. He was the 
only student who represented our College in boxing this year and was runner up in 
the event. 

Our oollege cricket team took part in the Maharashtra Gymkhana Open 
Cricket Tournaments and reached the finals. But in the finals unfortunately we 
were not able to put up our whole team due to sickne3s and injuries to some of 
our players. So naturally we were runners up. 

These achievements, though few and far between are of an outstanding 
nature. There is no doubt that given more time and leisure for practice, the 
students of this college can make still better contribution to this i!Uportant sphere 
of College and University activity. 

My best thanks are due to those members of the College Staff and my 
Colleagues who gave their fullest co-operation and help in the different tasks of 
carrying out Gymkhana activities. 

Our heartful congratulations to those who won and best wishes to the rest. 

Our Sports Achievements in 1950-51. 

MAHABASHTRA GYM. OPEN CRICKET TOUR!SAMENTS. 

Cricket :-- Runners IIp. 

Inter Collegiate Sports. 

Weight l~fting ;- Sbri. S. N. Dharu, Champion below 121 Ibs. 
Wrestling ;- Shri. V. P. Mane, Champion in fly weight. 



BOOK-REVIEW 

Boxing:- Shri. G. B. Kasad, Runner up below] 26 Ibs. 
Athletics :- Shri. F. F. Pinto, Champion in .Javelin Throw. 
Tennis :-Shri. M. H. Gursahani,] Ch . . D bI 

" K. A. GUfsahani, amplOnFl m . ou es. 

Inter-Group University Sports. 

Shri. V. P. Mane, Runner up below 123 lbs. 

U. R. Pawar 
IJ on. Gen. Secretary, 
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Book--Review 

Regional Survey of Economic Resources, Kolhapur: By Rao Bahadur 
Dr. P. C. PatH: Rs. 24 : pages 448. 

This book is practically the magnttm, OP?tS of Dr. P. C. Patil who. needs no 
introduction. The object of the book is "to make a beginning in Regional or Pro
vincial Surveys of economic resources." The author rightly eon tends that 
technical improvements in growing crops cannot change the condition of the agri
culturists so much as changes in other economic and social factors such as the size 
of the farm, marketing etc. 

This book is undoubtedly important as a source of information on all 
aElpects of agriculture in Kolbapur. It covers a wide variety of topics and con
tains much useful information in its 26 chapters of varying length and importance. 
Its material is backed ::mbstantially by equally useful statistical da.ta in the form 
of nearly 46 different" Statements. " 

Tbe book embodies also what the author describes as " twelve actual 
investigat.ions" on different rural problems dealt with in the chapters. Among 
such problems we have farm indebtedness; extent of tenancy; milk supply; food 
problem; a study of five holdings regarding size, number of fragments and their 
arrangement; number of holdings in different size-groups in 17 selected Villages, 
etc. 

It is interesting to note for example that in 1945-46 over 71 pc. of the 
land holdings in Kolhapnr were below 5 acres whilst holdings of 50 acres or above 
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constituted only 1·5 pc. of the total. Within a short period of 4 years the ave· 
rage size has fallen from 6'8 acres to 5·6 acres. 

The author has shown clearly enough how a.bsentee ownership of land must 
go t,bougb he bas added that in an old COUll try like ours we should not neglect 
the condit,ion of the small landowner when we talk of tenancy legislation. As an 
example of the latter, the author refers to village ba.lutedar8 who have been given 
small pieces of land. Since these lands are ,. too small to sustain the owners, if 
they devote themselves en tirely to agriculture". they are leased to other8. The 
author feels that the balutedars would suffer if there was tenancy legislation 
since it would prevent thi8 leasing of the lands and therefore also the earning of 
a supplementary income by the owners. What i-! truc of balutedars is also held 
to be true about lands held by" clerks, school teachers, men in Police, peons in 
offices", etc. This perhaps is stretching the argument too far. However though 
we may differ in matters and conclusions such as this there is much that is really 
worthy of notice in this interesting book. To give another example, the author 
tells us that" in Kolhapur, the general practice of irrigation is most laborious 
and more costly than in any other part of Ind ia ". 

Like Dr. Patil who is himself a. pioneer among agricultural economists this 
regional Furvey is a pioneer among such surveys. The author may weI] be con
gratulated for this excellent production in his advanced age. Unfortunately the 
book is pric('d at Rs. 24 and this is much too high a price eVen for a bulky 
volume of this type. 

lOth January, 195}. (P. N. Driver) 
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~ 3il'jf ~oo 6T{.o.I~1J OG!Tqr~ {"~~ +i~~ <n~ :al~;r :q~T-ifiT<f.t-<fiTlL6 '-lT~iJTot <fiTIJfC'-lTfr 

~~T:;fr f<f;q[ ~1:;;;GjT WllFlT:;fT ~T~<fi qiD~~[ q '<liT ~~IJfI(l ~Gj '11"1" :al{& 3HfGr 

6T~~ i:F': ma"{ul!hr ol[TcrrtT 3"~qfiH ( Commercial product) il""l~ WI~. 



:Ul 

~1(leidt<15 ~1~ <nR~~~ '1<nT~F'[( ~~ q~ ~( ~ij ~qg R~ ~ <nT, ~ 
~ ~ 

~a.?U Q<tI<n I a51 ~ -4rm<trcn m:l~'ld1~ ~I"s ~1i'fi1Gtr ~o1 ;w.rt'il~ ~~ ~~ an~. 
'ilifr01 :;:rtmir ~~~ ~~1 ~Cff+lr~T:;fr ~ dl ~lc.fr <lit '6~:q "f.T~ anc:YCf(?T. ~~r mJJta 
O1lT( f~ ~ijnU<f. ~Ff ~1S<JiOO~ :;:rtlT~ qUJ ~<fI:qT ~~ ~~T( qT:gj~ ~~u ~'ar 

mt'T aWr<@l~. ~'3,~ ~cfT f%<15"T l1ctT ;:rr~T :anfUJ _~(I"fi(T ~Q:+l1:q G:f(il} (n~<15T. ~ 

ifooe1Ql~ ir"SFfi ~ efl qT~"i..rT ~TijT. 

qig; <filBe'lI"'<fT qlU<f~~ ~laT q ~1(f.fi::lJt:;fr ~'M"fi qRft~m q-J( ifG:({01 n~ ~e-. 

t;;~<fiToo:qT ~{;"fiT;:_gl J:J~~ ~T'iI " ~( O1n(r " +Q:~"l fl~'qBT \TIFi :a:Jrl:. <iT ~~(~T ~q
€r:qT 9:( <iTlJBT ~~lB ~TO!fitrrT ~&r :3i~riT BTW.fs-noo anPlT '6T~):~ ~~q-JG:rr ~ ~<f. 

~ ~ 

~if~ u~«lcfre :3i~1~ ~ ~~~ ~~HT~t~. ~RT~t~(i5 Q~ ~ ~ ~l~( <fiR
~F«Tq"fiT ~T O1ll( f~~~ an~~ ~llUT G:T"l r<NU<fl~ +lFTTq( ~1~~. :3ifll~T~ q;pT 

¥ ¥ ~ -' 0 Q"fi( \TIifR l~UJ~ ~Of~~""'1T ~UJ ~~~H ~ ¥ a ~ ~ eiJi Q<fi~T ~~n( 
~;:;:ma :an~. +lm(f~taT(i5 q~(i5T '6T~( <fig~T"lT "llT< ~'tt!l~ f~err(i5T. 3;'6 fq"fi~ ~T 

rrfl( f;jf~wcfT(i5 ~l"fiT:qT ~Tq:qT ~oo ~HBT ~~. '6~Tf~<fi:q :a:J'6T !:i~ ~~ffi "fiT, ~T +nnla 

(i5T<n (i5T~ <f,~ "fi(a[a ~ 

~~ :- :3i«T~ (i5{:ll'lnu m(T ~llUJ il~7.!il wft:;tT ~~ ifi;:rlw~· +fflTtq~. ~T-

Of~('i'f !!~ '6T'qRUJ ~ ij- ~ 11 ~lq( ~~~~~ CfTO~T ~:qu ~l. "IH1+lill +illTT-

cf)(i5 ~+I;.fl'6T(~ qTf1I~ 'ilifi;{ ~Ta O1~T. 

~Clr;rr;{ :- ~T ~tUJ q '6~ql~rj ~( are~<fT~~ ;fi'r(:ir ~r~. ~<fTil~ ~ill'3{T, ~Cff 

iltiar(i5 ~~Y;:lT~~{.t :qtll(€T rr'6~1 atT fifQ:H, ~'a"( ~iq~t 'i'ftlT~ ~1~ ~n~ ill 

fct<fiT'6 ilT;:ffi\". 

qydh ~~€Br :- '!1(ill'6 <H~!ln::<fT lTl~(T ~<r(T O1~R ef;~~e;j q-JiJfT ifHTiT il~~ 

f~<fFft &Tq~~ ~~~T 3l1~. 

(MfTCI~ :- !;IT +J1lTt~ ~'6 fq.Jfi~u<iR q~~a ~T" Q"f.R. lJ.:<fj ~~"f.::<fT'ifr ef ~«(T 

~ ~~<fi::<ft:;;ft q CfiT(~G:I(MT. 

+lT~T QilTUJT"-I( <fiH@RG:T( ~fI <?Slefa ~<El!T;:{ ~1.Tt01l ilT~C:{(T efltR.iJr q<.~. J:J'lil 

a ~~~ ~+flrt c:{t.g~. (1.l!~<ff Q<fiT~ ~l:J mll (~alln ht·mp) lTl:sUtffioT ~~m. ~.~( 

~~"" ~~ <f.r~qm ( Cold crushing). ~~ '6~TVlT~ ~?r <fie 6fr~ijT(f. 6NT(1lJ 
{\ v ",. v... ~ ,....... 

a:r .... U lJ.:"f.(T'iiT Q<fi ~le q~T. "la( S;'fe~=er '6~P;<lFl'i'f ~:::<fl ql~la. '6\T 'i'fT~ 'ti_elq{ area. 
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~~ ~~~T ~Ta CP;<fi an~fi5aT. m,<fi(T SJ~ ~~ o:iil~ m ( ~ ~~T ) 
~ ;ITn"{m. ira"{ ~lfr.f ~ ~~ W. o:i(l"{~;J (Maind) m ~T: ~1<Tffi: 

~ 0 - ~ ~ <[rtr ~ur@(f q~H(fT. <ilrM @a q{'l<:~~q"{ ~~==<lro :a:j~r ( Crol[lswise ) ;rt<rw 
<film. q(f ~ ~R o<rerR?lCf BIITC ~m. ir';H ~\:.~ l!;<f.~ ~ , Ilfi~' :W; oen~T. 
~lTbT il<[ ft.~~ ( ~' ) ~T l1I~ffi. 

~'l ;qf~OT :- ( Lay cut) q(~!:lfl~ (R (fGlT{ ~CR (GIFfr 'li~T WefT~. 
3 n rr ~\:.<IT ~l~ iJ~\:.7t an~ <fie; c:r<fiaTCf. ~ftit~o:r~ f.:r;r+f~BT{ . ~ ~ 0 - ¥ ~ ~ 
alaUCR c:r~:;;r (i3TTlam. 

~T <fiG !;ffif~T<r{ ~ ~ (fllT"{ ~~. at BT'tffiUT ~ ~ ~ ~Ffr ~. U<{ 

'li'tfofr ifT qTcp;rt(f Ofm~~ ~ (Surpaotine method invods ) ~~ ~{'Iij'. 
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~ :- U;J iJT~;J ~J<8fT<n: ~ijf (Sets) !R1'~m<f. ~<rr'fiT~qt 3i~ ~T\ffilJT ~ II~~ 0 

ilftr<n~T f.icmrffi. Q;CfiT ~q<:m (Set) cft;J ~ (eyes) ~p:m1<f. ~ot ~fl~T ;n~~T<i~ 

.;ifTq ~qm. ~ <:tTRr +fT~(\ t~T~ ~cnt fci;cH ~ +rt~Rf. 

~ll1or ~NT<:or ~;J J;fCfiT~ 'fi<:CI'ffi. 'fiT<::tT ~ll1or 3lTrlJf <JlTif! ~TillJf ft;{T Qf'J1.fT6 

~~~T ~Tilor. 

~~m~l ~T't1Hor ~~+f\.?l ~P:.r"T<f. ~1.fT~;Z~ ;sJ#T;J ~~~{ ~6~. ijo~t ~fP;1.fl -1'1-

~6 9iT~"r ~;J ~<lt<f R:% (I'let) cTif;J ~T<f.<fT<f 3lrTUr +fil QTofT ~qm. ~~T 'tfI~r ~ifUI'~ 

lW'TCI'1<:l'. '~~ '::;fT ~ll1IJf {T qPJ<ITCI' 'fi~ru. .i[IJf~ ~iiR~ ~ ~r~ cult qluGjr;:fi n;;:q 
~TG aHIUT +f'I ~q~ iT~ OfTq_~ ~cfT<? a:roT (I::~~ '<l~;J qT1.ffrj- ;;r~;:fffi 'D"(lT<f. ~ 

( ~T~l ) ~fI"\, ;sJfrt~J\lq ~Jqmq. 

~ ~.nf;J<:J~ ~FEq:;~ filcoq ~6~ Q<: ~ll11JfT~ 4i36 ~ efta ( ';;' ~ ¥ ~ ) <ll~CI'J<f. 

1C1(6): ~<rol ~61: qTafT ~CI'. ~~T alTiI<.{uIT q 6T~ l~Cf~l ~CI' ~<nm ~iI;;rofT l~CI'TG. 

6NT~ ~ ~ R~ ~TilIJf 'ar~T' ~rmr. GRfi ~1l'[Ut lW'T~ ~~at ~iiT. 

i{a~T w.tlFffi :- Q;'fi +f~~r~ q~~"T ~<:q,1(t ~CI'Tq. ;:JQ<: qrufr ~~~ qlq~'IT 

~T<?1TCf<: lW'T~ 60CJr +f~;:lfR' ~ ~ ~ (h~ ~fil~TU<rr:q"T tis Q;iiT u.:<fiU~ ~<f'Rf. [~~rr= 
"'~ ~ "'...... ~ ... J" ,'" t\..... " ~¥ qT<:1=~~¥o QIS. ~ qTG= ~S_O ql~=C:o m TG~T' tflTI'!5T ~ l~CI'TCI'. 

~~RT uil~r OJ ~~ ~&R~T ~T ~rh1;:r ~qTG antcrT +fl'[ Cfs ~~ ~W{,;J ~T<fimq. il"lf 

~Q<: Q;<fi ~qafT &.l~r. ~or ~T'<lT<:rrr W;J ~<:qu<:JT &.mlCl'. 

~6 ~, ~II ;rfu~l:r.:rJ ~T~<:Jm ¥ cIT~ f.fs ~Rf. ~. ~~ f;rCOq ~e~ q<: 

~ a- ~ II QT'd Q;<fiU6 ~TG. ~l:rR~6 ~~o8'l:it ~&.P;1.fR " ~{E(T" ( Root hairs ) ~lq. 
" ",,...,, " "'. 4\. --::. ~,;:.!:;. m~T d i II (011 , l<f,CfT ~~~T l~<fTa. illr'!oo ~-ql ;;rl~ '"1ll1T<1 Q_lq. 

~G<: ~ II ~ ¥ il~t;iT ~Tq <f,T+f~ ~~CfTCI' iD~. WI+f 'Mi;T~'fi{ ~{rlH '1'if{;J 

( ~;J ~~ ) ~{p;<ff ~~ Of~~ OflT~ q:;T~Tq. Ofu~~r ill~T ( Ridge ) ,!;~;J ~T~. ;:{Q<: 

'fi~~{ ( Showel Cultivator ) ~T~"l;J {n~~~T ilT~T 6~ <fi\<fTG. 'fi~~~~~ ~;J 

~~~T ~~ ;sJT<:CJT ilT<flwT QT~. 

;:i"CI'<: ~ ~\.'lr~ c: Qm Q;<fiU Cis QT<i3C1Hl mfOT ~T;:{q~ R;;f{ :qrco"l;J ~U 

( ftJ~ ~<ff +fPH ~ fuij) f;r+rrrrr W{(flq. 

mer CfiTl1 ~~f!~ ~~ U;J "t"':rafT il)5~ 31'olJa- a ~q l1~+f 'fT1.~ ~mCl'. '3~ 
<fie: qrrr ::3':q 'fi~'1 ~TCI'. 
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~ {l~ a:{m'fiT+f, ~ 'fl~, \R ~t-.:M 'O;<fiT mit~~ QTC8m (Turn) +f'<.if 

crocft <.?JlTCffa. ~ 'f.T{"f 'ifqoort 'fiU:fT ffi"mr. 

i1o{ !o, a \11 JfW>:TT-T.:IT ii~ ~H~T +Q:1lJ~ ~~ (Earthing up) ~10. m~~ (. cn~ 
~ 'O;<litl" 'flT~m. arn{lJff e{ ana 'filA" ~~T~~ ~~ ~1S~ wgm ID~~ aTl3a. 

~<IT~ \.<ri~ PfflCSf 9itruT ~IQ ;:nir. ~ ~qr ~(>3T ~naT :mfilT ~ @Tctr e{'~

w~ ~m. 'fil\1lJ :3rtn=tfi qpl<IT:':.iT a~ ancH e{T~~T aT6a. 

l:.''1i<!:oflcr~o qToft ~ " &T(fClr:Qr~ " ~(m=r. qllj" ;:i(l( "~~il qrdlt" ~aTQ, ~~OT~ 
3l~<fi 1!fT'f<IT{f srit. ;:r 3e{aT ~~TI3 OjT~ 3e{QTa. e{T~I~;;P m~~ ~ffl;:ft:;fl ;:r16T"if o6"f crTafT 

crllj" e{p;{f ~Rr. q~g Jf~ i:;:nt~;is ::HM qfO'1T~ JfQce{ ~a;;P:='1t{f ~ 6+r->l<?n~;is aT~'T:q 

q{o '<ITi aTT~. ~<ffiI ~rgT~fT 'filc'fi6\ o~lefr, ?Jq'fi::<{t~l ~q'.fi\ ~q'=f,\ qTu<{I<f,~ ~41 

~e{Tit ~~!1l_;:r s:f\il~~ ~~ ~~R ~ ~<{oo ~qoo ~Q:OJ~ ¥ 0 ~ ¥ ~ ~cT<I( a:{T~ 

:3i~ ~ - ~ 0 mlr<Jl'ifT <{r~ OIU:;;r ~ ( lodging) ~;q16TiT ~tl;faT<'I'. ~6T"'<lT qHt;r 

witT"! W{T,,! qTw'iff ~~<rr ~~T~~ ~I;fffiQ a:{~ a:{Ta ( ~~T+r'<~) w~TQ. m~~ 

~~ f1l"'fiia <{RT ( ~)(ffi) m{(l "!r~ aTlfUr ~{f q~ ~T<l .n{r. J~<{P;j' (HOlT ~;:rT 

~~T crrtnrf.% ~~ ctT -mT ~ CfTQU<rr6 EfrtT ~m. i3Ni\1lJ ~1::ij'r ~ 'LoT ~nwT ~ 
~ wmTa. ~m~ q~ ~'i_dr lffT<ifr 9fT ;:rTfT ~ ~M ~~'R? q{<ffrt m~<{CfTa :
(~) ~ ~ ~ ~r<rr:;:n iR18lTq{, (~) erN~, (~) miT ( Sweetness), (¥)~

<?:ll6 ~"! ~Tli'<.~ Ql~Tif gcffi', (~) :Sl~ ~ <.?FTQTO, (~) ~Of~OT aT~ (Metalic 

sound), (\5) RRCfT m:S~~T ~Tll ~i~a 1;f~~T{f ~1T~~s:rmiJT =t:{Jf9i'cIT ~. 

~::~T~ ~T't[H IlJ ~l~elT'(r, ~~Cfgm WTCfGla. :an:S~!TBt ~6 aT~~T~ ;iT~Oj~3l'<.~ 

~ICi~lq. ~wlUT ~NT{1lJ ~J){T I;fWer{ ~i3~. (3-(. l2:9i'<:''''<{lCR ~6 aT6~~ ~F1rto<!:R 9i'+l~ 
t-.. " '-J 
1<fi~F1 ~H~ qWvfi~\ CilQ{QTo. 

:j;~;;qr ::mfT : - i3 f\:I HUT ~ T~~ ~1Q"r wTCfOTG. ( t ) cfi'r~<1,<: ¥ ~ ~ , ¥ \5 ~ , 

¥ ~ ~, efT. <llT • ~. ~ (. \5 (.. 'l!.'fl.:ll (E K.) q ~SO:{T ~:;:{'T <.?Flo\:S ;s{i;.[fli ~Cioo ~ ~. 

~(q~if ;- ¥ (,\ ~ ~ <> c;:r ~~ <{ ¥ X ~ ~ c.., ~ ~?5 s:o't ~'fi~1 ~~"! FiOla. 
6T~{.6NRIlJ ~ I d ~ III cc:[ f;rSif~. 
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~ ~Tq'l~ ( Stemborer) em: 'SfT~. ii:Tm. ~T'<TI~ ~, '!T~:;;GfT f?r<f;Tw:icr{ ~ ~ 

~T cr~ ~ "'Ire ~. i'tro (Locust) arlTur qp:!i'rciS'IH (Pyrilla) ~TqT~;:r~ "'Ire ~ar. 

meR :a-qp;r ~ ~h:1T'<1c1 <ji\uGfT·am ~C:"ii ~~~ Q;<ji ~Pr.~ wtUiif{{ ~~ '3lit. 
ftrCfPl ~;r<::;:m~T ~ !;JT~9'~;:r arTN.{'f~ :alTr~~ <q~. :alrfUr ~rdT;j f;:r{f.:ru~ ~l'<l 

"iIi arT~cr. 

r--.. " It' .-11 ~ .. 
M<f.TiEI:U€i5 ~:- (Cost of Cultivation) ~T ~FTtcr :jj~Tii"lT~ {'fOj::q <fiT+r 

" :a-«<ir " (Contract basis) ~ffiQ. mfur !;JiilOT ~ ~FTIJ]RT ~~ ~TB)~~TOT ~cr 
arT~. 

~. :all. q. 
n *'~ <fi\~1 ~~ ~~ (Q;'fiT ~\re ~ ~ liq~ !I"iIlGr) ~ G. - 0- 0 

~) ~~ tfIT:sUT anTUr ~ ~qrc: ~Uf ~ 0 - 0 - 0 

~) ~ ~ ( ~ 0 li. ~{Ts:(;rrUt ) ~ 0-0-0 

'() U;:r ~t~ ~ 0-0-0 

~)itij :«00-0-0 

G.) ~{qQt al;:r ~~ <::~ ~ li~ q:<fi\" « '( - 0 - 0 

\9) afur <jiJlf, ~m~ *'~, ~~{, {'1fT ~~~ « ~ - 0 - o~ 
~) ancr <filltm~ iil~~~ U~ i!t~ ~ 0-0..,.0 

~) q~ arTIIJf ~~c: ~r~OT '( ~~~ (~T G. li~ Q;<ji{ ) ~ '( - 0 - 0 

~o) CflTT~ Cfi{ot ~~-o-o 

~ ~) ffi~ ~ 0 - 0 - 0 

~ ,) q~ qm ~'( (<::{ ~ ~ li. II1lTGr) ¥,-\~-o-" 

n) ~ ~II qya (<::{ '(0 ~. !;Jmot) ~o-o-o 

~ '() crrufT ~ mTUr ~MT~ ~TOO Cjifit, ~gC:, ~ ~~( ~ 0 - 0 -" 

~ '-\) qrufi qtf s_ 0 li. 1:I,<ji~ ~iiTir ~ 0 - 0 - 0 

~~) \lfiiT;:r qfT ~ 0- 0- a 

~\9) or~ ~~, u~ ~~ arN;:rT~ (~,-\o ~. !;J~liJt) '(0 arN~T{'I "",00-0-0 

~~) ':Cf{ ~~Tro ~ 4, 0- 0-0 

~ ~) ::q{Cfi ~~ mfOT qr~Cfi ~ 0 ,,- 0 -0 

%IJf li. ~~~o-o-o 

~{T{'f(r ~;:r 'i~ q~ ~;:z. ~1~ s_ ~ !I"iIlot. ¥~XG, o=~~ ~ 0 ~. \lfiiT in::~. 
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~Hi (Silage) 

lfRaRr ~T~ ~~ ~'lf ~ "4ifFr ~TQ~ ~T~. ~2lSlf mOllRT ~efRr ~~=tfr 
il~ .,Tn'fcraT 'WTf.im !:{~it"fiT"'7.jT ;:nir r{~ ;q(f :a1Te:a. ill'T "fit'TIlf qRl~~~ ~~~ 

ii.j~ 'f)'Q~lfT «~~na fq<fi~r{ ~ ~~r.:rT 3.DCfilTT~T ~a"fi~m~ :a1qen~ ~~T r{TfT. ~~ tnOlft
+r\(~ ~g ~~T ~lSll!:lTofr ::!l~T ~ R~a ~~r{ lr~T :a1~mr{T ~ ~lfl ~'lf~T 

il~~i'fe{t;pff ~~~ a'r "fiT'CO;iT ~lfT(f r{' ::!lT~"r (f~, ~ PreIS! ::!l~~ffI"Ii ~ii <iittT <m:m:n:il 

qT~1i<ii "fil~1lf ~t rF:r; qllf f~T ~~ R~ "fit&:T friUo3F.J :a1~. ~~ \ililTcfr~ OFlfA' 

~a<iiT!:I\'.ffr{ ~~t(f ~(fR lfmt-<tr"fi~ ~~ ~l~, q ita~T ~11t. qllf ~~<6 !:I<fiR~T ~

;;;r~ q !:Iia<f<? qr~:r~q(!'i'~~ +H~cmfi~ ~l~~\(~ lft~"Ii ~ ~6?:{r !:I~TIlfTii.j~ 

3"nq~~ r{Tit, q a- <i~"fi:;;7.jT V.~lSlfiiT'COT(f 3"ilero !n* ;wp.:f(fTQ:T ]<::{ia ;nfT. lq~r{ 

~~"Ii ~Ja"lit(:n~r{ llrdh ~at~"r ~6~<!.r q.~t::qr Trr"li2: ~ijj''<r m,jf~ oor:q 

'"fiTlf+r ~T~ ii.j W",,{l 'f.l+lm-T;~ISJQ: i:r~r{~~ 'f.Tilm-q~~ ~1% (Power) !!W!urT1: 

~~lf ~1'tTr{ m r{l~7.jT~ "R~llf <!iflS!<fiii~TQ ~~(f +rfr{l~ (qTr{ ~<;5t<1T qc<iiTq~€is ~. iillT~lIT

ftiqT<l' ~aTq~~ ~@ ~ ~ut ~Fflf r{a~7.jI~a., ~a:~T il~\ilt+r-..:~ :a1Tq~ ~~~ 
f[~~t;:nir m'tTT~ ~Ur ft<.fi ~"fi=~ <iiaO<!' ~T~. ~~lft ~<::iI'tTT~ ~~t:;fT ~~{iT'tTHIlf R~ 
~<!i~"'I' ~'T ~~. ~~'T"fi~ ~<l' ~h:IT'tTrjT+r'<.i[ ~6 :a1T~~., ~T~ ~l~ <iff, ~qCi5 l:§;U

~ il'Tiil'<:{Ta (li'eeding) \il~ <l'Tilf ~'-H ~'tTr~IlfT iiIi(?':{T ~lfl a< \il;n"f~T:;;ft «-qaT 4,,, 

~~~ ~\'.fHat ~ ~ am:. 

~~m'tTRllfqUf \ilr{l~<l'T ~ elTlmllf ~~'ffii !:IT~~T~ ~<l'I~ q_)rf .,rn <ii~T 

<mr(7.-(n ~?!~ !:I+rT!Jf \ilT(Q ~~~ ~ (Concentrates), q (~) 3l~a~ii.jt~ !:I+rlllf 

~ ~a~~ ~ (Roughages). lfl''f.T ~=lIT .,Tma qrr;s~~T::qru q ~T~l ::qm al~ 
~r{' ~~H itara; ~ia m~T ::ql::lIR +r&:Cq 'f.H :a1~. 'tT~l"1iG ii.j f;:j~Toft 'lIr{lqU~T 

~<IT qH'lmcrllQ ~~~q01 ~~6T m<;5T =qfU filet ~~6 +H~ ~6~ii.jt;:fT ~m ~ij 

al'lf ~qJ"=IT il~~ llroa ;:ntr, "fiRIlf aiT~1.lT =qf=<:jTa WRqTqIJTl6 ~~~ ~ ~~~~ <l'li<.[ 

!:I+rJOTt(f ~trffl"1i{l~::q fr{+r~rllT m~~T ~{i<:{m. ~l~T ::qru ~ \il"TCI'{t~ ~effl"li al'lf ~i~. ij 

~'i:f"fi~ ~~r{ \il.,mFlr q::q~o<{T"'I''t ~1~, ~TUf<{ q "fiTiJ[~lfl~T ~T~cftq ~lIt;;t\' <ii1~~+rc!T 

ql~07.jr6 ~+r~ ~~. ~1I!.c1 <i)f<l' clfl !:I+rT!JfT(f mq~lfr ~r{rq(,t.,T :a11~l.lT ::qr::lfT::qT 3,~q6T 

~r{ ~<it"T ~a~ l:§;U"Ii ~olfT'<ft ft~1S! il~~ .,Tt r{ ~olft<:{ "filc"li~('~i.{T '{IiT;f ~Ff't.=i.{l:i!r 

~q '3n~. 

qlJf qr<.r«r1ii.{f dl;f ~<:: ~ all{. +IT{atffi<:?5 qT::r~floo1.lT~r ~iTl+r ~qCi5 ~ a ¥ 

ila;::<it~<:aT~ '31T~. ~T '31ql:lTa ~~ffr"fi(T~lfl 3"Or~~ il<{Q q ~a{ G[;ilf (iT m:sq~T €t:s-
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~~ ~~ ~~ &7rT+rm ~~~T\:lROT ~ ~~GTl~T ~&rn qToo~~T If<.faTCI~:q f;l~ 
'RTCfT ~maT. CfiT{iJf, <::T~~~ lft~~<?11 ~ ~~:;fr ~+fFi ~i'f ~GTl ~iff'Trta ;J;e8l1'i'fr 

qfu~~ ~ "~<ii ~Tuft ~;J 1.Rt. ~~T R?.mTa ~a::;;<fT ;jr.ne.Jti:o<fT :aT?!l~T a~Q:,~ 

<ii~T<fif~t ~'i~ lfTlf{Trf D~uGTl'<:j"T lfT~ ~GTl:;;'!Jl ~r~TCf<:€T<fi~ ~. ~Q''fiT-(t aTqTe.J~ ~ m~ 

~T'if1J'!JT=% +rQ'~Cf ~!1jU<fT~ ~T=% ~F{ ~~~ ~, q ~ ~'.fi :a{$'i:lIJ((~ :aT~T ~CfiT

~ ~Q'<iiT{T m"f il+r~ta 31TlJfcrr <fii'TIJf an"&,o +i[~ :aT~T ~~a1<r ~qloo<{ra q ~;tnOO'!Jt a 

~gtrrT ~d~·uGTl<fiaat +~~ qrq~loomq:q fCt<fifq~m afu;5r :qm <W<{ 31~T ~f?r+rRm~ 

an~GTl ft~illq:q U~Ol ~qcrr 'QT lJ.:<fi"i'f ~ql<f fu:;ear. ~tIT6 (Silage) a<fH <ii~U<lT~ ~:q 
~~ :aTT~, q q~l~ ~ ~f\:Pn:IT'H QT TJ.:'.fi :a-:;:rif ifT~ ~. 

~~ a<{R <fi~GTl+rmr~ .,W ~~qaj ~·n<:€T0~+rTat m~G:- (~) af~l.fT :qr~f~ 
31?!~'l:fT 31~~~ ifi[~Of <f,T<fif ~T~at q ~T ft;fr~ ~~ ~ :aTT0F1T q ~rr6~ <rt:qT 

S,~qoT ~TCl~t~T <iiT<lil <fj~. ('<) m<'?T "i'fm ~ffi~l~T "3'<l~ clW.i-m'i:l e.J ~ql~aqii'r 

l2:~ fu'CfiTIJfT ;eior~<lT~ qTooUl.fT'i:I'T q ~~GTl::;fi (Putrefaction) ~1 '4'rfu :aT~~ ~ Olr(Jm 
'< 

'.fi~(Jf. 

:aT~T f~;!r qr~<{m m~T :qTU 'fit<f,"'!_"f m O<f.:rft~aqar ~t3"'!.rr ?;q~GTl~ ~qT

oo~ q ~~t(! qlq61~T q qlofr ~{<{o~RT ~~ffi~;i5 ~{t ~T~T :qHT fCr<fj~O)- ~<f<{ 

rr~a- T<f;CfT q{q~a rrrfr, ~ ~t3"'!.rr ;-q0~T :qru \jfrfTC{~rrrT 9;u~at ~ar. 

+r.ql;e :aT~T ftaT~ q~Gm{qiJr ~tofqu<{T<Jiftat a<fH ~~;§jT ~fu2 ~3"T{Tii5T m<fii5T 

(Silo) a{6 +1l:urarn. ~oR R~~Uoo'iT J:fiiT{:qr a{eaTiJ. ~ J:fCfiT~ (af) ~qf6 ~tofiilU<{AT 
<iiTOO, ('I) -iToH ~r{ ".fi(um:;;>:JT "hT-fi :a-q<:fmra mlJf~<{1 <{~g, q (<f,") ~"lTifTrr, \lfT1f~·iMh~ 

q-fullr-r.fr qraiiT (Water table) e.J1T't ifr~lq~ WT~'irr 3T6ara. 

~qT~ ~t3"fqullT;;lll <firr.al'O<fT ~U'<fT;r (~) aF~"{i=f q (~) <fiT<fj:j' 3:rij ~F{ J:f<f,l~ 

:aTI:'IGTCf. m~r GI(':!~}r ~~T~ q;m TJ.:iiT ~fJT~rRfr0 (SeafJon) :a-CpfTnffiTof:q :aT6a. +i!'~0l a 
~T<iiiT Cfm>:JT ~T~ aHT<fT lJ.:".fi?f 'fT'i.<1 a<{r~ ~~~ a{e~. ~~fnI:{T~llfq'it I:[~il""f; 'tiafT ~'t!G 

i~ ~t'l <{ ~ tq ~~ 3TBa. ~T CfmGTl rI:CfiT6 Q;<ii ii5PJ.rr 3""4-'H ".fi{aTG q ~<.fc"'fr 'tir.8r 

~~<{T 'ti'*~ a{T~Ol 0Fl?f TJ.:~{ 'fiToT{ nr0TiiT{ <fj{aTCf. ~~«T{(2<fT ~F,1Jf ~~tm~ ~qr
+rrOll~~ ~T ~tOfi:tT Cfm<fT"l{ 3TTji:q;:r J:f6{IlfT:qr qRllfr~ ~f~rf "hToT{ 'i:1hcrt Q:<.fT~<:: ut 
~iiG OlT~l +it~;:j' ~C(Jf iFHiflrfta (1Ti::~{a- <Jiron: ~!l rfTQ'r. <{r"3"~c 'f,P:{if ~ToT~ U::<iil§:0l ~~ 

~rn+{ti:{ ~qr6 ;eto'!_~ ~,,{ul!r<f,"f~aT 316a-. +~~i{ ~t~r.{T ~t~::{<JiI+rr<f,T(GT faqc, ~rrT <.f1t"( 

~~<iiTooT~ ~qFnrfr:;;:qT qRO'lTifirrT <:::T~ Ol ~IJfP:n q~i"'fT :j~m <Ji{aTG. 
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ilT'<T'fiTmo ~q~lfffi anuru~ ~ 3f¥T'<TT~ ~oru~ ( ~ ) ~ Of ( ~ ) ~ 

affl ~ IfCfiT~ ~a. llfi~ "h131(I<O<l1 ~ <it'ClO~I"flffiti IT<'.Rf, m<fRrr ~, ~, 
~ ~m Of)r't ~llfi'j{ ~;r ~l T'#~T:qr ~q<WT <fiftam. m ~ ~ a- ~ ~ ;3-=q 

<if ~am:qr o;J.ffil' (Diameter) ~ 0 a- ~ ~ ~ 3f~. ~<n Of ~~ ~m~ 
ff«ft;;~r ~ C?~~ ~T~ ~ ~r"f q:gor. +~ ;:r~r{ ~r(_?~ flfffi:;:fi \lIltr "f)+rT~ 

\lila <i;:fl;:rara. maT~ ;:r~ it<lir:;fr ~ ~ a- ~ 0 tq q ~~<O<lT iT<.fiRfT ~ m 
~a :are~. fiTijT <.fi~T 3f~~~~ m~T ~ r{~ara, q ~Gftr{T qU~ 'ilT:i~ ~t:q'( 
~ 3f;1;f a::~;r qr<fffiq~r{ ~h:~ m~ ~FT~. ~T ~;rr;:r(T=<fT ~~T <o+I'r 3f~ ~~:;:r 

m:;:rr ~n ~( &:T~t. ~ <fiT~HT:;:ft ~nf6.ill • il;:r( m~&r ' ~T~ ~<ifT ~~. 

~Tr{, 'ilftJ;::fhfi~ qlu;qT~ ffiBT (Depth) "f1J~:;:;,.lf 3f~~T\-:.rl~ 'ilt'9~<?n llfiTol(i~ 

~~ !FW 3f~ ;- (Z) iT<.f,( ~P.F7.T q (~) fqc BPlC'3T. 

~'EI~ ~r~ ;- ~ ~.f~ <im~ 3f{'l'QTQ. ~Ta <.{~ e.r(crfu~rtr+!~ "fl:;:;~ q qif. 

~ are ~ 3ftlara. q~ ~IT~~T ~ ~ mC'STllfiT( 3ftlara. ~T~~1~ ~:qT ?.N 

q 3ftijT~ ~'ii{f~l:qT !::1i! ~Pi~ R<fi~ ~Flu<{Fl{T ~~R ~~T mar 3'tm ~ q'ilfZ<.fiC 

ilT'Cl"T&fl C'SFTaT(I. ~~T ~l!cZ ~Frtlll~ llfitfre ~(enUf T1:(~ ~~. ffrar:;fr ~~8NRIJf
qif ~ ~ 0 '!ie, q(T~ iT<fiT:;ft 7j{1it C?, tel <.f ~Tdt~ cl<.fiRft ~ ~ tq 3f~~. fl:Icfr:;:fi 

~t~ 'ilT~ \lIl1:{Olf<;7.IT ~lfTlTT~ "fllc:<fil;rta (Perpendicular) ~~. 'mfj ~(1~ «!"T~ qU~ 

it<tiT~ ~ C:l~ ~ (Sloping) ~~. 3ft~ i[T~~, ~qf~i~ ({{ ltlffi+r<.-i{ 

ml;JC'ST ;jfT~ r{~ +&~r{ ~FI( ftqT :w<i q~P.T~I:;:;rT ~q ~ ~ ~. \i~T ~W ~ "flToT( 

ort'Cl"T"~~n~ 3f~~ at ;jf~ C:IlT'.f> ~~~ o( 't 't-q ~ <it'Cl"<fiTlJ U~ ~ ~Wf ~( 

~ elitem: 'ilt'9T~, +~O'[~ <6TorU~T :;:;rl~~T ~'Cl"H ftrc.om. ~6 ~~riT <fi~~oT ~~ 
~T ~aU<.f~ rna1q~ ~il ~CjT~ Q;.fiR<>lT'#T t1:<fi 3f6 3f{'l'oFr. fircfr <f,T~1C:-~ ift'Cl"~~~T 

3f~ara. 

m ~Tq~T :- ~ ;jffit;fi;;7.IT ~lfTlTT®<'5T ~{{am. ma ~r{ WfiH ~~QTQ;

(~) ~~~~T r{11;:~n:iir ~m (Welltpye), q (~) :;:;r~R <tiToT\ (Trench t.ype). 

( ~) fEiT~'''''QT iI~rQTi ~~ :- il:T tr"flT\ tlir<:! ~<fi'( q Ifi[~~m~ ~T~. llfiRUf 

;jfff:l;fl~T ~6ffi<fi fl.':IaTl!~ ifT~(T~ ~Tif OJ ~OjT+!H ~tqT\t_;r m~~"fl:;:;r ;jflm ~{enlJf flJfZ~. 

~T~T ~T~<'f'ia ~Ha ~T~1 ~" 'RC: q o~T6 ~ ~ ~c: ~m. q(T~ c:l<f;T"fl"i'r~ &fT~ ~T~T~ 

il<fiTcr.fT~ o1.fT6T4~t ~ a;f6T<.fT; <f;T~Uf, ~TI:!~ :;:;rRT lf~r{ m ~T~~ 3fto,)~ ~<.{T llfiT~~ 
c:r<f.ll~~ <tiT+! ~l~ ~tq. q :;:;rtlJ~ ~T~. n:rm:;:;l{T a:ri<frC'S 'lB"iiTlTT<.f{TC'S ffi:;:;r,?.:jfZn 1i~r{ q 

~s'l~T<lqIJTT r{T~T6f <f,~r{ ~~ 'lB"~m !lfZa,;:;fia tfiU:fT. ~~T<1 fo~;:,o ~~T6 "jOlT fei;;:rT 

'{:bt~:;:;rT lI.{( ?.:n::H. ~fu(Ttr+i'luf:;:;r i3n:;:;~f fmft ~~'il:;:;~ ~~TnTOf~ <iTorr{ ~1lr<'l'PR sr~-
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1Jf1~ ~:;;;1.l'T Sl<n~Cf1~~ ~~~T ffi:~ wij. ~ 'TT~~ <fiWlGIT~ <fiTift q~~ 'ifT~ 
q;<fi ft<.rOO (Pulley) 'if~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~~ql ~~ :ait[Wf Cfil<t;°lll:;:fl ~q am. 
\illT ~tq ~q ql~~ ~ar, "f ~ij ~lam qrmn:;:fi ~ (Lev-:l of water table) 

~f+i;:fr:;;;1.lT ~lffif 'fiR ~co ~~~, aij w Sl"iiT~=if itoT\ ~!! ~~. "liT~ ~T~T:ql 
crro<rrm ~cri Q~;r ~ ~lu~Tl!Cfi Wq 'lTii. 

( ~ ) :;=Jd~ Cfilor~: -~ ~'liR ~~TI:lHIJf ~q'li::lfI~T ~q:gu1.l'Tm\@ "f 'fip:l~m\ 
3r~. ;rtllu~ 'f<j;qr ~q~ ~t\:l<ft~ ~T;Cl!l;r ~+i;(fq ~t'if :q~ ~. ~~lIT 'ifT~T 
3ClR (Stope) ¥ : ~ (4 Vertical: 1 Horizon tal) ~T Sl .. TIJfRr 3fflT<JT. ~cfm'<TT~crOt 
~ (.'3N'r ~ 0 'lie "f~ ~ ~ ~ ar~a-. m~l~ ffi";:t{T 'l~l1TlI 3"~ ~ii "fi~ulfl ii~qt 

~ ~;:l!T~ "'t\-~ ¥t ~~ 3n~. 

~;rTq\t:;;l!T ~~:;;;l!T arT~\tq ~ fqli q n"f~ iti:lrq (:liT ~"Ii(n~;r lll'iT\'f q;;m: %<:'(11 

~Uf Wfl! m~. ar~r CfTq~Rit fCr"fit+i'<.?;f +i"liT (Zea mayse), ;;qr<'r ( Sorghum species ), 

':H<ll<'r ( Penneset.iem typhoideam ), ;rRiJfr ( Eleusin Coracana ) "f"ll1: it~nq. ~cQt ~'-ltq 
~TIJfT 11~;r aT ~'<TT~T{~l!T ~m:;;;l!T ft;?{~fq (Milk Stage) 7.Rr"r a~ ~ Cfircraft "f ifTD"fi 

~~ Cfi~ a- (.'3n:q "filOT~ta mFta. ~T arll~~ <fiTOT~ "fT05~~ <{<{q V-ii,,{T qr(.'3TCfr=i;(TcoT 

lIT:qT ~"«rT ~ l1U"lT. ~~ 'lie ~T:sT:qT ?H l1~~:qr;;.r~ ~;r ~:g~;r ~~ ~if ?:fRT "{ ~:qtq1~ 

~ <fi~ C:l~. gsTqu<lT"'I"r l%:qr <f,TOT~F-l!T +i1::ql1TlIT <{ <f,~qt, ~:qF-:qT <f,~~;'r:q '1iU~T, 

+QOT~ GJOl;r W~~(.'3T ~ ~1Jf~m- ifT~~ <.j'~\1J1:fffi +tl"ftr ~. ~<f CfiToT~ 11~ ~T~l!T"f~ 
q~<{ ~ CfilrslwR~;r ~'if W;;.rT. m ~qc:~ g~ ~~t~ ::3"CflITli "fi{ql ~ • 
.:r~ <{~~ li"fqr:qr M Cf1(.'31Cfr:;:fyool!T:qr ~WT ?{{ ~3i;r <{ ;{a{ <iiTm +iT~l!T ~~~T;r 
~~~ ~ Q:"fT :si~ "fi\T~. ~{ ll<.j'f~ ql!T{ ~ql QRtt ~l!T ~1 T~tq =qr::1lFft i'i'fi <fit'[ 

~T~ q{ ~;r: R~~T~ 'lB"l1TlI ~~ <iqf~T Q;~{ ~ 'l~~TlI ~~=<;:qT \!~lnllTq~t 

~ ~ ¥ 'li~ ~:q lifiD"fT. 

<fiTor\ ~~ ll'e{f~ 'il'T~{ <filiil"'lIl~ ~<I'm if;El!TqT~ ~\U~ ~H ~ ~:q ~Ts't~T 
?{\ "fiT~~T:q- ~~; "fiT{'1f qT q~T <{ <fi~~ ~rem Q;<fiT ~"fiR:;;;lIT ~if q;rl'::~ 

(Mould ) ~ ~ 'f llqf~ ~T~Tl!Cfi \Q:ffi;nit. ~\ f~m ~~{ fua:;f;:q ll'e{t~ '1iw;l 

<itoT~ ~;:J: ~~;;.r('{_ Q:<{T.r~ "fi~. ~~'1i lITi~T T~eH ij(.'3T~T ~ R"fm ~ ~ tTT:g "f ~~r 
.~ 0 errs ~~ ~a\ 31?f1SrU'if{, CfIJf ~:f <fi1G~l!T<iq~ ?:frij. <'t'<T "fiTGUlIf'i;l!T arlll~ ~ f;t~l!T6 

i'<TT~ ~rer:qr qre ~1.l'RT 'fiT\:cr ~l1cr ar~ill. 

q;<fi~ ~OT{ ~ ~n~~N{ enaT~ :qr::l!m 9;ifl~ijqr!it fnl!T irar;:- ;sreJ' q'T<fi '1ir~;:J 

~ 9;;r: g~ if;~~ ar6~ ij(r ?H~ ~1;:r\~ 'rfrft?{ijia:q :f~~1.Jn!c7.; ~:qT~ ;:ftfolq <fir1.f 
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~ ~ffi~, ~~ q ~c_;s~m f.f;~~, <fiTOT~mtc_;s ~~q Wfr1JTt~ ~T~~'-TT ~~c_;s 

~ifr~ ( Oxygen) ~C_;ST ~., <fi"~fu:mfUr~ q~ (Carbon Dioxide) q~~ ffl6<?ST 

"fIffi, q CIi'l"OTGij'rc_;s ~ffii[R ~, l erT~ ~R ~ ~~T ~ ~q~ 

( Bacteria ) OjT~T OJ ~T :a{~C_;S~, ClI'T~~ ClI'T OjrR~ ~fcfc'li q are~'Ii 

:a{T+~ (Lactic acid and Acetic acid) ~m~ 'Ii~qT~, ~T 3n"~T~~ m';rn ar.m ~~ 
Oj~~ffiq~ (Moulds) mcrfi~ ~IJjTil ~~., ~m il~QTq, 'litfT U::"fi ~i[T!JfTOi[T~ ~~~ 

~ ~r+c_;st~ ~11f qT~ ~, ~~~ ~~T~ ~B' qr{~qcft-q{~ m~fiC_;S qRarTil Q:Tqm q tqiT 

~<{T~ il~qTq, 3f~T ~T~T<{~'fi fSn<.Tt~ qr{~qij'r-~~ ( Plant cells) ~~q~ qG:<?:." ~ 

CRlfcfu<{l~ Q:(iS;.pu iI.,QT~, m+(iST~ '<IHT @TU~~T~ R~qlq U@(iST~, =;:fT:::~r~ 

Tcrni[~ q~qf~ ( Starches) U::<fi"T ~~<{T m@'tr ~~ ~rn q m~"R (Proteins) 

~T\"'iT ~~qtq ~~ ~. 3f~T itfT;:r ::qTU q::qferit ~ ~C_;S11 ~a-, ~T<{f;:r"fi f.f;~~qT<{ 

qRr{ R~iE<{T ~TqT~~ =;:fT:::m'i:r g"fi~ 'i:rq~ ;srr~ il~ ~)~TG q 'lf~ ~cp{ Q:Tm~. cpToTd

q'T(iS :a-lSIJjij~~ ~T ",rqcft~ il~~ ~a, 9,"t~T G:T'f ., ~m~~ q l:~~ <fi"T~~~ ~mm 

i.:~ ~11fT'Sfi{{ ~T ~TT~~ ~ ~(iS;rr-;ft rtm ~T~ ~art~ ~)~., ~QT q'jf~ qnr~ q 

=;:fl:::m~ l1T'lfu~~ ffl;<{T~, m~~ ::q~qT~ ~efr{"{{'I' q SJ! ClI'T ~~ qr{~CRfrq{ 3f~ 

qr'~I1fTil l!.f~ffiq q SJ! ~m ~T~'Ii f>fim Q:1<r ;:TTQ:l~. q:;:;rfcru~T=<;<{T q ~~ ifrq~lCl &:T 

=;:fTU 3fqT~T\<fi" o~, q ~~ Wr~ f;r+rtur it~ <:IT ~qti<1T ~T 00 ~Tnj' fw;'f 

~~ ~~ fCrqooc qqf;f;'(l ~nR q u::"fiT T~r~12 qr~T~ 3l~. ~~~ ~~(r ~"fiT~~ 
9.,~~:;fT qPI m~~T .,~~. 

+1't{f~T~'l~:r'f;;'-IT q'(l~ T~~::q<1tq ~<{A 3l~"fi 'fjT<F:: .,~~ ~ n~ m~. ~Tf~qT~ 
'" ~q~ 'fj~~ @T~l~~i[Tijf ~:--

::qTU :afrB:rT <if 3f?fffiqj.rr ~"m fi~Hfto {'fto'I~ ~~{ ("-f~oo~i ~<fT9~t.,T @T3; '<TT~ot 

~), "fi~T=<><{T 'IT'lql~ ~ q'jf~ .,~l~; "tiT\I1J ;:<{T 'ifT'lmo ~TI1fT o<{T{~" CIT <fi"T~mq{ 

<ifroo~iE<{T T~~ClT~ ::qm {'ftoT~(iST ~qT, ;:<1T~~ ~~~"fi 31?f{'f'(~ G:TU~T=<;<{T ~m;;y R~" n~~T 

a{~~Tq <.[ =;:fm~ 3fliE<{T «'-l(ff~ <f~qT. ~{'fffT"ti ~~~lo f~oolJjm "tiW ~<fi"T{=;:fT an~T =;:f"RT 

<if 'ilq-q {T "ti"i{r ~oot ,'fl.,l<if\T.,T 31rq~q .,Tim. qlJj ~~~::q ~l!.fT~m ~qfo{ 't~~T~ l'fT=;:f 

=;:fTU ~.,r:R WTq:iT;r @foTO 3f~T ~l1er ~, "tis'!'T <if +i~t~ ~+r<~ 3f6~(iST 3fTIJT~T 

tJ:"ti 'fj~"ti "Q:IJj~ ~T~~<{T::q ~im {'fT0f4~iE~T "tis;frq~t ~'<Tt{'fT~ q~., ~Hq 11@. 3"~ 0 - ~ 

l!.f<f~c ;srrna ~t.. qj~ Ii'<TT{'f 11{~, ~~ ~q~T::q ~Tn~ 'fj'(fi t.. qrs "ti~;ft {'ftOT~ ~a-. <(T

f\UqT~, =;:f){ ".{ 3fFTlqTf!_., "fis.rT~T {'f~T~T ~ 111fo 3l{'f~, ~T ~T{'fT=<;m i[T<!q1q ~1=;:f 

.,ffi\. ~ ~~11{ q~~U<{T6H@ ~{T'i:r \1"<1 tJ:"fiTtJ:"tiT ~(iSTq~ 3l{'fClT 'If<fTq\R 3lTDi<{ ~~~U<{T

"fift:~T ~'<TT{'f ~ tJ:"ti 3"~+r 3f?f (altera tive ) ilr.,~ -it~ a{T~. 



~a a~m: ~~~".ff ~~ ~T!ft ~~m ~ ~~ anl::-( ~ ) ~ :qp.n;;jT 

aloT CfiUcP.fT'i:lT ~~, aT alT~T Of ~~~ alaii5T G1~. €t ~T <m.t5~ ~ ~ 
qrofT ~ ~~ alT~. ;itor® CTCfilnfrrrr ~~ ~ 0 0 ~. :qp.rnr ~ ana ;flo ~Ta~fI 
~ ~~ q q~ i[~'flT i[lm. <fuirnqy~O{ ~c{oo:q "'fl::?fT~ q'fq:; ~a~. 

( '{ ) CfiToH 'ft'<.fu?fT"~cff ~O{TCf{ffi ~~l:[T, ~~'TI'ifr "3nw"fi qR~~, lL..rta 

61o~T 'fiToo, Q:CfFfTo{, 'Jffir.Hq1~ qyU?fT"'iil:[T qTqotr'ifr @l~ ;;th't a~ ~?Jt:qT f<tm~ 

'fi~o{ mil:[ ~:qT q'flT~ 9iron: ~t~~ CfTTQ:~. 

( ~ ) ~~r{1'ii?fT" 'l13+TInTqU~ qT1l?fT"qy~O{ ~~~Uf ~U<ll<fiT~at 9ilO"H :?;:q ~Fft iTtf~~ 

~~. 

( '-\ ) i[CJTil~ ~~q mu aio"1Tq~ 316~f.{ g;9iOO6T "'flU ~<fiT CfiToTDa:q ato

T~~ qrfQ:~. ~9iT CfiToHm 'flifu; CfillI ~ 0,000 qr. m~T :qro atoFI~T ~~. 

( ~ ) ~1 31t<fT~ ~ ~~'1T...GfT mmnre 'fiTc"fiRT<:f q firffi:qr ~ 'lg~ 
a'iTG q ~ii5~ 31aTCJT. ~~~ a{ cIT ~O{ el(TC{T. 

( \S ) ~{U~ A~ , ~:q ~T~:qy ~"'lf~T:qy ~-H 'flT;ro,-:q ~~. 

( ,.; ) ~ ~3- CfiBH :araU?fT"Q:C{* :ar';J"fi ~i[Ff <it6i~: 'fT~ar ~l2". 

( ~ 0 ) CfiT6T~m mu +R~l:[Tc{~ Wl:[ fta''l;r q ~'t6T ~'fTC{T, q al~T ftcfr;r ~l:[ta'l' ~ 

~wrarllH ~,o 0 if, q~T m~ <iTi, ~~ ;=j~. 

( ~ ~ ) :qTU +{~l:[T~T ~l:[T~ <{T~~"fi <{rd% '!~ <.fiU~; 9i1{1J'I (?'{TaTo{T ~O{TC{do{T 

'S{Ta r{ q~ql lL"'lra o'l:[~ ~TUfT~ r{TQ:l, q ~Ht<:f :qT~. T ~'lu'l:[R CfiT+m 'ifT~~ tTa 

( ~ ~ ) ~Eff6T"fifufT T;'r<n~i.i?T mu ~<{TC{{to{T 9it(T ~~T <{ <f;'{IJTT::;?fT" q 3Cfg'ffi" 

~~T ~ol:ft;:ft ~'ffi" ~6T ~61<'{r. ~?fT"a qf~<{t~ (Protein) ~Uf 'fjT~ alq_ .,~; 'fiT~I1(, 

6to~?fT"irn~ J:n~<it~~ 6~U~T i~'l:fT (Pu trefaction )~., ~o;;rf6 3fCfT"lCfiT{'fi ~ar. 

~<:Jo - ~~EfTa (Medicago sativa ) a~:q \;'1T :qT::"lTll"'~ cit9iii5 ~F1T 'fiT~ ~aa, ~~ 

~~ ~ q-(T~ alT~l! q'flH ~TUl:fT,,{T ~+{q ~€t; +~f1J_" OIt (Triticum Sativum), 

~Tc ( Avena Sativa) l:ft~H~'1t:qT li~ra 'fi~ol:[Y:;;'lT %T1l1 a~6T ~qmiT 'fl~ <{'it. 
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( ~ ~ ) ~~ GlfR <li~<fifurt ~i;?fT ftr~tQ GJUTT l1~~~T 3Rf~T ~; 
qor m ~qUf ~ ~T~~T O:{~ffi; q GJIlfT <:Ji{<::~ ~..:m:r(~ cr<:J~ i1m ~. 'm:"" ~
~ f~T ::qj-~t!'ffl?l ~tOf2: ~~~ ~a. ~~~2: lflfTlJfTOfT~~ enGO~~ "" ==<rr'CJT ~crITn 
m ~ Cfii'it ~~~ T~ it~o:{ +l~T~ l1T~;;fr f.l:;~ <li\u<n~~ ~1SIJfmi!FT~. 

ilG:i!'<.~ ~~kf GlfR <li~ OfTif(fffi ~~\~HIlf ~Gfr;;;~ ~ G];:r ~""ofr 
mR~ ~:-( ~ ) ~Gf ~l a{~ <fi)or~ anq<::~ 11\~GfT ~T~ '1iTGf~~ (T<:lIT 

~, ( '( ) <iiToH q +l~~ 0GfT{ <li~GfT<liftot ~TtTIlfT{t ~TRffr f4GOT~(JGfr:OGfT 'IT'SIoTa 

a{T-q1lf. 

~~lft <rt'c:l~ 'mIlfRt ~ n~qm ~ moT a{~<::~ ~Gft:qT ~;;J ~~ffi'c:lT71lf 

~J'iiGfT a{ten<FITilm~ ~~ anGt{o:{ an~ a{T~. ({~ ~m '( fcilqr ~ ~:r.r 

~ ~~T ~~ ~~ a{~. ~~~T ~q*nr~ ~'S{ ~ i{f~~qifu N.~T 
~~o ~~~o ~ ~<ffl"T'c:lT~qUf ~ 'c:l~, ~ ~~T~ ~ t:q '31IJi"'lIl ~~T~ 
<ti)a'<I~ :k:~.fT ( ~ ~ 0 x ~ ) ~~ ~ ~ 0 t"" fcliqr ~ 0 ~ ~~. ~"" ~:tT ~ ~ 

'c:l\~~, fcli~T ~ ~ ~ q ~ i!~"lIi:ql <liTGO ~~re {T M ¥~ ~ m:~. ~ 0 ~ 

~QT 6T~ If<fiH=<ft <liroj~ iJ<WmT ~T ~<Rm m~:-( ~ ) ~ 0 ~ ~ l1:<fi 

<liTor\, ( ~ ) ~ ~ ~ ~=<ft ~;r <fi'ror,{, fcliqr ( ~ ) ~ 0 ~2: ~1 ~;r <fiTor1.. 

qIJf 1m m~ If<fiHto?~ .~T~T~ q;jJ~ ~Tffl"" U~IlfT< O:{T~I; <liT<1lf \1l~'31~T 'T3Jm 

~ ~ q ({Til ~ ~~ Q~~ m~'iiGfT ?l<TcR ~ ;jJTB ({TOf q$a ~<::G[T;:r 

~ ~ 'mtTT frriJlur ~~, q l&:~ m~ ~ 0 ~ ~~ f¥T ~:q ~)mto, ~~ 

~ ~ ~ i:q <tiTorUq~t <liift, q~;r ~ ~ ~~ ~~ <iiToHTa l1:<liT ~" ~~ ~T~ <tITor<t

q~t ifiift ~ ~~. +~ ;jJ~~ ~~t~ '1iT'*m<qijt <liUqGfT~ ~T<::GfT~ ~" ~ 
~ m;r <filoR 'I~ROT=<f i:!! a{;~. 

~'.fi <fiTom=<fT ~mo:{ oG[T6 ( Diameter) ~ 1fi2: 3l6TefT. 3l~T <fiTor<T'iiGfT a{~T 

~ ~'liGO (Cross-sectional area) ~Q,.~ ~. 'R~ 11't~. ~~Ill~ a{~T <1ITom:OGfT 

~ ~ ~TG ~ ~. G. ~rt'R(! Ii~T6 i!T~. ®;jJ '( i<f ~~ta- <fil~erGfT'OG[T fu~'n;f ef~T~ 
~ Q, • ~ 'E{~?; ~Tm:qT G. err f~~T l&:1lf~ ~. ~ \9 'E{. Ifi. ~~6 ({{U;jJ i1T~< <fiT~TefT ~m~. 

~ ~. 'li. ~~t~~ q~ ~ml: ~ 0 .n. 3la-a. ~o:{ ~.7( \9 ~. ~. ~~hn~ q'Jl<'{ wn~ 
~ g g tft. ~~ Gfl~O:{ 3l6T f;{t;~ T~~ijT <fiT, ~U\l{ R~ ~ 0 <.> qt ~~T~ OfTq(uG[T:;:fT 

;:y~ w~ G~ ~~ oGfR <fi\T~ • 

. "plein. i'<fi ~({{ ~T~ ¥ ~ 1!_. ila~GfT~ ~<mfr~ l1:~ { 'ilFlT ~i!R ~ 0 <.> 'E{~'Rc 

11"t~, ~1IJ,;r ~lft<ft~ Q;<j;~ ~~f~T~ q;jJo:{ ( ~ "0 X ~ " ) fci;qT ~ \3" "" qr. lit~. ~{ 



~ it'Fn~ ~r ~ q~ ~ 0,0 0 0 qr. ~~ 'iR<?:rT~ <Rt~ 'SI0!iT~ <!iron: 
~(W"I~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '3;"t6 ~. G:(~ ~ 0 0 .ft. ~ m~ ~~ 
~ WfiT~ <ti161(id'l~ ~'<lT~ ~ ~qifu ~~. ~";{ ~ ~. C<ffiI' q ~ ~~ ~. 
~)~ a:rot <iilor"{ i[~ ~~ ~Ii.fT~T:qT :a-q<:ftl'[ Cfi<OT ~ - ~ U:Cfi( ~ ar~ q ~ 

~ ilIC16.lo,,-~ ~'CfT(OT ~~~T ~ ::tI'Pl m't. 

( 1 ) Leaflet No.2 of 1938-Department of Agriculturi'l, Bombay. 
( 2 ) Indian Farming-Volume VI, Number 6 . 

• 

q;:r~qat ~q ?t~1Ta ~Tq? 
~~ :- ~. ~. IU. ~, ~ q~ ( ~. ) 

~T, {T 'ifI<FRilllc?T ~~~1';l ~~ U:Cfi ar,~ ~nt arr~. ~T {1 qT«ffcl'Cfi ~ 
~~ ~ :a:I~ ll(;sj :a:I~. ~lq~ +!~~Of iHlcrms ~1JlF1U ~T"'<:[T ~~~~ ~~;sj ~c:{ 

~~~. "<:rT'SI~OT ::U~(lCfl!erFfr WT(7,:qr~ ~fu ~ (~:tul!T~l ~"fi, ~ m14acrrit Cf 

«r o(1~ .p.nl~ <f.TC16 ::U(TU~<:[Cfi:;:ft ~l~:qr~ ~T::q C:{I3UT ~~ a:Jmw"fi m~. ~;;Y~I1( 

W+! ~~ ~BnCR <Pft Fr~taT ~ If,T( ~~'M :a:rWt. ~~~ arm~T ~ mct# ";{r(lI3T 

q,fa'r <t ~'1r ~l 3'il.t <fill=! <fi(u'11~ ::u{R <t +!";{ ~~0]i1_ ~131'{1 'l;re. 
+!~l;l! mcrm lQOT~ ~Hl 'fiT'l? fI~ :a:Iq~ q 13~ ~~m (Systems) '1i;n ~otcrtif 

~~im iifooiir ~1Jl~ ~Tcr C1o), (f~ CIT 'fiTC3~ ~if$:. it~, ~13~~, ~f"1I3(1Jl ~~'qT, 

;r"~T~~~r 11i:;fr com ~T1f~~ :;:H~ ~~T(f. ~lcr!1f ilT~;sjl'[["lr ~;t'tf flNRlJfcrar !!c:~~r 

:a:I~ciT. 'tiT~ m;jft~"l ~li<f.fZ ~ fe!~Nr ~(f a:J~~T~. 

q;f~1Rft IDcr. q~Rf <fiT ;JriT &:T ~ ~qr?l ~ m~. f;ITt~lraT 316 +~!1f~t ilii:i5 
<fiT, q~(f~~ ~lq ~~T(f. Cf'{g ~<!t;;;;<:jT ~iqQ 31~ ~t<:[l~ iRicm ~(R 'fi«f. <Jn~ciT. 

;r~<!T:qr +!1oT ~;:~ ~ l~1lJ,C1 ~m 'l1m"ir ~"f fa(t"fi1131 wa ;:n~. Cf'lT qil~~Fn 

~ C1l3m ~~ 'fm ~m?iJ1 ~~'<T gcl1<n:;:n ~HA :a-~l1C{~ ~~. 

, ~ql3f <fiT+! arrr_ ~I~ ~~t~r' <:[r!:l~ q'1~q-ijT~ Th:Cj~l:ij ~;q "fiT~-' ~4-

WfiT?iJl'iiq ~zy.;1.rR ~&~~ Cfili\'";{ ?iJT,!~ ~ut' -~ffi ~t'lfeffil(f +~OlU<nq~t :a:IT~

'31TIR ~. "fiT(OT ~!:I~ U~ f4~ ~"fi(f ;Jlfr. ~1Jf~ I3~T:;fT n~t~:q f4(i~t. fa:CjI3i 
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\I~J.I"'T~ia ",~Cfc:fT qFl"f:;;<ll "[it ~~~ 3H~~(?T "Iir-trJ-~T<1-~'"lcRn~~ ~m, ej" ~iiOtrft mtrJ 

Et<tac;rr qT'1ft <.f ~~ ~~rv.rr~ (%fT(? OfiT~rr;q ~<n ~~ "Iir~ c<rt~ ~, <;i!r-;i ~T1~ 

Cf~T~a ~crt~~ ~am. ~ i[T~T "Iff {T :;:r"c~ftr'ifr<.r U~im;;f'.f. ~<{T ~'!~ ~T#r q<i~ 

~qffiQ. CI~qlJl ·.aTm-~, 3l~O<Ii9"T CflCf<,~, qf1lfT 3Tl<{j~ mlillJf <IT ffl;<{T zy;f~ 

:qr~:;:r {~ClTa. ~T(fQ +I~:<;<{~ ~e<{, q-:q;;{l~ %<{T ~1;;l1~ :;:.rl~ ~~fClm ~ "l~1 ~ 

~~T"f ~(?t;;<{T ~{'RI:;:fi qT;: ~T'I,n~lJlerD'r ~Ff<;~Q l[T('f ~~a, ll[:~"f el[T"f ~~irrr 

~ m€f ~Tn~. tRf ~Irn q<{~Cfc:n~ ffiClleffu: ~., ~~. ~~"f~T ;;fitqrif uqif, u::(T~ 

~illl:;:.r ~r,{~~T ~er~ ~Tor.wn7fRnit ~T«f1~'ifH('f !:l"i[TlJft~ ~('flG. 

:ar~TQl<lTQ ~<ll:[CfiruT:;:rT r~aOfiT lH'!_<: 1:fiT<:{~T ~qijf;{T f4rzm fua<fiT f~loo<:{jQ #!Oim 
rtrfr. ~ql~ ~~r qT;r ~ crsam ~ ~TCfIJf ~Tffi":;:r. 3l~rr( qT;f n~ ~T <fiT 

m@{, ~, if\:T zy{T~ q~T~ ~~ &fa "frlfr('f ~l,!~ {T ~~T ej"<{<;Cfm;;ft q:or. l:["IiT{=;fT 

fi'rq~ an"t. q1Jf <f! ~qQ<lfamn fr;:qeT~T :;:.rTcth~· ~TeTa~~T <lim ~oo ~ f.rOT q"f~q(fT-'lT 

ancw:r<fi ~~~ q ~ f~. +I~Q{ -p.p~ ~~'m 3le(?T CiU ~+I~t ~ ~ c<:{T:;;fi 

l:[~ ~~ @T(?T<m ~T~, a~"r Cf~i mCf Et<t~ "f1~T <:I{ aT Cfc=J<;Cf<fi qR, ~iq, ~ 

<rMt ~~ ut ~;nIJfT{ rITlfr. 

~T~HIJfCfcrr ~~ ~~1.jl;lQ{ ~~ffia. CfIJf <liW U;;lT ~j:j~IJlTU ~{T ~'tcf. ~~ 

{~ ~~~T +~~<{ q~1iRIT zy;IT 'ifTl<{T ~lB!T ~T 3l~ ;.pj(lUt ifK'f ~;;fiT~ o~~. 0fiT{IJf 

{I~ ~ <fir-{<{ ::1,i)OSIO"~ <fil<l (Carbon assimilation) ~~ ~a-. q:q~ 'fiT{ Q{ ;~oraT 
q~~ or.I u:fr ~~ ~~lJll:;<:{J q~ijf ~)~ ~~ ~~ IDtT i:Rrra. <lim i[T1Jf6 <{J~1 CJiT 

il~ m ~<{ ~qa ? 
tfii{i 9~q;fR ~T~ ~CJiT0i51 ~ f+lG:qT<{T m;:OO(?T 9 qT~ ~"~m ?Jir;:0i5~T 

+~<{ 9<{~qaT ~lqT n~ ~6 +IT:l{ <{el. ~(?"f:;;<lT erT<iiOO<fT ~al"q q CfT~ ~+ls(?T 'ifIQTa aT 

if,qoo ~mra-~~ 9"f~q(fli[.,,-fr~ ~ ~T~q:rlN~ ~~ ""~, 311(?e{CfIJlT <fir<J+I" W!;19T ~Gij"f

<lif~. mq ;~or~ r.t~.sT ! ~~ff ~o~t OfiT+I" ~tsrf4qTQ ~t:;:.r c<:{T ~q'f ~ 3l~ 

l&lJlcrr ~'m ~~~; ~ <{TfT. 

~13?ll:;fT mer QT Q:.<Ii i[~H 3l~P1"f~. 'ifT~i1Tq~~ijl(? <litft i[;:jFfUc-l qRIJfTi[ 

iHTla ~mi€T ~+irur CJi~, molQ. '4'i_ ~qcrr f.f~€f ~To <-1m. 3l$.rqG: ~l~efr~~:;:.r ~~ 

f<{i[TIJf ~)al[l~ ii·~i9" iDa--. am ~H~lft "f~<;CfaT ~qa~ ~i[tar <fi~ ~or.q "T~, <fiT~1Jf 
~1.jtrtT ilr \ .H:l(fr. l~{ "fi(U<{T=<fi ~qa ;:j~~. 



SPRAYERS 
Manufactured by 

THE STRNDRRD FURNITURE Co. Ltd. 
(KALLAl - MALABAR) 

Speak history for themselves 
The first class material employed in the manufacture 

of our sprayers is a guarantee of long and good service. 
Skilled technicians having up-to-date equipment at their 
command stand behind our products for their durability. 

It GALl.ON SPRAYER FlELDSPRA YER 

K NAPS ACK 

We manufacture; Knapsack sprayers of I t, I i and 21 
,allons capacity for spraying against agricultural pests in 
arecanut gardens, rubber estates etc., and for spraying 
malariol. 

Field sprayer----extensively used for spraying 
orange t rees. 

Bucket sprayer-- Spraying in gardens, wash
ing cars etc. 



PROTEOT 
your 

OROPS 
VEGE

TABLES 
& 

OATTLE 

by 

Shf~nene Duster. 

Orient & Shanene Dusters 
Marut & Maruti Sprayers. 

100% Indian Make and approved as the BEST by Central & various 
Provincial Governments & Agricultural Departments. 

Mlltl-ujacturel'S : 

American Spring & Preuing 
Works , 

BOMBAY, 23. 

Tel. Add. "SEEDS MEN" NADIAD. 

Distributo1'S : 

Agri-Orient Industrie. Ltd ., 
98, Medows Street, 

BOMBAY 1. 

THE GUJRRBT SEED STORES 
( Proprietor: Ma&antal Chunilal Thlati ) 

Saloon Bazar, Nadiad. 
30 Years Old Famous shop for a ll Types 

of Vagetable & <1arden Seeds, 

Agricultural Seeds, Implements & 

Fertilizers MerIJhants. 

The Best English Vegetable & Flower 
Seeds suitable for Indian climate can be 

had from Uli!. 8undia Jowar, Lucerne. 
Berseen, Sann hemp, & Country 

Vegetable seeds a .peciality. 

Catalogue sent free on request. 

Consult us for--

agricultural Industrial Machinery Matters 
WRITE OR VISIT 

KELKAR BROTHERS 
Budhwar Chauk, Poona 2. 

~ 00 ~ ~ 
• 
~~ 

.. 
~i~~ ~ 1(Tt{, ~ul ~ • 



~ 

- Iftll ___ I 

IS YOUR 

G",arantee 
OF FIRST CLASS QUALITY IN 

farm Implim6nt~ 



d eep tming with a chisel cultimor " shown abo,e incre"e, the ,oil', 
capaCity. ior storing water. It penetrates and loosens the soil to a depth 
of up to t 5 inches, thus allowing the roots of the next crop to oot310 
the maximum nourishment from the earth. Deep tilling is esser,tial tf the 
land is to produce the amount of food the ' nation so urgently needs. • 
The chisel cultivator is being pulled by a 'Caterpillar' D4 T ractor. This ' ~8' h.p. 
track-type tractor is easily controlled by one operator only. The famous 
'Caterpillar' range of tractors is manufactured by the Caterpillar Tractor 
Company and distributed through their authorised agents. Every piece of 
equipment is backed by a service organisation to maintain it at fullest 
efficiency wherever it may be working . 
Our agricultural experts can advise you fully-without obligation-on your 
particular requirements. Get in touch with us immediately and remember
'Caterpillar' eqUipment is more readily available these days. We can offer ),011 

very favourable delivery dates. 

• _ ._ •• ;oo- .. -"aPler 

(r---------~------------------~ 
"" HICCfSS 

IJl.RSEN TO~BRO 
nOUGALL lOAD. BAJ..LA~O ESTATE. IOIIlAT • 
P. O. BOX 278 . 80MBAY 
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